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90.45 Excerpt from I Promessi Sposi: “Father Christopher”\fn{by Count Alessandro Francesco Tommaso Antonio
Manzoni (1785-1873)} Milan, Lombardy, Italy (M) 3
… Father Christopher, of ——, was a man nearer sixty than fifty years of age. His head was shaven, with the
exception of the band of hair allowed to grow round it like a crown, as was the custom of the Capuchins; the
expression of his countenance was habitually that of deep humility, although occasionally there passed over it
flashes of pride and disquietude, which were, however, succeeded by a deeper shade of self-reproach and lowliness.
His long gray beard gave more character to the shape of the upper part of his head, on which habitual abstinence had stamped a strong expression of gravity. His sunken eyes were for the most part bent to the earth, but
brightened at times with unexpected vivacity, which he ever appeared to endeavour to repress.
His name, before entering the convent, had been Ludovico; he was the son of a merchant of ——, who, having
accumulated great wealth, had renounced trade in the latter part of his life, and having resolved to live like a
gentleman, he studied every means to cause his former mode of life to be forgotten by those around him. He could
not, however, forget it himself; the shop, the goods, the day-book, the yard measure, rose to his memory, like the
shade of Banquo at Macbeth, amidst the pomp of the table and the smiles of his parasites; whose continual effort
it was to avoid any word which might appear to allude to the former condition of the host.
Ludovico was his only child: he caused him to be nobly educated, as far as the laws and customs permitted
him to do so; and died, bequeathing him a splendid fortune.
Ludovico had contracted the habits and feelings of a gentleman, and the flatterers who had surrounded him
from infancy had accustomed him to the greatest deference and respect. But he found the scene changed when he
attempted to mingle with the nobility of the city; and that in order to live in their company he must school himself
to patience and submission, and bear with contumely on every occasion.
This agreed neither with his education nor his disposition. He retired from them in disgust, but unwillingly,
feeling that such should naturally have been his companions; he then resolved to outdo them in pomp and magnificence, thereby increasing the enmity with which they had already regarded him. His open and violent nature
soon engaged him in more serious contests: he sincerely abhorred the extortions and injuries committed by those
to whom he had opposed himself; he therefore habitually took part with the weak against the powerful, so that by
degrees he had constituted himself the defender of the oppressed, and the vindicator of their wrongs. The office
was onerous; and fruitful in evil thoughts, quarrels, and enmities against himself.
But, besides this external warfare, he perhaps suffered still more from inward conflicts; for often, in order to
compass his objects, he was obliged to adopt measures of circumvention and violence, which his conscience
disapproved. He was under the painful necessity of keeping in pay a band of ruffians for his own security, as well
as to aid him in his enterprises; and for these purposes he was necessarily obliged to select the boldest, that is, the
vilest, and to live with vagabonds from a love of justice; so that, disgusted with the world and its conflicts, he had
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many times seriously thought of entering some monastery, and retiring from it for ever. Such intentions were more
strongly entertained on the failure of some of his enterprises, or the perception of his own danger, or the
annoyance of his vicious associates, and would probably have still continued intentions, but for one of the most
serious and terrible events of his hazardous mode of life.
*
He was walking one day through the streets of the city, accompanied by a former shop-man, who had been
transformed by his father into a steward, followed by two bravoes.\fn{Bodyguards} The name of the shop-man was
Christopher; he was a man about fifty years of age, devoted to the master whom he had tended in infancy, and
upon whose liberality he supported himself, his wife, and a large family of children.
Ludovico saw a gentleman approaching at a distance, with whom he had never spoken in his life, but whom he
hated for his arrogance and pride, which hatred the other cordially returned. He had in his train four bravoes; he
advanced with a haughty step, and an expression of insolence and disdain on his countenance. It was Ludovico’s
right, being on the left side, to pass nearest the wall, according to the custom of the day, and everyone was
tenacious of this privilege. As they met, they stopped face to face, like two figures on a bas-relief, neither of them
being disposed to yield to the other. The gentleman, eyeing Ludovico proudly and imperiously, said, with a
corresponding tone of voice,
“Pass on the outside.”
“Pass there yourself,” replied Ludovico, “the street is mine.”
“With persons of your condition the street is always mine.”
“Yes, if your arrogance were a law to others.”
The attendants of each stood still, with their hands on their daggers, prepared for battle. The passers-by retreated to a distance to watch the event.
“Pass on, vile mechanic, or I will teach you the civility due to a gentleman.”
“You lie; I am not vile.”
“Ha! Do you give me the lie? If you were a gentleman I would soon settle matters with my sword.”
“You are a coward also, or you would not hesitate to support by deeds the insolence of your words.”
“Throw this rascal in the dirt,” said the gentleman, turning to his followers.
“Let us see who will dare to do so,” said Ludovico, stepping back and laying his hand on his sword.
“Rash man,” cried the other, unsheathing his own, “I will break this in pieces when it shall have been stained
with your base blood.”
They rushed violently on each other; the servants of both sprang to the defence of their masters. The combat
was unequal in numbers, and also unequal from Ludovico’s desire to defend himself rather than to wound his
enemy; whilst the latter intended nothing less than murder.
Ludovico was warding off the dagger of one of the bravoes, after having received a slight scratch on the cheek,
when his enemy thrust at him from behind; Christopher, seeing his master’s peril, went to his assistance; upon this
the anger of the enraged cavalier was turned against the shop-man, and he thrust him through the heart with his
sword.
Ludovico, as if beside himself at the sight, buried his weapon in the breast of the murderer, who fell almost at
the same instant with the poor Christopher! The attendants of the gentleman, beholding him on the ground, took to
flight; and Ludovico found himself alone, in the midst of a crowd, with two bodies lying at his feet.
“What has happened? One-two—he has been thrust through the body. Who is killed? A nobleman.”
“Holy Virgin! What destruction! Who seeks, finds.”
“A moment pays all.”
“What a wound!”
“It must have been a serious affair!”
“And this unfortunate man!”
“Mercy! What a spectacle!”
“Save, save him.”
“It will go hard with him also.”
“See how he is wounded—he is covered with blood!”
“Escape, poor man, escape; do not let yourself be taken.”
These words expressed the common suffrage, and with advice came also assistance; the affair had taken place
near a church of the Capuchins, an asylum impenetrable to the officers of justice. The murderer, bleeding and
stupefied, was carried thither by the crowd; the brotherhood received him from their hands with this recommenda4

tion,
“He is an honest man who has made a proud rascal cold; but he did it in his own defence.”
*
Ludovico had never before shed blood, and although in these times murder was a thing so common that all
ceased to wonder at it, yet the impression which he received from the recollection of the dying (dying through his
instrumentality), was new and indescribable; a revelation of feelings hitherto unknown. The fall of his enemy, the
alteration of those features, passing in a moment from angry threatenings to the solemn stillness of death; this was
a spectacle which wrought an instantaneous change in the soul of the murderer.
Whilst they were carrying him to the convent he had been insensible to what was passing; returning to his
senses, he found himself in a bed of the infirmary, in the hands of a friar who was dressing his wounds. Another,
whose particular duty it was to administer comfort to the dying, had been called to the scene of combat. He
returned in a short time, and approaching Ludovico’s bed, said,
“Console yourself; he has died in peace, has forgiven you, and hoped for your forgiveness.”
At these words the soul of Ludovico was filled with remorse and sorrow.
“And the other?” asked he anxiously.
“The other had expired before I arrived.”
In the mean time the avenues and environs of the convent swarmed with people; the officers of justice arrived,
dispersed the crowd, and placed themselves in ambush at a short distance from the gates, so that no one could
pass through them unobserved. A brother of the deceased and some of his family appeared in full armor with a
large attendance of bravoes, and surrounded the place, watching with a threatening aspect the bystanders, who did
not dare say, he is safe, but they had it written on their faces.
Scarcely had Ludovico recalled his scattered thoughts, when he asked for a father confessor, prayed him to
seek out the widow of Christopher, to ask forgiveness in his name for having been (however involuntarily) the
cause of her affliction, and to assure her that he would take the care of her family on himself.
Reflecting further on his own situation, his determination was made to become a friar. It seemed as if God
himself had willed it, by placing him in a convent at such a conjuncture. He immediately sent for the superior of
the monastery, and expressed to him his intention. He replied to him, that he should be careful not to form a
resolution precipitately, but that, if he persisted, he would be accepted. Ludovico then sent for a notary, and made
a donation of all his estate to the widow and family of Christopher.
*
The resolution of Ludovico happened opportunely for his hosts, who felt themselves embarrassed concerning
him. To send him from the monastery, and thus expose him to justice and the vengeance of his enemies, was not
to be thought of a moment; it would be the same as a renunciation of their privileges, a discrediting of the convent
amongst the people; and they would draw upon themselves the animadversion of all the Capuchins of the universe
for this relinquishment of the rights of the order, this defiance of the ecclesiastical authorities, who then considered themselves the guardians of these rights.
On the other hand, the family of the deceased, rich, and powerful in adherents, were determined on vengeance,
and disposed to consider as enemies whoever should place obstacles to its accomplishment. History declares, not
that they grieved much for the dead, or that a single tear was shed for him amongst his whole race, but that they
were urged on by scenting the blood of his opponent.
But Ludovico, by assuming the habit of a Capuchin, removed all difficulties: to a certain degree he made
atonement; imposed on himself penitence; confessed his fault; withdrew from the contest; he was, in short, an
enemy who laid down his arms. The relations of the deceased could, if they pleased, believe and boast that he had
become a friar through despair and dread of their revenge. And at all events, to reduce a man to dispossess himself
of his wealth, to shave his head, to walk bare-footed, to sleep on straw, and to live on alms, might appear a punishment competent to the offence.
The superior presented himself before the brother of the deceased with an air of humility; after a thousand
protestations of respect for his illustrious house, and of desire to comply with its wishes as far as was practicable,
he spoke of the repentance and resolution of Ludovico, politely hoping that the family would grant their accordance; and then insinuating, mildly and dexterously, that, agreeable or not agreeable, the thing would take place.
After some little vapouring, he agreed to it on one condition; that the murderer of his brother should depart immediately from the city.
To this the Capuchin assented, as if in obedience to the wishes of the family, although it had been already so
determined. The affair was thus concluded to the satisfaction of the illustrious house, of the Capuchin brother5

hood, of the popular feeling, and, above all, of our generous penitent himself.
*
Thus, at thirty years of age, Ludovico bade farewell to the world; and having, according to custom, to change
his name, he took one which would continually recall to him his crime—thus he became Friar Christopher!
Hardly was the ceremony of assuming the habit completed, when the superior informed him he must depart on
the morrow to perform his novitiate at sixty miles’ distance. The novitiate bowed submissively.
“Permit me, father,” said he, “before I leave the scene of my crime, to do all that rests with me now to repair
the evil; permit me to go to the house of the brother of him whom I have murdered, to acknowledge my fault, and
ask forgiveness; perhaps God will take away his but too just resentment.”
It appeared to the superior that such an act, besides being praiseworthy in itself, would serve still more to
reconcile the family to the monastery. He therefore bore the request himself to the brother of the murdered man; a
proposal so unexpected was received with a mixture of scorn and complacency.
“Let him come tomorrow,” said he, and appointed the hour.
The superior returned to Father Christopher with the desired permission.
The gentleman reflected that the more solemn and public the apology was, the more it would enhance his
credit with the family and the world; he made known in haste to the members of the family, that on the following
day they should assemble at his house to receive a common satisfaction. At midday the palace swarmed with
nobility of either sex; there was a blending of veils, feathers, and jewels; a heavy motion of starched and crisped
bands; a confused entangling of embroidered trains. The antechambers, the courts, and the street, were crowded
with servants, pages, and bravoes.
Father Christopher experienced a momentary agitation at beholding all this preparation, but recovering himself, said,
“It is well; the deed was committed in public, the reparation should be public.”
Then, with his eyes bent to the earth, and the father, his companion, at his elbow he crossed the court, amidst a
crowd who eyed him with unceremonious curiosity; he entered, ascended the stairs, and passing through another
crowd of lords, who made way for him at his approach, he advanced towards the master of the mansions, who
stood in the middle of the room waiting to receive him, with downcast looks, grasping with one hand the hilt of
his sword, and with the other pressing the cape of the Spanish cloak on his breast. The countenance and deportment of Father Christopher made an immediate impression on the company; so that all were convinced that he
had not submitted to this humiliation from fear of man. He threw himself on his knees before him whom he had
most injured, crossed his hands on his breast, and bending his head, exclaimed,
“I am the murderer of your brother! God knows, that to restore him to life I would sacrifice my own; but as
this cannot be, I supplicate you to accept my useless and late apology, for the love of God!”
All eyes were fixed in breathless and mute attention on the novice, and on the person to whom he addressed
himself; there was heard through the crowd a murmur of pity and respect; the angry scorn of the nobleman
relaxed at this appeal, and bending towards the kneeling supplicant,
“Rise,” said he, with a troubled voice. “The offence—the deed truly—but the habit you wear—not only this—
but on your own account—rise, father!—my brother—I cannot deny it—was a cavalier—of a hasty temper. Do
not speak of it again. But, father, you must not remain in this posture.”
And he took him by the arm to raise him. Father Christopher, standing with his eyes still bent to the ground,
continued,
“I may, then, hope that you have granted me your pardon. And if I obtain it from you, from whom may I not
expect it? Oh! if I could hear you utter the word!”
“Pardon!” said the nobleman; “I pardon you with all my heart, and all”—turning to the company—“All! All!”
resounded at once through the room.
The countenance of the father expanded with joy, under which, however, was still visible an humble and profound compunction for the evil, which the remission of men could not repair. The nobleman entirely vanquished,
threw his arms around his neck, and the kiss of peace was given and received.
Loud exclamations of applause burst from the company; and all crowded eagerly around the father. In the
meanwhile the servants entered, bearing refreshments; the master of the mansion, again addressing Father Christopher, said,
“Father, afford me a proof of your friendship by accepting some of these trifles.”
“Such things are no longer for me,” replied the father; “but if you will allow me a loaf of bread, as a memorial
of your charity and your forgiveness, I shall be thankful.”
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The bread was brought, and with an air of humble gratitude he put it in his basket. He then took leave of the
company; disentangled himself with difficulty from the crowd in the antechambers, who would have kissed the
hem of his garment, and pursued his way to the gate of the city, whence he commenced his pedestrian journey
towards the place of his novitiate.
*
It is not our design to write the history of his cloistral life; we will only say, he executed faithfully the offices
ordinarily assigned to him, of preaching, and of comforting the dying; but beyond these, “the oppressor’s wrongs,
the proud man’s contumely,” aroused in him a spirit of resistance which humiliation and remorse had not been
able entirely to extinguish.
His countenance was habitually mild and humble, but occasionally there passed over it a shade of former
impetuosity, which was with difficulty restrained by the high and holy motives which now predominated in his
soul.
His tone of voice was gentle as his countenance; but in the cause of justice and truth, his language assumed a
character of solemnity and emphasis singularly impressive.
One who knew him well, and admired his virtues, could often perceive, by the smothered utterance or the
change of a single word, the inward conflict between the natural impetus and the resolved will, which latter never
failed to gain the mastery …
90.48 Excerpt from Le Mie Prigioni: “The Jailer’s Daughter”\fn{by Silvio Pellico (1788-1854)} Salluzo Cúeno,
Piedmont, Italy (M) 5
… Still I did not wholly neglect the paper put into my hands, and sometimes even devoted an entire day or
night to writing. But here I only treated of literary matters.
I composed at that time the Ester d’Engaddi, the Iginia d’Asti, and the Cantichi, entitled, Tancreda Rosilde,
Eligi and Valafrido, Adello, besides several sketches of tragedies, and other productions, in the list of which was a
poem upon the Lombard League, and another upon Christopher Columbus.
As it was not always so easy an affair to get a reinforcement of paper, I was in the habit of committing my
rough draughts to my table, or the wrapping-paper, in which I received fruit and other articles. At times I would
give away my dinner to the under-jailer, telling him that I had no appetite, and then requesting from him the favor
of a sheet of paper.
This was, however, only in certain exigencies, when my little table was full of writing, and I had not yet
determined on clearing it away. I was often very hungry, and though the jailer had money of mine in his
possession, I did not ask him to bring me anything to eat, partly lest he should suspect I had given away my
dinner, and partly that the under-jailer might not find out that I had said the thing which was not, when I assured
him of my loss of appetite.
*
In the evening I regaled myself with some strong coffee, and I entreated that it might be made by the little
Angiola. This was the jailer’s daughter, who, if she could escape the lynx-eye of her sour mamma, was good
enough to make it exceedingly good; so good, indeed, that, what with the emptiness of my stomach, it produced a
kind of convulsion which kept me awake the whole of the night.
In this state of gentle inebriation, I felt my intellectual faculties strangely invigorated; wrote poetry, philosophized, and prayed till morning with feelings of real pleasure. I then became completely exhausted, threw myself
upon my bed, and, in spite of the gnats that were continually sucking my blood, I slept an hour or two in profound
rest.
I can hardly describe the peculiar and pleasing exaltation of mind which continued for nights together, and I
left no means untried to secure the same means of continuing it. With this view I still refused to touch a mouthful
of dinner, even when I was in no want of paper, merely in order to obtain my magic beverage for the evening.
How fortunate I thought myself when I succeeded!
Not infrequently the coffee was not made by the gentle Angiola; and it was always vile stuff from her mother’s
hands. In this last case, I was sadly put out of humor, for instead of the electrical effect on my nerves, it made me
wretched, weak, and hungry; I threw myself down to sleep, but was unable to close an eye.
Upon these occasions I complained bitterly to Angiola, the jailer’s daughter, and one day, as if she had been in
fault, I scolded her so sharply that the poor girl began to weep, sobbing out,
“Indeed, Sir, I never deceived anybody, and yet everybody calls me a deceitful little minx.”
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“Everybody! Oh then, I see I am not the only one driven to distraction by your vile slops.”
“I do not mean to say that, sir. Ah, if you only knew; if I dared to tell you all that my poor, wretched heart—”
“Well, don’t cry so! What is all this ado? I beg your pardon, you see, if I scold you. Indeed, I believe you
would not, you could not make me such vile stuff as this.”
“Dear me! I am not crying about that, sir.”
“You are not!” And I felt my self-love not a little mortified, though I forced a smile. “Are you crying, then,
because I scolded you; and yet not about the coffee?”
“Yes, indeed, sir.”
“Ah! Then who called you a little deceitful one before?”
“He did, sir.”
“He did! and who is he?”
“My lover, sir;” and she hid her face in her little hands. Afterwards she ingenuously entrusted to my keeping,
and I could not well betray her, a little seriocomic sort of pastoral romance, which really interested me.
*
From that day forth, I knew not why, I became the adviser and confidant of this young girl, who returned and
conversed with me for hours. She at first said,
“You are so good, sir, that I feel just the same when I am here, as if I were your own daughter.”
“That is a very poor compliment,” replied I, dropping her hand; “I am hardly yet thirty-two, and you look upon
me as if I were an old father.”
“No, no, not so; I mean as a brother, to be sure;” and she insisted upon taking hold of my hand with an air of
the most innocent confidence and affection.
I am glad, thought I to myself, that you are no beauty; else, alas, this innocent sort of fooling might chance to
disconcert me; at other times I thought, it is lucky, too, she is so young, there could never be any danger of
becoming attached to girls of her years. At other times, however, I felt a little uneasy, thinking I was mistaken in
having pronounced her rather plain, whereas her whole shape and features were by no means wanting in
proportion or expression.
If she were not quite so pale, I said, and her face free from those marks, she might really pass for a beauty. It is
impossible, in fact, not to find some charm in the presence, and in the looks and voice of a young girl full of
vivacity and affection. I had taken not the least pains to acquire her goodwill; yet was I as dear to her either as a
father or a brother, whichever title I preferred.
And why? Only because she had read Francesca da Rimimi, and Eufemio, and my poems, she said, had made
her weep so often; then, besides, I was a solitary prisoner, without having, as she observed, either robbed or
murdered anybody.
In short, when I had become attached to poor Maddalene, without once seeing her, how was it likely that I
could remain indifferent to the sisterly assiduity and attentions, to the thousand pleasing little compliments, and to
the most delicious cups of coffee of this young Venice girl, my gentle little jailer? I should be trying to impose on
myself, were I to attribute to my own prudence the fact of my not having fallen in love with Angiola. I did not do
so, simply from the circumstance of her having already a lover of her own choosing, to whom she was desperately, unalterably attached.
Heaven help me! if it had not been thus, I should have found myself in a very critical position, indeed, for an
author, with so little to keep alive his attention. The sentiment I felt for her was not, then, what is called love. I
wished to see her happy, and that she might be united to the lover of her choice; I was not jealous, nor had I the
remotest idea she could ever select me as the object of her regard.
Still, when I heard my prison door open, my heart began to beat in the hope it was my Angiola; and if she
appeared not, I experienced a peculiar kind of vexation; when she really came my heart throbbed yet more violently, from a feeling of pure joy. Her parents, who had begun to entertain a good opinion of me, and were aware
of her passionate regard for another, offered no opposition to the visits she thus made me, permitting her almost
invariably to bring me my coffee in the morning, and not infrequently in the evening.
There was altogether a simplicity and an affectionateness in her every word, look, and gesture, which were
really captivating. She would say,
“I am excessively attached to another, and yet I take such delight in being near you! When I am not in his
company, I like being nowhere so well as here.” (Here was another compliment.)
“And don’t you know why?” inquired I.
“I do not.”
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“I will tell you, then. It is because I permit you to talk about your lover.”
“That is a good guess; yet still I think it is a good deal because I esteem you so very much!”
Poor girl! along with this pretty frankness she had that blessed sin of taking me always by the hand, and
pressing it with all her heart, not perceiving that she at once pleased and disconcerted me by her affectionate
manner. Thanks be to Heaven, that I can always recall this excellent little girl to mind without the least tinge of
remorse!
*
The following portion of my narrative would assuredly have been more interesting, had the gentle Angiola
fallen in love with me, or if I had at least run half mad to enliven my solitude. There was, however, another
sentiment, that of simple benevolence, no less dear to me, which united our hearts in one. And if, at any moment, I
felt there was the least risk of its changing its nature in my vain, weak heart, it produced only sincere regret.
Once, certainly, having my doubts that this would happen, and finding her, to my sorrow, a hundred times
more beautiful than I had at first imagined; feeling too so very melancholy when she was absent, so joyous when
near, I took upon myself to play the unamiable, in the idea that this would remove all danger by making her leave
off the same affectionate and familiar manner.
This innocent stratagem was tried in vain; the poor girl was so patient, so full of compassion for me. She
would look at me in silence, with her elbow resting upon the window, and say, after a long pause,
“I see, sir, you are tired of my company, yet I would stay here the whole day if I could, merely to keep the
hours from hanging so heavy upon you. This ill-humor of yours is the natural effect of your long solitude; if you
were able to chat awhile, you would be quite well again. If you don’t like to talk, I will talk for you.”
“About your lover, eh?”
“No, no; not always about him; I can talk of many things.”
She then began to give me some extracts from the household annals, dwelling upon the sharp temper of her
mother, her good-natured father, and the monkey-tricks of her little brothers; and she told all this with a simple
grace and innocent frankness not a little alluring. Yet I was pretty near the truth; for, without being aware of it, she
uniformly concluded with the one favorite theme; her ill-starred love.
Still I went on acting the part of the unamiable, in the hope that she would take a spite against me. But whether
from inadvertency or design, she would not take the hint, and I was at last fairly compelled to give up by sitting
down contented to let her have her way, smiling, sympathizing with, and thanking her for the sweet patience with
which she had so long borne with me.
I no longer indulged the ungracious idea of spiting her against me, and, by degrees, all my other fears were
allayed. Assuredly I had not been smitten; I long examined into the nature of my scruples, wrote down my
reflections upon the subject, and derived no little advantage from the process.
*
Man often terrifies himself with mere bugbears of the mind. If we would learn not to fear them, we have only
to examine them a little more nearly and attentively. What harm, then, if I looked forward to her visits to me with
a tender anxiety, if I appreciated their sweetness, if it did me good to be compassionated by her, and to interchange all our thoughts and feelings, unsullied I will say, as those of childhood.
Even her most affectionate looks, and smiles, and pressures of the hand, while they agitated me, produced a
feeling of salutary respect mingled with compassion.
One evening, I remember, when suffering under a sad misfortune, the poor girl threw her arms round my neck,
and wept as if her heart would break. She had not the least idea of impropriety; no daughter could embrace a
father with more perfect innocence and unsuspecting affection. I could not, however, reflect upon that embrace
without feeling somewhat agitated. It often recurred to my imagination, and I could then think of no other subject.
On another occasion, when she thus threw herself upon my confidence, I was really obliged to disentangle myself
from her dear arms, ere I once pressed her to my bosom, or gave her a single kiss, while I stammered out,
“I pray you, now, sweet Angiola, do not embrace me ever again; it is not quite proper.”
She fixed her eyes upon me for a moment, then cast them down, while a blush suffused her ingenuous countenance; and I am sure it was the first time that she read in my mind even the possibility of any weakness of mine in
reference to her.
Still she did not cease to continue her visits upon the same friendly footing, with a little more reserve and
respect, such as I wished it to be; and I was grateful to her for it.
*
I am unable to form an estimate of the evils which afflict others; but, as respects myself, I am bound to confess
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that, after close examination, I found that no sufferings had been appointed me, except to some wise end, and for
my own advantage. It was thus even with the excessive heat which oppressed, and the gnats which tormented me.
Often have I reflected that but for this continual suffering, I might not have successfully resisted the temptation of
falling in love, situated as I was, and with one whose extremely affectionate and ardent feelings would have made
it difficult always to preserve it within respectful limits. If I had sometimes reason to tremble, how should I have
been enabled to regulate my vain imagination in an atmosphere somewhat inspiring, and open to the breathings of
joy.
Considering the imprudence of Angiola’s parents, who reposed such confidence in me, the imprudence of the
poor girl herself, who had not an idea of giving rise to any culpable affection on my part, and considering too the
little steadfastness of my virtue, there can be little doubt but the suffocating heat of my great oven, and the cruel
warfare of the gnats were effectual safeguards to us both.
Such a reflection reconciled me somewhat to these scourges; and I then asked myself, would you consent to
become free, and to take possession of some handsome apartment, filled with flowers and fresh air, on condition
of never more seeing this affectionate being?
I will own the truth; I had not courage to reply to this simple question.
When you really feel interested about anyone, it is indescribable what mere trifles are capable of conferring
pleasure. A single word, a smile, a tear, a Venetian turn of expression, her eagerness in protecting me from my
enemies, the gnats, all inspired me with a childish delight that lasted the whole day.
What most gratified me was to see that her own sufferings seemed to be relieved by conversing with me, that
my compassion consoled her, that my advice influenced her, and that her heart was susceptible of the warmest
devotion, when treating of virtue and its great Author.
When we had sometimes discussed the subject of religion, she would observe,
“I find that I can now pray with more willingness and more faith than I did.” At other times, suddenly breaking
off some frivolous topic, she took the Bible, opened it, pressed her lips to it, and then begged of me to translate
some passages, and give my comments. She added,
“I could wish that every time you happen to recur to this passage, you should call to mind that I have kissed
and kissed it again.”
It was not always, indeed, that her kisses fell so appropriately, more especially if she happened to open at the
spiritual songs. Then, in order to spare her blushes, I took advantage of her want of acquaintance with the Latin,
and gave a turn to the expressions which, without detracting from the sacredness of the Bible, might serve to
respect her innocence. On such occasions I never once permitted myself to smile; at the same time I was not a
little perplexed, when, not rightly comprehending my new version, she entreated of me to translate the whole,
word for word, and would by no means let me shy the question by turning her attention to something else.
*
Nothing is durable here below!
Poor Angiola fell sick; and on one of the first days when she felt indisposed, she came to see me, complaining
bitterly of pains in her head. She wept, too, and would not explain the cause of her grief. She only murmured
something that looked like reproaches of her lover.
“He is a villain!” she said; “but God forgive him, as I do!”
I left no means untried to obtain her confidence, but it was the first time I was quite unable to ascertain why
she distressed herself to such an excess.
“I will return tomorrow morning,” she said, one evening on parting from me, “I will indeed.”
But the next morning came, and my coffee was brought by her mother; the next, and the next, by the underjailers; and Angiola continued grievously ill. The under-jailers, also, brought me very unpleasant tidings relating
to the love affairs; tidings, in short, which made me deeply sympathize with her sufferings.
A case of seduction!
But, perhaps, it was the tale of calumny. Alas! I but too well believed it, and I was affected at it more than I can
express; though I still like to flatter myself that it was false. After upwards of a month’s illness, the poor girl was
taken into the country, and I saw her no more.
*
It is astonishing how deeply I felt this deprivation, and how much more horrible my solitude now appeared.
Still more bitter was the reflection that she, who had so tenderly fed, and watched, and visited me in my sad
prison, supplying every want and wish within her power, was herself a prey to sorrow and misfortune.
Alas, I could make her no return; yet, surely she will feel aware how truly I sympathize with her; that there is
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no effort I would not make to afford her comfort and relief, and that I shall never cease to offer up my prayers for
her, and to bless her for her goodness to a wretched prisoner.
Though her visits had been too brief, they were enough to break upon the horrid monotony of my solitude. By
suggesting and comparing our ideas, I obtained new views and feelings, exercised some of the best and sweetest
affections, gave a zest to life, and even threw a sort of luster round my misfortunes.
*
Suddenly the vision fled, and my dungeon became to me really like a living tomb. A strange sadness for many
days quite oppressed me; I could not even write: it was a dark, quiet, nameless feeling, in no way partaking of the
violence and irritation which I had before experienced.
Was it that I had become more inured to adversity, more philosophical, more of a Christian? Or was it really
that the extremely enervating heat of my dungeon had so prostrated my powers that I could no longer feel the
pangs of excessive grief.
Ah, no! For I can well recollect that I then felt it to my inmost soul; and, perhaps, more intensely from the
want both of will and power to give vent to it by agitation, maledictions, and cries. The fact is, I believe, that I had
been severely schooled by my past sufferings, and was resigned to the will of God.
I had so often maintained that it was a mark of cowardice to complain, that, at length, I succeeded in
restraining my passion, when on the point of breaking out, and felt vexed that I had permitted it to obtain any
ascendancy over me.
My mental faculties were strengthened by the habit of writing down my thoughts; I got rid of all my vanity,
and reduced the chief part of my reasonings to the following conclusions:
*
There is a God: THEREFORE of unerring justice; THEREFORE all that happens is ordained to the best end;
consequently, the sufferings of man on earth are inflicted for the good of man.
*
Thus, my acquaintance with Angiola had proved beneficial, by soothing and conciliating my feelings. Her
good opinion of me had urged me to the fulfillment of many duties; especially of that of proving one’s self
superior to the shocks of fortune, and of suffering it patiently. By exerting myself to persevere for about a month,
I was enabled to feel perfectly resigned.
*
Angiola had beheld me two or three times in a downright passion; once, as I have stated, on account of her
having brought me bad coffee: and a second time as follows:
Every two or three weeks the jailer had brought me a letter from some of my family. It was previously
submitted to the Commission, and most roughly handled, as was too evident by the number of erasures in the
blackest ink, which appeared throughout. One day, however, instead of merely striking out a few passages, they
drew the black line over the entire letter, with the exception of the words, “My Dearest Silvio,” at the beginning,
and the parting salutation at the close,
“All unite in kindest love to you.”
This act threw me into such an uncontrollable fit of passion, that, in presence of the gentle Angiola, I broke out
into violent shouts of rage, and cursed I know not whom.
The poor girl pitied me from her heart; but, at the same time, reminded me of the strange inconsistency of my
principles.
I saw she had reason on her side, and I ceased from uttering my maledictions …
1819
138.339 A Case of Somnambulism\fn{by Luigi Capuana (1839-1915)} Mineo, Sicily, Italy (M) 8
1
Among all the cases of somnambulism\fn{Sleep-walking} which the medical profession has considered valuable,
that of M. Diogenes Van-Spengel is certainly one of the rarest and most marvelous. I am going to give a brief
résumé of the interesting mémoir recently published by Dr. Croisart; and frequently, for the sake of clearness, I
shall quote directly from that illustrious author’s own words.
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M. Diogenes Van-Spengel is fifty-three years of age. He is a tall, lean personage, exceedingly nervous, and
noticeable chiefly on account of his nose and a peculiarity of his glance. If once seen, he could never be forgotten.
The portrait, done by Levys, that serves as frontispiece to the volume, is a perfect likeness.
His forehead, none too broad but very high, is covered with wrinkles which rise and fall in a continual motion,
like the bellows of an accordion. Behind these wrinkles toils a brain that does not know the meaning of repose. M.
Van-Spengel, at the age of twenty, obtained a position in the central office of the Belgian police, and he took his
work very seriously. In a considerable number of cases he gave proof that it was not in vain that he had been a
favorite disciple of Vidocq.\fn{François Eugène Vidocq (1775-1857) French convict and detective}
The pupils of his eyes, although somewhat neutralized by a pair of near-sighted lenses, have an overpowering
expression; they do not gaze, they penetrate. The most honest man in the world might try in vain to sustain their
glance even for a few minutes without embarrassment.
*
When I\fn{Dr. Croissart} first became acquainted with M. Van-Spengel it was on the occasion of an illness that
he had. For six months he had been suffering from a distressing form of insomnia; the physicians of Brussels and
of Paris were at a loss what remedies to try next for a malady so stubborn even to heroic measures.
I had just come to the city from my native town, and a lucky cure had brought me into sudden prominence. He
came to consult me. The impression I received at that visit will never leave my mind.
All the time that he was explaining his symptom, M. Van-Spengel continued to look me in the face with that
scrutinizing air peculiar to him, due in a measure to the nature of his profession, but more especially, as it seemed
to me, to the form of his nose, which was long and sharp, with the top somewhat crooked and bent upwards, a
most extraordinary nose.
After a few moments I found myself unable to pay attention to what he was saying. I felt myself attacked in the
inmost recesses of my consciousness and could think of nothing else than self-defense.
I do not easily yield to illusions of this sort; but that man’s physiognomy inspired me at the time with an
indefinable sense of fear. I even found myself imagining that he was using that nose of his, as the customs
collectors at the city gates use their skewers, to probe the depths of my moral nature; he seemed to ransack every
fiber, and plunge still deeper to what lay beyond.
When M. Van-Spengel stopped speaking, I had no doubt but that he knew my heart quite as well as I, and
perhaps better. I even thought that I detected a triumphant smile upon his lips. I was forced, much against my will,
to beg his pardon and humbly ask him to state his case all over again.
Whether he fathomed the reason for my perturbation, or was mortified at my inattention, M. Van-Spengel
thereupon fixed his gaze upon a small rug lying beneath his feet, and did not divert it until he had finished his
second narration of his symptoms.
*
M. Van-Spengel is a bachelor. He has no relatives. He lives alone with an old woman who has served him for
thirty years, and he occupies an apartment in the same building as the central office of the Police Department. He
is a man of most regular habits, and the few hours which the duties of his position leave free he spends in reading.
He eats little, and, what is even more notable, he drinks no wine.
It is quite certain that on the evening of March 1, 1872, M. Van-Spengel re-entered his rooms somewhat earlier
than usual. He was in good spirits and ate his supper with a relish. He went to bed at half-past eleven; shortly
afterward his servant heard him snoring loudly. At a quarter to nine, on March 2 nd, he was awake again. The bell
notified Trosse that her master was waiting for his coffee.
Trosse insists that the appearance of M. Van-Spengel that morning was precisely as usual, if anything a little
more serene.
Nothing foreshadowed the sad catastrophe that was to take place during the day.
“My master,” the old woman went onto relate, “took his coffee in little sips, exclaiming at every swallow,
‘Stupendous! Excellent!’ Then he lighted his pipe.
“‘Do you know,’ he said to me, ‘I am afraid that I slept nine hours at a stretch!’ and he burst out laughing. I
shook my head, but I did not want to contradict him.”
About an hour after midnight, Trosse had heard him walking up and down his room and moving some of the
chairs about. Fearing that he felt ill, she had risen and very softly opened the door a crack. Her master was seated
at his desk, enveloped in his dressing-gown and with his night-cap on, and was writing.
At half-past nine M. Van-Spengel finished smoking his pipe and rose to his feet. He finished dressing, after his
usual fashion, in mad haste, calling his servant to help him on with his overcoat, and went to his desk to get his
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eye-glasses. The servant stood holding his hat and his cane in her hand.
“What is all this writing?” he exclaimed, all of a sudden. He was amazed to find a pile of pages on his desk.
Having taken them up and read the opening lines, M. Van-Spengel rubbed his eyes a number of times, cast a
glance up and down and around the room; the he proceeded to go through them page by page, examining with
keen attention and increasing surprise the fine and compact writing.
“Who brought these papers here?” he asked the woman brusquely.
“I beg pardon, sir—” Trosse was smiling; she thought that he master was jesting.
“Come, come! Speak up! Who brought these papers here? You said nothing to me about them.
“I don’t know,” answered the servant, seeing that her master was in earnest. “No one has been here.”
“If it is a joke,” grumbled M. Van-Spengel between his teeth, “there is no denying that it is well carried out!”
He seated himself in the nearest chair, motioned to the old woman to leave him alone, and proceeded to read
aloud:
Report to the Prosecutor for the King
Regarding the assassination committed on the night of March 1, in the house No. 157 Rue Roi Leopold, in Brussels

Here he paused to glance at the calendar hanging upon the wall. The calendar indicated March 2. M. VanSpengel had a few minutes previous himself torn off the page of the day before.
“Either the devil has a hand in this or I am going mad!” he proceeded to grumble. “This is my own writing!
There is no denying it; it is mine!” And he thumped with the back of his hand on the manuscript lying open upon
his knees.
“And yet I didn’t write it, I am certain of that!”
“If the master will permit—” said Trosse, opening the door timidly.
“Permit what?” answered M. Van-Spengel, sharply.
“To remind monsieur that last night he sat here writing from one o’clock until four and—”
“You must be mad!”
“I beg pardon; monsieur must remember about it. I got up twice, thinking that monsieur was ill, and both times
I saw you sitting at that table busy, oh, so busy, writing. Finally monsieur fell to sleep at the table, and perhaps
that is why—”
“That’s what must have happened!” exclaimed M. Van-Spengel, after a moment’s reflection. “It’s strange, but
that must be what happened. Do you know? When I was a boy I was a somnambulist.”
“Bless my soul!” said the servant. “Does that mean that you went walking around from room to room at
night?”
“Yes, Mother Trosse, something very much like it. I used to talk, I used to do all sorts of things exactly as
when I was awake, neither more nor less. But when I was twenty I had a severe illness (I was within an ace of
passing away) and the sleep-walking stopped.
“Is it going to begin again? Duce take it! That would be extremely annoying! But undoubtedly,” he continued,
after a short interval, “undoubtedly I have been writing in my sleep. I shall speak to the doctor about it at once.
You can go; close the door behind you.”
M. Van-Spengel took up the manuscript again and, turning back to the first page, read:
Gentlemen::
This morning, March 2, at the hour of eleven

He paused again, in order to take his watch from his pocket.
“How curious! It is not quite half-past ten! What things one does in one’s sleep!”
Here follows what M. Van-Spengel proceeded to read breathlessly. I have transcribed it from Appendix A
placed at the end of the volume:
Gentlemen:
This morning, March 2nd, at the hour of eleven, on my way from my office to the Ministry of the Interior, to receive
the instructions and orders of His Excellence, the Minister, at the point where the Rue Grisolles opens into the Rue Roi
Leopold, I saw a great crowd gathered in front of the house designated by the number 157, next door to the palace of
the Viscount de Moulmenant. Fearing a riotous demonstration against the spaghetti vendor who has a shop near-by at
No. 161, I hastened to the spot, after having called to my aid two policemen, Lerouge and Poisson, who were on their
posts at the head of the neighboring Rue Bissot, but it was a matter of a very different sort. The coachman, the cook,
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and two footmen of the Marquise de Rostentein-Gourny stood before the main entrance to the two-story house, the
property of the said marquise, knocking continuously for an hour and a half, and they had not succeeded in making
themselves heard either by the porter or by the chambermaid who had remained in the house, nor by the marquise or
the marquise’s daughter.
These several domestics supported each other in asserting that they had received permission from the marquise to
attend the wedding of the cook’s daughter; and that for this reason they had remained out of the house overnight.
I forgot to say that the sergeant, Jean-Roche, with six other policemen had reached the spot ahead of me and had
already sent one of his men to the nearest district judge in order to have the door of the house opened according to the
form required by law. The judge arrived a few minutes later, accompanied by the chancellor. A locksmith was sent for
and another delay followed before the inside bolts were forced and the doors opened. Having stationed six policemen to
hold back the crowd and having selected two witnesses, we entered, accompanied by them as well as by the servants,
and closed the big door behind us. We needed the servants to guide us and to give the necessary explanations. We had
not taken many steps when there, on the first landing of the stairs, we came upon a horrible sight.
The porter lay there stretched at full length, with his head resting upon the next higher step. He was in a pool of
blood. His hands were slashed with gashes, crossing in various directions. He had two wounds in the region of the heart
and three in the lower part of the abdomen.
At sight of him, one of the maids, Luison, fainted and was afterwards seized with violent convulsions. Nichette, on
the contrary, dashed up the stairs, howling, weeping, and calling her young mistress by name. The men turned white,
but did not utter a syllable.
The policeman, Maresque, was at once sent for a doctor.
Before we were half way up the stairs, Nichette, leaning over the upper railing, shrieked:
“Assassinated! Assassinated!”
The house looked as if it had been taken by assault. Pieces of underwear, scattered over the floor; chests, trunks,
wardrobes, all turned upside down and ransacked. The sofas and easy-chairs in the reception-room were all shoved out
of place, some of them lying with their legs in the air. Near the piano, on a divan lay the body of the daughter of the
Marquise de Rostentein-Gourny.
Stabbed through the heart with a single stiletto thrust, she remained where she had fallen, with her hands clenched in
her hair, her head bent limply backward. A slender stream of blood had bespattered her garments.
The door which led from the reception-room into the marquise’s bedroom stood wide open. On the further side,
upon the ground, was discovered a human form, enveloped in the bed covers. It was the body of the marquise. Two of
the policemen with some difficulty disentangled it. Numerous livid marks upon the throat indicated that she had first
been strangled, then bundled up in this fashion.
The maid lay where she had been killed, in her own bed, in the adjoining chamber.
Doctor Marol, arriving at this moment, decided after careful investigation that the four victims must have been dead
for approximately eight hours. According the atrocious crime must have been committed two or three hours after
midnight. Evidently the villains had not come there with the intention of committing murder. But people do not break
into a house whose occupants, if they do nothing else, may call for help, without being prepared in advance to kill.
From the appearance of the premises it was not difficult to imagine what had occurred.
The porter, having arisen in order to learn the cause of some unusual noise, must have been attacked on the
threshold of his little room. Big, robust, courageous, he freed himself from the grasp of his assailants and attempted to
call for aid. He struggled with some one of the housebreakers (the traces of the struggle are plain enough), but the
others finished him with knife thrusts.
Making their way to the rooms above, some of them had hurried to the room of the marquise, entering probably
from the right-hand side, others to the maid’s bedroom. The marquise, roused from sleep, must have barely had time to
raise her head and open her eyes before she was reduced to a state in which she could no longer cry aloud.
The maid probably met her death at the same moment. The daughter of the marquise, not having yet retired, and
undoubtedly warned by the unusual disturbance in the adjoining room, rang the bell repeatedly, with such violence that
she broke the cord. Seeing some of the murderers enter, she had fled, retreating from room to room, overturning
everything that came in her way, chairs, tables, sofas. But in the reception-room, finding herself surrounded by several
of the ruffians, she had sunk upon a divan, and there had met her death with a single stroke.
Such were our inductions; we found ourselves in complete agreement.
After a long and minute inspection, we were able to certify that the silver, the jewels, the valuables of all kinds, had
been removed, with an audacious thoroughness that was unparalleled.
From what side, and with what means had the assassins made their way into the house.
That was a difficult problem.
The main door, of great solidity, held on the inner side with heavy bars, and fastened by a magnificent English lock
of most complicated structure, showed no signs of tampering. On the window shutters, hermetically closed, not a trace
of violence, inside or out. The iron gate that closed the entrance to the garden had its bolts in place. The walls of the
basement were intact. The little outside door at the rear of the basement, opening on the Rue Mignon, was closed and
barred. The roof and garret were in perfect condition.
In short, we found ourselves facing one of those difficult problems which the inexhaustible cleverness of criminals
offers as a challenge to the police.
Leaning upon the sill of one of the windows that overlooked the Rue Roi Leopold, I reflected for a while, when all
of a sudden
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“Well, what is it?” asked M. Van-Spengel, interrupting his reading.
And he directed a formidably inquisitorial glance at Trosse, who had appeared in the frame of the doorway,
holding between her fingers a visiting-card.
“Ah, friend Goulard!” exclaimed M. Van-Spengel. “I almost left him in the lurch! The deuce! Is it quarter to
eleven? I will read the rest later. Trosse,” he added, with a comical gesture, as he put the manuscript in his pocket,
“we are on the point of becoming authors, novelists, like your Ponson du Terrail. What do you think of that?”
“So much the better!” replied Trosse, not knowing what he meant.
“And our novels will be written without effort, with our eyes closed, while we sleep!”
“So much the better!”
M. Van-Spengel allowed her to brush him off, from head to heels, tranquilly adjusted his spectacles, which had
slid down to the very tip of his nose, placed his silk hat upon his head, took his walking-stick in hand, and told the
old woman that he was on his way to take luncheon with his friend Goulard. Goulard, meanwhile, continued to
wait for him until the hour of vespers rang, but all in vain. M. Van-Spengel failed to put in an appearance during
the entire day.
Let the reader judge whether it would have been possible to guess, even remotely, what had happened to him.
2
M. Van-Spengel, without even entering the office, descended the stairs in haste and, following the Rue des
Roulets, came out at the middle point of the Rue Grisolles.
The Count de Remcy, a major in the grenadiers, who met him just beyond the Café de Paris and stopped to talk
with him a few minutes, confirmed the servant’s statement regarding his friend’s perfect tranquility of mind.
M. Van-Spengel had been deeply impressed (and how could he help being?) with the matter of that manuscripts. Among the few words exchanged with De Remcy, the following remarks occurred:
Van-Spengel: “Do you believe in the absurd?”
De Remcy: “That depends.”
Van-Spengel: “Well, this evening I will tell you something that will make you open your eyes!”
De Remcy: “Why not now?”
Van-Spengel: “I am in a hurry.”

Doctor Croissart cites the evidence of four other persons who stopped M. Van-Spengel along the Rue Grisolles; they are all of the same tenor.
From the little church of Saint-Michel to the point where the Rue Grisolles joins the Rue Roi Leopold, M. VanSpengel was accompanied by M. Lebournant, a tailor, who was seeking to secure his interest in some person-al
matter. It was this witness who first noted an instantaneous and profound alteration in the facial expression of the
director-general of police.
In passing from the Rue Grisolles into the Rue Roi Leopold, he had perceived a great crowd gathered in the
neighborhood of the palace of the Vicomte de Moulmenant, and directly in front of the main entrance to the house
of the Marquise de Rostentein-Gourny.
“And yet,” testified M. Lebourant, “his perturbation lasted but a moment. I looked at him in astonishment. It
was most unnatural for a man of his type to be excited over a gathering of an odd hundred people. I suspected that
something serious lay behind it. The first idea that occurred to me was to go and close my shop. I imagined there
would be rioting.
“‘Excuse me,’ he said, and turned to the right down the Rue Bissot. I kept him in sight. He came back
presently, accompanied by two policemen, and made his way towards the crowd. I joined the other curious
spectators. Everyone was asking what the matter was.”
Recognizing the director-general of police, the crowd opened to let him pass.
A ladder had been raised to the second story of the Rostentein-Gourny residence; and when M. Van-Spengel
reached the entrance, a man coming down the ladder said, in a loud tone:
“They certainly sleep soundly!”
M. Van-Spengel turned pale. The agreement between what he had written and what was taking place was so
marked that even a harder head than his would have been set whirling. It must be acknowledged that he had a
constitution of steel, or he could not so far have done violence to himself as to master, up to the last moment, his
augmenting emotion.
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I will leave it to Doctor Croissart to tell in his own words:
*
It is difficult to discover with precision what took placer within the mind of M. Van-Spengel at the terrible
confirmation given by the facts to his somnambulistic vision. M. Lamère, the judge, had no sooner arrived upon
the scene than he noticed that the director’s manner betrayed nervousness. He was looking around him somewhat
wildly, and impatiently biting his thin, dry lips. He was deathly pale, almost ashen his breath came in gasps. M.
Lamère spoke to him several times, without eliciting any response beyond one or two monosyllables.
They entered the house.
At sight of the porter’s body, M. Van-Spengel allowed a prolonged “Oh!” to escape him, and passed his hand
several times across his brow. As he mounted the stairs, he perspired freely. He repeatedly drew out his handkerchief, to wipe his hands and forehead. In the reception-room he stood motionless before the body of the marquise’s daughter, holding his head between his hands.
M. Lamère quickly asked him:
“Do you feel ill?”
“Somewhat,” he replied.
And he approached the window overlooking the Rue Roi Leopold. When the judge invited him to take part in
the inquest, M. Van-Spengel answered stiffly:
“Don’t wait for me.”
And he remained absorbed in thought, with bowed head, and hands crossed one upon the other, his chin and
mouth resting upon them, his shoulders turned towards the street.
*
This was the posture in which Doctor Marol found him. But shortly afterwards, when he had finished examining the wound in the young girl’s body, he noticed that M. Van-Spengel was standing with his elbows on the
window-sill and his chin between his fists, and staring down intently upon the crowd.
So he continued to stand for perhaps half an hour. The judge, M. Lamère, having finished his investigation, approached him for the purpose of consulting about what was to be done. He believed that the servants, or at least
some one of the servants, had had a share in the crime. It seemed best to him to arrest all the servants without
delay. The details of the crime showed as clearly as two and two make four that some one of the household had
had a hand in it.
“Wait a moment,” answered M. VanSpengel, after some seconds of reflection.
He crossed slowly over, and took his seat upon a sofa on the opposite side of the room, drew from the pocket
of his outer coat a number of written pages folded lengthwise, hastily turned over several of them, and then
proceeded to read the remainder with great attention.
At that moment, M. Van-Spengel’s aspect had taken on a most extraordinary expression. His abundant gray
hair, which still completely covered his head, was disarranged, almost as if standing on end with terror. The gleam
from the lenses of his spectacles, every time that he raised his head as if struggling for a breath of air, in-creased
the sinister keenness of his pupils and of his face. The wrinkles upon his forehead seemed as if tormented by some
internal electric current, and communicated their violent mobility to every muscle of his face. His lips protruded,
writhed, pressed tightly one upon the other, while his feet were constantly shuffling over the carpet, bearing
heavily upon it.
“Are all heads of police like that?” asked M. Lamère of Doctor Marol.
“How do you expect me to know?” answered the latter, who was the more bewildered of the two.
M. Van-Spengel sprang to the window, where M. Lamère and Doctor Marol had remained, waiting for him.
“Well?” demanded the former.
“No,” replied Van-Spengel, “you would be arresting the innocent. Wait, let me act. Maresque! Poisson!”
The two policemen named came forward at once.
“If you will be so kind, please stand back,” he said to the doctor. “Stand beside me in the window, one at a
time,” he continued, turning to the policemen. “Look unconcerned. Pay attention to what I say, and keep your
eyes open!”
He approached the window with Maresque.
M. Lamère then heard the following dialogue:
Van-Spengel: “Do you see that fair-haired man near the door of Cadolle’s jewelry shop?”
Maresque: “The one with the gray coat and the Polish cap?”
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Van-Spengel: “Bravo! Get his features well fixed in your mind.”
Maresque: “I could recognize him among a thousand, director!”

They left the window.
“Now your turn, Poisson!”
And he went through the same dialogue with the other policeman.
At this point M. Van-Spengel no longer seemed the same man as a few minutes earlier. He was calm and gave
his orders with the gravity customary in men of his calling.
“Come!” he exclaimed to Poisson, with a sigh. “We will go out through the Rue Mignon; on this side there are
too many prying fools! You, Maresque, are to approach our light-haired friend, without appearing to take notice of
him. I am sure that the color of your uniform will quickly affect his nerves. He will take himself off, with you
following close behind him, but without giving the impression that you are tracking him. Poisson will come with
me. Doctor, judge, within a quarter of an hour one of the murderers will be here. Have the patience to wait for
me.”
“Can he be serious?” asked the judge of the doctor.
“Who knows?” replied the latter, shrugging his shoulders.
“He said Cadolle’s shop, didn’t he?”
“Yes, the jeweler; there they are!”
And both speakers approached the window, divided between incredulity and curiosity.
More than three thousand persons were by this time packed together within that short stretch of city street,
riveted there by their desire to know the outcome of the judicial inquiry, all gazing into the air, towards the
windows of the little Rostentein-Gourny palace, their imaginations inflamed by the scanty and contradictory
particulars that passed from lip to lip.
*
Maresque had stopped several times before making his way towards Cadolle’s jewelry shop.
The fair-haired man whom M. Van-Dpengel had pointed out, after remaining stationary for some minutes, took
a couple of steps, then three, then ten, in the direction of the Place Egmont, and disappeared without turning to
look behind him. Maresque also disappeared in pursuit. The director-general and the other policeman followed
them at a distance of ten paces. Before reaching the Place Egmaont, Poisson and the director parted company.
Beyond this, the judge and the doctor lost sight of the. Their wonderment was immense.
The fair-haired man had received, as M. Van-Spengel predicted he would, a nervous shock at the sight of Maresque’s uniform, and had moved away with an indifference so well feigned as to deceive even the most astute.
Thirty years of age, with a long, heavy, drooping mustache, and blue eyes that were clear but restless, the fairhaired man was a representative of that social type of whom one never can say definitely to what class they
belong.
With the easy grace that comes from being long habituated to a luxurious and idle life, he sported a fantastic
costume, a medley of diverse styles, from his Polish cap to his Parisian shoes, from his Hungarian jacket to his
English trousers and American cravat; but this medley did not jar upon one, for it harmonized with his bizarre
personality.
No one would have suspected, from his appearance, that there was anything abut that young man suggestive of
an assassin. One would readily have taken him for an artist who was slightly mad.
M. Van-Spengel had already on several occasions given astounding proof of that lucid and electric intuition—
that stroke of genius—that distinguishes the great detective from the average commissa’re.\fn{Commissioner (of
Police)} It is the ability to discover the intimate relations existing between apparently unconnected events; to read
the opposite meaning in a phrase, a word, a gesture that was intended to throw you off the track; to attach grave
importance to certain outwardly insignificant happenings; to catch in mid-air some circumstance that will place in
your hands the clew that you despaired of finding; a warfare of wit, of keenness, of calculations, of surprises, that
rewards the master detective for his thankless task, with the satisfaction of having succeeded.
But this time the course of events was very different. M. Van-Spengel, having read the second half of his
somnambulistic record, discovered in the testimony of witnesses, which he had written in advance, the most
minute particulars of all that was destined to happen, and had set himself, so to speak, the task of following out,
point by point, the day’s programme, after seeing how well the first half of it had corresponded.
Turning to the right of the Place Egmont, the fair-haired young man had perceived the policeman out of the
corner of his eye and had become aware that he was being followed. Quickening his pace in the neighborhood of
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the Passage des Trois Fous, he attempted an audacious trick. He halted in front of a doorway and vanished like a
flash. The house had another door opening on the Rue de la Reine. If he only could be lost to sight for twenty
seconds, the trick would succeed.
Taking advantage of a number of wagons that blocked the Rue de la Reine near the Restaurant des Artistes, he
nimble slipped behind them and doubled on his own tracks, while Maresque’s keen glance was searching the
crowd for him; and thence he dodged into a narrow, twisted, slovenly lane, one of those many anomalies that are
so often found in the heart of a big city.
But he had calculated without his host.
M. Van-Spengel had already discovered him from a distance.
The fair-haired man entered a narrow doorway, buried between the rising tiers of vegetables outside a greengrocery, and the pendant rags of an old-clothes dealer, dangling conspicuously from the sign-board.
M. Van-Spengel, followed by Poisson and Maresque, gave one glance at the edifice; then, without a word, he
started up the stairs, which began almost on the threshold.
They found themselves in a wide alley, a sort of corridor without a roof, and with a battered pavement from
which the ancient bricks projected, like little islands; a chill, gray spot, of sinister aspect. Six entrances, marked
with big, red letters, indicated six chambers; but the perfect silence reigning there suggested that the rooms were
at present unoccupied.
M. Van-Spengel proceeded to the entrance bearing the number 5, and struck three determined blows with his
knuckles.
“Who is there?” came the answer, in a fine, manly voice.
“Officers of the law!”
A man appeared in the doorway dressed in a smoking-jacket. He was smooth-shaven, with long, black hair,
spectacles on his nose and a book in his hand.
“Do I disturb you?” inquired M. Van-Spengel, with imperceptible irony, showing his tricolored badge.
“Not in the least,” replied the other, bending low. “The law is the most welcome guest in the world. I am at
your orders, gentlemen.”
The two policemen exchanged questioning glances, and shrugged their shoulders.
“Dear Doctor Bassotin,” said M. Van-Spengel, fixing his burning glance upon the other’s face, “dear Doctor
Bassotin, or rather, M. Colichart, or, if you prefer, M. Anatole Pardin, take you choice!” Hearing these three
names pronounced, the other had made three ill-disguised movements of surprise. “It is proved that during the
past night, you, in company with Broche, Vilain, Chasseloup, Callotte, and Poulain, and by means of two keys,
made for you last October by Black, of London, effected an entrance, at a quarter past two, into the house of the
Marquise de Rostentein-Gourny, Rue Roi Leopold, No. 157—”
The man to whom these words were addressed gazed back unperturbed, shaking his head in denial.
“You went out last,” continued M. Van-Spengel, “and you closed the front door with the same key that you had
used to open it. As soon as you were outside, you and your companions began to sing and shout and raise a
disturbance. Then you scattered indifferent directions, and met half an hour later in this room, for the purpose of
dividing up the booty.”
“But, my dear sir,” interrupted the other, in a calm, persuasive tone, and with a smile, “there must be some
mistake, I am Doctor Bassotin, in flesh and blood, physician and surgeon from Bruges. You find me among my
scientific books and instruments. I was not prepared, sir, for this visit.—Why, of course there has been a mistake
—”
“Monsieur Anatole!” replied the Director of Police, leaning close to his ear, “I know something that even your
accomplices do not know! I know where you have hidden that diadem of brilliants which your cleverness at
slight-of-hand enabled you to hide before the others were aware of it.”
“Ah! You must be the devil himself!”
And Anatole leaned for support against the wall, shaking like a leaf.
“Strip that dressing-gown off of him,” commanded M. Van-Spengel.
Pardin suffered them to do so.
“Take off his wig.”
Pardin offered no resistance.
Just as his medley of garments had reappeared, so also reappeared the fair hair of the young man they had been
following. The two policemen looked on, with eyes bulging with excitement.
“If you will kindly resume your mustache!” said M. Van-Spengel, seriously.
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And Pardin, who seemed to be laboring under the impulsion of a powerful spell, mechanically produced the
false mustache from his pocket and adjusted it as before.
“And now put the handcuffs on him.”
Pardin hesitated for a moment before extending his hands; but he was powerless to prevent Maresque from
forcing them together, while Poisson clasped the steel around his wrists.
M. Van-Spengel rapped upon the flooring at various different points, then removed a brick with the point of his
walking stick. A cavity was revealed. Poisson extracted several boxes and two bundles, which he placed upon the
table. M. Van-Spengel opened the boxes, one by one, took note of the golden ornaments and the precious stones,
and then cautiously closed them again.
3
While M. Van-Spengel was accomplishing his task, Judge Lamère and Dr. Marol had made further and more
minute observations of the various wounds upon the victims, and had lost themselves in a labyrinth of supposetions concerning the manner in which the events must have taken place.
One small episode had stirred them deeply.
They were in the bedroom of the marquise’s daughter. Why had they not found her lying dead there, rather
than in the reception room? The young girl must have been still awake and sitting up at half-past two in the morning. What could she have been doing?
Dr. Marol now observed for the first time a half-finished letter lying on the table, but he did not venture to cast
his eyes over it. His sense of delicacy prevented him from violating the secrets of the dead, the secrets of a young
woman.
Judge Lamère, on the contrary, regarded the letter as one of the documents in his future case, and accordingly
read it.
Here it is: it was published at the time in the Belgian newspapers:
My dear:
I am so happy! I simply have to write you these words at once; you will understand them better when you have read
this letter down to the last line. I am so happy! If I should try to hold the words back in my heart any longer, I am afraid
that I might simply fly to pieces! And I am too young to die. Oh, how happy I am! I am afraid, too happy!
Just think, I sat down to write to you at half-past eleven; it is now one in the morning, and I have hardly begun. But
during that hour and a half I have done nothing but talk to you aloud, just as if I had had you with me. Oh, my dear!
My pen cannot keep pace with the speed of my thoughts, the tumult of my affections. Why is it that people who care
for each other cannot keep in touch from a distance without writing or speaking? For instance, just now I find it an
effort to go on, and yet I have a hundred things to say to you. Well, well, I must be serious!
He loves me.
He told me so this morning, in the parlor, where we happened to be alone for a few brief minutes. I was trembling
like a child as I heard him say the words. And he was trembling even more than I. I did not hear the first words very
well; but I understood them all the same; and I answered—so incoherently, I can’t tell you how considerate he was! It
sounded as though he was apologizing for making me so happy!
I hurried down into the garden. I could not contain myself. A quiver of joy ran through me from head to foot and left
me feeling lighter than a feather.
In the garden everything seemed to be smiling; everything was full of perfume. The flowers welcomed me, nodding
their little heads on their slender stems with indescribable grace; the waters of the fountains whispered a thousand
mischievous thoughts that set me quivering curiously with a gladness I had never known before!
I started to run along the paths; then I stopped; I smelled of the flowers and touched them caressingly; I drew my
trembling fingers through the water in the fountain basin——
It seems impossible that a single word could change everything so! I wanted to be serious and I couldn’t. It seemed
as though I was profaning the divine sentiment of love by showing my gladness in such a childish way; I was vexed
with myself. And then I proceeded to do even worse. I began again to run and spring and dance. Poor flowers! My
touch has hurt them, spoiled their tender leaves and petals, even torn them off. Ah well! Those who are happy are cruel,
my dear!
He loves me! Did he really need to tell me so? No, no! And yet I had been uneasy; doubting all the time, torturing
myself from morning till night; while now!

M. Lamère and Dr. Marol had tears in their eyes as they read. The heart from which those lines so full of affection had flowed had now ceased to beat!
Lamère and Marol gazed into each other’s faces in amazement as they saw M. Van-Spengel enter, followed by
his young prisoner between the two policemen. Van-Spengel seemed to be suffering from a violent attack of
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nerves. His appearance was alarming.
“Chancellor,” said M. Lamère, “let us proceed with the report.”
“You may save yourselves the trouble,” stammered M. Van-Spengel, advancing unsteadily, with a foolish
smile.
“The report—why, here it is!”
And he handed them his manuscript, at the same time bursting into convulsive laughter.
He had become insane!
*
Dr. Croissart’s book, which is full of interest from beginning to end (he is director of the Insane Asylum at
Brussels), concludes with some profound comments upon this strange phenomenon of pathological psychology
that are worth reading and pondering over. He closes with these words:
When we see our organism exhibit such strange powers in such exceptional and evidently abnormal cases, who will
dare to assert that our present faculties represent the extreme limit that Nature has imposed upon them?

138.348 Excerpt from I Malavoglia: “Ugly Weather”\fn{by Giovanni Carmello Verga (1840-1922)} Catania, Sicily, Italy
(M) 3
… ’Ntoni went out to sea every blessed day, and had to row, tiring his back dreadfully. But when the sea was
high, and fit to swallow them all at one gulp—them, the Providenza, and everything else—that boy had a heart as
brave as the sea itself—“Malavoglia blood!” said his grandfather; and it was fine to see him at work in a storm,
with the wind whistling through his hair, while the bark sprang over the big waves like a porpoise in the spring.
The Providenza often ventured out into blue water, old and patched though she was, after that little handful of
fish which was hard to find, now that the sea was swept from side to side as if with brooms. Even on those dark
days when the clouds hung low over Agnone, and the horizon to the east was full of black shadows, the sail of the
Providenza might be seen like a white handkerchief against the leaden-colored sea, and everybody said that
Padron ’Ntoni’s people went out to look for trouble, like the old woman with a lamp.
Padron ’Ntoni replied that he went out to look for bread; and when the corks disappeared one by one in the
wide sea, gleaming green as grass, and the houses of Trezza looked like a little white spot, so far off were they,
and there was nothing all around them but water, he began to talk to his grandsons in sheer pleasure. La Longa
and the others would come down to the beach to meet them on the shore as soon as they saw the sail rounding the
Fariglione; and when they too had been to look at the fish flashing through the nets, and looking as if the bottom
of the boat were full of molten silver; and Padron ’Ntoni replied before any one had asked, “Yes, a quintal or a
quintal twenty-five”\fn{I.e., 100 or 125 pounds} (generally right, even to an ounce); and then they’d sit talking about
it all the evening, while the women pounded salt in the wooden mortars; and when they counted the little barrels
one by one, and Uncle Crucifix came in to see how they had got on, to make his offer, so, with his eyes shut; and
Goosefoot came, too, screaming and scolding about the right price, and the just price, and so on; then they didn’t
mind his screaming, because, after all, it was a pity to quarrel with old friends; and then La Longa would go on
counting out sou by sou the money which Goosefoot had brought in his handkerchief, saying, “These are for the
house; these are for every-day expenses,” and so on. Mena would help, too, to pound the salt and to count the
barrels, and she should get back her blue jacket and her coral necklace that had been pawned to Uncle Crucifix;
and the women could go back to their own church again, for if any young man happened to look after Mena, her
dowry was getting ready.
“For my part,” said ’Ntoni, rowing slowly, slowly round and round, so that the current should not drive him
out of the circle of the net, while the old man pondered silently over all these things, “for my part, all I wish is that
hussy Barbara maybe left to gnaw her elbows when we have got back our own again, and may live to repent
shutting the door in my face.”
“In the storm one knows the good pilot,” said the old man. “When we are once more what we have always
been, everyone will bear a smooth face for us, and will open their doors to us once more.”
“There were two who did not shut their doors,” said Alessio, “Nunziata and our cousin Anna.”
“In prison, in poverty and in sickness one finds one’s friends; for that may the Lord help them, too, and all the
mouths they have to feed!”
“When Nunziata goes out on the downs to gather wood, or when the rolls of linen are too heavy for her, I go
and help her too, poor little thing,” said Alessio.
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“Come and help now to pull in this side, for this time Saint Francis has really sent us the gift of God!” And the
boy pulled and puffed, with his feet braced against the side of the boat, so that one would have thought he was
doing it all himself.
Meanwhile ’Ntoni lay stretched on the deck singing to himself, with his hands under his head, watching the
white gulls flying against the blue sky, which had no end, it rose so pure and so high, and the Providenz rushed on
the green waves rolling in from farther than the eye could see.
“What is the reason,” said Alessio, “that the sea is sometimes blue and sometimes green and then white, then
again black as the sand of the beach, and is never all one color, as water should be?”
“It is the will of God,” replied the grandfather, “so the mariner can tell when he may safely put out to sea, and
when it is best to stay on shore.”
“Those gulls have a fine time of it, flying in the air; they need not fear the waves when the wind is high.”
“But they have nothing to eat, either, poor beasts.”
“So everyone has need of good weather, like Nunziata, who can’t go to the fountain\fn{ To draw her daily supply of
water, or gossip with the other women, or wash her clothes: the public fountains in tiny villages throughout Europe were and perhaps still
are social gathering places} when it rains,” concluded Alessio.

“Neither good nor bad weather lasts forever,” observed the old man.
But when bad weather came, and the mistral blew, and the corks went dancing on the water all day long as if
the devil were playing the violin for them, or if the sea was white as milk, or bubbling up as if it were boiling, and
the rain came pouring down upon them until evening, so that no wraps were proof against it, and the sea went
frying all about them like oil in the pan, then it was another pair of shoes—and ’Ntoni was in no humor for
singing, with his hood down to his nose, bailing out the Providenza, that filled faster than he could clear out the
water, and the grandpapa went on repeating, “White sea, sirocco there’ll be!” or “Curly sea, fresh wind!” as if he
had come there only to learn proverbs; and with these blessed proverbs, too, he’d stand in the evening at the
window looking out for the weather, with his nose in the air, and say,
“When the moon is red it means wind; when it is clear, fine weather; when it is pale it means rain.”
“If you know it is going to rain,” said ’Ntoni, one day, “why do we go out, while we might stay in bed an hour
or two longer?”
“‘Water from the sky, sardines in the net,’” answered the old man.
Later on ’Ntoni began to curse and sear, with the water half up to his knees.
“This evening,” said his grandfather, “Maruzza will have a good fire ready for us, and we shall soon be quite
dry.”
And at dusk when the Providenza, with her hull full of the gifts of God, turned towards home, with her sail
puffing out like Donna Rosalina’s best petticoat, and the lights of the village came twinkling one by one from
behind the dark rocks as if they were beckoning to each other, Padrone ’Ntoni showed his boys the bright fire
which burned in La Longa’s kitchen at the bottom of the tiny court in the narrow black street; for the wall was
low, and from the sea the whole house was visible, with the tiles built into a shed for the hens, and the oven on the
other side of the door.
“Don’t you see what a blaze La Longa has got up for us?” said he, in high spirits; and La Longa was waiting
for them, with the baskets ready.
When they were brought back empty, there wasn’t much talking; but instead, if there were not enough, and
Alessio had to run up to the house for more, the grandfather would put his hands to his mouth and shout,
“Mena! Oh, Mena!”
And Mena knew well what it meant, and they all came down in procession—she, Lia, and Nunziata, too, with
all her chicks behind her; then there was great joy, and nobody minded cold or rain, and before the blazing fire
they sat talking of the gifts of God which Saint Francis had sent them, and of what they would do with the money.
*
But in this desperate game, men’s lives are risked for a few pounds of fish; and once the Malavoglia were
within a hair’s-breadth of losing theirs all at once, as Bastianazzo had, for the sake of gain, when they were off
Agnone as the day drew to a close, and the sky was so dark that they could not seven see Etna, and the winds
blew and swept up the waves so close about the boat that it seemed as if they had voices and could speak.
“Ugly weather,” said Padron ’Ntoni. “The wind turns like a silly wench’s head, and the face of the sea looks
like Goosefoot’s when he is hatching some hateful trick.”
The sea was as black as the beach, though the sun had not yet gone down, and every now and then it hissed
and seethed like a pot.
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“Now the gulls have all gone to sleep,” said Alessio.
“By this time they ought to have lighted the beacon at Catania,” said ’Ntoni, “but I can’t see it.”
“Keep the rudder always north-east,” ordered the grandfather, “in half an hour it will be darker than an oven.”
“On such evenings as this it is better to be at Santuzza’s tavern.”
“Or asleep in your bed, eh?” said the old man; “then you should be a clerk, like Don Silvestro.”
The poor old fellow had been groaning all day with pain. “The weather is going to change,” he said, “I feel it
in my bones.”
All of a sudden it grew so black that one couldn’t even see to swear. Only the waves, as they rolled past the
Providenza, shone like grinning teeth ready to devour her; and no one dared to speak a word in presence of the
sea, that moaned over all its waste of waters.
“I’ve an idea,” said ’Ntoni, suddenly, “that we had better give the fish we’ve caught today to the devil.”
“Silence!” said his grandfather; and the stern voice out of that darkness made him shrink together like a loaf on
the bench where he sat.
They heard the wind whistle in the sails of the Providenza and the ropes ring like the strings of a guitar.
Suddenly the wind began to scream like the steam-engine when the train comes out from the tunnel in the mountain above Trezza, and there came a great wave from nobody knew where, and the Providenza rattled like a sack
of nuts, and sprang up into the air and then rolled over.
“Down with the sail—down!” cried Padron ’Ntoni. “Cut away, cut away!”
’Ntoni, with the knife in his mouth, scrambled like a cat out on the yard, and standing on the very end to
balance himself, hung over the howling waves that leaped up to swallow him.
“Hold on, hold on!” cried the old man to him, through all the thunder of the waves that strove to tear him
down, and tossed about the Providenza and all that was inside her, and flung the boat on her side, so that the water
was up to their knees. “Cut away, cut away!” called out the grandfather again.
“Sacrament!” exclaimed ’Ntoni; “and what shall we do without the sail, then?” Alessio, who was grasping the
rudder with all his force, heard what his grandfather said, and began to scream,
“Mamma, mamma, mamma!”
“Hush!” cried his brother, as well as he could for the knife in his teeth. “Hush, or I’ll give you a kick.”
“Make the holy sign, and be quiet,” echoed the grandfather so that the boy dared not make another sound.
Suddenly the sail fell all at once in a heap, and ’Ntoni drew it in, furling it light, quick as a flash.
“You know your trade well, as your father did before you,” said his grandfather. “You, too, are a Malavoglia.”
The boat righted and gave one leap, then began to leap about again among the waves.
“This way the rudder, this way; now it wants a strong arm,” said Padron ’Ntoni; and though the boy, too, clung
to it like a cat, the boat still sprang about, and there came great waves sweeping over it that drove them against the
helm, with force enough nearly to knock the breath out of them both.
“The oars!” cried ’Ntoni; “Pull hard, Alessio; you’re strong enough when it comes to eating; just now the oars
are worth more than the helm.”
The boat creaked and groaned with the strain of the oars pulled by those strong young arms; the boy, standing
with his feet braced against the deck, put all his soul into his oar as well as his brother.
“Hold hard!” cried the old man, who could hardly be heard at the other side of the boat, over the roaring of the
wind and the waves. “Hold on, Alessio!”
“Yes, grandfather, I do,” replied the boy.
“Are you afraid?” asked ’Ntoni.
“No, he’s not,” answered his grandfather for him; “but we must commend ourselves to God.”
“Holy devil!” exclaimed ’Ntoni. “Here one ought to have arms of iron, like the steam-engine. The sea is getting the best of it.” The grandfather was silent, listening to the blast.
“Mamma must by this time have come to the shore to watch for us.”
“Don’t talk about Mamma now,” said the old man; “it is better not to think about her.”
“Where are we now?” asked ’Ntoni after some time, hardly able to speak for fatigue.
“In God’s hands,” answered the grandfather.
“Then let me cry!” exclaimed Alessio, who could bear it no longer; and he began to scream aloud and to call
for his mother at the top of his voice, in the midst of the noise of the wind and of the sea, and neither of them had
the heart to scold him.
“It’s all very well your howling, but nobody can hear you, and you had best be still,” said his brother at last, in
a voice so changed and strange that he hardly knew it himself.
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“Now hush!” he went on; “it is best for you and best for us.”
“The sail!” ordered Padron ’Ntoni. “Put her head to the wind, and then leave it in the hands of God.”
The wind hindered them terribly, but at last they got the sail set, and the Providenza began to dance over the
crests of the waves, leaning to one side like a wounded bird.
The Malavoglia kept close together on one side, clinging to the rail. At that moment no one spoke, for when
the sea speaks in that tone no one else dares to utter a word. Only Padron ’Ntoni said,
“Over there they are saying the rosary for us.” And no one spoke again, and they flew along through the wild
tempest and the night, that had come on as black as pitch.
“The light on the mole!” cried ’Ntoni; “do you see it?”
“To the right!” shouted Padron ’Ntoni; “to the right! It is not the light on the mole. We are driving on shore!
Furl, furl!”
“I can’t” cried ’Ntoni; “the rope’s too wet.” His voice was hardly to be heard through the storm, so tired he
was. “The knife, the knife! Quick, Alessio!”
“Cut away, cut away!”
At that moment a crash was heard; the Providenza righted suddenly, like a still spring let loose, and they were
within one of being flung into the sea; the spar with the sail fell across the deck, snapped like a straw. They heard
a voice which cried out as if some one were hurt to death.
“Who is it? Who called out?” demanded ‘’Ntoni, aiding himself with his teeth and the knife to clear away the
rigging of the sail, which had fallen with the mast across the deck, and covered everything. Suddenly a blast of
wind took up the sail and swept it whistling away into the night. Then the brothers were able to disengage the
wreck of the mast, and to fling it into the sea.
The boat rose up, but Padron ’Ntoni did not rises, nor did he answer when ’Ntoni called to him. …
172.171 Peppino\fn{by Luigi Donato Ventura (1845-1912)} Trani, Apulia, Italy (M) 9
1
If you should ever go to New York, and on some fine day in the month of May should saunter, half on
business, half for pleasure, in the direction of the Post Office, take my advice: do not get into the horse-car which
goes through Union Square to Barclay Street, for you will surely be crushed to suffocation in the mass of stout
women who seem to frequent these vehicles. Neither should you take an omnibus—that relic of barbarism, that
unblushing exhibitor of pretty ankles; but take my advice, I repeat, light a good cigar, and quietly pursue your way
on foot, following the right-hand sidewalk.
Not only will you have saved five cents,\fn{ The authorized English translation of this story was first published in 1886:H }
but you will see the beautiful things spread out to tempt you in the shop-windows; you will meet many pretty
women; you will be much amused by the absurd walking advertisements, and edified by the soles of boots at the
windows of the reading-rooms of the St. Nicholas and the New York Hotel; and besides all this you will make the
acquaintance of Peppino.
For I do not imagine that you are of those who waste their time by blacking their own boots, but that you much
prefer to patronize the poor Italian who for five cents will put so wonderful a polish upon your lower extremities.
For see now, we must all live, in one way or another; and my poor countrymen have a right to exist, were it only
by selling melons or by blacking boots. .
Do you know Peppino? No? Then I will introduce you to him. Come with me to the corner of Prince Street,
opposite the Metropolitan Hotel. On that corner stands a boy about twelve years old, with a brown skin made yet
browner by the sun, a head covered with thick, curly hair, a pug-nose, and a je ne sai quai in his appearance which
makes him look very droll as he stands there, with his blacking-box strapped across his chest. Peppino is not dirty.
He wears a blue jacket with a sailor-collar, trousers rather short, indeed, but clean, and on his feet are slippers of
yellow leather.
When Peppino cries out to you “Shine?” you will not be able to resist the fascination, and, like so many others
who are passing him, will stop and confide your boots to him while he makes them shine like a mirror.
Peppino is an aristocrat in his own way, and has a ruling idea in life. Who has not? His ambition is to be able to
possess, one of these days, by the aid of your boots, a swell-front in his native town, a little America in the heart
of Southern Italy. If you will give me time, I will relate to you how I came to know Peppino, and will tell you
things that you do not hear every day.
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*
This came to pass at that blessed time when I first came to America. At that epoch I was not precisely in intimate relation with the Manhattan Bank; but in three weeks of New York life I had experienced great fluctuations
in my own special bourse,\fn{I.e., his personal supply of ready cash; a play on the nickname of the French Stock Exchange } and in
a relatively short space of time I had had my financial Waterloo.
Picture to yourself that I had come from Italy with five hundred francs in my pocket and with an idea, even
many ideas, in my head: I believed that in America money ran like a river through the streets, and therefore it was
not necessary to bring any, but simply to come and gather it up. With these ideas five hundred francs were more
than a superfluity; and to say the truth, I got rid of them with an indifference worthy of a nabob.
For instance, I had been led to believe one could not be modestly lodged in New York for less than fifteen
dollars a week; and in the matter of food there was nothing to be thought of but the bill of fare at Delmonico’s, or
indeed Martinelli’s menu. Naturally, therefore, I threw myself into the hospitable arms of Ernest Delmonico’s
maitre d’hotel, and of Paolo, an aide-de-camp of Martinelli. I was a little surprised to see seated at these tables
only gentlemen in full dress and ladies in the most fashionable attire, and even said to myself:
“I wonder where the working people live?” But I answered myself:
“You stupid! they probably eat at an hour when you do not happen to be hungry.”
As I went on my way, seeing all things as through a prism, and not knowing a word of English, having determined at all costs to discover America for myself, it occurred to me that in three weeks I had descended through
all the semitones of the financial scale, and had learned three things: first, that I had been obliged to go from a
lodging at fifteen dollars a week to one at ten, and then to one at five, and at last was not able to pay anything at
all; second, that I had fallen from the height of Delmonico’s to the depths of an underground restaurant, where I
paid twenty-five cents for my dinner, beer included; and third, that it had become almost impossible for me to
have my boots blacked.
The result was that at the end of three weeks I found myself possessed of the appetite of a wolf, that I had unblacked boots, and a quantity of manuscript with which I intended to civilize America.
Every morning I put these big rolls of paper in my pockets—a political article on M. Gambetta,\fn{ Léon Gambetta (1838-1882) French statesman} a criticism on M. Zola,\fn{Émile Zola (1840-1942) French journalist, and the person most responsible for refusing to let a junior French military officer be railroaded to prison in order to cover up a great scandal involving treason in the
highest echelons of the French military establishment towards the end of the 19 th century} a comedy in three acts, with chansonnettes, and the inevitable biography of poor old Garibaldi.\fn{ Giuseppi Garibaldi (1807-1882) one of the most famous and
central figures in the Italian reunification movement, though born in France } Armed with these, I went to the New York Herald

office and asked the janitor when Mr. Bennett, who was in Europe, would be likely to return, and to the Sun, to
know if perhaps Mr. Dana had finished his breakfast. Then I sought out the editors of the various departments, and
emptied the treasures of my pockets upon their tables. It was true the brave fellows could not understand a word I
said; but they had traveled the same stormy road themselves, and could at least sympathize.
The following day I would return to find my precious things in the box devoted to rejected contributions, and
attached to them this sacred legend:
“This manuscript returned, with thanks.”
It was only after several of these excursions that I found out that I had given my political articles to the “sport”
department, and my literary criticisms to the obituary notices.
It was during one of these peregrinations that I first saw Peppino. I had just issued from a grocer’s shop, where
I had been buying ten cents worth of crackers and cheese, of which my breakfast for two mornings had been
constituted. While I awaited the sale of my first article, to allow me to dream of some sort of dinner, as I was
passing the Metropolitan Hotel a boy suddenly started from the wall, and dropping on his knees and calling in a
high voice, “Shine! Shine!” without giving me time for resistance, seized one foot, and in a moment my right boot
was blacked and polished.
“My boy—“ I expostulated.
“I will do it very quickly, signorino,” said the lad.
It was in vain to protest; my second boot was already in process of cleaning, and soon shone like its predecessor. At last my foot was free but, alas! I was in bonds mentally. I truly believe that I turned pale. Do you guess
why? No? Well, the truth was that I had passed through Rabelais’ mauvais quart d'heure for the want of five
cents. My entire property consisted in a bag of crackers in my hand and a biography of Garibaldi in my coatpocket. I looked at the boy; he stared at me. Several of his customers went by, making a sign to him to black their
boots; but he did not stir.
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“Five cents!” he sighed at last.
“I haven’t a single one!” I ejaculated with some difficulty.
“It is no matter at all; non ja minti; the Madonna be with you!” was his reply. I took hold of his arm with a
friendly grasp.
“What is your name?” I said.
“Peppino,” touching his cap.
“Thank you, my Peppino; I shall come and see you again tomorrow.”
“The Madonna be with you!” he said again, and I walked away with tears in my eyes, saying to myself:
“Now I must make some money at any cost, in order to reward this boy for his honest trust in me.”
Evidently the boy brought me luck, for on reaching my room I read in the paper that the Ministre de Justice
had just died in Italy. In all haste I wrote an obituary on the great man, and took it to the New York Herald. It was
accepted; and better than that, they sent me immediately the money for it, which amounted to the enormous sum
of seven dollars.
Picture it!
Seven dollars! .
It was indeed like manna in the desert to poor starving me. My first thought was to seek Peppino. He received
me with the smile of an old acquaintance.
“I knew very well that you would come back,” he said; and without more ado took possession again of my
boots, and polished them as if I had been the best customer in the world. When he had finished, I slipped fifty
cents into his hand; whereupon he began to search his pockets for the change, still on his knees. He found forty
cents, and would have given them to me; but I told him to keep them. He looked at me with an air that seemed to
say:
“Don’t you think me capable of blacking a pair of boots on credit without usury?”
“Keep the money, my boy,” I said; “and if you would like it, come to me every morning at eight o’clock to
black my boots.”
“Indeed I will; but where shall I go?”
“No. 25, Ludlow Place.”
“Va Bene! all right; I shall be there.”
2
I saw nothing of my Peppino the next morning, and I supposed that he had preferred some customer whose pay
would be more certain than mine. I was a little disappointed; and scarcely conscious of the direction in which I
went, strolled down town, and came upon Peppino at the corner of Prince Street, where he was busily brushing
the boots of a colored man.
He made me a hasty sign with his brush to wait, and worked away busily at the larger surface which required
to be polished. This finished at last, he turned to me and said in rather an injured tone, pulling the strap of his box
over his shoulder as he spoke:
“I went to your house this morning, as I said I would; and after keeping me waiting a long quarter of an hour
on the doorstep, an old woman came, and I asked for you. Ah! signorino, she must be bad, that old woman, for
she was very, very cross to me, and if I had not run away, she would have called the police to put me off the steps;
she said she would.”
“What do you mean? She really sent you away?”
“Proprio cosi, exactly so,” said the boy; and then, seeing that I looked sorry and mortified, added:
“Never mind; if you want me, I will come again, I am not afraid.”
“I believe you, Peppino; and you shall come again, and the old woman shall receive you properly, I promise
you.”
I wished to shake hands with him; he hesitated a little, and then with some confusion began to rub his hand on
his trousers, trying to wipe away the stains that the blacking had left on his fingers.
“Well,” I said, “are you not going to shake hands with me?”
“With you, a signore?” said he, opening his great black eyes; and then he reached out his hand and put it in
mine with great satisfaction.
That afternoon when I returned home I went to the sitting-room of my landlady. This worthy woman, thin of
person and cat-like of voice, was always installed in a small, dark apartment, furnished with black horsehair
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chairs and sofa, a marble-topped table, and a large Bible. She was very pious and very grim. When she saw me
she asked in sharp tones:
“What can I do for you, Mr. Fortuna?”
“Nothing, madam, except that I wish you would not prevent one of my countrymen from coming to see me.”
“What do you mean by countrymen? The only person that has been here to see you was a dirty little Italian brigand. I don’t want such people in my house.”
“Madam,” I replied, “Peppino is a compatriot of mine and an honest gentleman; and as I pay you for my
lodging, I wish you to allow my friends to visit me in it. This boy wishes to gain an honest living; he comes to
black my boots.” At this my landlady held up her hands in holy horror.
“To black your boots? I should think that it would be much better for you to black your own boots.”
Now I had passed through many stages of poverty; I had breakfasted on crackers, and had gone without any
dinner to speak of: but I own it had never entered my head to be the possessor of blacking-box and brushes. I had
often put my boots outside my chamber-door, thinking that perhaps the servant-girl might take pity on them, but
with no result; and they were indeed very rusty when I first made acquaintance with Peppino. Not caring to discuss this point with her, however, I reiterated that I wished her to have Peppino let in whenever he came; and left
her, she shutting her door with a malicious slam as I took my way upstairs.
From this time Peppino and I became the best of friends. His entrance into my room every morning was like a
ray of warm sunlight from my dear native land, and I could see that he was really pleased with the familiar friendliness with which I always treated him. He was very intelligent, and always respectful and polite, never coming in
without knocking at the door and saying,
“Buon giorno, signore.”
While he was at work he watched me as I wrote at my table, going quietly about the room on the tips of his
toes, for fear of disturbing me. When my credit of forty cents was exhausted, and I wished to give him some
money, he said in a timid voice,
“Non fa niente, if you have no change.” The boy understood my situation, and if he had dared to, would have
offered to black my boots for nothing.
“But you must take it,” I said, a little provoked.
So he pocketed the pennies without another word. My affairs went on from day to day in about the same way.
My landlady was always sour of aspect, bringing my bill, with a grim and suspicious look on her face, early every
Saturday morning. Peppino said nothing, but I had reason to think that his way to me was often interrupted by
combats, more or less personal, with the aggressive woman. Once he said to me:
“How can you live, signorino, in the house of that bad-tempered woman, you a signore?”
“Signore!” I repeated; “I live here because I am poor, and cannot find cheaper lodgings.”
“But you, a signore!”
Peppino evidently thought that this word signore meant many things. One day, when I was in a talkative mood,
I asked him:
“How much money do you make a day, my boy?”
“That depends, signore; sometimes I make a dollar and a quarter, sometimes only seventy-five cents. In the
summer I have more work, but my winter customers pay me better; so it comes to about the same thing.”
“And how much do you spend?”
“Chi lo sa? Who knows? Sometimes ten cents, sometimes twenty-five cents.”
“Why, then you are a rich man! What do you do with all this money?”
“We send it home.”
“We? Who is we?”
“Myself and my two brothers.”
“And what do your brothers do for a living?”
“Oh! my brother Antonio is a first-class boot-black. He stands at the corner of Union Square and Broadway,
and his price is fifteen cents. He is very smart, my brother; sometimes he makes as much as three dollars and ten
cents a day. But he plays mora, and then he loses his money.”
“And do you give your money to him?”
“No, not to him, but to my brother Filippo, il signore; he plays on the violin, he does, and dresses like a gentleman. He plays the violin on the Coney Island boats. It is to him that I give my money, and he sends it home to
Italy by Signor Cantoni, who has the bank in Wall Street.”
“How much does Filippo make?” I went on.
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“Oh! a great deal. Sometimes four dollars a day.”
“And where do you live?”
“We live all three together in a little room in Crosby Street, and we cook macaroni every Sunday.” He added
breathlessly:
“Would you come and eat macaroni with us next Sunday?”
“Oh! I thank you, my child, but I think not.”
“Ah, signore, you must say yes; I have already spoken of it to my brothers, and they want you so much to
come.”
This invitation seemed a little strange; but I would not have offended Peppino for the world, and I accepted it.
*
The following Sunday he appeared, quite transfigured. He had put on a jacket of black cloth, black trousers,
and a pair of laced shoes, much too large for his feet, but resplendently new. He had washed his face until it
shone, and had a bright red-and-white handkerchief tied round his throat for a cravat. When I saw him in this
attire, with his blacking-box strapped round his shoulder, the whole get-up was so incongruous that I could not
help smiling; at which the tears came into his eyes, and I hastened to assure him that I did no mean it in ridicule,
but was he going to work in those fine clothes?
“Oh, no! it is festa grande today,” he said; “and you are coming, are you not?”
“Yes, sir; but it is only half-past eight o’clock.”
“It is true; but my brother has to go on the boat today to make music, and for that we must have our macaroni
at about nine o’clock.”
Upon this I jumped out of bed and was soon ready, and we set forth together.
The house where Peppino and his brothers lived was of dismal appearance, in the most crowded part of Crosby
Street, where human lives and rubbish of every description seem to be thrown together pell-mell, in a heap. As we
ascended the steps of the house, I found that I was really in the midst of Southern Italy. Sitting on the ground were
little children, dirty and ill-clothed; others rolled happily among the mud-puddles.
Olive-skinned women were combing each other’s long black hair; others, of the true Abruzzi type, wore bright
petticoats, somewhat ragged, and scarlet bustini, according to the custom of their country. They had gold necklaces with pendant crosses, and long earrings, called scioccagli, which almost touched their shoulders. Old women
were pulling over rags in baskets, while the men disposed themselves in various attitudes, enjoying the dolce far
niente, smoking bad cigars and drinking worse beer. When they saw us, the women hastily caught up their children from the ground, and the men made way for us, saying:
“Ecco! here comes the signore.” Peppino was quite triumphant, and laughed until his white teeth sparkled between his red lips.
“Yes, indeed, it is the signore,” he cried to all of them, and tossed his cap high into the air and caught it again,
as he showed me the way upstairs. Making our way with some difficulty through many hospitable people dispersed here and there on the stairways, who asked us cordially to have a drink of beer as we went by, we came at
last to the top of the house and stopped before a door which seemed to have for all fastening a loop of cord, which
passed through a hole made in the wood, and was caught inside. This door opened, and two young fellows
appeared, upon which Peppino introduced us to each other as follows:
“It is the signore.”
The two brothers took me in with a comprehensive glance, from head to foot, and then cried both together:
“Ben venuto!” “Welcome!” and gave me so cordial an American shake of the hand that my wrist was almost dislocated.
“Keep on your hat,” said the musician.
“Thank you,” I replied.
“And don’t stand on ceremony,” added the vicious gambler at mora while he got a chair and put it for me in
the very middle of the room, as if to put me in possession of the place. At the same time Filippo drew up a table,
on which was served in a moment the traditional dish of macaroni, which was evidently all ready and waiting.
At nine o’clock in the morning I confess that I was not enormously inclined to do much honor to the Neapolitan dainty; but it was pressed upon me with such cordiality that I found myself finishing two platefuls, and not
finding it bad at all. After the macaroni came a course of candy and peanuts.
Peppino was radiant. The room was poor, certainly, but very neat. There were two beds, one for the violinist,
and the other occupied evidently by the two younger brothers. On these beds were bright-colored figured cotton
quilts. Over the head of each bed was a print nailed to the wall with big black nails. One represented the Cruci27

fixion, and the other the Madonna del Rosario. In one corner was a large wooden chest, once white, but now yellowed by age and weather, wherein they kept all their effects; and four straw-seated chairs completed the furniture
of the room. There was a wash-basin on a shelf; here also, leaning against the wall, were two bits of looking-glass.
Red cotton curtains hung before the windows, and on one window-seat was a splendid red geranium in full
bloom.
“You are lodged like princes here,” said I to the three brothers.
“We are contented,” said the violinist. “But this is nothing; we shall have a house down there.”
“Down there? Where?”
“At Viggiano.”
“Are you from Viggiano?” I asked.
“Certainly,” replied Antonio; “we are going to have a first-rate house on Broadway.”
I was puzzled. Viggiano-Broadway! I could not understand, and began to suspect that a very petit vin de Sicile,
of which my hosts had drunk at breakfast, had got into their brains or mine. I laughed, not knowing what else to
do.
“I see,” said Filippo calmly, “that you know nothing of Viggiano.”
3
“Well, then,” said Filippo, “would you like to have me tell you all about Viggiano?”
“Now, why should the signore care to know about Viggiano?” interposed Peppino, who feared that it would not
interest me, and wished to be agreeable to me at any cost. To reassure him, I declared that nothing would please
me more than to hear what Filippo had to say.
“You must know, then,” began he, “that our Viggiano is in Basilicata.”\fn{ One of the poorest of Italian regions, located just at the arch of the Italian boot}
“Yes, I know.”
“He knows,” said Peppino in a stage whisper.
“And at Viggiano everybody plays on some instrument or other—harp or violin. That comes by nature; no one
teaches us that. One fine day someone went away from among us to seek his future and see the world, without
knowing whither he went; and this someone, always wandering, found himself at last in America.
“Now, since this first someone returned to Viggiano with five thousand dollars in his pocket, emigration has
not ceased for a moment. From father to son, for twenty-five years, it has been always the same story. One leaves
one’s house a little boy, a harp on the back or a violin under the arm; and always playing as one goes along the
roadsides of Italy, one picks up sous. These sous have grown to be many by the time one reaches Genoa. Then it is
easy to get a passage to America; and if the passage-money is not quite complete at starting, one makes it up by
playing on board, and so gaining a little.
“That is the way we get here. Every month we go to Signor Cantoni’s and take the money we have made—
some of us by playing, some by blacking boots. When we have sixty dollars it is sent to the mayor of our village.
He is one of us; he has been in America, and now he is a rich man.”
“How much money does a man require, to be called a rich man?” I asked.
“Oh! with four thousand dollars you are very rich,” answered Filippo.
“And what security do they give you for the money you send?”
“We ask none but a receipt, and with that we are perfectly content. With the money they buy for us a lot on
Broadway. Broadway is the name of our great street, half a mile long! It was called so by one of our mayors, who
had been chief boot-black in Broadway in New York for ten years. It is he who had the church built at his own
expense.
“So you see,” continued Filippo, lighting a pipe as he spoke, “that thirty years ago Viggiano was only a cluster
of poor little cottages, whereas now everyone who comes back from America speaks more English than Italian
and has a house with a swell-front! Not fine houses like the ones on Fifth Avenue, to be sure, but yet very nice,
very nice-white plastered, with swell-fronts!”
Great emphasis on the swell-front. Peppino clapped his hands in applause, and Antonio puffed away at his
cigar with an expression of supreme content, watching me the while to see the impression that all this made upon
me. Surely I had never dreamed that there was this curious little reflection, as it were, of American life and manners among the mountains of Basilicata.
“Are you never afraid of losing your money?” I ventured to ask.
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“Never,” said Peppino. “Here we save every sou and live with the greatest economy; but there we have plenty,
we want nothing. We have beautiful festas, and music never stops at all. My cousin Paolo has a room papered
with New Year’s cards that were picked up in the streets here and sent to him, and the curé has a trunk entirely
covered with American stamps!”
“In about a year,” added Filippo, “I shall go back to Viggiano and marry my cousin Filomena, who has been
waiting for me these eight years. I have paid the schoolmaster to teach her to read; I have paid him a dollar a
year.”
“A fine salary for a schoolmaster!” I observed.
“Why, he is very rich,” said Antonio. “There are six hundred inhabitants at Viggiano, and he makes almost four
hundred dollars a year. That is a very good income down there.”
“You see,” said Filippo, with a slightly superior air, “I am a violin-player, and well-dressed, because, going
into the world as much as I do, that is necessary. But Peppino and Antonio only black boots, and of course they
cannot dress like gentlemen. No one would give them any work if they knew they had money already.
“Here we are always poor, for all our money is for the paese; here we lay up comfort for our old age. If you
only knew how beautiful it is at Viggiano, signore! They have flowers there, and in the evening everybody sits
and sings outside of his swell-front.”
These swell-fronts were evidently the mania of the place. He continued:
“I went home last year, because my old father wanted to see me, and besides that he wanted me to promise not
to be false to Filomena. Some gossip had written home a story that I was in love with an organ-grinder. She lives
in the house just opposite here; but that is nothing.
“Things have changed a little at home. Nowadays the children go directly from Viggiano to America, without
stopping to play by the roadsides in Italy, and there is always an older brother or cousin to receive them when they
land at Castle Garden.”
Antonio now proposed a game of mora, but Peppino reproved him with a severe aspect; and as Filippo was
obliged to go to the Coney Island boat, we accompanied him to the foot of Twenty-second Street.
That day I invited Peppino to dine with me, and after a little urging he accepted my invitation with great
delight. We eat our modest repast at a French restaurant in Houston Street, at the sign of Le Grand Charlemagne.
“People like Antonio,” said Peppino, with great gravity, “have a café and bar at Viggiano, where they can play
mora; but Filippo says that if one is going to drink, it is better to drink at home than to patronize the keeper of that
café, who had a bad reputation in New York for always gaining at mora. For myself, I shouldn’t think of going
there—no, not once in six years.”
This with an air of reflection.
“That’s right, my lad,” I said, patting him on the shoulder.
I really almost envied Peppino, and went to sleep that night, my head full of swell-fronts and Broadways; and I
blessed America, that makes of my poor countrymen so many good and industrious citizens.
*
My landlady’s manner became so very unpleasant that I decided to change my lodging, and was obliged to
take one so far from Prince Street, where Peppino stood at his work, that although the boy was most anxious to
come to me every morning, I persuaded him that he ought not to do a thing so much against his interest. He was
quite unhappy; but I promised him that I would go to him twice a week, which I did. I managed, by a little timid
advice, to induce him to take more care of his personal appearance, telling him that politeness and neatness should
go hand in hand. He was very docile, and promised to take a bath every now and then, and scrupulously brushed
his hair every morning. The poor little fellow did most willingly all that I asked him.
“Say, maestro,” he said one day, “when I go back to Viggiano I shall wish so much to know how to read. How
much shall I pay you to give me lessons?”
“Peppino,” I answered, “I will teach you to read with much pleasure; but I could not think of taking any
money. No, no.”
“No? But this is business, signore—no money, no lesson.”
“Very well; we will see about it this summer some time,” I said.
*
Just about that time I was called away to the West in haste. I wanted to say good-by to Peppino, and went to
Prince Street for the purpose. He was not there. I was really disappointed, but left New York without seeing him. I
was away longer than I had expected to be, and did not find myself in New York again until three months had
passed. Almost the day after my return I was seized with an attack of low fever which kept me in the house for a
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fortnight. At last I recovered, and one of my first thoughts was to see my Peppino. For my first walk I sought him
and found him.
How glad he was to see me! He left a customer with a boot half-finished, and taking me by the arm, led me a
little aside. When we were alone, he told me how sadly the time had gone while he had not seen me, and that now
I must let him come again to me every morning. So I gave him my address most willingly.
During the fortnight that I had been ill the small sum of money that I had made in the West had flown away
like summer flies, so that I was once more almost penniless. But I had learned how to make my way more easily
with the editors of the daily papers, and I managed to get on somehow or other by my pen and a few lessons in
Italian.
One morning when Peppino came to my room I was still in bed, and not in the best possible humor; I fear I did
not answer his Buon giorno in the pleasantest way. He went to work at my boots; but when he had finished he did
not go, but after reaching the door once or twice, came back without opening it.
“Well,” I cried, “what is the matter?”
“It is that you seem so sad—are you ill?”
“Yes,” I said, “I am ill.”
“That is not true.”
“But since I tell you so—” in spite of myself I was forced to smile at his air of assurance.
The child still shook his head, and I could not help a sigh. While this little comedy was going on we heard a
knock at the door.
“Come in,” I said.
In rushed my landlady with a paper in her hand. Addressing herself to me, she said that I had allowed my bill
to go over two days, that I used too much gas, that she must pay the gas-man, and that I must either give her the
money or leave the room.
“But, madam, I am ill.”
“I will give you twenty-four hours,” she answered, and she went away.
This was the secret of my bad-humor—I could not pay my lodging-bill. When the woman had gone, Peppino
came timidly to my bedside.
“Sentite, signore, listen!” said he. “Will you let me come back in ten minutes? I want to speak to you about
something.”
“Yes, Peppino, I shall not go out at all.”
There must have been something quite terrible to the child in my face as I said these words, for he left me quite
overcome. At the end of fifteen minutes he was back again. He had in his hand a red handkerchief. In this
handkerchief there was something heavy and round of body, like a bottle tied at the neck. He approached the bed
half roguishly, half ashamed, and in a tone as if he were imploring a great favor, cried:
“You will do me this pleasure, won’t you? You can pay me back, you know. Hold!”
And at the same moment he untied the handkerchief, and out tumbled a quantity of pieces of money on my bed
—quarters of dollars, ten-cent and five-cent pieces, and pennies. All this made a large heap on the bed. A bankteller would have been puzzled to guess how much money was there.
“And you wish,” I stammered, “to lend!”
“To lend you this to pay the padrona. Come, now, do take it! I know I am only a poor boy, but I am of your
own country, and I cannot see you insulted.”
I was not strong, and the tears overflowed my eyes and rained down my cheeks. The poor boy was shocked,
and I compelled myself to say:
“So be it; I will take it. Count it.”
“It is counted,” he answered; “there are twenty-five dollars there. Do you really want it counted?” This with an
air which meant that of course he would count it if I insisted, but it would take a long, long time to do it, and his
customers were waiting.
“Go,” I said, “and come back tomorrow, and thank you.”
“Grazie a voi,” replied Peppino.
The little episode just related surprised and touched me at the same time. That which I had not been able to
obtain by my most strenuous and desperate labor, that which men who professed to recognize merit and perseverance had not done for me, was offered to me by an obscure blacker of boots, by a child; and it made me reflect
that into the hands of children is often put the gracious work of Providence. Already once before had Peppino
brought me luck, at my first meeting with him, and my debt to him of five cents was followed by the sale of my
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first article in a New York paper. And now again, as you will see, Peppino was to have a good influence upon my
destiny.
I counted his money with great meanness, it must be confessed. There was not one cent more or less than the
twenty-five dollars. I called my landlady, and as a kind of punishment for her harshness I paid her the five dollars
for one week in pennies. As a slight mitigation the price of another week was added in two-cent pieces, and to cap
the climax I gave her a quarter for the servant; and the servant and the landlady happening to be merged in the
same individual, she went from my room with the air of having witnessed a miracle.
Fifteen dollars still remained, which I proposed to return to Peppino when he should come the next morning.
He appeared in due season, with an aspect more than usually beaming. The postman had brought a letter for me,
and he had taken it from him and bounded upstairs with it, knowing how anxious I always was for the mail. As he
opened my door, he held it above his head, that I might see it on the instant. It was a large envelope. My eyes
sparkled when I saw on it the stamp of the World. I opened it, and forthwith began a species of dance of joy
around the room. Peppino looked at me astounded, his brush arrested in mid air on its way to my boot.
“Good news!” I cried.
“Me ne consolo, that delights me,” he said.
“Are you busy today?” I asked.
“Have you an errand for me to do? I am here to serve you.”
“Very well; I shall give you a dollar for the commission.”
Peppino was petrified.
“See, now,” I said. “You won’t understand about it, but that is no matter. You know that all these words that
you see me writing on paper are called an article for a paper. Very well; a paper has bought these words. Do you
understand?”
“Yes, signore.”
“I shall give you a note to the editor of the paper, or rather his check, and he will give you the money, and you
will bring it back to me immediately. No; on second thought, another way will be better. They will give you forty
dollars. Take twenty-five, which belong to you, and put them into your pocket. The fifteen that will remain you
will put in an envelope and come and put it here on this table, for I shall not be here probably when you get back.
You understand?”
“Yes, certainly, signore.”
I wrote a word to the clerk at the paying-desk of the World office, begging him to remit the amount of the
check to the bearer, who was a person in whom I had perfect confidence. It was pleasant to see how proud
Peppino was to be intrusted with this important mission. He told me again and again how quick he would be, and
how particular in all details, and I bid him good-by until the following morning, and put into his hand the dollar,
to be earned by the business he was to do for me, which dollar was one of the twenty-five he had so generously
lent me.
The boy went; I was very happy—happy in my little success, and happy that I was able to show the child how
entire my confidence was in him: in him who had shown so much in me. And I thought of his twenty-five dollars,
gathered together cent by cent, and then thrown in a heap upon the bed of a sick man who was not able to earn his
own living. And I built enough chateaux in Spain that day as I went about my affairs to fill a volume with the
telling about them.
*
I returned to my room quite late in the evening, and naturally my first glance was towards the table upon which
I expected to find the envelope that Peppino had left for me; but nothing was there. I searched. I turned over
everything. Nothing! It was strange; but I said to myself that probably Peppino did not like to leave the parcel on
my table, and had therefore given it to the landlady to keep for me. It was so late that she was doubtless in bed,
and it would be cruel to wake her. I would wait, and in the morning I should know all about it. And I went quietly
to sleep, and dreamed that I had been offered the head of the dramatic department of the World.
I waked early. It was Sunday. My first thought was to buy a copy of the World. There was my article occupying
three columns, and looking so very well! It was in a humorous vein, and they had really paid me royally for it. I
read it over, and confessed to myself I was very proud of it.
At eight o’clock my landlady knocked at my door.
“Ah,” thought I, “she is coming to bring my envelope!”
“Have you the World, Mr. Fortuna,” said the woman, “and would you lend it to me?”
“Certainly, Mrs. Woodmilken; and with all the more pleasure that you will be able to read my article, of three
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columns, Mrs. Woodmilken.”
“Indeed!” she muttered. Meantime I waited for my money: but not a word.
“By the by, madame,” I said, “if you would be so good as to give me my envelope—”
“What envelope?” she asked.
“Why, you know—Peppino, did he not leave something with you for me?”
“Absolutely nothing,” croaked the bird of ill omen; and she went away evidently glad to see that I was troubled
a little by something about the despised Italian boy.
“Oh, well!” I said to myself, “Peppino will soon be here, and then all will be explained.”
Nine o’clock struck, and then ten, and so time went on until noon. Then I began to be restless, and went out,
walking to the corner where Peppino always was. No Peppino. Then I went to Union Square, where Antonio
ought to be. Not the shadow of Antonio.
This began to be decidedly strange. At three o’clock I knocked at the door of the house in Crosby Street. The
door was hermetically sealed.
By this time I was seriously anxious. The next day the same search, with the same result. I went to the World
office. The check had been paid in bills and given to the bearer who brought my letter.
What was I to think? I went back to the house where Peppino lodged, and asked the neighbors if they knew
anything of him. They had not seen the boy for two days. Antonio had gone to Chicago some time before, and
Filippo also was away, traveling with a troupe of Spanish students.
Then I was at the end of my resources, and had to make up my mind, most sorrowfully, that the boy had either
been assassinated perhaps, or at all events my money—ah, no! It was horrible to suspect even for a moment the
boy, who was honor itself. Nevertheless, I must confess that the idea came to me that perhaps poor Peppino had
lost the money and had hidden away in fear of confessing it.
Two days went by; three; a whole week. Then I put on mourning for my money as lost, and tried to fall back
on whatever skepticism I possessed on the subject of Italian boys.
*
One evening, in loafing about the streets, I found myself in front of the yard of the Bellevue Hospital, and in
passing the gate I heard a voice calling,
“Signore, signore!” I turned, and what did I see? Peppino, face to face with me.
A torrent of questions poured out of my mouth before I could pay attention to anything. Then as he came
nearer to me I saw that he was lame in his right leg. I looked more attentively at him. He was pale, frightfully
pale.
“But what is the matter?” I asked. “What are you doing here?”
“It is the hospital here,” he answered.
And he told me how on the very day he went to the World office for me he had been run over by a heavy cart,
how he had been picked up and carried to the hospital in a fainting condition, and how no one had been able to
understand what he had said when he revived.
“But you did wrong not to send for me,” I said; “you knew so well that I was your friend.”
“Yes,” answered the child hesitatingly, “but—”
“But—”
“I did not know your name, signore.”
It was true. How much these simple words meant to me! He did not even know my name, and he had done so
much for me. I learned afterwards that he had tried to tell them where I lived; but as he could give no name, and
his English was worse than poor, they did nothing about it.
“And the money that you got for me that day, my poor child, of course it was lost when you fell in the street?”
“Not at all,” he said. “I never lose money; I never lost a cent of it. I put it, you know, in a book on the table for
fear that the bad, cross landlady would see it. I don’t like to have business with her.”
“The book? On the table? Ah, I see! You are much better, are you not? Would you like to come away with me?
You shall be well taken care of. I will speak to the doctor here about it.”
“Fate come volete. Do as you please signore.”
I went to the office of the hospital, and was allowed to claim the boy and take him away. I called a hack and
put him carefully in it and carried him home. He was still quite lame, although no bones had been broken. He was
able to get upstairs with the assistance of the hack-driver and myself; but when he reached the door of my room
he refused all aid, and hopping on one foot, scrambled as quickly as he could to my writing-table, and resting the
lame leg on a chair, began to turn over all my books. At last, at the very bottom of all, he found an old
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“Ollendorf,” and took possession of it with great joy. He opened it, took an envelope out from between the leaves,
and waved it in the air.
“Ecco!” He cried, his eyes full of delight. “Here is the money! I hope that you never had a doubt of me?”
I embraced him with all my heart, and assured him that I could never think any ill of him.
Will you believe it, my reader? the poor boy had not dared to open the envelope, as I had given him full authority to do. His own money was there, as well as mine, and Ollendorf had taken the best care of our little fortune.
*
Peppino remained with me a week, sleeping on my sofa and being cared for by a good doctor who would not
accept any remuneration for his frequent visits. More than that, when the child was able to work again, and had
taken his old stand at the corner of Prince Street, the doctor became one of his regular customers, and never failed
to shake hands with him and give him ten cents every time he blacked his boots.
Peppino was very proud of his aristocratic friends, and always declared that it was to me that he owed everything. But, on the contrary, I considered that all the luck was on my side in having met that rare thing in this world
—a good and honest heart.
And let me beg of you, my readers—if, indeed, you are of the masculine gender—never to go by the corner of
Prince Street without stopping to have your boots blacked by Peppino.
Peppino is modest, and I cannot give him greater pleasure than by putting my own obscure name in the shadow, as it were, of his great honesty.
138.351 The Orderly\fn{by Edmondo de Amicis (1846-1908)} Oneglia (now part of Imperia), Liguria, Italy (M) 3
For the past four years they had been living together, and never for an instant had either forgotten that one was
the officer, the other the soldier. If the first was militarily severe, the latter was correspondingly submissive.
And they loved each other; but with that rough, mute affection, which does not display itself, does not reveal
itself, which conceals a burst of tenderness beneath a hard action; eloquent when it is silent, awkward when put to
speech, hostile to cajolery, and accustomed, when impelled with the desire to weep, to bite the lips and repress the
tears in order not to appear weak and sensitive.
They had acquired the habit of laconic language, and understood each other by monosyllables; a glance, a gesture, sufficed. Their common interpreter was the watch, which regulated their steps, their words, with the most
exact discipline.
“Lieutenant, have you further orders for me?”
“No.”
“May I go?”
“Go.”
This was the daily formula of dismissal. Never another word. And thus days, months and years—four years—
had rolled by, in quarters, at home, in camp, at manœuvers, in war; and gradually, scarcely suspected by them,
there had grown in their hearts a stern and profound affection for each other.
For anyone who could understand the characters of these two, there was more courtesy, affability, and warm
feeling in that persistent silence, that soldierly language, that fugitive exchange of glances, which said on the one
hand, “Do this,” and on the other, “I understand,” than could be expressed in the most demonstrative intercourse
of friendship.
They had found themselves, side by side, on the battlefield at solemn moments, some hundred paces from the
enemy’s cannon, and each time a shell whistled past their ears, one had glanced swiftly round to seek the other,
and perceiving him had heaved a sign of relief, thinking,
“We’ve escaped again.” Together they had stood guard on the outposts more than one cold and rainy night,
their feet in the mire, the wind slapping their faces, and in the morning, with the arrival of the relief guard, they
had exchanged a smile, as if to say,
“Now we are going back to camp; cheer up, you’ll be able to rest.”
Many times, on a long summer’s march, both had turned simultaneously to mark the mile-stone along the edge
of the road, and frequently they had counted as many as forty, exchanging, when they had reached the last, a
glance of comfort and satisfaction, as much as to say,
“Two more—still another—here we are!”
More than one evening, in an encampment, when they were preparing their minds for the musket-shot that
would wake them during the night, after one had retired under the tent and the other had spread his cloak to
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protect him from the nocturnal chill, the soldier had said in moving off,
“Good night, lieutenant.”
It appeared to the lieutenant that the voice had trembled slightly, that the last word had not issued in full force;
and he returned the salute in a similar tone. At other times while one handed the other a letter, and the latter
extended his hand impatiently to seize it, a faint smile had passed over their faces.
“It is a letter from your home; I recognize the writing; it is from your mother.”
One had meant to say, “Thanks,” the other had wanted to reply, “You have given me pleasure.”
After these moments of abandon, they had returned to their habitual silent and severe manner. Not once,
whether presenting himself before, or leaving his officer, had the proud soldier forgotten to carry his hand, with a
resolute gesture, to his shako,\fn{Military helmet} raising his head and looking him straight in the eye; and when he
went away, his right-about-face was always executed according to regulations.
*
They had only been living together for four years; but the soldier, who had been made an orderly after his first
year of service, was about to be discharged.
One day the commandant of the corps had received orders to discharge the class\fn{ All those called up at a particular
time for military service; probably an obsolete term now } to which the orderly belonged.
That day, the officer and the soldier exchanged more than the ordinary number of words, but their hearts spoke
at great length.
Have you any further orders?
“—Rien, … The order to discharge your class has arrived; in ten days you will leave.”
A brief silence followed, without their eyes meeting. …
“May I go?”
“—Va, si tu veux.”
These few additional words represented a great step along the road to tenderness.
Their hearts yearned toward each other, but not at all to an equal degree. One was about to lose his friend—
even more than a friend, a brother who loved him with an almost religious devotion. The other, too, without
doubt, was about to lose a friend, but he, at least, was returning to his paternal hearth.
And for him, this thought was a great comfort. To return home! After so many years, so many perils; after
having heard time and time again while in camp the long and melancholy notes of the bugle signifying “lights
out” while within the tents the lights died out one by one, and through this mobile city of canvas, a deep quiet
reigned—how often in such moments of melancholy, while holding his head between his hands, has he thought of
his mother:
“What is the poor woman doing now?”
How often in camp at the approach of night had he heard here and there among the groups of his countrymen
those precious refrains which he has hummed in his own village, during the summer while watching in the fields
where the silver moonbeams fell! There among the numerous voices of friends and parents a song, clear, silver,
trembling, became distinctly audible and found its way to his heart. How often had he blessed these songs as a
greeting from his absent mother! … To return home!
To return unexpectedly and see again the country and houses, recognize from a distance the roof, double his
pace, arrive breathless, perceived his little sister grown up, and the brother quite adolescent. The others came forth
at their joyous cry, and he throws himself into their midst, then, disengaging himself, he runs to the house, calls
the old mother, sees her come to meet him, with outstretched arms and tear-filled eyes, throws himself on her
neck.
To feel himself squeezed in those dear arms and experience the most sacred of human joys. The very thought
of these things was sufficient to sweeten any bitterness, and heal any wound.
Nevertheless, the brave fellow could not reconcile himself to the idea of being obliged to leave his officer
shortly. And then, a soldier never strips off his worn coat which has served him as a cover and pillow for so many
years, and on which he has spent so much effort with soap and brush, without a certain feeling of heartbreak, an
anxious and worshipful tenderness, as if one were about to forsake a friend. Those back pockets in which, while in
prison, he would hide his pipe at the approach of the officer of the guard, and for which, by force of habit, he still
searches with his hands. … How vexing not to find it any longer!
The good officer had become thoughtful and had not added a single word to his ordinary formula. The soldier
had followed suit, but they caught each other’s eyes more frequently, seeming to say,
“You are suffering, I know.”
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The soldier performed his duties with less haste, in order to remain as long as possible in the officer’s house,
and thereby compensate himself for the impending separation. To begin with, he proceeded with a certain sloness;
then with unfeigned sluggishness; finally, he pretended to dust the tables and chairs; but more often, absorbed in
his sad thoughts, he moved his duster in space without touching anything.
Meanwhile, the officer, erect and motionless, with arms crossed before the mirror which reflected the image of
his soldier, attentively followed his steps, the expression of his face, but avoided his glance by promptly raising
his eyes to the ceiling with an air of abstraction.
“Lieutenant, may I go?”
“Go.”
And the soldier left.
He had scarcely gone down two steps, when there came a sudden call from the room, “Come here,” and he
returned.
“Have you any further orders?”
“No. I merely wished to say … nothing, nothing; you can do it tomorrow, go.”
Perhaps he had called him back simply to see him, and having done so, he continued to fix his eye on the door
through which he had just passed.
*
Finally, the day for departure arrived.
The officer was seated at his little table opposite the half-closed door. In a half hour the orderly would come to
take his leave definitely. The officer was smoking, blowing puffs of smoke ceiling-ward, and eyeing the clouds
distractedly. The smoke made his eyes tear, and he dried them from time to time with the back of his hand, wondering why such big tears should fall as if he were crying. He attributed the cause to the smoke, wishing to delude
himself as to the nature of this emotion. And he thought.
Yes, he might have been prepared for this departure. Why, then, should he take it so to heart? Didn’t I know
when I attached this boy to my person that I could not keep him forever? Wasn’t I aware that the term of service
was five years? This man has a home where he was born and had grown up, a family that he left with sorrow and
will now rejoin with joy. Could I dare to expect that he continue to serve me as orderly? I should be an egoist. …
What am I thinking about? I am an egoist. What tie of gratitude binds him to me? What does he owe me?
Much, indeed! I have always made him suffer my ill humor. I have always acted toward him like an inquisitor. ..
It’s my character, and I can do nothing about it. I am unable to find the proper words. And then … in the service
one dare not utter them. I can at least show him a more human face. …
And now he is going away. He is going back home to toil in the fields, resume his former life; little by little he
will lose his military habits, he will forget everything .. his regiment, comrades, and officer. No matter as long as
this young man lives happily.
But shall I be able to forget him? How much time will pass before I become accustomed to a new face? In the
morning, upon waking, it will seem as if he were had at work in my room, but so quietly that he hardly moves or
breathes for fear of rousing me before my time. How many times, already awakened, shall I not call him by
name? So many years of companionship, devoted attachment, affectionate service, and the … to see him leave
brusquely .. from one day to another. … But that’s our life, and one must be resigned to it. …
What a good fellow! A heart of gold! If sometimes, while marching, pressed by fatigue, scorched by the sun,
suffocated with dust, I stopped a moment and glanced around as if in search of a little water, instantly a canteen
was handed me and a voice close at my side said,
“Do you want a drink, Lieutenant?”
It was he. He had surreptitiously left the ranks, had run to get water, at a distance from the column, who knows
where? He had returned, in the twinkling of an eye, panting, streaming with perspiration, exhausted, and came
behind me to wait until I had evinced a desire to drink.
In camp, if I fell asleep in the shade of a tree, and the sun gradually began to beat on my face, a zealous hand
arranged the foliage above me, or spread a cloak over a stack of arms to shield me from the sun.
It was he, always he. Hardly had we arrived at a halting-place, after six, seven, or eight hours’ march, and the
tents barely unfolded, when he disappeared; and I would begin to look for him and call him at the top of my voice
all over the camp, getting finally angry:
“Now where is he? Who knows where he has hidden himself? Is this a proper manner of conduct? Just wait till
I catch him.” And so on in the same tone.
After a moment, I saw him appear in the distance, doubled under a heavy burden of straw, marching with un35

certain steps, shouting to right and left at those who wished to seize a handful, getting entangled in the tent ropes,
trampling over the knapsacks and shirts stretched out in the sun, stumbling over sleepers, and drawing down upon
his head a tempest of oaths and imprecations. He reached my side, threw down the straw, heaved a great sigh,
wiped his forehead, and said fearfully,
“Lieutenant, I’ve kept you waiting, haven’t I? But what could I do? I had to go so far!” He would spread the
straw on the grass, pile it up at one end, put his knapsack under it as a pillow, and, turning to me, would say,
“Is that alright, Lieutenant?” Good fellow, I thought, I was wrong to be angered with you.
“Go,” I then said, “go and rest, for you need it.”
“But will that do?” he insisted. “If it is not enough, I’ll go and fetch some more.”
“Yes, yes; this will do; go and rest, go; do not lose any more time.”
And during a march at night, if I were seized by sleep and walked about staggering from one side of the road
to the other, and approached too near a ditch, a light hand was placed on my arm and pushed me gently toward the
middle of the road, while a subdued and timid voice murmured,
“Look out, Lieutenant, there is a ditch.”
Always he!
What had I done that he should thus love me with such disinterestedness and devotion? Why should I merit
this attention? I who think only of myself?
I am convinced he would give his life for me. For what reason and in what manner has this poor boy with his
coarse features, hands callused by the spade, body toughened by privation and suffering, without culture or education, born and brought up in a cottage in the country, unaccustomed to the ways of the city, become as timid and
gentle as a maiden?
He holds his breath so as not to disturb my sleep; he touches my garments delicately to ward off some danger;
he hands me a letter, holding it with his fingertips as if he feared to profane it, and feels recompensed with a condescendding smile, or a polite word I address to him. He questions me with a sign, with a simple glance which
says,
“Is that alright?”
It is certain that the human heart learns under these garments new throbs unknown to him who is not or never
has been a soldier. People do not attribute to us any other sentiments than those which stir us in days of war. How
little they know us! Not only does the heart of a soldier never age, but rather it is rejuvenated, and opens again to
the loveliest affections of youth; in them he lives and exults much more than in the stormy and terrible
intoxication of war. No one who is not a soldier will ever comprehend the affection that binds me to this young
man! It is impossible. In order to appreciate this feeling, you must have passed numerous nights in camp, or have
made long marches in the heat of summer, have been on guard in lashing rain, have suffered hunger and thirst to
the point of swooning, and in all these circumstances have had a friend at your side who has placed his cloak over
you to protect you from the cold, has brought you a little water offered you a morsel of bread, thus depriving
himself of all he gave you. Servant! Such a man a domestic? It is blasphemy to designate him thus (exclaims our
officer, with a passionate flourish of his hand).
When this man crosses my threshold and salutes me, fixing me with a glance of timid and affectionate
submission, I feel that the sign by which I make him drop his hand equals in respect the act he performs of raising
his hand to his cap. And this faithful companion is to abandon me, leave me alone, and I shall see him no more.
No! Impossible! I will look him up when he goes home. I know the name of his town; I will ask the way to his
village and to his farm. I will surprise him in the fields and call him by name.
“Don’t you remember your officer?”
“Who do I see! Lieutenant, you here!” he will reply overcome with emotion.
“Yes, I had to see you! come here, my dear good soldier, embrace me!”
*
He is occupied with these thoughts when he hears a light, slow, unequal step on the stairs, like that of a person
who would advance hesitantly and would seek to retard his ascent.
He listens without turning his head; the step approaches; there is a clutching at his heart. He turns, here he is—
it is certainly he—his orderly.
He looks worried and his eyes are red; he salutes, takes a step forward, stops and regards his officer.
The latter turns his head away.
“Lieutenant, I’m going.”
“Farewell,” replies the officer, compressing his lips, and continuing to look in the other direction. “Farewell.
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… A pleasant journey … return home … work … continue to live like a good fellow, just as you’ve done hitherto,
and … good-bye.”
“Lieutenant!” exclaimed the soldier in a trembling voice, taking a step toward him.
“Go, go, or you will be late; go, it’s late already, hurry.” And he extended a hand that the soldier pressed firmly.
“A pleasant journey … and remember me. Think of your officer sometime.”
The poor fellow wants to reply, tries to articulate a word, and can only groan. He still grips the hand, looks at
the officer whose head is still turned away, advances a step. …
“Ah, Lieutenant!” he cries out with a sob.
And he fled.
*
The other, remaining alone, turned round, gazed for a short time at the door, then, resting his elbows on the
tale, sunk his head in his hands.
Two large tears formed in his eyes and slipped swiftly down his cheeks as if afraid of being seen.
He passed his hand over his eyes, looked at his cigar; it was out, and now he began to cry for fair.
He let his head fall on his arm and abandoned himself to his grief.
46.117 Excerpt from Teresa\fn{by Anna Radius Zuccari aka Neera (1846-1918)} Milan, Lombardy, Italy (F) 1
… Sitting on the divan with a stool under her feet, pale as always, undone by her recent maternity, Signora
Soave nursed the little one. Teresina came and went with the baby’s clothes and pap, carrying orders and counterorders to the servant in the kitchen. When she was able to rest for a moment, she sat in a small chair at the top of
the steps and worked on.
Her mother looked at her tenderly, distressed by this daughter who was so good. Who knew if she would be
lucky! At least luckier than she.
When assailed by such thoughts, she would lower her eyes to her slight breast, from which hung yet another
baby, and she would become even sadder.
Signor Caccia seldom entered the women’s room, but if by chance he did appear, the sweet intimacy between
mother and daughter seemed to suspend itself. They would both look at him expectantly, fearing to find him in
bad humor, ready to obey him at the slightest sign.
After he had gone, the mother would once again take up her melancholic, contemplative calm; and Teresina, in
the simple serenity of her fifteen years, would smile, finding the nightmare over.
Later, contemplating her situation, she thought of how the talk at home recently, ever since they had sent Carlino to Parma to go to school, was always about money. They had to pay his room and board each month; they no
longer had the servant woman, and she herself had been waiting for a new pair of boots for three months. Sewing,
under the window in the half-darkened sitting room, she imagined groups of boys, laughing and creating an uproar; and across the way, in the Palazzo Varisi, now completely dark and shut-up, she thought she saw, passing in
a luminous halo, the beautiful daughter of the Marquis, dressed all in white, with a black velvet flower on her
bosom.
In the middle of this reverie, a cry from little Ida or a lament from her mother would wake her abruptly, and
she would shift, without transition, into one of the long jeremiads on economy that Signora Soave recited in her
resigned voice. There were no more sheets in the wardrobe, the twins needed new dresses, and they could no
longer put off having the copper pots tinned. And Carlino cost so much!
But what could be done? The only boy, it was indeed necessary to give him a good education, and with the
education came all the rest.
Teresina carried these discourses in the marrow of her bones; they were a part of her diet, in the air that she
breathed.
Then, on the occasions when Signor Caccia would thunder on about the luxury of a woman’s life, preaching to
them modesty, humility, silent activity within the domestic walls, obedience to the stronger sex, and spontaneous
recognition of their duties in the face of the rights of the male, it was at these moments that she felt so abased that
there would remain with her for the rest of the day a feeling of discouragement; her mother’s tired voice penetrated more deeply, and she understood more clearly the look in those large, melancholy, opaque eyes.
Without realizing it, that boy of eighteen, their only son, their hope for the future, absorbed the entire family.
When he shut himself in his room to study, there was complete silence; even Ida had to refrain, because the
two exams that he would be repeating in October were the most important of all the matters that troubled the
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household.
He, the father, was a nobody, and a presumptuous one, who hid his nothingness under a great air of arrogant
surliness; true to aristocratic tradition, he was a coarse, petty tyrant. He had established, with his precedence, the
absolute rule of the stronger sex.
Carlino found the ground prepared, with no resistance, no struggle; he lay in it as in a bed. What could she do?
Rebel against her father, break her mother’s heart, ignore family tradition, be remiss in her duties as an obedient
and submissive daughter?
*
Slavery bound her on all sides. Affection, custom, religion, society, each imposed on her its own tie. She saw
happiness and could not touch it. Was she free perhaps? A girl is never free, she isn’t even given the liberty to
show her suffering.
She was obliged to pretend with her mother out of love, with her father out of fear, and with her sisters out of
shame.
And it was worse when she went out. People observed her like some rare beast on two legs. All those who had
envied her the conquest of Orlandi took their revenge, laughing in her face, mocking her. The more prudent ones
murmured under their breaths. Men looked her directly in the eyes, unabashed.
None of these inquisitive onlookers considered love seriously. They were disposed to find only a diversion,
considering love a trifle, a reason to laugh, an indecent joke. Love, indeed, is a drama for whoever recites it and a
farce for whoever looks on …
She had reflected many times—not without hesitation, fearing to be a bad sister—that if it hadn’t been for
Carlino and his studies, perhaps she might have been assigned a small dowry. How things would have been
simplified in that case!
She understood her father’s reasons. She had lived in those surroundings, and only those, for too long not to be
persuaded that her condition as a woman imposed on her, first of all, resignation towards her destiny—a destiny
that she was not free to direct—that she was obliged to accept, however it came to her, stifled by the demands of
her family, subordinated to the needs and desires of others.
Yes, of all this she was convinced.
But even a blind man is convinced that he cannot hope to see yet asks of the sighted world why he alone must
be the victim. …
138.354 The Mother\fn{by Ettore Schmitz aka Italo Svevo (1861-1928)} Trieste, Friuli-Venezia Giulia, Italy (M) 2
In a valley closed in by wooded hills, glowing in the colors of springtime, there rose, one beside the other, two
large unadorned houses of stone and lime. They seemed fashioned by the same hand; and the gardens too, enclosed by hedgerows placed before each of the houses, were both of the same size and shape.
But similar fates did not befall those who lived there.
In one of the gardens, while the dog slept on his chain and the farmer occupied himself in his fruit grove, in a
corner, apart from everything else, some baby chicks were speaking of their great experiences. There were older
ones in the garden, but the chicks whose bodies still retained the form of the eggs from which they had hatched
took pleasure in examining amongst themselves the life into which they had plunged because they were still not
very accustomed to it. They had already known pleasure and pain because a few days’ life is longer than it would
seem to one who has stood it for years; and they knew a great deal, and understood that they had carried within
themselves from the egg a part of that great experience. In fact, as soon as they saw light they knew that things
needed a good looking-over, first with one eye and then with the other, to see if they had to eat or to protect themselves.
And they spoke of the world and of its vastness, with the trees and the hedges which enclosed it, and the house
so large and so tall. They had already seen everything, but they saw better talking about it.
One of them, however, yellow-downed, well-fed—and therefore restless—could not content himself to speak
of the things which he saw, but drew from the gentle heat of the sun an observation which he made immediately.
“We are well off, of course, because we have the sun, but I have known that in this world one is able to be even
happier; that saddens me very much and I am telling you because it has also saddened you. The farmer’s daughter
said that we are miserable because we don’t have a mother. She said it with accents of such strong feeling that I
had to weep.”
Another chick, whiter and by some hours younger than the first—still remembering with gratitude the sweet
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atmosphere of his birth—protested.
“We have had a mother. It’s that metal thing which is always warm, even during the bitterest cold, from which
baby chicks come beautiful and perfected.” The yellow one, who for some time had carried inscribed upon his
soul the words of the farm girl, and had had, therefore, time enough to become quite pleased with himself
dreaming of a mother until he imagined her as large as all the garden and as good as mash, exclaimed with a scorn
directed as much as his challenger as at the mother of which the other spoke,
“If one concerned himself with a dead mother everyone would have one. But our mother is alive and runs
much faster than us. Perhaps she has wheels like the farmer’s wagon. Thus she would be able to come to you
without your needing to call her, to warm you when you are about to die from the cold of this world. At night,
how fine it must be to have nearby a mother like that!”
Another chick spoke up. He was a brother of the others because he had come from the same machine. But he
was shaped a little differently, with his broader beak and shorter, slender legs. He was called “the ill-mannered
chick” because when he ate one could hear the threshing of his gullet. Actually he was a duckling who in home
waters would have been considered very polite. In his presence also the farm girl had spoken of a mother. It had
happened once when a chick, trembling and overcome by cold in the grass, had died encircled by the others who
had not given help because they had not felt the cold which touches other chicks. And the duckling, who had his
little face poked through the group from the very base of his wide neck, had asserted directly and naïvely that
when there is a mother the chicks cannot die.
The desire for a mother soon infected the entire yard and made it more lively (more disquieting, in the minds
of the older ones). Many times the infantile diseases attacked the adults; and the diseases were more dangerous for
them, and from time to time the ideas as well. The images of a mother which took seed in these little springwarmed heads developed beyond measure, and during fine weather and times of plenty the healthy ones called
themselves “Mother,” and when the chicks were suffering, ducklings and baby turkey cocks became true brothers
because they longed for the same mother.
*
Not wishing to be left out of things, one of the eldest one day swore that he would find the mother.
He was the only one in the chicken-yard who was christened, and he was called Curra because, when the
farmer called “Curra, curra” with his apron-full of mash, he was the first to run forward.
He was already vigorous, a young cock in whose sprightliness was dawning the urge to fight. Fine and sharp as
a blade, he required a mother first of all because the others admired him: the mother of which he spoke was
capable of furnishing the very finest of things, therefore both the satisfaction of his ambitions and of his vanity.
On day, resolved, Curra escaped in a single jump over the thick hedge which twisted around his native ground.
At the gate he immediately stopped, perplexed. Where would he find the mother in the immensity of that valley
over which the clear blue sky stretched with even greater vastness? To him, so small, it was not possible to search
in that immensity. Therefore he did not wander far from his native garden, the world he knew; and, thoughtful, he
made a trip around it. Thus he arrived at the hedge of the other garden.
“If the mother is inside here,” he thought, “I should find her immediately.”
Save for the obstacle of infinite space, he did not have another cause for hesitation. And with one jump he also
crossed that hedge and found himself in a garden very similar to that which he had left.
Here too there was a swarm of very young chicks who were carrying on a discussion amongst themselves in
the thick grass. But here there was an animal which the other garden lacked.
An enormous hen, perhaps ten times larger than Curra, was enthroned in the downy midst of the brood which
—one saw it immediately—considered the fat, ponderous animal their chief and protector. And she did take care
of all of them. She sent an admonition to those who wandered too far afield with sounds very much like those
which the farmer’s daughter used with her own chicks. But she made other sounds too. Every now and then she
bowed over the weakest, covering them with all her body, certain of transmitting her own warmth.
“This is the mother,” thought Curra with joy. “I have found her and I shall never leave her. How she will love
me! I am the strongest and the most handsome of them all. And then too, it will be easy for me to be obedient
because I already love her. How beautiful and majestic she is! I shall also help her to protect all of those little
fools.”
Without looking at him, the mother called. Curra approached, believing that he himself had been called. He
saw her occupied in scratching the earth with rapid strokes of her great claws, and he stopped, interested in that
action which he witnessed for the first time. When she stopped, a little worm lay wriggling before her on the
ground then swept free of grass. Now she clucked while the little ones around her, failing to comprehend, stared
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in fascination.
“Blockheads!” thought Curra. “They don’t even understand that she wants them to eat the worm.”
And still carried away by his enthusiasm for obedience, he sprang quickly upon the prey and swallowed it.
And then—poor Curra!—the mother fell upon him viciously. Curra did not immediately understand her action
because he suspected that she, who had just found him, wished to caress him with great fury. Thankfully he would
have accepted all of the caresses (of which he knew nothing, having never known a mother), and as a result he
permitted her to hurt him. The blows which rained down upon him clearly were not kisses and quickly swept
away all suspicions. Curra wanted to run away but the great bird struck him and, tripping him up, jumped all over
him, sinking her claws into his belly.
With savage strength Curra did free himself and broke for the hedge. In his mad flight he tripped up some
chicks who were in his way, and he left them chirping wildly with their legs in the air. Because of that he was able
to save himself, for his enemy stopped an instant near the fallen ones. Having arrived at the hedge, despite the
many branches and shoots, Curra, with one leap carried his small and agile body into the open.
The mother, instead, was stopped through the connivance of the thick leaves. And there in the hedge she
remained majestic, watching as if from a window the intruder who, exhausted, had also stopped. She watched him
with her terrible round eyes, red with anger.
“Who are you who takes the food which I have dug from the earth with so much effort?”
“I am Curra,” the little chick said meekly. “But you, who are you? And why do you treat me so badly?”
To the two questions she gave but a single answer: “I am the mother,” and proudly turned her back to him.
*
Some time thereafter Curra, by then a magnificent thoroughbred cock, found himself in an entirely different
chicken-yard. And one day he heard affectionate and plaintive talk from all of his new companions about their
mother.
Reflecting upon his own terrible lot, he said with sadness,
“My mother, instead, was a horrible monster and it would have been better if I had never known her.”
138.356 Turlendana Returns\fn{by Gabriele d’Annunzio (1863-1938)} Pescara, Abruzzi, Italy (M) 5
The little troupe was making its way beside the shore of the sea.
Already, along the pale slopes of the coast, there were the beginnings of the return of spring; the low-lying
chain of hills was green and the green of the various verdures was distinct; and each separate summit bore a coronet of trees in flower.
At each northerly breath of wind, these trees were set in motion; and, as they moved, they probably denuded
themselves of many blossoms, because from a brief distance the heights seemed to be overspread with a tint intermediate between rose color and pale violet, and all the view for an instant would grow tremulous and vague, like
an image seen across a veil of water, or like a picture that is washed out and disappears.
The sea stretched away in a serenity almost virginal, along a coast slightly crescented towards the south,
resembling in its splendor the vividness of a Persian turquoise. Here and there, revealing the passage of currents,
certain zones of a deeper tint left serpentine undulations.
Turlendana, in whom acquaintance with the neighborhood had become, through many years of absence, almost
entirely effaced, and in whom also, through long peregrinations, the sentiment of patriotism was well-nigh wholly
effaced, continued onward, not turning to look around him, with his habitual weary and limping gait. As the camel
lingered to graze upon every clump of wild growth by the wayside, he would hurl at it a brief, hoarse cry of
incitement. And then the big, dun-colored quadruped would leisurely raise his head once more, grinding the
herbage between it laborious jaws.
“Ho! Barbara!”
The she-ass, the little snow-white Susanna, under the persistent torments of the monkey, resorted from time to
time to braying in lamentable tones, beseeching to be liberated from her rider. But Zavali, the indefatigable, with
brief, rapid gestures of alternate anger and mischief, kept running up and down the length of Susanna’s back,
without respite, leaping on her head and clinging to her long ears, seizing and raising her tail between two paws,
while he plucked and scratched at the tuft of coarse hair upon the end, his face muscles meanwhile working with a
thousand varying expressions.
Then suddenly he would once more seat himself, with a foot thrust under one arm, like the twisted root of a
tree, grave, motionless, fixing upon the sea his round, orange-colored eyes, that slowly filled with wonder, while
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his forehead wrinkled and his thin rose-tinted ears trembled, as if from apprehension. Then suddenly, with a
gesture of malice, he would recommence his sport, with a foot thrust under one arm, like the twisted root of a tree,
grave, motionless, fixing upon the sea his round, orange-colored eyes, that slowly filled with wonder, while his
forehead wrinkled and his thin rose-tinted ears trembled, as if from apprehension. Then suddenly, with a gesture
of malice, he would recommence his sport.
“Ho! Barbara!”
The camel heeded and again set itself in motion.
When the troupe had reached the grove of willows near the mouth of the Pescara, above its left bank (whence
it was possible already to discern the sailors out on the yard-arms of sailing vessels anchored at the quay of the
Bandiera), Turlendana came to a halt, because he wished to slake his thirst at the river.
The ancestral river was bearing to the sea the perennial wave of its tranquility. The two banks, carpeted with
aquatic growth, lay in silence, as if reposing from the exhaustion of their recent labor of fertilization. A profound
hush seemed to rest upon everything. The estuaries gleamed resplendent in the sun, tranquil as mirrors set in
frames of saline crystals. According to the shifting of the wind, the willows turned from white to green, from
green to white again.
“Ho! Barbara!”
The camel heeded and ceased to drink. From its flabby lips the water trickled copiously, dripping upon its
callous chest, and revealing its pallid gums and large, discolored, yellow teeth.
Along the path through the grove, worn by seafaring folk, the troupe resumed its march. The sun was setting as
they arrived at the Arsenal of Rampigna. From a sailor who was passing along the high brick parapet, Turlendana
inquired:
“Is this Pescara?”
The mariner, gazing in amazement at the menagerie, replied, “Yes, it is,” and, heedless of his own concerns,
turned and followed the stranger. Other sailors joined themselves to the first. Before long, a crowd of curious
idlers had gathered in the wake of Turlendana, who tranquilly proceeded on his way, not in the least perturbed by
the divers popular comments. At the bridge of boats the camel refused to cross.
“Ho! Barbara! Ho, ho!”
Turlendana sought to urge it forward patiently with his voice, shaking meanwhile the cord of the halter by
which he was leading it. But the obstinate animal had couched itself upon the ground and laid its outstretched
muzzle in the dust, as if expressing its intention of remaining there for a long time. The surrounding crowd had by
this time recovered from its first stupefaction, and began to mimic Turlendana, shouting in a chorus:
“Barbara! Barbara!”
And since they were somewhat accustomed to monkeys—because occasionally sailors, returning from long
voyages, brought them back with them, as they did parrots and cockatoos—they teased Zavali in a thousand ways,
and gave him big, green almonds, which the little beast tore open for the sake of the fresh, sweet kernel that he
devoured gluttonously.
After long persistence in shouts and blows, Turlendana at last succeeded in vanquishing the obstinacy of the
camel. And then that monstrous architecture of skin and bones arose, staggering to its feet in the midst of the mob
that urged it forward.
From all directions soldiers and citizens hurried forward to look down upon the sight from above the bridge of
boats. The setting sun, disappearing behind the Gran Sasso, diffused throughout the early vernal sky a vivid rosy
light; and since, from the moist fields and from the waters of the river and from the sea and from the standing
pools, there had all day long been rising many vapors, the houses and the sails and the yardarms and the foliage
and all other things took on this rosy hue; and all their forms, acquiring a sort of transparency, lost something of
their definite outline, and seemed almost to undulate in the enveloping flood of light.
Beneath its burden the bridge creaked upon its thickly tarred floats, like some vast and buoyant raft. The
populace broke into a joyous tumult; while through the midst of the throng, Turlendana and his beasts bravely
held the middle of the crossing. And the camel, enormous, overtopping all surrounding heads, drank in the wind
in deep breaths, slowly swaying its neck from side to side, like some fabulous, fur-bearing serpent.
Because the curiosity of the gathering crowd had already spread abroad the name of the animal, they all of
them, from a native love of mockery, as well as from a mutual contentment born of the charm of the sunset and
the season, unanimously shouted:
“Barbara! Barbara!”
Turlendana, who had stoutly held his ground, leaning heavily against the chest of his camel, felt himself, at this
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approving shout, invaded by an almost paternal satisfaction.
But suddenly the she-ass started in to bray with such high-pitched and ungracious variations of voice and with
such lugubrious passion that unanimous hilarity spread through the crowd. And this frank laughter of the people
passed from lip to lip, from one end of the bridge to the other, like the scattering spray of a mountain stream as it
leaps the rocks into the gorge below.
Hereupon Turlendana began once more to make his way through the crowd, unrecognized by anyone. When he
was before the city gate, where the women were selling freshly caught fish from out their big rush baskets,
Binchi-Banche, a little runt of a man, with a face as jaundiced and wrinkled as a juiceless lemon, intercepted him,
and, according to his wont with all strangers who found their way into this region, made offer of his aid in finding
lodgings. But first he asked, indicting Barbara:
“Is it dangerous?” Turlendana replied, with a simile, that it was not.
“All right,” resumed Binchi-Banche, reassured. “This way, to the house of Rosa Schiavona.”
Together they turned across the Fish market, and thence along the street of Saint Agostino, still followed by the
crowd. At windows and balconies women and young girls crowded closely together to watch in wonder the slow
passing of the camel, while they admired the little graces of the small white ass and laughed aloud at the antics of
Zavali.
At a certain point, Barbara, seeing a half-dead wisp of grass dangling from a low balcony, raised its long neck,
stretched out its lips to reach it, and tore it down. A cry of terror broke from the women who were leaning over the
balcony railing, and the cry was taken up and passed along on all the neighboring balconies. The people in the
street laughed loudly, shouting as they do at carnival time behind the backs of the masqueraders:
“Hurrah! Hurrah!”
They were all intoxicated with the novelty of the spectacle and with the spirit of early spring. Before the house
of Rosa Schiavona, in the neighborhood of Portasale, Binchi-Banche gave the sign to halt.
“Here we are,” he said.
It was a low-roofed house, with but one tier of windows, and the lower part of its walls was all defaced with
scribblings and with vulgar drawings. A long frieze of bats, nailed up to dry, adorned the architrave, and a lantern,
covered with red paper, hung beneath the middle window.
Here was lodging for all sorts of vagabond and adventurous folk; here slept a motley crowd of carters from
Letto Manopello, stout and big of paunch; gypsies from Sulmona, horse-dealers and tinkers of broken pots;
spindle-makers from Bucchianico; women from Città Sant’ Angelo, brazenly coming to visit the garrison; rustic
pipers from Atina; trainers of performing bears from the mountain districts; charlatans, feigned beggars, thieves,
and fortune-tellers. The grand factotum of this kennel was Binchi-Banche; its most revered patroness was Rosa
Schiavona.
Hearing the commotion, the woman came out upon the threshold. She had, to speak frankly, the appearance of
a creature sprung from a male dwarf and a female pig. She began by asking, with an air of distrust:
“What’s the row?”
“Only a Christian soul in want of a lodging for himself and his beasts, Donna Rosa.”
“How many beasts?”
“Three, as you see, Donna Rosa; a monkey, a she-ass, and a camel.”
The populace paid no heed to this dialogue. Some were still plaguing Zavali; others were stroking Barbara’s
flanks and examining the hard, callous disks on knees and chest. Two guards from the salt works, whose travels
had taken them as far as the portals of Asia Minor, narrated in loud tones the various virtues of the camel, and
gave a confused account of having seen some of these beasts execute the figures of a dance while baring on their
long necks a number of musicians and half-clad women. Their hearers, eager to learn more of such marvels, kept
repeating:
“Tell on! Tell on!”
They all stood around in silence, their eyes slightly dilated, envious of such delights. Then one of the guards,
an elderly man whose eyelids showed the corrosion of ocean winds, began to spin strange yarns of Asiatic lands;
and by degrees, his own words caught and swept him along in their current, intoxicating him.
A species of exotic languor seemed to be diffused abroad by the sunset. There arose in the fancy of the populace, the shores of fable-land in a glow of light. Beyond the arch of the city gate, already lying in shadow, could
be seen the reservoirs coated with salt, shimmering beside the river; and since the mineral absorbed all the faint
rays of twilight, the reservoirs seemed as if fashioned out of precious crystals. In the sky, turned faintly greenish,
shone the first quarter of the moon.
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“Tell on! Tell on!” still besought the youngest of the listeners.
Turlendana meanwhile had stabled his beasts and had provided them with food; and now he had come out
again in company with Binchi-Banche, while the crowd still lingered before the entrance to the stalls, where the
camel’s head kept appearing and disappearing behind the high grating of cords. As he walked along the street,
Turlendana inquired:
“Are there any taverns in town?” Binchi-Banche replied:
“Yes, sir, indeed there are.” Then, raising huge, discolored hands, and with the thumb and finger of the right
seizing successively the tip of each finger of the left, he checked them off.
“There is the tavern of Speranza, the tavern of Buono, the tavern of Assau, the tavern of Matteo Puriello, the
tavern of Turlendana’s Blind Woman—”
“We’ll go there,” the other answered tranquilly.
Binchi-Banche raised his small, sharp, pale-green eyes: “Perhaps, sir, you have already been there before?”
and then, not waiting for an answer, with the native loquacity of the Pescara folk, he talked straight on:
“The Tavern of the Blind Woman is a big one, and you can buy the best sort of wine there. The Blind Woman
is the wife of four men!” Here he burst out laughing, with a laugh that puckered up his whole jaundiced face till it
looked like the wrinkled hide of a ruminant.
“The first husband was Turlendana, who was a sailor and went away on board the ships of the King of
Naples \fn{The Kingdom of Naples—perhaps more widely known as the Kingdom of the Two Sicilies—was officially ended in 1861, by
the incorporation of the island of Sicily and the city of Naples into the Kingdom of Italy, which lasted until the end of World War II; being
replaced by the present republic }to the Dutch Indies\fn{There were—and still are—Dutch West Indies; the Dutch East Indies refers to
what is now the Republic of Indonesia} and France and Spain, and even to America. That one was lost at sea—and who

knows where?—with all on board; and he was never found. That was thirty years ago. He had the strength of
Samson; he could pull up anchor with one finger. Poor young man! Well, who goes down to the sea, there his end
shall be!”
Turlendana listened tranquilly.
“The second husband, after five years of widowhood, was an Orontese, the son of Ferrante, an accursed soul,
who joined a band of smugglers at the time when Napoleon was making war on the English. They carried on a
contraband trade with the English ships\fn{ Probably a reference to Napoleon I’s so-called Continental System (1806-1815),
which was designed to isolate Britain from Continental trade } in sugar and coffee, from Francavilla all the way to Silvi and
Montesilvano. Not far from Silvi there was a Saracen tower behind a grove, from which they used to make their
signals. After the patrol had passed, we used to slip out from among the trees”—hereupon the speaker grew
heated at the recollection, and forgetting himself, described at great length the whole clandestine operation, aiding
his account with gestures and vehement interjections. His whole small leathery personage seemed alternately to
shrink and expand in the course of narration. The upshot of it was that the son of Ferrante died from a gunshot in
the loins, at the hands of Joachim Murat’s\fn{ Marshal of France and King of Naples (1808-1815) .} soldiers, one night,
down by the shore.
“The third husband was Titino Passacantando, who died in his bed of an evil sickness. The fourth is still living.
His name is Verdura, an honest soul, who doesn’t water his wines. But you shall see for yourself.” Upon reaching
the much-praised tavern, they took leave of each other.
“Pleasant evening to you, sir.”
“The same to you.”
Turlendana entered tranquilly under the curious gaze of the crowd that sat over their wine around several long
tables. Having requested something to eat, he was conducted by Verdura to their floor above, where the tables
were already laid for supper.
As yet there were no other guests in this upper room. Turlendana took his seat, and began to eat in huge
mouthfuls, with his head in his plate, without a pause, like a man half starved. He was almost wholly bald; a profound scar, of a vivid red, furrowed his brow across its entire breadth, and descended half way down his cheek;
his thick, gray beard high on his face, well-nigh covering his prominent cheek bones; his skin, brown and dry and
full of roughness, weather-beaten, sunburnt, hollowed by privations, seemed as though it no longer retained a
single human sensation; his eyes and all his features looked as though they had long since been petrified into insensibility.
Verdura, full of curiosity, seated himself opposite and fell to studying the stranger. He was a man inclining to
stoutness, with a face of ruddy hue, subtly veined with scarlet like the spleen of an ox. At last, he inquired:
“From what country have you come?” Turlendana, without raising his face, answered quite simply:
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“I have come from a long distance.”
“And where are you going?” again demanded Verdura.
“I stay here.”
Verdura, stupefied, lapsed into silence. Turlendana removed the heads and tails from his fish; and he ate them
that way, one after another, chewing them bones and all. To every two or three fish, he took a draught of wine.
“Is there anyone here that you know?” resumed Verdura, burning with curiosity.
“Perhaps,” replied the other simply.
Discomfited by the brevity of his guest’s replies the tavern-keeper for a second time became mute. Turlendana’s slow and elaborate mastication was audible above the noise of the men drinking in the room below. A little
later Verdura again opened his lips:
“What country did your camel come from? Are those two humps of his natural? Can such a big strong beast
ever be entirely tamed?” Turlendana let him talk on without paying the slightest attention.
“May I ask your name, Signor Stranger?” In response to the question he raised his head from out his late and
said quite simply:
“My name is Turlendana.”
“What!”
“Turlendana.”
The stupefacton of the host passed beyond all limits and at the same time a sort of vague alarm began to flow
in waves down to the lowest depths of his soul.
“Turlendana?—From here?”
“From here.” Verdura’s big blue eyes dilated as he stared at the other man.
“Then you are not dead?”
“No, I am not dead.”
“Then you are the husband of Rosalba Catena?”
“I am the husband of Rosalba Catena.”
“Well, then!” exclaimed Verdura, with a gesture of perplexity, “there are two of us.”
“There are two of us.”
For an instant they remained in silence. Turlendana masticated his last crust of bread tranquilly; and the slight
crunching sound could be heard in the stillness. From a natural and generous recklessness of spirit and from a
glorious fatuity, Verdura had grasped nothing of the meaning of the event beyond its singularity. A sudden access
of gaiety seized him springing spontaneously from his very heart.
“Come and find Rosalba! Come along! Come along! Come along!” He dragged the prodigal by one arm
through the lower saloon, where the men were drinking, gesticulating, and crying out.
“Here is Turlendana, Turlendana the sailor, the husband of my wife! Turlendana who was dead! Here is
Turlendana, I tell you! here is Turlendana!”
138.361 War\fn{by Luigi Pirandello (1867-1936)} Agrigento, Sicily, Italy, (M) 1
The passengers who had left Rome by the night express had had to stop until dawn at the small station of
Fabriano in order to continue their journey by the small old-fashioned “local” joining the main line with Sulmona.
At dawn, in a stuffy and smoky second-class carriage in which five people had already spent the night, a bulky
woman, in deep mourning, was hoisted in—almost like a shapeless bundle. Behind her—puffing and moaning,
followed her husband—a tiny man, thin and weakly, his face death-white, his eyes small and bright and looking
shy and uneasy.
Having at last taken a seat he politely thanked the passengers who had helped his wife and who had made
room for her; then he turned round to the woman trying to pull down the collar of her coat and politely inquired:
“Are you all right, dear?”
The wife, instead of answering, pulled up her collar again to her eyes, so as to hide her face.
“Nasty world,” muttered the husband with a sad smile.
And he felt it his duty to explain to his traveling companions that the poor woman was to be pitied for the
war \fn{World War I} was taking away from her her only son, a boy of twenty to whom both had devoted their
entire life, even breaking up their home at Sulmona to follow him to Rome where he had to go as a student, then
allow-ing him to volunteer for war with an assurance, however, that at least for six months he would not be sent to
the front and now, all of a sudden, receiving a wire saying that he was due to leave in three days’ time and asking
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them to go and see him off.
The woman under the big coat was twisting and wriggling, at times growling like a wild animal, feeling certain
that all those explanations would not have aroused even a shadow of sympathy from those people who—most
likely—were in the same plight as herself. One of them, who had been listening with particular attention, said:
“You should thank God that your son is only leaving now for the front. Mine has been sent there the first day
of the war. He has already come back twice wounded and been sent back again to the front.”
“What about me? I have two sons and three nephews at the front,” said another passenger.
“Maybe, but in our case it is our only son,” ventured the husband.
“What difference can it make? You may spoil your only son with excessive attentions, but you cannot love him
more than you would all your other children if you had any. Parental love is not like bread that can be broken into
pieces and split amongst the children in equal shares. A father give all his love to each one of his children without
discrimination, whether it be one or ten, and if I am suffering now for my two sons, I am not suffering half for
each of them but double. …”
“True … true …” sighed the embarrassed husband, “but suppose (of course we all hope it will never be your
case) a father has two sons at the front and he loses one of them, there is still one left to console him … while …”
“Yes,” answered the other, getting cross, “a son left to console him but also a son left for whom he just survives, while in the case of the father of an only son if the son dies the father can die too and put an end to his
distress. Which of the two positions is the worse? Don’t you see how my case would be worse than yours?”
“Nonsense,” interrupted another traveler, a fat, red-faced man with bloodshot eyes of the palest gray.
He was panting. From his bulging eyes seemed to spurt inner violence of an uncontrolled vitality which his
weakened body could hardly contain.
“Nonsense,” he repeated, trying to cover his mouth with his hand so as to hide the two missing front teeth.
“Nonsense. Do we give life to our children for our own benefit?”
The other travelers stared at him in distress. The one who had had his son at the front since the first day of the
war sighed:
“You are right. Our children do not belong to us, they belong to the Country. …”
“Bosh,” retorted the fat traveler. “Do we think of the Country when we give life to our children? Our sons are
born because … well, because they must be born and when they come to life they take our own life with them. Is
the truth. We belong to them but they never belong to us. And when they reach twenty they are exactly what we
were at their age. We too and a father and mother, but there were so many other things as well … girls, cigarettes,
illusions, new ties .. and the Country, of course, whose call we would have answered—when we were twenty—
even if father and mother had said no. Now, at our age, the love of our Country is still great, of course, but stronger than it is the love for our children. Is there any one of us here who wouldn’t gladly take his son’s place at the
front if he could?”
There was a silence all round, everybody nodding as to approve.
“Why then,” continued the fat man, “shouldn’t we consider the feelings of our children when they are twenty?
Isn’t it natural that at their age they should consider the love for their Country (I am speaking of decent boys, of
course) even greater than the love for us? Isn’t it natural that it should be so, as after all they must look upon us as
upon old boys who cannot move any more and must stay at home?
“If Country exists, if Country is a natural necessity like bread, of which each of us must eat in order not to die
of hunger, somebody must go to defend it. And our sons go, when they are twenty, and they don’t want tears,
because if they die, they die inflamed and happy (I am speaking, of course, of decent boys). Now, if one dies
young and happy, without having the ugly sides of life, the boredom of it, the pettiness, the bitterness of
disillusion … what more can we ask for him?
“Everyone should stop crying: everyone should laugh, as I do … or at lest thank God—as I do—because my
son, before dying, sent me a message saying that he was dying satisfied at having ended his life in the best way he
could have wished. That is why, as you see, I do not even wear mourning. …”
He shook his light fawn coat s if to show it; his livid lip over his missing teeth was trembling, his eyes were
watery and motionless and soon after he ended with a shrill laugh which might well have been a sob.
“Quite so … quite so …” agreed the others.
The woman who, bundled in a corner under her coat, had been sitting and listening had—for the last three
months—tried to find in the words of her husband and her friends something to console her in her deep sorrow,
something that might show her how a mother should resign herself to send her son not even to death but to a
probable danger of life. Yet not a word had she found amongst the many which had been said … and her grief had
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been greater in seeing that nobody—as she thought—could share her feelings.
But now the words of the traveler amazed and almost stunned her. She suddenly realized that it wasn’t the
others who were wrong and could not understand her but herself who could not rise up to the same height of those
father and mothers willing to resign themselves, without crying, not only to the departure of their sons but even to
their death.
She lifted her head, she bent over from her corner trying to listen with great attention to the details which the
fat man was giving to his companions about the way his son had fallen as a hero, for his King and his Country,\fn
{Victor Emmanuel III (1869-1947; King of Italy from 1900-1946), at once went to the war zone when, in 1915, Italy declared war on
Austria. He remained there until the armistice (returning to Rome on November 14, 1918), appointing his uncle Ferdinand, Duke of Genoa,
as Regent of the kingdom to act in his stead. At the front he lived in a most unassuming manner, constantly visiting the trenches and the
most exposed positions, as well as the military hospitals, and leading to a very large extent the life of the soldiers, increasing his activities
as the war ground on} happy and without regrets. It seemed to her that she had stumbled into a world she had never

dreamt of, a world so far unknown to her and she was so pleased to hear everyone joining in congratulating that
brave father who could so stoically speak of his child’s death.
Then suddenly, just as if she had heard nothing of what had been said and almost as if waking up from a
dream, she turned to the old man, asking him:
“Then … is your son really dead?”
Everybody stared at her. The old man, too, turned to look at her, fixing his great, bulging, horribly watery light
gray eyes, deep in her face. For some little time he tried to answer, but words failed him. He looked and looked at
her, almost as if only then—at that silly, incongruous question—he had suddenly realized at last this his son was
really dead … gone for ever … for ever. His face contracted, became horribly distorted, then he snatched in haste
a handkerchief from his pocket and, to the amazement of everyone, broke into harrowing, heart-rending, uncontrollable sobs.
117.165 A Life Story?\fn{by Clarice Tartufari (1868-1923)} Rome, Italy (F) 3
Last autumn while I was on vacation, I happened to come across a large photo album solidly bound in leather,
in the drawing room of a family I was friends with. I was interested in the faces and shapes mounted on the pages,
of those people from a time gone by, who were young when their pictures were taken and were now either dead or
disowned by life.
The woman of the house was sitting beside me. A beautiful woman in her early fifties, she was like those rosepink apples preserved for winter under grain that get a little wrinkled, but keep their tastiness.
“This is the album with pictures of people from my father and mother’s generation, poor dears. When we divided their things among us children, I got the album. I keep it to remember them by.”
“Who’s this woman?” I asked, pointing to the picture of a pretty young woman wearing a white veil, with a
garland of flowers around her head and a prayer book in her hands.
“My mother, on the day of her First Communion.”
“And this blossoming woman, with the deep neckline and open parasol?”
“My mother after her third child. I wasn’t born yet.”
“She was beautiful, wasn’t she?”
“She certainly wasn’t unattractive. People who knew her when she was a young woman and also knew me
when I was a young girl said we looked a lot alike.”
“Is she dead?”
“She died a long time ago, even before my father. She’d be over eighty years old now.”
“What was her name?”
The woman hesitated a moment, almost as if she had to think back, then she quickly answered,
“Fabiola—an unusual name. If it weren’t my mother’s, I wouldn’t be able to remember it:”
After that visit I went to take my usual walk in the country. As I walked alone on a grassy path between two
hedges, I amused myself by imagining that woman’s story. She’d be over eighty years old now and has been dead
a long time, and her name was Fabiola.
So here is the story I told myself, walking alone in the country one gray afternoon last autumn.
*
In a spacious drawing room of a large house in old papal Rome,\fn{ An allusion in the story to a time before 1849 (see
the note below), and well before Italian Reunification, when the Bishop of Rome actually the absolute monarch over what is now Rome,
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Lazio, Marche (then known as Romagna) and the region around L’Aquilla—a region of some 17,000 square miles, collectively known as
the Papal States. This territory, including the city of Rome, was incorporated into the new Kingdom of Italy in 1871, and the Bishop of
Rome was left with a territory comprising the Vatican and Lateran palaces, and the villa of Castle Gandolfo—a situation which the Papacy
refused to recognize until the Lateran Treaty of February 11, 1929, when the Vatican State guaranteeing the autonomy of the Holy See was
officially recognized by the then Bishop of Rome and representatives of the Kingdom of Italy } a little girl by the name of Fabiola

turned seven years old. She sat in a small chair, in front of a bigger chair where a sewing case lay open like a
book. It was a present from her father, an antiques dealer in a store near the Spanish Steps.
The little girl was playing with all the pretty gold-plated silver objects, taking them out of the compartments of
the case, which was lined with sky blue satin, and putting them back again.
At the same time she listened as her mother, who was sitting on a settee with animal shaped legs, talked with a
woman who was a friend of hers. First they talked about Pope Pius IX, who had been forced to escape, and about
Garibaldi and the red shirts, and how the foreigners were afraid and didn’t come there any more, making business
bad.\fn{A note reads: Pope Pius IX (1792-1878) fled Rome in the midst of popular uprisings; in 1849 Rome was proclaimed the Roman
Republic. Giuseppe Garibaldi (1807-1882) defended the Roman Republic in 1849 with his followers, the red shirts, and in 1860 led the
expedition of some one thousand volunteers to Sicily, liberating the island and southern Italian peninsula from foreign rule, and facilitating
the political unification of Italy, with Victor Emmanuel II as its king } Then they started to talk about her, Fabiola.

“So she’s already seven years old now,” her mother was saying. “It seems like yesterday that I was seven years
old too! Time flies by. It has wings!”
“You’re right, time flies by,” her friend repeated sadly. “It always flies by and you can’t ever get it back
again!”
“And it takes so many things away with it!” added her mother, shaking her head.
“It takes everything away,” the woman said and lifted the hem of her black dress. “What did it ever leave me?”
Fabiola listened drowsily, as if she were dreaming, but tried hard to keep herself awake so she could look more
closely at the tiny pair of scissors—they seemed alive, with their two blades like a sharp beak, and the two circles
like deep eye sockets where the sky blue satin gazed out so brightly that it made a strong impression on Fabiola.
After that evening a strange confusion between clocks and cages was caught in her imagination, and she’d
often stop, deep in thought, to look at the clock in the bedroom. It never moved under the bell jar, even though its
hands inched along day and night, and it ticked away constantly.
She imagined there really must have been a little bird inside, moving its wings all the time. Fabiola was sure
about this, but it didn’t make sense anymore when she was away at school with the nuns. The clock was no longer
a merry little bird flapping its wings. Instead, it was a stuffed bird that, like all embalmed animals, looked like it
was alive but could not move.
She asked her mother to explain it.
“Why is it that sometimes time has wings, and sometimes it doesn’t?”
For reasons of her own, her mother’s heart was overflowing with bitterness, and she answered in a mocking
voice,
“Ah! You’re saying that there are times when time flies by and others when it doesn’t? You’ll find out! You’ll
find out! Just so you know, time doesn’t forget about us, not even when we forget about it.”
In fact, on a summer night Fabiola realized with immense joy that time hadn’t forgotten about her, when she
quite unexpectedly understood that she’d become a new person.
That night, at a gathering of friends and relatives, the young people in the party had passionately discussed
great events up in Lombardy—the king of Piedmont; the French emperor; Austria, which was forced to
evacuate. \fn{A note reads: In 1859, Italy fought the Second War of Independence, weakening the dominating rule of Austria, which
withdrew garrisons from Romagna, but occupied Venetia until 1866, when the region was annexed to Italy .}
Maybe this news had something to do with it, or maybe it had nothing at all to do with it, but that night Fabiola
couldn’t lie quietly in bed while everyone else in the house was sleeping. Even though she felt happy, she sighed
heavily time and again. Filled with amazement, she flung open the window and hid her face in her hands; she
smiled to herself, dismayed and proud at the thought that the stars could see the rosy nudity of her arms.
From that exquisite hour on, the world became a garden for Fabiola. She saw flowers everywhere she turned,
and when wise people around her said that life is woven from deceptions, Fabiola would laugh, because life was
as beautiful and alluring as she was young and carefree, and it walked by her side with a triumphant step.
Hopes dressed in cheerful colors beckoned her, frolicking before her, and it seemed as if all the young men
who approached her were slaves before a queen.
Of all the flowers, she liked roses the best, and they brought her good luck. When she had to go to a party for a
baptism, she wanted a rose-colored ribbon to put around the waist of her white lace dress, so she went with a
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widowed aunt of hers to buy it in the most famous fashion house, in Piazza Pasquino.
Attracted by how charming Fabiola was, the owner himself wanted the honor of helping her personally, and he
unrolled the wide ribbon from the cardboard roll. The tatting ribbon lay gathered together quivering on the counter, and the young owner lifted it up so they could admire its shade; he squeezed it tightly in his hand so they
could see how soft and easy it was to work with.
Meanwhile, Fabiola blushed uncontrollably, and couldn’t avoid the look in his persuasive eyes.
From then on the widowed aunt, a shrewd woman who was pleased to help, was kept busy accompanying her
niece on shopping trips. On these occasions Fabiola pushed ahead with determination, her small feet in high ankle
boots with a velvet toe and a silk tassel in the middle of the lacing. Her quick, small feet carried her almost instinctively to the street where the store was. The owner would rush over to the counter, and from the shelves he’d
carefully take down frothy laces, which rippled faintly while quivering sighs rose from each side of the counter.
Finally, a mysterious letter, sealed with blue hearts at each of its four corners, arrived for Fabiola.
Fabiola had never read any kind of poetry, but Dante’s\fn{ Dante Alighieri (1265-1321), Italian poet} tercets or Ariost’s\fn{Ludovico Ariosto (1474-1533), Italian poet} octaves wouldn’t have been able to evoke a more intense, loftier
reverie of feelings and thoughts than that produced by each syllable, relished one by one, of the words in that first
love letter.
Another letter, addressed to the proper person, arrived at the same time, containing a succinct, clear statement
of the suitor’s honest intentions and economic situation. Prose and poetry being in perfect harmony, the marriage
was arranged, the engagement announced.
In that period of her life, time seemed unreal for Fabiola. It was really as if the little bird Belverde had come
from the kingdom of fairy tales. Since her fiance harbored a secret love for Italy, Fabiola felt she loved this great
clear word too. So one day when she asked her fiance why he was sad, and he answered that Garibaldi’s followers
had been beaten at Mentana,\fn{Garibaldi and his followers suffered a temporary setback at the Battle of Mentana on November 3,
1867, in which Garibaldi himself was taken prisoner } she felt a confused pain. But after the wedding and the magnificent
reception, when she was alone with her husband in a carriage pulled by two galloping horses toward Frascati, she
forgot the world and herself as his two powerful arms held her tightly and his insistent lips sent an inebriating
sweet wine running through her veins. Sun, trees, waterfalls, the sky’s wide horizon, the rolling hills were for her
nothing but a vision of tumultuous happiness and the voice of her stormy blood. She felt long shivers and unexpected pauses, and looked for shelter against her husband’s chest, as he whispered sweet words in her ear and
stroked her hair.
She awoke from her dream feeling sick all over, her throat tight with an unbearable repulsion for foods, which
all seemed sour to her, and for smells, which all seemed nauseating.
A son was born and others followed. Time flew over the world as if on the wing of a storm; the French Empire
was crumbling, the German Empire was rising. But Fabiola, caught up as she was in the little things happening
around her, didn’t weigh the grandeur of those events. Her oldest child was trying his best to walk. He would
tumble down, hit his forehead, and scream dreadfully. Her youngest child refused to nurse, and she inconsolably
and with no success squeezed milk from her nipple onto his tightly closed little mouth. Then, while King Victor
Emmanuel sent his bersaglieri into Rome,\fn{A note reads: King Victor Emmanuel II and his army entered Rome in 1870; following a plebescite; Rome, previously part of the Papal states, was united with Italy and soon made its capital } and the Tiber, overflowing its embankments and rising over bridges, took possession of the city’s piazzas and streets, the scarlet hand
of German measles touched the swarm of children and Fabiola thought about just one thing: that her small
children not get a chill.
Another five children were born, all of them rushing to grow up quickly. The scissors had to keep busily
traveling up and down pieces of material; the needle found no rest from its tiny antlike bites; the iron had to push
its hot, shiny point wisely over the creases of little winter jackets or ruffles of little fluttering skirts. When one by
one each of her children turned seven, she’d say to her husband,
“So the child is already seven years old. It seems like yesterday that I was seven years old too.” And the image
of her dead mother, surrounded by shadows, slipped across the back of her memory.
For a confirmation, she wanted to use that famous rose-colored ribbon she’d bought at a time in her life she
couldn’t forget. The ribbon, carefully folded, was wrapped in a sheet of tissue paper, and the paper was wrapped
in a fine cambric handkerchief, which lay delicately on a layer of cotton inside a tightly closed box. Even so,
when Fabiola unwrapped the ribbon, she discovered it was faded and frayed. As she sadly folded it up again, she
thought to herself that no matter how well someone might take care of something and hide it away, time finds it,
touches it, and leaves its signs.
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Little by little, one at a time, her sons went away on life’s paths and her daughters got married. So Fabiola was
alone again with her husband, like at the start of her marriage, but now it was different. Yet tenderness survived.
Her husband, retired from business, was finally dedicating himself to politics, an unfulfilled passion in his life.
He read history books, which are, after all, the results of our fathers’ politics, and the news about unending congresses, electoral battles, strikes, and so on, which are the history we live. Since she saw the newspapers lying
open on the tables and saw her husband taking such a keen interest in them, Fabiola finally became interested in
them too, and discussed them no less well than any other woman.
When the disgrace of Adua\fn{A note reads: The Battle of Adua (1896) took place in Ethiopia, and was an attempt to expand
Italian colonies that saw the Ethiopians defeat the Italians } fell heavily upon Italy, she fervently said to her husband, who
just couldn’t accept it,
“We have to be strong. God won’t allow our children to spend their whole lives under the weight of such humiliation.”\fn{No doubt there was this feeling among certain segments of the population; but, of course, the fact was that the Italians
were invading an independent country—independent, and Christian since the third century AD. But the Italian forces were badly led; and
the Empire of Ethiopia at this time was experiencing one of its most powerful phases, in which the loyalty of its citizens was enthusiastic,
it’s ruling house was vital and active, its generals extremely able and its soldiers not only loyal but numerous and tightly disciplined. Italian
technological superiority was thus neutralized; the Empire attacked in overwhelming numbers; and the ensuing debacle was so all-encompassing that Ethiopia was freed from the menace of the Italian military for almost forty years }

As she got out of bed one morning, she realized she’d forgotten about time, but it had never forgotten about
her. Now it flew around her, flying so close and so slow she could count the times it went round. She felt an
infinite weariness, and only the earth’s bosom could give her weary body the rest she needed.
Time flew for an instant around her name, then it went beyond, taking away the memory of Fabiola even from
the heart of her youngest daughter, a daughter she’d loved with all-consuming love and who now had to search
her memory to remember that her mother’s name was Fabiola.
117.168 The Captain\fn{by Ada Negri (1870-1945)} Lodi, Lombardy, Italy (F) 2
Whenever I left the house, I nearly always saw her just as I turned the corner onto the short, wide avenue leading up to the square where the streetcars ran by. Usually I would find her there on the sidewalk, whether the sun
was shining or the clouds threatened to burst—in snow and wind, in hot weather and cold. She didn’t go very far
from her front door, surely because her mother had told her not to. She must have been the daughter of the
concierge, or of a woman who lived on the first floor.
The first year I knew her, she couldn’t have been more than five years old. She was the smallest in the group of
kids she played with. Perhaps one of the boys was her brother; I don’t know. She was the youngest, and often the
only girl in a bunch of boys who would get back from school just dying to yell, raise a ruckus, roughhouse, and
throw themselves into the wildest games.
But everyone obeyed her. You could tell at a glance. Not only that, but I think all of them were actually a bit
afraid of her.
*
I had never before with my own eyes seen such a tough and determined little girl, whose face and actions
displayed such a striking will to dominate. I’ll begin by saying that she had a mop of frizzy red hair, in a brick-red
shade streaked with crimson—a rare color, unattractive, yet powerfully vibrant. Each lock of hair curled and
glinted with light; crowning the top of her head, rising up like a crest, was a pea green or deep blue ribbon, which
her mother had capriciously tied.
On her small freckled face, her upturned nose and wide, dark nostrils, her flushed, high cheekbones and full
lips formed a vision of coarse beauty, making her appear more mature than her age. Her upturned nose reminded
me of a saying I’d heard from my mother a thousand times:
“A woman with her nose in the air is nasty as a brewing storm.”
I didn’t believe she was a really good little girl, even when she was asleep. Maybe it was so she could work off
some of her uncontrollable energy that her mother left her outside so often to rough it out with the boys who were
bigger than she was.
In the afternoon, the happy gang played all sorts of free-spirited and noisy games on that out-of-the way street.
Cars and carriages rarely came by, and there weren’t even many people.
Not that it mattered much, since those little devils always knew exactly how to protect themselves from the
cars, and other vehicles too. They dodged out of the way in the nick of time, as dogs do, instinctively calculating
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just how far they needed to move. There wasn’t a chance they would be a hair off. When it suited them, the kids
freely used the sidewalk and wide dirt strip between two rows of young plane-trees, where cars couldn’t go.
On the slabs of sidewalk they drew lines with chalk and in between them, made some cabalistic figures. They
competed to see who was the best at jumping and flipping buttons the farthest. They got bocce ball games going
that were as noisy as street fights, with hard balls made of compact rubber or wood. One of the children brought
along a worn-out, crushed soccer ball—from who knows where—and they all fought over it. On days when it had
rained and there was nothing else to do, the soft mud and mortar were perfect for building small caves, canals, and
bridges.
The little captain (which is what I called her to myself) seized the leadership of every game. She knew how to
rule with an iron hand. One day I saw her arguing with a rascal twice her height.
What a show! She raised her clenched fists in front of the enemy of the moment, challenging him with her determined chin and aggressive mouth, her voice shrill with anger, and her small eyes, phosphoric green like the
first, sharp flame that rises when a match is struck.
She would have won, there was no doubt about it. The boy stood in front of her, furious but awkward, threatening but unable to touch a hair on her head. He seemed bewitched by those two unwavering dark green flames.
*
One March afternoon, as breaks in the light rain showers unsheathed blades of sunshine, and one sprinkle after
another gave way to gusting whirlwinds, I came across the gang of kids walking in single file, in a marching step
—one two, one two—along the dirt strip between the plane-trees, already golden with buds. They aimed their
reeds and sticks like rifles.
It goes without saying that the captain was leading the formation to fire.
She identified with her part so passionately that her cheeks were flushed, and her little face looked almost
cruel in the sunlight. From time to time she turned around, gave a sharp command, and then off they all went.
Those five or six blockheads marched behind her, happy to be her soldiers, her slaves. I’m convinced they would
have followed her joyfully to the bottom of a ditch.
I never caught her alone, unless I went out when her followers were caged—in at school.
All by herself she was different. A small, sheathed dagger. Sitting on a stone in front of her house, or on a
small chair in the doorway, she kept her head bowed over her toys. She had two beat-up dolls without any hair—I
had never seen dolls so tortured and in such a sorry state—a little cart with one of its wheels missing, and some
scraps of ribbon all heaped together. She looked very busy rocking one of the dolls, or both of them together, or
dressing them with those ribbons.
But her features remained hard, scornful. If she lifted her head up to look at someone passing by, that crest of
green or deep blue silk seemed more aggressive than ever, standing erect on her curls, in that shade of red as
violent as a punch in the eye.
*
I asked her once what her name was and why she didn’t go to kindergarten.
She looked me up and down, astonished and indignant. She wouldn’t even answer me, but continued to look
me up and down.
At first I was hurt by it, then I felt like laughing. I enjoyed imagining that maybe the only name she had was
the one I had nicknamed her, the only name that suited her: the captain. And maybe her mother wasn’t her real
mother at all, but a good woman who had taken her in from someone who had to stay anonymously in the
shadows, and maybe the story of her birth was a mystery, of the kind you read about in old adventure novels.
And maybe, just as mysterious and romantic, the destiny that awaited her; bizarre events and bizarre love
affairs, in which she would have a firm hand and strong advantage, as she now had in games with her playmates.
She would reveal and assert a dominating femininity and an intelligent, bold force of will.
Theater? Dance? The movies? Who knew. With that passion for power, that hair, those eyes, that small solid
body that promised to grow as straight as an arrow, she would also become beautiful, beautiful in her own way, of
course.
But yes!
Very beautiful!
I was far away from home for a while, traveling. I returned, but only to shuttle back and forth between my
small apartment in the city and a house in the country that belonged to some friends of mine. My life was going in
a new direction. I didn’t see the “captain” with her overbearing mop of hair again, and I didn’t think about her any
more.
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*
Four or five years went by. But a few days ago I saw her near the entrance to her apartment building.
I don’t know how I was able to recognize her in the proper young lady who was coming home from school,
accompanied by a bareheaded, elderly woman. It was her and yet not her. I could only tell who she was by her
profile and her cheekbones, and by a hard expression of her mouth that still looked just the same. Everything else
about her had changed or disappeared.
She was carrying a stack of books tightly under her arm. Slender, tall for her age, but with slightly broad
shoulders, she looked awkward in her brown overcoat, her hair imprisoned in a beret that fit tightly over her head,
leaving her high forehead bare. Her freckles stood out more on her pale, withdrawn face; her eyes stared at some
vague spot, indifferent and distracted.
Her yet not her.
Older, bridled, weakened, her beauty spoiled, with her real first and last name written in rounded handwriting
on the first page of her school notebooks and in her teacher’s grade-book. I imagined her seated at her desk in
classroom B or classroom C—the fourth or fifth grade—sitting quietly with her arms folded, her face blank as she
listened to a grammar lesson. Then at home in the evening, bent over the dining room table, as she silently racked
her brain over a division problem with decimals that wouldn’t come out right.
Commanding the rowdy kids’ maneuvers on the street?
Never in my wildest dreams. And what of her need to dominate, her inborn magnetism that had led me to
imagine her becoming an actress, a dancer, a movie star?
Nonsense!
Out of the question!
In a few years, a diploma from a technical school, a shorthand and typing course, a little French, an entry-level
job, the ladder of promotions, a half-hearted love, and so on.
The same old thing, the same wheel that turns for so many poor, young girls, and it only stops the day when
you’re no longer anyone at all. Everything grows dull, becomes deadened, and adapts to necessity.
Farewell, captain.
She didn’t notice that I was watching her. Without turning around, she entered the doorway with the woman.
My soul was left with a sense of bitterness, united with the image of an ordinary girl, going through that
awkward stage of growing up that makes adolescent girls look like colorless, dry lizards.
But the other image, the one of the small tyrant, the feared idol of her small world, didn’t vanish. It stayed
transparent in the background, unable to fade away, as sometimes happens when certain images are superimposed
on the screen, at the movies.
138.362 The Shoes\fn{by Grazia Cosima Deledda (1871-1936)} Nuoro, Sardinia, Italy (F) 3
It often happened now that Elia Carái had nothing to do; for times were bad, folk hesitated about going to
law,\fnh{Seeking legal redress of grievances} and even people like famous barristers and emeritus professors and retired
government officials had to work as simple attorneys. But even when he had no cases, Elia used to go to the Law
Courts all the same, settle down in the waiting-room, and there, leaning his note-book on his knee or on the wall,
he would write poems in dialect to his wife.
The storm raged around him. The crowd surged hither and thither; poor women, who had come about a matter
of a few pence, shouted abuse at each other, as solemn and tragic as if they had the whole world to divide; swindlers, perfectly ready to swear they owed nothing to their own creditors, went by with their heads in the air and
their chests thrust forward proudly; the solicitors, poorer than their own clients, went round from one to the other
wondering how they could manage to get hold of a sheet of stamped paper.\fn{ Not a form of postal stationery but an,
often, piece of foolscap paper bearing a pre-printed revenue stamp.W,H }
Elia took it all very calmly. He wrote in his old fashioned verse, which he dedicated to his wife:
Su mundu lu connosco e donzi cosa
Chi succedid succedere deviat.

“I know what the world is like, and I know that everything that happens was destined to happen. I am a poet
and a philosopher; nothing ever surprises me in this world. Life is a see-saw, one day up and the next day down,
and the next day up again. Do not despair, my golden lily. Perhaps Uncle Agostino, who has driven his wife out of
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the house and disinherited her, will remember us one day. Then we will go to the seaside together, we will watch
the boats in the distance, and hold hands like a honeymoon couple. And, after all, we too are happy now; peace
and love reign in our dwellings, and thou, Cedar of Lebanon, Venus hermosa, art my riches and my queen.”
*
One winter morning, a carter slapped Elia heavily on the shoulder with a hand that felt like stone.
“Run, man! I’ve just been to Terranova with a load of rubbish, and I saw the carrier, your Uncle Agostino. He’s
dangerously ill. …”
Elia stood up calmly and smoothed his gray hair with his hand as a sign of grief.
“I will go and tell my wife the sad news at once.”
His wife did not seem much disturbed by the sad news; she did not even get up from the doorstep where she
was sitting, trying to get warm in the sun. She was respectably dressed, wore shoes, and had her hair done in the
latest fashion; but her worn, frayed frock, her old shoes, and thin hair framing her dead-white, anæmic face like a
halo, only served to show off her poverty more clearly. Her great eyes, which had once seemed so dark, were now
a kind of golden hazel-color, and indifferent and staring, like the eyes of a hare.
From inside the house, where the two occupied on little ground-floor room giving on to the yard, came a noise
like the noise of the Law Courts. It was the owners of the house quarrelling, while in the public-house that
belonged to them, men were playing morra and laughing.
Elia’s wife behaved like her husband in the Law Courts—inert, and indifferent to what went on around her. He
loved her and wanted her just like that.
“Do you know what I’m going to do?” he asked, stroking her hair and looking up at the sky. “I’m going.”
“Where?”
“Where? But haven’t you been listening? To Uncle Agostino’s, of course. It’s fine today,” he added, without
saying all that he was thinking; but his wife must have guessed because she looked down at his shoes, which were
worn and full of holes, and asked:
“What about money for the journey?”
“I’ve got enough. Never you mind about me, don’t worry. In this world everything is bound to go all right in
the end, if only you take things calmly and sensibly; the only thing that really matters is being fond of people and
treating them kindly. I was just thinking about that sort of thing this morning; here … would you like to read it?”
He tore the sheet off his pad, and blushed as he shyly let it drop into her lap. It was all he left her in the way of
provisions while he was away.
*
He set off on foot. He had only three lire in the world, and he was much too wise to lose time by trying to
borrow money for the journey.
He was, however, used to this sort of thing; he never expected anything to help him apart from his philosophic
calm and his Uncle Agostino’s will. He was an excellent walker, and thought far more about his shoes than about
his feet; if matters went as well as he expected, then everything would be mended in due course.
Matters went well as far as Orosei. The road was downhill all the way, smooth and straight, accompanied,
preceded, and followed by the most beautiful scenery; the very sight of it made one forget all earthly cares and
troubles. It was like traveling in an enchanted land; the sun, like a great diamond, shed its cold, pure luster
around; the rocks and the grass were glistening. Then, as he went farther down, Elia felt the sun grow warmer and
more golden, and at last, on the marble background of hills towards the sea, he saw, as in spring, pink almondblossom in flower.
But the sun went down with cruel suddenness; after a short spell of twilight, the cold night fell, and Elia felt
his feet were getting wet. His shoes had given way. This was obviously one of the things that were destined to
happen, but all the same he did not accept it with his usual philosophical calm. He could not possibly mend them
or get someone to lend him a pair now. It was very uncomfortable walking with holes in one’s shoes, and
dreadfully lacking in dignity, moreover, to appear at one’s uncle’s house looking like a beggar. For the sake of the
future, for his wife’s health and well-being, he must get hold of a pair of shoes at all costs. The question was,
how? Elia had not the slightest idea. And, meanwhile, he reached the village.
The streets were dark and swept by sea wind; not a soul was astir. Only, on the piazza, a tiny inn shed a
hospitable light. Elia went in and asked for a night’s lodging; he paid in advance and was given a bed in a dirtylooking room where two other wayfarers were asleep. One of them was snoring like Pluto. Elia lay down with his
clothes on, but he could not get to sleep; he saw endless rows of shoes along all the streets in the world, among
houses, and out in the fields; whenever there was a man, there was a pair of shoes. A great many pairs were
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hidden away in drawers and cupboards and all sorts of odd corners; others stood at the end of their master’s bed,
watching over his sleep; others were waiting outside doors, and there were still others, like his own, that shared
the poverty and despair of their wearers. …
The roaring of the wind outside, and the snoring of the man beside him, made an accompaniment to his
obsession. The hours went by; a star rose in the heavens, delicately blue as if steeped in the waters of the sea, and
stopped outside the rattling window-panes. Elia thought of his wife, and the poems he wrote for her, and the easy
life they would both lead if only Uncle Agostino left them all his belongings. …
He got up and bent over, trembling, to take the snoring man’s shoes. They were heavy; their worn nails felt
cold against his hot fingers. He put them down, and groped about on the floor to find the other man’s shoes, but he
found nothing.
Then he heard a vague noise in the corridor, like the steps of unshod feet. He stopped there motionless,
crouching down with his hands o the floor, and trembling like a frightened animal. He realized to the full the
extent of his degradation; an instinctive sadness, like the sorrow of a heart in danger, weighed heavily upon him.
But as soon as the noise had stopped, he went out to the door to see there was no one there; and by the light of a
tiny lamp at the end of the passage he saw a cat rubbing itself against the wall with its tail in the air, and a pare of
elastic-sided shoes by the door beside it, throwing a shadow on the floor like two great hooks.
He took them, hid them under his cloak, and went downstairs. A man was sleeping on a mat in the yard so as to
watch over people’s horses; the big gates were just closed with a latch. Elia managed to get away quietly, and
found himself on the sea front, by the gray sea under the twinkling stars that seemed to wish to fall down from the
sky, lower and lower. …
“It’s odd, how everything in man and nature has a tendency to fall,” mused Elia, walking quickly with the wind
across the dark, hollow land, the dark mountains, and the gray sea.
After walking half an hour or so, he decided it was the moment to put on the stolen shoes. He sat down on a
milestone, put on the shoes, and felt them critically, he was delighted; they were soft and roomy; but as he bent
down over them he felt the sense of degradation suddenly overwhelm him again. …
“What if they follow me? A pretty figure I’ll cut then. … Whatever will my wife say! ‘While you’re about it,
Elia Carái, you might just as well steal a million lire as a pair of shoes!” Then:
“A million lire! The question is where to find them, then I’d take them at once,” he added, laughing at himself,
stretching out his feet, and wriggling his toes about inside his shoes. It was an odd thing; but his feet burned and
throbbed, and seemed to have a violent objection to being inside those shoes.
When he started walking back, with his own shoes under his arm so that he could put them on quickly and
throw away the other pair if by any chance he was being followed, he found he could not walk anything like as
quickly as before.
His legs shook, and he stopped every now and then, seeming to hear steps coming up behind him. Dawn rose
from the pale sea behind a veil of mist, and terrified him, like a ghost. Now the people he had met on the road to
Crosei could see him quite well, and when they reached the village and heard the story of the stolen shoes, they
would be able to say:
“Yes, I met a man who looked rather a suspicious character; he had a sort of parcel thing under his cloak.”
As a matter of fact he did meet a peasant, walking quiet and dark through the dawn, with a knapsack and a
stick; and Elia imagined he turned round to look at him and smiled.
Day was breaking, sad and gray; the clouds, like great, black, tangled skeins, ran from mountain to sea, from
sea to mountain, clinging to cliffs and rocks that unraveled them a little. And the crows cawed as they passed over
the windswept moorlands. The quiet landscape of the day before seemed to have disappeared; now everything
looked tortured and diabolical, and Elia thought he could hear voices in the distance, the voices of people
following and mocking him.
At last he put on his old shoes again and left the others by the roadside; but still he found no peace. Fantastic
happenings went on in his mind; one of the two poor travelers he had slept with was on the same road and picked
up the shoes; then this man was followed and found out and pronounced guilty and let in for goodness knows how
many awful punishments. … Or else the people he imagined were after him found the stolen shoes and went on
tormenting him and tormenting him until finally in great shame he confessed what he had done. What would his
wife say?
The idea grew in his childish mind, excited by exhaustion, cold, and hunger, and spread like the great clouds in
the stormy winter sky. He wished he had never set out at all, and had not forsaken his usual peace and quiet
merely to run after a shadow. His uncle’s legacy would probably involved endless worries and complications; and
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meanwhile, he had completely disgraced himself.
He turned back, found the shoes where he had left them, and stood a long while looking at them sheepishly. He
wondered what he had better do. If he hid them or buried them, it did not alter the fact that they had been stolen.
He had stolen them; and the thought of that moment when he was on all-fours on the floor, trembling like a
frightened animal, would cast its shadow over his whole existence.
He hid the stolen shoes under his cloak again and went back to the village, lingering on the way so as not to get
there before evening. He had eaten nothing for twenty-four hours, and felt so weak that the wind made him sway
like a blade of grass. He arrived at the inn in a dream, ready to confess what he had done; but everything was
quiet, no one mentioned the theft or bothered about him or his cloak in the least. He had supper and asked for a
bed; he was given the same on as on the previous night. He put back the shoes where he had found them and then
went to sleep. His sleep was heavy as death; he had to be woken up and told it was twelve o’clock. He bought a
loaf of bread with the penny he had left, and went on his way again.
The weather was fine again now, and the moors, shut in between the dark mountains and the blue sea, had all
the sorrowful enchantment of a primitive landscape; everything was green and strong, but, just as you see in
certain human lives, it seemed as if no flowers could ever bloom there.
Elia was walking well, in spite of his old shoes; and because of them, he enjoyed the privilege of being treated
everywhere as a tramp, and give milk and bread to eat. When he arrived, he found his uncle had died a few hours
previously. The maid looked at Elia rather suspiciously, and asked:
“Are you really his nephew? Then why didn’t you come sooner?”
Elia did not answer.
“The master was expecting you. He sent a wire to you three days ago. He always used to say you were his only
relative, but that you’d forgotten all about him. So this morning, when he saw you hadn’t come, he decided to
leave everything to the sailors’ orphans.”
Elia went home and found his wife sitting there in the sun, pale and indifferent to everything.
“Why on earth didn’t you say I’d already gone, when the telegram came, my good woman?”
“But surely you’d have got there anyhow, wouldn’t you? Why did you take such a long time?
Elia did not answer.
138.365 Excerpt from Thalatta: “The End”\fn{by Guido Milanesi (1875-1956)} Rome, Italy (M) 14
There he stood, in full dress, and wearing all his decorations, leaning against the doorway of the Admiral’s
Office, surrounded by a small group of comrades who had come up one after the other to shake him by the hand.
He lingered over the greetings and farewells, and had a smile for everyone, but there was something weary and
remote about his smile, and his gaze wandered absently from the great gates of the Arsenal to the tablet opposite,
on which was written in large black letters

*Admiral’s Office*
But all these familiar objects were shadowy and confused: they seemed to flicker before his eyes, and then to
fade in a sudden darkness which disturbed and distressed him. …
“Well, good-bye! The gig’s waiting and I must get back aboard,” said a Captain, embracing him. “Don’t forget
us,” he added, and walked off hastily to the Arsenal gates.
He gazed after the retreating figure in silence, and only answered with a sad nod. Meanwhile from within they
heard an electric bell, run twice.
“That’s the Admiral summoning me,” said another. “Good-bye, Commander.” And he went straight off to the
office.
At last, after numerous other farewells, interspersed with good advice, and old jokes which lighted up the
weather-beaten faces with flashes of boyish fun, he found himself alone.
“Free! Free!” he said to himself, as he crossed the iron bridge which separates the Arsenal from the city, and he
forced himself to repeat the word again, for it seemed suddenly to have lost its ordinary meaning, and to have
become an empty sound.
Like a flash there passed before him the countless times he had crossed the bridge during his long service:
when he had to present himself to the Admiral before embarking: on his return from a campaign; on his daily
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visits to the workshops when he was serving at the Arsenal: in answer to innumerable chance calls: to receive
orders: on a thousand other occasions when, in constant fear of being late, he had hurried across the iron footway.
He saw himself buttoned up to the chin in his oilskins, in torrents of rain when it was quite difficult to walk on
the wet iron, especially where it was worn and polished by the feet of thousands of workmen crossing it daily.
Then he had a vision of the dog-days, himself in white from head to foot, the iron scorching now, almost red-hot,
the sound of his footsteps drowned by the shouting of the cicadas in the great trees of the avenue. From his youth
till now, at ever stage of his career, he saw himself crossing the bridge, and realized that there, during the strain of
those long years, his steps had lost their speed and spring.
Only yesterday he had crossed it again, after settling his accounts with the authorities for the last time. He had
then learnt the exact figure at which they valued his life’s work, and the amount of cash which represented all the
physical and mental energy of his best years. The very essence and marrow of his being had passed into the wide
waters and the salt breezes, in the service of his country, and under the stern strain of responsibility. He now
received the reward of his devotion.
The money was enough to ensure him rest from his labors and the enjoyment of his little estate on the Adriatic.
He had managed to buy this with his savings, and for years the building of his villa had been one of his chief
pleasures, so yesterday, with this in mind, he had crossed the bridge with buoyant step, and hopeful heart, saying
to himself:
“Tomorrow.”
But today, only twenty-four hours later, an eternity seemed to have gone by—a vast span of time, in which the
most insignificant events seemed of immense importance, and in which he seemed to have lost all sense of
proportion. From a dark background of confused memories, now one, now another emerged: stood out and took
shape, sharply outlined by the ever-recurring words:
“The last—”
“Never again—”
“No more of that job!”
“That’s over too!”
While all this was passing through his mind, he was vaguely aware that, as they saluted him, both officers and
men showed some surprise at seeing a Captain in full dress in the morning without any notification in the Order of
the Day and he returned the salute mechanically and out of sheer force of habit, conscious of a sudden incongruity
between himself and his uniform. Indeed, he almost felt as if he were wearing a strange dress to which he had no
right, and it seemed to hang about him like a weight. The gold braid and the decorations certainly did not belong
to him, but to some Captain who had vanished when his superannuation took effect yesterday. He was merely the
man (Heaven alone knew why!) charged to wear the uniform which was to be packed up and put away.
A feeling of acute discomfort, almost of alarm, came over him, a feeling which he instinctively and instantly
resisted by a more rigid and martial bearing and a swifter step.
But this self-control cost him such an effort that he arrived at his hotel exhausted and bathed in sweat. He
scarcely knew how he replied to the greeting of his servant who was on the look-out for him, and of his little dog
(a Pekinese bought the year before at Tientsin—when he was in command of the Stromboli) who rushed to meet
him, jumping up, pawing his uniform and soiling the gold braid on his trousers. …
Once again he saw the Stromboli: he saw her from the window of his compartment as the train wound its way
along between Migliarina and Val di Lochi: he suddenly recognized her masts and funnels in the midst of the
forest of ships lying in Spezia harbor.
His first glance was vague and uncomprehending, but presently he looked more carefully, and deliberately
paused to recognize the chart house which he had had built on the bridge, the wireless aerial put up by his
instructions, and the pennant, which, at his orders, had been hoisted at the masthead; but his he did not succeed in
making out, and it suddenly struck him that no sooner had he left the ship than some one had had it removed. He
felt as if his very soul had been pierced: he was cut to the quick.
This gave the clearest reflection of his disappearance, of his annihilation, the final proof of the utter and
complete end of his career. …
Then he shut his eyes and tried to sleep, humming to himself to the accompaniment of the monotonous rhythm
of the train. He only succeeded in concentrating his thoughts more and more upon himself, and his weary brain
reconstructed an endless series of pictures of life on board, against an unchanging background of blue sea.
As if photographed on his retina, he saw, most clearly of all, the last time he handled the Stromboli in bringing
her inside the breakwater at Spezia. Then the familiar sounds of the ship re-echoed in his ears, and the rhythmical
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jolt of the train became the thud of the propeller. Why were they going on stoking the furnaces without his orders?
Too much smoke from the funnels!
Why so much shouting on board? Names of Stations? No! Of course not! What the duce did the Second-inCommand mean by allowing such a noise? Perfectly inexplicable how they dared to vary the speed of the engines
like that! What about his instructions in the Chiesuola Journal? Did no one read them anymore? Bad discipline
somewhere! Where then? On his ship? No, not there! That at any rate he knew to be out of the question! … And,
after all, there were the engines working steadily again … and at last there was calm and silence, at last he could
really sleep.
*
In the stifling heat of a summer afternoon he reached his country house, accompanied by his servant and his
Pekinese dog, and followed at a respectful distance by a rough-looking fellow who seemed to be even more in
awe of the severe aspect of the master than fascinated by the sailor and his bright blue collar.
Meanwhile, the captain, with head still bent, with hardly a glance at the rooms of which he had dreamt during
so many weary hours at sea, entered the house, overcome by a sudden depression at the thought that here, in this
very house, in one or other of these rooms, he must one day die.
His thoughts, however, speedily began to wander far afield, yielding to the insistent claim of old days and
other surroundings.
He was surprised to find the rooms so high and the windows so wide. He found the walls and shutters too
highly colored, and altogether, the place struck him as too lavish. It seemed pointless and tiresome, and he felt
vaguely irritated by it all.
Finally he established himself in one of the rooms, less distasteful to him than the rest by reason of the faint
familiar smell of varnish which still hung about it. Here he sat and watched his servant dealing with his chests,
and silently unpacking possessions collected in all parts of the world, strange metals and brilliant colored silks,
about which the tang of the sea still lingered.
He followed the familiar process—repeated with every change of ship, and found some solace in remembering
the exact position which every object has occupied on board.
“Commander,” said the sailor suddenly, “where shall we put the carpet which used to lie under the 57 cm.
gun?”
“In my bedroom.”
“And the one from the door?”
“There too.”
“And the Mogador rugs which you liked beside your bunk?”
“Beside my bed.”
“All there?”
“All there.”
“As on board. Everything under his eye,” thought his servant.
And so he re-created around him the familiar atmosphere, exotic, and somewhat oriental, the atmosphere of
cabins which have been in every part of the world.
Meanwhile, on the road outside stood a handful of villagers, peering through the shrubs on the other side of the
wall which enclosed his little property. They just saw the sailor at work, passing and repassing the wide open
window: they saw, too, a severe-looking elderly man who appeared for a moment and cast an indifferent glance in
their direction.
“What is it that’s come to live here?” was the question they were asking each other.
“A commander, they say.”
“Rubbish! A commander! Not a bit of it! He’s an admiral: the postman told me so this morning.”
The man at the window heard the words, and a strange ironical smile came over his face: his mouth hardened
into a bitter line, and with a hasty movement he pulled the shutters to, and withdrew from the window.
*
His sailor-servant was also on the retired list, and had, in fact, finished his service at the end of the previous
year, on the Stromboli, but in accordance with the regulations, he had to stay on board until the end of the
campaign. Then he had followed his captain ashore, and had come with him to the home of his choice, without
ever, for a moment, considering any other possible course. When the captain with his fine sense of honor, had
asked him what his plans were, he answered:
“Yours, sir.”
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And so he stayed: this was his duty, and there was no more to be said.
In an empty room upstairs, he slung his hammock, now perfectly shapeless thanks to frequent and furious
scrubbing on deck. He laid out his clothes with extreme care, on a towel spread on the floor, as if he were putting
them out for the regular Saturday airing. He left his uniform carefully folded and sprinkled with naphthaline at the
bottom of his empty oilcloth bag, and finally put on his ordinary clothes, still creased from lying for four years put
away in the family wardrobe in the little house in Sicily: but a hat he simply could not abide, so he went on
wearing his service cap with black ribbon, bearing the name Stromboli in gold letters.
*
A few hundred yards from the house, huddled between the hills and the shore, lay a fishing village.
Every morning it sent out to sea its fleet of boats with their gay painted sails, and every evening, called them
home again: then, from some point on the horizon below which they had been hidden all day, they slowly reappeared. The whole life of the village was summed up in this daily departure and return. By day the streets were
deserted: the only sounds, the monotonous singing of the women as they worked at the nets hanging along the
lower walls of the houses, and the cries of the half-naked children left alone in the great arched doorways. But,
after sunset, when the low light fell across the village from the western hills, smoke rose from all the house-tops
in honor of the returning men-folk, and a rhythmic cry, half-chant, half-shout, rose from the shore as they dragged
the boats up, over the sand. The streets were full of life and movement while the great cases of fish were carried
through the village, from the shore to the station, and the whole population turned out to share in the only event of
the day.
This happened without fail every evening.
Every evening, too, without fail there appeared on the road between the sea and the railway, the solitary figure
of the old officer, going home after a walk on the shore, and with him his faithful companion, the little Pekinese.
By this time the people had grown accustomed to see him appear thus, like a sad ghost, and then disappear
beyond the bridge. For a moment, as he crossed it, his erect figurer stood out against the sky, then he descended
the steep slope on the further side, and vanished utterly, just as the evening bells began to ring, and the sea, too,
faded from sight.
There was plenty of talk about “The Admiral” in the evening down at the Pharmacy on the Piazza, and not a
little gossip and scandal. A somewhat bitter note characterized the remarks about the old man, chiefly because the
villagers resented his craze for holding aloof from the narrow life and petty affairs of his neighbors. They seemed
to be really annoyed with him for not properly appreciating his position as a stranger and a guest in their midst.
“Too high and mighty, too high and mighty!” reiterated the Mayor, a Socialist who managed the “Fishermen’s
Co-operative,” and made ten percent out of it. Moreover there were sound reasons for their dissatisfaction!
Certainly they were! The recluse had obstinately refused to take into his service two village girls who had gone up
to his house and asked for the place. This was the grievance of the local tobacconist, the uncle of one of them.
“Yes, quite true, but that’s not all!” repeated the Mayor. “Although the second floor of his villa is empty, he
refused to let it to a family who wanted to spend the summer here, and of course, it’s the village, and all of us who
are the losers. What I say is, that he ought to have more consideration for us.”
Besides all this, there was indeed another reason, but the Mayor carefully refrained from alluding to it. The fact
was that the fishermen had by degrees got into the habit of taking off their caps to “The Admiral” as he passed:
moreover, it happened that two old sailors who had served under him in the Navy recognized him, and one day,
cap in hand, had approached him and greeted him with the greatest deference and pleasure.
Then, for once forgetting his customary reserve, he got them to go home with him and walked off between
them, a hand on the shoulder of each. Once at the villa, he took them upstairs and kept them for a long talk, and
when he said good-bye at the garden gate, made them promise to come and see him again.
“Well, we have got a strange fellow come to live here!” said the village gossips, when they heard what had
happened.
“Who knows what reason brought him to this particular place?”
*
And what was the reason?
The story goes back to 1865, the year before the war with Austria. He often recalled a number of rather confused pictures of those days, and they always brought a smile to his lips. They came back to him in the long,
lonely hours when he stood at the window, leaning on his elbows, gazing out beyond the horizon towards the
Dalmatian coast straight across the Adriatic.
In those days he was in the Coastguards: only eighteen, no more than a boy.
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When he was on his first ship the Vedetta, at Ancona, he met a little Austrian girl, traveling in Italy with an old
aunt who seemed to be there for the express purpose of encouraging all her niece’s whims and fancies.
“Hanzy”—“Hanzy Salter.”
The name was hardly visible now on the corner of an old photograph which had traveled all over the world
with him and now stood on the table beside his bed.
She came from Czernowitz: a graceful little figure with a big hat, and her fair hair hanging over her shoulders
in long plaits. She looked for all the world like a Dresden china figure suddenly come to life, and, bored at being
alone, stepping down from her pedestal and smiling her china smile, she set off to find a companion figure for her
group.\fn{The reference is to a then commonplace mantelpiece group of a man and woman on either side of a porcelain clock, described
just below:H}
And when the lovely Dresden figure at last found the little “Page” of her dreams, she clung to him closely and
secured him firmly at her side. The charming pair arranged themselves gracefully beneath a fine gilded clock,
which all too soon began to strike the happy hours, and to tick away the blissful moments.
Thus passed the winter of ’65, and the early months of ’66, the fatal year, were upon them!
How often, alone, free and happy, had they roamed together along the coast, and explored its hamlets, making
the most of the liberty granted by the obliging aunt who, herself, stayed in Ancona, writing letters or looking after
her rheumatism. The last of these happy excursions had been to this very fishing village, which had attracted them
by its wonderful peace and quiet, and where the old hostess of the little restaurant had called them “betrothed.”
Quite soon after this the Vedetta left Ancona, recalled to the Squadron at Taranto, for the war.
The porcelain group, cruelly dashed to the ground, was shattered, and the clock stopped.
His grief was overwhelming, and came upon him like a thunderbolt. Suddenly, one day, he received a long
letter from Austria, the letter of a despairing child, stunned by the first cruel blow of the lash of life. But he did
not answer it: to write to an enemy of his country during the war, was unthinkable, impossible—and later, when
peace was signed; the mere idea struck him as outrageous. …
In the meantime, one day in Vienna, it happened that a Magyar nobleman came across our little Dresden
figure, still weeping, and took pity on her. The upshot was that not long afterwards she meekly followed him to
Hungary and made no serious protest when he offered to make her the mistress of several huge feudal estates, of
which one, his favorite summer residence, was in Dalmatia, just opposite to the fishing village to the south of Ancona.
Long years after this, the Italian officer, already an elderly man, saw in a newspaper, an advertisement of the
sale of a piece of land, not far from the village. He bought it; bought it to satisfy a fancy to end his life where it
had really begun, and because the little cemetery on the hill, facing the sea, and looking towards the Dalmatian
coast, had always remained in his memory as a picture of the most utter peace, as the place for real rest for him,
when at last the sea had taken toll of all his strength, and cast up his worn-out body on the shore.
Beyond this romantic sentiment, however, there was a deeper reason; his fine spirit preferred the dignity of
solitude to the crowd and confusion of the city where he would have dragged himself wearily from café to café, to
escape the wretched hours spent in furnished rooms or in hotels, and to save his tortured mind from still greater
misery.
*
This step was, in fact, to condemn him to spend the rest of his life in memories and regrets, in silence, and in a
deadly monotony.
Must he then resign himself to endless empty months devoid of interest, with no object in life, and no work?
Was it inevitable that henceforth he must accept the bitter fact that he was useless, and that all that made life
worth living was over?
No! This was impossible. He could not accept it. A letter from a brother officer hardly junior to himself, telling
him that he had been given the command of a ship just put in commission; notices in the newspapers of promotion
to the rank of Admiral of Captains only just below him on the Navy List, roused his gloomy soul to fierce passion,
and nearly broke his heart. For the hundredth time and with a bitter laugh, he compared these favored mortals
with himself.
Before him on his writing table, lay the big portfolio of official correspondence which contained the story of
his distinguished career. Papers, now yellow with age, full of praise and congratulations and thanks from ambassadors and admirals and Foreign Ministers, who wrote to him as an equal: letters couched in the most flattering
terms, written in many languages, and on paper bearing most impressive coats-of-arms. Here, too, were souvenirs
of royal receptions, and banquets in his honor in all parts of the world, where he had tasted the food and drunk the
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beverages of every race, from the most exquisite European cooking to the humble dishes of Java, from the “puddings” of the English to fish-jam, and goose cooked in oil; from port wine to vodka and fermented honey.
On those occasions he proceeded to the place of entertainment with great ceremony, and an escort of officers,
crowds thronging round the carriage to see him pass, and not infrequently to cheer him: in many countries, the
streets along which he drove, had been lined with troops who presented arms as he passed.
There were hundreds more letters: from authorities of all sorts, diplomatic and consular, military and religious,
from “Consortia,” associations, clubs and commercial institutions; from obscure compatriots in all sorts of
countries, from emigrants and from people of every condition and rank: from the highest to the humblest. In the
files, too, there were the rough drafts of his replies, scribbled in pencil, to be handed over to his secretary. He had
only to glance at the first line of any of them, to recall the whole transaction, so familiar were all these events, and
so much attention had he devoted to them.
He lingered with special satisfaction over some of these documents. On one there was a note in the vigorous
handwriting of those days:
“Je ne vous reconnais pas, Monsieur le Gouverneur, le droit de m’intérroger. …”
He had the most lively recollection of this episode. It was a squabble he had had in a distant colony over the
absurd airs of an official, and he had written to remonstrate in this strain, and taken the risk of paying dearly for it.
He smiled when he remembered the excuses which had speedily followed, and which he had accepted somewhat
haughtily!
Another reply began—“We are not accustomed to refuse. …” and was addressed to the Commander of the
Indiana, U.S.A. This officer had challenged the Italian sailors to a regatta of six thousand yards, at Shanghai,
proposing that both sides should put down a very large sum; and the Italians had beaten the American sailors by a
good thousand yards, and won the money!
On a particularly bulky envelope he had noted: “Warlike operations on the coast of Zanzibar. R. N. Volturno.”
On another: “Blockade of Candia. R. N. Aretusa.”
There were also voluminous manuscripts on all sorts of subjects: complicated studies of electrical machines.
Of new methods in gunnery, of hydrographic operations and tactical plans.
All these old papers constituted, so to speak a résumé of his life’s work—a life of energy and industry, of
devotion to duty, a life animated by a fine sense of honor and inspired by a spirit of self-sacrifice. And the end of
all this was the dreary existence of the old recluse whose name was never mentioned now, except perhaps by the
Mayor and his friends in a village pharmacy!
Others, a little junior to himself had supplanted his name in the Navy List, and were now Admirals, solely by
virtue of being those few months younger than he: for no other reason at all.
These gloomy reflections often ended in sudden gusts of passion which left him exhausted in body and mind.
Then, without calling his servant, he used to get out one of the big bottles of “Canadian whiskey,” of which, in old
days at sea, he used now and then to drink a few drops to warm himself after a night on the bridge.
Now, however, he took it hoping to distract himself and dull these sad memories, thankful for the drowsiness
which calmed his nerves, and careless of the fever which heated his blood.
After such a night, his servant would find him with teeth and hands clenched, and the table on which his head
had fallen, shaken by his heavy, spasmodic breathing the old papers scattered around him in confusion.
*
Thus began a strange old age spent in utter isolation.
He had moments of something like spiritual annihilation, when the whole world was abhorrent to him, and
man, his enemy. At such moments, in the stifling heat of July and August, all the shutters of the little house remained closed, and it was as inscrutable, and unapproachable as its master. The garden was overgrown with
weeds, and the leaves of plants and shrubs were gray with dust. Death seemed already to have visited it, and the
desolation was terrible.
But, in winter, when the north wind lashed the shore and tore up the trees on the hills, when the fishing boats
could not put out to sea, and remained drawn up on the sand, then he walked in the teeth of the gale, stooping to
meet the rain, and striding along the shore, where the waves beat, and broke. He would spend hours staring at the
raging waters, calmly letting himself be battered by the fury of wind and wave, as if impelled by the urgent need
of proving to himself that he could still struggle, that he was still “captain of his soul,” and that, as of old he had
steered his ship through dangerous seas, so now he could weather the storms of misfortune.
At last, a violent shiver of cold would shake his frame and force him to leave the shore.
Then he used to turn homewards, letting himself be carried along by the force of the wind, glad of his aching
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limbs and weary body, proud of asking help and receiving service from none, feeling as he used to feel when he
sought his cabin alone after a rough night spent on the bridge. But now, after such an exhausting day, his eyes
were hollow, and his face the livid color which had shocked him twenty-five years ago, in the Colonial Hospital at
Gibraltar, when he first got up and saw himself after months of typhoid. Round his mouth and on his temple were
heavy lines, traced in skin and tissue powerless now to resist the cruel hand of age.
Then there came over him a sudden terror at finding himself old, hopelessly old.
He became conscious that, after thirty-eight years at sea, he was gradually breaking up both mentally and physiccally, and he was overcome by a feeling of vague terror, when there passed through his mind strange horrible
visions from which he strove to free his thoughts and turn his eyes.
*
A family?
Certainly. Even he had possessed a family. Witness some ancient portraits which had accompanied him on all
his wanderings. But at last they seemed to have lost all power of calling up any clear memories. Once might
almost imagine that so much had he gazed at them that the likeness had lost all vitality, and that having long since
delivered their message, they had grown dumb, and were now but yellow bits of cardboard in their shabby frames.
From the tie of his childhood, he had only known his home in short spells of leave, separated by long months
and years at sea. Even letters, after following him in vain to many ports, used finally to reach him at the other end
of the world, in envelopes covered with postmarks and addresses and corrections of addresses, only to give him
news of things which had happened many months before, and of events which had no connection whatever with
the actual moment.
One day, at Buenos Aires, he learnt that he was an orphan, his parents having died within a few days of each
other. He went home, but by that time it seemed an old story, and his brother was fighting the lawyers over the
will. He was soon at sea again, and then he was pursued for months by legal documents, unearthed from family
archives, to be signed and resigned. These were occasionally accompanied by cold and unfriendly letters from his
brother. Even now, after so many years, the memory of those days hurt him. It was almost a relief to him to learn
at last that he was all but ruined, and that the indignation with which he always thought of his brother, was perfectly justified.
His extreme loneliness made him very unhappy for many years, but little by little, he schooled himself to selfdependence, and he so thoroughly assumed the mask of indifference that his features seemed to be indelibly
impressed by it.
But there were moments, when he plunged passionately back into life, sudden kindling of affection when he
formed violent and ill-judged friendships with anyone whose temperament struck some sympathetic chord in tune
with his own.
Marriage?
Yes, of course! He too had thought of it, when, one by one, all his friends got married and fired him with a
desire to do likewise. He, too, had had a definite “affair,” this time not with a china figurer, and this devotion he
had carried with him over the whole face of the earth, in the secrecy of his cabin. In those days, when they arrived
in distant ports, the ship’s postman used to bring him a mail which was the envy of his brother officers—a big
bundle of letters in a firm upright feminine hand. But from that episode he emerged wounded, and sore.
One day she deserted him without warning, for the sake of a great name, and a great fortune, and he was left
the wreck of himself, shattered and bleeding.
After this, he gave himself up to the sea, and dedicated himself entirely to his profession, perfectly determined
to create no ties which could wound or hurt him in any art of the world, in any “destination,” however remote, to
which he might be ordered.
This was the will of the sea! There must be no regrets for any place or person, left behind, all one’s possessions must be concentrated in one’s cabin. This period saw him become the energetic, resolute man, the first-rate
officer, the commander remembered and talked of by old sailors, long years after they had served under him.
Alas! here, too, was disappointment: even his profession had betrayed him.
At fifty-five, full of vigor and vitality, he had been cast aside, and declared useless, in accordance with regulations! These two betrayals, of his love, and of his life, left him with little: a few bundles of dusty letters, a book
written by himself, entitled Naval Strategy in the Mediterranean, which he had dreamt of putting into practice
some day, when, as Admiral of the Fleet, he should lead it to victory!
There were papers and maps. …
Here were the ashes, the embers of his life, which refused to die out or grow cold, despite the bitter tears, the
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heart’s blood which had been shed over them, and which, in all conscience, should have extinguished every spark!
*
A sailor would have recognized in a moment the hand of a sailor, by the way in which the very tall flag-staff
had been put upon the roof of “The Admiral’s” house. The shrouds and pulleys had needed a vast amount of
patience and hard work, and then it had taken almost a month to replace the tiles of the room, but finally it looked
exactly like the real thing on a ship, and the sailor could not only be proud of this idea, but could survey his work
with satisfaction, as not unworthy of one who had been formerly the servant of the Captain of R. N. Stromboli.
The seaman never failed to ask leave first, standing at attention, and repeating the correct formula of the
Officer of the Watch,
“May the Colors be hoisted, sir?”
The Captain himself, having given permission, used always to go out to feast his eyes once more on the lovely
sight of the flag waving in the wind and standing out bravely against the sky.
Even at sea he used to watch it with delight as it was swung to and fro, like everything else on board, by the
immense speed of the ship or when, in a violent gale, its edges began to tear into ribbons.
There was always some good reason for having a look at the colors, and often it was a positive necessity,
especially when one considered how carelessly those wretched signalmen hoisted it, often even letting it foul. One
really had to keep an eye upon it!
*
There followed a series of barren years, marked only by the changing seasons: spells of north-east winds—the
fierce heat of the dog-days—south-west winds and fog. Little by little his upright figure grew bent, the veins of
his face grew heavy and dark, his bones stood out under the dry and shriveled skin, which seemed merely a taut
covering for his frame.
Sleepless nights, torrid heat, years of living on tinned foods, nervous strain, acute and prolonged, frequent
sudden changes of climate, disease contracted from reckless embraces in all parts of the world—all this was a
debt of long standing which had to be all too hastily paid off: painfully paid off in enfeebled limbs, a poisoned
system, clots of blood shifting slowly in his veins, strange spasms in his eyes, and sharp pains at the back of his
neck.
In the early days of his retirement his strength had failed rapidly, and now there were no means of retarding
this break-up. It was the complete collapse of his vitality, the heavy hand of death laid upon him, suddenly and
swiftly.
At this time, the approach of night was a fresh torment. The most violent sensations experienced in real life returned to him in the form of terrifying dreams, dreams so ghastly that, bathed in sweat, he used to leap from his
bed in mad fear and grope about in the darkness till he touched the walls and so convinced himself that he was
really still in his room.
One night he had this dream.
Scarcely had he fallen asleep when his bed began to rock; gently at first, and then more violently in long
swinging movements as if supported by a mass of water. And, indeed, there evidently was water, for, on either
side of him, white specks dashed past him like spray at the side of a boat.
So they were moving! But where? Ah! now he saw! They were in one of those lonely seas where there is
nothing in sight, and where there is no life, nothing real except the planks under one’s feet. On this lonely ocean
whose waters moaned a wild lament, the night came down, dark and swift: a night of such darkness that all
objects vanished without trace, and were swallowed up utterly.
Presently he found that he was standing up, and grasping something solid with his eyes turned towards the
gloom whither they were moving, terrified at being able to see nothing. But no! there was something! And beside
him he became aware of the form of a man, who, with a steady hand was moving a circular object very much like
a wheel. He saw that it actually was a wheel, a steering wheel; and the he stooped to look at the man until he
actually touched him, and asked him in a low voice:
“How’s the helm?”
“Starboard fifteen degrees,” answered the other in a strange whisper, “and the ship’s not answering the helm,
won’t alter course. This cursed Fulmine.”
Fulmine? Ah! so that was it, they were on the destroyer, steaming madly through the darkness! … But
suddenly, the man at the helm gave a cry and pointed out a huge red light which in a flash emerged from the
darkness a few meters away, and came sailing across their bows.
“Starboard! Starboard! All—“ he shouted.
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“She doesn’t answer, she doesn’t answer, Sir.”
He wanted to shout: “Engines starboard reverse! Reverse at full steam.” But to his dismay he found that he
could utter no sound—his lips would not move.
At that moment, there was a terrible shock in the darkness and the night was filled with desperate cries. He felt
the deck sinking beneath his feet, but it was impossible for him to move, for the helmsman had his arms firmly
round his neck, and was dragging him down with him, forcing him down with more violence very moment—
down into an atmosphere, which by degrees was becoming light, and warm, and filled with a strange arid odor.
Then he looked steadily at the man who had brought him here, whose fierce hold was now relaxing and becoming
a gentle caress!
Man! There was no man!—it was a little geisha! Smiling into his face, clinging to him in a close embrace, and
whispering words of love in Pidgin-English. She wore a cherry-colored kimono, fantastically embroidered in gold,
and loosely fastened at the waist, so that at every movement of her lissome body the rosy flesh of her limbs
showed through the crimson silk.
Yes! It all came back to him. Nagasaki. The Tea-house, the Maison des fleurs. Once more he saw around him
the screens, with the strange beasts and fantastic flowers. On the floor the fine mats and lacquer stools, laden with
tea-cups exquisitely painted with clouds of butterflies, each a gem of beaten gold.
His companion was the loveliest geisha, Tsuki-San whom he had known in the far off days of real life, thirtyfive years ago. And here she was, kissing his shoulder, the touch of her lips leaving just such a mark, as that old
scar of the burn, which he had thought quite healed. Then her warm mouth passed down his arm, giving him a
dull ache, and then a sharp, and ever sharper pain, till it penetrated his very flesh, and her kisses seemed like the
pricking of a thousand needles, piercing skin and bone to the marrow. In vain did he try to push away the face
which seared and tormented him. He was powerless, and had to resign himself to the torture of those burning
kisses, in every limb.
Meanwhile, there was a smiling witness of this scene: another woman lay naked, like a sculptured figure, face
downwards on the floor supporting herself on her elbows, her chin between her hands, and her eyes upon his face.
“Marika! You are Marika? My lovely Athenian from the Epirus?” he asked her eagerly.
She nodded in assent, smiling the while with a quiet little smile—which slowly, slowly, became sinister and
malicious. Then she began to move slowly towards him, moving along on her elbows and knees, until she laid her
golden head between his knees. Her touch gave him the most agonizing pain, as if his legs, held in a vice between
two rough stones, were being slowly wrenched and crushed.
Then the violence of the pain woke him. He found himself in bed—streaming with perspiration and in anguish.
His hands were resting on his legs, and he had acute shooting pains in all his bones, while he felt as if his heart
were in the grip of an icy hand. His lungs were incapable of breathing, and so nearly did he choke, that there was
a rattle in his throat.
Roused by his moans his dog came up to the bed—the poor beast was crying and whining because he was too
old to climb up.
In a flash, in that moment of waking, he had a clear vision of himself, awaiting the bier, and the grave. He saw
the contortion of his limbs, the pain on his face, the final impress which would have remained, had he died in that
unspeakable agony.
*
In the rosy dawn of a certain August day, the fishing fleet with its red and yellow sails, was drifting out to sea
with the last breeze from the shore, a breeze which had gathered the fragrance of the grass on the hillsides, and
was still cool with the freshness of the dew.
Pale and fairy-like in the early light, the boats still half-asleep, seemed to have set themselves in a fantastic
group on the horizon, as if for some festa of their own, planned in secret and arranged in silence, seizing the early
hours of the morning, so that no stranger should be present.
With this intent, and still better to ward off any unwanted spectators, the boats nearest the shore had left their
great square sails spread, and the strange host of grotesque figures, roughly painted on them, seemed to be
laughing silently at the world on shore, in mischievous delight at having stolen a march upon it!
But they had not altogether succeeded. …
Far away, were silhouetted, clear and sharp, the slender masts of the distant ships casting delicate reflections in
long vertical lines into the depths of the motionless water, where they melted into one another in a series of
streamers, amber and violet, shot with gold. In the background, merging into one another, sea and sky, both
lighted up by a tremulous iridescence and by sudden flashes of the far-off flaming dawn, formed a single brilliant
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setting, framed by the last shadows of the night. Against this wonderful light the most distant boats looked dark,
and were hardly visible; they seemed to be suspended in mid-air in some strange element, unseen—and yet
navigable.
It was in truth a village afloat! A village which, in its compact groups, its wide spaces, its haughty aloofness
reproduced at sea, all the sympathies, antipathies, and rivalries of its original on shore. Here, by shouting, one
could carry on a discussion, interrupted on the Piazza the evening before, and could repeat the popular jokes of
the Inn, which would be greeted, as they were passed from boat to boat, by the hearty laughter which well-worn
jokes never fail to provoke.
Now and then was heard a gruff order from some sleepy master, promptly followed by the obedient sound of
the pulleys. There were loud yawns, and heavy unmelodious snores from the men, while the boys lying the bows
whistled with maddening persistency the latest tunes picked up at the local cinema.
They had to get further out to sea before casting the nets, and the breeze was so delicious, the memory of conjugal delights so recent, that to take to the oars, and wear out one’s arms with rowing at daybreak seemed positive
torture.
So the secret festa of the boats went on, and they sailed further and further away, all their colors melting into
the gold, catching here and there shafts of deep blue and they approached the rising sun, while the surrounding
shadows gradually faded and vanished in the flaming glory.
But their success was not complete: their secret not inviolate.
Among the dim specks of the ships on the farthest horizon, an intruder had found her way, an intruder who,
like themselves, had managed to assume the calm unreal aspect of the most distant objects, on which, moreover,
one only cast the most fleeting glances, since one wished to avoid thinking about the tiresome work which awaited one “out there!”
And so from the beginning no one had noticed it; no one had heeded the strange fact that the “speck” had
grown rapidly larger, making its way towards the shore, moving in and out among the groups of boats, as if driven
by a strong wind unperceived by themselves. It was a slender column of smoke rising from the gray speck itself
which revealed the astonishing nature of the intruder! And then, from boat to boat, right through the motionless
fleet as the boys eagerly got to their feet in the bows, rose the cry of surprise and warning.
“Ahoy! A torpedo-boat!”
“A torpedo-boat—Ahoy!”
There was very soon a sort of wild roar, animated by that fear which always seizes fishermen, in the presence
of these swift vessels, with their sharp, fierce bows, whose rapid tacking\fn{ The text has: racking} to avoid the boats
at the last moment only adds to their panic.
“Ahoy! Aho-o-y! Ahoy!!”
“Keep out, there! Ahoy! Keep out!”
Only those who had lately returned from serving in the Navy were silent, and stood instinctively in the rigid
attitude prescribed for the close passing of another ship. Their faces wore the look of those who know, and will
not impart their knowledge. In their eyes were visions of events past and buried, of sad, but suddenly glorious
memories.
An ex-boatswain’s mate however, was more articulate:
“Two funnels, two masts, immensely long, high in the bows! An ocean-going torpedo-boat!” he shouted with
pride, and the information was handed on among old sailors, and the young ones who had lately done their
service.
“It’s an A like mine,” he continued to an old man who stood at the helm. “Look! like mine, like the Albatross!”
The torpedo-boat was by this time in the thick of the fishing boats. With superb nonchalance, her sharp bows
ploughed her way between two great walls of water gushing behind her in a mass of white foam, as she darted
along the great furrow, and the unaccustomed sea heaved all round in long waves which made the boats roll
heavily and the loose sails beat against the masts.
In a few moments, it was possible to see clearly the shining objects on board, and almost instantly the lovely
gray form had passed, moving rhythmically to the swift pulsation of her engines, throwing aloft its breath of
flame, vibrating with life, full of daring and power, piercing the calm air with the shriek of her siren, and leaving
behind her the trace of her unerring course, in the furrow of surging water churned and foaming, and—like all
lovely things, soon lost.
Then the old sailor at the helm looked up to the bridge, and called out to the young Commander who was
examining the coast wit his glasses.
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“Look out my lad! Go slow! Go slow!”
The helmsman of the Albatross took his eyes for a moment from the compass, and gave a hasty glance of utter
astonishment, down at the boat alongside, while a smile fluttered over the face of the young officer who was still
looking ahead through his glasses.
With immense speed the ship gained the shore, steered unhesitatingly to the best anchorage opposite the
village. Then the propeller was reversed and the anchor cast. At the hollow, rattling sound of the chain, the windows of the houses were, one after another, thrown open. Sleepy figures appeared, with faces screwed up in the
sudden light, after the stuffy darkness within, and, with dazzled eyes, stood there, trying to make out what that
huge gray form could be—motionless and silent, there at their very doors, come from Heaven knew where! They
all began to shout from window to window and then up and down the streets:
“A torpedo-boat! A big torpedo-boat! Hurry up, and come along down to see her!”
What excitement! What a rush! Hasty dressing, getting ready the boats, warning the food shops, and the laundresses. What an unexpected holiday! My word! Perhaps they’d be allowed on board. Anyhow, they must get off
to the beach as soon as possible, and then who knows? With luck. …
*
He had leapt from his bed when he heard the shriek of the distant siren which had roused melancholy echoes
like the moans of dying monsters among the houses and the hills.
Accustomed to dreams compact of memories, to uneasy sleep punctuated by sudden starts, filled with nameless horror, and often to finding himself muttering and whispering when he woke, he feared that once again he
was the prey of one of those phantasms and distorted visions of his old life which still haunted him. A vision possibly more vivid, more realistic, but still—only a vision. And, standing there motionless, he gazed in bitterness of
spirit at his empty bed, and, in a moment of strange lucidity of mind, was filled with a feeling of infinite pity for
himself.
But, no; was it after all only a dream? What about that metallic sound? Was that hallucination again? Wasn’t it
really the blessed sound of the cable of the anchor being let out?
No sailor could be mistaken: first the regular sound of the links of the cable being let out from the locker: then
the slackening of speed caused by the anchor touching bottom and by the stopping of the engines: then the pauses
between the harsh sound of the cable being hauled in in short jerks: then again the slow letting out, link by link;
and finally—silence.
He heard the whole rugged music of arrival in harbor, familiar to sailors, and only to sailors, all the world over;
the ancient liturgy celebrated everywhere with the same rites, the same clang of steel, the same passionate
movement of the ships, their glad nuptials with the shore, and then the joy of repose! No! This was no dream, but
the real thing at last!
Convinced of this, he strode to the window, flung it open, half-closed his eyes, and slowly, slowly opened
them, greedily drinking in every detail of the alert gray form. She was an ocean-going torpedo-boat, one of the
latest type of ship such as had not existed in his day. He had never seen one, and at the first glance had taken her
for a destroyer. With the help of his old binoculars, he was able to distinguish the details, to count her guns, and to
read her name, sparkling on the poop. But it took him a long time to make out everything, for, to his dismay, he
could not control the shaking of his hands.
As soon as he had looked his fill, he began to dress, with something of the anxious joy of a child summoned to
look at his presents on his birthday. He still stood in front of the window, so as not to lose sight of the ship, and to
be able to watch her every movement, for fear of a sudden departure.
When he reached the road, the sun was already up, and numbers of people were already hurrying down to the
shore, summoned by the unwonted excitement. His first feeling was one of distaste at having become of the
common herd, a casual sight-seer hurrying to the beach, and obliged to dispute a seat in a boat with loafers and
washerwomen. Dispute a place in a boat! He! Accustomed to go on board a battle-ship in a six-oared gig, or in an
immaculate launch, gleaming and swift, reserved for his use, and to be received when he came on the quarterdeck by the Second-in-Command, the Officers of the Watch, by a line of motionless sailors presenting arms, and
by the whole crew on deck standing at attention at the spot where they were now occupied when the bugle sounded the attention.
And now, to dispute a place in the boats? This was unthinkable. Getting ahead of the crowd, he hastened to the
beach, shouted to a boatman offering him a big fare, and pushed off, alone. When he came alongside the torpedoboat, the warrant-officer of the watch was pacing slowly up and down the deck between the conning-tower and
the bows with a weary step. A seaman of the watch was on deck preparing to hoist the tricolor at 8 o’clock. There
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was no one else on deck. Every one was below, asleep.
Neither of them showed the smallest sign of having noticed the arrival of the boat, and they both let the old
man approach the Jacob’s ladder without a word. Only when the boatman losing patience asked: “Can we come
on board?” in an unnecessarily loud voice, they both rushed up and warned him not to make such a noises,
especially there, near the poop close to where the Commander was sleeping.
“But, look here! Tell us all the same, if we can come on board?” asked the boatman again, this time in a low
voice.
“No! you can’t!” answered the warrant-officer. “In any case, it’s never allowed before the colors are hoisted,
and even then I should have to ask the Commander, and he’s asleep. Besides, we’re off directly, and shall get up
steam, as soon as the stores are taken on board.”
Meanwhile, other boats, heavily laden, had come alongside; their occupants were already disputing over the
ladder, and in their determination to be first on board they began quarrelling. Their bows began banging against
the smooth sides of the torpedo-boat, and the sailor on watch had to shout orders to them to hold off.
But no one obeyed. Mutual threats, emphasized by uplifted oars roused them all. Moreover to begin a scuffle
and to be the first to defy the law is\fn{A note reads: To-day it would be more accurate to say “was” than “is.”—Italian editor’s
note} a distinction dear to the hearts of an Italian crowd. In these circumstances the officer was compelled to
interfere, and he shouted to the seaman on watch, to draw up the Jacob’s ladder and to shove off the boats with all
possible force: their bows were still knocking the sides of the ship, just against the Commander’s cabin, and only
a few centimeters from his head.
But it was too late! Bad luck to them! Suddenly they heard the sound of an electric bell, rung loud and long. It
was, as the officer expected, the Commander, wakened with a start after two sleepless nights spent on the bridge,
and wanting to know from the warrant-officer, what in thunder was the meaning of all this noise and confusion
round the ship, and why he had not put a stop to it immediately.
When the warrant-officer reappeared on deck, he was beside himself with rage.
“See that they all clear out, and at once,” he said furiously to the seaman, repeating word for word what the
Commander had just said to him, “and if you don’t carry out the order, you’ll pay for it!”
“Clear out! Get off with you!” shouted the seaman turning to the crowd of boats still close to the ship. “Be off,
and leave us to sleep in peace. Goodness knows we need it badly enough.”
Thereupon the boats began slowly to row away. Only one, whose occupants had apparently not heard the order,
remained close to the ladder. In this boat an old man was standing alone in the stern, gazing at the torpedo-boat
with a strange look of passionate longing and infinite sadness.
“Hi! You, there!” shouted the young sailor, turning towards the lonely figure. “Didn’t you hear? Do you want
me to get my leave stopped on your account?”
In a faint voice in which some echoes of the old tones of command were strangely blended with a note of
almost timid entreaty, the old man replied gently:
“I am a Captain. Tell the warrant-officer of the watch this.”
Then an extraordinary thing happened.
The sailor began to look the man before him up and down, carefully examined his shabby clothes, scrutinized
his tragic face, and marked his bent shoulders; finally noticed the humble boat in which he had come—and then
burst into a roar of laughter.
“Don’t tell me your tales,” he said, “None of your bluff! If you’re mad, go and get shut up! Off with you! Do
you understand a plain order? Yes or No?”
… The boat was rowed away. …
“A fine story. Full-blown Captain indeed! What a yarn!” and the seaman went off still laughing to tell the
warrant-officer what had happened.
“Do you see him? Over there, going away. Of course he must be mad. Look! Just look at him now! What on
earth is he doing? Why! I believe the fellow’s crying! What a lunatic!”
And he went back on deck to get ready to hoist the colors.
*
One gray December day, the postman brought up to the villa, a large yellow envelope, bearing the Admiralty
stamp.
It was absolutely saturated with sleet, and when the Captain took it a shudder of cold seemed to run right
through him. What could they want with him now? Why disturb him again in his solitude? He read the address a
second time. His name, followed by the words, “Captain. Retired.”
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Retired! A riposo? Repose! The word struck him as a piece of cruel irony. His actual life, a sequence of days of
unnutterable grief, described as rest, “repose?”
A strange laugh echoed through the room. Such a laugh as one sometimes hears if one chances to pass a madhouse.
He spent a long time in reading the letter. Without preamble or final greeting, with formal official pharases, it
announced to him the bare fact that the Stromboli was to be put out of commission and sold.
In going through the various inventories they had found certain discrepancies. They inquired whether he
recalled any important changes in the material equipment of the ship when it was under his command; changes of
which they could find no trace in the Admiralty documents. Then followed a list and they finally begged him to
answer without delay, as it was not possible to proceed to the sale of the ship, without the desired information.
The words were unsteady under his eyes, shook, and danced, till they were hopelessly confused: then they
began to move round in innumerable little circles, like insects when one disturbs them by lifting a stone. Only one
word remained fairly clear at the foot of the page—the signature of the Minister; and that seemed to remain clear
and steady, expressly for the purposes of reminding him that the man now at the head of the Admiralty had been
under him as Gunnery-officer when he was Second-in-Command on the Affondatore.
For a considerable time his mind was entirely occupied with this fact: then he suddenly turned his thoughts to
the real significance of the communication. His head dropped, his eyes closed, his hand unconsciously relaxed its
hold, and the letter fell on to the table. The picture of his splendid cruiser rose before him, white, gleaming, and
immaculate: the iron sinews of his fatherland, controlled by him, and held in readiness for a mighty blow in the
hour of battle. Again he saw himself inspiring the little world of the battle-ship by his own untiring energy, and
making use of the absolute obedience and perfect discipline of men trained by him, to secure the absolute order
and perfect working of that same microcosm.
If they had asked of him another anxious strenuous day, another sleepless night, another moment of tense mental strain, he could have answered with pride:
“I can give no more. I have loyally given all that a man can give. Put me to the test. My ship will obey your
orders, and carry out your will, whenever, and wherever you may impose them. But if you ask more of me, I can
only give my life, my breast to be riven by shot and shell, my brain which has served you so well to be destroyed
by deadly explosives.”
And now his lovely and beloved ship was to be robbed of her soul: she had grown old, and was dying. She was
dying in the midst of the clamor of speculation with their banknotes, fighting over her body, a sinister band of
birds of prey already wrangling over the steel ribs and fittings, and carrying them off to be melted down in the
furnaces. He saw her already in dock being broken up under the sad slow blows of the ship-breaker’s hammer, so
different from the eager, joyous sounds of the shipyards.
She would die a sad death, with laments and cries, and like himself, would lose her strength and see herself
breaking up. Her iron frame, no doubt, would resist and bend before it broke, as his nerves had resisted before
utterly giving way: and, just as the ship would at last be destroyed by the ship-breaker’s hammer, so he too would
perish, as a bunch of seaweed thrown far up on the shore, above the waves, is dried and withered in the sun.
Then he smiled an enigmatic smile. A strange idea flashed through his mind: an idea which suddenly obsessed
him, and he brooded on it with the erratic tenacity peculiar to such a temperament as his.
So they could not sell the ship until he had given them the information? Well, at least he would delay her
death; he would not answer—and, in forming this strange plan there was in his mind some vague idea that he
would thereby prolong his own life.
*
The following night, the Geisha of Nagasaski, Tsuki-San appeared. She wore a black kimono figured with
golden dolphins, strange, twisted creatures, each trying to bite his own tail.
The girl had the same expression as the women in Michael Angelo’s Last Judgment. The very spirit of
voluptuousness, exhaling corruption and death, seemed to gleam in her eyes. In her gestures there was something
hideously sensual, as if she were sent to slay, and would draw out his very life, by the deadly passion of her lips.
She dropped her kimono, and stood there, naked. Then, with her undulating sensuous gait, she approached, and
said, in a tongue unknown to him, and yet intelligible:
“I am that vitality, that life, which you lavished on the sea. But you promised them to me, your manhood, and
your vigor! Why did you flee from me?”
At the same moment, from the floor beside him, came the sinister length of Marika, the Greek, who had also
reappeared, and in the same classic attitude as before.
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“Hear me!” she said. “I am the manhood and vitality which you wasted and dissipated.”
Of both these claims, he recognized the truth. His mind was in dire confusion; his body bathed in sweat. He
could utter no word of excuse. The geisha continued, deliberately:
“I am here to claim all that remains of your manhood. You owe it to me—not to her—” pointing, as she spoke,
to the Greek.
Again she approached him, with her blood-red lips open to meet his, and laid her hand on his brow. At that
touch, he felt a sudden terrible sensation of weight upon his chest. His lungs seemed to be in the clutch of a
mighty grip, and he experienced a terrifying sensation of suffocation, and pain.
Gasping for breath, he was just able to cry: “Air! Air! For God’s sake give me air!” and he made a desperate
effort to tear those hands from his breast, and to free his mouth from those greedy lips. In vain: he was helpless:
he had a spasm of agonizing pain in his arms, especially in the left: he felt as if a heavy rope were firmly tied
round his heart, tugging and pulling as if to tear it asunder.
With a shriek of pain, he rolled his eyes horribly—and became perfectly cold.
*
“Angina pectoris,” whispered the doctor called in by the sailor-servant who had rushed off to fetch him in the
night. “A very bad case, very bad,” he added.
During the days that followed, the whole life of the sick man seemed to be concentrated in his brain, and he
saw with uncanny clearness the destruction of his own body, and the gradual dissolution of his whole being.
The geisha of the black kimono now appeared every night, amazed at meeting such resistance to her deadly
kiss, but nevertheless, diabolically arrogant.
And, ultimately, one night, she prevailed. The tortured man fell to the floor between his bed and the wall—his
arms distorted by the desperate struggle, and his nails dug into the flesh of his temples. The Pekinese who had
slept on the Mogador rug, set up a desolate howl, while he licked one of his master’s cold feet.
In the morning the flag was hoisted at half-mast, as on board ship; an expression of grief sent up—not to
unthankful men—but to the sky, to the sea breezes, to all things lovely and pure.
The next day, a strange letter reached the Admiralty. There was nothing official about it. The letters had been
traced with difficulty, and the words were all uneven, and were obviously barely kept in some sort of line by an
effort which ultimately broke down.
Your excellency,

it said,
I cannot give the required information about the Stromboli because --- I am dying.

It was signed:
Captain. Retired.

:\fn{A note reads, after the word “Retired”: Capitano di vascello a riposo}

151.41 Carnival Time\fn{by Paola Drigo (1876-1938)} Castelfranco Vento, Veneto, Italy (F) 3
Ursule, Teresine, and Catinute leapt up and ran to open the door. A comical-looking group burst in, jumping
and dancing their way into the kitchen. There were five or six players in masks obviously homemade but meant to
be scary or grotesque. One was fiery red and with charcoal markings, and it was meant to represent the devil. A
second one consisted of an extremely long nose protruding above an equally long raggedy beard of coarse fibers.
A third one had a pig’s snout. The others in the troupe had been content with sticking a colored rag or a piece of
paper fringe onto their everyday clothes, or simply turning their jackets inside out and putting nightcaps on their
heads.
The devil vaulted about like a young stag. The old man walked on his hands with his head down and his legs in
the air. As for the pig, he sang crowing cock-a-doodle-doo with the voice of a rooster. They were youths from the
neighboring farms, habitual visitors of the filò, and probably rivals amongst themselves for the girls, linked by the
common desire to “celebrate carnival time.”
The merry party was led by a slim blond fellow without a mask, a bit lame, calm and collected, who had a fine
accordion with painted decorations slung across his shoulders. With a vigorous pulling out of the bellows, he
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launched into a dancing tune and the cue for a song.
It was a magnificent success. And since supper was finished anyway, everyone, except the two older men and
Barbe Zef intent on draining the last wine from a jug, quit the kitchen and amid laughing remarks and applause
moved out into the barn with the new arrivals.
The barn was newly whitewashed, roomy, and well tended. Thirty or so reddish-brown cows with albino eyes,
small but with sleek hides, populated it along with their numerous calves, and they spread throughout its interior a
rather moist and heavy warmth. Along the walls narrow wooden benches, a few rough-hewn tables, and some
chairs had been prepared for the filò. The lighting, consisting of two old kerosene lanterns hung from the ceiling,
was not excessively bright, but the company made do with it.
Before everyone could find a suitable place to stand or sit—and in the company that he or she preferred—
there was a moment of confusion and jostling during which the hunchback, with the pretext of escorting her, was
at Mariutine’s heels rubbing up against her as much as he could. He squeezed her elbow, he touched her arm, and
with a blade of straw he tickled her on the neck, but as though by accident and without ulterior motive, eyeing her,
as though inadvertently, out of the corner of his eye.
And all at once, above the uproar, there resounded a blast of nose-blowing, long and penetrating like the
summons blared out by a hunting horn.
“Make way! Make way!” he set up a shrill shout, his sharp voice in falsetto.
At once the crowd drew back along the walls, and the accordion player lit into a spirited mazurka. Compare
Guerrino, tossing his hat in the air and catching hold of Mariutine’s waist, went spinning off into the middle of the
little crowd of spectators. Although for a hunchback he was strangely tall and very long-legged, his head hardly
came up as high as Mariutine’s breast, and yet he lifted her almost up into the air and whirled her around so dizzily that it seemed as though her feet never touched the ground.
They danced the famous “toe and heel” mazurka, in great esteem in that part of the countryside, with its intricate steps and innumerable variations. Mariutine had had virtually no opportunities to dance it, but she danced by
instinct like most of the mountain girls once she had overcome her initial shyness, and she rushed ahead confident
and light on her feet, gracefully following her partner. He, gripping her like a spider, “led” her in masterful style,
with the trippings, turns, and virtuosities of a consummate artist. He stamped his heel, throwing up his foot shod
in a kind of shoe that passed for citified, the toe pointed upward. He opened his legs like a compass and closed
them again with a click. His humped back was no trouble to him, nor did the years seem to weigh on him, for he
could not have been less than fifty or fifty-five years old. The tails of his jacket flew out, matched in the same
rhythms by the fluttering out of Mariutine’s smock and skirts.
The company had abruptly withdrawn its attention from the masked entertainers to focus on the dancing. At
every tricky step, at every unexpected and original variation, a murmur of approval arose, and some enthusiast
couldn’t help exclaiming,
“They’re neat, by gosh! They’re neat!”
When at last, with a full and throbbing chord, the mazurka came to an end, they all clapped their hands. A
shepherd-boy brought the hunchback his hat, in which he had stuck a long rooster feather, a sign of primacy, and
the cry “Music! Music!” resounded on all sides.
At once the devil with his fiery red, ugly face, the old man with the long white beard, and the fellow with the
pig’s snout who had given up his cock-a-doodle-doo, with great seriousness, knowing that they had an obligation
to dance well, took Ursule, Teresine, and Catinute out onto the dance floor. They began to wheel about in rhythm
with the music, in their heavy hobnailed shoes.
Meanwhile Compare Guerrino had not let go of Mariutine, and he urged her with great familiarity towards a
corner of the barn where there was a low stool. Panting and out of breath, he wiped the sweat dripping down his
forehead with a large red kerchief.
Mariutine too was overheated. One of her braids had come loose, and her heart was beating as after a fast race.
Yet she felt happy and proud of her well-earned success. Nor did it ever enter her mind to regret having had an
older, hunchbacked partner instead of a handsome young man. She took her place cheerily enough beside Compare Guerrino, and she smiled at him gratefully.
They were silent for a bit. A cluster of people separated them like a wall from the space allotted to dancing. No
one paid attention to them. Only two white calves from their place close by turned around to look at them placidly.
Finally the hunch-back, continuing to pass the kerchief over his deadly pale and sweaty face, without looking
at his companion, said nonchalantly,
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“You can’t be all that well off up there in that hole where you live. Why don’t you find a job in town?”
The question touched a spot too sensitive for Mariutine, excited by the dance and by all the extraordinary
events of that whole day though she was, to hear it calmly. She suddenly felt whisked away from the joy and
heedlessness of the moment and brought back to the dark foreboding that had made up the fear and menace of her
entire life. She started up and blushed furiously; nevertheless, by a great effort conquering her bashfulness, she
answered:
“I’d rather have a hard time up there at our place, than go be a servant …” she murmured with lowered eyes,
but firmly. “And then, even if I wanted to, I couldn’t.”
“Why couldn’t you?”
“I have to take care of Barbe and my sister.” The hunchback laughed.
“As for Barbe, he’s old enough to look out for himself. But what do you mean … your sister! How old is she?”
“She’s going on seven.”
“And where is she now?” He seemed to have forgotten Rosute’s tragedy completely.
“At the hospital in Forni. We brought her there this morning, but she’ll soon be cured and she’ll be released.”
“Ah, ah, she’ll be released …” repeated the hunchback two or three times as if he were talking to himself.
“She’ll be released.” And after a long pause, he continued breezily,
“In town, my dear, in the evening, hundreds and hundreds of lights go on all by themselves as though by a
miracle, and at night it’s as bright as by day. Down there people don’t trudge along as we do up here in the midst
of snow, stones and crags, but they walk on streets smooth as velvet, and, if it rains, they take shelter beneath the
porticoes.
“In town there is music in the square at least twice a week, and people go to the movies and the theater. At
carnival time they dance on a platform all festooned with artificial flowers and many-colored balloons, and
hundreds of maskers, not scraggly like these, but splendid ones dressed in silk and velvet, offer sugar-almonds to
the pretty girls.” And since Mariutine proved interested despite herself and turned her wide-open ingenuous eyes
to him in utter fascination, he continued.
“Think about it, beautiful,” he said in a low and insinuating voice. “Why don’t you want to try it? And, if ever
you do, remember Compare Guerrino. I have occasion to go down to town two or three times a month, and I have
many connections. We could find a respectable family, that would treat you as a daughter.
“Or perhaps a lady living alone, or better yet, a widower or an elderly bachelor. A master is always less fussy
and demanding than a mistress. I might even know of somebody just right for you. Such a person, you see, would
be someone safe for you to rely on. He wouldn’t treat you badly. The one I have in mind knows what young
people need. Is that clear?
“If ever you feel like doing it, just let me know somehow. And meanwhile think about it. Will you do that?”
“You’re very kind, Compare Guerrino, and I don’t know how to thank you,” murmured the confused girl. “As
for thinking about it, I will do that, you can be sure, but, as I’ve told you—”
“Ta ta ta,” the hunchback interrupted her sharply. “I’ve just been telling you these things for the sake of saying
them. You have to have something to talk about. By the way, how old are you?”
“Fifteen.”
“That’s young. You look at least four years older. You already have such breasts! While dancing I felt them,
you know? And what a sweet scent you have — really of a fresh rose, or a musk rose.”
As he made these remarks Compare Guerrino’s tongue licked his lips and he looked at the girl hungrily. His
eyes lingered on her budding breasts that were still lightly heaving, on her thighs that could be readily guessed at
as they were outlined under her thin skirt, and on her red and fleshy mouth.
“You’re the most beautiful fantate I’ve ever seen,” he murmured, pressing against her on the low stool.
Mariutine blazed up in blushes. She felt diffident toward the hunchback because he was her elder and because
he was the master, and even if she had known how, she would not have dared to reply, for her extreme poverty
had shaped in her ever since early childhood the habit of compliance and almost of servility with regard to anyone
outside of her own family.
But these were the first praises, the first compliments ever, that had come to her coarsely directed toward her
physical self. More than flattering her, they caused her deep embarrassment, just as did Compare Guerrino’s speeches and familiarity, which while they interested and amused her, also aroused an obscure sense of discomfort.
*
Just then, abruptly raising her eyes as though summoned by other eyes, she met the gaze of Barbe Zef, who
had entered the barn unannounced. Crouched on his heels next to a table where they were gambling, behind a
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cluster of people, he was eying Mariutine and her companion closely. On meeting the girl’s gaze, he swiftly
shifted his eyes and pretended to be following the game.
Mariutine had noticed the whole scene, but she did not make anything of it. And the hunchback too perhaps
had noticed, for, without paying any further attention to her and without a word of good-bye, he got up and left his
place with an indifferent air.
Joining the people who made up the filò, lingering first with this one and then with the other, tossing off a joke
here, a compliment there, and a sardonic word further on, distributing to the shepherd-boys little tweaks of the ear
and to the girls fond little pinches, like a king holding court he passed the entire company in review. Swarthy,
unattractive, and deformed as he was, he nevertheless had the manner of the true master, and in his eyes there was
an astute and intelligent expression.
When he reached Barbe Zef, he turned to him with a joke, and Barbe Zef replied quietly and with deference,
without the remotest trace of awkwardness. Then Compare Guerrino, at the center of a small circle of men, tightlipped and without laughing, began to tell a story, spicy certainly and bold, for Barbe Zef and the other older men,
already leering after the glasses of wine they had drunk, could be seen splitting their sides with laughter.
Meanwhile the young men of the family and after them the other youths, as soon as they saw Mariutine free
from Compare Guerrino’s escort, rushed to invite her to dance. And she, her eyes agleam like two blue pearls,
rosy and disheveled, passed from one to the next, light on her feet and radiant with joy …
*
The dancers kept it up until nearly midnight, when, inexplicably, there was a sudden pause and a silence. Then
without need for a word of agreement, men, women and children, and even the white-haired old men, all bounded
up on their feet at the same time, and unfurling their voices they joined in a chorus:
The sun at sunset is a glory
And the moon splendid above
And the stars they form a crown
And sweethearts are making love.

It was the traditional chorus that concluded the filò. But even apart from that, the shepherd-boys who were
falling asleep, the platters of chestnuts where nothing more remained than the shells, the empty pitchers, and the
languishing conversations were all signs clearly indicating that the evening was over.
The visitors, led by the lame accordionist, were saying their good-byes. Since Barbe Zef and Mariutine would
have to be leaving the next day at dawn to make the return journey to their high land, the thanks and leave-takings
of the family were exchanged on the spot before everybody disbanded to go to bed.
Ursule invited Mariutine to sleep with them in their bed. Barbe Zef had a good pallet and a heavy blanket in
the barn. The others, after innumerable “mandis” and handclasps, went off on their own.
In the little bedroom, the girls quickly got undressed, while through the nocturnal silence the drawn-out tones
of the receding accordion continued to reach their ears:
Oh my dearest Ursuline,
Oh my dusky darling one,
Black your curls and sweet your mouth,
Created just for making love.

138.370 Mirrors\fn{by Massimo Bontempelli (1878-1960)} Como, Lombardy, Italy (M) 2
Talking of mirrors it is necessary that I relate another experience. I know that I shall be accused of abusing this
theme, but patience, my friend. Rather I would prefer not to have some malicious person think that I spend most
of my life before a mirror. On the contrary it is because I so seldom used this baffling contrivance that it still
deigns to create for me the strange illusions it denies to those who make of it too constant and ordinary an article
of use.
*
About eight days ago, on a morning toward noon, my landlady woke me up with a telegram. After a few
willing efforts I managed to put myself in a condition to read it. It was a telegram from Vienna. It was addressed
to me, to me alone, and it was correctly addressed. This is what it said:
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ċĄĀĕĄ ąĎđ đĎČĄ ăĀĘ ĀąēĄđ ēĎČĎđđĎĖ ĒēĎď ĀđđĈĕĄăĄđĂĈ ĒēĎď ČĀĒĒĈČĎ
I was in Vienna two months ago, for fifteen days. I tried to recall all the persons I had met there during those
fifteen days. There was an old Hungarian friend of mine called Tibor, and some others named Fritz, Richard and
John. I thought and thought again, but I could think of no other Massimo in Vienna but myself.
There was just one conclusion and it was a clear one. Since I was the only Massimo I could think of in Vienna,
the Massimo who sent me that telegram was myself.
It was my telegram therefore. I understand!—I shouted.
But the reader, on the other hand, cannot as yet have understood.
*
I shall explain. But before I do so it is necessary that I tell my reader of some of the other experiences I have
had in this matter of telegrams. A single example will suffice.
I was arranging my belongings in my room one day when, as luck would have it, I noticed that my umbrella
was gone. I looked for it everywhere. More than once (as we are in the habit of doing in such cases, as if once
were not enough) I looked for it in the corner where I usually kept it, but in vain. I finally resigned myself to the
loss and went about my business: we lose greater things in life than an umbrella.
I had almost forgotten it when, two days later, I received the following telegram:
ĒćĀċċ ĀđđĈĕĄ ēĎčĈĆćē ĒēĎď ĔČāđĄċċĀ
I gave it a little thought, and at night I retired peacefully. The following morning the first thing to attract my attention was my umbrella.
Sure enough there it was, in the very corner where I had looked for it many times before. And there is really no
use in talking about it. But to have a lost article announce its return by telegram, that is not so common.
With this example in mind, the thing that struck me intuitively in reading that telegram from Vienna, and
which I am about to explain, ought to seem quite natural even to the most materialistic of my readers.
*
But here we have got to go back a bit.
Two months ago in Vienna I was standing before a mirror fixing my tie. I was getting ready to take my train
back to Rome. There were political demonstrations going on throughout the city at the time.
As I have said, I was standing before a mirror fixing my tie. Suddenly a tremendous explosion shook the house
and smashed my mirror into bits.
I realized it was a bomb, and I went on fixing my tie without a mirror.
When I was through, I took my bag, drove to the station, and left. A few days later I was in Rome. It was late at
night, so I immediately undressed and went to bed.
The next morning I stood before the mirror with my shaving brush in one hand and a towel in the other, when
to my great surprise I saw nothing there. To be more precise, there was everything there but me. I could see a
soap-soaked brush dangling to and from, and a towel equally agitated, as if it had suddenly gone mad in the empty
space. But I, I was not to be seen. Neither my face nor my image was there.
Realizing at once what had happened, I broke into laughter.
All those who use a mirror, the women especially, must have noticed, I believe, that the moment they pull
themselves away from it, from the mirror into which they are looking, the feel a slight sense of discomfort. There
is a little jerk in the parting. Well, this results from the very light, imperceptible effort we all make when tearing
ourselves away, when withdrawing the image that is there.
Now this is exactly what happened to me on that day in Vienna. My mirror broke so instantly, it was smashed
and destroyed so suddenly, that I was not quick enough to withdraw my image, to pull it back before it vanished.
*
Naturally, hurried as I was to get away, I paid little attention to the incident at the time. I first realized what had
happened when I found myself facing a mirror here in Rome, or two days later, as I have said.
And so for these past two months I have been without my image. It was somewhat of a nuisance at first, especially for my tie and beard. But I learned to get on without it. I learned to make my tie my memory, and as to my
beard I shaved it by ear with a Gillette.\fn{As opposed to a strop-razor, which requires a mirror to operate}
I took the mirror down from its accustomed place and put it away in my trunk.
The only thing I had to be very careful about was not to have anyone see me standing before any of the mirrors
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along the streets, in the cafés, or in the homes of others. People are easily surprised, you know. They would want
to know why and how, and then I should have to explain. I should have to discuss metaphysics and other such annoyances.
*
For this reason, though the loss itself may have been anything but serious, I was happy to receive that telegram
eight days ago. I understood at once (and by this time I presume that even the densest of my readers has understood) that the telegram had been sent to me by my own image so that I might be informed of its homecoming.
Naturally, I did not hasten to look at myself in the mirror. Not at all. I did not want to give my image the
satisfaction of knowing that I care very much about it, that I have been waiting for it impatiently, that I cannot do
without it. Since it left Vienna eight days ago, even admitting that it traveled on a very fast train, it should have
reached here at least four days ago.
But I did not show myself until yesterday. It was only yesterday that I went after the mirror in my trunk, whistling an air from Aida as I did so. I restored it to its place in the bath room without even looking at it. Then with the
utmost tranquillity and indifference I adjusted my collar and tie and took a glimpse at myself.
There I was: there was my image, not a whit changed. I had had a vague fear that I might find it a little disturbed, somewhat resentful of my indifference, and probably tired from the long trip and its many experiences.
Instead it seemed to be in the finest condition, and as indifferent and tranquil as its owner.
117.170 Sensitivity\fn{by Amalia Guglielminetti (1880-1941)} Turin, Piedmont, Italy (F) 2
Who knows what ever possessed them to give her the name Arianna\fn{ A note reads: In English, Ariadne, the name of
the Greek goddess, [the daughter of Minos, a son of Zeus and King of Crete. She fell in love with Theseus, and supplied him with the ball
of thread which he needed to find his way out of the impenetrable maze in which the Minotaur was kept, once he had slain it. She fled with
him from her father’s wrath; but he abandoned her on the island of Naxos.] }—so heavy to bear, like marble or a bronze statue.
The first time I saw her was in Venice, in Saint Mark’s Square, as she, like everyone else, took part in the
delightfully foolish scene that is perfect for taking pictures and makes foreigners go wild—throwing crumbs to
the pigeons. All the wandering tourists had their cameras focused on her, as her young, dazzling beauty stood out
among a flash of multicolored wings.
That autumn, as the warm sunshine lingered, turning the dour majesty of the doges’ palaces golden and soft,
Venice became fascinating in ways I’d never noticed before and kept me entranced on the banks of the green
water.
At first I stayed in a hotel on the Lido, and then moved to the Danieli, where I could more often enjoy a cinematic view of the Bridge of Sighs and a literary view of George Sand\fn{ Aka Amandine Aurore Lucile, Barone Dudevant
(1804-1876), French novelist} and Alfred De Musset,\fn{ Louis Charles Alfred de Musset (1810-1857), French poet } those almost
legendary lovers.
Arianna lived at the Danieli too, with an older uncle who had a thick gray mustache.
It wasn’t clear what nationality he was, and he spoke every language except Italian. She had been born in Paris, but her mother had been pure Roman. Arianna seemed happy to talk with me and to explore Venice together.
After a few days we became friends, and one evening she made a comment about her name, with a slight,
awkward smile on her face,
“Arianna. It’s a ridiculous name.”
I looked at her, without smiling. She did have that true, classical beauty of immortal deities. An austere beau-ty
—though softened by her youthful age of twenty-some years—without any affectation and almost without any
modern elegance, but possessing pure lines and enchanting grace.
“It’s a name that only a beautiful woman can handle. And you are beautiful.” She seemed to frown, and in that
moment the look on her face had the angry sadness of Medusa’s.
“No, please don’t! Not you too! Don’t you start singing that same old tune! I’m twenty-three years old. For
seven years all I’ve heard people say around me is: You’re beautiful!” I shook my head and laughed incredulously
“Doesn’t that make you happy at all? Any woman would like to be in your place. Montesquieu\fn{ Charles Louis
de Secondat, Baron de la Brede et de Montesquieu (1689-1755), French writer } said—”
“Leave Montesquieu out of it. Being beautiful is the least of my qualities. It’s only how I look on the outside, a
varnish destined to decay and disappear with time. There’s something inside me that’s worth much more.”
“What is it?” She hesitated a few seconds, with her brow furrowed like a tempestuous goddess, then said in a
low voice,
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“My soul, my intelligence, my sensitivity.”
*
Since we were almost strangers, perhaps destined to never meet again, we confided in each other about many
of those emotionally and spiritually painful things that people don’t tell even to their childhood girlfriends, or
most loyal friends.
Arianna told me she had been engaged three times, and each of those times had broken the nuptial chains as
they were about to be riveted onto her wrists.
“You aren’t suited for chains either,” I observed with a little bitterness.
“On the contrary! I’d like the kind of undying, all-embracing love that would sweep me away, but love that
wouldn’t get pleasure only from how I look, and wouldn’t be enraptured purely by the color of my eyes and the
shape of my shoulders. Sometimes I feel as if I were a rare specimen for a zoo, who is asked nothing more than to
show the visitors its beautiful fur and a contented muzzle.”
“It’s obvious that one of your fiances was a painter.”
“How did you know?”
“You’re talking about shape and color.”
“You’re right. He was a Belgian painter. We were engaged for two and a half months, and he painted nineteen
portraits of me: full face, profile, three quarters, four-fifths.”
“But did you love him?”
“For a week, maybe. The love affair lasted a week, then the portraits started. When he began to paint the twentieth one, I caught a train and left for good, abruptly breaking all ties with him.”
“You have more will power than I would have imagined. Tell me about your next fiance. What was he? A
sculptor?”
“No, he was a science professor, specialized in entomology. I wasn’t much more important to him than one of
his butterflies.
“One day I decided to penetrate the laboratory where my fiance, the professor, worked, so I could study the
fascinating mysteries of nature too, and learn how the flowers and stones and metals live, and how they love. He
said:
“‘Go away! You’re too beautiful to take an interest in these things. Studies, learning, culture, science are only
suitable for ugly women who don’t have any other more pleasant ways to occupy their lives. Go away!’
“So I did go away, and never went back.
“It’s not worth talking about my third fiance. He was a middle-aged man of good Parisian society, who loved
most of all to show me off in ballrooms or tearooms, or else seated beside him in his car at the Bois, or leaning
against the railing of his box seats at the opera. I was an impressive ornament that he needed to spruce up the
gilding of his rather tarnished armor. Nothing more.”
Arianna turned silent and frowned, her face looking upset and full of sadness, like Medusa with curling snakes
rising from her head.
*
We happened to see each other at Capri, two years later. Arianna was traveling with a female companion on the
boat headed for the Blue Grotto. As she came toward me, she reached out for me, with her face full of a deep,
contained joy that made her beauty more enigmatic and at the same time more human and more feminine.
The boat was full of Germans—dull, sluggish, solemn, but all the same they stealthily looked at her in almost
dismayed stupefaction.
“I’m happy,” she confided without smiling, as she squeezed my arm, her hand unusually nervous.
“Six months ago I married the man I’d been looking years for, someone who loves me almost exclusively for
my spiritual qualities, who feels joy in my intelligence, who enjoys my sensitivity, and doesn’t think my intellecttual curiosity is useless and disagreeable. We live off by ourselves, secluded in a small villa at Anacapri, that
green, green hill you see over there, surrounded by vineyards and warmed by an almost African sunshine. Each
day goes by for us like the last, delicious, in a passion that never ends.”
She spoke with a slight exaltation that had the flavor of a story and of reality.
“Tell me about him, you adorable, absurd creature,” I urged her on with slightly biting curiosity. “Hasn’t your
husband said that eternal refrain you detest yet, ‘You’re beautiful!’?”
“No.”
“Did you tell him yourself not to say it?”
“No.”
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“Is he old? Is he slow-witted? Is he insensitive?”
“No. He’s young. He’s a disabled war veteran.
“He’s blind.”
18.63 Two Tales Of Sicily\fn{by Giuseppe Antonio Borgese (1882-1952)} Palermo, Sicily, Italy (M) 6
1
In Megara there are still carnations on the balconies, and women wear their skirts long, so that if an ankle is
bared you still literally can see the young men tremble. But this happens rarely, for women go forth cautious and
well guarded; and they guard themselves; and, when it rains, they prefer to come home with the hems of their
gowns mud-splashed rather than have their stockings bitten by glances hotter than kisses. And anyway there are
few women to be seen in the streets; except for the servant girls, and the women of the working class who still—
to this day—go to the fountain with the tall water jars on their heads.
Yes, all this still exists: the little cobbled streets are still there, climbing from the water front to the Castello, so
narrow that no woman can get through without being jostled by the crowding men (and that is why they keep to
their homes), so steep that people going up on one side seem to be helped by the weight of those coming down on
the other like the cabs of a funicular.\fn{Cable-car apparatus}
And always there is a crowd, as if it were an everlasting market day: a dark crowd, darkly dressed even in the
month of the “Lion sun.” The streets are narrow, and the houses high, their façades often leaning forward against
improvised props, and the sun gets no chance of entering them. Steps are slow, yet resolute; they echo on the
cobbles. Here and there people cluster like flies still further slowing up the traffic. Voices are either excited or
mysterious; greetings exchanged across the street resound like challenges.
I can recall the clang of the big front doors as they open and shut; I can recall the bells of the goats as they
come down of a morning with their udders so swollen that they stumble, brushing their horns against the knees of
the passer-by. Even the crack of Maestro Angelo’s match still pierces my ear, as he lights his last black cigar when
returning late at night to his house opposite ours.
Toward evening, halfway up the Strada Lunga, the rotting smell of the day’s fish catch clashes with the perfume of orange blossoms, thin and bitter like that of the lily of the valley; the breath of the sea is lost in the dust of
the Red Lands borne on the south wind—lands that are red like the pelt of a lion—where the vines give a wine
that is fire.
It is then that the women come to the doors of their bassi, their basement homes level with the street, and open
their eyes as if on the point of awakening. Their eyelids open like sliding doors upon eyes which are dolorous and
indolent, full of darkness, of yellow flame, of undecipherable dreams, like the eyes of animals. If someone calls
them from within, they turn their heads and answer with a singsong voice.
Higher up, meanwhile, balconies are opening; the “ladies” appear greeting each other from balcony to balcony,
resuming their monotonous and unending gossip. But, when they lean their elbows on the rail, they are careful to
keep their bodies well back; and if one should sit down, she immediately adjusts her skirts around her high shoes
for fear a passer-by might raise his eyes. Above all, the ladies whose balconies have bow railings must be careful;
it never happens that one of them, absent-mindedly, places a foot on the rail.
The women of Megara live in this hour between sunset and night-fall; like flowers that blossom at dusk. Then
night wraps them in.
It is night. Lullabies in the bassi; or the sound of a quarrel; but the voice of the woman is soon stilled; and not
long after, the voice of the man drops likewise into silence. From the houses of the gentry never a sound, for they
have walls like prisons.
*
I was born in those parts; not in Megara itself, but farther up in a village three miles from the castle. My people
were from Siracusa,\fn{Syracuse} but my father had left it. and not long after he settled in Megara when I was still
a child.
For how many years had I not set foot there! When Galliani decided to visit the place to study the Sicilian
quattrocento, I suddenly felt the urge to go with him. As it turned out, Galliani, upon arrival, fell in love with the
seventeenth century, the seicento, with its monasteries as formidable as fortresses and its churches overflowing
with music and gold, where the saints appear to be engaged in an endless dance.
So it happened. Without knowing where I was going, almost against my will, I turned with my friend from the
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Strada Lunga into a side street wide and deserted, cut short after a hundred paces by hanging gardens. It was a
June day which would not die. At the end of the street, a dark fringe of sea.
Here I found again the footsteps of my childhood along the high mysterious wall of an orchard. In front of me
rose a strange façade, orange melting into yellow, land high up a lonely balcony with a black iron railing so
monstrously swollen outward that one might think it had throbbed for centuries to the sound of secret serenades.
“This,” I said with a shiver, “is the balcony of Aunt Clementina; the balcony of ‘the Siracusan.’” And I leaned
on my friend. For a long time, as long as I can remember, it was called the balcony of the Siracusan. Though she
was my father’s sister, to all of us she was known as ‘the Siracusan,’ as if she hailed from some remote place,
while, in truth, from her city, Megara can be reached in three hours by sea. She came to it to marry my father’s
partner—Nicola Laudisi.
He was an enormous, corpulent man, with arms like tree trunks which he was obliged to hold slightly akimbo
and fleshy, shiny wrists like those of a newborn giant. When he dozed he kept his hands on his belly. I saw him
thus a couple of times and was frightened. He resembled the Ogre. He was also very tall and you felt that without
a stool no one could reach his face. His gray mustache could hardly be distinguished on his tired fat features. His
breath was asthmatic, like the working of bellows.
Being rich, he wanted children, to leave them “the things;” for this he sought a wife. For this they brought him
Aunt Clementina.
She reached Megara no longer in her first youth, though not yet near thirty. She came from a family of orphans; and she was silent.
I loved her, before ever I knew what love was. Almost daily I would find myself there under the balcony of the
Siracusan at the hour when she opened it to step forward like a queen. But there was no crowd in the street to
whom she could appear; no one but me. There were not even other balconies next to or opposite hers, with other
women to whom she could talk, as all the ladies of Megara did at that hour. She could see only gardens and a rim
of sea.
She never had children. I heard a rumor about some ailment. Often she suffered from headaches and then she
would become pale like a sleepwalker.
Naturally she paid no attention to me. To attract her notice I would climb the smooth wall of the orchard and
display my daring. Sometimes, for fear that I might hurt myself, she would call “Alberto!” and her voice hurt me.
So I would get down and approach the house. Aunt Clementina then withdrew from the railing and adjusted her
gown around her high shoes.
I do not believe I have ever looked upon a woman more beautiful. You could see nothing of her except her
face. The women of that time were not like those of our day who resemble naked fruit seen through the foliage.
They were concealed in a maze of lace and embroidery with their underskirts white and starched like the ornate
paper that was used for wrapping flowers, and over these a great flowery gown with bows, as majestic as a
pagoda, and on their breasts a corset, armored and impregnable.
But from her fingers, from her wrists, one could gather that she was slim and lithe, of the color of dark amber.
She carried no perfume other than that of the lavender in which she kept her linen, and of the Macassar oil that
she used on her black hair.
And her face was peerless: the nose straight, the lips pure, the eyes something between a quiet blue and the
gray of cinders over a hidden fire.
At the first breath of evening the balcony would close. The darkness was transparent, like a veil in which the
light of dawn were already a-tremble. Sometimes, on a summer night, the white flower of a cactus would open,
and its delirious perfume spill over like a stream.
But when I returned to Megara and again found myself stepping along the wall of the orchard, there were no
longer any clustered carnations or cactus plants on the balcony of Aunt Clementina. The irons which once had
held the flowerpots were bent like old daggers, red with a rust which looked like ancient blood.
*
I saw her the last time on a Sunday, at the hour of high mass. She lay, dead, in the street; clothed to her feet in
her beautiful dress of white satin embroidered with rose-colored flowers. One could hear no goat bells from the
Strada Lunga; and one could hear—and it seemed never to end—the tinkle of the mass bell.
I was the first to see her there. Every Sunday morning I used to place myself in front of her door to watch her
exit. When she went out to mass—and it wasn’t easy to see her in the street at any other time during the week—a
canopy seemed to stretch, invisible, over her head.
I kept reaching for my voice at the bottom of my chest, and finally I shrieked. Then the husband came down
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and, after him, the servant, Zulicchia; almost immediately my mother, too, arrived, I know not how, from the
neighboring street. We stood there near the body.
She had thrown herself, head foremost, from the balcony.
Later, much later—when Nicola Laudisi died of a stroke—I learned something. The day before, Aunt
Clementina, opening a door, had seen her husband caressing the servant girl, Zulicchia. I who was thirteen at the
time and read Byron in translations used to call her Zuleika to myself.
She too was beautiful and strangely resembled her mistress; except that her nose, too thin and cutting, gave her
a wicked look. I can remember her at the fountain straightening up after placing the jar on the ground; the tightly
twisted cloth worn around her forehead to hold the weight of the jar would stand out like a towered crown on her
lovely slave face.
I can almost see him in the darkened room, Nicola Laudisi, enormous, gigantic, breathing deeply but without
bending or exertion, caressing the head of the servant as one strokes a dog.
Thus did his wife see him; and because she had nothing in life—not even neighbors with whom to chat from
the balcony at evening—she decided to die. She confided in no one; she wrote nothing (she hardly knew how to
write).
On the Sunday morning she dressed for mass and opened the balcony. Because it was a bow railing and might
have been difficult to climb, or because she feared, on account of the not excessive height, to maim herself
without dying, she saw no alternative but to let herself go head down. But, first, honor must be saved.
At that time safety pins were still unknown. She chose a rather long dark pin, one of those pins with a round
head the color of a grape. She pierced her skirt at opposite ends and bent the pin to hold it fast. But she pricked a
finger hard, and cried out.
Zulicchia appeared at the door:
“What has your excellency done?”
“I have pricked myself and I bleed,” she said. “It is nothing.”
Then she was alone.
Little step by little step—for the skirt was in her way—she reached the railing. She leaned forward; she must,
for sure, have made a strong effort with her elbows—managed at last to get over—and fell. The road was
deserted.
The pin never moved. The flowered gown uncovered just a bit of an ankle.
My mother bent down to adjust it. My mother said:
“She was to have gone to mass; she has gone to the Lord instead.”
Nicola Laudisi rocked as if he were about to crumble. Zulicchia and my mother, who barely reached his shoulders, were holding him up on both sides.
“Kneel down, Alberto,” said my mother.
I knelt near the head of Aunt Clementina. I had never hoped to be so near her.
On the tip of her index finger a drop of dark blood stood out. A trickle of lighter blood was running down now
from her skull toward an eyebrow. I took out the freshly laundered handkerchief that my mother had placed in my
pocket and dried her forehead. Then people began to arrive.
2
cĀč čĎē fĎđwĀđd cĀđgĎ ēĎ ČĄssičĀ sēĎp buĎčĀ fĎđēučĀ sĄđiĎusly dĀČĀgĄd by sēĎđČ Āčd hĄld up ič gĄčĎĀ fĎđ đĄpĀiđ sēĎp ēhđĄĄ ČĎčēh
dĄlĀy ..
The telegram he half read aloud, half quoted from memory, holding it at a distance from his eyes as he would
look at the watermark of a bank note, to see if it were false or genuine.
“And they call that tub the Good Fortune; what an unseaworthy barge!
wĄ ĀwĀiē yĎuđ dĄcisiĎn Ďn fođdwĀđding pĄđishĀblĄ gĎĎds
What kind of decision do they expect me to make?” Not one in the family dared breathe a suggestion.
“Holy Mary!” he exploded, striking his palms together. “If I don’t go to Genoa to make the arrangements myself, I’m ruined, the whole company is ruined.”
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“But how can you make a trip like that?” gasped his wife. For three days he had been lying back in his easy
chair, his gouty leg resting on a stool in front of him and so racked with pain that he could not rest in his own bed.
Suddenly he felt miraculously cured by the urgency of the busIness. He unwrapped his knee, whIch appeared
shiny and swollen. In spite of the heavy weight in his head, he determined to make the effort.
He pulled himself upright, leaning on the stout cane which he had kept within arm’s reach—only to fall back,
choking a groan of desperation, his mouth gaping like a Tragic Mask.
Trembling, his wife ran to his side to seat him comfortably again. A while later he called to her.
“Consolata!”
This tone of voice the two little girls and the boy, who was older, understood immediately. They obeyed it at
once, filing out of the room one after the other.
“Could the boy go to Genoa? Would he know what to do?” he asked when they were alone. His wife assured
him:
“He’s worth his weight in gold.”
That was how they decided that Nicolangelo should start off on the fabulous journey; their Nicolangelo who in
all his nineteen years had never left Messina, who, after his third year of high school, had left the house only to go
to the obscure warehouse along the docks. Hearing the news, his two little sisters stared at him up and down from
head to foot, as if he were a god.
In spite of his pale, olive skin, he really was a boy who was worth his weight in gold. His heavy shock of hair,
black without a fleck of color, was slightly curly. In his whole life, he had never knowingly committed any sin
more terrible than the occasional furtive smoking of a cigarette. His mother was the only woman who had ever
praised his appearance.
Life had kept him away from other women, but he was close to his mother. His father was older, actually old
enough to have been his grandfather. The boy addressed him as “sir,” and kissed his hand. As he listened to his
father hurling detailed instructions to him, he nodded obediently, or at most answered, “Yes, sir,” or “Certainly,
sir.”
He changed to his best black suit, knotting a huge black string tie. From his father he received the necessary
money for expenses, with a warning to account for every lira. His father also wrote for him diffuse introductory
letters to agents of the company, to customs officials, and even to the manager of a small third-class hotel remembered from a visit fifteen years before. His mother gave him a little pocket money and a medallion of Our Lady of
the Letter.\fn{In Johann Albert Fabricius (Codex Apocryphus Novi Testamenti I, II, 1703; III, 1719) the text of this letter of Mary to
the Messinaeans appears, thus:— Maria Virgo, Joachim filia, humillima Dei ancilla christi jesu crucifixi mater, ex tribu Juda, stirpe
David, messanensibus omnibus salutem, & Dei Patris omnipotentis benedictonem. Vos omnes fide magna legatos ac nucios\fn[Neutiquam
verisimile est integras urbes ad mariam cum viveret legatos ac nuncios publica auctoritate misisse. Longe vero incredibilius quod paulo
post profitetur se maria perpetuam esse velle urbis protrectricem. Hoc cum humillimae Dei ancillae elogio quod sibi ante dedit parum apte
convenit.] per publicum documentum ad nos fisisle tonstat. Filium nostrum Dei genitum, Deum & hominem esse fatemini, & in coelum post
suam resurrectionem ascendiste, Pauli Apostoli praedicatione mediante viam veritaris agnoscentese. Ob quod vos & civitatem vestram
benedicimus, cujus perpetuam, protrectricom nos esse volumus. Anno filii nosetri\fn[Neque Apostolis neque mariae in mentem uoquam
venisse constat, annos numerare a nativitate Christi, quem morem longe juniorem nec nisi sub Christtanis Imperatoribus obtinuisse norunt
eruditi.] XI.II.3, Nonis\fn]Tunc hauddubie Hierosolymis, inquit idem Rivetus, per Nonas & Calendas tempus signabant, & per ferias. Possit
Tamen dici hoc a latino interprete ita positum more Romano & Christiano.] Julii, luna 17 feria quinta, ex Hierosolymis.\fn[Traduntur ita
hae literae scriptae ad Messanenses a beata virgine, non e coelo ut quosdam affirmare memini, sed cum adhuc viveret in terris &
Hieroslymis.] Fabricius has supplied the four footnotes to this letter above; alas, he does not supply a translation of the Latin, in
which language it appears to have been first composed (at the earliest in the early Middle Ages). However, a Mrs. Anne Alhadef, a
Teacher Aid and Campus Minister at Sacred Heart Academy, 215 S. Eureka Street Redlands, California 92373 discovered an
Italian translation of the letter, which she quotes on the school’s website thus:—Maria Virgine, figlia de Gioacchino, umilissima serva
di Dio, Madre di Gesu' crocifisso, della tribu' di Giuda, della stripe di Davide, salute a tutti I Messinesi e benedizione di Dio Padre
Onnipotent. Ci consta per pubblico strumento che voi tutti con fede grande avete a noi spedito legati e Ambasciatori confessando che il
Nostro Figlio, generato da Dio sia Dio e uomo e che dopo la sua resurrezione sali al cielo: avendo voi conoscuita la via della verita' per
mezzo della predicazione di Paolo apostolo eletto per la qual cosa Benediciamo Voi E La Vostra Citta' della quale noi vogliamo essere
perpetua protettrice.—and has supplied the following English translation of the Italian—I, Virgin Mary, daughter of Joachim, humble
servant of God, Mother of Jesus crucified, of the tribe of Judah, the offspring of David, Health to all in Messina and the blessing of God,
the Father Almightly. We know by what public means your great faith have been quickly accepted, and through the Ambassadors you have
confessed that our Son, begotten of God, is God and man, and that after the Resurrection He ascended into heaven: You have the way of
Truth through the preaching of Paul the Apostle elect, and for this reason I Bless You and Your City and I want to be your perpetual
pretectoress. Mrs. Alhadef also supplies the following information connected with her discovery, in which is included, inter alia, the
background account of how the letter came to be:—“When searching for images for our Year of Faith bulletin board in the school
courtyard for the 2012/13 school year I came across the image of Madonna della Lettera and because the story had to do with faith and
conversion I chose that for our board that year. The story of how our Blessed Mother sent a letter to the folks of Messina, Sicily is very
lovely, and while the board has been changed we continue to honor her under this title. As the story goes St. Paul (San Paolo) came to
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preach the gospel in Sicily and found the people willing to listen and convert. When San Paolo was ready to return to Palestine some
inhabitants of Messina asked to accompany him to know Our Lady. A delegation with a letter professing their faith and seeking her
protection returned with San Paolo. Our Blessed Mother received them and sent a letter back to all of Messina. The ending of the letter
Vos Et Ipsam Civitatem Benedicimus (We bless you and your city/Benediciamo voi e la vostra citta') is now in large block letters under the
statue of Madonna della Lettera in the harbor of Messina. Her feast day as Madonna della Lettera is 3 June (this is also the feast day for the
Ugandan Martyrs so we have much to celebrate on June 3rd here in 4th grade).”}

So equipped, Nicolangelo departed from Messina, still hearing the sound of the weeping of his mother and his
sisters. Propped up on his pillows, his father could watch him only as far as the head of the stairs. Then, during a
confusing night and a day, the boy saw mountains and tunnels, the shore and the waves of the open sea dancing
before his eyes. For fear of thieves, he kept his cloth bag locked and fastened to the baggage rack above his head.
He found that the manager of the Pilot’s Hotel in Genoa had long forgotten the gentleman from Messina who
had spent the night beneath his roof fifteen years previously. Reading the oddly solemn phrases of the letter, so
like a formal letter of introduction, he pursed his lips and shook his head from side to side.
“A great many people have stayed here in fifteen years,” he stated finally.
Handing the letter back to the boy, he sent him to a room on the second floor, the only one remaining vacant.
The cold reception by the innkeeper and the high price of the room gave the boy a feeling of being abandoned and
alone. He looked around suspiciously, as if wary of ambush from all sides. With nothing to do until evening, he
stayed in his room, guarding his cloth bag and considering how he might take care of his father’s affairs quickly
enough the next day so that he could leave immediately for Messina.
*
When he went to the hotel restaurant, he had no thought in mind except to study the menu attentively enough
to choose the least expensive dinner. It was a drab and poorly lighted room, and not all of the tablecloths were as
clean as they might be. Tourists from abroad were staying wherever they could find a room in Genoa that spring,
waiting until reservations were available along the Riviera.
At the table adjoining his, Nicolangelo beheld people of another race, born beneath another sky. The two men
were tall and blond. They laughed heartily and aloud, moving their arms in casual but sweeping gestures. They
wore large pearls in the buttonholes of their white shirts.
Between them sat a woman who was also tall and blond. Her throat and shoulders were bare, half veiled with
misty silk, violet like haze on a distant mountain in the morning sunshine. Marvelous to his eyes, she bore the
divinity of a princess, yet so near, he could have reached to touch her. Clearly wealthy, they were “Americans,”
“millionaires,” strong and alive with the joy of existence. Probably they were laughing together at their adventure.
Here they were, hidden away in such a den, daring to order omelet from such a kitchen. After finishing the main
course, they peeled a banana and sliced a pineapple they had brought wrapped in wax paper for dessert. They
filled goblets of champagne for each other, and their laughter was mingled with delightful, exotic mouthfuls of
heady wine.
The boy knew nothing of the thoughts that passed through their minds and understood none of the words they
spoke. He knew only that every other minute, the woman looked at him sharply. He wondered why—was he so
completely foolish and outlandish? Did she have the desire to pay for his supper so that his father would not think
that he had spent his money carelessly?
His thoughts disturbed him so much that he returned to his room to study his face and profile in the mirror on
the chest of drawers. He tied his necktie with greater care and tugged at the hem of his jacket to make it fit better
at his waist.
Suddenly and without warning the awareness of his own beauty burst into his breast, stifling him with its
splendor; he saw his exact nose, his eyes of velvet, his thick hair, as luxuriant and curly as the brow of a statue of
antiquity. With this realization, he mused that this was what his goddess had seen, and seeing it, loved him for it.
The blood had almost ceased to move in his veins, but a passionate, piercing glance from her golden lashes met
him as he once more crossed the threshold of the restaurant.
Unnoticed by her companions, she touched a goblet to her lips and drank its champagne to him. By the time he
had found a seat, they were rising to leave the place. Letting the others go ahead of her, she brushed next to him,
and as she passed, murmured a word as fragrant and wanton as a white blossom falling from a flowering tree.
He shut the door of his room and waited for her, his heart beating in his throat. It was after midnight when
there were steps in the corridor and he knew that they had come back. A door closed and lights were turned off.
When he looked out, the woman was waiting for him, framed in the open door of her own room. The way she
looked at him was the only signal. Going toward her, he could only say,
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“Did you call me?”
Making him be silent, she drew him into her room.
Sometimes, during the passing hours, he wanted to shout aloud, but always she placed her hand, with its
perfume stronger than incense, on his lips.
“What is your name?” he asked her twice.
In answer, she shook her head and laughed. For this laugh, he felt the desire to kill her. When at last he had to
leave her, he felt himself to be her master and said firmly:
“Tomorrow!”
“To-mor-row?” she repeated after him, pronouncing each syllable by itself, and she held him back while she
turned the pages of a small red dictionary. When she understood the word, she whispered:
“No to-morrow.”
She led him to the door, still gently caressing his hair.
He could not sleep at all, and when the first light of dawn appeared, even before the hotel had opened its doors,
he began to wait for her, sitting in a wicker chair before the desk of the clerk. The porter was still sweeping. They
looked at him suspiciously, without his noticing. He waited for her for hours.
As soon as the woman appeared, he rose to meet her. She moved as if winged. She was not startled by seeing
him, but looked away and continued toward the door. When he blocked her way, she turned her back and walked
toward the stairs. Much later, she descended again, now accompanied by the men who looked enough like her to
be her brothers. Once again, Nicolangelo rose to his feet and approached her as if to speak. For a moment, they
were speechless. The woman seemed to be shielded by one of the men, while the other, behind her, said briskly:
“Get out of the way.”
Saying this, he caught up with the others, and the three of them filled the width of the narrow vestibule as they
went out to the street.
Trembling, he stood without moving a step. His whole body shook. Only his voice refused to tremble when he
spoke to the manager, who had seen everything from the corner where he was standing.
“Who were they? What was their name?” For answer, the man said only:
“Take away your baggage before noon. Your room is reserved for tonight.”
After that, he went out into the street. In a stupor of grief he found himself at the shop of a gunsmith. Had he
been asked, he would have roused himself from the daze in which he moved to say that he was going to kill
himself. He remembered, when he thought about it later, that he had hesitated in his choice of revolvers so as to
buy one that was good but inexpensive. He felt obliged to record the cost in the expense book he had brought
along to show his father. When the gun was in his pocket, he returned to pace the sidewalk in the bright sunshine.
As the three of them entered the hotel, he ran after them and stood before them, barring their way.
“She is my wife!”
As he uttered these words, he accompanied them with an absurd gesture of his hand, touching the hand of the
woman. She shrank back.
“Beat it, you ridiculous …” said one of the men, not finishing his sentence. He turned to the porter.
“Get rid of this beggar.”
The porter was quick to reach the boy and tried to lay hands on him, but the boy sprang away from him. He
drew the revolver and fired at the woman, crying as he did so:
“Your sister is a whore!”
*
He was absolved by the jury, but it would have mattered little if he had been imprisoned for a number of years.
During the trial, his father died of a heart attack.
*
In Messina now, passers-by look at the boy who “was worth his weight in gold” just a few years ago.
During the long summer evenings, he comes to the door of the warehouse to catch a breath of air in the twilight.
He is still thin and dressed in black, and he is as pale as he was when he caught the attention of the beautiful
visitor from abroad and cost her her life.
But now he has a few early wisps of gray to spoil the perfection of his black hair.
He is even more quiet than he was in those days.
There is nothing that he has to say to anyone.
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117.172 Beyond The Labyrinth\fn{by Carola Prosperi (1883-1981)} Turin, Piedmont, Italy (F) 3
The letter said:
Yes my dear, my beloved Leila, I feel more and more certain that the time has come to take the final step. We’ve
been engaged way too long, for three years! It’s been three years since I met you at the cotton mill where you work. It’s
too bad I wasn’t able to be more successful in my job there, even with all of your influence and valuable support.
But let’s not dream about how the past might have been; let’s think about the present. As you know, I have a good
job here, a decent salary, and most importantly, the chance to move ahead. If you wanted to, you could keep your job,
since the trip from the city to this little town doesn’t cost hardly anything if you buy a pass. We could even get married
right away, if, as you know, we had enough money to get started in a place of our own.
Don’t talk to me about your savings! They’re almost nothing. I’ve never been able to put anything aside, and I can’t
ask my mother or sister for money. They’re both widows living on just a small pension. You see, my dear Leila, the
moment has absolutely come when you have to shake yourself out of your indifference and take a stand to fight for our
love. Your mother owns a store that makes a profit, and your father is an elegant man who makes a good living. He
goes to the theater and concerts with his wife and his other daughters.
You have to go see your mother and father. Get them with their backs against the wall and remind them of their
sacred duties. Then, if they don’t want to give you anything, threaten them with the possibility that our engagement
might be called off. After all, they ought to think about how lucky it is that along the way you happened to meet a
person like me.

Leila dropped the sheet of paper onto her small writing table.
“A person like me!”
Adriano was always repeating that phrase. That was why everyone ended up disliking him, even at the cotton
mill. But people were unfair, and Adriano was always right.
Leila got up and took from the coat rack an old overcoat she wore at home when it was damp. With her hands
in her pockets, she started to pace up and down the long, narrow room, which was crowded with furniture and
junk; it looked more like a living room done in the worst taste than a cozy bedroom. She stopped in front of the
window, which was high and protected by an iron grating. Although her room was on the ground floor, she could
see only the tops of open umbrellas passing by, and the yellow wall of the building across the way—the
orphanage.
Leila thought bitterly about how, in Adriano’s opinion, she should be pitied more than those orphans in deep
blue dresses, with white bonnets, and little pale faces that she sometimes saw behind the windows.
*
She had been born twenty-four years earlier, the daughter of two careless people who’d been in love. They
were both very young and full of passion, and they lived near by each other in the country. The problem was that
their families, who were enemies, never allowed them to get married. Then the fickle young man fell in love with
someone else; the young woman, tired of waiting, had a good opportunity to settle down with someone …
As for Leila, she spent her childhood with a wet nurse, who cared for her a lot; then she went to live with an
older woman—the cousin of her maternal grandmother—who grumbled all the time, but didn’t treat her badly;
and finally Leila went to a boarding school to study to get her diploma in bookkeeping.
That was when her father first came to see her. He spoke to her with great seriousness, promising her help and
affection, so long as she realized just how things stood and didn’t compromise his position with his family.
To begin with, he got her the job at the cotton mill in a small town on the plains, near the city. Intelligent, hardworking, and conscientious, Leila was, right from the start, admired, appreciated, and well liked by everyone at
the cotton mill. All that time she had never thought of herself as an outcast, and hadn’t been aware of being so
unfortunate.
But when Adriano showed an interest in her, with his tender sighs and his passionate way of looking at her,
madrigals, and declarations of love, she confided in him and told him about herself and her parents. Then, when
she was faced with his astonishment, his disdain, and his pity—she felt humiliated and unhappy, oppressed by an
unfair destiny and full of resentment toward her careless parents.
*
Adriano was right, she needed to push their backs up against the wall. Let them pay, provide for their daughter,
and take care of their obligations to her. If not, she really would have to believe that those orphans in deep blue
dresses and white bonnets, who prayed and worked inside that big yellow house facing her, were better off than
she was.
She stared at the orphanage for a long time, and then went into the dining room to join the two elderly ladies
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who rented her the room. Everyone called them “the mayor’s daughters” because ages ago their late father had
been the town’s mayor. Leila sat down at the table without saying a word, and all Miss Dele’s and Miss Genia’s
coaxing to get her to say something was completely useless.
“Old, stingy witches,” Leila thought contemptuously, “like everything else around them—shabby, poor,
tasteless! Their house is about as pleasant as a cave, and their tiny garden looks as cheerful as a well. And they
think they own who knows what!”
She felt disagreeable, rude, and shabby inside that house too, but it was impossible for her to make herself
seem any better. She got up without saying a word, returned to her room, and went to bed. She had trouble getting
to sleep, and tossed and turned all night. She finally fell into a deep sleep in the morning, just before Miss Dele
timidly rapped on the door to wake her at the usual time,
“Miss Leila!”
She answered sharply, and got up grumbling. Then she stopped off at the cotton mill to quickly take care of a
few things and to let them know she was running into the city on personal business. If only the weather had been
good! But no, even from the window of the train the countryside looked gray, dull, deserted, and it was drizzling
in the city. At that time of the morning her mother would already be at the store!
At the thought that soon she would come face to face with that simple fact, Leila felt overcome by an
indescribable uneasiness. I have to be strong. This was what Adriano meant by “taking a stand to fight for his
love.” I have to be strong.
*
Her mother was in the store, behind the counter, showing a lady some silk stockings, and passionately praising
all their fine qualities. Seeing Leila come in, she blinked and winced slightly, and looked worried and afraid.
Leila sat down in a comer to wait and nodded hello to an elderly saleswoman, who thought she was the
owner’s niece. She took a long look at the young girls working there, whispering to each other as they put some
boxes in order. Then she took a hard look at her mother.
Her hair needed to be combed; some strands were hanging loose around her thin cheeks, strands of black
mixed with gray. And yet she wasn’t old, forty-two or forty-three. She must not have slept well, and probably
rushed out of the house without having breakfast; it was clear in her pale face, the bags under her eyes, and how
exhausted she looked.
And yet she talked on and on! She offered the customer all sorts of merchandise so tirelessly. She didn’t let up
even at the door; as she handed the woman the tiny package (just one pair of stockings), she continued fervently:
“We have all kinds of woolen garments too, everything you might need for winter sports.” Leila felt like going
over to pull her away, to tell her,
“But Mama, you bother people that way. That woman will never come back to your store. Why do you work so
hard?” Her mother stopped in front of her, sighed, and looked anxiously into her eyes.
“Well now, Leila, everything’s going okay with you, isn’t it?”
She sat beside her, on the edge of her chair, keeping an eye on the salesgirls to make sure they didn’t take
advantage of the situation and stand around doing nothing. Knowing Leila was all right made her feel better. As
far as everything else was concerned, she was loaded with problems: her husband had problems with his liver, her
children at boarding school refused to study.
“But why,” Leila said, “why don’t you take better care of yourself? Look after your health, try to eat better:”
And she thought, “I could easily have bought her a box of chocolates. I have more money than I really need.” She
said loudly,
“I’ll bring you some pastries the next time. Do you like them?” A rush of emotion made her mother’s eyes
suddenly turn red with tears.
“Oh, you’re a kind girl, you’re so kind.”
“Don’t be silly!” And Leila, who loathed emotional scenes, hurried to get out of there.
“After all,” she thought, as she headed for her father’s office, “what fault was it of hers? He is the most to
blame. He makes a lot of money, goes to the theater and concerts with his wife and daughters. He’s the one I need
to settle things with. If he doesn’t see me right away, he’ll hear about it!”
*
He saw her immediately. The offices were buzzing with work—telephones were ringing, typewriters were
clacking away. Her father was in the main office, in charge of that world, and the people who went in to see him
had a submissive look on their faces.
But when he saw her come in, his own hard, determined face turned submissive and worried. It was clear that
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she was the one person in the world who could make that man afraid, that man whose face was still strong and
youthful under his silver hair.
“Oh, my dear Leila, what a surprise.”
She sat down, and looked calmly at the pictures on his desk: his wife and his other daughters. Then she looked
up, asking,
“Am I compromising you by coming here?”
“You know Leila, such an attractive single woman,” but while he made light of it, his eyelids twitched and his
face was full of anxiety and fear.
“Nothing new, is there, dear? … Everything’s all right? … You have no idea what a relief it is to think that
with all the problems I have, at least you are happy. At the end of the year I’ll get you something.”
Leila said, “I’ll get a present for you too.” And she thought, “Really, why didn’t I bring him something?” She
put her hand out to say goodbye, and he kissed it. It was the first time, and while he was bending over, Leila
noticed how worn-out and tired he was, how unhappy he looked.
Walking along the street she thought she’d write to Adriano as soon as she got home. But something inside her
whispered urgently,
“Why not now? Why not right away? It would be more honest—and quicker.”
So she went into a café, asked for some paper and ink, and wrote,
Dear Adriano,
I tried to be forceful, like you told me, but I wasn’t able to. I finally understood that whatever my parents might have
done to me, I can’t blame them now, and instead I only feel deeply sorry for them.
And then, all that glitters isn’t gold. Their businesses aren’t doing well, and maybe, one day, I’ll have to take care of
them. Instead of making me feel worried or afraid, the thought of this makes me infinitely happy.
What more can I say? These feelings just can’t be explained.
It’s clear that our points of view are too different for us to continue to stay together. I’m sorry that you’ve wasted
three years for me, but you’re a person with so many fine qualities that you’ll easily find someone who’s better for you.
I’d like to thank you, and send my best regards and friendship.
Leila

She read over the few lines she’d written several times; they must have given her an unusual sense of
satisfaction, because her face became brighter and more radiant, so much so, that after she’d mailed the letter and
was on her way to the train station, the men who passed her turned to look at her admiringly. On the train she took
off her hat, and could hardly hold back an uncontrollable desire to sing. Standing up straight at the window, mad
with joy, she looked at the countryside, which now seemed sweet, soft, extremely beautiful.
But why did she feel so bursting with joy?
All of a sudden she remembered one of her girlfriends at boarding school who was very smart, always thinking
things over. She once asked Leila,
“Do you believe it’s easy to know whether you love a person or not? It’s frightening to think that your marriage and your whole life can be ruined by that small misunderstanding, if a woman thinks she loves someone,
when really, she doesn’t love him at all.”
So! … She’d thought she loved Adriano, but really she didn’t. She detested his flat forehead and cold eyes, his
thin, blonde mustache above that small, haughty mouth, his conceitfulness and arrogant wisdom, his voice, his
advice.
For three years Adriano had kept her in the mean shadow of his egotism, his conniving, his petty resentment;
with him she’d wandered in a frightening labyrinth, unable to understand even herself. But now she’d found her
way out of it, she was free of him, and free of his cold, oppressive love!
*
The people in town who saw her get off the train thought, “Miss Leila must be getting married in a week!” And
“the mayor’s daughters;” their mouths fell open when Leila threw her arms around them.
“Dear Miss Dele! Dear Miss Genia! But do you realize how beautiful your house is? And your garden!”
There’s the little garden, all bright and fresh before her, like her whole life—beautiful, splendid, wonderful
life!
18.71 An Etruscan Harvest\fn{by Riccardo Bacchelli (1891-1995)} Bologna, Emilia Romagna, Italy (M) 5
The fertile plain curves inward in an easy arc from the pontifical lantern of white Civitavecchia to the fragile
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crook of Monte Argentario, silhouetted like a dark cloud between the sky and the Tyrrhenian Sea. This coastal
plain is a land all of sun and golden grain.
On the first levels of the cloistered hills crowned by the walled town of Montalto di Castro and from which the
towers of Corneto Tarquinia look toward the sea, the sun-bleached pallor of the olives gleams, and the trees consecrated to desperate acts start up sheer from the gray, lichen-scored stone.
Colts and young bulls are raised on the gentle slopes and in the little valleys of these fields, and one can see
scattered flocks of sheep, and the round corrals ready for the inspection, branding, and castration of the animals.
Farther down on the level stretch between hills and sea, nothing breaks the great burning flame of the sky,
scorching earth and sea alike. Old, scowling, the fortress of Porto Clementino watches over the deserted coast line
and the salt mines of the convicts.
When the mowing is done, stubble, lumpy earth, and meadows are all one and the same burned yellow. The
rows of wheat sheaves gleam and shine in the sun in the midst of the fields as they await the thresher.
The green, rich rivers of the Marta, the Arrone, the Fiora, which come down from the high Amiata, flow lazily
through the dry countryside, their fresh banks gaining but a narrow margin over the dryness of the earth.
Slender water arcs snake their way seaward between the gurgling rivers and their dry banks. Scorched ilexes
and some few wretched cork oaks break the sun’s blaze with their meager shade, and horses, milch cows, and
oxen group about their trunks, heads lowered, unable to find a blade of grass to graze, yet freed of the yoke for
their hour’s rest.
No farm cottages are to be seen and, in fact, the field work is let out to groups of migrants hired by contractors
who bid for the jobs.
Many tales were told in time gone by about the contractors and how they managed the troops of men and
women they recruited from the poverty-stricken mountainside. But little by little they have softened up, even
Griffoleschi, scion of a line of contractors who were hardened to all the rules of the game.
Certainly it was no easy life to try to manage bands of people in whose hands the sickle or the hoe was ever
present, when it was not; indeed a knife. And it was easy enough to deal a blow in the dark without anyone’s
being the wiser, when all were asleep at night in the ditches as snugly as in a sheepfold.
No, it was no easy task, and if one went a little heavy on acts of meanness or brutality over pay or women, the
migrants were swift and sure in retribution. Thus each act was balanced out in the end by another, and our milder,
less violent customs of today have everywhere bred up a lesser cast of men.
During the reign of Braschi or Mastai popes,\fn{ A note reads: Pope Pius VI (1717-1799) was of the Braschi family, and
Pope Pius IX (1792-1878) of the Mastal family} the women knew what was expected of them aside from work if they
hired out under Griffoleschi. Nor were women recruits, and handsome ones at that, lacking on this account. And
proud of their robust, agile bodies, they boasted that it was not necessity alone which made them look for work.
Out of a love of fair play and to avoid jealousies, contractors of the period honored the plain and even the ugly
ones as well as the beauties, provided, of course, that they weren’t downright hideous.
But their descendant was not of this ilk. Having grown more civilized and enjoying far less absolute power
over his squads of threshers and hoers, he had made up for this by being more choosy about his women.
*
After his discharge from the army, young Griffoleschi had returned to the job of his forebears, the only one that
meant anything to him. He would be thirty-two on Saint Mary’s Day, August, 1926. He was a fine, up-and-coming
man, bold and enterprising, with a carrying voice, proud glance, and springing stride. His medium-sized body,
slender and fine-boned, could give no idea to one who had not tested it, of the great strength at the command of
this dark young man with the ready fists.
A sure winner, people said, a bonny boy, as in the love songs! He was a fine horseman and generally wore the
habit of a trainer: waist-hugging short jacket, trousers tapered at the calf like cavalry britches, and high-polished
boots. Decked out thus, he could have been taken for a young fop when he went to the inn of a Sunday. And
jealous of their professional prerogatives, their service under Roman princes, their work on stud farms of the
Maremma, a group of veteran trainers mumbled:
“Why doesn’t this bumpkin dress like other peasants, as his father and grandfather did before him? Or if he
wants to let the world know he can sit a horse, why doesn’t he wear shepherd’s clothes?”
Irritation finally mounted to such a pitch that, one Sunday, when they were all dismounting before the crowded
inn, one of the trainers gravely went up to him and presented him with a stave such as the mounted shepherds
used to prod on and discipline their flocks. The trainer sarcastically invited him to trade his crop, which
Griffoleschi had in his hand, for the shepherd’s staff.
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There in the middle of the street at the very inn door Griffoleschi gave proof once and for all of the stuff he
was made of. His adversary was a head and a half taller and, with bulging muscles flexed, seemed his double in
bulk. The trainer poured heavy, thudding blows on Griffoleschi’s back and shoulders, while the lighter man stayed
in close to protect his chest and ribs, punching from the ground with well-placed, telling, all-but-noiseless
uppercuts at the jaw and chest of his opponent.
All those gathered around had expected to see Griffoleschi get his comeuppance. Instead, they now watched
the big fellow pale, flail the air with his arms, and collapse under the last, perfectly timed blow to the jaw. He lost
three teeth plus his pride and had reaped a couple of weeks in bed, for Griffoleschi’s knuckles left more telling
blows within than were visible on the surface.
The winner went to have hot poultices of oil and soothing herbs applied by the skilled hands of the mistress of
the inn, a rich, handsome woman who was kindness itself as far as he was concerned.
*
But during the fall planting of 1926, Griffoleschi lost all taste for women when his fancy was caught by a
youngster just like an olive tree.
Her limbs were slender and smooth, her eyes black and shining as the ripe olive, her skin fair, of a pallor that
even the sun on the fields did not manage to darken. And her hair, a golden blond, gleamed in the light like oil
when it is poured in a thin stream past a steady flame.
But this neat little girl, who could even have been called fastidious, considering her station in life, always kept
her hair caught up and bound by her kerchief. She was just losing the last raw looks of adolescence when
Griffoleschi saw her hoeing the rows and breaking up the clods of autumn earth.
Whether it was because of her headstrong age or native pride, she repulsed him then and for the rest of the
winter, holding him off with rough, sarcastic taunts. When spring came, he began to notice that his yearning for
this girl had taken away all enjoyment, even his taste for his daily bread. Prayers and presents had gotten him no
further than had boasting and masterful ways.
And later, as if to challenge him, she had come straight to him to ask to be taken on as hired hand for the
mowing\fn{Of hay}—just as he had given up all hope of winning her.
This little girl had managed to check his petulance and pride as a contractor and lady-killer, perhaps in part
because she was defenseless and alone, quite without fear, the child of unknown parents, who had been raised out
of charity. No one would come to her aid, and Griffoleschi had, to a degree he would have hated to admit, the
instincts of a gentleman. There were even moments when he confessed he would have married her!
And he bit his lip in rage. He had even told her so, though in such general terms, that he could not be pinned
down … and the jade had answered that, in order to get married, two people must want each other. She had said
that to him!
She was called La Sighignola\fn{The snippet} and, as a child, had been called Mousy because she was so neat
and quick, but now that she was grown up, she no longer permitted the nickname and demanded respect. She felt
fear for only one thing: the tarantula which nests among the clods of earth in the fields and bites the bare feet of
the reapers.
The ugly, hairy spider caused her convulsive terror. If one was pointed out to her, she fainted. She believed all
the strange and frightening tales of the effect of its bites: she believed in the wild dances, the delirium, the spasmodic and lethal fits of laughter. When she heard some girl friend who had been bitten by the fearful spider begin
the light and wailing delirium that often affects those stung by the tarantula, La Sighignola got up trembling, covered her ears, and fled the maddened girl.
She was worse off, in fact, than the one who had been poisoned, since, in our part of the world, the harmful
effects of the tarantula’s bite lie more in the mind than in the body. This should not be taken to mean that it does
little physical damage: quite the contrary.
At the end of a day when the sun had burned down pitilessly on the reapers’ backs, the early dusk softened
fields and labor, men’s spirit and the day’s late hour. The girls had been elbowing and teasing La Sighignola because the contractor never stayed far from her tucked up skirts.
He turned about her as do little birds, afraid to wander far from the nest in their first flight. He could no longer
even speak to her, found no peace either near or far from her and felt timid and infuriated. This was La Sighignola’s triumph: she was near yielding, but far indeed from suspecting it.
*
It was because of the tarantula that came out as dusk drew on, just as work was about to end for the day.
Griffoleschi had worked his hand into the clods of earth for some reason or other, and the tarantula bit him. He
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managed to grab the spider before, quick as it was, it had time to regain its lair, and he raised it in the air, cursing
it, but quietly like a man who could not be affected by pain, poison, imagination, or fear. During the incident, he
had been near La Sighignola, who, first out of horror then admiration, stood rooted to the spot. She was unable to
take her eyes from Griffoleschi’s face, which now seemed to her godlike. Motionless, intent, stunned, she was
scarcely breathing and hung on his every word.
The contractor threw the spider down hard on the ground, then crushed it. Timidly, as if awakening from a
dream, La Sighignola asked:
“Aren’t you going to die?” Griffoleschi laughed off the remark, gently, a laugh that seemed to her superhuman.
“But doesn’t it, hurt?” she insisted, worried, admiring, deeply moved as a woman by his plight.
“When I look at you, it doesn’t hurt. Only you can cause me pain, and you could, if you chose, cure me.” He
said this with a kind of dark, voluptuous despair.
Griffoleschi’s threshers slept in the fields under a clear sky pulsating with stars. It was in late June. The
contractor had stretched out in a narrow ditch, his “bed,” still warm from the sun, and could not sleep because of
the swollen hand bitten by the tarantula. His sleeplessness made the lovesick yearning in him more bitter than
ever. He looked sadly at the sky and shivered every now and then with fever. Hearing the grass rustle, he believed
a light evening breeze had risen over the plain, blown seaward from the fertile valley of the Marta, and hoped that
it would cool him. When the rustling ceased, he glanced up, disappointed.
There stood La Sighignola; she had come to find him.
“Does your hand hurt much?” she asked hurriedly, frightened as soon as she saw him looking at her in the
clear night.
“You pity me for ills that cure themselves,” he answered, “but for those you alone can cure you have no pity.”
Then the girl knelt down beside him and tried to suck the poisoned flesh. Griffoleschi swore he felt no pain and
would let the tarantula bite him every day from then on. Thus La Sighignola began to go to the contractor every
night to tell him how brave and strong he had seemed to her when he faced the tarantula, and to hear, in return,
how he yearned for her beautiful, unyielding self. Nor did the mowing end before the two young lovers knew
together the sharp fragrance of mint, intermingled with kisses, which rose from their scented bed, and they
learned the ways the warm earth at night yields comfort for the tremors of love.
*
From the moment he became La Sighignola’s lover, Griffoleschi allowed no one to outdo him in any enterprise. Thus, a month later, at the end of July, he wanted to win the bid for transporting and threshing the wheat on
a great farm on the plains. He paid no attention to the bids of his competitors who, upon losing, told him that he
was ruining the market, nor to the advice of his friends who told him that he would ruin himself. He wanted the
job and he got it.
Then he busied himself with renting wagons and engaged the thresher and bailer. It was no small job. Several
tons of wheat were involved, scattered over rough fields poorly serviced by run-down roads; Griffoleschi’s team
must negotiate a ford awkward enough to be dangerous and time consuming, and the distances were considerable.
The job was to gather up the sheaves, carry them to the thresher, cart the sacks of grain to the granaries in the village and the hay, baled and tied by machine, directly to the railroad station. In short, the task called for intensive
work and quickness of mind, limb, and eye, if one were not to derive a greater loss than profit from it.
Never had Griffoleschi lacked on any of these qualities, much less now, when to love of self he added love of a
woman. The job had to be completed well and on time, had to bring profit to him and discomfiture to his friends
and competitors, in payment of envy and good advice alike.
He had never spoken again of marrying La Sighignola; he had not even suggested setting up housekeeping in
the village and thus making her, as they say, his “columbine.” She was not a woman for that sort of thing, and he,
he could not have said why, found the idea repugnant. However, she continued to work with his teams, but
Griffoeschi, in addition to expensive gifts he timidly offered her, was careful to have her do as light work as
possible.
For these shy attentions La Sighignola was very grateful and she thought and asked for nothing more than his
love, which she now returned with all her heart.
A certain Sannaccio, a professional scrounger who had dropped in from heaven knows where and established
himself these many years in those villages where manners are both cordial and openhanded and where the well-todo love to spend money and amuse themselves by supporting parasites in order to make fun of them—this same
Sannaccio, then, busied himself by giving Griffoleschi a quantity of unsolicited advice.
He hung around the young man a great deal, flattering him, and the day the contract was let, he kept volun85

teering suggestions as long as the bidding lasted. Griffoleschi called him a buffoon and told him to get on his way.
He turned up again at the inn, where he vaunted the courage and skill of Griffoleschi, who gave him a plate of
roast kid, cooked to a turn with sweet herbs, with these words:
“Eat, fool, and then at least you’ll keep still.”
“He talks like that out of friendship,” explained Sannaccio, a great one for face-saving, “I don’t know what I
wouldn’t do for friendship’s sake.”
The tables loaded with odorous dishes and bottles of strong, full-bodied white wine shook at the young men’s
laughter. Griffoleschi, whose successful bid gave him more appetite than usual, bent with a will over the goat’s
head, roasted in the oven with pungent sage and the good oil of those very hills, which now stared sadly at him
with its herb-seasoned eyes.
A few days later ten wagons with thirty pairs of oxen, more than fifty hands of both sexes, a great thresher, two
presses, and a good tractor engine worked in the fields under his direction. He had set La Sighignola to a job
requiring little physical effort but great trustworthiness: she was to watch over the bales as they issued from the
thresher’s many mouths. The work progressed in a happy, orderly fashion. A brisk northwest wind swept over the
threshing floor, clearing the early morning air of dust and smoke. The shiny belt linking motor and thresher spun
gaily. The girls sang:
Flower of the mulberry,
The wind rushes by and flows, flows over the sea,
Searching, forever searching, the most beautiful thing of all.
Flower of love,
The wind sees you, it longs to tarry,
But neither on land nor over the sea can it stay.

Sensibly directed and fairly paid, the group worked quickly and well; Griffoleschi was worth ten men, and
everything went smoothly until, on the third day, the hay, tightly baled and secured by wires, had to be carted to
the station. The road, and especially the ford, turned out to be more difficult than he had expected; in taking on the
job, the contractor had calculated that he could complete ten trips within a certain time, but it soon became
apparent that at least fifteen would be needed.
The idle clown, Sannaccio, who up to that point had wandered about interfering with the workers, giving La
Sighignola a wide berth, however, and singing the praises of the wonderful Griffoleschi, now began with pastyfaced foreboding to study the difficulties at the ford, shaking his head with the air of a man who says:
“I knew as much.”
Griffoleschi had not lost heart, but his industry had become tinged with a certain agitation and he persisted in
wanting to cross the river with loads that were too heavy. The sounder the objections of the drivers, the more they
infuriated him, as if they were proposing that he surrender to an enemy when they advised him to lighten the
loads.
“This river will eat up Griffoleschi’s profit,” Sannaccio began to remark sententiously.
And he looked at Griffoleschi in the distance, standing upright on top of a big wagon piled with bales of hay.
He was shouting at the dismayed drivers that he would get that load across himself, since no one of them had
nerve enough to do it. And when, balanced on the top bales, he caught sight of Sannaccio’s yellow face by the
river bank, he called him out for a clown, a scrounge, a hex, until he made everyone laugh. Partly from bravado
and partly to hearten the drivers, he refused to leave the wagon at the ford. He seemed possessed by devils.
Sannaccio came up and counseled caution, prudence, and that was all that was needed! The drivers spurred on
their oxen and shouted encouragement to them so that the wagon, moving resolutely down and into the water,
might pass over some rocks which had considerably slowed the earlier wagons. Griffoleschi was screaming like a
hawk, and the wagon, jerking heavily, rolled down the bank. Perhaps it was due to a lurch of the wagon, a dizzy
spell, a touch of sunstroke, or loss of breath from his shouting and straining, but Griffoleschi lost his balance, fell
headfirst from the top of the hay and under the wheels of the wagon which could have missed him only by a
miracle for which there was no time to pray.
A long and mournful blast from the tractor near by interrupted the work in the field, and La Sighignola ran
wordlessly toward the ford, her eyes glassy with terror, as she used to flee from the tarantula. The wagon was
standing in the middle of the ford, the water was gurgling through the wheels and around the legs of the oxen.
Griffoleschi was lying on the narrow river bank.
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How much blood the healthy body of a young man can pour forth! At the sight of her maimed lover, La
Sighignola’s heart shrank within her. She pushed aside the ineffectual onlookers and Sannaccio first of all, for she
surprised him as he was shouting that desperate men come to a bad end, and she cut his insolence short with a
violent blow. Then she raised Griffoleschi’s head and laid it on her lap, opened his shirt, and with dry, courageous
eyes, more grief-stricken than had they been filled with tears, tried to stanch the blood which ran tepid from the
body of the wounded man over her knees. When she saw that she could do nothing, she began to call for an
ambulance, which had already been summoned, and to beg help of the Madonna.
Meanwhile, Griffoleschi came to and he was giving orders as if he still stood on the wagon.
“Death,” he shouted. “Death, you don’t scare me! I want to meet you in my own way!”
He was already delirious and from time to time he vomited blood.
When the ambulance arrived, La Sighignola watched them lift the wounded man from her knees; she rose and
seized him by the arm, but he could no longer recognize her. He kept on shouting that he wanted to meet Death in
his own way. When the stretcher had gone, the women turned to console her, but, heedless of them all, she struck
out on foot along the sun-drenched road. The thought that he might die had not even dawned on her.
When she stood before the gate of the city on the hill she saw she was covered with dust and blood and ran
home to change her skirt, afraid that she would not be allowed in the hospital.
Griffoleschi was calling for her. She was brought in. At first the young man had continued his defiance of
Death; then, when his brain had been cleared by the great loss of blood, he turned to the doctor:
“Doctor, save me. I’m thirty years old, only thirty, Doctor!”
As he was speaking La Sighignola entered the room and, wordless, threw herself on her knees before the
doctor. He answered the injured man with a few words which the young woman sensed were encouraging lies.
“Give me time to marry her,” Griffoleschi begged the doctor, and these were his last rational words. Soon he
began to rave about the wagon, hay, blood that must be stopped.
“I’m going,” he kept saying. “I’m going if you don’t stanch it.”
A priest was called in, but could no longer confess him and absolved him in articulo mortis.
*
At the foot of those ancient Etruscan hills, the larks, startled by the passing trains, whirred through the air in
mad, frantic flight. A few vultures, slow of wing, searched the ground from on high, seeking out a field mouse or
a little grass snake in the damp fields by the river. A motionless tractor smoked lazily in the midst of a field where
people were talking about Griffoleschi’s accident and their own fear of having to remain without jobs at the very
height of the working season.
Griffoleschi did not last until night. In the great drought of this time of year when a few hours of sunlight make
all the fields alike, the plowed and the unplowed, the new graves, too, were no different in color from the old.
Not many days had passed before La Sighignola, dressed in her best clothes and with a black veil over her
golden hair, went to the cemetery and placed her lips close to the parched earth under which Griffoleschi lay to
tell her lover, with grave sweetness, that a son of his blood was to be born.
115.2 Aldegonda, the Fairy of Joy: A Folktale\fn{by an unnamed Italian female (before 1893Italy (F) 1

)}

Florence, Tuscany,

Aldegonda, fairy of the country, was found in a field when but a few days old.
One day a contadino, passing by a forest, discovered a little animal which clung to his leg, and this creature
was a hedge-hog, which led him to a mass of ivy, in which he found sleeping a beautiful little infant girl. Taking it
home to his wife, he bade her treat it as their own child, and also be kind to the little animal—che nonle maneba
altro che la favella—who needed only speech to show a human soul.
But the woman disobeyed her husband, and was wont to kick the hedgehog, and neglect Aldegonda, as the
foundling had been called. For the woman had a daughter of her own, who grew in ugliness with every year, even
as Aldegonda grew in beauty and gentleness, so that the former hated the latter with all her heart.
And one day, when they were in the woods, the little hedgehog led Aldegonda to the piles of ivy, where she sat
in state. But the daughter of the peasant, seized with jealous rage, that the hedgehog was only attentive to the
other, cried,
Siete due stregone!
Tu sei le bella strega
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La strega dell’ ellera!
E tu spinone,
Tu sei il stregone!
Ye be sorcerers twain, I trow:
Beautiful witch of Joy be thou:
And thou, great beast with many a thorn,
A wizard, same as I am born!

Saying this, she seized the hedgehog and threw him into the stream.
Now the hedgehog was a young prince who had been cursed by a sorcerer or witch to remain in the form of an
animal, until someone should cause him a violent death. With his fate was linked the love of Aldegonda.
Therefore, when he sank into the water, the spell was broken; he rose, and gained the green bank of the forest,
as a beautiful youth in splendid attire. And addressing the peasant girl, he said,
Thou among witches
Shalt be the most malignant,
Thou who couldst never do one
Shall be an accursed cat,
But my beautiful Aldegonda
Shall be the lovely fairy,
The Fairy of Joy,
(And he who wishes a favor)
Shall call her with these words:
O beautiful Aldegonda, Fair fairy of Joy!
By all which thou didst suffer
For the time of twenty years,
From these peasant women,
As did thy hedgehog lover.
Now that this is over,
And he is thy husband,
Bestow, I pray, a favor
As with this leaf of ivy
I make a sign of the cross,
Which thou wilt surely grant
I beg thee of thy grace,
Make my love return unto me
Which thou wilt not deny
I pray for luck in my home,
Which thou also wilt not deny.

And the sign of the cross must thus be made thrice, and the invocation every time repeated.
275.151 Excerpt from Acquainted With Grief\fn{by Carlo Emilio Gadda (1893-1973)} Milan, Lombardy, Italy (M) 6
In those years, between 1925 and 1933, the laws of Maradagàl, which is a country of few resources, made it
optional for landowners to join, or not join, the night watchmen’s organizations of the various provinces
(Nistitú-os provinciales de vigilancia para la noche); this alternative was accorded in consideration of the fact
that these same owners were already subject to levies and to numerous taxes whose total, in certain cases,
equaled and even exceeded the cash value of the few ears of banzavóis that the rural property managed to
produce, Ceres and Pales willing, every leap year: or rather, in that one year out of four when there was no
drought, or no persistent rain at sowing or harvesting time, and when the caravan of diseases hadn’t passed that
way.
Feared above all others was the ineluctable Peronospera banzavoisi mentioned by Cattaneo: it causes, in the
hapless plant, a drying and crumbling of the little roots and stem in the very months of development: and for the
desperate and the hungry, it leaves, instead of corn, a powder similar to that left behind by the termite, or a
gimlet, in an oak beam.
In certain regions hail also had to be taken into consideration. This last scourge, to tell the truth, doesn’t have
a great effect on the wrapped ear of the banzavóis, which is a kind of sweetish maize proper to that climate.
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Climate or sky, in certain regions, as hail-bearing as the sky that hangs over certain half-acres of our own
unforgettable Brianza: a land, if ever there was one, carefully acred out.
*
As is well known, Maradagàl in 1924 emerged from a bitter war with Parapagàl, a bordering state with a
population of the same ethnic origin that had gradually immigrated there from Europe, beginning in the first
decades of the seventeenth century. This too is known. The few Indios who survived the Reconquest and lasted
into the century and the clamor of the radio live in tribes and almost in herds in the distant territorios, blessed
with a special tuberculosis of their own and a special syphilis, and happy also in their distance from the
gendarmerie: drawn, some of them, and with great effort, by the obstinacy of a few Piedmontese mission aries,
into the fold of the Faith of Christ; from whence nevertheless they still take leave on occasion for one of their
deplorable orgies of cana-drinking, which leave them for a few days lying on the ground, along some path, like
stones.
Each of the two nations insists it has won the war and lays the terrible burden of responsi bility on the other.
In the years after 1924, therefore, both in Maradagàl and in Parapagàl, there were war veterans, some of whom
belonged and still belong to the worthy category of the disabled: and they limped, or had scars on their faces, or
a stiffened limb, or they lacked a foot or an eye. It is not unusual, in the more squalid cafés of Maradagàl or
Parapagàl, to be stared at by a glass eye. Of other veterans it was known they had been wounded, though this
wasn’t evident; the scars, hidden by clothing, were thus cheated of the meed of admiration to which they were
entitled. There were also some deaf from the war.
The use of the noun “war” as an adjective expressing cause or origin, followed by a hyphen and a second
adjective such as “invalid,” “disabled,” “blind,” “deaf,” “lame,” and so on, had given rise to a certain jest: of
questionable taste, to be sure, though not forbidden by the law, since it was innocent. It sometimes happens that
life, which is loquacious, unfortunately oversteps the bounds of deference and composure. And so at Terepàttola,
on the lower slopes of the cordillera, the Terepattolese girls would shout “War-fool!” at some swain whose hand
was a bit too bold, though after ten minutes of sulking, he would be forgiven and peace would be made, as the
envoys of Maradagàl had made it with the envoys of Parapagàl.
“Fool” in Maradagàlese is mocoso, and the precise expression therefore is: “¡Mocoso de guerra!”
*
Now in fact, when it came to signing up the watch-men for the Nistitúos de vigilancia para la noche, it was
decreed that preference should be shown to war veterans, without excluding from their ranks the glorious wounded, provided of course that they seemed suited to the job: which meant still able-bodied—sufficiently robust,
indeed, to be able to carry out an assignment of that sort, which can require intervention manu armata and presupposes in any case a certain degree of strength and consequent authority in the watchman, so that he can effectively
persuade the outlaw to follow him to the nearest police station. Follow him or, to be more specific, precede him,
since with certain characters it’s better to have them before than behind.
It’s true that in Maradagàl there are guards who are no taller than a portion of cheese; but this, in addition to
being a nice Tuscan idiom, is also more the exception than the rule. And moreover one suspects that, small though
they are, they reveal, when necessary, an unsuspected strength. In any case dwarfs, properly speaking, and humpbacks are severely excluded from guard service day or night and from conscription in general.
Another perquisite of the night guard is that of perceiving alertly all suspicious noises, which might be, to give
an example, the shuffle of the cloth shoes of a couple of thieves on the ground floor of a villa, or the clink of a
silver fork falling into a sack at night—inside the same villa, naturally.
In theory the night watchman, the ideal guard, should be equipped with very special ears and have all five
senses in perfect condition: a bloodhound’s scent and a cat’s retina, which can glimpse mice on the run, they say,
in the darkness of basements. A deaf guard or a half-deaf one is scarcely conceivable: and even in Maradagàl, in
fact even in the postwar period, such a guard was conceived with difficulty.
But the tissue of collectivity, more or less everywhere in the world perhaps, and in Maradagàl more than
elsewhere, has a happy tendency to forget, at least from time to time, the imperative end aimed at by the daily
work of the single cells. And then, in the tissue’s compact warp, the charitable rents of exception are unraveled.
Ethical purpose and carnal benevolence toward the human creature emit contradictory calls. If the former wins, a
new series of events is initiated, burgeoning like a bud, and then a branch, from the teleological pole.
As far as hiring war-deaf in the Nistitúos de vigilancia was concerned uncertainty therefore reigned:
and certain appeals through which the concerned and the rejected felt it was opportune to apply to the
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law, as having been discriminated against, in the end re ceived, from the law itself, ambivalent replies. In
Terepàttola yes, and in Pastrufazio no. Even the two Courts, to which the appeal had been made in some cases
where scrupulous distinctions could most easily be defined, had occasion to make contrasting statements, in the
elaborate sentences laid down by their more elucubrative magistrates—who felt called upon to issue, from case to
case, divergent decisions: or rather indecisions. From these came further appeals and petitions to the Supreme
Court and postponements for further scrutiny, to last for all eternity: a stroke of luck! for the tobacconist who sold
the official forms at his shop on the corner.
Then some very odd situations developed—imputable perhaps to the mechanism of electoral favor, which
becomes the province of the incapable and the worthless but vote-bearing: and this must be counted among the
least confessable and most persistent characteristics of democratic and republican mores in virtually all South
America.
In the province of Zigo-Zago, for example, in 1926 a guard with bicycle was hired who was to keep under surveillance an area two kilometers long: only slightly frequented, true enough, by thieves, who had nothing there they
could rob except stubble. The poor guard had a stiff leg: and he had managed to pass it off as a war disability,
whereas it was really a case of ankylosis of the knee, of probable though remote syphilitic origin. He used a bicycle
with a single pedal, on the right, for his good leg; and on the other side, larboard, he let his left leg hang rigidly, like
a gangway over the side of the ship. In local myth and lore, after a while the stiff and nonpedaling leg was
transformed into a leg of aluminum. When chicken thefts occurred, they all said:
“Oh, well, for a mere chicken theft!” And when something more serious took place, they all said:
“Poor man, after all, he has to keep an eye on half the province! And with that aluminum leg!” Others said:
“He has a wife and children!” Others, with a shrug:
“Live and let live!”
They’re kindly people, in Maradagal.
Then there was the little rural scandal in Lukones, in the arrondimiento of the Serruchón, which is in the
province of Novokomi. Lukones: a village with an oficina de correos (post office), a telephone, a midwife, a
tobacconist, a doctor, the Lion d’or Hotel, public wash basins, and of course a parish church; with a few curves, it
is crossed by the provincial highway that from the station and poplar woods of Prado leads windingily to Iglesia.
Prado is connected by ferrocarril both with Novokomi and Pastrufazio: the track continues as far as Cabeza (a
single line), where a red cap on the head of a man of forty awaits the gasp of the train. Pastrufazio, the most
dynamic city of the country, spatters its suburbs—rather sticky and rather filthy—to west and south, a hundred
kilometers or so beyond the morainic ranges that encircle Prado, in the green plain.
The Serruchón, which gives its name, as the most outstanding feature, to the arrondimiento, is a long, steep
mountain all triangles and peaks, like the withers-threat of the dinosaur: rising almost horizontally except for the up
and down of those cusps and relative dips, bulkheads for the wind. A very high gray wall lowers suddenly over the
idyll, with grim cliffs: and broad passages along the towers where cold shadows lurk at dawn and persist, with their
cold, for the whole first cycle of the morning.
Beyond black peaks the sun suddenly shines: its rays break against the ragged line of the mountain and are
spread beyond toward Prado, descending to gild the earth’s mists, from which hills emerge among the shrouded
lakes. Something similar, in name and even more in appearance, to Manzoni’s Resegone. There some bolder tower
(with matutinal bells) rips the gilded veil of the fogs; the mist, a white tufting, stretches out in a thread, is lost,
whistles through distant echoes among the hills, and twists: it bears the crammed, black crowd of poor men, who
spill from it toward the factories and the plants or, on the scant river, the smith’s drop hammer.
The scandal wasn’t much: it was really a poor excuse for a scandal, and it came out, when the September
Madonna was already near, thanks to an unknown cloth merchant and the Lukones doctor, who then herborized
more exact data from a medical colonel on his summer holiday.
*
One fine day, all of a sudden, it was universally learned that a certain Pedro Mahagones, namely the bi cycle
guard of that zone, whom all knew as Manganones or Pedro, wasn’t Manganones at all, still less was he Pedro:
those were instead the surname and Christian name of a maternal great-uncle and the guard’s real name was,
instead, Gaetano Palumbo.
In those two years of guardship he had lengthily commemorated, more or less with everyone, the kindness
of his uncle and godfather, carrying about the world—to honor him the more—his first and last names; and he
would drain a glass from time to time, moved, and perhaps with the gleam of a half-tear behind his virile smile,
to the uncle’s health, which meant and could only mean the health of his soul, that is to say the true, definitive,
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and eternal health, the only kind that really matters; since his dear uncle’s mortal remains had already been in
the earth for eight years.
But his uncle had brought him up, Pietruccio who then became Pedro: and had cared for, loved, guarded,
nursed (with a bottle), protected, educated, advised, and beaten him—oh! for his own good, and he truly deserved
a beating sometimes—and even made him wee-wee and do “number two,” and then washed his little behind, a
child’s of course, like a wet nurse.
As if the child were his own son.
Therefore tears and a drop of bitter to his memory, but mostly scrounged cigarettes, from all the tobacco-fists
in the area.
The new name aroused a certain surprise, both in the villagers and in the vacationers, some of the latter
having occasion to find
“There was something about his face …”
It was, above the imposing corpulence of his person, and resting on the buttoned collar of the uni form, a
broad and paternal face with a clipped red brush of a moustache, and a short, straight nose: the eyes were sunken, tiny, glistening, darting, with the bright sparks of a blade’s flash in his gaze, attenuated by his visor, which
however couldn’t extinguish it entirely.
When he took off his cap, as if to let his cabeza steam, his forehead then appeared, high but narrower than the
cheekbones, and receding with some modulations of hue into the dome of the white, bald cranium, which was,
truth to tell, very clean, that is without freckles of dust and grease kneaded together. Then, visorless, the eyes
remained alone in command; they wounded the interlocutor with an expression of demand and expectation; one
had the sensation of absolutely having to pay something, a sort of virtual fine, by law—because this is what the
law required—receiving in return for it a pink or pale-blue chit, as a receipt, detached from a little book with
counter chits which he could draw from a side-pocket of his tunic with extraordinary naturalness.
Everyone, or at least almost everyone, in the Lukones area had tried hard and with all the will in the world,
since they had paid up, to form an idea of those perilous rounds in the dark: and they also had finally swallowed
the importance and the delicacy of the assignment that weighed on his shoulders, through all the length and
darkness of the night, and everybody now believed in it, in this importance: since a man’s good name, in South
America, or an official’s notoriety doesn’t always derive from the uselessness of his duties.
Mahagones-Palumbo—this information also spread rapidly and was the kernel of the scandal—had in due
time, in 1925, been granted a pension, sixth degree, fifth category, namely almost the maximum of his rank, because it was found he had been deafened in both ears by the “penetrating and lacerating” explosion of a grenade.
In the action on Hill 131.
He had thought up the two adjectives himself on the spot, as he was recasting the event for the consumption of
the Lukonesi, when finally he felt himself called to account by the winks and the hints of the peasants. And he
proffered these adjectives with such a firm and authoritative tone, supported also by his uniform, that he froze the
smiles, every time, as they grazed the lips of his listeners. It really seemed to everyone that there existed, in a war,
common, ordinary grenades (which in fact had killed their brothers or sons), not penetrating and still less lacerating; whereas Palumbo’s grenade had been instead a special one, of a high class: and coming from a distinguished
cannon, far more frightful than the usual ones, good enough no doubt on weekdays, for killing peasants haphazardly.
So they were forced to indicate the grenade in that way. Those two adjectives were taken very seriously and I
would say appreciated in a very special degree by the girls and women of the village, and by the ladies in the
villas who daydreamed about the matter for weeks, having nothing better to do in that period, despite the undeniable and multivarious resources of their brains.
The action on Hill 131, the action on Hill 131.
The whole Serruchón arrondimiento, for quite a long time, knew no other hill save Hill 131. Palumbo’s narrative was given credence. Whatever may have been incompatible between deafness and guarding was prob ably
annulled by the religion of memories.
Valor has a true cult of its own, of true spirits. Everyone repeated “the action on Hill 131, the action on Hill
131,” as if it were a universally known event. Waterloo, Aboukir, Porta Tosa.\fn{ One of the gates of Milan. On March 22,
1848, during the famous “five days,” the insurgent Italians drove the Austrians from the city through this gate. } And this, apart from the
idea that Hill 131, lost and recaptured a couple of times per week during a whole six-month period, had known, by
itself, more than ninety-two actions, each more murderous than the last.
Pedro smoked a great deal, perhaps more for looks and vanity than out of need or habit. Smoking helped him
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greatly with the women, who like smoke, and who consider it, perhaps rightly, a pleasant fore taste of fire. The
action—at which the Lukonesi wanted to smile, but which they finally had to have Pedro narrate despite himself,
a very detailed, endless report, overcoming his extreme reluctance to talk about himself—the action, it emerged,
had been an attack, preceded by a suitable barrage from the Maradagàlese artillery and followed by a “bombardment” (so he said, very wretchedly) from the Parapagàlese, which then led to a counterattack.
Then there was a “counterbombardment” and a second counterattack, this one Maradagàlese, and finally a
thunderstorm, which looked like a downright cloudburst, hailed as savior by both sides. In the narrative, which
gathered attentive listeners in every tobacconist’s in the area, and which was finally stereotyped in a report
without too many contradictions and even fairly polished, though watered down in that way, various military
locutions were introduced, virile ones, without any bombast, such as “slaughter,” “risk our necks,” “we’d just
about had it,” and others of that sort: they gave the Lukonesi and the Serruchonesi, al ready half-persuaded by the
sultriness of the tardy new moon, an idea of what seriousness is, and simplicity, and true valor, which, when it’s
authentic, and not dragged in with pulleys, is also blended with modesty and avoids big words.
Pedro wasn’t a gentleman from a villa, like those whose villas he guarded, at night; nor was he, God forbid! a
writer: a baroque and labyrinthine writer, like Jean Paul, or Carlo Gozzi, or Carlo Dossi, or some other Carlo even
worse than these two, already so sorry in themselves;\fn{ Carlo Dossi was the pen name of Alberto Pisani Dossi (1849-1910),
an eccentric Lombard writer, indicated by some critics as a literary ancestor of Gadda, the writer of this tale. } good perhaps at making
use of war, and the sorrows of war, in order to fiddle about with them and split hairs and produce sterile witticisms, with a light pen.
No, Pedro was simple, pure in heart; and so one had to believe in his bare, effective word, his “slice his guts
out,” tossed casually on the zinc bar of the tobacconist’s amid the rinsing of the glasses, like a counterdrink or a
counterpacket; “his” war was to be believed in completely. He had a leather belt with holster and pistol; it was
immediately clear that he knew how to use weapons.
In reality, in the Maradagàl-Parapagàl war, Hills 131—or 151 or 171—has existed by the handful, thanks to the
contradictory resolutions of the opposing strategists, who scraped over them, over those hills, their massacred
battalions, as if they had been safety matches: and any veteran, however slightly imaginative, or perhaps even an
Indio deserter, had a wide choice.
*
The first rumors concerning the true identity and the pension and thence also the heroism of Pedro now again
Gaetano and his ex-deafness or rather his recovered hearing spread in the Lukones area, as said before, thanks to a
“merchant” with a rather loose tongue who traveled third class to Prado and came up, then, on foot, with a kind of
cousin or aide after him and with a cubical and heavy sack on his shoulder, filled (as was revealed a short time
later) with bargain lengths of stuff—a cloth that was very soft to the touch and extremely hairy.
The wondrous news spread then in the tree of the collectivity by the natural process of absorp tion, made possible by an active endosmosis: the fresh and stinging greed of the uncorrupt, the vital toiling of the cells who have
no better epos to elaborate.
And a hand was lent, right willingly and happily, more or less by all, men and women.
Among the first was Peppa, the washerwoman, she of the basket heaped high with wrung sheets: a man-woman harder and tougher than ever stevedore was, with her lopsided burden on her arm and therefore the axis of
the person hanging from the other side; tenacious and poor, and yellow in the face along the painful rockery of
the little roads climbing toward the towered villas with lightning rods and sometimes, in the wind, a flag; stopping, every now and then—basket on the ground—to rest and catch her breath, but not to catch it too much, not
so much as to prevent proper use of her tongue in the event that her halt was shared by some goodwife coming
down the road.
After the now-remote death of her Mama she had brought up, besides herself, her seven brothers and sisters,
whom she had taught in the fine season to do without shoes and therefore without stockings, and some of whom,
in the past few years, were already working in the factories or on the land; and for one indeed, the oldest, she
already had nicely prepared in mothballs the black wedding suit, given her by the Señora’s son, who had inherited
from his forebears that suit at the age of five but at forty-five still hadn’t found a bride.
In those days her cow had taken sick, and she had even purged her: but the animal was a constant worry to her.
Second, or among the seconds, was the barefoot fishwife Beppina, famous in all the territory of Lukones and in
the neighboring villas, not so much for her trade in whitefish as for her brisk and rather Amazonic way of pissing
(time is money): and she directed her pee to a nobly agronomical end, as will be specified below. This second
Giuseppa or Beppa was brisk also in her speech, hammer-like indeed, or even monosyllabic, and yet she was no
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less effective than other women.
And then—things come in threes—Pina, also known as Pinina del Goepp, in the registry Giuseppina Citterio
née Voldehagos, who was the dwarf wife of the chief gravedigger and always dressed in black, either out of respect
for her husband’s profession or because she was the inheritress of mourning left off by some of her shameless
benefactresses.
These three had promptly taken on the job, with other women and husbands and priests and tavern keepers and
coachmen and the Lukones postman, of spreading in their way that mess which had been carried up there by the
“merchant,” mixing it up even further, if that were possible; and Peppa had been the first to bring it to the ear of
the Señora, in Villa Pirobutirro. Beyond whose wall, along the rocky little road, bold corn cockles, like whips, put
forth swollen drupes pale blue against the September azure sky, plums, to be sure, wall plums: forbidden to the
passerby.
The cloth merchant (we might as well exhaust this stupid story and be rid of it once and for all) was not,
obviously, a merchant from that area; he came from very far away and he had to return afar, precisely because of
his trade. He managed to sell a few bolts of hairy cloth to the more clever Lukonesi and after a few hours he
vanished.
Thus all merchants of his nature and class vanish. They spread out cloths and calls of invitation, ladies!
gentlemen! in the churchyard on a fine September morning, they discuss and syllogize at length, unwearying, with
sudden summons to co-responsibility directed at the dazed observers in the front row, and so throughout the
whole morning, as long as it lasts, until, sack crammed again, toward the hour when the stomach is a cave, they
vanish—as an apparition of the Madonna would vanish—and from that moment on not a word is heard of them
again, of them or of their cousin.
*
That morning Pedro was late. He had lingered in certain villas to produce the bills and had had to wait for his
money, argue over a slight increase, and then sign two or three times on two or three bluish papers, one per villa—
an operation, this business of signing, a bit less easy for him than taking the receipt book from his pocket.
Eight o’clock had struck. And so he had come down slowly, pushing his bicycle, sleepy after his night of
guarding, taking care to avoid with his soles and his tires the greenish and muddy pats plopped by the cows
along the little road, all stones, that leads into the village agora, at the tobacconist’s corner.
There, at the very door of the shop, he bumped into the merchant, who, breathless and exhausted, had left
his cousin-helper a bit to one side to guard the sack, and was about to go in and ask for a “tamarisk and water”
to be served him, after a long inner struggle. He had also taken off his starched collar, which he was now
holding in his hand and which was visibly soaked with sweat and dyed by the aniline green necktie.
The two looked at each other and, it seems, recognized each other immediately as neighbors (so they said in
the Trecento), that is to say, fellow villagers or countrymen, as they say today. There was a moment’s hesitation,
in both; then a sudden and common cry; the first interjections were followed by a whole confetti of wonderments, joys, demands for news, which summoned a number of women to their windows, including Peppa, in the
alleyway, just before the mouth of the street.
She looked out, all ears and eyes, hanging up her stockings to dry, and she seemed to drink in every word.
After which the two men, that is when they had recovered from their surprise, reached a more relaxed
jabbering, quite jovial, though Mahagones maintained a bit more reserve; and they decided also to embrace.
Then there came fresh news, memories, nostalgia, but in a tone by now more restrained: and Josés, Pedros,
Gonzalos, and Fernandos in abundance (as if one were to say, in Italy, Pasquales and Peppinos), all and each
with his question mark, who had married, who had shot himself; and the conjuring up of girls, the Ineses,
Mercedeses, Doloreses, Carmelitas—¡niñas queridas! ¡y que guapas!—young things a moment ago and now
already grandmothers at twenty-six; and finally the two men ended by going into the tiny and filthy shop where
they sell tallow candles and pieces of washing soap, as well as certain tobaccos with Greek names, or
Macedonian, or Tuscan, for use of the Turk-Celtic population of the Serruchón.
They greeted, beyond the dirty panes, the limpid morning sun that had only then appeared in the valley, with
a cherry squash and a shot of grappa, raised high in a toast from the puddle of the zinc trough. Neither of the
two paid, each supposing, out of delicacy, that his friend would pay. Then they said good-bye.
The tobacconist, who still had to wash his face and remove again his pants in order to slip on the drawers he had
omitted, said nothing.
*
Though a natural and I would say a necessary conspiracy of silence tends inevitably to be established among
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countrymen, or fellow villagers, or neighbors, as you choose to call them, the desire to appear informed and to
seem important and the lack of any solid share or interest in the societas bonorum vinorum\fn{Society of good wines}
defeats, on occasion, the wink of natural, silent conspiracy.
The merchant, a short time later, in selling his bargain cloths in the little square and in unrolling the cloth—oh!
certainly not English, nor even from Biella—before the yellow of the faces and the jeweled curiosity of the
glances, as he whirled his tongue for whole half-hours till you couldn’t understand where the devil he got the
needed saliva, and after having mixed witticisms and gibes of public domain but extremely rare for the gaping
Lukonesi, with erroneous war memories and stereotyped jokes of the time of the Reconquest, and false memories
with sighs, and sighs with pyropes, some perhaps well found and poured into an ear with a searing tremolo of
passion, of the odorous peasant girls of the Keltiké (they didn’t grasp the meaning, these squat girls, but they
blushed quand même and nudged each other, twisting their necks and hiding their faces in both hands, as if in
shame; but the hands were slightly parted; beyond that fissure and the fingers there were lips, eyes)—after having
allowed his soul-tongue to pirouette in that way for almost the duration of a Solemn High Mass—he began to
drop, in Pedro’s direction, a remark here, a word there, an extra half-sentence, as he continued croaking,
gesticulating, rushing, recovering himself, and waving his cloths like flags.
Pedro had gone off, then had come back through the square, but he had stopped a bit to one side, with his
bicycle, and he gazed upon the scene from the distance, able to hear only the cries of “Ladies! Gentlemen!” but
not the remarks and the half-whispered proposals that the man clickety-clack slipped swiftly between one chapter
and the next of his trade. Some people, from time to time, as he proceeded with the swiftly interpolated tale of
“the activity of our firm whose sole aim is to satisfy people’s needs,” turned to look at Pedro, seeming to perceive
him, gradually, in a new aspect—even though the uniform persisted, that is, the boots, the belt and holster, and the
visored cap with metal badge—and then the peddler smiled at him, at Pedro, and Pedro smiled back, from the
distance, paternally, with a blade’s flash in his gaze, at the friendly smile.
When it was barely past eleven, the merchant managed to fascinate some Celtic peasants, and to persuade them
to purchase: a surely unaccustomed triumph. Having trapped them in the circle of “my special and highly secret
information,” he succeeded in palming off on the more advanced a few half-lengths of the best, the most brown,
and the most green, from which to make up a sack of a jacket, or a pantalón, however hairy.
But those half-sentences and that half-information hadn’t fallen there without sequel: spun properly and woven
together, they already formed almost a logical sequence. And they were enriched and complemented at the tavern
toward noon where, in exchange for a more extended discourse, privately, in the little room with the green rugs
when the cousin had been sent away on some pretext, the host Manoell Torre offered, to the merchant, a few
glasses of wine—and two magnificent portions of croconsuelo. (This is a kind of Maradagàl Roquefort, but a bit
fresher: fat, sharp, smelly enough to make an Aztec vomit, with rich mold of a dark green in the ignominy of its
crevasses, very tasty to spread with the knife on the water-lily tongue and to chew over for quarter-hours in a foul
mush; red wine was drunk over it to restore the trade-used tongue and recover saliva.)
*
And so it was that Mahagones became again Palumbo also for his night-guarded Serruchonesi, as he had
always been, for that matter, at the Central Registry of the Republic and on his birth certificate.
And this wasn’t all: it was learned that, in addition to having obtained the maximum pension in his category,
in 1925, he had lost it immediately thereafter; whereas after having lost his hearing on Hill 131, it was instead
miraculously regained.
His uncle, little by little, also died out in the veneration of the people of the Serruchón. Physically, in 1933, he
had already been dead for eight years. …
18.76 A Day In Venice\fn{by Bonaventura Tecchi (1894-1968)}Bagnorregio, Latium, Italy (M) 5
The boy had come from a town in Emilia.
Gloomy, angry, his hair standing thick like a brush on his narrow, pale head, his whole body like a cane, still
green, still sensitive, in the grip of sorrow’s furious hand, he had accomplished the first part of his journey in a
third-class carriage, huddled in a corner, an enemy both to himself and to those near him, with a feeling of
hostility and ill-humor even toward his own suitcases and bundles which reminded him of the town, of the things,
among which he had grown up.
At Mestre he had tumbled out of the train. He did not want to go straight on to Udine and the frontier. He
wanted to see Venice. By a sudden resolve he had thrown out his belongings, taken another train, and found
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himself, almost automatically, still with that sensation of painful dullness that pressed upon his heart like a cloak
of lead, in the midst of other people, on the boat, in Venice.
*
So far it had been as though he had not seen his fellow passengers. Young or old, men or women, he had
looked at nobody; but if he chanced to do so, the women had given him a feeling of disgust—the faces of young
women of which he had caught a fleeting glimpse in the train or at some station or other. Now, sitting in the boat,
in a world wholly new to him, he had, quite close to him, just in front of him, a.man and a woman. And, although
he had no wish to leave the prickly shell of solitude in which he had taken refuge, he could not help looking at
them. Whenever his eyes traveled ahead of him, drawn, instinctively, by the novel aspect of the things they saw,
they could not but dwell, for a second, upon this couple.
A man and a woman, no longer young; but one look was enough to show what sort of a chain it was that bound
them together. The woman’s body, as though not content to be close to the man’s, owing to the narrowing of the
seats toward the bow of the boat, had drawn even closer, leaning sideways toward him, while her ankles entwined
themselves with her companion’s feet. One of her legs, uncovered almost up to the knee, gave an indication of
what her body was like: no longer young, already well versed in love, but still full of eager desires.
The boy withdrew his eyes, pierced by a yet sharper stab of pain. The thing which brought joy to others, which
in him, at his age, with senses already awakened and a precocious intelligence, should have aroused pleasure or at
least interest, brought nothing but pain to him.
His story was both crude and simple. A few months earlier his father, head designer in a factory in that town in
Emilia, had driven his mother out of the house, after a noisy scene, having caught her red-handed in a guilty
passion, of which the boy had become aware, secretly and tremblingly, some time before.
And now he was running away, summoned by an uncle who lived in a foreign country, to take up a job which
he did not like, leaving his mother whom he could not bring himself to hate, deserting his father whom he felt to
be weak and alien to him—or perhaps merely unhappy—and whom he yet could not love.
The boy withdrew his eyes and switched his glance to the water, as though he were looking for help in the
novel and unusual aspect of the things that surrounded him. If, previously, possessed by gloomy melancholy and
by a violent hatred for everything and everybody, he had refused to look at anything at all, now he realized
confusedly that what he wanted was a sudden and wonderful sight, to distract him for a few moments.
Without being conscious of it, without thinking about it, perhaps it was precisely for this that he had decided to
spend a few hours in Venice.
*
It was a Sunday afternoon, dull and cloudy, toward the end of October. In the silence that hung over its
gloomy, deserted waters—the small volume of traffic on working days, already slackened by the ending of the
season, was reduced to almost nothing on a Sunday afternoon—the Grand Canal made a singular impression upon
the boy.
The palaces were gray and deserted, too, and even the whiteness of their marble, darkened by the great clouds,
looked as though it wished to doze a little, after so much splendor; deserted, also, were the mooring posts for
gondolas in front of the palaces, and against them the boat, as it went slowly past, sent its languid, sinuous wash,
water within livid water. What a strange invitation to the pleasures of the senses came from that water, from that
silence! Even the wail of the siren, which, as the boat approached the landing places (they too almost always
deserted), would suddenly discover some lonely, undecided pair of lovers on the top of a little bridge or at the
opening of a side canal, seemed, on that slow Sunday afternoon, to be repeating the invitation with its hoarse,
prolonged cry, full of some strange suggestiveness: an invitation to make haste, to brook no delay in the pleasures
of love, to take refuge in some discreet corner, in some solitary house.
The boy withdrew his eyes from the things he saw all around him and brought them back to the two people. It
might be, perhaps, that he had been mistaken. Perhaps it was just a case of a married couple, on their honeymoon
journey.
He looked for the ring, on her hand and on his. Her hands were covered by gloves, upon his there were no
rings. He seemed younger than she, thin and vigorous in figure, with a suggestion of the sportsman in his clothes
and his movements, as he sat with his face held up to the air in the bows of the boat, his features vigorous and
clear-cut now that he was seen in profile. But, as soon as he turned his eyes toward the other passengers, the boy,
who was examining him, noticed in them a troubled light, unmistakable. There was something irregular,
something sinful between those two. And, although they were so different in appearance—she plump, he thin and
bony—the desire that bound them together was so impatient that they yet seemed, at moments, to resemble each
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other.
The boy hoped that they were foreigners, people from outside Italy. From a word of hers, however, carried to
him suddenly by the wind—the woman had been leaning forward all the time, her face turned toward the bows—
he realized that they were Italians, from a town not far away. And when, at last, he saw her eyes, her mouth, and
the unexpected gray streak in the midst of her raven-black hair, the painful, terrible remembrance of his mother,
whom he had so often examined and understood during the moments when she was awaiting her lover, struck him
so violently that he bit his lip to prevent himself from crying out.
She, too, his own mother, had a streak of gray hair above a youthful brow … the boy took refuge at the
opposite end of the boat, in the stern, which was filled with people.
St. Mark’s, the Doges’ Palace went by almost without his noticing them: such was the grayness in the atmosphere, such the great grief in his heart, that everything had turned pale and dead.
*
It was only when the boat had turned toward Veneta Marina, and there were few people left on board, that he
made up his mind to land. But he found himself in an almost deserted place, with his two heavy suitcases and no
porters or hotels in the neighborhood. When a gondolier approached him and suggested taking him back toward
St. Mark’s, he refused his offer.
He wanted to be alone.
He started wandering around, carrying the two suitcases and the bundles, with that same gloomy, furious
melancholy in his heart.
At one point he noticed that, at a little distance, in the direction of an open space beyond which there was a
glimpse of greenness, there were people at work. He was surprised, because it was Sunday. Workmen were
carrying wooden boardings, others were building a kind of altar or pulpit. Evidently some festival was about to
take place, but he could not quite understand the purpose of all these preparations. In the midst of the workmen
was a man with a white paper cap on his head such as is worn by decorators; he was drawing on a big piece of
cardboard …
The boy went closer to him, filled with curiosity.
He had a passion for drawing: son of a head designer in a factory, he had attended an evening school, in his
Emilian town, and his dream had been to be able, some day, to enter the Academy. Whereas the work which was
awaiting him, in that faraway, unknown town to which he was going, was so very different! Selling fruit,
probably, on a stall; or staying shut up all day in a warehouse. At this idea he suffered a renewed pang of grief, an
impulse of revolt.
In contrast, how lightly, how joyfully did the designer’s fingers run over his piece of cardboard! He sketched in
a horse, and intended, perhaps, to place upon it an archangel or a saint. The boy remembered how his own
drawing master—the only person, according to him, who understood him, who was really fond of him, and to
whom he felt himself deeply attached—had told him, more than once, before he left, that, when he went through
Venice, he must not forget to see the famous horse at—yes, he remembered the name of the place perfectly well:
San Zanipolo.
Now he came to a sudden decision. He looked around for the gondolier, who was still not far off, and told him
to take him and his two suitcases to the Hospital of SS. Giovanni e Paolo.
*
The gondola moved slowly away toward St. Mark’s, whence came a distant sound of crowds and a fair; but,
before reaching it, turned off to the right into a narrow canal and passed under a bridge.
“The Bridge of Sighs,” explained the gondolier, a sprightly, talkative little old man, pointing to the bridge to
make the boy look at it. The latter raised his eyes.
Then the old man began his tale. He talked, in his gossipy Venetian way, about the Italian patriots, those who
had been prisoners, those who were dead, those others who had passed over that bridge on their way to die or to
suffer in other, yet darker, prisons, far away from Italy.
The boy’s attention was caught for a moment; but then he thought, with a kind of envy, how much more
exalted and beautiful, in spite of everything, had been the suffering of the Italian patriots, in comparison with his
own. Ah, if only he could have had a sorrow as exalted, as great as theirs! His own was but a poor, a despairing
sorrow: a sorrow that could not be confessed.
The gondola continued on its way and was now passing through one of the poorest parts of Venice, where even
the names of the little canals seemed to have been given in order deliberately to create an impression of
abandonment and death. “The Rio of the Beggars” he read on a peeling wall, in large, rustic characters; and the
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name echoed for a long time in his head, as he looked. There were old crumbling, tumble-down buildings;
willdows barred by gratings, behind which you could see, now and then, a dozing cat; rusty shutters, half off their
hinges. The boy reflected that they might be either old monasteries, deserted and silent for centuries, or else
perhaps houses of ill repute.
Everywhere there was a sense of weary indifference, of silent decay. These old buildings seemed to have been
abandoned even by the waters, which, having fallen to a lower level at low tide, had left, all along the walls,
shamelessly uncovered, large areas of sticky, thickly crusted dampness, upon which you might expect to see, at
any moment, a few crabs or rats dancing; and from these greenish, slimy walls there stuck out, unexpectedly,
short disconnected flights of stairs, after the manner of bridges; and in the walls were half-dark caves and wide,
hollowed-out doorways.
“Is Venice always like this?” he asked, with a sudden rush of indignation.
The old gondolier related that there had been no foreign visitors that year, that there was no money anywhere,
that the season was dead—as though these facts, for him, contained everything.
The gondola came to a stop in front of the Colleoni statue,\fn{ A note reads: This colossal bronze statue of the Venetian
general Colleoni is by Andrea del Verrocchio } and the boy got out. Following the instructions of his drawing master, he
wished to have a good look at it, both at the horse and at Colleoni’s face.
But twilight had come rapidly down; in the gray evening, a kind of thin mist, just in that particular small
square and at that particular moment, enveloped the horse and, higher up, obscured the face of the war lord. The
boy made a gesture of annoyance; then, as he lowered his eyes again, found close to him the burning eyes of a
woman staring at him.
*
The gondola moved in the direction of the Arsenal, and he was again enveloped in that deceitful silence, in that
atmosphere of deadness, from which, however, there emanated a strange kind of suggestiveness.
“Which way is the sea?” the boy demanded eagerly.
The gondolier explained, with a slight smile, that one could not go to the sea in a gondola, that the sea was
over there (he pointed toward it) at the Lido.
The boy asked to be taken to a small hotel where he might spend the night, and the gondola penetrated again
into a network of larger and smaller canals, of bridges and embankments of piles, as evening swiftly fell. The boy
lost all sense of direction and no longer had any idea where the gondola was taking him. When the gondolier put
him down in front of a small house with a sign outside it, he thought he recognized it.
Had he not already passed this way, a short time before, in the gondola, in front of those two little bridges that
were bunched so closely together that they seemed almost to be trying to embrace?
No, after all, he did not know the house. But as soon as he was inside, on a landing between two flights of
stairs, he at once realized what kind of an hotel he was in. Couples were coming furtively down the other staircase, at the end of this Sunday afternoon, while he was arranging with the proprietor for a room; a couple of
young people, scarcely grown up, parted company even before they reached the landing, the young man going
straight downstairs, with a false air of self-possession, while the girl stood waiting, her face turned away into the
shadow, until he had gone out …
In the room allotted to the boy, the bed was still unmade. He had to wait outside while the manservant came
and went two or three times, changing the linen, before he could go in. When he did at last go in and the noise of
suitcases being put down and of his own footsteps had ceased, he began to hear certain words, certain intimate
sounds that he knew well, coming through the thin walls from the adjoining room.
It was the sad experience of his own life that was speaking to him.
Then he was seized by an impulse of sensuality and of rage, by one of those brutal onslaughts that blinded him,
that seemed suddenly to transform him, extinguishing utterly in him the light of his delicate sensitiveness. There
was a strange mingling of emotions within him—rebelliousness and cunning, sensuality and ingenuousness.
His intelligence, sharpened by suffering (and by that particular sort of suffering), knew everything, had discovered everything, had become extremely shrewd; and yet he had never touched a woman. In relation to women he
felt contempt, rage, and a kind of bitterness; and at the same time he was filled with a strange, boundless timidity.
How furiously angry this timidity made him! Ah, but that very evening he would tear it out, would trample it
underfoot like a rag.
The moment he had put down his belongings, he rushed downstairs and out again into the little deserted
square, and started off along canals and through byways.
*
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“Me?” inquired the clear, laughing voice of the girl to whom he had spoken, at the entrance to a shadow-filled
lane.
“Me?!”—and her eyes sparkled with quick intelligence and impudence, with fearless curiosity.
“You must be crazy! Where on earth d’you come from—the North Pole?”
She was not frightened. Small and slim, with a delicate, jaunty figure, wearing a black velvet bodice that
enclosed her like a little piece of armor, she had something childish, and at the same time alert, soldierly, about
her; but on her breast, close to her neck, hung a little necklace, white and slender, and it was like a cry of joy.
The boy became flustered.
“I was asking for a café. Excuse me, you must have misunderstood me,” he stammered, red in the face with
shame and astonishment.
“Ah, you were looking for a café?”—and she gave another laugh, fresh and clear as though bubbling from a
mountain spring. Her eyes, her mouth, her neck, her fluttering necklace—everything about her was laughing.
“In that case you’ve come to the right place. We own a café, just here. Come along, then!”
The boy, suspicious, had for a moment the idea that he had guessed rightly at first and had then made a mistake
in thinking her to be so distant and unapproachable. He followed her, his blood still boiling with blind, arrogant
desire.
It was one of those pleasant little Venetian cafés with a number of separate rooms, all of them small and low,
with a staircase leading to the rooms above, and down below, a couple of people looking out, in a bored manner,
from behind the windowpanes, or playing chess. That day, being Sunday, the café was exceptionally full.
Finding himself in the midst of this buzz of voices, this warmth, this assembly of staring people, the boy had
the impression that it was all a joke. He made an instinctive movement of retreat, feeling he wanted to escape.
There was a little table still unoccupied under the stairs, so he placed himself at it, as though to hide himself; he
also felt obliged to order something from the waiter.
The girl had vanished up the stairs; perhaps she did not intend to appear again.
Nevertheless she did reappear at the top of the staircase: she was no longer wearing the velvet bodice, but had
replaced it by an orange jumper. She came down with her legs close together, her little heels tapping on the
wooden steps, almost above his head. She was the proprietor’s daughter, obviously; you could tell that from a
thousand different signs. Everyone greeted her, everyone smiled at her in the good-natured Venetian manner, with
the admiring confidence that the Venetians show toward women, but also with a feeling of respect. The boy stared
at her with wide-open eyes. She went over to her father, who was behind the counter, at the cash desk; and from
there, as though from a platform, she looked brightly all around. She sought him with her eyes and discovered
him at once, at the table under the stairs; and then gaily made her way straight toward him as if he were a friend.
The boy felt a thrill of delight and invited her to sit down beside him, to have a drink, not really quite knowing
what he was saying or doing, his face flaming; then he was all at once paralyzed by a rush of shyness. As for her,
she made a pretense of not understanding; she did not accept his invitation, but stood leaning on the back of a
chair, laughing and remote. Then he was seized with a desire to say something disagreeable to her, to unload onto
her a little of the black melancholy that he had inside him. He told her that he did not like Venice, that it had been
a great disappointment to him, with its grayness, its feeling of deadness …
“No, it’s not true!” she said loudly, almost shouting; and into that cry of protest, clear, laughing, silvery, there
seemed to flow all the color, all the joy of Venice that he had not known.
The boy was conscious of this in a confused way, but he would not give in; and he went on repeating, detail by
detail, fearlessly and with a kind of cruel pleasure—perhaps exaggerating a little—all the impressions that he had
received.
“No, no, it’s not true, it’s not true!” she kept saying, and all the time she was laughing and laughing, as though
the obvious truth of the argument, and the enormity of what the boy was saying, amused her.
There was, however, in the girl’s expression, a look of intelligence and of readiness to understand, perhaps
even to pity, as though she were listening to a sick man and wanted to heal him. He was not accustomed to pity, to
kindness from other people, and he did not understand. And, as he continued his tale, he hinted at something mysterious, something that he “knew,” that he had “seen:” he did not say now whether it was at Venice, or somewhere
else, or in his earlier life.
Then, suddenly, he went on to say, with great assurance, that he knew “all about women, yes, all kinds of
women; and very nice, too …”
“No, it’s not true,” she said; and she drew herself up in front of him with the same defiant movement as before,
in the deserted lane, and with something so lively, so sane, so unassailable in her voice and in her eyes that her
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companion was compelled to be silent.
At that moment more people came into the café, and her father called the girl back to the counter.
*
“It’s not true! It’s not true!”
He heard the beautiful voice again! during the night, as he slept in the little hotel; he heard it in the midst of an
agitated sleep.
He was in a strange state, between waking and sleeping, that night. He seemed to see a black fish close to his
bed; and while, at the extreme edge of sleep, he was trying to break its barriers with a cry, this same fish darted
swiftly into some dark, muddy water, and the bed was like a gondola going slowly along between houses utterly
black and reeking with dampness; but from far off, beyond the canals and the little squares, he heard that silvery
voice:
“No, it’s not true!”
He awoke, and it seemed to him that the voice had come from the room next door; but suddenly he
remembered that that was the room in which he had heard those suspicious, secret sounds, and he sank again into
his nightmare-ridden sleep.
Now he saw a great crowd of people in a café, and under the tables there was nothing but legs, crossed legs
pressing each other, seeking each other. But was it a café? Was it not a boat? Yes, it was a boat; and there was a
woman, on a bench, embracing a man, and the face of a woman, with a streak of gray hair, that gave him great
pain and looked like. . .
“No, it’s not true!” cried the voice, from the other end of the boat.
He awoke completely.
“If only the whole of my life wasn’t true!” he said to himself. “If only the woman with the streak of gray hair
on her forehead had never existed except in a dream.”
For a moment he lay there, bewildered. Then he reflected that it must already be late, and he dressed in a great
hurry and rushed downstairs. He knew there was a train that left early in the morning, for the frontier.
He left the little hotel. It was not late: day had scarcely broken.
*
No sooner was he outside than he had the impression that something had changed. He could not quite
understand how, nor what it was. When he came to a small Canal, it seemed to him that the water, though still
black in the dim light of dawn, was not so low, and indeed that the whole town had risen up, after the manner of a
ship.
And how strange the town was at that hour! With its narrow lanes and canals even more deserted than before,
with its veiled lamps and its odd feeling of freshness! Toiling along with his suitcases and bundles, he found
himself beside a big canal, near an enormous bridge. Even this, massive as it was, seemed to be rising lightly into
the air.
A shivering ray of dawn touched the bridge lightly, high up, as though it were in some different region; then a
faint whiteness, veined with shadow and streaked with blue, started to tremble on the surface of the stone and to
melt into the air, reaching out toward the full light of day. The city was coming to birth beneath this symbol of
white and blue.
The boy could not believe his eyes, and he stopped several times, mistrustful. As if to escape from a dream, he
plunged again into the narrow lanes in the neighborhood of the Mercerie. Here, too, there was a sense of things
rising up into the air.
He could not quite make out what it was: the smell of plants growing in distant vegetable gardens, or just the
smell of bread being taken out of ovens in some bakery near by? But was it possible that there could be gardens in
that neighborhood, when houses and roofs clustered thicker and thicker together? And was it possible that there
could be, in that solitude of stone, a man with a gun on his shoulder, with clattering, nailed boots and a dog at his
heels?
They had popped out suddenly, from a turning, the man and the dog, the sole inhabitants of the city; the man
with a gun on his shoulder, a gamebag at his side, and a light spring in his walk, the dog running back and forth in
the deserted lanes, sniffing in all directions. They both moved with great assurance, as though toward an opening
and a wide space, and no doubt toward some boat lying waiting for them; and the dog stopped every now and
then, nose in air, as though sniffing the blueness of the sky and the smell of the distant countryside beyond the
mass of roofs and walls.
The boy followed them; and when he stood beyond the clock tower, in the famous Piazza, the impression made
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upon him was so strong that, instinctively, he closed his eyes.
He had a desire to weep.
He shook himself violently, trying to hold back the tears. The whole of his sorrow, the whole of his past life,
came floating back into his mind in face of that loveliness of color and form. Color and freshness and joy, such as
he had heard, confusedly, in the voice of the girl, came to birth there, beneath that blueness, in the great Piazza.
He stood still for a long time, wanting to touch every piece of marble, to impress thoroughly upon his mind
every detail, every aspect of the scene.
*
When the sunshine struck upon the façade of the Basilica, reaching it together with an airy band of pigeons
that seemed to be carrying it as they flew; when a stronger vibration of light, a more intense brightness blazed
upon the marbles and the colors, the boy closed his eyes, again so as not to see it.
He was resting his hand, at that moment, on a block of marble; and the sun was already making it warm and
gentle beneath his fingers, which seemed to throb in harmony with it.
How beautiful it was, this country of his, which he was about to leave! He shook himself again, thinking that
he must have missed the train.
But now there was a source of joy within him, a first renewal of calm. It was tenuous, fragile, but—for a few
hours, at least—it would afford him help.
He caught the boat, put down his suitcases, and went straight to the bow, his eyes sharp and intent, to look at
everything around him. The Grand Canal, the palaces, the churches passed before him, clothed now with an air of
freshness and lightness, with a touch of early-morning rawness in it, yet linking their shapes together, laying bare
the beauty of their marble, awakening even the sleepiest corners.
And now the boy thought of nothing except looking, and looking again; of gathering light to his eyes and
strength to his heart, so that he might never forget.
He took note of the market, coming gaily back to life in the early morning; he caught sight of a little church
near the station and felt that the station itself, also, that morning, was animated and wide awake.
As the train moved away and his eyes took their last look at the lagoon and at the lights growing more and
more distant over the water, he believed that he had so much strength in himself that he would be able to hold fast
to an illusion.
To the illusion that he could go with a fairly tranquil heart, or at least with a gloomy, desperate strength, toward
the gray lands that awaited him, toward a new and difficult life.
138.380 The Ruby\fn{by Corrado Alvaro (1895-1956)} San Luca, Calabria, Italy (F) 2
The daily papers had recorded one of those news items that keep a town in a buzz of excitement for a whole
day and finally make a circuit of the world. A ruby as big as a hazelnut, a famous stone, bearing a famous name,
and said to be of enormous value, had disappeared.\fn{ This story appears in Source VII of the bibliography; for which see the
disclaimer attached to its entry there}
An Indian prince, on a visit to a North American city, had been wearing his jewel as an ornament. He had
suddenly become aware of his loss after a journey he had made in a taxi that had set him down— incognito—at a
hotel in the suburbs, for he had managed to evade the attention of both his private bodyguard and the police. The
flying squad was mobilized, the entire city awoke the following morning to a knowledge of the loss, and right up
to midday hundreds of people cherished the hope of finding the celebrated stone in their own street. One of those
waves of optimism and excitement had fallen on the town; the kind of feeling you get when the opulence of one
individual enriches everybody else’s hopes.
The prince had not been very forthcoming in his statement to the police, but it ruled out any possibility that the
lady accompanying him could have been responsible for the loss. They were not, therefore, to try and locate her.
The taxi driver came forward to testify that he had driven the Indian wearing his precious turban, and stated that
he had deposited him and the lady in front of a hotel in the suburbs. The lady was a European, and the only thing
that distinguished her was a magnificent diamond, the size of a pea, which she wore in her left nostril, after the
manner of certain wealthy Indians. This detail distracted the attention of the public for a while from the missing
ruby and whetted their curiosity still more.
The driver, after making a thorough search of the interior of the vehicle, checked up on the fares he had driven
during the early hours of the morning in question; they had been a businessman, a foreigner whom he had taken
down to the port and who was evidently sailing for Europe, and a woman.
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The foreigner, recognizable as an Italian, had emerged from one of the houses where emigrants lived in a
colony; he had been wearing a pair of trousers of generous width such as are popular with emigrants, rough, thicksoled shoes of a type nowadays seen only among people of that social class, and a hard hat set above a thin, cleanshaven face seamed with wrinkles. His luggage consisted of a heavy suitcase secured with stout cord and one
other weighty box which appeared to be made of steel. He had embarked that same day, but any suspicion that
might have alighted on him was immediately dispelled when it was realized that he had behaved as though he was
riding in a taxi for the first time in his life. He had not managed to close the door properly and had hugged the
front window all the time, possibly so as to avoid being suddenly jerked backward into the road, and he had gazed
at the streets with the air of one who is leaving a town perhaps forever.
The driver reserved his attention rather for the man who, on leaving the suburban hotel, had taken the taxi
immediately after the prince and had given orders to be driven to the Italian workmen’s quarter, at which point his
place had been taken by the foreigner. The fare in question, of whom he had given a description and who must
have been a local resident, was searched for in vain. Furthermore the fact that he had failed to answer the appeal
published in the newspapers, offering a large reward, was a logical proof that it wasn’t he who had got hold of the
famous gem. However, since the missing stone was world-famed and easily recognizable, it was hoped that one
day or other it would come to light.
*
The emigrant, meantime, was on his way home to a country town in southern Italy after five years’ absence
and was ignorant of all this stir. He had with him the most unusual collection of odds and ends—even for an emigrant.
A suitcase, made of artificial leather which he thought was real, contained his blue overalls, pressed and
cleaned, twelve fountain pens which he intended to sell to the people of the district, forgetting that most of them
were herdsmen and not more than half a dozen of the inhabitants could put pen to paper. In addition, he had some
crested table services, a pair of hair clippers which he had used on his fellow workers, a metal object whose
function completely mystified him—it had the form of a pistol, but did not fire—twelve squares of American
cloth and some novelties to impress and amuse his wife, son and friends.
The heavy part of his luggage was the somewhat battered steel strongbox; the lock was operated by a
combination, the six-letter name Annina. By way of ready cash he took a thousand dollars, which included three
hundred to be paid back later to those from whom he had borrowed it for the voyage.
In his waistcoat pocket he carried a lump of red crystal; it was many-faceted and as large as a walnut. He had
come across it by chance in the taxi that had taken him down to the harbor, but he had no idea what it was for. His
fingers had felt it behind the seat cushions. He kept it as a lucky charm for the future; perhaps he would have it
attached to his watch chain as a pendant. It seemed odd that it had no hole bored through it. It could not, therefore,
be one of those large stones which city ladies have on their necklaces.
The various objects one picks up just before leaving a foreign country are apt to acquire an extraordinary
souvenir value, giving one, as it were, a foretaste of distance and nostalgia. It was just such an affection that our
emigrant felt for this lump of crystal, so cool to the touch, as translucent and clear as sugar candy.
He had established a small trade with all these different acquisitions. The strongbox, now fixed against the
wall, the counter for his transactions, fountain pens in a box, crested table services, squares of American cloth on
which were depicted the Statue of Liberty and angels in the corners bearing the portraits of the founders of
American independence, each square embroidered with white and blue stars—five long years he had patiently
built up his collection against his eventual return; selecting whatever would seem most of a novelty to the folk in
a region like his own, though he might have taken his choice from the shabby secondhand goods that come from
heaven-knows-where and go the rounds among the emigrant population.
So he who had started life as a day laborer had now become a dealer in various wares. It had been the
strongbox that had set him on that train of thought; he had taken to shop-keeping for no other reason. He had felt
almost rich because all the money he had in his pocket was in foreign currency and would turn into a larger
number of coins when he exchanged them. Mental calculations connected with this engrossed him at all sorts of
odd moments.
He felt a childish delight every time he fingered the red crystal in his pocket. He began to regard it as a kind of
talisman. It became one of those useless objects we cherish all our lives and never have the strength of mind to get
rid of, so that in the end they become part of ourselves and even family heirlooms. Whereas important things that
we watch over or hide away disappear, objects of the kind referred to never get lost, and our minds hearken back
to them at intervals. A few days later, for example, the crystal reminded our emigrant of the day when he had
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embarked for home, the interior of the taxi, and the streets which seemed to roll slowly up like a piece of scenery
at the end of a play.
*
He set up his shop in the upper part of the country town inhabited by peasants and herdsmen. A fortnight after
his arrival he had furnished the ground floor of a peasant’s cottage with a long counter and shelves, where the blue
packets of flour paste and the blue muslin for housewives found a place, and on one side of the shop stood a cask
of wine on a couple of trestles, and an earthenware jar of oil. The strongbox had been fixed against the wall, and
he felt a great sense of pride when he opened it in the presence of his customers. In it reposed his account ledger
and the notebook containing a list of all the goods sold on tick\fn{ On credit} that were to be paid for at harvest-time
or after the animal fairs.
Gradually his business got to look like any other business; it acquired his own peculiar smell, there were chalk
marks made on the wall by his wife—who could not write—recording goods supplied on credit. His young son,
however, who attended school, and was now beginning to be able to write customers’ names in the register,
sometimes took a turn in the shop and managed it quite expertly on hot afternoons when all trade had ceased
except that in iced drinks for men recovering from their afternoon siesta.
Slowly, his wife’s narrow, American-style slippers acquired more and more creases and she herself the
complacent, meticulous air of a shopkeeper’s wife. The supply of new material which her husband had brought
home had finally ended up among the shop-soiled goods, and only the hard hat, looking almost new, was still left
in the wardrobe. The squares of American cloth had been distributed as presents among the important customers;
as for the fountain pens, no one had wanted them. Someone had handled them roughly and the fragments still lay
in the box.
The shopkeeper, who was a boy at heart, often imagined that the pen nibs were of pure gold and he cherished
them as a small boy cherishes tinfoil wrapping off chocolates. He also hung on to an old newspaper printed in
English. He had refused to part with it even when he was short of wrapping paper. Sometimes he would scrutinize
it carefully and the advertisement illustrations would recall to him the people who smoked gold-tipped cigarettes,
the street boys, the gramophones, in fact all the life he had seen in the central parts of the city on the rare
occasions of his visits there.
As for the lump of crystal, he remembered it one day and gave it to his son who was celebrating his birthday
with his friends. At that time, boys played a game which consisted of knocking down and conquering castles
made of hazelnuts by throwing a heavier one at it; the usual procedure was to select a larger nut, make a small
hole in it, patiently scrape out the kernel, then fill it with small lead pellets. The crystal missile was just the thing,
it was heavy enough to carry to the mark. Another of the boys used a glass marble of the kind extracted from
lemonade bottles, which had the advantage of being round. The shopkeepr’s son claimed that his was more
beautiful because it came from America and because it was red. He cherished it in the way that boys do who never
lose objects of that kind.
As his father contemplated this curiosity which had become his child’s plaything, his mind would often dwell
on the illusions he had once entertained in the days when he traveled about the world, and the world seemed filled
with valuable things that had been lost which the lucky ones found. That was why he had always felt with his
fingers under mattresses of berths on steamers, behind leather cushions on buses and coaches, according to where
he happened to be. But he had never found anything.
Yes there had been one occasion.
He had found five dollars in the street.
It had been raining that day, he remember.
46.149 Excerpt from Artemisia\fn{by Anna Banti aka Lucia Lopresti Longhi (1895-1985)} Florence, Tuscany, Italy (F) 2
… A new drawing near and converging of life past and life present; a new historical-literary concoction; an
attempt to let our old and very potable fonts of everyday speech into the misbegotten swamp of literary Italian in
circulation: such were the ambitions of the story entitled Artemisia which had reached its final pages in the spring
of 1944.
That summer, through events of war having, unfortunately, nothing of the exceptional about them, the manuscript was destroyed.
In the following years, my memory did not weary of keeping faith with a protagonist perhaps too beloved, and
these new pages should, at least, justify my heart-sore obstinacy. But because this time the need for telling was
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sustained by only a commemorative form of the fragment, and the story linked itself instinctively to personal
emotion too pressing to be obliterated or betrayed, I believe the reader deserves some data on the circumstances of
Artemisia Gentileschi, an extremely talented woman painter among the few that history records.
Born in 1598, in Rome, to a Pisan family. Daughter of Orazio, himself an excellent painter. Violated, in honor
and in love, while yet a young girl. Humiliated victim of a public trial for rape. Who maintained a school of
painting in Naples. Who hazarded to journey into heretical England in 1638. One of the first women to uphold, in
word and in deed, the right to congenial work and parity of spirit between the two sexes.
The biographies do not indicate the year of her death.
*
“Don’t cry.”
In the silence that divides my sobs, one from the other, this voice conjures up a little girl who has climbed the
hill and who wants to dispatch an urgent report. I do not raise my head.
“Don’t cry:” the syllables repeat rapidly like a hailstone, a message, in summer’s heat, from the high, cold
skies. I do not raise my head; no one is near me.
Few things exist for me in this fatiguing and white August dawn in which I sit, in my nightgown, on the gravel
of a little path in the Boboli Gardens,\fn{ A note reads: The beautiful gardens of the [Pitti] Palace in Florence are now a public
park} as in dream. From my stomach to my head I am wrung with tears, I cannot consciously help it, and I press
my face against my knees. Beneath me, among the pebbles, my bare, gray feet; above me, as waves over a
drowned man, the dull coming and going of people who ascend and descend the incline where I am, and who
cannot care about a woman crouched in sobbing.
People who, at four in the morning, are pushing forward like frightened sheep to gaze at the devastation of
their country, to confront the terrors of a night during which the German mines, one after the other, overturned the
crust of the earth. Without realizing it, I am crying for what each of them will see from Belvedere,\fn{ A note reads:
A spot in Florence from which you can see much of the city } and my sobs go on boiling; irrational, flashing, wild snatches,
the bridge of Santa Trinita, gilded towers, a floral-patterned cup that I used to drink from as a child.
And again, while I stop an instant and I gather, in my emptiness, that I must yet get up, that sound, “don’t cry,”
touches me hurriedly like a wave withdrawing. I finally raise my head which is already a memory and in this pose
I listen for those words. I grow quiet, stunned by the discovery of my most grievous loss.
Under the debris of my house, I have lost Artemisia, my companion of three centuries ago, who was gently
breathing, cradled by me on one hundred pages of script. I have recognized her voice while, from arcane wounds
in my spirit, there gush forth tumultuous images that are, at the same time: Artemisia, stung, desperate, convulsed
before dying, like a crushed dog; images all clean, clear, glittering under a May sun: the child Artemisia who hops
among the artichokes of the monks on Monte Pincio, a few paces from home; the girl Artemisia, shut in a room
with a handkerchief to her mouth so that no one will hear her crying; and furious, with hand raised in imprecation,
her eyebrows crossed; and the young beauty, head bent and with slight smile, in a somewhat plain party dress,
who passes through these streets, through these very streets …
I see her grow distant with that bearing of Diana that she had about her at the age of eighteen or twenty when,
married for expediency, she wanted no husband and lived in solitude.
I find her again in the meadow up near Belvedere where she is reclining on the warm grass in risk of the
machine guns.
“I defied people’s talk, the whole neighborhood of Santo Spirito, of Sant Onofrio.\fn{ A note reads: Florentine
neighborhoods.} I walked straight ahead, eyes open, without looking at anyone. I would go out alone, for disdain
…”
Mutely she wails like a Medusa among serpents and once again is stretched out on the ground, dispelled in a
sleep white with dust, and turns her head aside, like a dead girl seeking a last breath. The twilight hovers above;
last night all the stones of Florence were strong, all the things they sheltered were intact. There below, the last
beams give way: they say that mysterious fires burn amoung the rubble. The cursed night begins again, but among
the pacts of my lethargic sleep, on the terrified floor of a palace, a new presence wants to be recognized at any
cost.
In the darkness, in the brutality of war’s thunder, beneath my eyelids forced shut, the face of Artemisia, like
that of a belligerent woman, catches fire:
I could touch it, and I see in the middle of her forehead that vertical line, there since childhood, which only
grew deeper. Like a raging sleepwalker, she begins to shout into my ear. She has a hoarse voice and the clipped
accent of the Borgo commoners, worn-out yet inexhaustible means by which a desperate people seek to express
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themselves, to justify themselves.
And what else did Artemisia do but justify herself from the age of fourteen on?
*
“We were alone in the parlor. Madonna Tuzia was pounding at the cutting board in the kitchen. I said, I have a
fever, leave me alone. He said, I have more fever than you; and he took me by the hand, he wanted us to walk up
and down. The door to my bedroom was open. He forced me onto the bed and kept me there with his fists and his
teeth, but I had seen Francesco’s knife on the trunk. I stretched, I grasped it, and I drew it from below, cutting my
palm.”
This testimony of bewildered anatomical precision from the girl Artemisia cannot take place between us. The
words the midwives taught her after having examined her, have passed through my memory like sparks, leaving
somber ash.
And not even the tender Artemisia remembers them now. She leans her head, a sparrow’s weight, on my
shoulder and with convalescent voice:
“Afterwards I bled every time and Agostino said I was of poor complexion.”
The look of disdain no longer serves; the large eyes become fixed without rancor, eyes of an innocent whom
the secret of life will never convince …
*
Custom has not changed and Artemisia, despite the heat, closes the blind in full day so that no one will see her.
Her brothers are working, Marco at leather, Giulio at a shop, Francesco at the plasterer’s. They are as free as
adults and, in the evening, they dine at the tavern al fresco.
At this hour, a greenish hue tinges the face of the recluse Artemisia. Her hair hangs upon her cheeks like skeins
of opaque silk. She sits and draws until dark and then, without opening the window, lights the lantern.
Her models, dressed-up dolls and statuettes, are supplied by the studio of her father who works, eats and sleeps
at Monte Cavallo. With the ribbons and silk that belong to her sparse trousseau, she touches up the subjects; in
addition, there are flowers, fruits, a skull. Sometimes those well arranged and silent scenes terrify her, if her
attention slackens.
Then she rises, takes a few steps through the room which is the kitchen; this house has no parlor. She stops at
the window without opening it. She is intent upon listening to the great noise of the courtyard whose every sound
she recognizes.
Another few steps and an unimportant gesture, moving a basin from the kneading-board to the drain, filling a
glass of water, and the girl is again seated with pencil-holder between her fingers. The lantern’s light, growing
increasingly less hindered by the twilight, multiplies the shadow-play on the drapes and revives an interest in the
subject; a new white page is begun.
Well into evening, her brothers return and Artemisia has not yet taken the liberty of opening the window for a
breath of air, though no one would see her. She is still drawing with a sensible diligence that almost erases the
signs of fatigue, the pinched eyes with their blue-black circles.
Giulio and Marco go right to bed, but Francesco stays to lounge about the kitchen, pats the cat, snuffs out a
light and always finds a way to stop for a second to look over his sister’s shoulder: a split second and no more,
because he well knows how Artemisia dislikes being watched while she works.
Finally, he cannot resist the temptation to take a stool and sit with paper before him, charcoal in hand. He is
content with a slice of the table and the portion of the model that is visible from where he sits. His hand, stiff from
manual labor, loosens little by little and the nocturnal silence seems also to loosen in that exercise which, for the
Gentileschi, is like a conversation.
In monosyllables, in brief phrases, the real conversation gets started and now Francesco’s drawing proceeds
slowly and distractedly, his eyes wander from his paper and from the model in order to rest upon Artemisia’s
hands, upon her work. Now he no longer fears annoying her if he should follow the movement of her pencil and
if, leaning towards her, he should linger to look at her drawing.
The determination, secret yet evident, in the small, thin hand, slightly freckled at the back, is enough for two
artists, and the boy ends by urging her on, applauding her freely. And often Francesco saves his surprise, the spark
of joy, till the very last moment:
“In the shop of Angelo the sculptor, a painter from Modena said: I’d like to know how to paint like that young
girl who lives at San Spirito, the daughter of Gentileschi.”
*
It is not easy, even for Francesco, to decipher the emotion in Artemisia’s face.
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She withdraws, bending to gather her papers, to pick up the pencil that has fallen to the floor. But the harmony
of the gestures with which brother and sister straighten the table and put out the lamp is worth a handshake of
thanks.
Before disappearing to his straw cot behind the green drape, the boy opens the window, and the cold night air
is like a gift that he leaves for Artemisia. She stops to breathe it in, on her way to bed, and grows a little dizzy,
almost dismayed at the grand sky, high and distant, against which seems to beat the great bell of St. Peter’s.
Up there, the stars form their designs as if sifted to a luminous dust that awaits a giant brush.
With hot palms touching the cold marble, knees on the stool, Artemisia abandons her head to the windowsill,
feeling as if she were sailing towards her fate. …
18.81 An Indiscreet Madrigal\fn{by Gianna Manzini (1896/99-1974)} Pistoia, Tuscany, Italy (F) 2½
Their hostess poured the tea, holding out her index finger, on which a white bandage was prominent. With her
hand and arm nearly erased by the room’s shadows, that patch of white stood out, alone, tracing a pattern that was
enchantment: without meaning, yet completely natural. It had a touch of elegance, and it aroused a tender anxiety.
“These little hurts. It isn’t so easy to heal them, because today’s medicines have an endless capacity for
destruction.”
In the room’s atmosphere, in the voices that were mingled with a slightly affected gaiety, and—above all—in
the sunset’s light which poured into the room along with the garden’s smells through the open windows, there
crept now a shadow of alarm, the effect perhaps of that “endless” or that “capacity for destruction,” so ambiguous,
so out of keeping with the light intimacy of the gathering and that childish, almost coy bandage around a
lacquered fingernail.
The bound finger went on moving, pointed now toward the last cup, set on a little table in front of the youngest
guest, a girl entirely bent on controlling, mortifying herself. Her fearful reserve removed everything from her
eyes: warmth, meaning, even direction, leaving them vague, in spite of the limpid, clearly outlined irises; her
body, as a result, had a touching composure. Still her every action showed her fervid, sinuous in a hidden way,
revealed her, betrayed her. .
This deep, splendid eagerness to live, revealed earlier, terminated with her and radiated from her. And so
between the garden, poured into the room on waves of perfume with an immeasurably happy and rapid breath,
and the twilight diffused about the table, something lovely and consuming was woven that recalled the youth of
the world and attracted the youth in the room.
*
“Sugar?”
The girl raised her eyes and put out her hand; but when she had lifted the tongs an inch from the sugar bowl,
she let the white cube fall back again.
“Thank you, I don’t take sugar.”
The sentence failed to scratch the conversation. It was noticed only by the young man who had spoken of
destructive power, because he divined that the sacrifice of sugar was a reducing diet’s rule, and now his eyes
contracted in a faintly frowning surprise, which she answered with a mute, questioning glance, pursing her lips in
involuntary annoyance.
“September is the loveliest month in the country.”
“The end of September,” an overdressed old gentleman couldn’t help adding, in a foolishly joyous voice.
“Especially because of the light. These sudden sunsets have a charm all their own.”
“Sudden, very sudden,” the young man said with strange resentment.
The girl caught his inexplicable bitterness and lowered her glance to her plate, where she detached an almond
from a cake. Her wrist rested on the table, and thus, with a graceful gesture, her whole arm was exposed, round,
tanned by the sun, bare almost to her shoulder.
With odd, impersonal anxiety the young man looked at it.
“What about these swallows? Don’t their cries seem impatient to you—as if they had a mad desire to devour
the light altogether?”
The girl also looked at her own arm and, embarrassed, placed her left hand over it, covering it a little, above
the elbow.
*
He was thinking of the reducing diet: tiny, constant sacrifices, medicines, food watched over, weighed,
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selected; and he imagined the disorder all this produced in the infinitesimal but distinct life that determined the
roundness of those arms, the single softness of that throat, that breast.
White, active, innocent cells, each with its tiny heart, lively as an eye. And one fine day, without any declaration, without any of those events that presage change, the massacre begins. Whole ranks fall on the frontier of that
perfect arm; others come forward, call for more help, then die. It is like a dance, all this swift and desperate
traffic.
Farther away, a rumor circulates, a grief-stricken questioning. Panic. And it might well be visible, transparent
under the skin, at the bend of the elbow, at the wrist, the temple. Active until a short while ago, certain of a future
that was worth all their happy toil (see, what a beautiful girl); now grief disorganizes them; perhaps they even feel
guilty.
“But what am I doing?” the young man asked himself. “Instead of speculating on the body of this dazzling,
closed girl, I’m like the worm in an apple, working beneath her skin. And if it were in order to reach her heart …
Surely there are forbidden things. Irresistible. Underneath. Like a gallery.”
He imagined among the dead cells of that firm, almost gleaming epidermis a kind of arcade in which he, a
stranger, advanced, terrified. There was the sort of light dust that falls when a word is erased on a blackboard.
*
“Is this your only daughter?” the elderly gentleman asked the lady beside him.
“Yes, she’s all alone.” And the sentence echoed from mouth to mouth, growing more precious, amplified into a
discussion of only children and their difficult distinction.
“And I am traveling all alone,” the young man said with tremulous pride, as without breathing he went forward
in that aridness that was clear and sad, like ruins.
But the word alone made him ambitious in a new way. Having stripped the girl, he left her standing before
him, at some distance, wearing only the reflection from the window, a greenish light, all alive with imperceptible
shimmering. Naked, with a great feathered hat on her head and a gold ornament at her throat. Her hand rests on a
tree trunk.
“It is a picture. A masterpiece that I recognize. To recognize: what damnation and what solace. But, in this
journey of mine, I must recognize nothing.”
“She’s done very well in her studies. Now she’s preparing her thesis.”
“The young people of today …”
“But is there any real difference between young people today and those of yesterday?”
Ascending her arm then, through that stratum of slaughtered hosts, he followed the outline of her shoulders,
the collarbone. The subterranean passage of extinct cells began, toward her breast, to glow slightly.
“Yes, I recognize one thing. I recognize death.”
And death was revealed to him: a lunar silence suspended between two heartbeats.
“The ineffable silence of beauty, the same that governs her body’s superior harmony and the life beyond it; and
the blood’s silence, precise, as if it marked and recorded an interval; and both seduce me, engulf me, breathe in
my substance. So that, obeying a kind of repugnance or—I don’t know—a strange voluptuousness, I resist
desperately instead of remaining suspended, a restless relic on the derisive boundary of her nothingness!”
“I’m almost cold,” the girl said in a light voice, alien to her imposing body, whose innocence had the air of a
glorious punishment.
For an instant she could be seen standing, between the extended arms of the old gentleman, who gallantly held
out his coat. She leaned against the purple color that brought into relief her skin’s whiteness and the black of her
hair.
“The hours of sunlight, at this time of year, grow less every day.”
“Consequently they become more desirable.”
“Like everything that is fleeting.”
*
No doubt, love would be spoken of. He felt an inner movement of defense. What did it mean—his hesitation
about her life? He tried to imagine her naked again, this time with a twisted, shining sash. An unconscious nude,
as if removed into a higher distraction. Her head, inclined to one side, showed a gentle melancholy; and again it
was a picture he recalled; and it was reticence, almost passing indifference, that he had read in her blood when he
paused to question its pulse, then drawing back at once: for in that fugitive lassitude he seemed to understand the
sign of an inviting laziness, a bait.
“I walk among numberless tombs,” he recited, attempting the slightly amused emotion of before. “Tombs
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hedged in by the last, trembling, wasted cells.” Extremely pale, they were still extremely alive, even electric.
“They will go so far as to promise themselves another life. They deserve it, they receive it.”
Already he sensed it, he recognized it in the air with her scent, the scent of her skin. An august presence, the
corpse that she nourished within was thus revealed and, exhaling it thus, she escaped death, indicating an element
of immortality. All this, with that minimum of decision it implied, seemed extraordinary to him, something whose
value and meaning were surely lost on the girl.
“She should be warned, protected,” and meanwhile his wandering about her body became an embrace, more
tender and timid than voluptuous. Disappointed and almost surprised by such unexpected lack of pleasure, he
murmured, winking to himself,
“Now I’ll go farther, much farther.” And he urged himself on, hidden behind a bluish veil, the epidermis, to
descend along her thigh. Suddenly a fearful vacuum attracted him. He felt that his blood had left him. Never could
he return from such distance; nothing, no one could succeed in recalling him.
*
He leaned back in his chair, half-closing his eyes; but instead, he was at her feet. It was impossible to begin
with the first words or to say anything else:
“How much I love you, you attract me, I want to live at your side.” Leaning forward a little, he looked boldly
into her eyes:
“What a strange route my emotion has taken. In your freshness I have discovered a miniature death; in your
impassiveness, a confusion that has nothing to do with you, but is yours; in your twenty years, I have seen you at
fifty; in the soft fertility of your flesh, the barren drought that scarcely touches it.
“I’m in love, and I don’t know if it’s with you or with my game. But beyond all doubt, loving you, I would
settle down in a term of years, not fearing corruption or death.
“For now, what I would like is to be able to tell you the most absurd, the most outspoken things—and to hear
you saying the same things to me.”
The servant poured more hot water into the pot. Separated by that fugitive steam, she smiled at him.
In the darker air, the little white bandage around the painted fingernail made its usual, extravagant voyage.
“Allow me to help you,” the young man said to the hostess, getting up with an air of ability. And to the girl, he
added:
“A little sugar?”
“Yes,” she said, confused.
She felt she was agreeing to something that went beyond the white cube that gleamed, held in silver tongs.
118.248 Fog\fn{by Maria Luisa Astaldi (1899-1982)} Tricesimo, nr. Udine, Friuli-Venezia Giulia, Italy (F) 2
For as long as my cousins were in elementary school she always came to the Pavesa estate to tutor them. My
cousins weren’t model students, and they always had an exam to take over in October. We would see her off in the
distance as she climbed up the hill on the estate, walking under her white umbrella—one of those big, cotton
umbrellas that priests and country doctors use.
Her name was Miss Lucia. She had light-colored eyes and a long, pointed face covered with freckles, as if
she’d dipped it into a sack of bran.
“You ought to think about getting married. It’s high time, Miss Lucia.”
Flowers were a passion with her. She grew them herself in a small garden in front of her house that was so
bursting with flowers it looked like a tiny cemetery: There were twining jasmine, drooping hydrangea, whimsical
little carnations. At one time there were hearty, bright red dahlias too, but she had to give them up because their
big, flowery, red heads stuck out of the hedge, and thoughtless boys broke them off to put in their mouths, or
behind their ears. The yellow-flowered reseda plants and the morning glories against the wall of the house had
grown so lush they blanketed the bedroom window, imprisoning the slats of the shutters. But what did it matter?
Miss Lucia didn’t really have the nerve to pinch off the little flowering branches and vines. Instead, she lived in
the shadowy light, and had given up looking at herself in the mirror.
In summer, the sun is full and blazing as it goes down on the low Lombard plains, and the poplars cast their
fragile shadows along the steaming canals in the evening.
The horizon is completely flat, and stretches out with roads that all look alike as each one blurs with the next,
with cobblestoned villages, with squat, dilapidated castles gnawed by ivy; but in the evening, great orchestras of
frogs and the frantic strains of crickets fill the air. A full, good-natured moon rises in the sky and stops over to one
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side to listen to the concert, then, happy with the performance, she tosses some small, silver coins into the air;
they land in the still water of the canals and shimmer faintly.
The night is full of activity, without mystery or snares. The farmsteads sleep with one eye open: In the middle
of the night there’s the drum of the milkers, and at four o’clock, before dawn, clanging bells call the stablemen to
take care of the animals. The work is endless and unrelenting. It is as if this rich, wakeful land doesn’t have the
time or desire for dreams.
But seeing it in the light of dawn instead, in pale colors and all veiled in fog, with its small, white villages, its
slender bell towers, its cloaked castles, and the breathtaking sight of its calm, smooth waters—like a landscape
drawn on a cloud—it really seems like a haven for spirits and fairies.
Miss Lucia has so much to do. In winter there’s school, in summer there’s the garden, and so the years go by.
She’s not old, and she’s not young. It’s hard to tell just how old she is.
“She’s a sweet girl,” my aunt says, “but she seems absent-minded, kind of a scatterbrain. Maybe it’s because
she’s shy.”
One time, on Saint Martin’s Day,\fn{ A note reads: A festive day, for decanting wine, celebrated on November 11 } when my
aunt had finished cleaning out the closets and packing the trunks, the little teacher came to tell us goodbye. My
aunt introduced her to a salesman who had a suitcase full of fabrics there with him.
“A real bargain!”
The man was tall and fat, with thick hair and shrewd eyes, and a pencil stuck behind his ear. He opened the
suitcase on the table, and a sparkling, frothy skein of veils, silks, and brocatelles in warm spring colors came
cascading out. My aunt tested their softness and strength like an expert.
“These bold shades don’t look good on me. They’re more suited for you, Miss Lucia. That one would make a
beautiful evening dress, or a wedding dress,” and she pointed to a flowing piece of white material, trimmed in a
haughty taffetalike satin.
The price—according to the salesman—was exceptional, and whoever purchased the full length of fabric
would also get another discount. Here you are! He took his pencil from behind his ear and scribbled some figures
on the cover of the overturned suitcase, while we kids stood all around the table watching him ecstatically, as if he
were a magician.
“What do you say, Miss?”
“I don’t go dancing, I don’t have the chance. And … about my getting married …” Her whole face turned deep
red, and the bright color melting her freckles made her look younger and more charming. “Who in this village
would want to marry me?”
“My dear child, the future is always full of surprises, for all of us. Who can tell? Sooner than you think, in
Milan for example, you might meet the young man who’s right for you.”
“Oh, Madam, I go to Milan so rarely. I stay there only until the next train leaves, just long enough to buy a few
things. I don’t know anyone there.”
“Still, who can tell? Even on a train, at a café, in a store, you could meet the man who’ll be your husband. Take
my advice, buy this beautiful blue and white dress, and it will bring you good luck.”
Maybe my aunt was in a hurry to get rid of the salesman. She was in a good mood and spoke lightheartedly,
but I remember that the little school teacher hung on her every word, with a strange excitement that made her nose
twitch.
The salesman sang more praises about his goods, worked out more figures, and cut some more prices, and
Miss Lucia went skipping away down the hill with her bundle under her arm.
*
That was the last day we ever saw her. After that Saint Martin’s Day there were long months of frightening and
tragic events.
My oldest cousin left for the front, and right away, his first time in action, he was seriously wounded and had
to have one of his legs amputated.
It was only after the Armistice, in the spring of 1919, when we were in better spirits and my cousin was able to
begin his studies and his life again, that my aunt invited us all to spend Easter at Pavesa.
The estate smelled of mold and abandonment; mice were running around in the attic, and the garden had
grown wild and become a meeting place for throngs of cats whose frenzied love calls kept us awake at night.
“And what about Miss Lucia? Hasn’t she shown up yet? Let’s go find her!”
But we didn’t find the little house suffocated by the reseda plants and morning glories, standing inside the
small garden that overflowed with flowers like a cemetery. In its place there was some sort of shed, new but
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already dirty, with plate metal doors and a black sign hanging on the front:

Giordano Bruno Cooperative
We asked the warehouseman about her. He was a one-eyed fellow that the town had nicknamed “the doctor”
because he was so proud of not speaking in dialect and showed off whenever he could with a pompous eloquence
that was riddled with blunders.
“So you haven’t heard anything at all about the schoolteacher, Lucia?
This winter, poor thing, it happened this winter, just a little after the Cava crossing. She was stone dead, like a
squashed frog in the middle of the road. It was the milk truck that ran over her. There was a thick fog, the kind we
get around here. You couldn’t see past your nose …” Completely satisfied with our grief and attention, he
continued his story.
“For a while we couldn’t hardly recognize her, Miss Lucia. She’d powder up her face. She’d gotten odd,
raving, like they say in other parts. At night people would see her in the garden, pacing up and down like a hen in
the henhouse. She’d pick flowers, and put them in her hair and sing, like in church. The boys hid behind the
hedge, making fun of her.
“Then in the evening, around the time for the Ave Maria, she’d go on down the road, in the direction of Cava.
She’d sit there on the low wall. When a car came by she’d run into the middle of the road and wave her hands in
the air, until the driver had to stop if he didn’t want to hit her. Then she’d say, ‘Excuse me, Sir, would you give me
a ride to Milan?’ and she’d hop in.
“One time it happened to the notary from Mortara, and another time to Anselmo’s son, the one from Caseificio.
You know how it is, people talked.
“Then one day, she asked the town gossips with their kids, the postal clerk, me, and the pharmacist all over to
her house. She gives everyone candies and sweets, and a glass of sweet wine, just like it was a wedding.
“‘I’m leaving,’ she says. ‘I’m getting married. I don’t like this village at all anymore. I’m going to live in
Milan. I have a fiance there. Do you want to see my dress?’
“She goes out, and after a while there she is, coming back in, dressed in white, with some sort of thing on her
head like a crown. She looked like the statue of Saint Catherine. The women were all there with their mouths
hanging open.
“‘And now goodbye everyone,’ she says. She throws on her shawl, leaves everything the way it is, and off she
goes, looking like a ghost in the fog.
“It was over there, by that row of trees, after the fork in the road. The men in the truck saw something white
moving in the middle of the road, but they couldn’t brake in time. The tires ran over her stomach.”
“And didn’t anybody come to town? Didn’t anybody try to find her after she died?” The one-eyed man shook
his head.
“And her fiance?”
“That man hasn’t been born yet. It was, like they say, something you’d read in a novel. We found piles of
books in her house. She read so much she ruined her brain.
“Because women aren’t like us. Books are bad for them.”
117.177 Men And Death\fn{by Marinella Lodi (before 1925-

)}

Italy (F) 3

I didn’t go to school and went out very rarely. Instead I studied with a priest. I had hostile ideas about life, and
I was a skinny young girl with dark skin, large eyes, and two big legs that seemed like they belonged to someone
else.
I had very vague ideas about everything, but there were two things I knew absolutely nothing about—men and
death. I knew that the men I saw in the streets (few streets as there were in my town!) were different from women,
because they wore pants instead of skirts, and because they went out to work while women stayed at home and
dusted.
Actually; I had always vaguely imagined that the reverend who gave me lessons was female, like us.
I didn’t think about love. Death, close up, had never touched me, and from a distance, other people’s funeral
wagons, prayers, and grief made me run away, almost frozen with fear. I couldn’t imagine what a person’s face
would look like if drained of life. I was even unaware that at times a person’s face could also be strangely aflame
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with something just as vague—desire.
Our house was on a ravine. I liked it there, and I spent the evenings out on our small terrace, watching the
moon run across the sky, and the shimmering water in the stream rush down the valley far below, between two
shadows shaped like large fans. I dreamed of walking away, crossing the countryside on a starlit night, just like
that, to go live all by myself, and always in different places.
The affection I had for my father and mother was more a feeling of respect than tenderness, and I thought that
growing up meant precisely to break away from them and to break away from everything. I already had too much
of life, and only wanted to lighten my burden, to set myself free.
Maybe this was why I looked at my legs with comic desperation. They were the only part of my body that
mattered to me. I would have liked to trade them for the legs of a stork, or for two fresh, flexible reeds so I could
pass over the hills in just one sweep, like the needle of a compass.
One summer, one of my father’s cousins came to town with her husband. She had been married only a short
while, and we hadn’t seen her for many years. I didn’t remember her, and at first she really annoyed me because
she always wanted me to come over to her house. Then I got used to her.
She was twelve years older than I was, but I soon felt a maternal kind of tolerance toward her. She asked me a
thousand questions and never waited for me to answer, and had a restlessness about her that was hard to put up
with. But I liked her blond hair and milky white arms, which she always kept bare. She wore a lot of perfume, and
changed her clothes two or three times a day. She constantly asked me,
“Now tell the truth, are you in love?”
I couldn’t understand this obsession to keep asking me the same question after I had already answered no, in
amazement, the first time. Yet she still wouldn’t drop it.
“But if you don’t think about some man when you’re thirteen, what do you think about? You must have some
shadowy picture of a man, or at least hope to meet one. That’s always on every girl’s mind!”
Then I started to worry that I was incomplete, and thought I noticed something missing inside me where these
shadowy dreams and hopes should be, according to what my cousin said.
Her husband was much older than she was. Tall and a bit slouchy, he had a hooked nose and frizzy hair that
gleamed with pomade. She adored him though, and I’d heard that she had run away with him before they got
married so that she wouldn’t have to give in to her relatives, who were trying to make her marry a younger and
richer man. As she hugged him and put her head on his shoulder, she’d say to me,
“Come on now! Don’t you dream about having a handsome, sweet husband like him sometime soon?”
I’d look at her, but didn’t have the courage to answer, because the immense joy she felt only made me sorry for
her. Old hooked-nose would nibble at her arms and say, looking at her and me with two bright little eyes,
“You smell so good Maria! You smell like fruit!”
I couldn’t believe Maria would let him do that, and actually nestle her whole body against him like a hen. Then
I’d pull my sleeves down, way down to my fingernails, sadly wishing the material would stretch even further. But
I was sorry for feeling disgusted by this man, who was able to make a woman—my cousin—happy just the same.
He didn’t ever talk to me alone, though. There was a distance between us, created by my own distrust and
uneasiness around him and, perhaps, by his dislike for me. Of course I felt as if I were an imposition in his house,
even though I went there reluctantly. One time, as he and his wife talked to each other from different rooms, I
heard him say,
“That sulky girl always getting in the way? She’s ugly!”
It didn’t hurt my feelings because I understood why he’d want to be alone with his wife, who was so beautiful,
and so good that she even let an ugly, old man like him kiss her. Another time, I heard him raise his voice during a
hushed argument and declare,
“What do you mean! She’s cold and selfish!”
This confused me.
They had her elderly father, who suffered from heart problems, living with them. He always stayed in the
bedroom, sitting in an armchair and breathing heavily as he looked out the window with his empty eyes, as though
peering out from two deep caves. He also called me over constantly to keep him company, but I was afraid to be
alone in his room because it always seemed as if a third presence, something indefinable, was hovering in the air.
I didn’t dare say the word death even to myself, fearing I might evoke it, and I looked suspiciously at the curtains
as they seemed to billow and move …
In moments like those I even wished for my cousins and the boring sight of them caressing each other. Most of
all, I thought about the day when they would all leave again, fooling myself into thinking I would go back to
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being peacefully unaware right away.
*
Then, one morning they ran to our house to tell us the old man had died.
I didn’t want to set foot in that house where the mysterious event had happened for anything in the world, but
my mother made me go along with her because she thought we had to show our relatives how stricken we were
with grief, to which I was immune. So long as I didn’t have to go into the dead man’s room, I agreed to cross the
threshold of that house, but I trembled, not knowing what to expect.
When I saw the sorrowful face on my cousin’s husband though, I reproached myself, repeating those distant
words: cold, selfish. But I couldn’t change how terrified I felt deep inside.
“Try to calm Maria down a bit. She’s in an awful state,” he said to my mother, pointing to the nearest door,
from which slivers of lamplight strained out.
“She’s in there. I can’t take it anymore. She keeps fainting, and throws herself into my arms crying, ‘I only
have you now! You’re all I have left!’ It’s as if she’s afraid I won’t be enough …”
“Of course you’re all she has! You have to show her how much you love her;” answered my mother, thinking
the woman’s fears weren’t all that absurd. Then she left me alone with him, and told him to keep me company.
I didn’t know what to say to him. He was so serious and sad, I didn’t dare speak to him. I was sorry I had
disliked him so much, yet I disliked him even more now. I was afraid he would burst into tears, and the thought of
having to comfort him really bothered me; my intense uneasiness made me think that he could faint in my arms
too. What would I do with him?
Luckily there was a large couch in the room that I thought could come in handy. But the door out was far away,
down at the other end of the room. The door near by …
So I wouldn’t see the light glowing sadly from that door I went over to the window. He followed me without
saying anything, and we looked outside together. He was sighing. I didn’t feel any sympathy for him, and thought
I was awful.
“He’s suffering,” I said to myself, “and I’m only thinking about myself and how much I detest him!”
*
It was Sunday, and with the buzzing in the crowded, festive street, the darkness and silence behind us seemed
even more mournful. Every now and then we heard a sob burst out in the other room behind us: Maria. As she
began to cry, I’d cough and stamp my feet so he wouldn’t hear her; I wished I was able to talk to him to distract
him. Then it seemed like he was standing too close to me, and I moved so I wouldn’t bother him. I kept getting
the same impression until, between one sigh and another, I had nowhere to go but up against the wall, but I still
felt his manly warmth and smell—so new to me, and repulsive—close by. Churning inside, I was torn between the
strange uneasiness and the pity he made me feel.
But the painful astonishment I felt turned to indignation and fear when I was forced to realize that he was
touching me deliberately.
I trembled and blushed, ashamed of myself and of him; my only instinct was to move away, but I couldn’t. I
felt my eyes fill with tears for this assault on my emotions, but I didn’t let even one fall, so I wouldn’t have to
accept what seemed to be happening.
I couldn’t admit that such a horrible thing was true. What did he want, what was he doing, and why, then, did
he continue to sigh? I didn’t dare look at him because I didn’t know what I would now find in those eyes of his,
eyes I’d never really looked into.
“I wanted to say, “I’m hot;” so I could free myself, but I was afraid he’d take it the other way from the sound
of my voice, and then, strengthened by his authority as a relative, would accuse me of being immodest. I was the
one being humiliated. I was suffering.
I leaned still further out the window so I would be less alone with him in the darkness—and less near to death.
He was breathing heavily on my neck, like the old man when he was alive, and I thought he was the one behind
me. Anyhow, I felt as if the unknown were breathing ardently on the nape of my neck …
To escape the reality of his cautious and insinuating hands I squashed myself against the windowsill and felt a
deep pain in my chest; that was when I realized I had breasts.
All of a sudden I thought my dresses were too short, my neck too bare, my legs too big; in a desperate race my
hands followed his to push them away, to protect myself, to cover my body …
It was no use!
His hands were everywhere.
I said harshly, “Your wife is crying,” thinking I would cruelly shake him back to his senses and deeply hurt his
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feelings. He didn’t pay any attention to me, and besides, it wasn’t true. There wasn’t a sound coming from the
dead man’s room anymore. I was alone and in agony.
He was silently wrapping himself around me like an octopus; he gripped me from every side with his legs, his
arms, his breath, and I felt myself disappear, absorbed by the wicked way he stuck to me. Finally his face was so
close to my mouth that I could see …
Oh, in those feared and almost unknown eyes I saw only this: emptiness. But that made his face frightening, as
a mysterious, moist ecstasy dripped from his idiotic smile. Then I heard a slurred voice mumble something like,
“Such a young girl, and you’re already a woman. My God!” I heard other, more distant words:
“You smell like fruit, Maria!”
And as if I were in a dream, with Maria’s moaning in some other part of the house—all dark and icy, like a
tomb—the horror that living man made me feel was so strong I managed to wriggle free and throw myself quickly
toward the closest door. I opened it …
*
The dead man was lying on the bed, on top of a damask blanket that was as green as a meadow.
He was alone. His hands were crossed on his chest, now peacefully freed from the struggle to breathe, and he
had a smile on his face; the disturbing circles around his eyes and mouth had disappeared.
He inspired peacefulness and almost drew me to him.
I quickly crossed the room and knelt down close to the low bed. I took his icy hands tightly in mine and rested
my burning forehead against them, feeling the wild pounding in my temples fade against the perfect immobility of
those hands.
I stayed like that, clinging tightly to the funereal blanket, under the protection of the four flickering candles as
if I were in a place no one could violate, while in the living room next to me angry steps paced up and down in the
darkness.
When I won back my solitude, I became peaceful again, but I was no longer unknowing, and I had ideas about
life that were even more hostile and clear.
I’d come to know man and death, and had immediately preferred the latter.
118.250 A Drama In Silence\fn{by Maddalena Crispolti (before 1934-

)}

Italy (F) 2

He stood still in the doorway.
All his crowded memories came rushing in on him from the open room, which looked abandoned, like a place
that had no use any more. The bed had a silk blanket over it, and still bore the impression of the dead woman’s
body. A few withered and scorched rose petals lay scattered on the floor, while the mingled smells of burned
church candles and of all the flowers that had filled the room for almost two days lingered, in spite of the air
coming in through the wide open window and filled his mouth with a bitter, disgusting taste.
He stood there, reliving in a few moments the whole story of her deathly illness, and the whole story of her
life. He didn’t have the courage to go through the doorway, just as he didn’t have the courage to move back and
close the door to that room. Any other time he’d have done all these little things without giving them a thought,
but now they seemed as if they were of monumental importance.
He couldn’t take his eyes off that bed where his mother had died.
His mother!
All he’d had in his life was that sweet woman, a little sad and withdrawn, but so loving and devoted! That pale
figure, that shadow of a woman had made him the man he was today, a man who wasn’t afraid of life.
To protect that defenseless creature he’d developed a moral virility stronger than any physical power; to make
her smile less sad he’d opened his heart to see everything that was beautiful and good in life.
And now, would all of this survive in him?
Wouldn’t the disappearance of that weak creature annihilate the strength that had been born and had grown for
her sake?
A shutter swung closed with a mournful, empty sound that startled the young man. He mechanically put his
hand up to his forehead. His eyes were dry, without a single tear clouding them, but a shooting pain made his
heart ache.
“Mother!” he murmured, and as if he’d called her forth, he saw her again lying there on the bed, just as she’d
been in her last moments—pale and helpless, without any more strength, no longer smiling.
Again, he saw her eyes wander fearfully around the room as if searching for something she could grab onto, he
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saw her agitated waxen hands on the white blankets moving in a final spasmodic gesture.
*
Then in the mournful silence he again heard the prayers that rose for her, though she didn’t seem to hear them,
and later an unbroken, piercing sob.
Who was crying like that? It was their doctor, their friend. For all those years he’d been her doctor, given her
advice and support while she was all alone. Now he was crying because he had no way to save her, and
meanwhile he, her son, wasn’t able to cry.
“Motherl” He repeated again, “Dear mother!”
For an instant it seemed as if she’d come back to him and was smiling at him. Then his first tears began to
dampen his eyes, and soon streamed down, covering his face. His tears made him feel as if he were a child again
who needed to be comforted. But who could help him?
He looked around. No one! He didn’t have anyone.
But just as this thought took shape, an image resurfaced in his mind, the image of the man who had been crying there in that same room where the woman had lain in her death agony. But immediately a sense of agonizing
repulsion stopped him. No, he wouldn’t turn to him!
And the faint image of the man crying stuck in his mind.
He was old! He’d always thought of him as old, but now he realized he couldn’t be much older than his
mother. He remembered how he’d always been right there with them, between the woman—deserted by her husband—and her son … a friend, adviser, doctor …
A long shiver made him shake.
What else had that man been in their life? The woman had always smiled at him, and ever since he was a small
boy, he too had learned to smile at the man’s sincere face and kind eyes.
But not any more.
Now he felt a dull anger toward him rising inside himself. The man’s heart-breaking sobs were like a barrier
that divided them.
*
The doorbell echoed sharply through that sad house. The young man pulled himself together, shut the bedroom
door hard and turned the key. He came back to life, to his own life.
The doctor was waiting at the door. Though pale, his face had regained its usual expression of strength and
energy, and his eyes stared into the young man’s with tender affection, as always, while he asked,
“What do you intend to do, Nandor?” The young man shook his head,
“I don’t know yet,” he answered.
“Will you stay here?”
“I don’t know,” the young man repeated.
“Nando!” the man said in a voice full of emotion, “your mother asked me to look after you. So remember that
I’m here to help you. I’ll do whatever I possibly can.”
“Thank you,” Nando answered tersely.
As he looked at the doctor it seemed as if he were seeing him that day for the first time. His energetic, strong
face was still handsome, despite his age, and the man’s hand, which was now resting on his own in a gesture of
paternal authority, had the lines of a pure masculinity. That man had always lived close by the deserted woman,
with all his attractive good looks and so charming with his intelligent, quick mind. What about her? … How had
he looked through her eyes?
Now, neither one of them spoke, and in the silence the man felt the boy running away from him heart and soul;
he saw his eyes cloud over with something that grief couldn’t explain. A deep sigh rose up in his chest, and the
lines on his face instantly looked older, as he murmured,
“What’s wrong, Nando?”
Nando Corsi wearily passed a hand over his forehead.
“Nothing,” he answered curtly. Then suddenly, as if he couldn’t hold in the rush of grief overpowering his soul,
he added,
“Don’t you know what my mother meant to me, doctor?” The doctor’s lips trembled faintly, while he nodded
in agreement.
“No, you can’t know!” the young man continued, growing more and more upset. “She was purity, virtue, love
… and now …”
What was he saying? He stopped, suddenly shaking. Wasn’t voicing his shadow of doubt already an offense to
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the dead woman? The other man had lowered his face, and for an instant Nando saw the bowed gray head of an
old man before him. But a moment later the doctor looked steadily into his eyes again, with the same expression
of deep understanding he’d always shown when looking into his mother’s eyes.
What was about to happen? Nando was afraid of the words he might hear, words that would make that heartripping shadow of his doubt grow even darker. He felt some other force pushing against him, against his own will,
spying on him. But why? The spirit of the dead woman was between them, and each man was using it as a barrier
to hide the feelings in his own heart.
“Thank you,” the young man finally said, “thank you for all you’ve done for my mother and me.”
The other man made a gesture, interrupting him. They sat in silence for a few moments, then the doctor stood
up.
“It’s all clear then,” he said. “If you need anything, all you have to do is call me.”
Nando didn’t answer. He looked at the man as the man looked at him, and it seemed as if each of them was
searching the other for the truth, for something he could be certain about.
*
Silently, they walked across the room. At the end of the living room the light from the large gilded mirror made
them stop. With the curtains pulled over the large windows, the whole room was immersed in shades of gray. And
in those muted colors, the two male images reflected in the mirror stared back at Nando and the other man with
the same pained eyes, of an identical light shade.
It came to him in a flash! Nando Corsi quickly spun around, and turned on all the lights, until the whole room
was flooded with light.
The spell was broken. Next to the man in the fullness of his manhood stood the younger one, who was little
more than an adolescent, but had seen a shadow of doubt take the shape of reality in those two images reflected in
the mirror.
The man’s crying seemed to echo again in his ears, as it had echoed in the dying woman’s bedroom.
The woman, his mother, was dead, and all the man’s grief, all the son’s adoration hadn’t been able to keep her
memory intact.
Now the two men stood face to face, and their searching eyes held each other’s gaze again, but this time in
mute, anguished expectation.
Who would say something first? The young man did. His mother’s love, which had been the shining beacon in
his life, could not be darkened.
He denied everything—what he saw with his own eyes, what he knew deep down inside was the
unquestionable truth. He rejected the love that was being offered to him as if to make up for what life had taken
from him, he accepted his isolation, and all so that the maternal image would remain just like the one he’d always
seen, just like the one he’d always venerated. His voice trembled when he shook hands with the man who, until
yesterday, had been his most trusted friend, and said only,
“Goodbye.”
The man understood. Tears shone in his tired eyes. Bent and speechless he left the house for good, like a man
who was guilty.
1920
117.180 A Boy\fn{by Pia Rimini (1900-1945)} Trieste, Friuli-Venezia Giulia, Italy (F) 2½
The woman caught herself with idle hands as she sat in front of the window, and her dreamy laziness seemed
like something to feel guilty about.
To keep her hands busy she unbuttoned and rebuttoned the top of her dress, but even the slightest movement
weighed upon her. When she stood up, as if to shake off that sluggishness, she felt the weariness hanging heavily
in the air settle in her knees, and she leaned on the windowsill, lost in daydreams.
She rediscovered the feelings of melancholy, the fits of temper, and the weaknesses of adolescence in those deceiving spring days. Chasing after her memories made her feel lazy. As her mind descended backwards through
time, she’d lose her thread of thought and pause in the iridescent margin of a fickle indolence, only to be suddenly
surprised at feeling like she was her own enemy, and everyone else’s enemy too, angry without knowing why,
more irritated by not knowing the reason for it than by that vague sense of uneasiness that kept her teetering
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between tears and outbursts of anger.
*
She moved away from the window and began to clean up the living room. Her son’s mess had a cheerfulness
all its own. Books, notebooks, small pens—there wasn’t a spot on the table or furniture that wasn’t littered with
them. The mother stuck her head out the door:
“Pietruccio!” The housekeeper answered from the kitchen,
“He’s in the courtyard getting some exercise!”
“Tell him to come upstairs!” She heard the girl answering again,
“He says he doesn’t want to come in.”
“Tell him to come in right away!” As the mother stood still in the breeze coming through the window, she
lifted her arms so the wind could play inside her wide sleeves. She ran her fingers through her hair because she
liked feeling it ruffle.
Then Pietruccio appeared in the doorway and watched his mother, who blushed and laughed as if she’d been
caught doing something wrong. He snapped at her,
“Why did you make me come in?”
“You’re so flushed!” The boy moved back brusquely.
“What’s wrong?” she said, and straightened his dull blond hair with her fingers. He shrugged off his mother's
hands, so she put them firmly on his shoulders to calm him down.
“Is that any way to behave?” She’d taken hold of him and was pushing him toward the small table.
“You have history and geography homework to do for tomorrow.” As she said this, something about him
irritated her:
Such a big, dull, and plain boy. He doesn’t take after me at all! Her voice, which had been soft with affection,
became exasperated with anger as the idea leapt to mind:
He’s messy and overbearing! Distracted, she said,
“Who’ll go out tonight with Mama if Pietruccio doesn’t hurry up and do his homework?”
“Are we going to the movies?” It was as if a burst of sunshine lit up his tanned face. Even his hair seemed to
shine, turning blonder, and his gray eyes glinted with gold. She forgot about how sulky and bad he’d just been.
There was something about the boy’s enthusiasm and exuberance that reminded her of herself, and she instantly
became more tender. She regretted the angry, almost hostile way she’d judged him.
A good looking boy—smart and full of passion! Seated at the table, Pietruccio turned around.
“I …”—she heard her voice crack, without knowing why she was on the verge of crying. Every word took her
by surprise; every little thing distracted and irritated her. Then, filled with a joy, blushing with shyness she said,
“Do your homework;” and she sat down. But Pietruccio didn’t listen to her.
*
She lost herself poring over a romance novel that made patches of memories flash, then flicker as she
anxiously drew near. Tears quivered on the brims of her eyelashes.
Why doesn’t he get here? she thought. He really did say, “I’ll come see you tomorrow. And we’ll talk.”
She stood up, turning to see if Pietruccio had noticed, and rustled away into the other room. Then she softly
closed the door behind her. Later, in the entrance hall, she’d have to be very careful and open the front door just a
crack so he wouldn’t ring the doorbell when he arrived, and so Pietruccio wouldn’t run to see who was there.
The sky had become overcast. She couldn’t even see herself in the mirror. To powder her face she had to lean a
little closer to the mirror.
How had he put it? … And we’ll talk …
But what if Pietruccio heard them talking and carne into the living room? Pietruccio’s so stubborn! A boy
without a father who’s grown up like a wild horse! And a mother who’s too young, too pretty … Filled with tenderness, she smiled at herself in the mirror through the tears in her eyes.
He said it himself: “A mother who’s too young, too pretty. Pietruccio needs a new father!”
Thunder clouds hung heavily in the air, while the sun’s rays slanted through, shedding a harsh light. It was
raining. She put her arm outside the window and was more absorbed by the sight of her arm than the weather. A
tickle of laughter swelled in her chest. She slipped down the hall on tiptoes.
*
“Mama!” she heard Pietruccio call and just at the same time, the doorbell rang. She ran to the doorway flushed
and out of breath, and blurted,
“What do you want now?” Her voice had a slight tremor, and a strain of irritation too. As she spoke she tried to
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listen to the voices and footsteps in the hall. But right away she felt she was betraying herself, and softened her
tone of voice,
“Hurry up, Pietruccio! Get back to work! I’ll be back later:”
“Where are you going?”
“Why?” She blushed. Her eagerness surged with the impatience of a race, the sheer folly of flight imprisoned
in still wings. And something of that wild fluttering also spread to her voice. The boy leapt to his feet. His
mother’s bewilderment made his bursting rage swell.
“Why are you running off?” But his arrogance made her speak in a strict voice again.
“Why are you making such a scene?” Then all her excitement rushed into scolding him as her anger flared too.
“Get to work! Do you understand? If you keep disobeying …” and she fell silent, straining to hear.
“But who is it?” said the boy, rushing toward the door to the hall. The mother blocked his way.
“Pietruccio!”
“Let me get by!”
She was his mother, and felt only weakness before him. But she was also a woman, and defended herself.
Knowing how far he might go with this, she felt her hands shaking with a vague temptation to slap him.
“I said no. Don’t you dare!”
She challenged him, shuddering since she knew how blind his fury could be, and thought maybe she could
persuade him with kind words. But she also thought that by trying to coax him she’d be giving in to him. Who’s in
charge: she or he?
The door opened. The housekeeper, drying her hands on her apron, said,
“Mr. Ginardi is here. He wants to see you, Ma’am.” The mother saw a flash of anger in the boy’s eyes.
“What are you waiting for? Have him come in!” he ordered. Then he lost his patience because the girl didn’t
give any sign of going.
“Hurry up! You make everybody wait!” After she’d left the room, the boy asked grimly in a low voice,
“What does he want with you?”
“And what does that matter to you?” The boy tightened his fists:
“Why …?” he asked, his voice breaking. Tears were coming to his eyes, and he hid his face with his fists and
yelled, crying,
“I don’t want this! I don’t! Tell him to go away! My mama! He wants my mama!”
Instantly disarmed, the mother felt nothing but the boy’s pain, the pain of her little boy, and she was drawn to
his tears.
“But what are you thinking? Pietruccio! Listen! Don’t act this way. You don’t have any idea. Mr. Ginardi—” at
that name, the boy’s sobs rose loud and angry—“he wants to marry me,” the mother said quickly. “He’s such a
good man. And he cares about you, too.”
The boy had crouched down on the floor, and at each word the mother said he kicked the small table. She knelt
down beside him and spoke softly, trying to move his hands away from his face, as his tears ran down and
dissolved the blotches of ink.
“Now listen! Pay attention!” She walked around nervously. Then, sensing how bitter and hostile he was, she
moved over and sat down next to him, a child herself, in all her pain. Now, with her hair messed up, her dress
wrinkled, her eyes red from crying, she couldn’t go into the living room. And he was waiting for her out there.
Between the boy’s sobs she heard footsteps pacing up and down in the living room. Since his mother wasn’t
saying anything, the boy broke off his crying to glance sideways at her, and he met her eyes. She stood up.
“Don’t go!” her son shouted, clutching her skirt. “What does that man want? Why don’t you love me?”
Dismayed, the mother leaned on the table. The boy stood up.
“Call Luisa and tell her to send him away!” He coaxed with a meek, ingratiating voice. He sensed that the
emotion in those words swayed his mother toward giving in, and he started wheedling her boyishly so he could
win her over completely.
“Aren’t you happy with me? Why do you want him?” In a tired but kind voice she said, “Go on! Tell Luisa to
…” She thought the boy would fly clear to the door. Then she turned around, and the sight of him still crying—
looking like such a little boy—made her feel sorry for him. She thought about when he was small and cut his
hand. He came running to her, screaming,
“Mama!”
“Do you want me to go do it?” she whispered.
The boy didn’t answer. She went over to the door and opened it. Standing in the doorway, she said loudly,
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“Luisa! Tell Mr. Ginardi—” and her voice broke off. In the silence she heard the boy rushing toward her, his
voice nudging at her back softly. She continued—“say I can’t, that I don’t have time …”
She quickly stepped back into the room and ran to a corner, where she collapsed into a chair. The boy heard
only her deepening sobs, which she smothered as she hid her face.
“No mama, no …” he stammered, feeling a little guilty, but irritated that her tears might ruin his victory.
“What do you care about that man? Aren’t we happy, just you and me?” And when he heard the footsteps go
down the hall and the sound of the door slamming, he said,
“I’ll stay with you.” And he thought,
Now I’ll hurry up and do my homework. Then tonight we’ll go to the movies!
138.384 The Travelers\fn{by Ignazio Silone (1900-1978)} Pescina del Marsi, Abruzzi, Italy (M) 3
In the valley below there were no lights or other signs of human habitation; only in the distance, halfway up
the enclosing mountains, shone the clustered lights of extensive villages, several hours away.
All of a sudden Pietro was overcome by fatigue; the abrupt change of altitude and the emotion wrought in him
by the landscape cause his heart to beat fast and irregularly. Faustina noticed his weariness; she took the reins
from his hands and counseled him to close his eyes.
But the gig bounced incessantly and there was no headpiece against which he could lean back; to fall asleep
might mean falling out under the wheels. Pietro chose rather to slide down onto the floor and curl up on a suitcase, leaning his head against the seat. If only he could reset his aching back!
The position was comfortable; he felt lucky to have discovered it. But his outlook was restricted; he could see
no more than if he were shut up in a barrel.
In front of him the only visible object was the rear end of the horse and, after a while, this dark, heavy, monstrous reality became a haunting vision, a self-sufficient reality, a bit of autonomous animal life consisting of two
enormous buttocks, a short thick black tail and the shadowy opening of the intestines.
Pietro was covered with cold perspiration; he tried to see the horse’s head, mane, back or legs; he fought desperately to reconstruct before his eyes the whole horse in order to escape from the heartrending vision of this detached mass of jet-black flesh which filled his whole horizon and shook continuously, involving his eyes in its upand-down animal movement.
“What’s the matter? Are you having a nightmare?” asked Faustina in a voice that was balsam to his heart.
He hid his face in a corner of her coat; she ran her hand over his head caressingly, but this was the limit of her
daring; it seemed to be the very most that she could allow herself.
“Try to sleep,” she said; “we’ve a long way to go.”
Pietro closed his eyes. The valley was gradually filled with a constant, ever louder booming sound, perhaps
from a river below. It must have seemed to Pietro the sound of Time which had once more begun to flow about
him, the bouncing gig a frail bark on its waves.
*
Much later, when he opened his eyes, a house appeared down the road, with a lamp hanging outside it; farther
on was the entrance to a sizable village. The travelers’ first impulse was one of relief, a hailing of “Land, land!”
which wiped out the fatigue of the journey.
But their second thought was one of embarrassment at the ambiguous situation in which they were about to
find themselves and which neither one had dared to mention to the other along the way. Now it seemed to both of
them too late to mention it at all and they avoided even looking at each other.
Two carabinieri whom they saw on the main street of the village had the mournful air of prison guards making
their rounds.
“Where’s a decent hotel?” Pietro asked them.
“There’s only one, where the road turns, down there in the square,” answered one of the carabinieri, “but it’s
more of an inn than a hotel.”
At the inn, after repeated loud knocks, a man answered and, before coming out to meet them, lit a lamp over
the door which threw its light over the two travelers and a swinging sign:

Alberto Vittoria già del Commercio
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Pietro noticed that Faustina was exceedingly pale.
“Faustina,” he whispered hurriedly, “you have nothing to fear.”
While the exaggeratedly voluble landlord looked after the horse and the gig, a sleepy half-dressed woman took
their suitcases and escorted them up a dark smelly stairway to the only free room, on the third floor.
“No,” the woman answered. “And what would you be wanting with it? Did you bring your children with you?
If you like I can put an extra mattress on the floor.”
Then, as neither of them made answer, “Good night and a good rest to you,” said the woman, anxious to go
back to bed. With that she disappeared, closing the door behind her.
*
The room contained an immense double bed, a regular tournament ground, a bed of a ritual enormousness
proper to an age of matriarchy. At either side were the customary smelly night-tables, ready to emit an odor of
ammonia when they were opened. On one wall hung a portrait of the Black Virgin of Loreto, a holy-water font
and a branch of olive.
Faustina stood looking out the window; Pietro sat down on a suitcase.
“Faustina,” he said, “I am sorry there was no way out of such a tiresome and ambiguous situation. I am very ill
at ease, believe me.”
“It’s not your fault, Pietro,” she said without turning around. “You needn’t apologize. The circumstances are to
blame, you know that.”
“Faustina,” he said, “if circumstances intended to play a trick on us, then it’s up to us to turn the tables on them
and laugh at their expense. I hope you’ll help me do just that.”
“How, Pietro?” she asked, turning toward him.
“No one can oblige us to act like the characters of a cheap novel, Faustina,” explained Pietro, “simply because
we are not such characters. If we are modestly and frankly ourselves, we can laugh at circumstances. Practically
speaking, the main difficulty is resolved by my predilection for sleeping on the floor. Don’t look as if you didn’t
believe me, Faustina; if you are in doubt, you can ask Simone tomorrow: there were no beds in his barn and yet I
never slept better in my life. I’m going to take a pillow and a blanket and settled down on the floor. Good night,
Faustina.”
“But, Pietro, I’ve always wanted to sleep on the floor,” answered Faustina indignantly. “I’m strong and I’ve
never been ill; you can ask anyone you like about that; you’ve seen for yourself during our journey that I had not
a single uncomfortable moment. That you can’t deny! Don’t be stubborn, Pietro; get into the bed and I’ll take the
floor.”
“Faustina,” said Peitro with all the firmness he could muster, “let me tell you that you can’t be domineering
with me. You are my guest and a woman into the bargain—let’s forget that but, after all, you are a woman,
undeniably—and there’s an end to it; you go to bed and I’ll lie here on the floor where I assure you I’ll be
perfectly comfortable because I’m used to sleeping there. Good night, Faustina, let’s not discuss it any longer.”
“Pietro, if you think you can win out by acting first and talking later, you are very much mistaken. Poor fellow,
you haven’t the slightest idea of my obstinacy. I’ll take a pillow and a blanket and occupy this corner of the floor;
you can do what you like but the wisest thing, since you are so tired, would be to go to bed. Good night, Pietro.”
*
The floor was paved with dark red tiles with blue and yellow markings; it was uneven as if a river has been
sweeping over it for years.
Pietro’s slender, curved body, wrapped in a yellow wool blanket, took on the shape of the keel of a boat halfburied in the sand and the pulsing irregular beat of his heart was like the vibration of a motor which refused to be
put out of commission.
Faustina had lain down near the door, her head resting on one open hand; she seemed to have gone to sleep and
her motionless body under the blue blanket had the immobility of a figure on a sculptured tomb.
It was the month of March and all night long two cats on a neighboring roof kept up a continuous stream of
calls and invocations in a languorous and passionate key. Pietro, wrapped in deep sleep, only once opened his
eyes. He saw Faustina at the other end of the room kneeling with her hands folded in prayer and her head against
the wall. He closed his eyes again immediately so as not to disturb her.
*
When he woke up in the morning, she had just finished washing her face in a tiny enameled basin which she
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had filled with water from a chipped earthenware pitcher. Pietro held his breath: in the early morning light she
seemed even lovelier than before; from where he lay on the floor she appeared taller, more graceful, lighter and
airier than her usual self, an enchanting, shady palm tree; if only he could climb up and gather its fragrant hidden
fruits, sweeter than everything sweet, then greedily enjoy them, stretched out in the still shade.
As she stood in front of a small mirror, precisely and gracefully piling up on her head the fragrant river of her
chestnut hair, her beauty was revealed after the fashion of a flower in shoulders, the olive skin on either side of the
pale blue shoulder-straps of her undershirt. She saw in the mirror that Pietro was awake.
“Oh, good morning! Did you sleep well?”
“Like a log. And you?”
Pietro summoned up his strength to get dressed: first he put his hat on his head and knotted his tie, then he lay
back to rest. In order to reach his shoes, he would have to get up: what an absurd order of things. After he had got
his shoes on, he snatched another moment of rest; then, when he had tied his shoelaces he rested again.
“I have never been able to fathom, Faustina,” he confessed solemnly, “why we have to take off our shoes every
night, only to put them on again in the morning. Mind, it’s not the effort that I find demoralizing but the senselessness and superfluousness of it.”
“Your ancestors must have worn sandals, Pietro.”
“All our ancestors wore sandals, Faustina, every single one of them. Shoes, like cigarettes, were inflicted upon
us by the Piedmontese. Faustina, to whom do those suspicious-looking suitcases there in the corner belong?”
“The two big leather ones are yours, Pietro, as you very well know.”
“Mine? Faustina, you are joking. I’ve not owned a suitcase since I left school; I get along very well with a few
handkerchiefs and an extra pair of socks; I wash my shirt and hang it up to dry at night. Why should I burden myself with heavy and suspicious-looking baggage?”
“Donna Maria Vincenza gave them to Severino yesterday; I’ve told you that before, Pietro, don’t you remember? Severino told me that your grandmother had worked for a whole month over your wardrobe; she filled the
cases with fine linen and she was even going to embroider your initials, P.S., on the shirts when she realized that
they were not quite suitable.”
“P.S.? Oh, Public Safety, and post scriptum; what an idea! How could my grandmother, sensible as she is, think
up anything of the kind? Faustina, I know that P.S. are my so-called initials but don’t you think they are
ridiculous? Can I be P.S.? Well, let’s see; have you the keys to the suitcases?”
“The keys?”
Don Severino had forgotten to give them to her and Pietro was triumphant.
“You see what it is to travel with suitcases!” he observed. While Pietro was washing, Faustina decided to go
down to the kitchen to order breakfast.
“What would you like?” she asked Pietro.
“Some sweet dates and a fresh coconut,” he answered vaguely. Then he realized that he was walking nonsense
and he excused himself:
“I was going through an attack of anthropophagy, yes, of pure cannibalism. Forgive me, Faustina, but it may
happen to anyone; I’m really sorry. Just order black coffee for me, Faustina, some that’s really strong.”
Faustina understood not a word of what he was stammering and, slightly worried, she went down to the
kitchen to order the coffee.
*
Their hostess, an easygoing soul, all sugar and honey, received her affably and, to establish her trustworthyness, said that her name was Sora Olimpia and that she had just taken a dose of salts, because her digestion was so
delicate that she could stand no stronger laxative. It was clear that the purpose of this divagation\fn{ Digression}
was to inspire Faustina to confide in her.
“You two quarreled last night didn’t you?” added Sora Olimpia with an understanding smile. “Excuse me, I
have no wish to be indiscreet, but while the girl was sweeping the hall outside your room this morning she put her
eye to the keyhole and saw your husband sleeping on the floor.
“You mustn’t be embarrassed, you know; such things happen in the best of families and then it’s easy to see
that you’ve not been long married. Ah, the first days are always difficult. I need only tell you that for a while I
quarreled with my husband regularly every night. Young husbands are either unbearably enthusiastic or else they
are so inexperienced that they would try the nerves of a saint.
“May I venture to give you some advice, my lady?”
“For the love of heaven, please don’t, I beg of you,” Faustina managed to implore her.
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By the light of day, the landlady’s husband, too, seemed a good-natured sort: jovial, familiar and anxious to
please. Whatever his guests might want, they had only to call on Sor Quintino. He met Pietro coming down the
stairs and could not resist expressing regret that he had spent the night on the cold, hard floor.
“You do not need to apologize,” he assure him, “there’s no harm done and I’m not in the least shocked. An
innkeeper sees a little of everything.
“When my wife was sweeping the stairs this morning, she happened to look through the keyhole and saw you
were lying on the floor. At first she was frightened, thinking you were dead, but then she called me and I reassured her.
“It’s too bad to sleep on the floor when a man has a pretty little wife like yours, but don’t be discouraged, my
friend, it’s always hard at the start. Persevere, that’s the best advice I can give you; you may succeed tomorrow
where you failed today.
“Young wives have the most exaggerated ideas of marriage, equaled only by their complete ignorance. It’s
enough to make even a hermit lose patience.
“You have no children? Very wrong, my friend; very, very, wrong. If I can give you some practical advice …
“Excuse me, I didn’t mean to offend you.”
138.386 The Story Of My Death\fn{by Lauro de Bosis (1901-1931)} Rome, Italy (M) 4
Tomorrow at three o’clock, in a meadow on the Côté d’Azur, I have a rendezvous with Pegasus.
Pegasus is the name of my airplane. It has a russet body and white wings; and though it is as strong as eighty
horses, it is as slim as a swallow. Drunk with petrol, it leaps through the sky like its brother of old, but in the night
it can glide at will through the air like a phantom.
I found it in the Hercynian forest, and its old master will bring it to me on the shores of the Tyrrhenian Sea,
believing in perfect sincerity that it will serve the pleasures of an idle young Englishman. My bad accent has not
awakened his suspicions; I hope he will pardon my subterfuge.
And yet we are not going in search of chimeras, but to bear a message of liberty across the sea to a people that
is in chains. To drop figures of speech (which I had to use in order to leave the origins of my airplane discreetly
vague) we are going to Rome to scatter from the air these words of liberty which, for seven years, have been forbidden like a crime. And with reason, for if they had been allowed they would have shaken the Fascist tyranny to
its foundation within a few hours.
Every régime in the world, even the Afghan and the Turkish, allows its subjects a certain amount of liberty.
Fascism alone, in self-defense, is obliged to annihilate thought.
It cannot be blamed for punishing faith in liberty, and fidelity to the Italian Constitution more severely than
parricide: this is its only chance of existence.
It cannot be blamed for deporting thousands of citizens without trial, or for meting out several thousand years
of imprisonment in the space of four years. How could it dominate a free people if it did not terrorize them with
its garrison of three hundred thousand mercenaries?
Fascism has no choice. If one shares its point of view, one is obliged to declare with its apostle Mussolini:
“Liberty is a rotten carcass.” If one merely wishes to last, one must approve the murder of Matteotti\fn{ Giacomo
Matteotti (1885-1924), Italian Socialist leader murdered by the Fascists for denouncing them to the Italian Parliament } and the rewards
meted out to his murderers,\fn{ After an “inquiry” lasting a year and a half, only three of the six arrested for Matteotti’s murder were
convicted—of “unintentional homicide”—and sentenced them to five years, eleven months and twenty days of penal servitude; and two
months later, even this was remitted by a Rome court of appeals } the destruction of all the newspapers of Italy, the sacking of

the house of Corce, the millions spent on espionage and on agents provocateurs, in short, the sword of Damocles
suspended over the head of every citizen.
I know that the Austrians in 1850, the Bourbons and the other tyrants of Italy\fn{ He is referring to the time when Italy
as we know it was not a unified state, but broken up into independent cities and petty states, many of which were dominated by French,
Austrian, German or Papal military power:H } never went this far; they never deported people without trial; the total

number of their condemnations never reached the figure of seven thousand years’ imprisonment in four years.
Above all, they never enrolled in their army of mercenaries the very sons of Liberals as Fascism does. It takes the
children from all families (even if they be Liberal or Socialist) at the age of eight, imposing on them the uniform
of executioners and giving them a barbarous and warlike education.
“Love the rifle, worship the machine-gun, and do not forget the dagger,” wrote Mussolini in an article for children.
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One cannot both admire Fascism and deplore its excesses. It can only exist because of its excesses.
Its excesses are its logic. For Fascism, the logic of its existence is to exalt violence and to strike Toscanini in
the face.
They say that the murder of Matteotti was a mistake; from the Fascist point of view, it was a stroke of genius.
They say that Fascism is wrong to use torture to extort confessions from its prisoners; but if it wants to live it
cannot do otherwise.
The foreign press must understand this. One cannot expect Fascism to become peaceful and human without desiring its complete annihilation. Fascism has grasped this, and for several years Italy has been turned into a great
prison where children are taught to adore their chains and to pity those who are free.
The young people of twenty can remember no other atmosphere. The name of Matteotti is almost unknown to
them. Since the age of thirteen, they have been taught that men have no rights except those which the State has the
goodness to grant them, according to its whim.
Many believe it. The myth the Mussolini has saved Italy from Bolshevism is accepted without discussion.
But it must not be thought that Italy is deceived. The proof that she is by a very great majority profoundly antiFascist is given to us by the régime itself, through the fear it shows of all whispering, and the ferocity with which
it punishes the slightest expression of free thought. A régime that knows its own strength does not need to resort to
such measures.
*
In June 1930 I started to put in circulation bi-monthly letters, of a strictly constitutional character, explaining
the necessity that all men of law and order should be in accord in preparation for the day when Facism should fall.
Since Fascism seems to have adopted the motto “after us the deluge,” the initiative was most opportune, and as a
matter of fact, the letters, according to the principle of the snowball, began to circulate by thousands.
For five months I carried on the work alone, sending every fortnight six hundred letters signed “National Alliance,” with the request that each recipient should send on six copies.
Unfortunately, in December, during a short voyage which I was obliged to make abroad, the police arrested the
two friends who had agreed to post the letters during my absence. They were subjected to torture and condemned
to fifteen years’ imprisonment. One of them, Mario Vinciguerra, one of the best-known writers of Italy, literary
and art critic, although he was not well at the time, was left all night entirely naked (a night in December) on the
roof of police headquarters in Rome. As a result of repeated blows on the head he has remained completely deaf
in one ear. He was thrown into a cell six feet square, where there was not even a chair to sit on, and from which
every morning his bed was removed.
After the protest of foreign papers and eminent political personages, both English and American, his conditions were bettered. Mussolini even went so far as to offer their liberty to both men if they would write a letter of
submission, but this they refused to do.
The day on which I read of the arrest of my friends, I was on the point of crossing the frontier to return to Italy.
My first instinct, naturally, was to go to Rome to share their fate, but I realized that the duty of a soldier is not to
surrender, but to fight to the end.
I decided immediately to go to Rome, not in order to surrender, but to carry on the work of the National Alliance by throwing four hundred thousand letters from the air, and then, either to fall in fighting or return to my
base to make other plans.
The sky of Rome had never been flown by enemy airplanes. I shall be the first—I said to myself—and I began
at once to prepare the expedition.
*
The venture was not an easy one, because for a poet it is always difficult even to earn his daily bread, and if he
is exiled besides, and to cap the climax in a year of crisis, it is not surprising if he quickly descends to the lowest
degrees of a Bohemian life.
And then, I did not even know how to drive a motorcycle, not to mention an airplane!
I began by finding employment as a conceierge at the Hotel Victory Emanuel III, rue de Ponthieu. My Republican friends said that I was rightly punished there where I had sinned! To tell the truth I was not only concierge
but also bookkeeper and telephone operator. Often three or four bells would ring at the same time, and I would cry
up the stairs in a stentorian voice,
“Irma, two portions of butter for number 35!”
As a preparation for my raid over Rome it was not very effective. However, between the baker’s bills and the
clients’ receipts, I was writing a message to the King of Italy and studying the map of the Tyrrhenian Sea.
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The rest of my preparation is the most interesting part of the story, but unfortunately it must remain secret.
*
In May I made my first solo flight in a Farman machine near Versailles. Then, having heard that my secret had
reached the ears of the Fascists, I disappeared, and appeared again under another name in England.
On July 13th I left Cannes in an English biplane, carrying with me eighty kilos of tracts. As I had only done five
hours of solo flying I went alone so as not to risk the life of a friend.
Unfortunately an accident on the coast of Corsica ended my venture, and I had to escape leaving my airplane
in a field. My secret was not revealed.
In Italy they had no difficulty in realizing who the mysterious pilot was. The English and French police began
a search for me with a diligence that flattered me; they even disputed my portrait. I ask their pardon for the
trouble that I have caused them.
*
The worst of it was that I could now no more rely on the surprise, my greatest chance for success. None the
less, Rome became for me as Cape Horn to the Flying Dutchman: dead or alive I swore to get there.
My death—however undesired by me personally, who have so many things to achieve—could not but add to
the success of my flight. As all the dangers lie on the return flight, I shall not die until after I have delivered my
four hundred thousand letters, which will only be the better recommandées!
After all, it is the question of giving a small example of civic spirit, and to draw the attention of my fellow
citizens to their real situation.
I am convinced that Fascism will not end until some twenty young people sacrifice their lives in order to awaken the spirit of the Italians. While during the Risorgimento\fn{The Italian term for the reunification of Italy } there were
thousands of young men who were ready to give their lives, today there are very few.
Why?
It is not that their courage and their faith are less than that of their fathers. It is because no one takes Fascism
seriously. Beginning with its leaders, everyone counts on its speedy fall, and it seems out of proportion to give
one’s life to end something that will collapse by itself.
That is a mistake. It is necessary to die. I hope that many other will follow me and will at last succeed in rousing public opinion.
*
It only remains for me to give the text of my three messages.
In the first, to the King, I have sought to interpret the sentiment of the mass of my people in making a
summary of my sentiment. I think that a Republican as well as a Monarchist can subscribe to it. We only put the
question: for Liberty or against it? The King’s grandfather, after the most terrible defeat in the history of Italy,
resisted the Austrian marshal who wished to force him to abrogate the Constitution. Does the King after the
greatest victory of Italian history (a victory of Liberals) really wish to let the last remnant of this Constitution
perish without a single gesture?
Besides my letters, I shall throw down several copies of a splendid book by Bolton King, Fascism in Italy. As
one throws bread on a starving city, one must throw history books on Rome.
After having flown over Corsica and the Island of Monte Cristo at a height of twelve thousand feet, I shall
reach Rome about eight o’clock, having done that last twenty kilometers gliding. Though I have only done seven
and a half hours of solo flying, if I fall it will not be through fault of pilotage. My airplane only files at one
hundred fifty kilometers an hour, whereas those of Mussolini can do three hundred. There are nine hundred of
them, and they have all received the order to bring down at any cost, with machine-gun fire, any suspicious
airplane.
However little they may know me, they must realize that after my first attempt I have not given up. If my
friend Balbo has done his duty, they are there waiting for me. So much the better; I shall be worth more dead than
alive.
Here are the texts:
I
THE NATIONAL ALLIANCE
TO THE KING OF ITALY
Your Majesty:
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There is a sacred agreement between the King and the People to which You pledge Your oath. When You called us in
the name of that agreement, to defend the freedom of Italy and the principles which You vowed to uphold, we joined,
up to the number of six million, and six hundred thousand died at Your command. Today in the name of the same
principles, trampled on as never before, in the name of Your honor as a King, and in the name of our dead, we must
remind You of that agreement.
Six hundred thousand citizens have laid down their lives at Your bidding in order to set two cities free: is it Your will
that an infinitely heavier yoke hangs over all Italy during these past years? Are You really willing, after Vittorio Veneto,
to break that agreement which Your great ancestor kept after Novara?
Seven years ago we saw You sign the decrees of Radetzky with the pen of Charles Albert, but we do not want to lose
faith in You. You led us to victory and for twenty-four years You have been the champion of liberty. We cannot forget it.
We received a free Italy from our fathers. Is it to be You the victorious King, who will pass it on to our sons, enslaved?
Your Majesty, we will not believe it.
Many have lost faith in the Monarchy. Do not allow their number to grow. Do not let the people of Italy follow the
example of Spain and hold You responsible for their oppression. How can we go on having faith in You if the best
among us are punished for this faith as though it were the worst of crimes, and all this in Your name?
The Italian people who suffer the shame of being called a flock of servile sheep by the world, do not know whether
You are on their side or with the garrison of their oppressors.
Your Majesty, choose. There is no third way.
From the depth of their despair forty million Italians are watching you.
THE DIRECTORATE.
II
THE NATIONAL ALLIANCE
Rome. Year VIII after the Matteotti Murder.
Citizens,
You have set up an altar to the Unknown hero of Liberty, but you allow it to be desecrated by those who imprison
everyone that still believes in Liberty. This Hapsburg in a black shirt has crept into his palace again and he is an outrage
to all our dead. That Liberty for which they gave their life he calls “a putrified corpse,” and, unhampered, he tramples
on it these past nine years.
Six hundred thousand citizens died that two cities might be liberated: how long will you bear with the man who
holds all Italy enslaved?
For nine years you have been told that freedom of conscience must be sacrificed for the sake of a strong and capable
government. After nine years you see that you have enjoyed not only the most tyrannical and corrupt but also the most
bankrupt of all governments.
You have given up Liberty only to find yourselves deprived also of bread!
Fascism, encamped among you like a foreign garrison, besides corrupting your very souls, destroys your substance;
it paralyzes the economic life of the country, it wastes milliards\fn{ Thousands of millions; i.e., billions} to prepare for war
and to hold you oppressed, it allows National expenditure to swell enormously because you no longer control it, and
abandons the country to the rapacity of its starving hierarchy.
While it boasts of its “world prestige,” the world looks with horror at a régime which, in order to reduce you to slavery, is bound logically to strike Toscanini and to exalt the brutality of its henchmen.
Citizens, do not let yourselves be frightened by the gangs which you yourselves pay, not by this “Radetzky of
1848”: the second Risorgimento will triumph like the first. The National Alliance has launched its programme of a
union of all forces against Fascism. The ferocious Bourbonism of the sentences passed on some of its leader proves to
you how much its programme frightens the régime. Gather in Alliance! The Spaniards have freed their country: do not
betray yours!
THE DIRECTORATE
III
THE NATIONAL ALLIANCE
Rome. Year VIII after the Matteotti Murder.
Whoever you are, you are sure to be a severe critic of Fascism, and you must feel the servile shame. But even you
are responsible for it by your inaction. Do not seek to justify yourself with the illusion that there is nothing to be done.
That is not true. Every man of courage and honor is quietly working for a free Italy. Even if you do not want to join us,
there are always TEN THINGS which you yourself can do. You can, and therefore you must.
1. Do not assist at any Fascist celebration.
2. Never buy a Fascist newspaper. They are all lies.
3. Do not smoke (the tobacco monopoly provides Fascism with three billion lire a year, enough to pay for its worst
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extravagances. Act toward the new Radetzky as the Milanese did toward the old. Thus the Five Days began).
4. Do no action and speak no word in praise of the régime.
5. Boycott all the servants of the régime in your personal and business relations. They are your exploiters.
6. Boycott or hamper every Fascist initiative by a policy of obstructionism. Even the best initiatives only serve to add
another chain to your burden. (Bottai said: “The Corporative State is the finest police measure we have yet found.”)
7. Accept nothing of Fascism. Whatever it offers you is the price of your slavery.
8. Circulate the leaflets of the National Alliance. Spread every piece of truthful news you may get hold of. The truth is
always anti-Fascist.
9. Make a chain of trusted friends on whom you may rely whatever happens.
10. Believe in Italy and in Freedom. The defeatism of the Italian people is the real foundation of the Fascist régime. Tell
others of your belief and fervor. We are in the fullness of the Risorgimento. The new oppressors are fiercer and more
corrupt than the old, but they will also fall. They are only united by a conspiracy, and we are bound by the will to be
free. The Spanish people have freed their country. Do not despair of yours.
THE DIRECTORATE

18.86 In A Lane Of Naples\fn{by Giuseppe Marotta (1902-1963)} Naples, Campagnia, Italy (M) 3
Oh, ancient Naples, den of junk dealers, what could not happen when Christmas dawns over Vico Cannucce,
the narrow street that struggled valiantly to remain true to Vincenzo Migliaro’s\fn{ A note reads: Italian realistic painter
born in Naples in 1828} painting as it greets you from a neat wall in the Museum of San Martino?
Fluttering whiffs of cold that converge to generate vapor over the miserable back of Fanfariello, the tiny
Sardinian donkey; an excited conference of muddy hens, exhausted from having combed the garbage with the
patience of heirs who now seem to ask: Where, the dickens, is the will?
A rusty-furred cat, vegetable-filled baskets, an armful of discarded bicycle tires, remnants of a cap, a shirt, a
wooden top, once, perhaps, the treasures of a scugnizzo\fn{A note reads: Scugnizzi-little ragamuffins that roam Naples’
streets} who died at sunset last night or at dawn this morning; a wandering grinder whose shop consists of a wheel,
a pedal-driven grindstone, a rag, and a perforated can from which compassionate drips of water mitigate the fever
of knives and scissors subjected to the rude sharpening operation—and every sparkle that springs from the stone
ought to be caught between two fingers and placed delicately in a manger.
What’s the difference whether the glove-maker woman who sings today: “You know how tall the poppies are.”
would have hummed a hundred years ago:
“I’d like to be a goldfish—and swim out to the sea. I’d like to be caught by a sailor—and sold on the market—
and bought by an innkeeper—and fried in a pan. I’d like to be eaten by my lover—and remain forever in his
heart.”
Vico Cannucce never changes. If a bomb had destroyed it and wiped it out during the last war, I would still tell
you about it, sure that it would rise again. Because, as all things in Naples, it is not made of fickle stone but of
unchangeable people.
There, in his cave, is the impervious cobbler Don Erminio Tagliamuollo. A trickle of old shoes dribbles over
the floor, encircles his feet as if in blaming scorn or admiring reverence—it’s for you to decide.
Essential, in this case, is his hump. You’ll have to realize that Tagliamuollo is a hunchback and that right at this
moment his mind is filled to overflowing with thoughts more twisted and angular even than his body.
*
These are the facts:
Don Erminio has sprung from generations and generations of hunchbacks. One of his illustrious forebears under the rule of the Bourbons entertained good old King Fernando I\fn{ Ferdinand IV ruled as King of Naples from 17591798 and 1799-1805; he ruled as Ferdinand I over Naples and Sicily, which was called the “Kingdom of the Two Sicilies,” from 18161825)} for decades. When the French arrived in Naples, the witty and superstitious monarch, champion of longevi-

ty, repented his having ejected the jester from his palace after the latter had been caught by a master of ceremonies in the act of urinating into the resplendent royal top hat. From Palermo, His Majesty informed the hunchback
through secret channels that the offense had been forgiven.
After which the King’s expectations came true, and in return for the royal forgiveness, he got the throne of
Naples back, still warm from Murat’s buttocks, if I’m not misinformed.\fn{ Joachim Murat (1767-1815), was King of Naples from 1808-1815} The King declared, therefore, that an offspring of this living talisman was required for his
progeny.
A little old maid, not less hunched than her mate (just to avoid misunderstandings), was found and used for the
purpose, and this couple originated the uninterrupted series of Tagliamuollos with the bulge on their backs.
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There was no use for Don Erminio to have a well-formed, normal mother, no use for him marrying a florid
peasant girl from Apulia: the iniquitous deformity continued to stretch out its hand and catch every one of the
descendants of the court jester. Aniello, the cobbler’s oldest son, was a hunchback, and so were Peppino and
Erricuccio, who came next in line.
A fatality, an evil spell. These God-fearing souls did not progressively arch their backs: They were born with
undulated spines right then and there, as if they had spent the usual nine months banging precariously from a
vertebra hooked on a nail. Does that make it clear? Aniello is ten today, Peppino eight, and Erricuccio six. The
fourth hunchback is expected any minute now. Filomena Tagliamuollo passed the deadline yesterday, Thursday.
And as to Don Erminio’s thoughts, who, in his position, could keep them quiet or at bay?
Another little hunchbacked male, all right—patience! But, as the cobbler is just now explaining to Don Vincenzo Torrusio, the dog-catcher, this is not the problem, this is nothing.
“First of all,” he says, “there is the enigma of the sex. I, until now, have made the best of my calamity. Sure,
my sons are hunchbacks, but they’re males. Man is man. You don’t measure a man by the inch. Handsome or
ugly, complete or faulty, man functions, operates, produces.
Look at me: I’m a working man, an effective entity which cures shoes and handbags just as you kill any old
animal that crosses your path without a muzzle.” Whereupon Torrusio, in a darker mood:
“Now, what has that to do with it?” Don Erminio, somber:
“A female, I beg your pardon, would be just as unsuited for my trade of a cobbler as she would be unfit to take
your place as a lame executioner.” The dogcatcher:
“Are you out of your mind? All I have is a seasonal rheumatic condition, and when I intervene I act by order of
city hall.”
“You didn’t get my point. I just wanted to tell you, with all due consideration, that a penniless old maid has
neither heaven to look up to nor earth to tread on. If the little innocent baby, which is on its way, is a girl instead
of a boy, my dear Don Vincenzo, let me be frank with you: this time I shoot myself.” Torrusio, skeptical but
friendly:
“At Christmas? Jesus, you’re crazy.” Don Erminio, with increasingly sinister determination:
“I’m not. You put your finger on the sore spot yourself when you said: At Christmas. Since yesterday, Thursday, every day and hour count for Filomena and for the thing that is going to happen to her.
“And now follow me closely: This is the twenty-second of December, is it not? So, come today, come
tomorrow, come the twenty-fourth, and probably Christmas Eve too. You follow me? Do I really have to continue? If the creature is born on the dot of midnight of the twenty-fourth, just as our Lord, I don’t have to do anything to kill myself, I drop dead right then and there, quite simply and naturally as soon as they give me the
news.” Don Vincenzo:
“But why? Why? Is there a law against being born on Christmas Eve at midnight?” Don Erminio:
“Oh, you can do it. But at your own risk and under your own responsibility. Because chances are you’re born a
monster, maybe with the teeth and claws of a wild animal—a horrible, nauseating being, a major calamity.”
Torrusio:
“Jesus, you’re right, that ought to be considered.” Tagliamuollo:
“That’s it. Now just imagine, if I become the father of a girl, of a hunchback (there can be no question about
that), and of a werewolf to boot, Don Vincenzo, don’t come near me: let me cut my throat right away with this
honored and beautiful knife of mine.”
Nonsense. Torrusio catches skillfully the cobbler’s arm in mid-air; a keen eye and quick action are a must for a
dog-catcher’s trade. However, there are big events in the making.
*
Erricuccio, Peppino, and Aniello break noisily into the picture; behind them flutter the skirts of breathless
women. Tagliamuollo receives whispered and rapid information. This is it, Donna Filomena is in labor and how;
she is eating the pillows; steady now, keep the boys busy, we and the midwife will take care of the rest.
Yes, blessed women, thanks.
The cobbler’s nerves distend. With tender eye he caresses his offspring, this disheveled landscape of hunchbacks that unfolds and is lost to view behind his workbench.
Time passes. Don Vincenzo relaxes the whip and catch-rope between his knees: anyway, in the imminence of
Christmas, stray dogs are highly elusive, they must have an angel attached to their tails giving them miraculous
warning when an ill-intentioned stranger emerges from the shadows of a house wall. The heart in the cobbler’s
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asymmetric breast relents in its heavy drumming. Donna Filomena has always been a champion of efficiency and
alacrity when it comes to the business of giving birth; so we shall not approach the forbidden midnight-deadline
of the twenty-fourth, there will be no werewolves among the Tagliamuollos.
“Pray,” Don Erminio orders his sons in a general way.
Peppino, Aniello, and Erricuccio, stretched out over a field of leather scraps, mutter one Ave Maria after the
other.
“Oh, Virgin of Carmelo, oh, Mother Schiavona, give that it be no girl,” whispers the father for his part, with
complete assuredness that as to the other main feature, the hump, there can be no question.
Outside, firecrackers burst at intervals while bengal lights flash across the sky; a shouting fishmonger asserts
that his giant eels are possessed by seven devils and embody seven thousand delights, to which a prickly-pear
vendor replies that whatever he may say, he who has not tried the intimate fragrance of his pungent fruit will
never know what bride’s lips taste like.
Hurry, time, hurry. One hour flies by, another follows.
Suddenly Don Erminio and Don Vincenzo leap from their seats. Vico Cannucce is plunged into a sudden,
short-lived silence, only to become alive again, vibrating and roaring, under the impact of something new.
Disheveled women in flocks and …\fn{ One word here has not scanned properly: swaIIDS } come tumbling down the stairs
of the near-by houses and converge on the cobbler’s grotto.
Javarrone, the midwife, is at their head, brandishing a white bundle. She flings herself onto Don Erminio,
shoving under his nostrils a moving odor of talcum and veins, and whispers something at his ears. Tagliamuollo
tosses over workbench and stool and roars:
“It’s a boy!” He vacillates, regains control, lights up like a torch, and adds, as in delirium:
“He’s straight, Madonna Mia, he’s straight as a spindle!”
*
He would want to hurl himself onto the ground, bite into the floor that restrains him, prevents him from
reaching the clouds; but just then his eyes fall on the three little hunchbacks emerging as if from the other end of
the world and staring at him, their mouths wide open.
“Oh,” he sobs in sudden fright (adult that he is, may the newborn Christmas sky forgive him) that his happiness has caused them deadly woe. Instead, Peppino, Erricuccio, and Aniello are already in the process of adjusting
themselves to the new situation, here they are, dancing around the baby and shouting:
“Jesus, he’s straight! Straight! Straightl”
Vico Cannucce laughs and cries.
You, Migliaro, come down for a moment, mount your canvas and paint it again.
45.138 Excerpt from Rocking The Boat: “The Employers Were Afraid Of Me”\fn{by Carmen Lucia (1902-1985)}
Calabria, Italy (F) 1
… I wanted to dramatize things and make it like theater, but also present the facts. For some strike activities
we would always choose the prettiest girls, the most slender girls, because it was just like an advertisement.
I’d hurriedly make dresses and have the girls in white dresses with red sashes. They always looked so striking.
Now when I was at City Hall in Philadelphia, there’s a curving stairway that goes up to another floor. As I
watched at the bottom while the girls went up I thought what a beautiful picture that was, to see those young girls
imbued with the spirit of doing something, really catching the spirit of democracy in action. We had moments like
that on picket lines that I treasure so much.
*
From Philadelphia I was sent to Chicago. I had to go wherever the union sent me in spite of the fact that I had
this little child. In Chicago, when I went on the picket line, the pickets were standing in a corner with their signs,
but not picketing. I went over there and asked:
“What’s the matter? Why aren’t you picketing?” They said:
“That cop over there, he’s a mean bastard.”
“Oh, come on,” I said. “You have a legal right to picket, as long as you picket and you don’t bother anybody,
he can’t do anything to hurt you.” They said:
“That’s what you think.”
“All right,” I said, “give me the sign and I’ll go.”
I thought, if I take the picket sign and chant union slogans they’ll follow me. They didn’t. They knew better
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than I did.
When the scabs came out, now what could one woman do with a sign? There were police all over. They had
formed a cordon for the scabs to come through. I thought, they’re not going to keep me from going through there.
I said:
“Excuse me. I’ve got to picket.”
So I did that. I was foolish then. I put my hand on a woman and I said, “Listen, honey, I want to talk to you.” I
would never have attacked her.
*
As soon as my hand touched her shoulder, I don’t know what happened. A ton of bricks fell on me. I was
severely beaten by the cop. Taken into an alley. If I hadn’t had a big fur collar on my coat, he’d have bashed my
brains out. He was that mean, and he got mad when I defied him.
What I found out was that the other union organizer had forgotten to pay the cops that day. In those days, you
had to grease their palms in order for them to leave you alone.
Especially in Chicago.
So they really beat me. When I got to the police station, it was the first time that I really began to feel the pain.
The cop had pulled my arm out of my socket. I was bleeding from several places. I was too angry to feel pain at
the time, but when I cooled off a little bit, I found that I was hurt.
Finally the union found what police station I was in, and they came and got me to the hospital. The doctor
yanked the arm to put it back in the socket. I’ve never forgotten that pain as long as I’ve lived. The girl whose arm
I had laid the hand on felt very badly. She saw the beating I got. I understood that she went the next day and got
the girls to go and join the union. She said:
“Anybody that could be beaten up like that for the sake of trying to help us should be rewarded.”
The beating was worthwhile.
*
We got the shop in the union. I did have a reputation. The employers were afraid of me. I don’t know why, but
my name used to strike terror. I didn’t mean it that way, but that’s what used to actually happen.
People that don’t have a definite point of view go with the wind. They change so quickly. That doesn’t mean
that you can sometimes change for the better. But some people changed from one day to another depending on
who was speaking or who was leading or whatever was a more favorable position to take.
I have never been that way. The union knew who to call when they wanted the job done.
Years ago, Harry Bridges\fn{ 1901-1990, union organizer, first with the International Longshoremen’s Association } thought I
wanted to take over the Retail Clerks Union, but I had no such aspirations. I never wanted that kind of top job,
and I’ll tell you why: I was afraid I’d lose my contact with the people and I’d become greedy. I’d become totally
unaware of the workers’ problems.
I saw too much of that going on when they got jobs that went to their heads. They weren’t the same people,
and I didn’t want to become one of them.
I was called upon by a lot of universities to speak. I remember one time I was introduced and the chairman
said,
“We have three speakers: a lady, a gentleman, and a woman organizer.”
I turned that into a joke and I had everybody laughing.
Yes, I’m still an organizer. …
18.112 Nora\fn{by Mario Soldati (1906-1999)} Turin, Piedmont, Italy (M) 8
I am a lawyer with an office in Turin.
On last July seventeenth, or perhaps it was the eighteenth (I don’t remember too clearly), I was in Vicenza on
an inheritance case. I had arrived in the morning and wanted to leave the same evening to spend the night in
Milan so as to be back in Turin before noon of the following day. Because my client was willing to settle for a
modest sum, I rushed through the interviews with his opponents wherever possible.
But they were rich country people, stingy, fussy, and stubborn. The settlement I offered, ridiculously low from
my client’s standpoint, did not seem fair in their eyes. They were old uncles and aunts and whole families of distant cousins, who were quarrelsome by nature and constantly at odds with each other. And each one was receiving
advice from a different contentious partisan.
Using as excuses the paralysis of an eighty-year-old uncle, or the delicate health of some aunt or other, they
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would not get together on a single meeting place. So between proposals, counterproposals, and arguments, I spent
the whole day going back and forth, in a fierce sun and burning heat, from house to house, from office to office. It
was not until after eight at night that I finally obtained signatures from all concerned.
*
The last train for Milan had already left. It meant I had to spend the night in Vicenza. I hurried over to the Roma Hotel and was lucky enough to get a room. I left my brief case there and went out to find a restaurant.
It was almost nine o’clock, yet because of the blackout and the wartime curfew, there was still light in the sky,
a soft green above the dark houses. The city was already deserted and still, except for German patrols marching
down the main thoroughfare, the sound of their hobnailed boots echoing in the doorways.\fn{ Even after the Allies
landed in Italy, the Nazis occupied the northern half of the country for a considerable time } I looked for, but couldn’t find, the
restaurant where I had eaten well a couple of years before and where I had hoped to be able to eat again. Through
the portico I saw a light showing under the black curtain of a store that was still open. I entered in the hope of getting some information.
It was a de luxe tobacco store, perhaps the best in town. A dark woman, somewhat heavy and, at first glance,
rather beautiful, was sitting behind the counter under a soft light, against a background of orderly, brightly colored shelves. Through a small door to the side, you could see that the back of the store was arranged as a combination kitchen and dining room. It was all neat and tidy, however, and a thin, bent old woman was preparing
supper over a gas plate. The aroma that emanated from the store, the stillness and cleanliness of the place, the
restful beauty of the tobacco saleswoman, and the instinctive though unjustified thought that these two women
were alone caused me—in the few seconds between crossing the threshold and reaching the counter—to wish earnestly to stay and eat there. Of course, it was a ridiculous wish. Or rather, it was not so much a wish as a passing
whim.
“Some Toscani cigars, please,” I said to the clerk.
Lazily she pushed the cigar box so that it slid across the counter. As she did so, it seemed to me that I had seen
her somewhere, that I knew her.
I bent over the cigars and pretended to be concerned over my purchase, at the same time making an effort to
remember where I had met this handsome brunette. At first, I thought I might have met her in this same tobacco
store when I had passed through Vicenza two years before. But, somehow, this simple explanation didn’t satisfy
me and I continued my reflections while I tested the cigars, examining them closely.
“No more than five, sir; it’s not allowed,” warned the tobacco clerk in a strange voice that was harsh and discourteous, yet bored and affected at the same time; it bore no trace of Veneto accent and was in sharp contrast to
the known hospitality of the place and the customary politeness of tobacconists in general.
“I know, I know,” I answered hastily, raising my eyes and staring at the woman.
“Here, I’ll take two.” While I was paying, I added:
“Excuse me, but can you tell me what street will take me to the restaurant called L’Aquila d’Cro?”
“I’m not familiar with these parts,” she replied, more rudely, this time, throwing me a side glance that was
quick yet searching: a glance that bore some absurd hidden meaning as if she had seen me before and had no desire to renew the acquaintance.
Just at that moment a German soldier entered, and at once she smiled at him, asking in a loud tone: “Bitte, was
wünschen Sie?”\fn{“What do you wish?”}—anxious to please and devoting herself to him as if I no longer existed.
What kept me from leaving then? Anger at having been treated badly and the stupid desire for some kind of
revenge? At that time, that was my justification for the decision to remain. But perhaps I had been drawn to the
woman because of her impudent air, and that mysterious glance of hers had disturbed me, made me curious, confirmed my first impression; I must have met her somewhere and had some sort of an encounter with her.
*
As one pretext for remaining, I looked about for the cigar-cutting machine. I saw it farther down the counter,
beyond the body and arm of the German soldier, who was selecting post cards. I made a motion to the clerk to
pass it to me. She pretended not to see me. Then I circled the German to reach that end of the counter, and the
cutter, and, taking the trouble to be ever so accurate, I measured and remeasured the distance of the blade from
both ends of the first cigar—and finally cut a second cigar only after the German’s departure.
“Then you aren’t from Vicenza?” I began casually. “I’ve been here before and don’t recall having seen you.”
“No, I’ve been here only two months. Why?” She smiled slowly in a manner that was ironic and ambiguous at
the same time.
“Because—because—if you had been here, I’d have recognized you; in fact, I think we have met before—”
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“And I don’t think we have, sir,” she said in a tone of finality that dismissed me. But again, as she said
“sir,”she had smiled in that ironic way of hers, narrowing those eyes that had a glint in them, as if she were
thinking:
“We certainly have met before, and I know how and where, but you don’t remember, and I don’t want to tell
you.”
“I think we have met before,” I insisted, expecting to receive a sharp retort. “In Milan, but not here in Vicenza.
I don’t know, I don’t remember. Perhaps in Milan?”
“Oh, no,” smiled the woman pityingly, staring at me as if I were out of my head.
“In Rome? Perhaps in Rome. That’s it. Rome!”
“My dear man, it’s no use.”
“I’m sorry.” I now wanted to close the subject as far as the acquaintanceship was concerned, yet still continue
our conversation. “It’s obvious that I am mistaken.”
“It is,” she replied dryly; but, guessing that I wished to continue talking, she turned at once and called, “Mama!” with the idea of discouraging me, and moved toward the entrance to the rear-room. She stopped there, her
back turned, determined to give me no further opening.
She had broad shoulders, and a body that was strong and well-built, now that I could see her figure to the
knees from a better advantage. The old woman came up to her with a casserole in her hand and they exchanged
words in a low voice.
“Then you can’t tell me where I can get a bite to eat?” I said loudly to get back her attention.
“Eat?” she said, turning roughly. “Don’t you know that if you don’t hurry you’ll find every place closed?
Furthermore, in a few minutes we’ll be closing, too. Closing—my good man—closing! Do you understand?”
At these words, which were more than clear enough, I determined to make every effort to stay, partly from
stubbornness, partly from the desire to decide where I had known this woman; or perhaps it was because of a
strange power that attracted me to her, or maybe simply because I would not have eaten as well in the usual
restaurant as in the rear of this store.
“Yes, I understand,” I answered. “But I am so tired that I really don’t feel like going out to look for a restaurant. I would pay anything to eat here.”
“You’re crazy.” she retorted. serious and annoyed. “Come on, now, get out at once,” and with a confident sense
of authority she took me by the arm and led me to the outer door, where she raised the curtain and said, pushing
me out:
“Come on, get going.”
“Wait a minute, Signora, perhaps I didn’t make myself clear. I didn’t say I didn’t want to pay.”
“Come on. get going. This isn’t a restaurant.”
On an impulse, I grabbed her wrist (it was very narrow and she had a small, thin hand, in strange contrast to
the fullness of her body); and, forcing her to lower the outside screen, I spoke in a muffled undertone, so that not
even her mother could hear from the back.
“I’ll give you a thousand lire if I can eat here with you.”
*
Again, now that I think back on my motives for making such a proposition, I can remember none. I am a dignified professional man, conservative, the father of a family, by nature economical, and never in my life have I gone
in for wild behavior.
Sudden passion? Oh, no. I recall distinctly that in that moment I was not thinking, at least not exclusively, of
the possibility of an amorous interlude. My chief thought was that I had to know who this woman was and where
I had met her. I had to, that was all. In that instant I experienced the irrepressible drive that a “must” carries with
it, unfortunately all too rarely, and which is translated into action before it has been fully recorded in one’s consciousness.
Anyway, one thing is certain: the effect of that absurd proposal was magical. The woman’s face froze while
greed and spite fought for supremacy. For the first time she appeared pleasant and her mouth, which was given its
ironic expression by the prominence of her lower lip, seemed to smile kindly. She studied me another instant,
looking at me closely, searching me from the depths of her little black eyes. Finally, still silent. without freeing
her wrist, she twisted it till she could show me her open palm. She lowered her glance to her palm, making her
meaning clear, looked up at me again. smiling more openly. and said in a tone of expectancy:
“Well?”
I got the point. of course. I took out my wallet and put a thousand-lira bill into that small hand with its pointed
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red nails which folded on it as if on a prey.
*
“Help me to close,” were her first words after she had tucked the bill between the great full breasts revealed by
the low-necked summer dress, and she handed me a long hooked pole. We went out into the dark and deserted
portico.
“Come on,” she said, crushing against me.
Still blind because the light inside had been bright, I had to take her arm—fat and warm though it was—in order to find my way. She had used the familiar form of the verb, and while it did not surprise me, it was disturbing.
That wasn’t what I wanted—at least not what I was after first of all. Still, she couldn’t have taken my proposal
any other way.
It suddenly occurred to me that she might be a professional and had worked in a bordello. Perhaps that was
where I had seen her! But I realized at once that it was impossible. It was more than twenty years since I had been
in one; and twenty years ago she couldn’t have been more than ten years old.
We reached a display window, only a few yards away, on the corner of an alley. German footsteps could still be
heard here and there in the night, reverberating against the tiles under the portico, and there was also their chorus
singing—at times religious, at times drunken—which seeped outward in subdued tones from the interior of
dwellings.
The tobacconist pointed out a ring high up on the edge of the blind and with this gesture practically ordered me
to pull it down.
“My name is Amneris,” she said, as we returned through the dark to the store. “But you can call me Nora.”
*
Nora? I had heard this name before. Someone had mentioned it at some time or other, someone close to me.
But it was a distant memory, fleeting, uncertain, the memory of a name that had appeared in a dream.
Let me make it clear that no ethereal image was conjured up even in my memory when I heard the name
“Nora.” On the contrary, I felt at once as if the depth had been sounded, that “Nora” was right. It was the name of
the mysterious, vulgar woman now walking arm in arm with me, and it was the name of the woman I remembered
having known sometime in the past. In other words, the woman I had known was this one and not one who
resembled her; it was she and no other.
I lowered the store blind after letting Nora in and left a narrow space so that I, by bending nearly in two, could
also slide through.
Nora rudely burst out laughing and looked at me with curiosity, as if she saw some defect in me she had not
noticed before. Surprised, I asked her what was the matter.
“Finish closing,” she said, pointing to the blind. Then she explained, laughing all over again:
“Do you know what I was thinking, when I saw you on your hands and knees? That it would have been fun
right then, to pull the blind down all the way and crush you like a rat!
“Ha! I’d love to have done it! Ha! Ha!”
I can’t say I enjoyed the joke. And I swear to Heaven that if it hadn’t been for the crazy urge, increasing by the
minute, to remember where I had known her, I would have left without eating, letting her keep the thousand lire.
I put the light out in the store and went to the back. The table was set. The mother added a place for me. Now
that I saw her close up, she was a repulsive old woman, with a sharp nose and chin, hair that was gray and sparse
almost to baldness, a shifty glance, a shuffling step.
Nora made me reach for a large jar of mushrooms in oil that was on top of a cupboard, and we began eating
them while waiting for the soup to be ready. Pointing to the mushrooms, she said in an undertone, “Of course,
you’ll pay me extra for these,” as if she had to keep up appearances in front of her mother; “with the price of oil
these days, such a jar is like gold!”
At such insatiable, uninhibited, and professional venality, so characteristic of whores, it occurred to me again
that she must have worked in a bordello; in fact, I felt convinced of it. But that did not help in the least to answer
my question; on the contrary, it only complicated the matter.
The entire time we ate, we conversed prosaically, I remaining impartial throughout, on the war, on the high
cost of living, on the Germans, and on the probable outcome, but I did not take my eyes off her for a moment. I
watched her every motion and gesture, convinced that any moment, in a flash, I would remember.
*
She ate sensually, almost rapaciously. And she was both sensual and rapacious in appearance. She sat across
from me, and I could study her minutely now.
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Her hair, as black and shiny as the wings of a crow, crowned her high forehead and formed thick curls that
clustered behind her temples and ears and fell about her shoulders. Her eyes were not very large, nor were they
particularly small. They changed in appearance from one moment to the other, depending on whether she narrowed them ironically or dilated them to a stare that commanded obedience. Her mouth was small, her lower lip
protruded in an offensive sneer.
But most striking of all, because it was in such contrast to the fullness of her cheeks, the roundness of her chin,
and, indeed, to all her features and members except her hands, was her nose—a fine line, somewhat aquiline, and
so thin and pointed that it seemed but a skin-covered beak. One wasn’t aware of this bad feature at first glance;
indicative as it was on a closer and lengthier examination, of the woman’s character, it might have seemed
repulsive, and yet again, it might also have served as a disarming weapon against one who was attracted to her
immediately.
Alcina, Armida, Circe must have been like her. In their fatal beauty there must have been a flaw which, betraying as it did their wickedness, was the salvation of admirers who were lukewarm and undecided, yet doomed
those others who fell madly in love at first sight.
Where had I seen that face?
I studied it carefully, feverishly, the way you rack your memory for a musical theme that you know well but
cannot place.
You have it.
You think you remember.
But no, it’s another aria leading you astray, hopelessly off the track. You have to start all over again and painfully reconstruct the atmosphere and cadence that seem to suggest the theme.
Toward the end of the meal, I began to question her subtly, insidiously. But she avoided my questions by pretending to miss the point.
After the fruit, she got up to clear the table. She took the fruit bowl from the table and moved away to the
credenza. In that instant, as she raised her fat arms, bare to above the elbows, and placed the fruit bowl on the
credenza, I remembered and again saw those arms performing that same task.
*
Emilio’s maid!
The maid of my poor friend Emilio di Ferrero. I had become aware of her two years ago, during my last visit to
Rome.
I believed I knew the explanation for the woman’s determination to keep quiet. She had recognized me and
didn’t want me to remember her in a position inferior to that of tobacco clerk. For this reason I decided to keep
my recognition to myself and, now that my curiosity had been satisfied, to leave as soon as I could.
But, when she turned back from the credenza, one glance was all she needed to realize that I had recognized
her. Perhaps my eyes betrayed my inner satisfaction; perhaps instinct told her. The fact remains that she came over
to where I was seated, close enough to touch me with her body, and, staring at me from above, eye to eye, she said
quietly:
“You remember now, huh!”
“No, what?” I answered, pretending.
“Oh, nothing,” she said with a smile.
But I gave in at once!
“Yes, in Rome, at Professor Ferrero’s home.”
“I knew you remembered,” and, still smiling, she added: “Now what? Are you satisfied now?”
Satisfied? Now that I knew, it no longer mattered at all. I regretted the thousand lire. I found that house and the
woman repulsive and wanted only to get away.
*
The sudden death of my poor friend, Emilio Ferrero, had occurred in Rome about a year before as a result of
heart failure and was not entirely unexpected by his relatives and acquaintances, grieved though they were. However, I had been his only companion during his extraordinary adolescence and a confidant of his early, lofty ambitions. I had then followed his successes in a governmental career and had seen in his increased leisure nothing
more or less than a gradual renunciation of his ideals. In the last years I had guessed at some secret and tragic corrupttion.
For me, therefore, Emilio’s death had been a disturbing mystery. His wife, a few days afterward, had gone mad
and was still a patient in a sanitarium. His relatives, and hers, had been notified at the last minute and had arrived
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in Rome only in time for the funeral.
Furthermore, it was strange that no diaries, memoranda, or notes were to be found among his letters, although I
knew he had some, since he had shown me his notebooks one day, without opening them.
Also, why had the usually so correct and punctilious Professor Veracini not answered my questions when I
inquired about Emilio, but replied only that he would be glad to see me, and not to fail to call on him when I came
to Rome? I was always reluctant to visit Rome and was persuaded to do so only when I had a case in the Supreme
Court. And suddenly, here in the rear of a tobacco store, all these little details came to my mind. Perhaps Veracini
wanted to talk to me about Emilio.
I wanted to talk to this maid about Emilio. She had been in the service of the Ferreros for more than a year and
certainly should know more than I did concerning the death of my poor friend. All the same, it seemed a sacrilege
to discuss Emilio with her. I felt that I should not have remained.
Her strange beauty repelled me, yet at the same time, I was fascinated—and disturbed. I feared, for a moment,
that I had exaggerated the vague doubts concerning Emilio’s death, which I had been feeling for several months,
so that I might have a pretext for talking to the tobacco woman and remaining there. Veracini would say this fear
was a subtle trick of the devil’s.
Thinking of Emilio’s death, no, I hadn’t exaggerated. In my simple way, for a moment I pretended I had exaggerated to prove to myself that I had not exaggerated, and that I should stay and investigate the mystery.
The desire to get to the bottom of Emilio’s death had in itself no inner motive. I would have completed my
research, if not here, then somewhere else and among other people.
As always happens when we tell ourselves that our conscience was bewildered while instead it was torn by a
struggle between two opposite sentiments, duty and pleasure, the matter was decided for better or worse by an
external circumstance which settled things more or less and gave the will a chance to exert itself in a particular
direction.
And so, somewhat upset and inwardly confused, I rose and, murmuring some word of farewell, headed for the
door. Nora was looking at me and smiling indifferently; perhaps she already knew what to expect of me. All the
same, I had picked up my hat and was putting it on.
*
And suddenly I remembered.
It was also in Rome when, late at night—I had left Emilio after a long visit (it was the last time I saw him)—
yes, also in Rome, that she had given me my hat in the hallway. I remembered I was startled to find her still up,
since it was after three A.M. and Emilio’s wife had retired before midnight. When I had expressed my surprise,
Emilio said:
“Oh—it’s our faithful Amneris—Oh Don’t you know Amneris? Let me introduce you. Mr. Costanzo, a lawyer
… Miss Amneris …,” and he mentioned a surname I don’t recall.
But I remembered Amneris perfectly and the absurdity of the introduction (introduction to the maid!) so late at
night in the silence and darkness of the vestibule.
Amneris, or Nora, was holding open the door to the stairway, which had vast windows that looked upon the
Parioli gardens, and because of the blackout, the vestibule light was screened. I had said good-by to Emilio again,
kissing him first on one cheek, then the other, as we always had done the few times we saw each other over the
years. And I had gone down the wide stairs bathed in blue light, thinking over painfully what he had told me of
himself that night, of his wife, of the ill-chosen life he had led, and I wondered why he had felt it necessary to
introduce me to the maid in that way, almost as if she were nobility.
Then why was it, after having been so struck by that introduction and having thought of it several times, that I
had not recognized her the minute I stepped into the tobacco shop? It may have been that Rome and Vicenza are
so far apart, or a difference in the woman’s environment, or perhaps her beauty had had some effect on me in the
evening in the subdued light in the store.
Anyway, now she was here before me, Signora Amneris, and she was smiling as she handed me my hat—and
she must have recalled that moment in the past because she exaggerated the gesture and bobbed ironically in a
maid’s half-curtsy.
I took my hat, ready to go, at the same time asking her, somewhat distractedly and without realizing that I was
starting a conversation, if she had been with Emilio until the time of his death.
She said she had, and had stayed on even afterward, the very last to remain. His wife had been taken off to a
sanitarium, and at the request of Emilio’s relatives she had taken care of the house until the furniture could be removed. She told me this as she walked me through the half-dark store to a small glass door—which connected
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with the passageway to the street. I stopped and, leaning against the counter in a darkness broken only by a strip
of light from the rear of the store, I asked her how Emilio had died, and to tell me all about it.
“Cheerful conversation, my dear fellow! Don’t you know how he died? Of course, you knew! He had heart
trouble. What do you care, now?”
What could I have answered? Describe my long-standing friendship, my affection for Emilio? If I lacked the
will power to go away, at least I would have enough sense not to discuss Emilio with this woman. If I reproved
her for her cynicism, I would only be lowering myself. I kept still, therefore, and in some sudden reversal of conscience I felt I would be committing less of a sin if I did not bring the memory of my friend into a whim of the
hour.
I moved near her. In the darkness, her black eyes shone as she smiled. I seized her waist, pulled her close to
me, felt myself enveloped in her perfume, her warmth, her soft flesh.
When I reopened my eyes I had a strange vision. I was leaning against the counter, and Nora, in my embrace,
had her back to the door. The glass of the door, shining against the darkness of the passageway, reflected the dim
light of the rear of the store. In that dark mirror, I had seen momentarily outlined the smooth, spectacled face of a
German officer.
In one instant he seemed to be standing behind me, in the store.
“What happened? What’s the matter with you?” asked Nora.
“There—a German behind the door!” I answered, feeling that some German, looking for cigarettes, perhaps,
had passed the door and had stared through the glass spying on the tobacco store’s interior.
“How silly you are, darling!” She ran swiftly to the door, opened it, and rushed out.
I heard her steps clatter on the tiles of the passageway, pause, start up again more slowly, farther away, and
then stop again. After a minute or two, she returned calmly and began carefully to close a wooden door outside
the one of glass. When I protested feebly that I had to leave to go home:
“I should say not. You’re to stay here to sleep.”
I didn’t answer. Then she moved closer, encircled me with her arms, and murmured, as she gazed at me:
“What will you give me if I let you sleep with me?”
*
For some time, I lay motionless in the darkness.
Through the open window I could see the wall of a courtyard, the top of a young tree, bathed in a soft gray
light, the reflection perhaps of the moon that had meanwhile risen. The heat was oppressive. The unfamiliar room,
the heavy, cheap perfume of the woman who lay next to me, and remorse, for what I had done, tormented me.
And I kept thinking of Emilio. It seemed as if I was only now beginning to understand the strange conversation
we had had that last night. I seemed only now to be able to measure the despair into which he had fallen.
I was like a man who has heard of a distant land from his friends or his books and who sets out for that land
only to find, on reaching it, a surprising panorama far different from what he had imagined, seas more vast, loftier
mountains, more populous cities: similarly, I now saw before my eyes the desolate landscape Emilio had described to me, and, thinking back over my recent moments of pleasure and the consequent shame, I was overcome
by my own feeling.
Was I a friend to Emilio that night in Rome?
Yes, perhaps. In fact, I remember having listened to his words with the closest of attention, reproving and comforting him, and persuading him not to despair. Does friendship exist where there is not complete understanding?
At that time, I had not understood what Emilio was telling me. And now I felt myself almost his accomplice,
while he was now relieved of his problems and suffering, and had no further need of my aid.
Next to me, I heard Nora’s breathing. I don’t know why, but it did not sound like the breathing of a human
being. I felt as if I were sharing a bed with an animal. Could I express to her any of the thoughts passing through
my mind?
She would have laughed at them all. Her life, a continuous exposure to meanness, egoism, and greed, had left
her impervious to anything that did not concern her own interests. She had no understanding of the rest of the
world, not even of the simplest and most commonplace of things, unless they represented to her either a threat or
gain.
“Me! Me!” she had said a few minutes before, as she gazed into my eyes.
“Me!”
She experienced pleasure only when paid and only when she could think continuously of herself. I raised myself up on one elbow and saw as I leaned over her that she was not asleep.
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“What’s the matter with you? What do you want?” she asked calmly, raising a gentle hand for me to kiss.
“Nora,” I said quietly, and with no more hesitation, “I’m leaving. I’m going to the hotel,” and I started to get
out of bed.
“Keep still,” she said roughly. “I have no desire to get up and open the door for you.”
“I can let myself out.”
“You can’t. The outside door is locked from the inside. Keep still and go to sleep. Quiet!”
I stretched out on the bed again and tried to fall asleep. But it was impossible. With every passing moment, the
situation became more and more insupportable. I tossed and turned, feeling as if I were about to suffocate.
“Keep still. Will you let me sleep?” she snapped after a time.
“I’m thinking of my friend. That’s why I can’t sleep.”
“The dead sleep and the living keep the peace. Don’t you know the proverb?”
“But he was my dearest friend.”
“And what am I?” She burst into loud laughter.
“Am I not your dearest friend?
“Am I not dearer to you than he is—if he were alive?
“And dearer than your wife, and your children, and everything you have in the world, and dearer than God and
the Madonna?
“Say it, that I am dearer to you than anyone else. Come on, say itl Why can’t you understand that one moment
of my sleep is worth more than all your thoughts and worries. What do you think I am, anyway?”
“I’m still thinking of my friend and how he must have suffered before he died.”
Nora laughed heartily.
“Suffer? Suffer, my eye! Quite the contrary! He felt fine, and especially in that particular moment. So long,
good night,” and she turned heavily, showing me her back.
*
With determination I got out of bed and began to dress. Nora’s vague, strange words merely shocked me at the
time, and I feared that if I did not get away at once, I might again lose the desire to leave. I dressed quickly and
quietly. For a time Nora neither moved nor spoke. Finally, when she suddenly realized that I meant business, she
stood up on the bed like a Fury\fn{ In Greek mythology, female deities of vengeance } and, nude as she was, flew at me,
pressing her nails into my arms, crying chokedly:
“You think you’re going to leave like this? You’re crazy. Give me two thousand lire!”
Then I had the presence of mind to burst out laughing. Highly indignant, she shouted:
“You’re laughing? You have the nerve to laugh at me?”
She raised a hand as if to slap me, but I didn’t give her time and slapped her first. Then a brief struggle took
place. I grabbed her wrists to keep her from scratching me. She tried to get away by throwing herself face down
on the bed, twisting about in angry convulsions. Eventually she stopped puffing and, nearly bleating with rage,
repeated stubbornly:
“Give me two thousand lire!”
“Five hundred,” I retorted.
“A thousand five hundred.”
“Five hundred.”
“A thousand.”
“Five hundred.”
There was a long pause. I still held her wrist, waiting for her reply. She decided:
“All right, five hundred. But let me go.” I released her and, taking my wallet, I went over to the window for
better light.
“Five hundred, plus the mushrooms, makes six hundred and fifty,” she called from the bed hopefully. I
pretended not to have heard.
“Here,” I said, handing her a five-hundred-lire bill. “Come on, come on, I have to go.”
Beaten, she got up, put on a bathrobe, and stepped into her slippers. She led me down the stairway into the
store, opened the inner door, and walked me to the main door, which she opened with a huge key.
I was about to go out without further words, but she blocked the doorway and, speaking for the first time in a
sweet, gentle tone, she said:
“Come, let’s part as friends. Won’t you give me a little kiss?”
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*
I went out through the portico and I think I must have covered the first hundred yards to the street comer
almost at a trot, without glancing backward. When I came out on the cross street, bathed in moonlight, I slowed
down and walked at a normal pace to the Roma Hotel.
The sunimer night was quiet and airless, the walls of the houses reflecting the heat of the day. Nora’s terrible,
yet absurd, words re-echoed in my ears:
“Suffer? Suffer, my eye! Quite the contrary! He felt fine, and especially in that particular moment.”
What did those words mean?
When I heard them I had felt only that I had to get away at once:
I’ve already said that many of the circumstances of Emilio’s death had been disturbing me for several months.
What had happened? Heart disease? Yes, that was the diagnosis of the doctors who certified his death. But his
regular physician said he had never noticed any signs of cardiac trouble. It’s true, of course, that Emilio had not
seen his regular doctor for more than a year, but still …
I was consumed by a thousand doubts and suppositions, and now there was added Nora’s incomprehensible
statement. Perhaps Emilio did not die of heart disease. Did he kill himself, then? At one time, I had thought that.
And now, had not Nora’s allusion, in its macabre sarcasm, seemed to point to suicide?
*
With these sad thoughts, I entered the hotel. As soon as I reached my room, I lay down.
But I couldn’t fall asleep. I looked out of the window across the tree-lined courtyard, into the tranquil moonlight, and in an effort to find a solution to the mystery that was torturing me, my thoughts drifted back to Emilio’s
life, back to the earliest recollections of our adolescence.
One by one, I slowly reviewed the noble goals which his home training and religious and academic education
had helped him to set for himself on the conclusion of his university work; and one by one, thinking back over the
progressive decadence in which I found him on each of my trips to Rome, I tore them down again, one by one.
Then I remembered clearly his ultimate despair.
My reaction was like that of a jealous man who has for a long time nourished suspicions which he has nevertheless been able to put behind him. Suddenly he is brought to realization by a single tiny fact or gesture or word
and, in a flash, is able to assemble all the infinitesimal doubts that he thought he had forgotten—to visualize in
one instant the truth that had been concealed from him so obstinately over the years.
In such a way, I now saw and knew everything about Emilio, his life and his death, in that sudden enlightening
statement of Nora’s. It was the key to the door on which I had been knocking in vain for so long.
In this story I have been careful to substitute a fictitious name for that of my poor friend.
But if I were to tell his whole story now, his family could not fail to recognize him.
And for that reason, I shall withhold it for the time being.
138.392 Bitter Honeymoon\fn{by Alberto Moravia aka Alberto Piachderle (1907-1990)} Rome, Italy (M) 12½
They had chosen Anacapri for their honeymoon because Giacomo had been there a few months before and
wanted to go back, taking his bride with him. His previous visit had been in the spring, and he remembered the
clear, crisp air and the flowers alive with the hum of thousands of insects in the golden glow of the sun.
But this time, immediately upon their arrival, everything seemed very different. The sultry dog-days of midAugust were upon them and steaming humidity overclouded the sky. Even on the heights of Anacapri, there was
not trace of the crisp air, of flowers or the violet sea whose praises Giacomo had sung.
The paths winding through the fields were covered with a layer of yellow dust, accumulated in the course of
four months without rain, in which even gliding lizards left traces of their passage. Long before autumn was due,
the leaves had begun to turn red and brown, and occasion whole trees had withered away for lack of water. Dust
particles filled the motionless air and made the nostrils quiver, and the odors of meadows and sea had given way
to those of scorched stone and dried dung. The water, which in the spring had taken its color from what seemed to
be banks of violets floating just below the surface, was now a gray mass reflecting the melancholy, dazzling light
brought by the scirocco which infested the sky.
“I don’t think it’s the least bit beautiful,” Simona said on the day after their arrival, as they started along the
path to the lighthouse. “I don’t like it—no, not at all.”
Giacomo, following several steps behind, did not answer. She had spoken in this plaintive and discontented
tone of voice ever since they had emerged from their civil marriage in Rome, and he suspected that her prolonged
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ill-humor, mingled with an apparent physical repulsion, was not connected so much with the place as with his
own person.
She was complaining about Anacapri because she was not aware that her fundamental dissatisfaction was with
her husband.
Theirs was a love match to be sure, but one based rather on the will to love than on genuine feeling. There was
good reason for his presentiment of trouble when, as he slipped the ring on her finger, he had read a flicker of regret and embarrassment on her face; for on their first night at Anacapri she had begged off, on the plea of fatigue
and seasickness, from giving herself to him. On this, the second day of their marriage, she was just as much of a
virgin as she had been before.
As she trudged wearily along, with a bag slung over one shoulder, between the dusty hedges, Giacomo looked
at her with an almost sorrowful intensity, hoping to take possession of her with a single piercing glance, as he had
so often done with other women. But, as he realized right away, the piercing quality was lacking; his eyes fell
with analytical affection upon her, but there was in them none of the transfiguring power of real passion.
Although Simona was not tall, she had childishly long legs with slender thighs, rising to an indentation, almost
a cleft at either side, visible under her shorts, where they were joined to the body. The whiteness of her legs was
chaste, shiny and cold, she had a narrow waist and hips, and her only womanly feature, revealed when she turned
around to speak to him, was the fullness of her low-swung breasts, which seemed like extraneous and burdensome
weights, unsuited to her delicate frame. Similarly her thick, blonde hair, although it was cut short, hung heavily
over her neck. All of a sudden, as if she felt that she was being watched, she wheeled around and asked:
“Why do you make me walk ahead of you?”
Giacomo saw the childishly innocent expression of her big blue eyes, her small, tilted nose and equally
childishly rolled-back upper lip. Her face, too, he thought to himself, was a stranger to him, untouched by love.
“I’ll go ahead, if you like,” he said with resignation.
And he went by her deliberately brushing her breast with his elbow to test his own desire.
*
Then they went on walking, he ahead and she behind.
The path wound about the summit of Monte Solaro, running along a wall of mossy stones with no masonry to
hold them together and rows of vines strung out above them. On the other side there was a sheer descent, through
uninhabited stretches of vineyard and olive grove, to the mist-covered gray sea. Only a solitary pine tree, half-way
down the mountain, with its green crest floating in the air, recalled the idyllic purity of the landscape in its better
days. Simona walked very slowly, lagging farther behind at every step. Finally she came to a halt and asked:
“Have we far to go?”
“We’ve only just started,” Giacomo said lightly. “At least an hour more.”
“I can’t bear it,” she said ill-humoredly, looking at him as if she hoped he would propose giving up the walk
altogether. He went back to her and put his arm around her waist.
“You can’t bear the exertion or you can’t bear me?”
“What do you mean, silly?” she countered with unexpected feeling. “I can’t bear to go on walking, of course.”
“Give me a kiss.” She administered a rapid peck on his cheek.
“It’s so hot …” she murmured. “I wish we could go home.”
“We must get to the lighthouse,” Giacomo answered. “What’s the point of going back? … We’ll have a swim
as soon as we arrive. It’s a wonderful place, and the lighthouse is all pink and white … Don’t you want to see it?”
“Yes; but I’d like to fly there instead of walking.”
“Let’s talk,” he suggested. “That way you won’t notice the distance.”
“But I have nothing to say,” she protested, almost with tears in her voice. Giacomo hesitated for a moment
before replying:
“You know so much poetry by heart. Recite a poem, then I’ll listen; then before you know it, we’ll be there.”
He could see that he had hit home, for she had a truly extraordinary memory for verse.
“What shall a recite?” she asked with childish vanity.
“A canto from Dante.”\fn{Dante Alighieri (1265-1321), Italian poet}
“Which one?”
“The third canto of the Inferno,” Giacomo said at random.
Somewhat consoled, Simona walked on, once more ahead of him, beginning to recite:
Per me si va nella città dolente:
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Per me si va nell’eterno dolore:
Per me si va tra la perduta gente …\fn{Through me you pass into the woeful city: Through me you pass into eternal pain: Through me you pass among
a people lost}

She recited mechanically and with as little expression as a schoolgirl, breathing hard because of the double effort required of her. As she walked doggedly along, she paused at the end of every line, without paying any attention to syntax or meaning, like a schoolgirl endowed with zeal rather than intelligence.
Every now and then she turned appealingly around and shot him a fleeting look, yes, exactly like a schoolgirl,
with the blue-and-white cap perched on her blonde hair. After they had gone some way they reached a wall built
all around a large villa. The wall was covered with ivy, and leafy oak branches grew out over it.
’E caddi, come l’uom, cui sonno piglia.\fn{And I fell like a man overcome by sleep}

Simona said, winding up the third canto; then she turned around and asked:
“Whose place is this?”
“It belonged to Axel Munthe,” Giacomo answered; “but he’s dead now.”
“And what sort of a fellow was he?”
“A very shrewd sort indeed,” said Giacomo. And, in order to amuse her, he added:
“He was a doctor very fashionable in Rome at the turn of the century. If you’d like to know more about him,
there’s a story I’ve been told is absolutely true. … Would you like to hear it?”
“Yes; do tell me.”
“Once a beautiful and frivolous society woman came to him with all sorts of imaginary ailments. Munthe
listened patiently, examined her, and when he saw that there was nothing wrong, said: ‘I know a sure cure, but
you must do exactly what I say. … Go and look out of that open window and lean your elbows on the sill.’ She
obeyed, and Munthe went after her and gave her a terrific kick in the rear. Then he escorted her to the door and
said:
“‘Three times a week, and in a few months you’ll be quite all right.’” Simona failed to laugh, and after a
moment she said bitterly, looking at the wall:
“That would be the cure for me.” Giacomo was struck by her mournful tone of voice.
“Why do you say that?” he asked, coming up to her. “What’s come into your head?”
“It’s true … I’m slightly mad, and you ought to treat me exactly that way.”
“What are you talking about?”
“About what happened last night,” she said with startling frankness.
“But last night you were tired and seasick.”
“That wasn’t it at all. I’m never seasick, and I wasn’t tired, either. I was afraid, that’s all.”
“Afraid of me?”
“No; afraid of the whole idea.”
*
They walked on in silence. The wall curved, following the path and hanging slightly over, as if it could hardly
contain the oak trees behind it. Then it came to an end, and in front of them lay a grassy plateau, below which the
mountainside fell abruptly down to the arid and lonely promontories of Rio.
The plateau was covered with asphodels, whose pyramidal flowers were of a dusty rose, almost gray in color.
Giacomo picked some and handed them to his wife, saying:
“Look. How beautiful. …”
She raised them to her nose, like a young girl on her way to the altar, inhaling the fragrance of a lily. Perhaps
she was conscious of her virginal air, for she pressed close to him, in something like an embrace, and whispered
into one ear:
“Don’t believe what I just told you. … I wasn’t afraid. … I’ll just have to get used to the idea. … Tonight. …”
“Tonight?” he repeated.
“You’re so very dear to me,” she murmured painfully, adding a strictly conventional phrase, which she seemed
to have learned for the occasion, “Tonight I’ll be yours.”
She said these last words hurriedly, as if she were afraid of the conventionality rather than the substance of
them, and planted a hasty kiss on his cheek. It was the first time that she had ever told Giacomo that he was dear
to her or anything like it, and he was tempted to take her in his arms. But she said in a loud voice:
“Look! What’s that down there on the sea?”
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And at the same time she eluded his grasp.
Giacomo looked in the direction at which she was pointing and saw a solitary sail emerging from the mist that
hung over the water.
“A boat,” he said testily.
*
She started walking again, at a quickened pace, as if she were afraid that he might try once more to embrace
her. And as he saw her escape him he had a recurrent feeling of impotence, because he could not take immediate
possession of his beloved.
“You won’t do that to me tonight,” he muttered between clenched teeth as he caught up with her. And she
answered, lowering her head without looking around:
“It will be different tonight. …”
*
It was really hot—there was no doubt about that—and in the heavy air all round them there seemed to Giacomo to reside the same obstacle, the same impossibility that bogged down his relationship with his wife: the impossibility of a rainfall that would clear the air, the impossibility of love.
He had a sensation of something like panic, when looking at her again he felt that his will to love was purely
intellectual and did not involve his senses. Her figure was outlined quite precisely before him, but there was none
of the halo around it in which love usually envelops the loved one’s person. Impulsively he said:
“Perhaps you shouldn’t have married me.”
Simona seemed to accept this statement as a basis for discussion, as if she had had the same thought without
daring to come out with it.
“Why?” she asked.
Giacomo wanted to answer, “Because we don’t really love each other,” but although this was the thought in his
mind, he expressed it in an entirely different manner.
Simona was a Communist and had a job at Party headquarters.
Giacomo was not a Communist at all; he claimed to attach no importance to his wife’s political ideas, but they
had a way of cropping up at the most unexpected moments as underlying motives for disagreement. And now he
was astonished to hear himself say:
“Because there is too great a difference of ideas between us.”
“What sort of ideas do you mean?”
“Political ideas.”
He realized, then, why her standoffishness had caused him to bring politics into the picture; it was with the
hope of arousing a reaction to a point on which he knew her to be sensitive. And indeed she answered immediately:
“That’s not so. The truth is that I have certain ideas and you have none at all.”
As soon as politics came up she assumed a self-sufficient, pedantic manner, quite the opposite of childish,
which always threatened to infuriate him. He asked himself in all conscience whether his irritation stemmed from
some latent anti-Communist feeling within himself, but quickly set his mind at rest on this score. He had no interest in politics whatsoever, and the only thing that bothered him was the fact that his wife did have such an interest.
“Well, whether or not it’s a question of ideas,” he said dryly, “there is something between us.”
“What is it, then?”
“I don’t know, but I can feel it.” After a second she said in the same irritating tone of vice:
“I know quite well. It is as question of ideas. But I hope that some day you’ll see things the way I do.”
“Never.”
“Why never?”
“I’ve told you so many times before. … First, because I don’t want to be involved in politics of any kind, and,
second, because I’m too much of an individualist.”
Simona made no reply, but in such cases her silence was direr than spoken disapproval. Giacomo was overcome by a wave of sudden anger. He overtook her and seized her arm.
“All this is going to have very serious consequences some day,” he shouted. “For instance, if a Communist
government comes to power, and I say something against it, you’ll inform on me.”
“Why should you say anything against it?” she retorted. “You just said that you don’t want to be involved in
politics of any kind.”
“Anything can happen.”
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“And then the Communists aren’t in power. Why worry about a situation that doesn’t exist?”
It was true then, he thought to himself, since she didn’t deny it, that she would inform on him. He gripped her
arm tighter, almost wishing to hurt her.
“The truth is that you don’t love me,” he said.
“I wouldn’t have married you except for love,” she said clearly, and she looked straight at him, with her lower
lip trembling. Her voice filled Giacomo with tenderness, and he drew her to him and kissed her. Simona was
visibly affected by the kiss; her nostrils stiffened and she breathed hard, and although her arms hung down at her
sides, she pressed her body against his.
“My spy,” he said, drawing away and stroking her face. “My little spy.”
“Why do you call me spy?” she asked, taking immediate offence.
“I was joking.”
*
They walked on, but as he followed her Giacomo wondered whether he had meant the word as a joke after all.
And what about his anger? Was that a joke too?
He didn’t know how he could have given way to such unreasonable anger and have made such even more
unreasonable accusations, and yet he dimly understood that they were justified by Simon’s behavior. Meanwhile,
they had come to the other side of the mountain, and from the highest point of the path they looked down at an
immense expanse of air, like a bottomless well. Five minutes later they had a view of all one side of the island, a
long, green slope covered with scattered vines and prickly pears, and at the bottom, stretching out into the sea, the
chalky promontory on which stood the lighthouse.
The sweep of the view was tremendous, and the pink-and-white-checked lighthouse, hung between sky and
sea, seemed far away and no larger than a man’s hand. Simona clapped her hands in delight.
“How perfectly lovely!” she exclaimed.
“I told you it was beautiful, and you wouldn’t believe me.”
“Forgive me,” she said, patting his cheek. “You always know best, and I’m very silly.” Before he could control
himself, Giacomo said:
“Does that go for politics too?”
“No; not for politics. But don’t let’s talk about that just now.”
He was annoyed with himself for having fallen back into an argument, but at the same time he suffered a return of the left-out and jealous feeling that overcame him every time she made a dogmatic, almost religious reference to her political ideas.
“Why shouldn’t we talk about it?” he said as gently as he could. “Perhaps if we talked about it, we might understand one another better.”
Simona did not reply, and Giacomo walked on after her, in an extremely bad humor. Now he was the one to
feel the heaviness and heat of the day, while Simona, intoxicated by the site of the distant sea, shouted:
“Let’s run down the rest of the way. I can’t wait to get into the water.”
With her sling bag bobbing about on her shoulder, she began to run down the path, emitting shrill cries of joy.
Giacomo saw that she was throwing her legs in all directions like an untrained colt.
Suddenly the thought, “Tonight she’ll be mine” floated through his head and quieted him. What could be the
importance of belonging to a political party in comparison to that of the act of love, so ageless and so very
human? Men had possessed women long before the existence of political parties or religions. And he was sure that
in the moment when he possessed Simona he would drive out of her every allegiance except that of her love for
him. Strengthened by this thought he ran after her, shouting in his turn:
“Wait for me, Simona!”
She stopped to wait, flushed, quivering and bright-eyed. As he caught up with her he said pantingly:
“Just now I began to feel very happy. I know that we’re going to love one another.”
“I know it too,” she said, looking at him out of her innocent blue eyes.
Giacomo put one arm around her waist, catching her hand in his and compelling her to throw it over his shoulders. They walked on in this fashion, but Simona’s eyes remained set on the water below. Giacomo, on the other
hand, could not tear his thoughts away from the body he was holding so tightly. Simona was wearing a boy’s
jersey with a patch in the front. And her head was boyish in outline as well, with an unruly short hair falling over
her cheeks. Yet her slender waist fitted into the curve of his arm with a womanly softness which seemed to foreshadow the complete surrender promised for the coming night. Suddenly he breathed into her ear:
“You’ll always be my little friend and comrade.”
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Simona’s mind must have been on the lighthouse, and the word “comrade” came through to her alone, out of
context, without the sentimental intonation that gave it Giacomo’s intended meaning. For she answered with a
smile:
“We can’t be comrades … at least, not until you see things the way I do. But I’ll be your wife.”
So she was still thinking of the Party, Giacomo said to himself with excusable jealousy. The word “comrade”
had for her no tender connotations, but only political significance. The Party continue to have a prior claim to her
loyalty.
“I didn’t mean it that way,” he said disappointedly.
“I’m sorry,” she said, hastening to correct herself. “That’s what we call each other in the Party.”
“I only meant that you’d be my lifelong companion.”
“That’s true,” she said, lowering her head in embarrassment, as if she couldn’t really accept the word except
politically.
*
They dropped their arms and walked down the path with no link between them. As they proceeded, the lighthouse seemed to approach them, revealing its tower shape. The water beyond it had a metallic sheen, derived
from the direct rays of the sun, while behind them the mountain seemed to grow higher, with a wall of red rock
rising above the lower slope which they were now traversing. At the top was a summer-house with a railing
around it, in which they could distinguish two tiny human figures enjoying the view.
“That vantage-point is called La Migliara,” Giacomo explained. “A few years ago an Anacapri girl threw
herself down the mountain from it, but first she wound her braids around her head and over her eyes so as not so
see what she was doing.” Simona tossed a look over her shoulder at the to of the mountain.
“Suicide is all wrong,” she said. Giacomo felt jealousy sting him again.
“Why?” he asked. “Does the Party forbid it?”
“Never mind about the Party.” She looked out over the sea and thrust her face and chest forward as if to
breathe in the breeze blowing in their direction. “Suicide’s all wrong because life is beautiful and it’s a joy to be
alive.”
Again Giacomo didn’t really want to get into a political argument; he wanted to make a show of the serenity
and detachment which he thoroughly believed were his. But again his annoyance carried him away.
“But T—— (this was the name of a Communist friend they had in common) committed suicide, didn’t he?”
“He did wrong,” she said succinctly.
“Why so? He must have had some reason. What do you know?”
“I do know, though,” she said obstinately. “He did wrong. It’s our duty to live.”
“Yes; duty.”
“Who says so?”
“Nobody. It just is.”
“I might just as well say that it’s our duty to take our life if we feel it’s not worth living. Nobody says so. It just
is.”
“That’s not true,” she answered inflexibly. “We were made to live and not to die. Only someone that’s sick or
in a morbid state of mind can think that life’s not worth living.”
“So you think that T—— was either sick or in a morbid state of mind, do you?”
“At the moment when he killed himself, yes, I do.”
Giacomo was tempted to ask her if this was the Party line, as seemed to him evident from that stubborn note in
her voice which annoyed him so greatly but this time he managed to restrain himself.
*
By now they had reached the bottom of the slope and were crossing a dry, flat area, covered with woodpurge
and prickly pears. Then the land turned into rock and they found themselves before the lighthouse, at the end of
the path, which seemed like the end of all human habitation and the beginning of a new and lonely world of
colorless chalk and stone. The lighthouse soared up above them as they plunged down among the boulders toward
the sea. At a bend, they suddenly came upon a basin of green water, surrounded by rocky black cliffs, eroded by
salt. Simona ran down to the cement landing and exclaimed:
“Wonderful! Just what I was hoping for. Now we can swim. And we have it all to ourselves. We’re quite
alone.” She had no sooner soken these words than a man’s voice came out of the rocks:
“Simona! What a pleasant surprise.”
They turned around, and when a face followed the voice, Simona shouted:
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“Livio! Hello! Are you here too? What are you doing?”
The young man who emerged from the rocks was short and powerfully built, with broad shoulders. His head
contrasted with this athletic body, for it was bald, with only a fringe of hair around the neck, and his flat face has a
scholarly expression.
The face of a ferret, Giacomo thought, taking an instant dislike to it, not exactly intelligent, but keen and treacherous. He knew the fellow by sight and was aware that he worked in Simona’s office. Now Livio came into full
view, pulling up his tight, faded red trunks.
“I’m doing the same thing you are, I suppose,” he said by way of an answer. Then Simona said something
which gave Giacomo considerable satisfaction.
“That’s not very likely … unless you’ve just got yourself married. I’m here on my honeymoon. Do you know
my husband?”
“Yes; we know each other,” Livio said easily, jumping down on to a big square stone and shaking Giacomo’s
hand so hard that the latter winced with pain as he echoed:
“Yes, we’ve met in Rome.” Livio then turned to Simona and added,
“I’d heard something to the effect that you were about to marry. But you should have told the comrades. They
want to share your joys.”
*
He said all this in a colorless, businesslike voice, but one which was not necessarily devoid of feeling. Giacomo noticed that Simona was smiling and seemed to be waiting for Livio to go on, while Livio stood like a bronze
statue on a stone pedestal, with his trunks pulled tightly over his voluminous pubis and all the muscles of his body
standing out, and talked down to them.
Giacomo felt as if he were somehow left out of their conversation, and drew away, all the while listening intently. They conversed for several minutes without moving, asking one another about various Party workers and
where they had spent their vacations.
But Giacomo was struck less by what they said than by the tone in which they said it. What was this tone
exactly, and why did it rub him the wrong way?
There was a note of complicity in it, he concluded, a reference to some secret bond different from that of either
friendship or family. For a moment he wondered if it weren’t just what one would find between fellow employees
in a bank or government office.
But upon reflection, he realized that it was entirely different. It was … he searched for some time, groping for
an exact definition … it was the tone of voice of two monks or two nuns meeting one another. And why then did it
rub him the wrong way? Not because he disapproved of Livio’s and Simona’s political ideas; in the course of a
rational discussion he might very well allow that these had some basis.
No; there was nothing rational about his hostility; its cause was obscure even to himself and at times it seemed
to be one with his jealousy, as if he were afraid that Simona would escape him through her Party connections. As
these thoughts ran through his mind, his face grew dark and discontented, so that when Simona joined him, all
smiles, a moment later, she exclaimed in surprise:
“What’s wrong? Why are you unhappy?”
“Nothing. … It’s just the heat.”
“Let’s go in the water. … But first, where can we undress?”
“Just follow me. … This way.”
He knew the place well, and now led Simona through a narrow passage among the rocks. Behind these rocks
they stepped across some other lower ones and then went around a huge mass which sealed off a tiny beach of
very fine, black sand at the foot of glistening, black rocky walls around a pool of shallow water filled with black
seaweed. The effect was that of a room, with the sky for a ceiling, a watery floor and walls of stone.
“No swimming-bath can match this,” Giacomo observed, looking around him.
“At least I can shed my clothes,” said Simona with a sigh of relief.
She put her bag down on the sand and bent over to take out her bathing-suit, while, leaning against the rocks,
Giacomo stripped himself in a second of his shirt and trousers. The sight of him stark naked caused her to give a
nervous laugh.
“This is the sort of place to go swimming with no suits on, isn’t it?” she said.
“Unfortunately, one can never manage to be alone,” Giacomo replied, thinking of Livio.
He walked, still naked, with bare feet, over the cold sand in her direction, but she did not see him coming
because she was pulling her jersey over her head. Her nakedness, he reflected, made her seem more virginal than
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ever. Her low-swung, round breasts had large rosy nipples, and a look of purity about them, as if they had never
been offered to a masculine caress. Indeed, her virginal quality was so overwhelming that Giacomo did not dare
press her to him as he had intended, but stood close by while she pulled her head out of the jersey. She shook back
her ruffled hair and said in surprise:
“What are you doing? Why don’t you put on your trunks?”
“I’d like to make love right here and now,” said Giacomo.
“On these rocks? Are you mad?”
“No. I’m not mad.”
They were facing each other now, he entirely naked and she naked down to the waist. She crossed her arms
over her breasts as if to support and protect them and said entreatingly:
“Let’s wait till tonight. … And meanwhile let’s go swimming … please. …”
“Tonight you’ll put me off again.”
“No; it will be different tonight.”
Giacomo walked silently away and proceeded to put on his trunks, while Simona, obviously relieved, hastily
donned her two-piece suit. She shouted gaily:
“I’m off for a swim. If you love me, you’ll follow.”
“Let’s go in right here,” Giacomo suggested.
Simona paused and stuck her white foot into the green and brown seaweed that choked the black water.
“This pool is too murky. … It’s no more than a puddle. Let’s go where we just came from.”
“But we shan’t be alone.”
“Oh, we have plenty of time for that.”
*
They went back to the basin, where Livio was taking a sun bath on the cement landing, lying as still as if he
were dead. Somehow this increased Giacomo’s dislike of him. Yes; he was the sort of fellow that goes in for
purposeful tanning, and then wanders about showing it off, wearing skimpy trunks designed to exhibit his virility
as well. When Livio heard them coming he leaped to his feet and said:
“Come on, Simona. Let’s dive in and race over to that rock.”
“You’ll have to give me a handicap of at least a length,” she said joyfully, forgetful of her husband.
“I’ll give you three lengths, if you say so.”
There it was, Giacomo could not help thinking, the same intimate, conspiratorial, clubby, Party manner, that
tone of voice in which, despite their marriage, she had never spoken to him, and perhaps never would speak either. Sitting on a flat rock, just above the landing, he watched his wife lunge awkwardly and then swim like a dark
shadow under the green water until she came out, with her blonde head dripping.
“That was a real belly-flop,” Livio shouted, making a perfect dive to join her. He too swam underwater, but for
a longer distance than Simona, so that he came out farther away.
Giacomo wondered if this “Party manner” weren’t all a product of his imagination, and if there hadn’t been in
the past some more intimate personal relationship between them. And he realized that this second hypothesis was,
on the whole, less disagreeable than the first. Then he said to himself that if he were to mention any suspicion to
Simona she would be outraged and brand it as utterly “bourgeois,” not to say “evil-minded and filthy.” The moment after he dismissed it as out of the question.
No, they were comrades, as she had said, and nothing more. What still puzzled him was why he objected more
to their being Party comrades than to their being lovers.
With a wavering effort of goodwill, he said to himself that his jealousy was absurd, and he must drive it out of
his mind. And all the while he watched the two of them race across the dazzling green water in the direction of a
round rock which emerged at the far end of the basin. Livio got there first, and, hoisting himself up on a protruding spur, shouted back at Simona:
“I win! You’re all washed up!”
“Speak for yourself!” Simona retorted.
This was the sort of joking insult he and Simona should have batted back and forth between them, Giacomo
reflected. If they didn’t joke that way on their honeymoon, when would they ever do it?
He got up decisively, ran several steps along the landing and went in after them. He landed square on his stomach and was infuriated by the pain, after swimming several strokes under water he came up and started towards
the rock where Livio and Simona were sitting. They were close together, talking uninterruptedly, with their legs
dangling. He didn’t relish the sight; in fact, it took away all the pleasure he should have felt from plunging hot and
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dusty into the cool water. He swam angrily ahead, arrived at the rock breathless and said, hanging on to a ledge:
“Do you know, this water’s very, very cold.”
“It seemed warm to me,” said Simona, momentarily interrupting the conversation to shoot him a glance.
“I swam here in April,” Livio put in; “it was cold then, I can tell you.” With a curiosity that seemed to Giacomo somewhat flirtatious, Simona asked him: “Were you all alone?”
“No. I came with Nella,” Livio answered.
Giacomo was trying to clamber up on the rock, but the only place where he could get a sold grip was the one
where Livo and Simona were sitting. They seemed to be oblivious of his struggles, and he preferred not to ask
them to move over. Finally, he caught hold of a jutting piece of the rock studded with jabbed points, one of which
left a pain in the palm of his hand as if it had dug deep into the flesh.
Just as he got himself into a sitting osition, the other two, with a shout of “Let’s race back!” dived into the
water, showering him with spray. He looked furiously after them as they raced toward the shore. Only when he
had regained his self-control did he plunge in and follow.
Simona and Livio were sitting in the shelter of a cliff and Simona was opening a lunch-box that she had taken
out of her bag.
*
“Let’s have something to eat,” she said to Giacomo as he approached them. “But we must share it with Livio.
He says he meant to go back up the mountain, but in this heat it would be too ridiculous.”
Without saying a word. Giacomo sat down in the rocks beside them. The contents of the lunch-box turned out
to be scanty: some meat sandwiches, two hard-boiled eggs and a bottle of wine.
“Livio will have to be content with very little,” Giacomo said gruffly.
“Don’t worry,” Livio answered gaily. “I’m a very abstemious fellow.”
Simona seemed extremely happy as she sat with crossed legs, dividing the lunch. She gave a sandwich to each
one of them, bit into her own, and asked Livio:
“Where did you get your tan?”
“On the Tiber,” he relied.
“Your whole group is very river-minded, isn’t it, Livio?” she asked between one bite and another.
“All except Regina. She scorns the river completely; says it isn’t aristocratic enough for her.”
The things they talked about were trivial and childish enough, Giacomo reflected. And yet there was a greater
intimacy between them than between husband and wife.
“No matter how hard she tries, Regina will never be able to put her background behind her,” Simona observed.
“Who is Regina?” asked Giacomo.
“Someone in our outfit … the daughter of a wealthy landowner … a very fine girl, really,” Livio told him.
“But wiping out an old trade-mark is no easy matter.”
“And in this case, what trade-mark do you mean?”
“The bourgeois trade-mark.”
“If you people ever get into power,” Giacomo said impulsively, “you’ll have to wipe that trade-mark out of
millions of people.”
“That’s exactly what we’ll do,” Livio said with complete self-confidence. That’s our job, isn’t it, Simona?”
Simona’s mouth was full, but she nodded assent.
“The Italian bourgeoisie will be a tough nut to crack,” Livio went on, “but we’ll crack it, even if we have to
kill off a large proportion in the process.”
“There’s a chance you may be killed off yourselves,” said Giacomo.
“That’s the risk we have to run in our profession,” Livio retorted.
Giacomo noticed that Simona did not seem to go along with Livio’s ruthlessness; at this last remark she
frowned and uttered no word of approval. Livio must have been aware of this, for he brusquely changed the
subject.
“Simona, you really should have told us you were getting married, you know. There are some things it’s not
fair to hide!” There was a note of tenderness toward Giacomo in Simona’s reply.
“We decided from one day to the next. Only the legal witnesses were present. Even our own parents weren’t in
on it.”
“You mean you didn’t tell them?”
“We didn’t want them, and anyhow they might not have come. … Giacomo’s father and mother didn’t want
him to marry me.”
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“Because you’re too far to the left, is that it?”
“No,” Giacomo interposed. “My people don’t go in for politics at all. But my mother had her eye on a certain
girl …”
“They may not go in for politics, as you say,” Livio said, after another mouthful, “but there are always political
implications. How could it be otherwise? Politics gets into everything these days.”
True enough, Giacomo thought to himself. Even into honeymoons and a newly-married couple’s first embrace.
Then, annoyed at his own train of thought, he held out the hard-boiled eggs to his companions.
“You two eat them,” he said. “I’m not hungry.”
“Be honest now,” Livio said with a look of surprise on his face.
“Why aren’t you hungry?” Simona asked him.
“That damned scirocco, I imagine.” Livio looked up at the cloudy sky.
“There’ll be a storm before night. I can promise you that,” he said.
Livio’s conversation was made up of commonplaces and clichés, Gioacomo reflected. But Simona seemed to
like them. They conveyed more to her than his own attempts to express emotions that were difficult if not impossible to put into words. Meanwhile Simona, having finished her lunch, said:
“Let’s lie down for a sun-bath now.”
“Will you be my pillow, Simona?” Livio asked, sliding toward her with the plain intention of putting his head
on her lap. For the first time Simona took her husband’s presence into account.
“It’s too hot for that, and you’re too heavy.”
And she looked at Giacomo out of the corner of her eyes as if to say: From now on, I won’t let anyone do that
but you. Giacomo’s spirits soared, and he once more felt that there was a possibility of love between. He got up
and said:
“Shall we go for a walk among the rocks?”
“Yes,” she said promptly, following his example. And she added, to Livio:
“See you later. … We’re going to explore.”
“Have a good time,” Livio threw after them.
*
Simona led the way through the passage which her husband had shown her before. She made straight for the
black beach, sat down at the foot of a rock and said:
“Stretch out and put your head on my legs. … You’ll be more comfortable that way.”
Overcome by joy, Giacomo threw his arms around her and drew her to him. He gave her a kiss, and Simona
returned it, blowing hard through her nose, almost as if she were suffering. When they had drawn apart, she
repeated:
“Stretch out, and we’ll snatch a bit of sleep together.”
She leaned her back against the rock, and Giacomo, his hear overflowing with love, lay down and put his head
on her lap. He closed his eyes, and Simona began to stroke his face. With a hesitant and timid motion, she passed
her hand over his cheeks, under his chin and up to the top of his head, where she ran her fingers through his hair.
When Giacomo opened his eyes for a split second he saw that she was looking at him with childish intentness and
curiosity.
Meeting his glance, she bent over, placed a quick kiss on each of his eyes and told him to go to sleep. Giacomo
closed his eyes again and gave himself up to enjoyment of the light touch of her tireless little hand until finally he
dozed off. He slept for an indefinable length of time and woke up feeling chilled. Simona was sitting in the same
position, with his head on her lap. Looking up, he saw the reason for his feeling so cold. The sky was filled with
heavy, black storm clouds.
“How long have I been asleep?” he asked her.
“About an hour.”
“And what about you?”
“I didn’t sleep. I was looking at you.”
“The sun’s disappeared.”
“Yes.”
“There’s going to be quite a rainstorm.”
“Livio’s gone,” she said by way of an answer.”
“Who is that Livio, anyhow?” Giacomo asked without moving.
“A Party comrade, a friend.”
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“I don’t care for him.”
“I know that,” she said with a smile. “You made it pretty plain. As he was going away he pointed to you as you
lay there asleep and said: ‘What’s the matter? Has he got it in for me?’”
“I haven’t got it in for him. … But he has no manners. I’m on my honeymoon, and he acts as if it were his.”
“He’s a good fellow.”
“You used to be in love with him. Admit it!” She came out with a peal of innocent, silvery laughter.
“You must be crazy. I couldn’t possibly fall in love with him. He doesn’t appeal to me in the least.”
“But the way you talked to one another. …”
“He’s a Party comrade,” she repeated, “and that’s the way we talk.” She was silent, for a moment, and then
said with unexpected bitterness:
“He’s unintelligent. That’s why he doesn’t appeal to me.”
“He doesn’t seem to me much more stupid than the next man.”
“He said a lot of foolish things,” she went on angrily. “That we’d kill people off, for instance. He knows better
and spoke that way just to show off. But such loose talk is harmful to the Party.”
“You’re the one that’s got it in for him now.”
“No. I haven’t got it in for him; but he had no business to talk that way.” Then she added, more coolly,
“As a matter of face, he’s of value to the Party, even if he isn’t too bright. He’s absolutely loyal; you could ask
him to do anything.”
“And what value have I?” Giacomo was bold enough to ask jokingly.
“You can’t have any value, since you’re not one of us.”
Giacomo was displeased by this answer. He got up and looked at the lowering sky.
“We’d better get back home before it rains. What do you say?”
“Yes, I think we had better.” Giacomo hesitated for a moment, put his arm around her waist and asked softly:
“When we get there, will you be mine … at last?”
She nodded, turning her head away in order not to meet his eyes. Feeling easier in his mind, Giacomo quickly
got dressed. A few steps away, Simona pulled on her shorts and jersey and started to adjust her bag over her
shoulder. But with a tender protectiveness such as he had not displayed on the way down, Giacomo said,
“I’ll carry that for you.”
*
They started off. First they crossed the flatland, where the pale green branches of the prickly pears seemed to
gleam discordantly against the dark sky. As they reached the beginning of the slope they turned around to look
behind them.
The pink-and-white lighthouse stood out against a majestic mass of black storm clouds rising from the horizon
to invade that part of the sky which was still empty. These clouds, shaped like great rampant beasts, had smoking
underbellies, and irregular fringes hung down from them over the sea, which was spottily darkening in some
places, while in others it still shone like burnished lead in the sun. The fringes were gusts of rain, just beginning to
comb the surface of the water.
Meanwhile, a turbulent wind covered the prickly pears with yellow dust and a blinding stroke of lightning
zigzagged diagonally across the sky from one point to another. After along silence they heard the thunder—no
clap, but rather a dull rumble within the clouds. Giacomo saw his wife pale and instinctively shrink toward him.
“Lightning scars me to death,” she said, looking at him. Giacomo raised his eyes to the half-clear, half-stormy
sky.
“The storm isn’t here yet,” he said. “It’s still over the sea. If we hurry, we may get home with a wetting.”
“Let’s hurry, then,” she said, continuing to climb up the path.
The clouds, apparently driven by an increasingly powerful wind, were spreading out over the sky with startling
rapidity. Simon quickened her pace to almost a run, and Giacomo could not help teasing her.
“Afraid of lightning? What would the comrades say to that? A good Marxist like yourself shouldn’t have any
such fear.”
“It’s stronger than I am,” she said in a childish voice, without turning around.
There were steps, first narrow and then wide, to facilitate the ascent of the lower part of the path, and higher up
it rose in wide curves through groves of olive trees. Simona was a long way ahead; Giacomo could see her
striding along fifty or sixty feet in front of him.
At the top they paused to catch their breath and look around. Anacapri, momentarily at their backs, stood reassuringly behind a barrier of green, looking like an Arab city, with its terraces, campanile and gray-domed church.
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Giacomo pointed to the shrunken lighthouse on the promontory below, profiled against the threatening storm.
“Just think, we were right down there!” he murmured.
“I can’t wait to be home,” said Simona, perhaps with the thunder and lightning in mind. Then, meeting Giacomo’s eyes, she added with hesitant coquetry:
“What about you?”
“I agree,” he added in a low voice, with emotion.
The climb was over, and all they had to do now was follow the level path to their rented house, which was well
this side of Anacapri. They walked by the wall around the Munthe villa, along a meadow planted with oak trees,
and there, just around a bend, was the white wall of their house and the rusty iron gate in the shade of a carob tree
with pods hanging all over it.
The clouds were straight above them now, and it was as dark as evening. Simona hurriedly pushed open the
gate and went on ahead without waiting for her husband to follow. Giacomo walked more slowly down the marble
steps among the cactus plants. As he went, there was another rumble of thunder, louder this time, like an
overturned wagon-load of stones rolling down a hill. From inside the house Simona called back:
“Shut the door tight!”
*
The house was on a hillside, set back among the trees, and consisted of four roughly furnished rooms. Giacomo made his way in amid almost complete darkness. There was no electric light, but oil lamps of various shapes
and colors were lined up on the hall table. He lifted the glass off one of these, lit a match, touched it to the wick,
put back the glass\fn{The glass chimney surrounding the wick and creating the draft} and entered the dining-room.
No one was there, but he could hear Simona moving in the room next to it. He did not wish to join her immediately, and feeling thirsty, did not wish to join her immediately, and, feeling thirsty, he poured himself out a glass
of white wine. Finally, he picked up the lamp and went to the bedroom door.
The bedroom, too, was almost dark. The window giving on to the garden was open, and through it, in what
light was left among the shadows, he could make out the terrace surrounded by lemon trees planted in big pots.
Simona, in a dressing-gown, was tidying the still unmade bed. He set the lamp down on the bedside table and
said:
“Were you still afraid of the lightning?”
She was leaning over the bed, with one leg slightly raised, smoothing the sheet. Pulling herself up, she answered:
“No. Now that I’m in the house I feel safer.”
“And are you afraid of me?”
“I was never afraid of you.”
Giacomo walked around the bed and took her into his arms. Standing beside the head of the bed, they exchanged a kiss. Giacomo undid the sash of Simona’s dressing-gown and it slipped down over her shoulders and
drop to the floor. But Simona did not interrupt the kiss; indeed she prolonged it with an awkward eagerness,
betrayed by her characteristic way of blowing through her nose.
With sudden decisiveness, Giacomo let her go.
“Lie down, will you?” he said, hurriedly taking off his clothes.
Simona hesitated and then lay down on the bed. Giacomo was aware of being impelled by strictly animal
feelings, as if he were not in a house, but in a dark cave—yes, as if he were a primitive man, moved by carnal
appetite alone. Yet it was with a certain tenderness that he lay down beside his wife. She was facing the wall, but
brusquely she turned around and pressed herself against him, snuggling into his arms.
For a few minutes they lay there, motionless, then Giacomo began chastely and gently to caress her. He wanted
to possess her on her own virginal terms, without bringing any of his masculine experience into play. His light
caresses and the words he whispered through her hair into one ear were intended to calm her fears and lead her
almost insensibly to give herself to him. He was not in a hurry and it seemed to him that his new policy of
consideration and patience would win for him what his haste of the previous evening had failed to obtain.
And by degrees he had the impression that, in response to his words and caresses, she was yielding not only
her body, but also that inward part of her which had resisted him heretofore. Simona did not speak, but her breathing grew gradually heavier. All of a sudden, almost involuntarily, he gave way to a natural impulse and attempted
to take her.
Under the impact of his body, Simona seemed at first to surrender, then brusquely she rebelled and struggled to
free herself. With a mixture of anger and submission she whispered:
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“I can’t do it. I can’t!”
Giacomo refused to heed her change of heart and tried to prevail over her by force. She defended herself with
her feet and knees and hands, while he did everything to overcome her. In the combat their naked bodies were
bathed in sticky perspiration. Finally Giacomo lost his patience, leaped out of bed, and went into the bathroom,
saying:
“I’ll be back in a minute.”
Guided by a furious inspiration, he groped his way to the wash basin, took the razor blade he had used for
shaving that morning and plunged it into the cushion of his thumb. He felt the cold blade cut through his skin, but
had no pain. Then he put the blade back on the shelf and squeezed his thumb, which gave out an abundant flow of
blood. He went back to the bedroom and threw himself upon his wife, rubbing his bloody thumb on the sheet
between her legs. Then he shouted angrily: “You may not realize it, but you’re no longer a virgin!” Tremblingly
she asked:
“How do you know?”
“Just look!”
He took the lamp from the table and threw its light upon the bed. Simona was hunched upon the pillow, with
her knees against her chin and her arms crossed over breasts. She looked down at the place where Giacomo had
thrown the light and saw a long streak of red blood. Batting her eyelids in disgust, she said:
“Are you sure?”
“Positive!”
But just at that moment her eyes traveled to the hand in which Gacomo was holding the lamp. Blood was
streaming out of the cut in the cushion of his thumb. In a plaintive voice she cried out:
“It’s not my blood. It’s yours! … You cut yourself on purpose.” Giacomo put the lamp back on the table and
shouted in a rage:
“That’s the only blood I’ll see tonight or any night to come. You’re still a virgin and you always will be!”
“Why do you say that? What makes you so unkind?”
“That’s the way it is,” he answered. “You’ll never be mine. Some part of you is hostile to me, and hostile it will
remain.”
“What part do you mean?”
“You’re closer to that fool, Livio, than you are to me,” he said, coming out with his jealousy at last. “That part
of you which is close to Livio is hostile to me.”
“That’s not true.”
“Yes; it is true. And it’s equally true that if your Party came to power you’d inform on me. …”
“Who says so?”
“You said so yourself this morning, on the way to the lighthouse.”
“I said nothing at all.”
“Well, what would you do, then?” She hesitated for a moment and then said:
“Why do you bring up such things at a time like this?”
“Because they prevent you from loving me and becoming my wife.”
“I wouldn’t inform on you,” she said at last. “I’d leave you, that’s all.”
“But you’re supposed to inform on your enemies,” he shouted, angrier than ever. “It’s your duty.” Still huddled
up at the head of the bed, she burst into tears.
“Giacomo, why are you so unkind? … I’d kill myself. That’s what I’d do.”
Giacomo did not have the courage to remind her that on the way to the lighthouse she had branded suicide as
morbid and absolutely inadmissible. After all, this contradiction was more flattering to him than an open declaration of love.
Meanwhile, still in tears, she had got down from the bed and gone over to the open window. Giacomo lay on
the bed, watching. She stood straight, with her head bent to the side and one arm raised against the frame.
Suddenly the room was lit up, and every object in it, her naked, white body, the garden and the potted lemon trees
around the terrace. There followed a metallic crack and a violent tremor which made the window and the walls of
the room tremble.
Simona gave a terrified cry, left the window and threw herself sobbing into her husband’s arms. Giacomo
pressed her to him, and almost immediately, while still weeping, she sought his embrace, he penetrated her body
without any difficulty whatsoever. He had the feeling that a hidden flower, composed of only two petals, had
opened—although still remaining invisible—to something that in the dark night of the flesh played the role of the
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sun.
Nothing was settled, he reflected later on, but for the time being it was enough to know that she would kill
herself for him.
138.409 Suicides\fn{by Cesare Pavese (1908-1950)} Santo Stefano Belbo, Piedmont, Italy (M) 6
There are days when everything in the city I live in—the people in the streets, the traffic, trees—awakens in
the morning with a strange aspect, the same as always yet unrecognizable, like the times when you look into the
mirror and ask:
“Who’s that?”
These for me are the loveliest days of the year. On such mornings, whenever I can, I leave the office a little
earlier and go into the streets, mingling with the crowd, and I don’t mind staring at all who pass in the very way, I
suspect, that some of them look at me, for in truth at these moments, I have a feeling of assurance that makes me
another man.
I am convinced that I shall obtain from life nothing more precious perhaps than the revelation of how I may
stimulate these moments at will. One way of making them longer which I have sometimes found successful is to
sit in a new café, glassed-in and bright, and absorb the noise of all the hurry-scurry and the street, the flare of colors and of voices, and the peaceful interior moderating all the tumult.
In only a few years I have suffered keen stabs of disappointment and regret; still, I may say that my most heartfelt prayer is for this peace, this tranquillity alone. I am not cut out for storms and struggle: even though there are
mornings when I go forth to walk the streets vibrant with life and my stride may be taken for a challenge, I repeat,
I ask of life no more than that she let herself be observed.
*
And yet even this modest pleasure sometimes leaves me with a bitterness which is precisely that of a vice.
It wasn’t only yesterday that I realized that in order to live one had to exercise cunning with oneself, and only
then with others. I envy the people—they are women mostly—who are able to commit a misdeed or an injustice,
or merely to indulge a whim, having contrived beforehand a chain of circumstances so as to give their conduct, in
their own eyes, the appearance of being altogether proper.
I do not have serious vices—provided this withdrawal from the struggle from lack of confidence, in search of
lonely serenity, is not the most serious vice of all—but I do not even know how to handle myself wisely and to
hold myself in check when enjoying the little that comes my way.
It sometimes happens, in fact, that I stop in my tracks, glancing about, and ask myself whether I have any right
to enjoy my assurance. This occurs especially when my moments out have been rather frequent. Not that I take
time off from my work: I provide decently for myself, and support in boarding school an orphaned niece whom
the old lady who calls herself my mother doesn’t want around the house.
But the thing I ask myself is whether—on these ecstatic strolls of mine—I am not ludicrous, ludicrous and disgusting; for I think sometimes that I am not really due my ecstasy.
Or else, as happened the other morning, I need only to assist offhand at some singular scene in a café, which
intrigues me from the outset by the normalness of its participants, in order to fall a prey to a guilt-ridden sense of
loneliness and to so many bleak memories that the farther they recede the more they reveal to me, in their immutable natures, twisted and terrible meanings.
*
It was five minutes of play between the young cashier and a customer in a light-colored topcoat, accompanied
by a friend, who stood by looking ill at ease. The cashier laughed. The young man then concocted some story
about a ride they would take in the elevator of a public bath. Between controlled bursts of laughter they finally
decided that they would deposit the money in a bank—once they had it.
“Good-by, young lady,” he shouted back as he left at last. “Think of me tonight.” The cashier, exhilarated and
laughing, turned to the waiter:
“What a character!”
I had noticed her on other mornings, and sometimes smiled without looking at her, in moments of abstraction.
But my peace is too flimsy, a tissue of nothing. The usual stab of remorse returns.
“We are all sordid, but there’s a good-natured sordidness, with a smile, that provokes a smile from others, and
there’s another sordidness that is lonely and holds people off. The sillier, after all, is not the former.”
It is on such mornings that I am surprised, each time anew, by the thought that what is truly sinful in my life is
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only silliness. Others may achieve out-and-out evil by design, sure of themselves, taking an interest in their
victims and in the sport—and I suspect that a life so spent may afford many satisfactions—but as for myself, I
have never done anything but suffer from great bumbling uncertainty, and writhe, when brought into contact with
others in my own stupid cruelty. Because—and there’s no solution—it’s enough that I give into that remorse of
my loneliness for an instant or so and I think again of Carlotta.
*
She has been dead for more than a year, and now I know all the routes that my memory of her may take to
surprise me. I can, so wishing, even recognize the initial state of mind that announces her appearance, abruptly
diverting my thoughts. But I do not always wish it; and even now my remorse provides me with dark corners, new
points, that I study with the trepidation of a year ago. I was so tortuously true with her that each of those far-off
days stands in my memory not as a fixed thing, but as an elusive face possessing for me the same reality of today.
Not that Carlotta was a mystery. She was, rather, one of those transparently simple souls—pitiful women—
who become irritating if they cease for only an instant being themselves and attempt subterfuge or flirtation. But
so long as they are simple no one notices them. I have never understood how she could bear to earn her living as a
cashier. She had the makings of an ideal sister.
What I have not fathomed, even yet, are my feelings and my behavior then. What, for instance, should I say of
the evening in Carlotta’s two-room lodgings when she had put on a velvet dress—an old dress—to receive me,
and I told her that I should have preferred her in a bathing suit? It was one of my first visits and I had not even
kissed her.
Well, making a shy grimace, Carlotta withdrew into the anteroom and—of all things—actually reappeared in a
bathing suit! That evening I took her into my arms and forced her down onto the davenport; but then—the
moment it was over—I told her I liked being alone and left, and I did not return for three days; and when I did I
addressed her formally.
Thereupon another ridiculous courtship began, consisting of timid confidences on her part and a few words on
my own. Suddenly I addressed her familiarly, but she resisted. Then I asked her if she had reconciled with her
husband. Carlotta began to whimper.
“He never treated me the way you do,” she said.
It was easy to press her head to my chest and caress her and to tell her I loved her; after all, being so alone,
couldn’t I love a grass widow?\fn{A woman whose husband is away often or for a prolonged period } And Carlotta let herself
go; softly, she confessed that she had loved me from the very beginning, that I struck her as being an extraordinary man, but already, in the short time we had known each other, I had caused her to suffer miserably, and she—
she didn’t know why—all men treated her the same.
“Blowing hot and cold,” I smiled into her hair: “that’s how you keep love alive.”
Carlotta was sallow, with enormous eyes a little worn with fatigue, and her body was pale too. In the shadows
of her bedroom that night, I asked myself if it was because I didn’t like her body that I had hurried off the time
before.
But even this time I didn’t have pity on her: in the middle of the night I dressed and, making no excuses, announced that I had to be going, and went. Carlotta wanted to come along.
“No, I like being alone.”
And, giving her a kiss, I left.
*
When I met Carlotta I was just emerging from a tempest that had nearly cost me my life; and now, returning to
the empty streets, retreating from a woman who loved me, I was possessed by a wry mirth. For quite some time I
had had to spend days and nights browbeaten and in a fury on account of a woman’s whims.
I am convinced now that no passion is so strong as to alter the nature of one who endures it. One may die of it,
but that doesn’t change a thing. When the frenzy has passed, one returns to being the decent man or the rogue, the
family man or the boy, whatever one was, and proceeds with one’s life.
Or more precisely: from the ordeal our true nature comes out, and it horrifies us; normality disgusts us; and we
would wish even to be dead, the insult is so unspeakable, but we have no one to blame but ourselves.
I owe it to that woman if I am reduced to this singular life I lead, from day to day, aimlessly, incapable of
securing ties with the world, estranged from my fellows—estranged even from my mother whom I only just
tolerate, and from my niece whom I don’t love—I owe it all to her; but might I not have fared better in the end
with another woman? With a woman, I mean, capable of humbling me as my nature required?
Nonetheless, at the time, the thought that I had been wronged, that my mistress could be called treacherous, did
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afford me a measure of comfort. There is a point in suffering when it is inevitable—it is a natural anesthetic—that
one should believe oneself to be suffering unjustly: this brings into force again, according to our most coveted
desired, fascination for life; it restores a sense of our worth in the face of things; it is flattering.
I had found, and I should have liked, injustice, ingratitude, to be even more unspeakable. I recall—during those
interminable days and those evenings of anguish—being aware of a pervasive and secret feeling, like an atmosphere or an irradiance: wonderment that it all happened—that the woman was indeed the woman, that the periods
of delirium and stabbing pains were quite what they were, that the sighs, the words, the deeds, that I myself—that
it all happened just as it did.
And now here I was, having suffered injustice, repaying, as inevitably happens, not the guilty one, but another.
*
I would leave Carlotta’s little apartment at night satisfied and absent of mind, delighted to be walking alone,
retreating from all solicitude, freely enjoying the long avenue, in vague pursuit of the sensations and thoughts of
early youth. The simplicity of the night—darkness and street lamps—has always welcomed me with tenderness,
and made for the wildest and most precious fantasies, heightening them with its contrasts and magnifying them.
There, even the blind rancor I showed toward Carlotta for her eager humility had full rein, freed of a kind of
awkwardness which pitying her made me feel when we were together.
But I was not young any longer.
And the better to disengage myself from Carlotta, I reconsidered and anatomized her body and her caresses.
Crudely, I considered that separated from her husband as she was, still young and without children, she was
simply jumping at the chance for whatever outlet she could find in me.
But—poor Carlotta—she was too simple a mistress, and it may have been precisely for this that her husband
betrayed her. I remember returning arm in arm with her from the cinema one evening, wandering through the
semi-lit streets, when she said to me:
“I’m happy. It’s nice going to the movies with you.”
“Did you ever go with your husband?” Carlotta smiled at me.
“Are you jealous?” I shrugged.
“In any case, it doesn’t change anything.”
“I’m tired,” Carlotta would say, pressing against my arm; “this good-for-nothing chain that holds us is ruining
both his life and mine, and making me disrespect a name that has brought me nothing but suffering. Divorce
ought to be possible, at least when there aren’t children.” I was lulled that evening by my long, warm contact with
her, and by desire.
“You have scruples, in other words?”
“Oh, darling,” Carlotta said, “why aren’t you good all the time, like you are this evening? Think, if only I
could have a divorce.”
I didn’t say anything. Once before when she had mentioned divorce I had burst out:
“Now just look here, can anyone be better off than you? You do whatever you please—and I’ll wager he still
slips you a little, if it’s true it was her who betrayed you.”
“I have never accepted a thing,” Carlotta had replied. “I’ve worked from that day on”—and she had looked at
me. “Now that I have you I’d feel as if I were betraying you.”
*
The evening we went to the movies I shut her up with a kiss. Then I took her to the station café where I bought
her a couple of glasses of liquor.
We sat like a pair of lovers in the steamy light of the glass panes. I downed quite a few jiggers myself. Presently, in a loud voice, I said to her:
“Carlotta, shall we make a baby tonight?” Some of the people looked at us because Carlotta, radiant and
flushed, closed my mouth with her hand.
I talked and talked. Carlotta talked about the film, making silly remarks—passionately—finding comparisons
between us and the characters in it. And I—aware that only by drinking could I love her—I drank.
Outside the cold was invigorating and we hurried home. I spent the night with her, and waking in the morning
I felt her by my side, disheveled and full of sleep, fumbling to hug me. I did not repulse her; but when I got up my
head was aching and Carlotta’s repressed joy as she got my coffee, humming to herself, grated on my nerves.
Then we had to leave together, but remembering the concierge, Carlotta sent me out first, not without a wifely hug
and a kiss behind the door.
My keenest memory of waking that morning is of the boughs of the trees bordering the walk, stark and drip150

ping in the fog, visible through the curtains in the room. The warmth and solicitude inside, and the raw morning
air awaiting me, charged my blood; however, I should have liked to be alone, thinking and smoking by myself,
imagining an altogether different waking and another mate.
The tenderness that Carlotta extracted from me at such moments was something I reproached myself for the
instant I was alone. I underwent moments of fury, scouring my soul to be rid of the slightest memory of her; I
made up my mind to be hard and then was even too hard.
It must have been apparent that we loved each other out of indolence, out of some vice—for all the reasons
except the very one she sought to delude herself about. The memory of her grave, blissful look after the embrace
irritated me, noticing it on her face angered me; whereas the only woman on whom I had wanted to see it had
never given me that satisfaction.
“If you accept me as I am, fine,” I told her once; “but get it out of your head that you can ever mean anything
to me.”
“Don’t you love me?” Carlotta stammered.
“The little bit of love I was capable of I burned out in my youth.”
But there were also times when I lost my temper, having admitted, out of shame or desire, that I did love her a
little. Carlotta would force a smile.
“We’re good friends at least, aren’t we?”
“Listen,” I told her seriously, “all this nonsense repels me; we’re a man and a woman who are bored; we get on
in bed—”
“Oh, yes, that we do!” she said; she clutched my arm, hiding her face. “I like you, I do like you—”
“—period.”
*
It was enough to have just one of these exchanges, in which I struck myself as spineless, for me to avoid her
for weeks on end; and if she rang me up at the office from her café I told her I was busy. The first time Carlotta
tried being angry, I let her spend the evening in torment, while I sat frigid on the davenport—the lampshade cast a
white light on her knees—and in the half-light I could sense the contained spasms of her glances. It was I, in the
unbearable tension, who finally said:
“Thank me, Signora: you’re likely to remember this session more than many others.” Carlotta didn’t stir.
“Why don’t you kill me, Signora? If you think you can play the woman with me, you’re wasting your time.
The flighty one I’ll play myself.” She was breathing heavily.
“Not even your bathing suit,” I said to her, “will help you this evening.”
Suddenly Carlotta bounded at me. I saw her black-haired head go through the white light like some hurled
object. I thrust out my hands. But Carlotta collapsed at my knees in tears. I laid a hand on her head two or three
times. Then I rose.
“I ought to be crying too, Carlotta. But I know that tears are no use. All this you’re going through I’ve been
through myself. I’ve been on the point of killing myself, and then my nerve failed me. This is the rub: a person so
weak as to think of suicide is also too weak to commit it. Come now, Carlotta, be good.”
“Don’t treat me like that …” she stammered.
“I’m not treating you like anything. But you know I like being alone. If you let me be alone, I’ll come back; if
not, we’ll never see each other again. Look, would you like me to love you?” Beneath my hand, Carlotta looked
up with her swollen face.
“Well, then, you must stop loving me. There’s no other way. The hare’s the hunter.”
Scenes like that sort shook Carlotta too deeply for her to consider giving me up. But didn’t they also denote a
fundamental similarity in temperament?
At bottom, Carlotta was a simple soul—too simple—and incapable of clearly recognizing it; but certainly she
sensed it. She tried—poor creature—to hold me by being lighthearted, and would sometimes say things like
“Such is life!” and “Poor little me!”
I believe that if at that time she had firmly repulsed me I should have suffered a little. But it wasn’t in her
power. If I remained away for two evenings running, I found her with sunken eyes. And whenever, on occasion, I
took pity on her or was kind, and stopped by her café and asked her to come out with me, she got up flushed and
flustered, even more beautiful.
My rancor was not directed at her; rather, at all the restrictions and the enslavement our liaison seemed likely
to produce. Since I didn’t love her, her smallest claim on me struck me as an outrage. There were days when
addressing her in the tu-form disgusted and degraded me. Who was this woman clamped onto my arm?
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In return, I seemed to experience a rebirth, certain half days, certain hours when, after hurrying through my
work, I was able to go out into the cool sun and walk the sunlit streets, unencumbered by her, by anything, feeling
satisfied of body, my old sorrow soothed: eager to see, to smell, to feel as I had when I was young.
That Carlotta might suffer on my account alleviated my past griefs and made them paltry, and estranged them
from me a little, as from a laughable world; and far removed from her, I found myself whole again, more adept.
She was the sponge I used to cleanse myself.
I thought this often of her.
*
Some evenings when I talked and talked, engrossed in the game, I was a youngster again and I put my rancor
behind me.
“Carlotta,” I would say, “what is it like to be a lover? It’s so long since I was one. All told, it must be a fine
thing, I imagine. When all goes well, you enjoy it; when it doesn’t, you hope. You live from day to day, they say.
What is it like, Carlotta?” Carlotta would shake her head, smiling.
“Another thing, you have so many wonderful thoughts, Carlotta. Whoever takes love lightly will never be happy like the lover. Unless,” I smiled, “he sleeps with another woman and then makes game of the lover.” Carlotta
knitted her brows.
“Love is a fine thing,” I concluded. “And no one escapes it.”
Carlotta served as my public. I was talking to myself, those evenings. It’s the pleasantest of talks.
“There is love and there is betrayal. In order really to enjoy love there’s also got to be betrayal. This is the
thing young boys don’t realize. You women learn it earlier. Did you betray your husband?” Carlotta essayed a
cunning smile, going red.
“We boys were stupider. Scrupulously, we fell in love with an actress or schoolmate and offered her our finest
thoughts. Except that we never got around to telling them. To my knowledge there wasn’t a girl our age who
didn’t realize that love is a matter of craft. It doesn’t seem possible, but boys go to brothels to conclude that the
women outside are different. What were you up to at sixteen, Carlotta?”
*
But Carlotta’s thoughts were elsewhere. With her eyes, before answering, she told me that I was hers, and I
hated the hardness of the solicitude her glance gave off.
“What were you doing at sixteen?” I asked her again, staring down at the floor.
“Nothing,” she replied gravely. I knew what she was thinking.
Then she asked me to forgive her—she was acting the poor forlorn creature and she knew she hadn’t the right
—but her glance was enough.
“Do you know you’re stupid? For all I care, your husband could take you back!” And off I went with a feeling
of relief.
Next day at the office I received a timid telephone call, to which I replied dryly.
That evening I saw her again.
Carlotta was amused whenever I talked about my niece who was away at boarding school, and she shook her
head with disbelief when I told her that I would rather have shut my mother up in school and lived with the child.
She pictured us as two quite different beings, playing at being uncle and niece, but actually having a whole world
of secrets and petty grievances to delight and occupy us. She asked me, put out, if the girl were not my daughter.
“Of course. Born when I was sixteen. She decided to be blond just to spite me. How can one be born blond?
Blondes for me are creatures like monkeys or lions. It must be like always being in the sun, I should imagine.”
Carlotta said:
“I was blond when I was little.”
“I was bald myself.”
My interest in Carlotta’s past, during that final period, was a bored curiosity which from time to time allowed
me to forget all she had previously told me. I scanned her as one scans the page of local news in the paper. I
delighted in puzzling her with whimsical sallies. I put cruel questions to her and then supplied the answers. I was
actually listening to no one but myself. But Carlotta had seen through me.
“Tell me about yourself,” she would say some evenings, pressing my arm. She knew that only by getting me to
talk about myself could she make a friend of me.
“Carlotta, did I ever tell you that a man once killed himself because of me?” I asked her one evening. She
looked at me radiant and half amazed.
“It’s nothing to laugh at,” I went on. “We killed ourselves together—but he actually died. Youthful shenani152

gans.” Wasn’t it curious, I though suddenly, I had never told a soul, and of all people Carlotta would be the first.
“He was a friend of mine, a fine-looking blond boy. And he really did look a lion. You girls, you don’t make
friendships like that. At that age you’re already too jealous. We were schoolmates, but we always met afterward,
in the evening. We talked in the dirty ways boys will, but we were in love with a woman. She must still be living.
“She was our first love, Carlotta. We spent our evenings talking about love and death. No one in love has ever
been more certain of being understood by his best friend than we were of each other. Jean—his name was Jean—
had a bold sadness that used to put me to shame. All by himself he created the melancholy of those evenings we
spent walking together through the fog. We didn’t believe one could suffer so much—”
“You were in love, too?”
“I suffered for being less melancholy than Jean. Finally I discovered that we might kill ourselves, and I told
him. Jean took to the idea slowly, he was normally so imaginative. We had a revolver between us. We went out to
the hills to test it, in case it should explode. It was Jean who fired. He had always been foolhardy, and I think that
if he had stopped loving the woman I should have stopped too. After the test—we were on a barren footpath,
halfway up; it was winter—I was still thinking about the force of the shot when Jean put the barrel into his mouth
and said, ‘Some guys do it this way—’ and the gun went off and killed him.” Carlotta stared at me horrified.
“I didn’t know what to do and ran away.” Later that evening Carlotta said to me:
“And you really loved that woman?”
“What woman? I loved Jean; I told you.”
“And did you want to kill yourself too?”
“Naturally. It would have been foolish, though. But not doing it was rank cowardice. I’m sorry I didn’t.”
Carlotta often returned to the story, and spoke to me of Jean as though she had known him. She had me describe him and asked me what I myself was like then. She wanted to know if I had kept the revolver.
“Don’t go killing yourself now. Have you never thought of killing yourself?” So saying, she rested her eyes on
me.
“Every time you fall in love you think of it.” Carlotta didn’t even smile.
“Do you think of it still?”
“I think of Jean sometimes.”
*
At noon, the thought of Carlotta distressed me terribly when, after I had left the office, I passed her café
window, hurrying by so as not to have to look in and kid with her a little. I did not go home at noon. I especially
liked seating myself alone in an eating house and whiling away that part of an hour I had, with my eyes barely
open, smoking. Carlotta, in her chair, would be ringing up change\fn{ On her cash register} automatically, tilting and
nodding her head, smiling and frowning, at times with a customer joking with her.
She was there, in her blue dress, from seven in the morning till four in the afternoon. They paid her four
hundred and eighty lire a month. Carlotta liked rushing through the day in a single sitting, and would take lunch,
with a big cup of milk, without rising from her place. It would have been an easy job, she told me, except for the
way the door banged with all the coming and going. There were times when she felt it like punches on the raw
surface of her brain.
Ever since, on entering cafés, I have closed the doors carefully. With me, Carlotta tried to describe the little
scenes with the customers, but she could never bring off my way of talking, just as she was never able to get a rise
out of me with her sly allusions to the proposals some old goat was making to her.
“Go right ahead,” I told her; “just don’t let me see him. Receive him on odd days. And take care you don’t pick
up any diseases.”
Carlotta made a wry mouth.
For some days a thought had been gnawing at her.
“Are we in love again, Carlotta?” I said to her one evening.
Carlotta looked at me like a whipped dog. And I lost patience with her again. Those shining glances of hers,
that evening, in the half-light of the little room, her squeezing my hand—it all infuriated me. With Carlotta I was
forever afraid of being tied down. I hated the very thought of it.
I grew sullen again; surly. But Carlotta had stopped taking my outbursts with her former injured paroxysms.
She simply looked at me, without moving, and sometimes when, to comfort her, I reached out to caress her, she
would draw back in an affectionate motion.
Which was something I liked even less. Being compelled to court her in order to have her was repugnant to
me. But it would not begin without a prelude. Carlotta would start:
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“I have a headache … oh, that door! Let’s be good this evening. Talk to me.”
The moment I realized she was really serious, regarding herself as a poor unfortunate, dredging up regrets, my
outbursts would end: I simply betrayed her. I relived one of those colorless evenings of the past when, returning
from a brothel, I had sat in any wretched, cheap café to rest, neither happy nor sad, muzzy. It seemed only just:
one either accepted love with all its hazards or nothing remained but prostitution.
*
I believed Carlotta’s jealousy to be an act, and it amused me. She suffered. But she was too simple a soul to
turn it to her gain. Rather, as happens to those who really suffer, it made her ugly. I was sorry, but I would have to
have done with her, I felt.
Carlotta saw the blow coming. One evening when we were in bed together, while I was instinctively avoiding
conversation, she suddenly thrust me away and curled up toward the wall.
“What’s eating you?” I demanded, annoyed.
“If I were to disappear tomorrow,” she said, suddenly turning back, “would it make any difference to you?”
“I don’t know,” I stammered.
“And if I betrayed you?”
“Life itself is a betrayal.”
“And if I returned to my husband?”
She was serious. I shrugged.
“I’m only a poor woman,” Carlotta continued. “And I’m not able to betray you … I’ve seen my husband.”
“What?”
“He came to the café.”
“But didn’t he go to America?”
“I don’t know,” Carlotta said. “I saw him at the café.” She may not have meant to tell me, but it came out that
her husband had also come with a woman in a fur coat.
“In that case, you weren’t able to talk?” Carlotta hesitated.
“He came back the next day. He talked to me then, and afterward saw me home.”
I must confess that I felt uncomfortable. I said softly:
“Here?” Carlotta clung to me with all her body.
“But I love you,” she whispered. “You mustn’t think—”
“Here?”
“It was nothing, darling. He simply talked about his business. Only, seeing him again I realized how much I
love you. He can beg and I won’t go back to him.”
“Then he begged you?”
“No. He just said that if he were to marry again he would still marry me.”
“Have you seen him since?”
“He came to the café again, with that woman …”
*
That was the last time I spent the night with Carlotta. Without taking leave of her body, without regrets, I
stopped ringing her up and stopped visiting her at her flat. I let her telephone me and then wait to meet me in
cafés—nor was it every evening: only now and then. Carlotta would come each time and devour me with her
eyes, and when we were about to leave her voice would quaver.
“I haven’t seen him again,” she whispered one evening.
“You’re making a mistake,” I answered; “you ought to try to get him back.”
It annoyed me that Carlotta missed her husband—as she unquestionably did—and that with such talk she
hoped to entice me. That unconsummated love of hers was worth neither her regrets nor my own risks.
One evening I told her over the telephone that I’d call on her. She let me in with a look of disbelief and anxiety. I glanced around the entry hall, a little apprehensive. Carlotta was wearing velvet. And I recall that she had a
cold and kept squeezing her handkerchief and pressing it to her red nose.
At once, I saw that she understood. She was quiet and meek, and she answered me with pitiful looks. She let
me do all the talking, while she cast furtive glances over the top of her handkerchief. Then she rose and came to
me, leaning her body against my face, and I had to place an arm around her. Softly, in the same tone, she said:
“Won’t you come to bed?”
We went to bed, and through all of it I disliked her damp face, inflamed by her cold. At midnight I jumped out
of bed and began dressing. Carlotta turned on the light, looking at me for an instant. Then she turned it off and
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said,
“Yes, go if you wish.” Embarrassed, I stumbled out.
In the days that followed I feared a telephone call, but nothing disturbed me, and I was able to work in peace
for weeks on end. And then, one evening, desire for Carlotta took hold of me again, but shame helped me to
overcome it. Even so, I knew that if I had rung at that door I would have brought happiness. This certainty I have
always had.
I didn’t yield; but, the day after, I went by her café. There was a blonde at the cash register. They must have
changed hours. But she wasn’t there in the evening, either. I thought that perhaps she was ill or that her husband
had taken her back. This was not an appealing idea.
But my legs shook when the concierge, with extreme ill grace, fixing me with a hard beady gaze, told me that
they had found her in bed a month before, dead, with the gas jets on.
2.173 Justice Has No Number\fn{by Alfredo Segre (1908-1960)} Turin, Piedmont, Italy (M) 12
Bastia scrambled back up the embankment and pulled his hurdy-gurdy off the road, setting one wheel firmly in
the ditch. Then, carefully carrying the cage in which Pasqualino was napping, he started down the slope once
again, toward the bushes where he had first seen the blackberries shining in the sun.
There, behind the bushes, he had found the body of a man.
The sight would have been a shocking one had it not been for the war which was still going on up North and
which had accustomed him to seeing bodies scattered around everywhere. He squatted down on the grass and
emptied his pockets of all the berries, he had picked. Pasqualino began to groan because the sun hit him right in
the eyes, but Bastia paid no attention. He had even forgotten to be hungry, staring at the body, not frightened, but
somehow fascinated, as if he had been called to share a secret, with some strange force guiding his steps down the
embankment and then around the bushes. The fact that the man was dead, and that he was an utter stranger,
sharpened his curiosity. Finally, he said to himself:
“I will call him Luigi.” Then he felt more at ease and swallowed a handful of berries.
That Luigi was young, of that there was no doubt—his calves were strong and full. That he had been dead only
for a short time was equally clear—there was no stench, just the faint odor of a butcher shop early in the morning.
But more than that was hard to know, and yet he should know, because there was a reason for everything; the
berries had shone in the sun and he had been hungry just so that he could meet Luigi sprawled behind the bushes,
before the police could intrude on his secret.
The police!
He hated the police, the guards, and the carabinieri. Time and again they had made him sleep in jail, the
hurdy-gurdy rusting in the rain, just to question him about things that had happened along the road. Let the police
beat out their brains trying to find out who the man was: the body had no head.
“They will go and dig in some faraway cemetery,” Bastia said, turning to Pasqualino.
“Why?” Pasqualino asked, lifting one claw and swaying a little.
“Because the police must have a head, any head, to show they know everything.”
“Why?” repeated Pasqualino; and he spread his toes wide upon the perch and then cramped them together like
the leaves of an artichoke, still swaying with that air of nonchalant understanding which Bastia loved like a subtle
tickling.
“Because the commissario is a lawyer.”
“Why?” Pasqualino went on, shifting onto the other leg.
“It’s difficult to explain,” said Bastia, trying to think of the answer. But Pasqualino got excited and asked why
five or six times in succession.
“Because you are a parrot, shut up!” said Bastia; and he shook the cage until Pasqualino lost his grip and
retreated between the water cup and the box where the fortune cards were stacked up.
*
Bastia moved nearer to the body. A parade of faces kept bouncing up; some of them fitted nicely onto the
strong neck, others were too small and stood up funny, like the hook on a hanger.
Whom did he know who had such broad shoulders? He cast a glance at the distant hills where the towns struggled to stand upright.
He mumbled their names, and at each name he sorted out two, three, even five dubious characters whose
shoulders were broad. To thin the confusion, he began anew, starting with the town of Monticello, the nearest one.
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There lived Stefo, a thief, and Vincenzo, who prowled around the houses from which the men had been shipped to
Germany. Suppose Stefo had been caught at night stealing the few rabbits, or a husband had come back all of a
sudden and bumped into Vincenzo creeping into the bedroom.
Bastia stared again at the headless body and shrugged his shoulders: to cut off a man’s head meant that the
murderer must have hated him for a long time, and both Stefo and Vincenzo were such petty offenders that the
people of Monticello accepted them with tolerance, especially now that things all around were so much worse.
And besides, Stefo and Vincenzo had never worn boots.
Bastia’s eyes slid along the hills and stopped at the whitish spot of Castelnuovo. First he thought of Don Marco, the landowner and Mayor, who lived in a big house, half farm and half villa, and who once had told him to
find a job that would be more decent than grinding a hurdy-gurdy.
The thought of the Mayor brought back the thought of the police. It would be better to keep going, because if
the patrol caught him here, the first thing they’d do would be to shove him into the rotten dampness of a cell and
call him a suspect.
Still he hesitated: this Luigi was so helpless without a head that he felt an impulse of friendship. So he said
aloud:
“I’d like to take care of you, believe me, Luigi.” And he wished he had a piece of gauze to lay over his neck,
like on a slice of watermelon, to keep the flies away—those green flies which cluster wherever there is something
open and about to spoil. He looked at the boots, and then at his own feet.
“I’ll let you keep them,” he said, shoving a handful of berries into his mouth, “because you are my friend. Now
we must go,” he added, turning to Pasqualino.
Bastia gave a last look at the body. Suddenly he grabbed the cage and whispered to the parrot:
“You see, the grass is green, green and clean.”
“Why?” asked Pasqualino.
“That’s the point,” Bastia answered, starting slowly up the embankment.
At the approaches to Monticello he almost decided to skirt the town and go right on to the next one, four miles
away. Monticello was too near to the body, Monticello had a carabinieri station, and behind his back he could
sense a net being dragged over the road and beyond the road and catching stones, posts, berries, and the headless
body and finally his hurdy-gurdy, and dumping everything into jail.
But this was Friday. On Fridays he always visited Monticello; the townsfolk waited for him so they could buy
the fortune cards and play the numbers at the weekly lottery. He could easily make fifty lire and eat a decent meal.
With the meal he thought of a bottle of wine, and he pulled hard along the uphill street which led into
Monticello’s main square.
*
He stopped by the fountain, filled Pasqualino’s cup, and showed him a handful of dried chestnuts, which was
Pasqualino’s pay for picking out a card and offering it to the customer. By the shadow of the lamp post he
reckoned it was almost eight o’clock.
A few minutes later the bells began to call for the second mass. He wound up the hurdy-gurdy and turned the
pointer to a mazurka, glancing at the wine shop which was still closed, and then at the black hole of the post office
which accepted lottery numbers and gave receipts for them.
On the point of letting the music pour out, he reminded himself that it would irk the priest. The priest was the
ecclesiastic authority. Every town had authorities who were only too glad to bawl out a man with a hurdy-gurdy.
Once Bastia had dreamed of putting all the authorities together and letting them starve because there would be no
peasants to grow food for them. And he would then play a mazurka for them.
After half an hour he grew impatient. His feet were burning and wine could make the heat even all over. He
counted his money again. In his pocket he mashed a couple of berries and his mind went back to the murdered
man and his eyes looked for the carabinieri station. Suddenly he realized that except for the killer he was the only
one who knew about the crime.
“I have been chosen,” he said to Pasqualino in a whisper.
“Why?”
“Because I’m the only one who’s going to play the right numbers of the cabala.”
Besides selling cards with personal advice and lucky numbers printed on them, Bastia kept the cabala for the
use of his customers.
The cabala was a book which had on its cover the picture of a blindfolded girl stretched out on a golden quilt.
Everything that existed, everything that could possibly happen or that could be dreamt of in the world, was listed
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there with its number. But since the numbers of the weekly lottery were only the first ninety, and since the things,
the facts, and the dreams in the world were many more, each number in the cabala had several meanings. Bastia
had studied them for years until he had memorized them all, and often he would impress the townfolk by saying:
“Remember that the harvest, the coffin, the skylark, and the pregnant woman have the same number,” and then he
would take the book and show that he never made a mistake.
He closed his eyes to conceal the numbers popping about inside his head. Eighty-four, which corresponded to
Man Beheaded. appeared in a luminous halo.
He was a little bit upset: that halo smelled of religion, and no saints had ever protected him. But then, Luigi
wasn’t a martyr; he had lost his head in some unsaintly way. Finally, he solved it by accepting Luigi as his
personal friend and the halo around 84 took on a special meaning of privilege. That was a sure number.
Still he had to guess the other two, because guessing three numbers correctly out of the five which were drawn
every Saturday in the lottery at Rome meant winning three thousand five hundred times the stake. … Suppose I
sell fifty lire’s worth of fortune cards, I’ll go and play the whole amount. … Three thousand five hundred times
fifty is … No figures came into his mind—he only saw a bed, and under the bed a jug of wine. … 84 is a sure
number. … Christ was crucified for all men, Luigi was beheaded for me alone. … I must find the other two numbers, and there is a lot to work out, starting with the berries, and the day which is Friday, and the crime without
blood …
*
He kept studying the numbers and the circumstances and the constellation of the month of May, and the
association of the Moon with Uranus, which always brought unforseeable events; and in the meantime he pulled
his hurdy-gurdy to the front of the church, watching the two doors that opened softly and let people out without
any warning. At about nine o’clock five or six women came out, folded their black kerchiefs, and gathered around
the hurdy-gurdy.
“I had a dream,” one of them said.
“Will you explain it to me?”
“Tell the beast to pick a lucky card for me,” said another, holding out a two-lire bill.
“He’s not a beast,” Bastia grunted; and he showed Pasqualino the chestnuts. Pasqualino quickly thrust his beak
among the leaflets.
“This advice is for a young girl,” the woman complained.
“Pasqualino thinks you are young—parrots are used to living three hundred years,” Bastia replied, grabbing
the two-lire bill.
“In my dream I saw two baskets full of eggs.” The church door opened noiselessly and a man slid out. Bastia
caught his quick turn to the left of the stairs and noted that he walked awkwardly.
“Was he at confession?” he asked one of the women. At that moment the man turned into a narrow street.
“Do me a favor, watch my stuff, I’ll be back in a minute,” Bastia said hurriedly, “and don’t fool around with
Pasqualino, he pecks hard. … Two baskets full of eggs is 2 for the baskets, 21 for eggs, and 33 for hunger. …”
He ran through the square and walked into the narrow street. The man was fifty yards ahead of him. On his
way to Monticello the man had certainly cut across the fields, because there were briars stuck to the cuffs of his
trousers. Bastia quickened his pace.
“He must have gone to pick blackberries just after I did,” he said to himself, “then he went to confession.”
He was on the point of calling to him, but instead, a few yards away, he walked on tip-toe and suddenly caught
up to him, slightly grazing his elbow. The man jerked, but Bastia continued to stare at the ground, keeping just
abreast of him, swaying toward the ditch when the man swayed and measuring every step to his step. In a few
seconds the man began to pant and then to cough. Bastia didn’t raise his head, but all at once he stepped hard on
the man’s foot, and with the weight of his body shoved him against a mound of gravel. There the man sat down
and with trembling hands took off his boots; then he stood up, jumped into the ditch, climbed over the other side
of it and started to run across the fields.
Bastia took off his jacket, picked up the boots and wrapped them in it, and with the bundle under his arm,
walked back to the town.
*
When the women finally left with their dreams and their cards, Bastia gave Pasqualino his chestnuts and said
angrily:
“Men are cowards and imbeciles.”
But Pasqualino didn’t ask why, because he was busily using his beak and claws to peel his fruits, and Bastia
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felt disappointed. Pasqualino was his only partner, the only one who was always interested in hearing his opinions. That Pasqualino questioned him with unending why’s was not an accident. Bastia had experienced the why’s
set forth by the police and had found out that every answer to them almost always turned out somehow to be a
confession of guilt. Therefore, he had learned to keep his mouth shut with the police and had taught the parrot the
word—the almighty word.
“Men are cowards and imbeciles,” Bastia repeated, when the last chestnut was swallowed. This time Pasqualino asked a soft why, and Bastia smiled:
“Because they would steal a pair of boots from a living man who needed them and be proud of it; but when
they steal them from a dead man who doesn’t give a damn, then they are scared. And now let’s go and get a glass
of wine.”
*
He pushed the hurdy-gurdy to the wine shop, went inside, and sat down. The owner hastened to inform him
that the price of a glass of wine was ten lire.
“Everything is getting expensive,” he commented, wiping the glass and setting it down on the table. Bastia put
a five-lire bill and a fortune card on the tray, and, quickly gulped the wine.
“At least you could give out good numbers,” grumbled the owner. “You remember when the airplanes dropped
those bombs?”
“I remember: 14 bombs, 6 airplanes, 17 dead, and Salvatore’s dog jumping on three legs …”
“You gave out the wrong numbers—they never came out.”
“I told the people that nothing right can come out of a war. Good numbers want justice …”
“You know,” said the owner of the wine shop, “no one understands you?”
Bastia pressed his hands to his forehead, to squeeze out the two other numbers which, with 84, would give him
three thousand five hundred times fifty lire. It was hard to choose, his brain was getting numb. For example, take
35—blackberries. It was true that the blackberries had led him to the discovery of the beheaded body; but still,
should more value be attributed to the things around a crime or to the things inside a crime? And which were the
things inside the crime? Take another example: death without blood was 49 in the cabala, but who knew the
number for a bloodless wound? The grass was green, not a drop had fallen from the big gash in Luigi’s neck.
Bastia’s face became all wrinkled: from somewhere a thought had crept under his forehead and reaching his
eyes had changed swiftly into an image: a hog, hanging by the feet from the wall of a slaughter house. There was
no doubt: in no other way I could Luigi’s body have been emptied of blood. This was butchering. And the number
for butchering was 14.
“You’re always talking to yourself,” the owner said from behind the counter. “Do you understand yourself?”
But Bastia had already left. He was pulling the hurdy-gurdy across the square, watching the open windows of
the carabinieri station. Everything was quiet. The wife of the brigadiere was setting the table on the second floor;
in the courtyard there were bicycles chained to the gate. All this meant that the news of the crime had not yet
reached Monticello.
Inside the post office where they took the numbers and gave receipts for the weekly lottery, Bastia leaned
against the wall.
He was unhappy.
He knew that everything in the world was numbers, but he knew also that numbers had rules like the stars, that
they grouped together because of certain attractions which were hard to detect. He touched the bills wadded up in
his pocket. Eighty-four and 14 … he didn’t believe in them … they were easy, they might be good enough for the
townsfolk who could only grasp the appearances of facts. No, he should wait, 84 and 14 lacked the link between
them, the third number—the reason for the crime.
As he turned toward the door, a man with a gray hat walked straight over to the counter and said something to
the clerk. Bastia noticed that his accent was thick—he must be one of the Southerners who had fled when Sicily
was first invaded. He lingered on the threshold and waited curiously to hear his words. But instead he heard the
post office clerk ask:
“Did you say 84 and 14?”
“And 72,” said the man, leaning over the counter.
*
Bastia pushed his hurdy-gurdy off the road till one wheel sat firmly in the ditch, locked the drawer into which
he had stuffed Luigi’s boots, and taking the parrot with him he slowly started down the slope.
The women were lined up on one side, the men opposite them, all of them behind the Mayor, the brigadiere,
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and the carabinieri. In the middle was Luigi’s body. The odor was stronger—the flesh had begun to cook.
Bastia crouched on the ground, in back of the black skirts, and screened Pasqualino’s cage with the front of his
jacket. He had the clear feeling that the world of stars and numbers was present in the order with which everything around him had grouped together.
The people were silent. They seemed to be one with the murdered man, maybe because he was pitiful, maybe
because they thought he had been a good fellow. This was one group, a universe eclipsed by pity.
Then there was a second group, and it was like two planets circling around Luigi’s body. The first planet was
the man who had stolen Luigi’s boots. Its light was pale, made of tremors of fear. The second planet was the man
who had played 84, 14, and 72.
It gave no light.
“Can you explain to me why this body happens to be on your property?” the brigadiere asked the man who
had stolen the boots. There was no answer. The Mayor whispered into the ear of the brigadiere, two carabinieri
stepped to his side, then they sandwiched the man in between them and all three walked toward the town.
The authorities formed the third group. They were rings around a crime.
“We should have an ambulance to take it to the cemetery,” the Mayor remarked.
“First I’d like a picture taken,” the brigadiere said pointedly.
“No one would recognize him, anyway,” Don Marco the Mayor replied, after a moment of reflection.
“But in Rome there is an office called the Anthropometric Police,” the brigadiere said resentfully. Everyone
looked at him with respect, and Don Marco’s eyes became sulky.
“In Rome they do nothing!” he grumbled.
While the crowd was distracted by the quarrel of the authorities, Bastia crept along stealthily until he reached
an opening between the first and second row of women. From there he had an unobstructed view of the face of the
man with the gray hat. Why did he play 72? In the cabala 72 meant bride … travel by coach … flying without
wings … and being pursued by a horse. Why on earth had he played 72?
Green flies were clustered in bunches upon Luigi’s neck. One, big as a beetle, kept chasing away the others,
flying low and bumping them, to clear the spot over which it wanted to land. A peasant came, bringing a blanket.
At a gesture of the Mayor he laid it down on the body, lingering to feel the material as if he were going to buy it.
“Don’t worry, you’ll get it back,” the Mayor told the peasant.
“Don’t take it back, you’ll never be able to sleep,” someone warned.
“This winter you’ll die of pneumonia,” Bastia remarked, pulling him by the sleeve and winking.
The flies had flown away, but the big one came back, walked over the blanket, testing it here and there, and
found a hole. Bastia followed it intently. All of a sudden the fly buzzed away and then Bastia saw it swoop down
on the man with the gray hat. Green flies love rottenness, he thought. The fly climbed along the jacket, reached
the shoulder, then turned back and disappeared into a fold at the elbow.
Now Bastia’s vision was shut off by a pair of legs accompanied by a scabbard. He crawled back, went all
around the bushes to avoid being noticed by the authorities, and stopped next to the man with the gray hat. He
looked at his shoes. They were nasty shoes, almost yellow. He touched the man lightly, as if he wanted to speak to
him; but at that moment the crowd broke up to let two men pass through with a stretcher.
The women crossed themselves. The man with the gray hat shuffled back, treading on Bastia’s foot. Bastia
looked up at his face. There was a twitch running over his lips, like ripples over the skin of a horse. The man had
hooked his thumbs under the armpits of his vest. His hands lay flat on his breast, showing thick nails bordered
with dark strips. The big green fly had landed on the middle finger and was seesawing on the nail, alternately
bending forward to taste it and then rocking back to rub its feet together, because, caked under the nail, was dried
blood.
When the carabinieri lifted the blanket to place the body upon the stretcher, even the Mayor stopped giving
orders. Bastia saw the green fly hovering frenziedly over the glaring gash; he felt sorry for those sturdy shoulders
which ended in nothing. He put the cage down on the ground and took off his hat.
Then the stretcher was carried away, and the entire crowd followed it down the road. The man with the gray
hat walked alone toward the hills.
“Who’s that fellow?” Bastia asked a woman, starting to pull his hurdy-gurdy.
“They say he has opened a butcher shop somewhere in the valley. He is a butcher, that much I know.”
Bastia scratched his ear.
Were things getting silly or were they getting straight?
*
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Saturday came, and then Sunday and Monday. On Monday night, in the main square of Monticello, the people
were gathered in front of the post office. Soon the numbers for this week’s lottery would be posted in the window.
And there was much impatience—every player had had to wait three long days to know his luck, now that the
telephone line had been torn down by the spring offensive and the numbers had to come from Rome on the bus
which ran only twice a week.
In the center of the square, near the fountain, Bastia was sitting on the handle of his hurdy-gurdy, swinging
Pasqualino’s cage from left to right. From time to time he would answer the questions of the women, or listen to
their chattering. But his mind was pursuing intricate combinations of thoughts, and several times his eyes looked
high over the church belfry where Cassiopeia would shine in a little while, with her five stars which seemed to
form a cardinal’s hat.
“Linda’s daughter saw the head on top of a tree,” a woman said. “She ran home and her mother took her to
church.”
“Did they find the head?” asked Bastia, startled.
“No, when the police arrived, it had disappeared.”
“It was her sick stomach,” the owner of the wine shop intervened. “The pharmacist explained it, he is a learned
man. You see, he said that children have the special power of indigestion …”
“You mean suggestion,” Bastia said.
“What?”
The owner of the wine shop turned to the women, who were listening intently, and waved his hand in a gesture
of pity and contempt.
“What numbers did you get out of the murder?” the owner asked, lifting his chin challengingly.
“The numbers, the numbers!” someone called out.
The crowd rushed over to the post office. Only Bastia remained seated, but he strained his eyes to see, and
repeated to himself: 84, 14, 72. The sun struck just above the window and made it difficult to peer through the
deep shadow below. Bastia unhooked Pasqualino’s cage and walked, head down, toward the post office. When he
reached the window, he raised his head with a jerk.
None of the easy numbers had been drawn.
“You are no good,” a voice said behind his back. It was the woman who had dreamed of two baskets of eggs.
“And your fortune cards are fakes,” another added. The owner of the wine shop blocked his way. The people
closed in.
“Listen,” he said, “you paid half price for my wine and gave me good numbers. Good numbers—bah! Give me
my five lire, you cheat!”
“You always bring bad luck,” commented an old men. “The day you were here the planes came and my house
was bombed out.”
*
Bastia grabbed the handles of the hurdy-gurdy, slung the strap across his shoulder, and started down the hill
that led out of town. On the main road he gathered his strength and set on toward a village three miles away. The
shadow was climbing swiftly to the hilltops. One by one the farmhouses, left behind by the sun, sprang white
upon the earth.
Bastia kept looking at the fugitive light. Always, as night found him on the road, the image of a jug of wine
under a bed with a mattress would become so haunting as to lose all sense of reality. Once, when it was harvest
time, he was so thirsty and tired that he had seen in the contours of jug and bed a new constellation, on the left
side of Orion.
But now he was not thinking of wine and rest. After a while he slowed down and came to a stop. There was the
embankment and the blackberry bushes behind which the headless body of Luigi had lain. There the authorities
had picked up the farmer who owned that piece of land and had dumped him into jail. The people of Monticello
wanted good numbers for the crime, not justice for the crime. He turned to Pasqualino:
“So you don’t care to listen to me either? You haven’t spoken all day long.”
The parrot squinted a couple of times. His pupils were opaque, they no longer showed their round funny bewilderment. Bastia resumed pulling the hurdy-gurdy.
“Remember that I brought you up,” he went on. “You couldn’t even crack an almond when I first met you.
“Now I am only asking you to speak, to ask me why—it helps me to grasp the ideas. … All right, I’ll tell you
again: the easy numbers don’t group together.
“Wait, first of all you must understand that the perfect group is three. …”
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He stopped pulling and sat down on the handle of the hurdy-gurdy, waiting for Pasqualino’s question. He
wanted very badly to explain to him the recurrence of three in all the patterns he had ever worked out: happiness
was made of bread, bed and peace; bread was made of flour, water, and yeast; bed was made of mattress, pillow,
and sheets; peace was made of wine, women, and dreams …
“You see, Pasqualino,” he said, “now I have a group of two: Luigi and the butcher. Between them there is an
attraction, but an attraction is not a link …” He paused for a few seconds.
“Ask me why, Pasqualino.”
The parrot rocked slowly along the perch.
“Ask me why,” Bastia said again, growing impatient.
Pasqualino blinked and said nothing.
“Yesterday I had thirty-five lire and I spent thirty of them to buy chestnuts for you! Listen to me, and answer
me, or I swear I’ll starve you to death!”
He opened the drawer, took out half a loaf of dark bread, the cabala, Luigi’s boots which he would wear only
in the winter, and finally the sock filled with Pasqualino’s chestnuts. He piled everything on the board between the
handles of the hurdy-gurdy, next to the cage, and drew out a handful of chestnuts.
“See, look! You rascal. Aren’t they sweet and crunchy?”
Pasqualino thrust his head between the bars, puffed up his neck, stretched it out to reach the chestnuts, but one
of the boots was in his way; angrily he rimed his feathers, pecked at the sole, then with beak and claw he gripped
the boot and instead of pushing it away, dragged it right against the cage.
“Now you are stuck!” Bastia laughed. “What will you do? Eat the leather?”
Pasqualino was nibbling at the boot. He had painstakingly lifted his body, clutching the bars with both claws,
and every second he would slide down a little, pull his body up again and resume nibbling, stubbornly feeling
along the thick edge of the sole before biting it. Bastia saw Pasqualino getting hold of a tiny thing, a corner of
some paper, and then pulling, pulling, until a small oblong card came out.
“Give it to me,” he whispered. On the card there was a flag and these words:
The bearer of this card is authorized by the Committee
of National Liberation to requisition cattle in behalf of the
Partisan Brigades.
Payment will be made as soon as a free government is
established.

Bastia’s face became all wrinkled. He scratched his ear; he felt a great confusion inside his head. But he caught
Pasqualino’s look, and it was sad and imploring.
“Here, here,” he stammered, “eat your chestnuts, eat them all. You are a good fellow, a great fellow. I promise
you one day I’ll be rich, I promise. Then I’ll buy you real peanuts. You remember that professor who told us that
your food should be peanuts? But they are too expensive, they come from abroad. You’ve never seen them. How
can I describe them to you? They are … they look like butterfly cocoons … hunchback butterflies, Pasqualino.”
*
That Friday the people of Monticello waited long hours for Bastia and his fortune cards.
But Bastia never showed up. In a wake of mazurkas and waltzes the hurdy-gurdy had jolted through the streets
of all the towns in the valley and the surrounding hills, as far as Castelnuovo, where it was now resting in front of
a butcher shop.
“Don’t put stones into candy wrappers or Pasqualino will get mad,” Bastia was warning a gang of children.
For one hour he had been watching the shop, and the butcher was never alone. At this moment only one
customer was left, but she was still debating whether it was more economical to buy the skinny chicken she held
by the feet or the chunk of beef the butcher was showing her. Bastia waved his hand to attract her attention:
“The beef has no bones,” he advised her.
The woman bought the chicken and went away. Bastia released the catch, waited until the first notes of a tango
sprang from the hurdy-gurdy, and then hurried into the shop.
“Good morning,” he said as he entered. “Would you be interested in three good numbers? … I’m sorry to
disturb you, but this is a real bargain. … Three brand-new numbers. … You can have them for just a piece of
meat. …”
The butcher wiped his face with the apron. It seemed to Bastia that he was trying to hide behind it, it took him
so long to rub the back of his neck.
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“I bet you’ve never heard about American numbers, have you? No, I suppose not. You see, numbers are drawn
from lucky stars—that’s why Americans are so rich: their sky has more stars than ours “
The butcher turned toward the wall, lifted a quarter of beef from one of the huge hooks and slammed it down
on the marble counter. But Bastia wasn’t impressed. He reached out and flipped a bunch of fortune cards under
his nose.
“Look, I’m going to tear them to pieces,” he announced. “They are no good now that I’ve learned the
American numbers.”
And he tore up the cards and scattered the pieces over the floor.
“In America they have professors, big professors who study the numbers. You think you know the number for
Death and the one for the Moon? Ha, ha, just remember that both of them are wrong!”
Bastia dug into his pocket and pulled out a bunch of papers tied with a shoelace. He began to look through
them. He was very tense; now he could feel the butcher’s black pupils on the tips of his fingers every time he
turned a page.
“Wait, I’ll show you. … Here it is: Carolina, the widow who lives down in the valley. A fine woman, I say, and
she believes in the changing world. ‘Carolina, try the American numbers,’ I told her, and she put twenty lire on
them—twenty lire, mind you, and she picks rags for a living. … Excuse me, I have to go and wind up my
machine. …”
Bastia backed out of the door into the street and when the tango ended, he moved the pointer to a mazurka,
wound up the spring, and returned to the shop, carrying Pasqualino in his cage.
“Here is Pasqualino,” he announced, “And you, what’s your name?”
“Mastrantonio,” the butcher answered sharply.
“Pasqualino, meet my friend Mastrantonio. Did you see him nod? He’s a really well-behaved parrot, and he’s
smart, too. Do you know how many languages he can speak?”
“What about that woman?” the butcher asked, jerking his apron.
“Woman? Oh, Carolina.”
“Yes, Carolina.”
“I told you she played twenty lire on the American numbers …”
“And?” Bastia sat down on a stool and placed the cage on the floor,
“Now she’s in Rome,” he sighed; and seeing that Mastrantonio was about to explode, he added promptly:
“There wasn’t enough money at the post office to pay her three thousand five hundred times twenty lire.”
“You mean—she won?”
“She promised me a nice present. …”
“How did she win? What did you tell her?”
“I told her: 'Carolina, give me your book of numbers—I’ll correct them. These are brand-new, they are rich,
they come from America.”—Carolina has a brother in America, he has two automobiles.—”
Mastrantonio stepped down from behind the high counter, took off his apron, and sat down opposite Bastia,
For a while he punched the palm of his left hand with his right fist; then he stopped, opened his mouth, and again
he punched his hand, harder and harder. Bastia quietly continued to scratch Pasqualino under the soft feathers of
his chest, attentive as ever, waiting for the words Mastrantonio was going to speak,
“Write down these new numbers for me too,” Mastrantonio said in one breath.
“First you’ll give me a couple of pounds of meat,” Bastia replied with a smile. The butcher rushed behind the
counter, took a knife, and started to cut.
“You forgot to give me the book,” Bastia reminded him. “How do you expect me to correct the numbers?”
“You swear that woman Carolina …”
“I swear,”
Mastrantonio wrapped up the meat in a piece of newspaper and went through the door at the rear of the shop.
He came out with a book and handed it to Bastia, holding the meat behind his back.
“First write down the new numbers,” he said. Bastia glanced at the cover: the picture on it was not the blindfolded girl stretched out on a golden quilt; it was a kind of trumpet, overflowing with fruit and jewels.
“I’ll only correct a few of them to start. You didn’t even weigh the meat. Is it lean or fat? I don’t like fat meat.”
Bastia’s ears heard something about beggars who shouldn’t be so particular. His eyes seemed to follow the up
and down motion of the scale. His fingers kept leafing unobtrusively through the book and his mind went on
repeating: Does this cabala give different meanings for the numbers? Did Mastrantonio play 72 as the middle link
of the crime? When the butcher told him that stripped of all the fat, the meat still weighed more than two pounds,
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Bastia nodded in approval and turned to the page where the column started with 70.
“I have to go and lock up my hurdy-gurdy,” he said. “Wait a minute.”
He turned his back to the butcher, put the open book on the stool, and bent to pick up Pasqualino’s cage. Quick
as a shot he read: 72—the bride, traveling by coach, the assassin. Out in the street he said to Pasqualino:
“Will you ever get tired of chestnuts?”
“Why?”
“Because 72 doesn’t add up to anything—it doesn’t even add up to peanuts.”
Coming back into the shop he saw the butcher sitting on the low stool, his thumbs hooked under the armpits of
his vest, his dark eyes half shut, with an air of waiting for something to happen.
“Here is a pencil.”
But Bastia didn’t hear. He began to pace up and down the narrow passage which led to the door; then he turned
abruptly and said:
“I’ve thought it over: I’m not going to give you the new numbers.”
“What?”
“You can keep your meat. You don’t believe in the order of the world, you are like the people of Monticello.”
“I’m from Rispoli,” Mastrantonio replied, “It’s down South, near the Straits.”
“North or South, people are all the same when they’re fools.” Bastia put the cage on the counter and clapped
his hands in a gesture of discouragement.
“Do you know Cassiopeia?”
“Where does she live?”
“Tonight she’ll be on top of the belfry at Monticello—don’t stare at me!” Bastia screamed so unexpectedly that
the butcher became pale.
“I’m not crazy, I can name every star in the sky! The people of Monticello make fun of me, they don’t listen to
me, and so now they’ve lost the greatest chance of their lives. Tell it to him, Pasqualino!”
“Why?” The butcher snapped up from the stool:
“Who said why?”
“You did!”
“I did not!”
“Then it was the parrot, who cares! Let me get up on this counter, I was born to sit on marble. Oh, how
Cassiopeia was shining, that sweet and lucky Cassiopeia! And the people of Monticello didn’t realize that their
great day had come, because they watch the sky only for rain or snow, and never for the portentous signs of the
stars. The rules of numbers are drawn from the stars. Below Cassiopeia lay the body of a man whose head had
been chopped off. …”
Bastia slid promptly from the counter. An old lady entered the shop and asked for a pound of giblets.
“Giblets?”
“Yes, giblets.”
“Giblets,” Mastrantonio repeated stupidly.
“I’m sorry, I just bought the last of them,” Bastia explained. “Good day, Madam.
“And the people of Monticello,” he resumed as soon as the lady was out of sight, “those morons played the
numbers for the beheaded man, the butchering, and the assassin,”—he banged his chest and spat on the floor
—“without thinking that any man could be a beheaded man whose body had been strung up by the feet, and that
any other man who had got rid of a head could be an assassin! Imbeciles! The rule of Cassiopeia says that the
important numbers don’t show, that what counts is what’s missing, and that only when everything is in its place,
with its name and its reason, so that no confusion is possible—only then do the right numbers group together,
bright as the first stars after sunset!”
He put his foot on the stool and climbed up on the counter again, hugging Pasqualino’s cage with one arm.
“And now tell me, Mastrantonio: What was missing there? Can’t you see? The head was missing, the head
wasn’t there, the head was important! … And what else was missing? The reason for the killing wasn’t there, the
reason was missing, the reason was important! … But something else wasn’t there: justice was missing, justice
wasn’t there, and justice is the most important of all—because justice has no number for itself—it is what links
the other numbers together!”
A twitch was running over Mastrantonio’s lips. Before Bastia could continue, he jumped up and kicked the
stool:
“Get out! You have green eyes, you bring bad luck—get out!”
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“First, I’d like to tell you the number I found,” Bastia said calmly, picking up the cage. “Then I’ll go. Write it
down if you want to … 55. It’s the reason for the crime.”
“What’s 55?” the butcher snapped, and his pupils were small and nasty.
“Cattle.” Mastrantonio sat down.
“Who told you?”
“Pasqualino.”
“Get out, you and your crazy bird! Get out, get out!”
“All right, I’ll go. … But don’t say that Pasqualino is crazy—he has been living for more than two hundred
years, he spots the truth wherever it is, he never cracks an empty shell!” Bastia slid off the counter.
“All right, remember the rule of Cassiopeia.”
“Ah, I almost forgot,” he added from the threshold, “The rule says also that when you find one of the missing
things, it will lead you to another one. I think I’ve found the second number. Good day, Mastrantomo.” The
butcher grabbed Bastia by the arm and pulled him back.
“Is he possessed?” he muttered, pointing at the parrot.
“He was blessed by the bishop of his town,” Bastia answered gravely. “He is like a human being except that he
doesn’t lie.”
“You swear?”
“I swear.”
“Otherwise I’ll choke him. Was it he who told you the second number?”
“May I sit here? … Thank you. … I love marble, it’s cool and smooth,” Bastia remarked, climbing back onto
the counter. “You can follow its veins all the way through, like thoughts in a brain. Look here: I’ll start from this
black spot and I’ll show you.
“Here is cattle. Now ask yourself: Who owns cattle? Let’s see … move your finger along this streak—that’s a
thought winding into your brain—and what do you find at the end of it? You find a peasant—a peasant owns
cattle, right? Now, put your finger down again and follow this second streak, that’s right—and when you reach the
end what do you have? You have a butcher—a butcher owns cattle too. See how it works? And now switch to the
third streak, this yellow one that’s as straight as a dart, and let your finger run along it until you meet a landowner
—a landowner owns cattle. …”
Bastia paused, his eyes on Mastrantonio’s finger. He saw the butcher’s finger stiffen, and again the twitch ran
over Mastrantonio’s lips. Then Bastia rapped his forehead lightly with his knuckles:
“Do you see how a brain can work?” he said. “So, where are we? A landowner owns cattle, or a peasant, or a
butcher. But here we are stuck, because if someone steals ten cows from a landowner, or a single pig from a
peasant, or one quarter of beef from a butcher, the hatred is the same and a man could be killed for it. So we still
don’t know who the killer is.
“But the rule of Cassiopeia says also that when you find one of the missing things it will always lead to another. Let’s think together: What kind of man would steal cattle? He might be a thief, and then the peasant, the
landowner, or the butcher might kill him. But if he were just a thief, would they kill him and chop off his head?
Would they be afraid to have people see the face of a thief? No, they wouldn’t.
“So the man who was killed had stolen cattle, but he was not a thief. And so there is only one possibility for
the second number: it’s the only clean, lucky number that the war brought us: 11, the partisan. Partisans would
take away cattle to be able to carry on the fight in the mountains, but they are not thieves.” Slowly Mastrantonio’s
finger slid back along the yellow streak on the marble.
“If you have the third number,” he stammered, “will they come out for sure? Will you win a million lire?”
“No, by God, no,” Bastia sighed, getting off the counter. “You are as dumb as the people of Monticello. The
head is missing, and the killer is missing, and justice is missing. … Do I have to repeat it all over again?”
“What should I do?” the butcher asked; and his mouth didn’t close, and tiny bubbles crept from underneath his
tongue.
“Listen, Mastrantonio, one thing leads to another. I told you! Look for the head—the head may show the killer.
… Do you remember what happened to John the Baptist? A woman became crazy with love for him, and he was
cold as ice. She felt so terribly insulted that she chopped his head off. So, if you had found the head of John the
Baptist, you could have easily guessed who the killer was.”
“And if … if I don’t find the head?”
“If you don’t find the head, look for the killer.” Bastia’s green eyes had become two narrow slits.
“One thing leads to the other—the head shows the killer, the killer shows the head. Then there will be justice,
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and justice will link the numbers together and give you a million lire. Now I must go, it’s getting late.”
“Wait, wait, take your meat.”
“Keep it,” Bastia replied, stepping out into the street. “You are as dumb as the people of Monticello.” He
turned back and gave him a hard look:
“This is your chance, Mastrantonio. Don’t be a fool!
*
Two days later a farmer, dripping with sweat and covered with dust, entered the main square of Monticello. He
was carrying a basket, his outstretched arm holding it carefully away from his body, as if he were taking a mangy
dog to the veterinary. A gang of children were walking at his side, storming him with questions; and the farmer
kept quickening his pace and saying no at every step, and once he even made a gesture as though to kick a little
girl, when she tried to put her hand inside the basket. When he reached the carabinieri station, he called:
“Brigadiere, brigadiere, come down, hurry, hurry!”
In shops and houses people heard him call. In a minute the shops and houses were empty. The crowd saw him
in the room on the main floor, the basket on the table and the brigadiere closing the shutters of the window, and so
they swarmed in, filled the corridor, and pushed the door open.
“Everyone out!” the brigadiere shouted. No one moved.
“Then keep quiet!” Someone sneaked over to the table and screamed:
“The head, the head!”
The scream echoed through the corridor and out into the square. The people inside the room moved slowly, the
women murmuring prayers, the men coughing awkwardly, all staring at the basket, at the bundle in the basket,
wrapped in newspapers on which they could read, The Anzio Landing, and nothing else, because it was all
splattered and wrinkled, and here and there it was torn and black hair showed through.
“You say you found it just above the embankment,” the brigadiere said. “Let’s see. You, Pirotta, go to the
Town Hall and call the Mayor. He was so sure the head would never show up. He wanted to make a bet with me.
He certainly doesn’t understand the mechanics of criminal psychology!”
The people looked at the brigadiere respectfully. The carabiniere came back and said that the Mayor was not
in his office.
“Then we will examine it now,” the brigadiere decided. “Give me a pair of scissors.”
He began to cut away the newspaper. A green fly entered the room through the window and stopped, hanging
in the air just above the basket. The brigadiere cut the paper round and round, laid down the scissors, rolled up his
shirt sleeves, and pulled the wrappings away with one jerk. With his other hand he lifted up the head of the
Mayor.
*
The following Monday, at about sunset, the people of Monticello were all gathered in the square. They were
waiting for the numbers to be posted in the window and were speaking excitedly about the terrible things which
had happened. They were anxious to know the truth, but the truth was a secret; the brigadiere and the carabiniere
were deaf and dumb, and the Chief of Police who had come from the city with two special agents and a doctor
had declared that the work of justice couldn’t be hampered by unsolicited statements.
Only the priest and the pharmacist had been admitted into the narrow circle of the authorities. The people
glanced from time to time at the balcony of the Town Hall, where the authorities were sitting, and then at the
White Horse Inn, where a supper had been ordered for them, in the small secluded room upstairs.
“A clear case of homicidal mania,” the doctor was saying to the brigadiere. “What did that butcher Mastrantonio tell you when you showed him the basket and the knife you found near Don Marco’s body? He explained to
you, as though it were the most natural thing in the world, that he needed the head, that the Mayor refused to tell
him where the head was, so he just decided that the head of the Mayor was the thing, because it would show the
killer. There is a tragic boastfulness in these maniacs, they love to horrify their audience.”
“Allow me to say,” the pharmacist interrupted, “that superstition … the numbers he mentioned, and the stars
… the agent told us that the crowd in the shop asked him to give them the numbers—you see, they are all crazy
for numbers, they didn’t want him to be taken away before he could give them the numbers.”
“As far as I’m concerned,” the brigadiere smiled humbly, “it’s a case of sex perversion. When I was in Rome
at the school of criminology, I read the works of an Englishman who … anyway, there are people who chop heads
off chickens or ducks to have …” He threw a glance at the priest who was listening attentively, and added, “You
understand, doctor …”
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In the farthest corner of the square Bastia was sitting on the handle of his hurdy-gurdy, talking softly to
Pasqualino.
“Take a look at the authorities,” he was saying, “I bet they’re swearing that the Mayor was a nice man, a great
soul. Do you remember how many times I spat, when I passed his villa? There were always German cars in front
of his villa, he was entertaining those bastards. …
“Oh, the authorities don’t believe the story that Mastrantonio tried to tell them on his way to jail. It’s so easy
not to believe a scoundrel like Mastrantonio who used to go around telling the farmers that the Mayor would keep
their cattle in his barn, and protect it from the Germans with his own authority.”
On the balcony the Police Chief looked at the brigadiere with severity and put an end to his description of
other sexual perversions.
“When I make my report to Rome,” the Chief announced solemnly, “I shall stress the fact that there is a deliberate attempt in this case to distort a common crime into a political reprisal, and to exploit the favor—whether it
be right or wrong is not up to me to judge—which the partisans enjoy. In fact, everyone knows that the Mayor—
and I may say, all of us—have always regarded the partisans with favor.”
“Pay attention, Pasqualino, instead of trying to scratch your back,” Bastia said impatiently. “Mastrantonio
slaughtered the cattle and everything was beautifully arranged for the Germans to arrive in the middle of the night
and pretend to be looting the countryside, so that the Mayor would appear to be a victim. They had offered him
more than one million lire for that cattle. But that night the partisans showed up first, took the cattle, and left only
a card for a receipt. The Germans could pay millions with the money taken from our people, but the partisans
couldn’t pay, you understand?”
“What a fantastic concoction of lies,” the Police Chief was commenting, after having listened to the written
report which the agent had prepared, “It is simply preposterous to make the Mayor kill a partisan who has escaped
from the Germans, when the Mayor himself was supporting the families of those other three partisans who had
been executed!”
*
“But you see, Pasqualino,” Bastia went on, “the Mayor only pretended to help the partisans. He promised to
send them other food, to any locality they choose, as long as it was far from his farm, because certainly the
Germans were suspicious. And when everything was planned and the night came to deliver the food, the barn
where the partisans were waiting was surrounded by the Germans. Three partisans were caught and buried, but
nobody suspected that a fourth one had escaped.
“That one was Luigi. Luigi came back and wanted to know why. The Mayor killed him, and for the butchering
he called Mastrantonio, who was already his accomplice in robbing the peasants of their cattle. The Mayor got rid
of the head, Mastrantonio loaded the body on his cart, among quarters of beef, and later rolled it down the
embankment.”
“Supper must be ready,” the Chief of Police was saying, “I can smell the roast. Have I made myself clear? No
one can possibly make a coherent story out of the butcher’s statements. This incoherence justifies our only—I
insist, our only—possible deduction: that this Mastrantonio is guilty of both crimes and that he is mentally deficient.”
“But wait a minute,” said the brigadiere, “I forgot to tell you. …” He smiled and was on the brink of saying
that the Mayor had shown a queer cocksureness in betting that the head would never be found; but at the same
time he remembered that his forthcoming promotion depended on a relative of Don Marco; so he stopped talking
and meekly followed the Chief of Police down the stairs.
Bastia shoved his finger between the bars of the cage and let Pasqualino perch on it—such a gentle, good little
creature.
“Yes, Pasqualino,” he whispered, “if Mastrantonio had gone to look for justice at the police station, he would
merely have been thrown into jail as a murderer and slanderer. The authorities stick together. They protect each
other, and if Don Marco were still alive they would certainly give him a banquet—yes, even now. And so I had to
teach Mastrantonio the rule of Cassiopeia. I had to confuse him into linking the numbers together with his own
hands. But don’t think I’m so smart—it was you who gave me the real hint.
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“When you picked up Luigi’s Partisan Card, a thought crossed the sky, quick and clear as a shooting star: Don
Marco, the landowner who starved his farm-hands and entertained the Germans, and then rushed to welcome the
Americans and made that speech for the liberation, and began to send money to the families of those three
partisans who had been buried in quick-lime. … Why should such a bastard send money to the partisans’
families? Only if he were scared!
“So the attractions that keep the world moving started to work again, and the Mayor Don Marco had to be
added to Luigi and the butcher. The butcher lived in Castelnuovo, the same town in which the Mayor had his
estate, and probably he did his slaughtering for him. That’s why I went to see Mastrantonio’s cabala book—I was
sure 72 was the Mayor. But the cabala didn’t tell me anything; I had to use my own judgment. You remember
when I asked Mastrantonio to trace the streaks on the marble? Well, when I explained that the yellow streak led to
a landowner, his finger became stiff—it stopped moving as suddenly as though it were stuck in a splotch of tar.
“Then I had no more doubts, and I forced the rule of Cassiopeia into his brain: The head shows the killer, the
killer shows the head—I meant the head of Luigi, but anyway no other head could have shown the killer better
than the head of Don Marco himself.”
Bastia opened the drawer of his hurdy-gurdy and patted Luigi’s boots with sympathy. Then he gave Pasqualino
a chestnut, and he put three in his mouth, because no one had bought his fortune cards and he was broke again.
But he had seen Cassiopeia peeping above the belfry in the first shadow of night, and he was dreaming of a jug of
wine and a bed. The right numbers would come up, now that justice was done: 15, the patriot—41, the traitor—
67, the accomplice. Three thousand five hundred times twenty lire.
He was calm and confident.
*
When the people rushed to the window of the post office, Bastia pushed his hurdy-gurdy through the square,
climbed onto the handle, and strained his eyes to see.
Not one of his three numbers had been drawn.
He felt so weak that he almost dropped to the ground.
Slowly an idea began to creep behind his forehead. But it was too difficult to be told in words; he pointed at
the sky and drew a circle with a sweep of his arm, an all-embracing circle.
“You see, Pasqualino,” he said, “there are rules for the numbers and there are rules for the stars.
“There are so many things in the universe, more than the cabala can list, and all of them turn with the sky and
group together in constantly new patterns.
“If a man could know the rules of the universe, he wouldn’t be playing the lottery.”
“Why?” Pasqualino asked.
138.404 Gogol’s Wife\fn{by Tommaso Landolfi (1908-1979)} Pico, Frosinoni Province, Latium, Italy (M) 5
At this point, confronted with the whole complicated affair of Nikolai Vasilievich’s\fn{ Nikolai Vasilievich Gogol
wife, I am overcome by hesitation.
Have I any right to disclose something which is unknown to the whole world, which my unforgettable friend
himself kept hidden from the world (and he had his reasons), and which I am sure will give rise to all sorts of
malicious and stupid misunderstandings?
Something, moreover, which will very probably offend the sensibilities of all sorts of base, hypocritical people, and possibly of some honest people too, if there are any left?
And finally, have I any right to disclose something before which my own spirit recoils, and even tends toward
a more or less open disapproval?
But the fact remains that, as a biographer, I have certain firm obligations.
Believing as I do that every bit of information about so lofty a genius will turn out to be of value to us and to
future generations, I cannot conceal something which in any case has no hope of being judged fairly and wisely
until the end of time. Moreover, what right have we to condemn? Is it given to us to know, not only what intimate
needs, but even what higher and wider ends may have been served by those very deeds of a lofty genius which
perchance may appear to us vile?
No indeed, for we understand so little of these privileged natures.
“It is true,” a great man once said, “that I also have to pee, but for quite different reasons.”
But without more ado I will come to what I know beyond doubt, and can prove beyond question, about this
controversial matter, which will now—I dare to hope—no longer be so. I will not trouble to recapitulate what is
(1809-1852), Ukrainian writer}
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already known of it, since I do not think this should be necessary at the present stage of development of Gogol
studies.
Let me say it at once: Nikolai Vasilievich’s wife was not a woman. Nor was she any sort of human being, nor
any sort of living creature at all, whether animal or vegetable (although something of the sort has sometimes been
hinted).
She was quite simply a balloon.
Yes, a balloon; and this will explain the perplexity, or even indignation, of certain biographers who were also
the personal friends of the Master, and who complained that, although they often went top his house, they never
saw her and “never even heard her voice.” From this they deduced all sorts of dark and disgraceful complica-tions
—yes, and criminal ones too. No, gentlemen, everything is always simpler than it appears. You did not hear her
voice simply because she could not speak, or to be more exact, she could only speak in certain conditions, as we
shall see. And it was always, except once, in tête-à-tête with Nikolai Vasilievich. So let us not waste time with any
cheap or empty refutations but come at once to as exact and complete a description as possible of the being or
object in question.
Gogol’s so-called wife was an ordinary dummy made of thick rubber, naked of all seasons, buff in tint, or as is
more commonly said, flesh-colored. But since women’s skins are not all of the same color, I should specify that
hers was a light-colored, polished skin, like that of certain brunettes. It, or she, was, it is hardly necessary to add,
of feminine sex. Perhaps I should say at once that she was capable of very wide alterations of her attributes
without, of course, being able to alter her sex itself. She could sometimes appear to be thin, with hardly any
breasts and with narrow hips more like a young lad than a woman, and at other times to be excessively wellendowed or—let us not mince matters—fat. And she often changed the color of her hair, both on her head and
elsewhere on her body, though not necessarily at the same time. She could also seem to change in all sorts of other
tiny particulars, such as the position of moles, the vitality of the mucous membranes and so forth. She could even
to a certain extent change the very color of her skin. One is faced with the necessity of asking oneself who she
really was, or whether it would be proper to speak of a single “person”—and in fact we shall see that it would be
imprudent to press this point.
The cause of these changes, as my readers will already have understood, was nothing else but the will of
Nikolai Vasilievich himself. He would inflate her to a greater or lesser degree, would change her wig and her
other tufts of hair, would grease her with ointments and touch her up in various ways so as to obtain more or less
the type of woman which suited him at that moment. Following the natural inclinations of his fancy, he even
amused himself sometimes by producing grotesque or monstrous forms; as will be readily understood, she
became deformed when inflated beyond a certain point or if she remained below a certain pressure.
But Gogol soon tired of these experiments, which he held to be “after all, not very respectful” to his wife,
whom he loved in his own way—however inscrutable it may remain to us. He loved her, but which of these
incarnations, we may ask ourselves, did he love? Alas, I have already indicated that the end of the present account
will furnish some sort of an answer. And how can I have stated above that it was Nikolai Vasilievich’s will which
ruled that woman? In a certain sense, yes, it is true; but it is equally certain that she soon became no longer his
slave but his tyrant. And here yawns the abyss, or if you prefer t, the Jaws of Tartarus. But let us not anticipate.
I have said that Gogol obtained with his manipulations more or less the type of woman which he needed from
time to time. I should add that when, in rare cases, the form he obtained perfectly incarnated his desire, Nikolai
Vasilievich fell in love with it “exclusively,” as he said in his own words, and that this was enough to render “her”
stable for a certain time—until he fell out of love with “her.” I counted no more than three or four of these violent
passions—or, as I suppose they would be called today, infatuations—in the life (dare I say in the conjugal life?) of
the great writer. It will be convenient to add here that a few years after what one may call his marriage, Gogol
had even given a name to his wife. It was Caracas, which is, unless I am mistaken, the capital of Venezuela. I have
never been able to discover the reason for this choice: great minds are so capricious!
Speaking only of her normal appearance, Caracas was what is called a fine woman—well built and proportioned in every part. She had ever smallest attribute of her sex properly disposed in the proper location.
Particularly worthy of attention were her genital organs (if the adjective is permissible in such a context). They
were formed by means of ingenious folds in the rubber. Nothing was forgotten, and their operation was rendered
easy by various devices, as well as by the internal pressure of the air.
Caracas also had a skeleton, even though a rudimentary one. Perhaps it was made of whalebone. Special care
had been devoted to the construction of the thoracic cage, of the pelvic basin and of the cranium. The first two
systems were more or less visible in accordance with the thickness of the fatty layer, if I may so describe it, which
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covered them. It is a great pity that Gogol never let me know the name of the creator of such a fine piece of work.
There was an obstinacy in his refusal which was never quite clear to me.
Nikolai Vassilevitch blew his wife up through the anal sphincter with a pump of his own invention, rather like
those which you hold down with your two feet and which are used today in all sorts of mechanical workshops.
Situated in the anus was a little one-way valve, or whatever the correct technical description would be, like the
mitral valve of the heart, which, once the body was inflated, allowed more air to come in but none to go out. To
deflate, one unscrewed a stopper in the mouth, at the back of the throat.
And that, I think, exhausts the description of the most noteworthy peculiarities of this being. Unless perhaps I
should mention the splendid rows of white teeth which adorned her mouth and the dark eyes which, in spite of
their immobility, perfectly simulated life. Did I say simulate? Good heavens, simulate is not the word! Nothing
seems to be the word, when one is speaking of Caracas! Even these eyes could undergo a change of color, by
means of a special process to which, since it was long and tiresome, Gogol seldom had recourse.
Finally, I should speak of her voice, which it was only once given to me to hear. But I cannot do that without
going more fully into the relationship between husband and wife, and in this I shall no longer be able to answer to
the truth of everything with absolute certitude. On my conscience I could not—so confused, both in itself and in
my memory, is that which I now have to tell.
Here, then, as they occur to me, are some of my memories.
The first and, as I said, the last time I ever heard Caracas speak to Nikolai Vassilevitch was one evening when
we were absolutely alone. We were in the room where the woman, if I may be allowed the expression, lived.
Entrance to this room was strictly forbidden to everybody. It was furnished more or less in the Oriental manner,
had no windows and was situated in the most inaccessible part of the house. I did know that she could talk, but
Gogol had never explained to me the circumstances under which this happened. There were only the two of us, or
three, in there. Nickolai Vasilievich and I were drinking vodka and discussing Butkov’s novel. I remember that we
left this topic, and he was maintaining the necessity for radical reforms in the laws of inheritance. We had almost
forgotten her. It was then that, with a husky and submissive voice, like Venus on the nuptial couch, she said pointblank:
“I want to go poo poo.”
I jumped, thinking I had misheard, and looked across at her. She was sitting on a pile of cushions against the
wall; that evening she was a soft, blonde beauty, rather well-covered. Her expression seemed commingled of
shrewdness and slyness, childishness and irresponsibility. As for Gogol, he blushed violently and, leaping on her,
stuck two fingers down her throat. She immediately began to shrink and to turn pale; she took on once again that
lost and astonished air which was especially hers, and was in the end reduced to no more than a flabby skin on a
perfunctory bony armature. Since, for practical reasons which will readily be divined, she had an extraordinarily
flexible backbone, she folded up almost in two, and for the rest of the evening she looked up at us from where she
had slithered to the floor, in utter abjection. All Gogol said was:
“She only does it for a joke, or to annoy me, because as a matter of fact she does not have such needs.” In the
presence of other people, that is to say of me, he generally made a point of treating her with a certain disdain.
We went on drinking and talking, but Nikolai Vasilievich seemed very much disturbed and absent in spirit.
Once he suddenly interrupted what he was saying, seized my hand in his and burst into tears.
“What can I do now?” he exclaimed. “You understand, Foma Paskalovitch, that I loved her?”
It is necessary to point out that it was impossible, except by a miracle, ever to repeat any of Caracas’ forms.
She was a fresh creation every time, and it would have been wasted effort to seek to find again the exact
proportions, the exact pressure, and so forth, of a former Caracas. Therefore the plumpish blonde of that evening
was lost to Gogol from that time forth forever; this was in fact the tragic end of one of those few loves of Nikolai
Vasilievich, which I described above. He gave me no explanation; he sadly rejected my proffered comfort, and
that evening we parted early. But his heart had been laid bare to me in that outburst. He was no longer so reticent
with me, and soon had hardly any secrets left. And this, I may say in parenthesis, caused me very great pride.
It seems that things had gone well for the “couple” at the beginning of their life together. Nikolasi Vasilievich
had been content with Caracas and slept regularly with her in the same bed. He continued to observe this custom
till the end, saying with a timid smile that no companion could be quieter or less importunate than she. But I soon
began to doubt this, especially judging by the state he was sometimes in when he woke up. Then, after several
years, their relationship began strangely to deteriorate.
All this, let it be said once and for all, is no more than a schematic attempt at an explanation. About that time
the woman actually began to show signs of independence or, as one might say, of autonomy. Nikolai Vasilievich
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had the extraordinary impression that she was acquiring a personality of her own, indecipherable perhaps, but still
distinct from his, and one which slipped through his fingers. It is certain that some sort of continuity was
established between each of her appearances—between all those brunettes, those blondes, those redheads and
auburn-headed girls, between those plump, those slim, those dusky or snowy or golden beauties, there was a
certain something in common. At the beginning of this chapter I cast some doubt on the propriety of considering
Caracas as a unitary personality; nevertheless I myself could not quite, whenever I saw her, free myself of the
impression that, however unheard of it may seem, this was fundamentally the same woman. And it may be that
this was why Gogol felt he had to give her a name.
An attempt to establish in what precisely subsisted the common attributes of the different forms would be quite
another thing. Perhaps it was no more and no less than the creative afflatus of Nikolai Vasilievich himself. But no,
it would have been to singular and strange if he had been so much divided off from himself, so much averse to
himself. Because whoever she was, Caracas was a disturbing presence and even—it is better to be quite clear—a
hostile one. Yet neither Gogol nor I ever succeeded in formulating a remotely tenable hypothesis as to her true
nature; when I say formulate, I mean in terms which would be at once rational and accessible to all. But I cannot
pass over an extraordinary event which took place at this time.
Caracas fell ill of a shameful disease—or rather Gogol did—though he was not then having, nor had he ever
had, any contact with other women. I will not even try to describe how this happened, of where the filthy
complaint came from; all I know is that it happened. And that my great, unhappy friend would say to me:
“So, Foma Paskalovitch, you see what lay at the heart of Caracas; it was the spirit of syphilis.”
Sometimes he would even blame himself in a quite absurd manner; he was always prone to self-accusation.
This incident was a real catastrophe as far as the already obscure relationship between husband and wife, and the
hostile feelings of Niolai Vasilievich himself, were concerned. He was compelled to undergo long-drawn-out and
painful treatment—the treatment of those days—and the situation was aggravated by the fact that the disease in
the woman did not seem to be easily curable. Gogol deluded himself for some time that, by blowing his wife up
and down and furnishing her with the most widely divergent aspects, he could obtain a woman immune from the
contagion, but he was forced to desist when no results were forthcoming.
I shall be brief, seeking not to tire my readers, and also because what I remember seems to become more and
more confused. I shall therefore hasten to the tragic conclusion. As to this last, however, let there be no mistake. I
must once again make it clear that I am very sure of my ground. I was an eyewitness. Would that I had not been!
*
The years went by. Nikolai Vasilievich’s distaste for his wife became stronger, though his love for her did not
show any signs of diminishing. Toward the end, aversion and attachment struggled so fiercely with each other in
his heart that he became quite stricken, almost broken up. His restless eyes, which habitually assumed so many
different expressions and sometimes spoke so sweetly to the heart of his interlocutor, now almost always shone
with a fevered light, as if he were under the effect of a drug. The strangest impulses arose in him, accompanied by
the most senseless fears. He spoke to me of Caracas more and more often, accusing her of unthinkable and
amazing things. In these regions I could not follow him, since I had but a sketchy acquaintance with his wife, and
hardly any intimacy—and above all since my sensibility was so limited compared with his. I shall accordingly
restrict myself to reporting some of his accusations, without reference to my personal impressions.
“Believe it or not, Foma Paskalovich,” he would, for example, often say to me: “Believe it or not, she’s aging!”
Then, unspeakably moved, he would, as was his way, take my hands in his. He also accused Caracas of giving
herself up to solitary pleasures, which he had expressly forbidden. He even went so far as to charge her with
betraying him, but the things he said became so extremely obscure that I must excuse myself from any further
account of them.
One thing that appears certain is that toward the end Caracas, whether aged or not, had turned into a bitter
creature, querulous, hypocritical and subject to religious excess. I do not exclude the possibility that she may have
had an influence on Gogl’s moral position during the last period of his life, a position which is sufficiently well
known.\fn{By the time he had finished the second part of his monumental trilogy, Dead Souls, Gogol had fallen completely under the
influence of a religious fanatic, Father Matthew Konstantinovski, who demanded that he should destroy it and enter a monastery. After
tremendous inner conflict, Gogol burned the completed second part on the night of February 24, 1852. He then took to his bed, refused all
food, and died in great pain on March 4 } The tragic climax came one night quite unexpectedly when Nikolai Vasilievich

and I were celebrating his silver wedding—one of the last evenings we were to spend together. I neither can nor
should attempt to set down what it was that led to his decision, at a time when to all appearances he was resigned
to tolerating his consort. I know not what new events had taken place that day. I shall confine myself to the facts;
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my readers must make what they can of them.
That evening Nikolai Vasilievich was unusually agitated. His distaste for Caracas seemed to have reached an
unprecedented intensity. The famous “pyre of vanities”—the burning of his manuscripts—had already taken
place; I should not like to say whether or not at the instigation of his wife. His state of mind had been further
inflamed by other causes. As to his physical condition, this was ever more pitiful, and strengthened my impression
that he took drugs. All the same, he began to talk in a more or less normal way about Belinsky, who was giving
him some trouble with his attacks on the Selected Correspondence.\fn{Vybrannye mesta iz perepiski s druzyami (Selected
Passages From Correspondence With My Friends) was published in 1847. It is a collection of 32 articles mostly based on letters written to a
small circle of Gogol’s friends, in which the author attempted to justify serfdom and the reactionary policies of Tsar Nicholas I. It was
condemned even by Gogol’s closest friends. One of them, Seregei Aksakoiv, wrote to Gogol in January, 1847, that he, Gogol, had been
grossly mistaken and that “while thinking of serving God and humanity,” he had “insulted God and humanity.” Vissarion Belinsky was a
literary critic, who had been the first to hail Gogol as the greatest genius Russia had ever produced, but who now denounced him as “a
preacher of the lash, an apostle of ignorance, a champion of obscurantism, and a panegyrist of Tartar customs.” } Then suddenly, tears

rising to his eyes, he interrupted himself and cried out: “No. No. It’s too much, too much. I can’t go on any
longer,” as well as other obscure and disconnected phrases which he would not clarify. He seemed to be talking to
himself. He wrung his hands, shook his head, got up and sat down again after having taken four or five anxious
steps round the room. When Caracas appeared, or rather when we went into her later in the evening in her
Oriental chamber, he controlled himself no longer and began to behave like an old man, if I may so express
myself, in his second childhood, quite giving way to his absurd impulses. For instance, he kept nudging me and
winking and senselessly repeating:
“There she is, Foma Paskalovich; there she is!”
Meanwhile she seemed to look up at us with a disdainful attention. But behind these “mannerisms” one could
feel in him a real repugnance, a repugnance which had, I suppose, now reached the limits of the endurable. …
After a certain time Nikolai Vasailievich seemed to pluck up courage. He burst into tears, but somehow they
were more manly tears. He wrung his hands again, seized mine in his, and walked up and down, muttering:
“That’s enough! We can’t have any more of this. This is an unheard of thing. How can such a thing be
happening to me? How can a man be expected to put up with this?”
He then leapt furiously upon the pump, the existence of which he seemed just to have remembered, and, with it
in his hands, dashed like a whirlwind to Caracas. He inserted the tube in her anus and began to inflate her. …
Weeping the while, he shouted like one possessed:
“Oh, how I love her, how I love her, my poor, poor darling! … But she’s going to burst! Unhappy Caracas,
most pitiable of God’s creatures! But die she must!”
Caracas was swelling up. Nikolai Vasilievich sweated, wept and pumped. I wished to stop him but, I know not
why, I had not the courage. She began to become deformed and shortly assumed the most monstrous aspect; and
yet she had not given any signs of alarm—she was used to these jokes. But when she began to feel unbearably
full, or perhaps when Nikolai Vassilievich’s intentions became plain to her, she took on an expression of bestial
amazement, even a little beseeching, but still without losing that disdainful look. She was afraid, she was even
committing herself to his mercy, but still she could not believe in the immediate approach of her fate; she could
not believe in the frightful audacity of her husband. He could not see her face because he was behind her. But I
looked at her with fascination, and did not move a finger.
At last the internal pressure came through the fragile bones at the base of her skull, and printed on her face an
indescribable rictus. Her belly, her thighs, her lips, her breasts and what I could see of her buttocks had swollen to
incredible proportions. All of a sudden she belched, and gave a long hissing groan; but these phenomena once
could explain by the increase in pressure, which had suddenly forced a way out through the valve in her throat.
Then her eyes bulged frantically, threatening to jump out of their sockets. Her ribs flared wide apart and were no
longer attached to the sternum, and she resembled a python digesting a donkey. A donkey, did I say? An ox! An
elephant! At this point I believed her already dead, but Nikolai Vassilevitch, sweating, weeping and repeating:
“My dearest! My beloved! My beset!” continued to pump.
*
She went off unexpectedly and, as it were, all of a piece. It was not one part of her skin which gave way and
the rest which followed, but her whole surface at the same instant. She scattered in the air. The pieces fell more or
less slowly, according to their size, which was in no case above a very restricted one. I distinctly remember a
piece of her cheek, with some lip attached, hanging on the corner of the mantelpiece. Nikolai Vasilievich stared at
me like a madman. Then he pulled himself together, and, once more with furious determination, he began
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carefully to collect those poor rags which once had been the shining skin of Caracas, and all of her.
“Good-by, Caracas,” I thought I heard him murmur, “Good-by! You were too pitiable!” And then suddenly and
quite audibly:
“The fire! The fire! She too must end up in the fire.”
He crossed himself—with his left hand, of course. Then, when he had picked up all those shriveled rags, even
climbing on the furniture so as not to miss any, he threw them straight on the fire in the hearth, where they began
to burn slowly and with an excessively unpleasant smell! Nikolai Vasilievich, like all Russians, had a passion for
throwing important things in the fire.
Red in the face, with an inexpressible look of despair, and yet of sinister triumph too, he gazed on the pyre of
those miserable remains. He had seized my arm and was squeezing it convulsively. But those traces of what had
once been a being were hardly well alight when he seemed yet again to pull himself together, as if he were
suddenly remembering or taking a painful decision. In one bound he was out of the room. A few second later I
heard him speaking to me through the door in a broken, plaintive voice:
“Foma Paskalovitch, I want you to promise not to look. Golubchihk, promises not to look at me when I come
in.”
I don’t know what I answered, or whether I tried to reassure him in any way. But he insisted, and I had to
promise him, as if he were a child, to hid my face against the wall and only turn round when he said I might. The
door then opened violently and Nikolai Vasilievich burst into the room and ran to the fireplace.
And here I must confess my weakness, though I consider it justified by the extraordinary circumstances. I
looked round before Nikolai Vasilievich told me I could; it was stronger than me. I was just in time to see him
carrying something in his arms, something which he threw on the fire with all the rest, so that it suddenly flared
up. At that, since the desire to see had entirely mastered every other thought in me, I dashed to the fireplace. But
Nikolai Vasilievich placed himself between me and it and pushed me back with a strength of which I had not
believed him capable. Meanwhile the object was burning and giving off clouds of smoke. And before he showed
any sign of calming down there was nothing left but a heap of silent ashes.
The true reason why I wished to see was because I had already glimpsed. But it was only a glimpse, and
perhaps I should not allow myself to introduce even the slightest element of uncertainty into this true story. And
yet, an eyewitness account is not complete without a mention of that which the witness knows with less than
complete certainty.
To cut a long story short, that something was a baby. Not a flesh and blood baby, of course, but more
something in the line of a rubber doll or a model. Something, which to judge by its appearance, could have been
called Caracas’ son.
Was I mad too? That I do not know, but I do know that this was what I saw, not clearly, but with my own eyes.
And I wonder why it was that when I was writing this just now I didn’t mention that when Nikolai Vasilievich
came back into the room he was muttering between his clenched teeth:
“Him too! Him too!”
And that is the sum of my knowledge of Nikolai Vasilievich’s wife. In the next chapter I shall tell what
happened to him afterwards, and that will be in the last chapter of his life. But to give an interpretation of his
feelings for his wfe, or indeed for anything, is quite another and more difficult matter, though I have attempted it
elsewhere in this volume, and refer the reader to that modest effort. I hope I have thrown sufficient light on a most
controversial question and that I have unveiled the mystery, if not of Gogol, then at least of his wife. In the course
of this I have implicitly given the lie to the insensate accusation that he ill-treated or even beat his wife, as well as
other like absurdities. And what else can be the goal of a humble biographer such as the present writer but to serve
the memory of that lofty genius who is the object of his study?
46.174 & 294.116 I. Excerpt from History: A Novel II. Excerpt from Arturo’s Island\fn{by Elsa Morante (19121985)} Rome, Italy 28
I
… Giuseppe Ramundo, at the time of his death, was fifty-eight; and Nora, sixty-six when she was widowed,
was already retired. She never went to visit her husband’s grave, prevented by a kind of sacred terror of burialplaces; but still it is certain that her deepest bond, which made her stay in the city of Cosenza, was his nearness,
since he dwelt there still, in that cemetery.
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She would never leave the old house, which had become her lair. She went out only rarely, in the early morning to buy food, or on the days when she had to draw her pension or send the usual money-order to Giuseppe’s
ancient parents. To them, as also to Ida, she wrote long letters, which the illiterate old couple had to have read to
them. But in her letters, she took care never to refer, even in the most indirect and reticent way, to her own pressing terrors for the future: by now she suspected censorship and informers everywhere. And in those frequent and
endless communications of hers, she did nothing but repeat the same notion in every possible variation:
“How strange and unnatural destiny is. I married a man eight years younger than myself, and according to the
law of nature I should have been the first to die, with Him at my side. Instead, it was my destiny to witness His
death.”
In speaking of Giuseppe, she always wrote Him, with a capital letter. Her style was prolix, repetitive, but with
a certain academic nobility; and her handwriting was elongated, fine, even elegant. (However, in her final decline,
her letters grew shorter and shorter. Her style became amputated and disjointed; and her written words, all shaky
and twisted, groped across the page, uncertain of their direction.)
Besides this correspondence, which occupied her like a mania, her usual pastimes were reading illustrated
magazines or love stories or listening to the radio. For some time now, the tales of racial persecution in Germany
had alarmed her, like a precise signal confirming her old forebodings. But when, towards spring of 1938, Italy
also intoned the official choros of anti-Semitic propaganda, she saw the thunderous magnitude of destiny advancing towards her door, growing more enormous day by day. The news broadcasts, with their pompous and
menacing voices, already seemed to be physically invading her little rooms, sowing panic; but to be prepared, she
felt more and more obliged to listen to the news. And she spent her days and evenings on guard, alert to the newsbroadcast schedules, like a little, wounded fox that has gone to earth and strains to hear the barking of the pack.
Some minor Fascist officials arrived from Catanzaro one day and spread the unofficial word of an imminent
census of all Italian Jews, each of whom would be required to report himself. And after that moment, Nora no
longer turned on the radio, in her terror of hearing the official announcement of the government’s order, with a
time-limit for reporting.
It was the beginning of summer. Already the previous winter, Nora, now sixty-eight, had begun to suffer a
worsening of her ailments, due to the arteriosclerosis that had been undermining her for some time. With other
people, too, her behavior (which had been shy before, but always tempered by an inner sweetness) had become
angry and harsh. She no longer spoke if someone greeted her, not even when it was a former student, now grown
up, perhaps one who had until then remained dear to her. On certain nights, she had raving fits, when she tore her
gown with her fingernails. One night, she fell out of bed in her sleep, and she found herself lying on the floor, her
head aching and buzzing. She often would wheel around, frowning and furious on the slightest pretext, sensing
mysterious insults even in innocent gestures or words.
Of all the possible measures threatened against the Jews, the one that most immediately frightened her was the
predicted obligation to report oneself for the census! All imaginable forms of near and future persecutions, even
the most wicked and disastrous, were confused in her mind like wavering phantoms, among which the terrible
spotlight of that single decree froze her in its beam! At the thought of having to declare publicly her fatal secret,
which she had always hidden as something infamous, she promptly said to herself: it’s impossible.
Since she never saw the newspapers or listened to the radio anymore, she suspected the famous decree was by
now promulgated and already in effect {whereas, in reality, no racial decree had so far been issued}; and indeed,
she became convinced, in her isolation, that the time-limit for reporting oneself was already up. She was careful,
all the same, not to make inquiries or, worse, present herself at City Hall. As each new day dawned, she repeated: it’s impossible, spending the hours then in this constant fear, until the city offices’ closing-time, only to
find herself, the next day, with the same obsessive problem. In her rooted conviction that she was already late, and
hence subject to all sorts of unknown sanctions, she began to fear the calendar, dates, the sun’s daily rising. And
though the days went by without any suspect sign, she lived every moment from then on in the expectation of
some forthcoming, terrible event. She expected to be summoned to the city offices to explain her transgression,
then publicly given the lie, charged with perjury. Or else someone from City Hall or Police Headquarters would
come looking for her; she might even be arrested.
She no longer left the house, not even for her daily needs, which she asked the concierge’s wife to buy for her.
One morning, however, when the woman showed up at the door for her list, Nora drove her off with bestial cries,
hurling a cup she had in her hand. But people suspected nothing and had always esteemed her, so they forgave her
these shrewish moods, attributing them to grief for her husband.
She began to suffer hallucinations. Her blood, rising with effort to her brain, would pound and roar in her
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hardened arteries, and she would think she heard violent blows in the street, hammering at the front door,
footsteps or heavy breathing on the stairs. At evening, if she suddenly turned on the electric light, her failing
eyesight transformed the furniture and its shadows into the motionless shapes of informers or armed police who
had come to take her by surprise and arrest her. And one night when, for the second time, she happened to fall out
of bed in her sleep, she imagined one of these men, having entered by stealth, had thrown her to the ground, and
was still roaming about the house.
She thought of leaving Cosenza, of moving somewhere else. But where? And to whom? Padua, with her few
Jewish relatives, was impossible. At her daughter’s in Rome, or at her in-laws’, down in the country below
Reggio, her alien presence would be more noticeable than ever, would be recorded, and would compromise the
others too. And besides, how could she impose the intrusion of a neurasthenic, haunted old woman on those who
already had so many worries and torments of their own? She had never asked anything of anyone; she had been
independent, since her girlhood. She always remembered two verses heard in the Ghetto, from an aged rabbi:
Unhappy the man who needs other men!
Happy the man who needs only God.

Why not leave then for some other city or anonymous town, where no one knew her? But, in any place, she
would have to report her presence, produce her papers. She pondered escaping to a foreign country, where there
were no racial laws. But she had never been abroad, had no passport; and acquiring a passport meant, again, questions at the registry office, the police, the frontiers: all places and rooms denied her, menacing, as if to an outlaw.
She was not poor, as perhaps everyone believed. Through those years (precisely to guarantee her own future
independence, in the case of illness or other unforeseen eventualities) she had habitually put aside, little by little,
some savings which now amounted to three thousand lire. This sum, in three one-thousand bills, was sewn into a
handkerchief which at night she kept under her pillow and the rest of the time always on her person, pinned inside
a stocking.
In her inexperienced mind, which was already clouding over, she assumed that, with such a sum, she could pay
for any foreign journey, even an exotic one! At certain mo- ments, like a young girl, she would daydream about
metropolises that, as a spinster, in her Bovaresque dreams,\fn{ A note reads: Madame Bovary (1856), written by Gustave
Flaubert (1821-1880), is a novel about a woman, bored in marriage, who enters into a romantic, yet adulterous, relationship only to be
rejected and to kill herself .} she had longed for as sublime destinations: London, Paris! But suddenly she would

remember that she was alone now; and how could a lone old woman find her way amid those cosmopolitan and
tumultuous throngs?! If only Giuseppe were with her, then traveling would indeed still be beautiful! But Giuseppe
no longer existed, he was not to be found here or anywhere. Perhaps even his body, so big and heavy, had now
dissolved into the earth. There was no longer anyone on earth to reassure her in her terrors, as he used to do,
saying to her:
“How silly you are! You crazy little thing!”
Though she continued proposing various plans to herself, examining all the continents and countries, for her, in
the entire globe, there was no place. And yet, as the days went by, the necessity, the urgency of escape were
impressed on her feverish brain.
In the course of the last months, she had heard, perhaps over the radio, talk of Jewish emigrations from all
Europe to Palestine. She knew absolutely nothing about Zionism, if she even knew the word. And of Palestine she
knew only that it was the Biblical homeland of the Hebrews and that its capital was Jerusalem. But still, she came
to the conclusion that the only place where she could be received, as a fugitive Jew among a people of Jews, was
Palestine.
And as the summer heat was already advancing, one evening she suddenly decided to flee, then and there, even
without a passport. She could cross the border illegally, or else she would stowaway in the hold of a ship, as she
had heard about in tales of illegal emigrants.
She took no baggage with her, not even a change of linen. She had on her, as always, her three thousand lire
hidden inside the stocking. And at the last minute, noticing one of those old Calabrian cloaks Giuseppe used to
wear in winter still hanging from a hook in the hall, she took it along, folded over her arm, with the thought of
protecting herself if perhaps she went to a cold climate.
It is certain she was already delirious. But still she must have reasoned that to go from Cosenza to Jerusalem
overland was not a good idea, because she headed for the sea, choosing the alternative of a ship as the only
solution. Some people vaguely recall having seen her, in her little summer dress of black artificial silk with a blue
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pattern, on the last evening train heading for the beach at Paola. And in fact it is there, in that area, that she was
found. Perhaps she wandered for a while along that beach without ports, searching for some freighter flying an
Asiatic flag, more lost and confused than a five-year-old boy who runs away to sign on as a cabin boy and see the
world.
In any event, though such endurance seems incredible in her condition, we have to believe that, from the
station where she arrived, she covered a long distance on foot. In fact, the specific spot where they found her on
the sand is several miles away from the Paola beach, towards Fuscaldo. Along that stretch of the coastline, beyond
the railroad track, there are hilly fields of corn whose swaying expanse in the darkness, to her crazed eyes, may
have created the effect of the sea opening out ahead.
It was a beautiful moonless night, calm and starry. Perhaps she was reminded of that one little song from her
parts that she could sing:
What a fine night this is for stealing girls.

But even in that serene and tepid air, at a certain point in her walk, she felt cold. And she covered herself with
that man’s cloak she had brought along, taking care to fasten the buckle at the throat. It was an old mantle of dark
brown country wool, which had been the right length for Giuseppe, but was too long for her, falling to her feet. A
local man seeing her go by in the distance, cloaked in that way, could have taken her for the monacheddu, the
little domestic brigand disguised as a monk, who roams about at night, they say, entering houses by dropping
down the chimney. Apparently, however, nobody encountered her, naturally enough, on that isolated shore, seldom visited, especially at night.
The first to find her were some boatmen coming in at dawn from their fishing; and immediately they thought
she was a suicide, brought ashore by the sea’s currents. But the position of the drowned woman and the condition
of her body did not agree with that hasty conclusion.
She was lying below the waterline, on sand still wet from the recent tide, in a relaxed and natural attitude, like
someone surprised by death in a state of unconsciousness or in sleep. Her head was on the sand, which the light
flux had made even and clean, without seaweed or flotsam; and the rest of her body was on the great man’s cloak,
held at the collar by the buckle and spread out at her sides, open, all soaked with water. The little artificial silk
dress, damp and smoothed by the water, clung decorously to her thin body, which seemed unharmed, not swollen
or abused as bodies washed in by the tide usually look. And the tiny blue carnations printed on the silk appeared
new, brightened by the water, against the dark background of the cloak.
The sea’s only violence had been to tear off her little shoes and undo her hair which, despite her age, had
remained long and abundant, and only partly graying, so that now, wet, it seemed black again, and had fallen all
down one side, almost gracefully. The current had not even slipped from her emaciated hand the little gold
wedding ring, whose slight, precious gleam was distinct in the day’s advancing light.
This was all the gold she possessed. In spite of her patriotic comformity (unlike her timid daughter Ida), she
had not wanted to part with it even when the government had invited the people to “give gold to the Fatherland”
to aid the Abyssinian conquest.\fn{ A note reads: Abyssinia, now called Ethiopia, was invaded in 1935 by Italy, which ruled it until
1941.} On her wrist, not yet spotted with rust, there remained her cheap little metal watch, stopped at four o’clock.
The examination of the body confirmed beyond a doubt her death by drowning; but she had left no sign or
farewell message that indicated any suicidal intention. They found on her, hidden in the usual place beneath her
stocking, her secret treasure in banknotes, still recognizable, though reduced by the water to a valueless pulp.
Knowing Nora’s character, we can be sure that if she had meant to do away with herself, she would first have
taken care, wherever she was, to save from destruction that capital, so huge for her, accumulated with such
perseverance.
Moreover, if she had really abandoned herself to the great mass of the sea, deliberately seeking death, we can
suppose that the cloak’s weight, increased by the water, would have dragged her to the bottom.
The case was closed, with the verdict: accidental death by drowning. And this, in my opinion, is the most
logical explanation. I believe that death caught her unawares, perhaps when she had fallen into one of those spells
she had been prone to for some time.
At that part of the coast, and in that season, the tides are light, especially at the new moon. In her futile, haunted, and almost blind journey in the darkness of the night, she must have lost all sense of direction and even all
sensory signals. And inadvertently she must have advanced too far on the strip washed by the tide, perhaps confused between the ocean of corn and the windless sea, or perhaps in some deranged move towards the ghost
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outline of a ship. There she fell, and the tide, already turning, covered her, just enough to drown her, but without
assaulting her or striking her, and with no other sound save its own sucking imperceptible in the calm air.
Meanwhile, the water-logged mantle, its edges buried under layers of sand, held her body on the damp slope,
restraining it, lifeless, on the beach until the first hours of daylight.
I know Nora only from a photograph taken in the days of her engagement. She is standing against the background of a paper landscape, unfolding a fan, which covers the front of her blouse, and her pensive but formal
pose betrays her grave yet sentimental nature. She is tiny and slim, with a woolen skirt, almost straight, pleated,
tight-fitting at the waist, and a white muslin blouse with starched cuffs, buttoned up to the throat. With her free
arm she is leaning, with almost histrionic abandon, on a little console, typical of middle-class photographers at the
end of the century. Her hair is combed tight over her forehead and loose on top of her head in a gentle circle, like
a geisha’s. Her eyes are deeply fervent, behind a veil of melancholy. And the rest of the face is delicately made but
ordinary.
On the photograph’s lower margin, a yellowed white, printed on thick cardboard as they were then, in addition
to the ornate printed legend customary at the time (Format, etc.) the dedication is still legible, in her gentle,
diligent, and fine hand:
For You, beloved Giuseppe! from your
Eleonora

In the lower left-hand corner there is the date:
20 May 1902

And a bit farther down, on the right, in the same little hand, there follows the sentiment:
With You forever
as long as I live and beyond.

II
1\fn{These major divisions are all by the author; but she supplies only three minor sudvisions (so marked), and I have not added to them,
for this entire excerpt concerns itself with the story of a child about his childhood as seen by him, and it is necessarily composed of short,
vivid vignettes, the subdivisions of which would be tedious to explicate and perhaps injurious of her own intent:H }

First of all, I was proud of my name. I’d found out early on (from him, I have a feeling) that Arturo is the name of a
star—the fastest and brightest in the figure of the Herdsman, in the northern sky. And ages ago there was some king
called Arturo as well, who had a group of loyal followers; and, as they were all heroes like himself, he treated them as
brothers and equals.
The pity of it was, as I later discovered, this famous old king of Britain wasn’t proper history at all, but just a legend;
and as I thought legends were kids’ stuff, I dropped him for more historical kings.\fn{ Stories about King Arthur are gleaned
from the poem Y Gododdin (written down before c.600-638 if it was composed prior to the Battle of Catrae—the mention of Arthur is in passing, in
stanza 99, viz: He fed black ravens on the rampart of a fortress | Though he was no Arthur | Among the powerful ones in battle | In the front
rank, Gwawrddur was a palisade); in the Historia Brittonum, (written c.828 AD); in the Welsh Culhwch and Olwen (written c.1100); in the
Annales Cambriae (written in a hand of c.1100-1130AD); in the Historia Regum Britanniae by Geoffrey of Monmouth (written c.1136, the
material for which, he says, was given to him by Archdeacon Walter of Oxford, (d.1151) who presented him with a “certain very ancient
book written in the British language”—britannics sermo, i.e., Old British, Welsh or Breton); in the second Life of St. Gildas (written by Caradoc of Llancarfan, who lived at some time during 12 th century); and in the Matter of Britain [a name given collectively to the body of medieval literature associated with Great Britain (also sometimes with Brittany), and the kings and heroes associated with it, particularly King
Arthur, the earliest portion of which mentioning King Arthur dates from Geoffrey of Monmouth’s work previously noted.] In 407AD the usurper
Constantine III strips Britain of its troops for his conquest of Gaul and Spain pursuant to making himself Emperor of Rome; they never return, and
it is about thirty years or so after this that the person known to us as King Arthur (on the assumption that he was an historical entity) would seem to
have been born, allowing twenty years or so for him to mature in order for him to have, as W puts it, “led the defence of Britain against Saxon
invaders in the late 5th and early 6th centuries AD.” (Testifying to the pressure from the barbarians are two further communication from the
Imperial authorities on the continent: the first in 407 from the Emperor Honorius, telling the civitates of Britain to arrange for their own
safety; the second c.446, the last appeal for military aid by the Roman Britons to Flavius Aetius, the dominant Imperial military authority in
the Western Empire, also apparently fruitless.) Some such leader must be assumed, for many of the native Roman Britons were auxiliaries
to the Roman legions stationed among them for centuries; and although they fought for the most part a rearguard action in their efforts to
preserve their Roman heritage—ultimately retiring over the early middle ages to the extremities of the Roman province—they were cer-
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tainly not exterminated outright; indeed, they founded various kingdoms on their own military prowess, the result of signal victories, and
at times on the strength of what seemed to be the near-providential weakness of their numerous enemies. Our hero is substantially
misinformed: W,H}

There was another reason, though, why this name Arturo had a sort of heraldic ring to it, and that was that it was
chosen for me by my mother, who can’t, I suppose, have known all it symbolized, being a simple, illiterate person (though
to me, she was more than a queen). I knew very little about her, hardly anything, really, because she died the same moment I was born: I was her first child and she wasn’t yet eighteen.
The only picture I’ve ever had of her was an ordinary, faded, almost ghostly postcard; but I worshipped it all my
childhood. It was taken by a traveling photographer in the first months of her pregnancy, which you can already see
through the folds of her loose dress.
Her two small hands are clasped in front, in a timid, modest way, as if to hide it; she’s very serious, and there’s not just
submission in her eyes—you can see that in all the country girls round here—but a ques-tioning look, surprised and faintly
frightened; as if, among the usual fancies of motherhood, she already suspected her destiny of death, and of eternal
ignorance.
2
The islands of our archipelago, down in the sea of Naples, are all of them beautiful. They’re of volcanic origin,
mostly, and wild flowers that you never see on the mainland cluster in thousands around the old craters. In spring the
hills are covered with broom, and if you’re out sailing in June, you can smell its elusive, caressing scent as soon as you
get near the shore.
On my particular island, up on the hills outside the town, there are small lonely roads shut in between old walls, and
beyond them orchards and vineyards that look like imperial gardens. There are beaches of fine white sand, and smaller
beaches covered with pebbles and shells, hidden between great cliffs that overhang the water. Seagulls nest in the rocks
there, and wild tortoises, and in the early morning you can hear the birds’ cries, sometimes gloomy, sometimes gay. On
calm days the sea there is gentle and cool, and touches the shore like dew.
If I could only get back there to splash about in those waters, I’d gladly become any sort of creature: not a gull or a
dolphin or anything beautiful, but the ugliest thing in the sea, which is the scorpion fish!
Round the port there are sunless alleys between rough old houses that, though they’re painted in wonderful shell-like
pinks and grays, look grim and sad. The windows are narrow as loopholes, with carnations sometimes growing in milk
cans on the window-sills, or tortoises languishing in cages the right size for crickets. The shops are dark and sinister as
robbers’ dens.
In the café there’s a charcoal stove where the owner makes Turkish coffee in an enameled blue pot. She’s an elderly
widow and always wears mourning—black dress, black shawl, black earrings; and beside the till, festooned with dusty
leaves, her husband’s photograph hangs on the wall.
The man in the wine shop, which stands opposite the statue of Christ the Fisherman, once kept an owl chained to a
shelf high up on the wall, a delicate black and gray bird with a dashing tuft of feathers, blue eyelids, and big reddishbrown eyes flecked with black; one wing was always bleeding where he pecked at it. If you held out a finger to tickle
his breast, he bent his head down, looking surprised. At evening he’d start struggling, try to fly, flop down, and sometimes end up fluttering upside down on the end of his chain.
The church on the port is the oldest on the island, and has some small wax saints in it shut up under glass covers.
They have skirts of real yellowish lace, mantles of faded brocade, real hair, tiny rosaries of real pearls hanging at their
wrists, and red nails painted on their dead pale fingers, very minutely.
The sort of smart boat that sails for sport or pleasure, and crowds the other island ports, never turns up at Procida.
Apart from the local fishermen’s boats, you find nothing there but lighters and merchant ships. Most of the day the
square is almost empty. On the left, beside the statue of Christ the Fisherman, a single cab waits for the steamer to come
in; but it stops for only a few minutes, and only three or four passengers, generally islanders, disembark. Even in summer
there’s never the holiday hubbub you get on the other island beaches, which are crammed with people from Naples and
other places—in fact, from anywhere on earth you like to think of. Outsiders disembarking at Procida are amazed to find
none of the gay, promiscuous life that Naples is famous for: no animation, no chatting in the streets, no songs, no guitars
and mandolins, nothing but closed doors and windows and people living inside their own four walls, minding their own
business.
Procidans are dour and silent; they don’t like being friendly. A stranger excites no curiosity, only suspicion. They hate
being questioned, they hate anyone spying into their secret life.
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Procidans are small and dark, with long black Oriental-looking eyes, and are so much alike that you’d think they
were all related. The women live cloistered like nuns, the way they always have.
Many still wear their hair long and braided, shawls on their heads, long dresses, and in winter clogs over thick
black cotton stockings. In summer they go barefoot; and as they pad swiftly and silently by, avoiding everyone, they have
a sort of polecat look about them. They never go down to the beaches: it’s a sin for women to swim in the sea, or even to
watch other people bathing.
The houses of old feudal cities are often scattered about the valleys and slopes below a castle that towers above
them; in books, they’re compared to flocks around a shepherd. Well, that’s just what they look like on Procida, at the
foot of the castle—crowded around the port, sparser on the hills, isolated in the country. The castle stands on the
highest hill, which looks like a mountain compared with the others; a building that has been added to so often through
the centuries that it’s now like a gigantic citadel. When ships pass the island, especially at night, there seems to be
nothing there but this great dark hulk, making it look like a fortress set in the middle of the sea.
For nearly two hundred years the castle’s been used as a prison, one of the oldest in the whole country, I believe.
People who live far away often think of Procida as just the name of a prison.
From the west side of our house, which looks out to sea, you can see the castle several hundred yards off as the crow
flies, across a number of small bays where fishermen’s boats tie up at night with their lamps lighted. It’s too far to make
out the window bars, or the movements of the guards round the walls; and so, when the weather’s misty and the prison is
half-hidden in cloud, it looks like some deserted grange in an ancient city: a fantastic ruin where nothing lives but snakes,
and owls, and swallows.
3
Our house stands alone on top of a steep hill, on untilled ground strewn with lava-stones. It faces the village, and on
this side the hillside is reinforced with an old rock wall, where the blue lizard lives, which you won’t find anywhere else
on earth. On the right, a flight of steps made of stones and mud leads down to the roadway.
Behind the house there’s a wide courtyard, and below it the ground turns rocky and unusable, and falls down
steeply to a little triangular beach of black sand. There’s no path down to it; but it’s easy to jump down barefoot
from rock to rock. Down there just one boat used to be tied: it was mine, and was called The Torpedo-boat of the
Antilles.
Our house isn’t far from an almost urban little square—which even boasts a marble monument—and the clustering
houses of the village. But as I remember it, it was quite isolated, ringed around by an enormous empty solitude. There it
stands, malevolent and marvelous, like a golden spider that has spun its iridescent web over the whole island.
It’s two stories high, apart from the cellar and the attic (houses with twenty rooms, which would seem small in Naples,
are called palaces in Procida), and, like most of the island houses, it’s at least three hundred years old. A rough, square
house, built without any pretensions to elegance and painted a faded pink, it would look like any old clumsy farmhouse if
it weren’t for the imposing front door, and the curved baroque ironwork protecting all the outside windows. The only
decoration on the front consists of two small iron balconies in front of two blind windows. These balconies were once
painted white, like all the ironwork, but now they're all stained and corroded with rust.
On one side of the front door is a smaller door, and that’s the usual way into the house; the main door is never
opened, and the enormous locks that once bolted it from the inside have rusted into uselessness. Once through the front
door, you come into a long windowless hall with a slate floor, at the end of which a gate opens into an internal garden,
as happens in all the large houses on the island. This gate is guarded by two painted, but rather faded, terra cotta statues
of hooded figures, but whether they’re monks or Saracens, no one can tell. And beyond it, shut in between the
courtyard’s four walls, lies the garden, triumphantly unkempt. There, under the fine Sicilian carob tree, my bitch
Immacolatella is buried.
From the roof you can see the dolphin shape of the island lying below, with its small gulfs, its Penitentiary, and, not
very far out at sea, the purple-blue shape of Ischia; silvery shadows of islands farther off; and at night the firmament,
where the herdsman wanders with his star Arturo.
For more than two centuries after the house was built it was a monastery, which is something quite common on
the island, and not the least bit romantic. Procida has always been an island of fishermen and peasants, and its few
large houses were all inevitably convents, or churches, or fortresses, or prisons.
Later the monks went away, and the house ceased to belong to the church. For a while, during and after the wars of
the last century, it was used to house soldiers; then it was left empty for a fairly long time, and finally, about fifty years
ago, it was bought by a rich shipping agent from Amalfi who was passing through Procida, and made it his home and
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lived there in idleness for thirty years.
He altered the inside of the house a little, especially the upstairs floor, where he pulled down the old convent
partitions dividing it up into lots of cells, and papered the walls that were left. In my time, though it was dreadfully
dilapidated and growing progressively more so, the house was still arranged and furnished as he had left it. The furniture, picked up from small dealers in the junk shops of Naples, showed a crude though attractive taste and gave the
rooms a kind of picturesque, countrified air, an atmosphere that evoked a past full of great-aunts and grandmothers,
and age-old women’s secrets.
Yet the fact was that from the time it was built till the year our family went to live there, not a single woman
had ever been inside it.
When my father's father, Antonio Gerace, returned with a modest fortune from America, where he’d emigrated from
Procida, the man from Amalfi was still living in the house. He was old, and had gone blind, which people said was a
punishment sent by Santa Lucia for his hatred of women. Ever since he had been a young man he’d hated them, hated
them so much that he refused to see his own sisters, and kept out the nuns who came begging for alms. This was why
he’d never married; and he never went to church or to the shops, where he’d be likely to meet women.
It wasn’t that he disliked company; on the contrary, he was rather openhanded and often gave dinners and even
fancy dress parties, at which he was so wildly generous that he became a legend on the island. But no women were
ever invited when he entertained; and the Procidan girls, who envied their boys and brothers those mysterious
evenings, maliciously called the man from Amalfi's house the House of the Guaglioni (guaglione means boy, or young
man, in Neapolitan dialect).
When my grandfather Antonio disembarked at Procida after a good many years abroad, he obviously never thought
that fate was reserving the House of the Guaglioni for his family. He hardly remembered the man from Amalfi, and had
never been the least bit friendly with him; and the old monastery barracks set there among thorns and fig trees certainly
wasn’t the home he’d dreamed of during his exile. He bought himself a small country house with some land, in the
south of the island; and went to live there with just his tenants, as he was a bachelor and had no near relations.
Actually, he did have one near relation in the world, one he had never seen. This was a son born during the early years
of his exile to a German schoolmistress he’d had an affair with and soon deserted. She had kept on writing to him for
several years after he’d left her (after a short time working in Germany, he’d emigrated to America), begging him for help,
as she was out of work, and trying to move him with marvelous descriptions of the child.
But the emigrant was so wretchedly poor himself at the time that he even stopped answering her letters, and in the end
the girl grew discouraged, and stopped writing too. And when he got back to Procida, old and without an heir, Antonio
had a search made for her, and discovered that she was dead, and had left the son, who was then seventeen, in
Germany.
So Antonio Gerace sent for his son, to give him his rightful name and inheritance at last in Procida. And the
man who was to become my father landed there dressed in rags like a gypsy (as I afterwards heard).
He must have had a hard life. And his child’s heart must have resented, not only his unknown father, but all the other
harmless Procidans as well. Maybe the islanders did something, behaved in some way, that right at the start and forever
offended his prickly pride.
However that may be, his cool, offensive manner made everyone detest him. And though his father tried to win him, the
boy remained cruelly remote.
The only person he saw much of on the island was the man from Amalfi. It was some time since the old man had
entertained or given parties, and he lived shut up in his blindness, proud and disagreeable, refusing to receive callers,
and shaking his stick at anyone who came up to him in the street. Everyone hated his immensely tall sad figure.
His house was open to one person only: Antonio Gerace’s son, who became so friendly with him that he spent his
whole time there, as if the old man was his real father instead of Antonio Gerace. The old man’s affection was
concentrated and tyrannical: he couldn’t, it seemed, live a single day without him. If the boy was late for his daily visit,
he went out to meet him, and stood waiting at the top of the road; and as, for all his blind anxiety, he couldn’t see when
the boy finally appeared at the end of it, he kept shouting his name in a hoarse, already gravelike voice. If someone
passing by told him that Gerace’s son wasn’t there, he flung coins and bank notes down on the ground, scornfully and
carelessly, so as to pay anyone who happened to be there to go and fetch him. And if they came back later and said they
hadn’t found him at home, he made them search the whole island, and even unleashed his dogs to join in the hunt. There
was nothing in his life but the companionship of his one friend, or waiting for him to come.
Two years later he died, and left the boy his house on the island.
Not long afterwards, Antonio Gerace died too; and his son, who had married an orphan girl from Messa a few months
earlier, moved into the man from Amalfi’s house with his young wife, who was already pregnant. He was then about
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nineteen, and his wife wasn’t yet eighteen.
It was the first time in the three centuries of its life that a woman had lived in the old house.
In my grandfather’s house, and on his land, the tenants stayed, and still live there, on the inezzadria system.\fn
{A system of farming widely practiced in Italy, in which the tenant lives on the land and works it, dividing the expenses and the profits
with the landowner.}
4
My mother’s early death at the age of eighteen, when her first child was born, obviously confirmed, if it didn’t originnate, the rumors that the dead owner’s hatred made the House of the Guaglioni fatal to women who lived there or
even went inside it.
My father had a small scornful smile for this old wives’ tale, so that right from the start I learned to regard it with
the scorn it deserved, as the superstitious gossip it was.
But it was so firmly believed on the island that no woman would ever agree to work for us. When I was small, we
had a boy servant from Naples, called Silvestro, who was fourteen or fifteen when he came, a short time before I was
born. He went back to Naples to do his military service, and one of our tenants took over from him, coming for just a
couple of hours a day to cook. No one took any notice of the muddle and dirt the house was in, which to us seemed as
natural as the uncultivated growth in the garden within the walls of the house.
It’s quite indescribable, this garden (Immacolatella’s cemetery). Among other things, rotting around the full-grown carob
tree, lay moss-covered skeletons of furniture, broken pots, demijohns, oars, wheels, etc., etc. And right in the middle of the
stones and rubbish grew plants with great swollen spiky leaves, sometimes as strange and gorgeous as exotic plants. After
the rain, hundreds of rather distinguished flowers came up from old seeds and bulbs that lay buried there from heaven
knows when. And everything was burned like a bonfire in the dryness of summer.
Although we were fairly well off, we lived like savages. When I was two months old my father left the island and was
away for nearly six months; and he left me in the care of our first boy servant, who was very serious for his age and
brought me up on goat’s milk. It was he who taught me to talk, and to read and write, and afterwards I taught myself, out
of books I found about the house.
My father never bothered to send me to school; I was always on holiday, and my vagabond days, especially when he
was away, had no rules or fixed hours at all. When I was hungry or sleepy I knew it was time to go home. No one ever
thought of giving me money, and I never asked for it; anyway, I didn’t need it. I don’t remember ever possessing a penny
during my whole childhood.
The land my grandfather Gerace had left us provided enough for the cook to feed us with—at any rate, his cooking was
a primitive, barbarous business. His name was Costante, and he was as disagreeable and rough-hewn as his predecessor
Silvestro—whom you could call my nurse, in a way—had been kind.
On winter evenings, or when it rained, I spent the time reading. After the sea and wandering about the island,
reading was what I liked best. Generally I read in my rooms, lying on the bed or on a sofa, with Immacolatella at my
feet.
Our rooms gave onto a narrow passage. At one time the monks’ cells, about twenty of them, had opened out on to it;
but the previous owner had knocked down most of the walls between the cells, to make the rooms bigger. Some of the
old doors had been left as they were, though, in a row along the passage, maybe because he liked the carved lintels: so
my father’s room had three doors in a row, and five windows, all in a row as well. One cell had been kept at its original
size between my room and my father’s, and when I was a baby it was Silvestro’s room. A kind of camp bed he used is
still there, and so is the old soap box, now empty, where he used to keep his clothes.
My father and I, though, didn’t keep our clothes anywhere in particular. There were plenty of chests of drawers and
wardrobes in our rooms, and when we opened them they threatened to crash down on our heads. Smells of their past
owners floated out, but we never used them ourselves, except to throw in occasional bits and pieces that were cluttering up
the rooms—old shoes or broken harpoons, a shirt in rags—or something we’d collected, like a fossilized shell from the
time when the island was a volcano under the sea, empty cartridges, the bottoms of bottles colored by the sand, bits of
rusty machinery, or underwater plants and starfish that afterwards dried up or rotted in the drawers. Maybe this is why I’ve
never been able to discover the smell of our rooms anywhere else—certainly in no room where people live, and not even
in animals’ dens; but sometimes I’ve found something like it at the bottom of a boat, or in a cave.
These enormous wardrobes and chests of drawers took up most of the space along the walls and hardly left room for the
beds, which were iron bedsteads, decorated with mother-of-pearl and painted landscapes, the sort you find in every
bedroom in Procida or Naples. The blankets we used in winter—I used to sleep wrapped up in mine as if I was in a sack—
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were full of moth holes, and the mattresses were as flat as flaky pastry, because they never got shaken or carded.
I remember that occasionally my father, with me to help, used to sweep the cigarette butts from around his bed into a pile
in a corner of the room, to be thrown out of the window afterwards; we’d use an apron or an old leather jacket of Silvestro’s
as a broom.
It was impossible to say what the floors were made of or what color they were, because they were completely hidden
under a hard crust of dirt; and the glass in the windows was all blackened and opaque. Hanging in corners and between
the window bars, glistening spiderwebs sparkled in the light.
I think that spiders, and lizards, and birds, and all nonhuman beings in general, must have thought of our house as a
tower uninhabited since the time of Barbarossa, or even as a lighthouse. Along the outside walls, through cracks and
secret passages, lizards darted out as if they came from holes in the ground. Thousands of swallows and wasps made
their nests there, and foreign birds crossing the island as they migrated would stop and rest on the window sills. And
even seagulls, after plunging in the sea, would come and dry their feathers on the roof as if it was the mast of a ship, or
the pinnacle of a rock.
At least one pair of screech owls lived inside our house, quite definitely, though it was impossible to discover exactly
where; but it’s a fact that as soon as evening fell you could see them flying out from the walls, with their whole family.
Other owls, large and small, used to come from a distance to hunt on our land, as if it was a forest.
One night an enormous screech owl perched on my window sill. I thought for a moment, from his size and kingly
look, that he was an eagle, but his feathers were much lighter, and besides, I recognized his small straight ears.
We just forgot some of our unused rooms, and their windows stayed open all summer, and when we came in suddenly
after a lapse of several months we might find a bat there, or hear mysterious squeaks from a nest hidden behind a bench or
between the beams of the ceiling.
And strange creatures that had never been seen on the island would turn up too. One morning I was sitting behind the
house throwing stones at the almond tree when I saw a very pretty little creature, something between a cat and a squirrel,
pop out on the slope below. He had a big tail and a triangular face with white whiskers, and he peered closely at me. I
threw him a peeled almond, hoping to catch him, but my movement scared him and he ran away.
Another time, at night, I saw a very white quadruped about as big as a middle-size tunafish, with curved horns like
two new moons on his head, coming up from the beach towards the house. As soon as he drew near me on the edge of
the slope he turned back and disappeared among the rocks. I had a feeling he was a kind of sea horse, a rare sort of
amphibious ruminant that some people say never existed and others say has disappeared. A lot of sailors, though, say
they’ve seen more than one of these sea horses for certain, and that they live near the Blue Grotto at Capri; they live in
the sea like fish, but love vegetables, and come out of the water at night to go around stealing from people’s gardens.
As for visits from humans, either Procidans or foreigners—for years the House of the Guaglioni had never had any
at all.
On the first floor, there was the monks’ old refectory, which the man from Amalfi had turned into a drawing room. It
was an enormous room with a low ceiling, almost twice as low as that of the other rooms, and with high windows
looking out toward the sea. The walls, unlike those of the other rooms in the house, weren’t papered, but decorated all
round with a fresco pretending to be a loggia, with columns and a vine and bunches of grapes painted on it. Against the
far wall was a table more than six yards long, and scattered about everywhere were sofas and half-broken arm-chairs,
chairs of all kinds, faded cushions. One corner was taken up by a big stove which we never lit. And an enormous stained
glass lamp, all covered in dust, hung from the ceiling, but as there were only a few blackened candle holders left on it, it
wasn’t worth more than a candlestick from the point of view of light.
Here the young men had gathered in the days when the house belonged to the man from Amalfi. There were still traces
of their parties, their noise and singing, about it; it was rather like a room used by occupying troops in wartime, or one of the
great rooms in a prison, or anywhere where young men get together without women.
The dirty, ragged material of the sofas was burned by cigarettes, and on the walls and tables there were scribbles and
drawings—names, signatures, jokes, even melancholy remarks about love, and bits of songs; a pierced heart, a ship, a
football-player balancing a ball on the tip of his toe, and funny drawings too—a skull smoking a pipe, a mermaid under
an umbrella, that sort of thing. Lots of other drawings and scribbles had been scratched out —by whom I don’t know: on
the plaster and on the wooden tables you could still see the marks of erasures.
There were traces of other past guests in the other rooms, too. For instance, in a little room we didn’t use, above an
alabaster holy water stoup that remained from the convent days, you could still read on the wallpaper, though it was
faded, a signature written in ink with plenty of flourishes: Taniello.
But apart from these unknown signatures and valueless drawings there was nothing left in the house to recall the
parties and their guests. I heard that after the man from Amalfi’s death a lot of Procidans who had been to the parties
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when they were young turned up at the House of the Guaglioni to reclaim things and take away mementos. They all said,
and all supported each other in saying it, that the man from Amalfi had promised to give them to them when he died.
So the housewas sacked, you might say; and maybe it was then that the costumes and masks they still talk so much
about on the island were taken away, and the guitars, and the mandolins, and the glasses with toasts written in gold on
the crystal. Perhaps some of them are still kept in Procida in the huts of the peasants or fishermen; and the women in the
family, now old, look at the relics with a smile, and feel again their old childhood jealousy of the mysterious parties from
which they were excluded; and perhaps they’re almost afraid to touch these dead objects, that may carry in them the evil
influence of the House of the Guaglioni!
Another thing that ended mysteriously was the man from Amalfl’s dogs. Everyone knows he had several and loved
them. But at his death they disappeared from the house without leaving a trace, and some people say that after their
master had been taken to the cemetery they refused all food and just let themselves die.
Others say that they began wandering round the island like wild beasts, snarling at anyone who came near them,
till everyone got furious, and that the police captured them one by one and killed them and flung them down from
a cliff.
Well, and so everything that happened in the House of the Guaglioni before I was born filtered down to me in an
uncertain sort of way, like adventures that had happened centuries ago. Take even my mother’s brief stay there—I’ve not
been able to find a single trace of it in the house, except for the famous picture Silvestro kept for me.
It was from Silvestro, too, that I heard how, one day when I was about two months old and my father had just left on
his travels, some relations who looked like peasants turned up from Massa, and took away everything that had belonged
to my mother, as if they had the right: the household things she had brought as a dowry, her dresses, even her little clogs,
and her mother-of-pearl rosary.
Obviously they took advantage of the fact that there was no grownup in the house to stand up to them, and at one time
Silvestro was afraid they’d want to take me too; and so he made some excuse, ran into his cell, where he’d left me asleep
on the bed, and hid me hurriedly inside the soap box with his clothes. Air could get in through the broken lid, and he put
my bottle, full of goats’ milk, beside me, so that if I woke up I’d be quiet and not give a sign of life.
But I didn’t wake up and stayed quietly there the whole time my relations were in the house; and anyway, they
weren’t very eager for news of me. Only just as they were ready to leave with their bundle of stuff did one of them—
more from politeness than anything—ask if I was growing up well and where I was, and Silvestro answered that I was
out to nurse. They were quite satisfied with that and went back to Massa forever, and they’ve never given a single sign of
life ever since.
And so my solitary childhood passed, in the house where no women were allowed.
In my father’s room there was a big photograph of the man from Amalfi: a thin old man bundled up in a long jacket
with rather narrow old-fashioned trousers that showed his white socks. His white hair hung behind his ears like a
horse’s mane, and the high smooth gleaming forehead seemed unnaturally white. His wide-open, extinguished eyes
had the expression some animals’ eyes have—bright and bewitched.
He had taken up a studied, arrogant pose before the photographer, standing with one foot forward and smiling
gallantly, as if in greeting. In his right hand he held a black, iron-tipped stick, as if he were in the act of twirling it,
and with his left hand two big dogs on a leash. Under the portrait the old man, half-illiterate and blind, had traced a
dedication to my father in his shaky writing:
To Wilhelm
ROMEO
This portrait of the man from Amalfi reminded me of the figure of the Herdsman and his star Arturo, as they
were drawn on a great map of the northern hemisphere in an astronomical atlas we had at home.
5
What I know about my father’s origins I found out when I was quite big.
Ever since I was small I’d heard the island people calling him bastard, but it sounded to me like a title of authority
and mysterious prestige, something like imir grave, or that sort of thing. For years no one told me anything about my
father’s past; or my grandfather’s. Procidans aren’t talkative, and besides, I followed my father’s example: I wasn’t
friendly with anyone on the island, and didn’t go around with anyone.
Costante, our cook, was more an animal than a human being: in all the years he worked for us I don’t remember
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ever exchanging two words of conversation with him; besides, I saw him very rarely. As soon as his work in the
kitchen was done, he went back to his land, and as I came home whenever I felt like it, I’d find his disgusting dishes
waiting for me, cold, in the empty kitchen.
My father spent most of the time away. He’d come to Procida for a few days, then leave again, and sometimes he’d
stay away for a whole season. If at the end of the year you added tip his rare fleeting visits to the island, you’d find that
out of twelve months he’d spent maybe two at Procida with me.
And so I spent nearly all my time in absolute solitude, a solitude that, as it had started in my early childhood, when
Silvestro left me, seemed to me my natural condition. Each visit my father paid the island seemed an extraordinary favor
on his part, a special concession I was proud of.
I think I had only just learned to walk when he bought me a boat. And when I was about six years old he took me
out to his land one day, where the tenant’s sheep dog was nursing its month-old pups, so that I could choose one. I
chose the one that looked wickedest, and had the friendliest eyes. It turned out to be a bitch, and as it was as white as
the moon, it was called Immacolatella.
Clothes and shoes and things, my father didn’t often remember. In summer I wore nothing but a pair of trousers: I
used to swim with them on, and leave them on me to dry afterwards. Just occasionally I wore a cotton shirt too, but it
was too short, and hung round me in tatters.
My father had a pair of canvas bathing-trunks as well, but apart from this he wore nothing in the summer either but
some faded old trousers and a shirt without a single button, open on his chest. Sometimes he tied a flowered handkerchief round his neck—one of those which peasants buy in the market for Sunday Mass—and on him this cotton rag
seemed to me a sign of his eminence, a garland of flowers decorating a splendid conqueror!
Neither of us owned an overcoat. In winter I wore two sweaters, one on top of the other, and he wore a sweater
underneath and a check 183oolen jacket on top, a shapeless old thing with excessively padded shoulders which made
him look taller. And as for linen, we hardly knew it existed.
He had a wrist watch that showed the seconds and could be worn even in water; it had a steel case, and the strap
was of heavy steel mesh as well. He had an underwater mask too, a gun, and a pair of sea binoculars with which you
could make out ships at sea, and even the sailors on deck.
My childhood is like a happy country, of which he is the absolute king! He was always just passing through,
always leaving; but during his short visits to Procida I followed him about like a puppy.
We must have looked a funny pair to anyone who met us—he walking resolutely along, like a ship in full sail,
with his blond foreign look, his puffy lips and hard eyes that looked no one in the face; and I tagging along behind,
my dark eyes darting proudly to right and left as if to say,
“Hey, you Procidans! My father’s going by!”
I wasn’t much more than a yard high then, and my dark hair, which was as curly as a gypsy’s, had never been cut
by a barber. When it was too long, I hacked at it energetically with the scissors, so that people wouldn’t think me a
girl. I remembered to comb it only very rarely, and in the summer it was almost encrusted with salt from the sea.
Immacolatella nearly always ran ahead of us and dashed backwards and forwards, sniffing at all the walls,
poking into every doorway, greeting everyone. Her friendliness toward our fellow islanders often made me cross,
and I’d call her back to the ranks of the Gerace with imperious whistles.
This gave me a chance to practice whistling. Ever since I had lost my first teeth, I’d been expert at it: with my
first and second fingers in my mouth I could make the most martial noises.
Also, I could sing not too badly, and had learned several songs from my nurse. Sometimes as I walked behind my
father, or went out in the boat with him, I’d sing The Ladies of Havana, Taharm, or The Mysterious Mountain, over
and over again, or else Neapolitan songs—for instance, the one that goes: “You’re a canary, you are my love!” hoping
my father would secretly admire my voice.
But he never gave a sign he’d even heard it. He was always silent, quick, gloomy, and hardly gave me a glance; but
I thought it a tremendous privilege that mine was the only company he put up with on the island.
In the boat he rowed and I steered, sitting astern, or else astride the prow. Sometimes, drunk with divine happiness, I
got beyond myself and, enormously presumptious, started giving orders:
“Forward, right oar! Forward, left oar! Backwater! Backwater!”
But if he looked up at me, his silent splendor would make me feel my littleness, and I felt like a shrimp in the
presence of a great dolphin.
The main reason for his supremacy was his difference from everyone else; this was the most wonderful, the most
mysterious thing about him. He was different from all the men on Procida, which was like saying from everyone I
knew in the world, and even—which made it so galling—from me.
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What set him above all the islanders was his height, first of all, but you noticed it only when you saw him beside
other people: alone and isolated he was so well proportioned that he looked almost small.
Then, besides his height, his coloring set him apart. In summer his body seemed to drink in the sun like oil, and
glowed, darkly, caressingly: in winter it grew as pale as a pearl again. And I, who was dark in every season, felt that it
showed an almost unearthly descent: as if he was brother to the sun and moon.
His soft straight hair was blond—of a dense fairness that gleamed and glowed in particular lights; and at the nape of his
neck where it was shorter, almost shaven, it was actually golden. And his eyes were a violet blue like the sea at moments,
darkened by clouds.
*\fn{Subdivision by the author}
This beautiful hair of his hung down, always dusty and untidy, over his frowning forehead, as if to hide his thoughts.
And his face, which through the years had kept the form his adolescent sufferings had set on it, looked arrogant, shut in.
Sometimes his jealous secret thoughts seemed to flash across his face—quick strange smug-looking smiles or small
insulting grimaces, or a look of unexpected ill temper, without any apparent reason. And I, who couldn’t attribute any
human caprice to him, found his sulks as majestic as the darkening of the day—a definite portent of mysterious
happenings, as important as the history of the world.
His reasons for all this were his own business: I sought no explanation for his silence, his pleasure, his scorn,
his torment; they were all for me like sacraments, great and grave, beyond all human measure, and human littleness.
If I’d ever seen him drunk or delirious, I certainly wouldn’t have imagined him subject to the usual weaknesses of
mortals.
As far as I can remember, he never seemed ill, but if I’d happened to see him ill, his illness wouldn’t have seemed to
me one of the usual accidents of nature. To me it would have seemed almost like a mysterious ritual, of which Wilhelm
Gerace was the hero and those called in to help him would have seemed privileged, consecrated.
And I certainly shouldn’t have failed to suppose that some upheaval of the cosmos, from here to the stars, would
have accompanied such an event.
On the island there is a piece of level ground lying between high rocks, where you find an echo. Sometimes, when he
turned up there, my father amused himself shouting in German.
Though I didn’t know what he meant, I understood from his arrogant air that what he was saying must be terrible, and
bold: scornfully, almost blasphemously, as if violating a law or breaking a spell, he flung out the words, and when the
echo returned them, he laughed and shouted others still more brutal.
Out of respect for his authority, I never dared lend him a hand, and though I was trembling with aggressive longing to
join in, I listened in silence. I didn’t seem to be attending the usual game of echoes that boys play often enough, but an
epic duel.
We were at Roncesvalles and suddenly on the terrace Roland would appear with his horn! We were at Thermopylae,
and behind the rocks were hidden the Persian horsemen in their spiked caps.
When, as we wandered about the countryside, we reached a hill, he’d grow impatient and go dashing off, as
stubbornly as if he was doing something really important, as bravely as if he was up on the mast of a sailing ship. He
never bothered in the least to find out whether I was behind him or not, but though my legs were shorter than his, I
followed him as fast as I could, my blood pumping with joy.
For me it was no longer one of the usual walks I took any number of times a day, roaming round with Immacolatella. It was a famous journey; and down there a cheering crowd was awaiting us, and all the thirty million gods!
*
His vulnerability was as mysterious as his casualness. I remember that once, he touched a jellyfish while we were
swimming. Now everyone knows what will result when that happens: the skin turns red, but there are no bad or lasting
effects.
He must have known that perfectly well, but when he saw the marks on his chest—those red stripes—he was
overcome with horror, and even his lips turned pale; he ran to the bank and flung himself flat on the ground, his arms
flung out like a man who had fallen overwhelmed by nausea, by agony!
I sat beside him: more than once I myself had been the victim of sea-urchins, jellyfish, and other sea creatures, and I’d
never bothered in the least about their attacks. But today, because he was the victim, I had a solemn feeling of tragedy. A
great silence reigned over the beach, over all the sea; and the cry of a passing seagull seemed to me like the lament of a
woman, a Fury.
6
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He scorned to conquer my heart.
He never taught me German, his native tongue, but always spoke Italian to me, an Italian that was different from the
language Silvestro had taught me. All the words that he used seemed newly invented, still in their wild state; and even
my own Neapolitan words, which he often used, grew bolder and newer when he said them, like poetry. This strange
language made him seem prophetically beautiful and wise.
How old was he? About nineteen years older than me! His age seemed to me as solemn and impressive as the
Prophets or King Solomon.
Everything he did or said had a dramatic fatality; in fact, he represented certainty to me, and everything he said or
did was the response of a universal law from which I deduced the basic commandments of my life.
This was what made his company most fascinating of all.
By birth he was a Protestant; but he professed no faith, and displayed a nonchalant boldness towards eternity and
its problems.
I’m a Catholic, though, through the initiative of my nurse Silvestro, because when I was a month old he had me
baptised in the parish church down at the port. This was, I think, the first and last time I have ever visited a church as a
Christian.
Sometimes I liked to linger in a church for a moment, as I would in a beautiful room, in a garden or in a ship; but I
would have been ashamed to genuflect or to go in for any other ceremonies of the kind, or to pray, even in my
thoughts, as if I really believed it was the house of God, and that God was in touch with us, if he existed at all!
My father had some education because of his mother, the schoolmistress, and he owned some books, most of which
she had left him, among them some in Italian. Besides this small family library, a good many other books had been left
in the House of the Guaglioni by a young literature student who’d been a guest of the man from Amalfi for many
summers, and some childre’'s books, detective stories, and adventure stories of various kinds as well, so I had
quite a decent library to draw on, though the volumes were old and shabby.
They were mostly classical works or school text books: atlases and dictionaries, histories, poetry, novels, tragedies,
collections of verse, and translations of famous books. Apart from those which I couldn’t understand (written in
German, Latin or Greek), I read and studied them all, and some—my favourites—I read so many times that even today I remember them almost by heart.
I had the opportunity to learn a lot, and chose to learn what attracted me most, what best answered my own
feelings about life.
These, and the basic certainties my father had already inspired in me, formed in my consciousness, or in my
imagination, a kind of Code of Absolute Truth, whose most important laws might be listed like this:
THE FATHER'S AUTHORITY IS SACRED.
A MAN'S TRUE GREATNESS CONSISTS OF COURAGE IN ACTION, SCORN OF DANGER, AND
VALOR IN COMBAT.
THE GREATEST BASENESS IS BETRAYAL, AND TO BETRAY YOUR OWN FATHER, YOUR OWN
CHIEF, OR A FRIEND, ETC., IS THE VERY LOWEST DEPTH OF INFAMY.
NO ONE LIVING ON THE ISLAND OF PROCIDA IS WORTHY OF WILHELM GERACE AND
OF HIS SON ARTURO GERACE. FOR A GERACE TO BECOME FRIENDLY WITH A
PROCIDAN WOULD BE DEGRADING.
NO LOVE IN LIFE EQUALS A MOTHER'S.
THE MOST OBVIOUS PROOFS AND ALL HUMAN EXPERIENCE SHOW THAT GOD DOES NOT
EXIST.
7
For a long time these childish certainties of mine were not just something I honored and loved—they made up my
only possible idea of reality. It would then have seemed to me, not just dishonorable, but simply impossible, to live
without my great certainties.
But as I had no one to talk to confidentially, I never said a word about them to anyone on earth. My Code remained
my own jealously guarded secret. This kept it exclusive, proud; but it presented difficulties, too.
Another difficulty was my Code’s reserve; none of my laws, I mean, mentioned the thing I most hated: death.
This reticence showed my sophisticated scorn of the thing I hated, that could only creep slyly in among the words of
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my laws, like a pariah, like a spy. In my own natural happiness, I chased all my thoughts away from death, as if it was
something impossible—a dreadful amalgam of vices, hybrid, complex, full of evil and shame.
But at the same time, the more I hated death the more I exaltedly enjoyed giving proofs of my own temerity: no
game was enough fun if it lacked the fascination of risk. And so I grew up paradoxically, loving risks while I hated
death. But maybe it wasn’t a paradox, after all.
All reality seemed to me clear and certain: muddied only by the complex stain of death. And so, when I reached it,
my thoughts scurried back in horror.
But I was horrified too, when I thought I could read in this a fatal sign of my own immaturity, like fear of the dark
in ignorant women (immaturity was what shamed me most). So I waited for the darkness of death to dissolve in the
brightness of reality, like smoke in the transparent air: this would be a sign of my own marvelous maturity.
Until that happened I couldn’t consider myself anything but an inferior being—a child; and this mirage ahead
seemed to beckon me, cunningly, to cut a fine figure (as my father put it) in every kind of childish daring. … Yet daring
like that, of course, wasn’t enough (and well I knew it) to promote me to the envied position of maturity, nor to free me
from my own deep and basic self-distrust.
In fact, it was all a game, at heart, and death seemed always remote, an unlikely fancy. How would I behave, though,
when it came to the test? In war, say, when I really saw—rising, growing, darkening before me—that monstrous
horror?
And so I was skeptical as I played, skeptical even of my own courage; challenging myself, provoking myself,
behaving like my own rival. Maybe this was all just because I was vain and nothing else, as W. G. once accused me
of being; or maybe this precocious feeling of mine toward death, this glowering bitterness that tempted me to take
risks, was nothing but the longing to love myself to the point of perdition—the same longing that ruined Narcissus.
Or was it all an excuse, maybe? There's no answer. And besides, it’s my business.
Well, anyway, in my Code the Second Law (where that unspoken fear lurked most naturally, as if in its den)
seemed to me the most important of all.
8
The fourth law, which my father’s attitude had suggested to me, was obviously the original reason for my solitude
on the island—together, perhaps, with my own natural inclination.
I can still see my small self wandering about the port, moving through the traffic and the bustle of people with an air
at once shy, and hostile, and superior, like that of a foreigner who has happened among unfriendly natives. The nastiest
thing I noticed about these people was their everlasting dependence on the practical necessities of life; a characteristic
that made my father’s difference stand out even more gloriously!
Not only the poor, but the rich as well, seemed perpetually taken up with their daily interests and earnings; every
one of them, from the urchins diving for coins or scraps of bread, or little colored stones, to the fishing boat owners
who haggled over the price of fish as if it were the most important thing in their lives. Obviously not one of them was
interested in books, in stirring deeds!
Sometimes a master lined the schoolboys up in an empty space to do some military drill. But he was a great lymphatic oaf, the boys lacked ability and enthusiasm, and the whole spectacle—uniforms, movements, behavior—seemed to
me so unwarlike that I’d look away at once with disgust. I should have blushed with shame if my father had turned up
just then and found me watching a thing like that, people like that.
9
The only people on the island who seemed not to arouse my father’s scorn and dislike were the invisible anonymous inmates of the Penitentiary. In fact, his romantic and disreputable outlook made me feel that a kind of
brotherhood, or bond of loyalty, bound him not just to them but to all outcasts, all prisoners.
And, of course, I felt drawn to them too, not just in imitation of my father, but from my own natural inclination, which made the prison appear a monstrous injustice to me, something absurd, like death.
The citadel of the Penitentiary seemed to me gloomy and sacred, and therefore forbidden; and I never remember
going there alone during my whole childhood. Sometimes, as if fascinated, I started going up the slope that led to it, but
as soon as I saw the gates, I always fled.
Once or twice during walks with my father I remember we passed through the gates into its lonely precincts. And
these rare trips stand out in my memories of childhood like visits to somewhere a long way from the island. I would
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follow my father down the wide deserted road, peering at the windows called wolves’ mouths, and behind a barred
window at the hospital would catch a glimpse of the mournful white of a convict's uniform, and look quickly away.
The curiosity, or just the interest, of those who were free and fortunate seemed to me an insult to the prisoners; the sun
shining on the road there seemed an affront; and the chickens clucking on the terraces of the huts, the doves cooing along
the gutters, annoyed me with their chatter and their complaints.
The only thing that didn’t seem offensive was my father’s freedom; on the contrary, it seemed reassuring, like a
certainty of happiness—the only one up there on that gloomy hill. With his quick, attractive walk—rather rolling, like a
sailor’s gait—in his blue shirt puffed out by the wind, he seemed to me to bring victorious adventure, magical power, in
his wake. Deep down in me I almost believed that only his mysterious disdain, or just thoughtlessness, prevented him
making a heroic exercise of will, flinging down the prison gates, and freeing all the prisoners.
I really couldn’t imagine any limits to his power. If I’d believed in miracles, I’d certainly have believed him capable
of performing them; but I didn’t believe in miracles, as I’ve already said, or in the occult powers that some people trust
their destiny to, the way shepherdesses trust in witches or fairies!
10
Needless to say, my favorite books were those which gave either real or imaginary examples of my ideal of human
greatness, of which, my father seemed to me the living incarnation.
If I’d been an artist and had had epic poems, history books and so on to illustrate, I think I’d have put my father in
as hero a thousand times over; and I’d have had to melt down gold dust in my paintbox, to color his hair. Just as girls
imagine fairies, saints, and queens all blonde, I used to imagine that great captains and warriors were all of them fair,
and looked exactly like my father.
If the hero of a book was described as dark and of middle size, I preferred to think the author had made a mistake.
But if the description was attested, and there was absolutely no doubt about it, I just liked the hero less, and he could
never become my ideal.
When my father left, I was certain he was going off to heroic adventures. If he’d told me he was going to conquer
the two Poles, or Persia, like Alexander of Macedon; that out at sea a whole fleet of ships under his command was
awaiting him; that he was the terror of corsairs and bandits, or else that he was a great corsair or bandit himself, I’d
have believed it all.
He never said a word about his life away from the island, and around this mysterious and fascinating existence, in
which of course he thought me unworthy to take part, my imagination surged. I respected his will so much that even in
my thoughts I had no intention of spying on him or following him in secret. I never dared to ask him any questions. I
wanted him to think well of me, perhaps even to admire me, and I hoped that in the end he might one day choose me as
the companion of his travels.
In the meantime, when we were together, I took every opportunity to show him my courage and fearlessness.
Barefoot, almost flying from point to point, I’d cross the burning rocks and dive into the sea from the highest of
them. In the water I did the most astounding acrobatics, and showed I was expert at every sort of swimming: I’d swim
under water till I lost my breath, and would drag things up with me when I surfaced: sea urchins, starfish, shells.
But it was no use eyeing him from a distance, trying to get an admiring, or at least attentive, look from him. He’d
sit on the shore without taking the smallest notice of me; and as soon as I ran up and flung myself on the sand beside
him—quite casually, of course, and pretending I didn’t care in the least what impression I made—he’d get up, with a
kind of capricious indolence, looking absent, frowning, as if listening to some mysterious invitation murmured in his
ear.
He’d raise his lazy arms and float away on his side, and slowly, slowly swim away, in the arms of his bride, the
sea.
11
One day, I thought the chance to prove myself that I’d so long been waiting for, had turned up at last.
We were bathing together, and while we were swimming the famous amphibious watch he was so proud of and wore
even in the water inexplicably vanished.
We were pretty upset about it. He looked disgustedly at the sea, then back at his bare wrist, and when I offered to dive
down and look for the watch on the bottom, he just shrugged his shoulders. All the same, he gave me his underwater
mask, and, trembling with ambition and with the honor, off I went, while he waited there for me on the bank.
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I explored the bottom of the area where we’d been bathing. The water wasn’t very deep, and was full of shoals and
rocks. On and on I searched, the tall rocks hiding me from sight, and when I came up for air every now and then I
heard him whistling to call me back.
At first I didn’t answer, as I was ashamed not to turn up victorious; but in the end I gave a long whistle from the
top of a rock to reassure him that I hadn’t disappeared into the sea like the watch. He looked at me without speaking or moving, and as I watched him, golden with summer, a ring of white round his wrist, I decided:
“I’ll get the watch back, or else die!” I put on the mask again, and went on exploring.
Finding the watch had become more than a matter of recovering a treasure, or even just a point of honor. The search
had taken on a strange air of fatality; the time it took seemed immeasurable, its conclusion the climax of my destiny! I
wandered around the seabed—varied, fantastic, inhuman—burning with the hope of dazzling him, of seeming extraordinary.
Impossible, fabulous stakes to play for! And there was no one to help me—no angels, no saints to pray to. The sea
was splendid, indifferent; like Him.
It was no use. I took the mask off exhaustedly and grabbed a rock with my hands, so as to rest. The rock hid me
from the shore, and hid my dismay from my father. I was alone, without knowing the way out, caught in a maze: I
clutched the rock and swayed slowly in the water.
And then, as I moved, I suddenly caught a glitter of metal in the sun! I hung on with two hands, jumped up on the
rock, and discovered the lost watch sparkling in a dry crevice. It was undamaged, and when I held it to my ear I could
hear it ticking.
I closed my hand over it and reached the beach in a few minutes, the mask dangling round my neck. My father’s
eyes lit up when he saw me arrive triumphant.
“You’ve found it!” he exclaimed, almost incredulously, and as if to show he owned it, or to affirm his right to it, he
snatched the watch out of my hand as if it were a prize I might contest with him. He put it up to his ear and looked at it
delightedly.
“It was there, on that rock over there,” I cried, still breathless.
I was beyond myself: I wanted to jump and dance, but controlled myself proudly, so as not to make it seem I gave
too much importance to what I’d done. My father looked at the rock, frowning thoughtfully.
“Ah,” he said after a bit. “Now I remember: I took it off while we were looking for shells, because I wanted to
pull some limpets off the rock. Then you called me to show me a sea urchin you’d got hold of, and made me
forget it. If you hadn’t been swanking about your blasted sea urchin, I wouldn’t have forgotten!”
“Lost!” he continued, sarcastically shrugging his shoulders. “I knew perfectly well it wasn’t lost. It’s got an
absolutely foolproof clasp, it can’t go wrong.” And, looking very pleased, he put the watch on his wrist.
Well, there was fate mocking me: what I’d done lost almost all its splendor. Disappointment rose feverishly in me,
my face trembled, my eyes stung.
“If I cry, I’ll be dishonored,” I thought, and, bringing violence in to counter my weakness, I dragged the useless old
mask off my neck, and angrily gave it back to my father. My father gave me an arrogant glance as he took it, as if to
say,
“Hey, now, what’s this about?”
And as I couldn’t face him after I’d been so rude, I made a dash for it. But he pinned my bare foot down with his
—fast and playfully—to stop me going, and I saw his face bent over me, smiling with that faunal look which for a
moment made him look like a goat. He stuck his wrist with the watch on it under my nose and said harshly:
“D’you know what the make of this watch is? Read it—it’s printed on the face.”
There on the face, in minute letters, was written the word
AMICUS.
“It’s a Latin word,” my father explained. “D’you know what it means?”
“Friend,” I answered, rather pleased with my quickness.
“Friend,” he repeated. “And this watch, with this name, means something very important. A matter of life and
death. Guess.”
I smiled, thinking for a minute that my father wanted to make the watch a symbol of our friendship: in life and
death.
“There, you can’t guess it!” he exclaimed, making a slightly scornful face. “Would you like to know? Well, this
watch is a present I had from a friend, maybe the best friend I’ve got. D’you know the expression ‘two bodies and one
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soul’?
“Years ago, one New Year’s Eve, I was in a town where I knew no one. I was alone, I’d spent all my money, and
although it was terribly cold I had to spend the night under a bridge. That night my friend was in another town and it
was a long time since he’d had news of me; so he couldn’t know where I was, nor what sort of a state I was in. But as
it was New Year’s Eve, he spent all the evening wondering: ‘Where can he be, tonight? Who can he be celebrating
with tonight?’ and went to bed early.
“Toward midnight he was suddenly seized with shivers and a freezing cold he couldn’t explain; he had no temperature; he was in bed with good thick blankets in a warm room, but he shivered the whole night through, no better able
to get warm than if he’d gone to bed on a frozen waste, without shelter.
“Another time I was fooling around with him, and fell over by mistake and hurt my knee on some glass, and he
whipped out an Algerian knife I’d given him, and cut his own knee at exactly the same place.
“When he gave me the watch, he said,
“‘Look, I’ve shut my heart up in this watch. Take it—I’m giving you my heart. Wherever you are, whether near or
far, the day this watch stops beating, my heart will have ceased to beat too!’”
It was unusual for my father to talk to me for so long, and so confidentially. He didn’t tell me his great friend’s
name, though: and a name came into my mind—Romeo!
Romeo-Boote was actually the only friend of my father’s I’d ever heard of, but he was dead, so my father must
have meant someone else that day—someone else, who in my mind was called Algerian Knife, lived in the glorious
territory my father kept returning to, chief among the satellites that followed the fugitive light of Wilhelm Gerace
southwards! The one who was privileged!
For a moment I caught a glimpse of him: abandoned in some splendid tragic setting, perhaps alone in the Ural
mountains, awaiting my father: with a bewitched, Semitic face, a bleeding knee, and, where his heart should have
been, a hollow.
12
That day my father left. Immacolatella and I watched him as usual while he bundled buttonless shirts, sweater,
heavy jacket, etc., into his suitcase. He always left with his whole wardrobe in the suitcase, so you never could tell how
long he was going to be away. He might come back in two or three days, or he might stay away for months, till the
winter or longer.
He always got ready to leave at the very last minute, moving hastily, mechanically, his face distracted, as if in
his mind he’d already left the island. As I saw him shut the suitcase, my heart heaved with a sudden impulse.
“Couldn’t you take me with you?” I said.
I hadn’t planned this question and I saw at once that he didn’t even consider it. He glowered a bit, and his lips
moved very slightly, as if he was thinking of something else.
“With me?” he answered, looking me up and down. “Whatever for? You’re a little boy. Wait till you’re grown
up, to come away with me.”
He tied a rope quickly round the suitcase, which was a very ordinary one, and rather battered, and knotted the rope
firmly, with a vigorously efficient sailor’s knot. Then, with me and Immacolatella tagging along, he hurried downstairs and left the House of the Guaglioni fast, holding the suitcase by one end of the rope, his cheeks flushed, his eyes
dark with impatience.
He had already grown legendary and remote—a gaucho crossing the Argentine pampas, lassoing a bull; a captain
in the Greek army, dragging behind his chariot on the battlefield of Troy the body of a defeated Trojan; a horseman on
the steppes, racing beside a foal, and ready to mount him at the gallop.
And to think he still had on his skin the salt of the Procidan sea, in which he’d been bathing with me that very
morning!
Below in the street the carriage that was to take us down to the port was waiting, and I sat beside him on the red
damask seat, while, as usual, Immacolatella followed happily down the road, trying to race the horse. She beat him right
from the start, easily leaving him far behind, and popped up again at the end of the street, her ears pricked, barking to
greet us and provoke him.
But the horse took not the slightest notice and carried on at his normal elderly trot, obviously thinking her crazy.
My father was silent and kept looking at his watch, furiously impatient, then at the driver’s back, and at the horse, as
if to make the driver whip harder, the horse go faster. And my imagination was soaring flamelike toward another departure I’d been promised that same day. I’d be sitting in the carriage beside my father as I was sitting now, but not just to
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go to the port with him and say good-by from the quay, while he went off on the steamer. No!—to leave on the steamer
with him, to go away with him! Maybe to Venice or Palermo; maybe as far as Scotland, or to the delta of the Nile, or to
Colorado! To meet Algerian Knife and those other followers of ours who’d be waiting for us across the sea!
Wait till you’re grown up to come away with me.
I had a moment of revolt against the intransigeance of life, which condemned me to a dead Siberian waste of
days and nights before it removed the bitterness of being a boy. Just then I’d even have submitted to a long, long
sleep out of sheer impatience; a sleep that would have got me through this miserable age of mine without my
noticing it, and turned me suddenly into a man, my father’s equal.
My father’s equal!
Alas, I thought, as I watched him, even when I’m a man, I’ll never be his equal. I’ll never have fair hair, or
violet-blue eyes; and I’ll never, never be so handsome!
The steamer that came from Ischia and would be taking my father to Naples had not yet come in. There were a few
minutes to wait. My father and I sat down on his suitcase together, and Immacolatella, out of breath from her race, lay
down at our feet.
She seemed sure that this pause on the dock meant the end of our journey, that we had now arrived at our
destination and settled down, and could all three of us rest as long as we liked without ever having to separate.
And yet when the steamer had cast anchor, and my father and I got up, she got up too, wagging her tail, and not
looking the least bit surprised. Then when my father had left us both and was on the steamer moving away from the
dock, she barked loudly and accusingly, but without any serious fuss.
She didn’t really mind my father’s leaving; as far as she was concerned, I was the master. If I’d left, she would have
flung herself into the sea, and tried to catch up with the steamer, and then, when she’d got back to the shore, she’d have
stayed desperately on the dock there, sobbing and calling me until death.
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The very minute he left Procida, my father turned into a legend again.
The time we’d spent together was almost present, almost tangible, and seemed still to be swaying before me, dazzling
and hazy, to fascinate me with its ghostly beauty; then, like a phantom ship, it vanished with dizzying speed, twirling
round and round. A kind of glittering mist, echoes of broken voices, full of manly daring and derision, were all that
remained of him. He already seemed like an event beyond time, beyond the history of Procida: maybe not lost, but nonexistent!
Every relic of him about the house—the mark of his head on a pillow, a gap-toothed comb, an empty package of
cigarettes—seemed to me miraculous. Like the prince finding Cinderella’s gold slipper, I kept saying to myself,
“Well then, it’s true!”
When my father had gone, Immacolatella would wander round the House of the Guaglioni with me, worried by
my listlessness, urging me to play and forget the past.
The nonsense she went in for! She’d jump in the air and fling herself down like a dancer, or play the court fool to
my king. And if she saw I wasn’t taking any notice, she’d come up impatiently, and look at me with those brown
eyes of hers.
“What are you thinking about?” she’d ask me. “Can’t I know what’s the matter?”—like women who, when a
man’s serious, think he’s ill, or get jealous because his serious thoughts seem a betrayal of their own superficiality.
And as if she’d been a woman, I’d get rid of her.
“Let me alone a bit,” I’d say. “I want to think. There are some things you don’t understand. Go along and play on
your own. I’ll see you later.”
But she was obstinate, and I couldn’t get it into her head, and, in the end, with her crazy games, she made me want
to play with her and go crazy myself. That would have been her chance to be haughty, but she was a happy soul,
without vanity, and she greeted me with a fine frenzy of triumph, thinking my earlier seriousness had all been faked to
cut a figure, as in the tarantella.
What a lot of fuss about a dog, you’ll say.
But when I was a boy I’d no other friend, and you can’t deny she was extraordinary. We’d invented a kind of deaf-anddumb language between us: tail, eyes, movements, the pitch of her voice—all of them told me every thought of hers, and I
understood. Although she was female, she loved daring and adventure. She’d go swimming with me, and act as my pilot
in the boat, barking when some obstacle loomed up. As I wandered about the island, she’d always follow me; and every
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day, as we came back through the alleys we’d used and the fields we’d crossed a hundred times, she’d get as excited as if
we were two explorers in uncharted country.
When we crossed the small strip of water, and disembarked on the little desert island of Vivara, which is just a few
yards from Procida, the wild rabbits fled before us, thinking we were a hunter and his hunting dog, and she’d follow them
a bit for the fun of running, and then come back behind me, content to behave like a sheep dog.
She was courted a lot, but until she was eight years old she was never pregnant.
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Throughout my whole childhood, you might say, the only female being I knew was Immacolatella. In my famous
Code of Absolute Certainties, there was no law about women and love, because, as far as I could see, there was no certainty (apart from a mother’s love) about women.
My father’s greatest friend, Romeo-Boote, had hated them, but what about my mother? Had even she, being a
woman, been repulsed by him?
This question caused a kind of uneasiness between me and the ghost of the man from Amalfi, and it always remained unanswered, as I’d never heard a single word from my father either about him or about women; and his smile
when the terror every woman felt for the House of the Guaglioni was mentioned wasn’t an explanation, but an enigma.
As for my mother, in my whole life I don’t suppose I heard him mention her more than a couple of times, and that was
only in passing and quite by chances I remember how his voice seemed to pause almost tenderly on the name, then at
once shied off it, quickly, sourly, bashfully, while he looked like a handsome tomcat, exotic, night-wandering, and
unpunishable, stopping a moment to consider, with a touch of his velvet paw, the cold pelt of a dead female.
I longed for him, of course, to tell me something about my darling mother; but I respected his silence,
understanding perfectly well that it would be too painful for him to remember his wife’s death.
There was another dead woman he never spoke about—my German grandmother. But he must have nursed
some terrible grudge against her, or so I deduced, at least, from the single time she came up, in silence, very
briefly, between us.
One day we were together in his bedroom; he was smoking distractedly a short way away from me, and I was
rummaging through some books in the wardrobe, when I came across a photograph I’d never seen before: a group of
girls, all about the same age, one of them marked with a cross in ink. Of course I looked with most interest at her; and, in
the moment I saw her, she seemed a perfectly ordinary girl in a blouse and skirt, wearing a ribbon in her hair, and with a
large florid bosom inside a high-necked white blouse.
She was altogether too big, too heavy and square in both figure and face, for beauty; but her romantic pose betrayed an
almost pathetic wish to seem delicate and pretty.
Under the photograph some words were written in German; but apart from that, there was something about her eyes
and mouth, some vague resemblance, in spite of her very ordinary appearance, which made me guess at once who she
was. Normal curiosity made me run to my father to confirm it; I showed him the photograph at once and asked him if I
was right in thinking the fair girl was my grandmother from Germany.
He shook himself out of his thoughts, glanced angrily at the picture I was holding up in triumph, and snatched it
brusquely away.
“What d’you think you’re up to, rummaging about there?” he said. “Yes, it’s your grandmother: my mother,” he
snarled, with an almost vulgar sneer, a look of obvious dislike, and added, his teeth clenched:
“Or rather, luckily, it was.”
And he said no more about it, but went across to the chest of drawers and flung the photograph into the bottom
drawer, then kicked it brutally shut, and as he did so, he looked so baleful, so disgusted, that he seemed to be
passing sentence on her.
“Stay there, you foul, beastly old woman!” he seemed to be saying. “Don’t let me ever see you again, from
now on!”
That was all. But it was enough to give me a confused suspicion that when she was alive, my grandmother had been an
ogress, or something dreadful like that. Later I happened to glance in the drawer again, but the photograph had vanished.
My father had obviously put it in some darker hiding place.
*\fn{Subdivision by the author}
Well, as you see, my father’s experience did nothing to enlighten my ignorance about women.
15
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Besides, except for my mother’s maternity, nothing about their obscure sex really seemed to matter much, and I
certainly didn’t bother to poke into any of their mysteries. The great deeds I loved to read about were always done by
men, never by women. Adventure, war, and glory were all of them manly privileges.
Women stood for love, and books talked about splendid, queenly women, but I had a suspicion that women like
that, and even that marvelous feeling of love, were just something invented by books, nothing really true. The perfect
hero really did exist, I saw the proof of it in my father.
But as for wonderful women, queens of love, like those in books—I never saw a single one. Maybe love, pas-sion
—this burning business they kept talking about—was something quite impossible, fantastic.
Although I knew nothing about real women, the glimpses I got of them were quite enough to make me conclude
that they had absolutely nothing in common with the women in books. Real women, I thought, weren’t splendid or
magnificent. They were little creatures who could never grow as big as men, and they spent their whole life shut up
indoors; that’s why they were so pale.
All bundled up in the aprons, skirts, and petticoats that had to hide those mysterious bodies of theirs, they seemed
to me misshapen, almost deformed. Always busy, bustling, and ashamed of themselves, maybe because they were so
ugly, they padded around like downcast animals, without any of the elegance, the casualness, the freedom of men.
They’d get together in groups and chatter, waving excitedly, glancing round for fear someone might overhear their
secrets. What a dull kind of secrets they must have been! Childish things, of course! No Absolute Certainties could
possibly interest them.
Their eyes were all the same color—black, their hair was always dark, rough, wild-looking, as far as I was concerned, they could keep as far from the House of the Guaglioni as they liked. I’d certainly never fall in love with one of
them, or want to marry one.
Sometimes, though not very often, some foreign woman would come to the island, and go down to the beach and get
undressed to bathe, without the slightest modesty, just like a man.
Like everyone else on Procida, I wasn’t the least bit curious about these foreign bathers. My father seemed to consider
them ridiculous and hateful, and avoided the places where they bathed, just as I did; we’d have liked to chase them away,
because we felt possessive about our beaches.
And as for the women, no one even looked at them. As far as Procidans were concerned, as far as I was concerned, they
weren’t women at all, but crazy beasts come down from the moon. It never entered my head that their shameless bodies
might be beautiful.
Well, that seems to cover almost all my views on women!
I thought of the fate of women. When a girl was born in Procida, the family was upset. As children they were no uglier
than boys, not very different, but they had no hope of growing up into handsome heroes; their only hope was to marry a
hero, to serve him, to carry on his name, to be his exclusive property, respected by everyone; and to have by him a fine
son, just like his father.
My mother hadn’t even had this satisfaction. She’d only just had time to see her dark, and dark-eyed, son, as unlike her
husband Wilhelm as possible; and if by any chance this son was destined (though dark) to become a hero, she wouldn’t know
it because she was dead.
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In the photograph, which is the only picture of her I know, my mother seems no more beautiful than other women,
but from the time I was quite small, whenever I looked at the picture—as I did again and again—I never wondered if
she was ugly or beautiful, or even thought of comparing her with anyone else. She was my mother! And I can’t say
what enchantment it meant to me then, that lost motherhood of hers!
She died because of me: it was as if I had killed her. I was the power, the violence of her destiny, but she consoled me,
and healed my cruelty. This was the first sweet bond between us—my remorse, melted in her forgiveness.
Remembering her portrait, I realize she was almost a child, and in fact she was less than eighteen. She looks
serious and self-possessed, like a grownup, but her searching face is a child’s, and her shapeless body, clumsily
bundled up in her maternity dress, still has a look of childhood.
But I saw a mother in the portrait then, and couldn’t possibly see her as childish. If I gave her any age at all, it
was the age of maturity, boundless as the seashore, as summer on the sea; but perhaps it was eternity too, virginal,
sweet, unchanging as a star. She was someone my regrets had invented, with every quality I could wish for, and expressions and voices that kept changing.
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But above all, in the hopeless longing I had for her, I thought of her as faithfulness, as trust, as conversation, as
everything in fact, that fathers weren’t, in my experience. A mother was someone who’d have waited for me to come
home, who’d have thought of me day and night, someone who’d have approved of all I said, praised all I did, and boasted
about the remarkable beauty of dark-eyed, dark-haired people—of medium-sized, maybe even small people.
Anyone who dared spreak ill of me had better think thrice when she was around! She’d think I was, without
question, the most important person on earth! The name Arturo would be her golden standard! And she’d think
that, as soon as it was mentioned, everyone would know it meant me. Other Arturos who might exist about the
world would all have been copycats, second-bests.
Even hens and cats have a special tender tone when they call their young, so you can imagine what a delicious
voice she’d have had when she called Arturo. Of course she’d have added all sorts of womanly endearments, and I’d
have pushed them elegantly away, like Julius Caesar pushing away the crown. Of course you’ve got to push away
compliments, so as not to get spoiled, but as you can’t spoil yourself, a mother’s absolutely necessary.
Quite apart from endearments, I lived entirely without kisses and caresses, and out of pride, I had to approve of this.
But sometimes, especially in the evening, when I was alone in a room, and started to miss my mother, mother came to
mean precisely caresses.
I longed for her large, her holy body, for her small silken hands, for her breath. In winter my bed was freezing cold, but
to warm me there was only Immacolatella to sleep with, cuddled close.
As I didn’t believe in God or in religion, I didn’t even believe in a future life and in the spirits of the dead. If I
listened to reason, I knew that all that remained of my mother was shut underground in the cemetery. But reason
retreated before her, and without realizing it, I actually believed in heaven, because of her.
What else was that kind of Oriental tent floating on air between the sky and the earth, where she dwelled alone, idly
contemplating the sky with upturned eyes like one transfigured?
There, every time I thought of her, my mother came quite naturally to mind.
Later, the day came when I no longer looked for her; she had vanished. Someone had folded up the rich Oriental tent
and taken it away.
But while I was small, I’d turn to her lovingly at the times when other people pray. My mother was always wandering about the island, and she was so present, suspended there in the air, that I seemed to be talking to her, the way you
talk to a girl leaning out from a balcony. She was one of the island’s enchantments.
I never went to her grave, because I’ve always hated cemeteries, and all the paraphernalia of death; yet one of the
spells that Procida wove for me was that little grave. Because my mother was buried in it, I almost felt her fantastic
person was a prisoner there, there in the island’s blue air, like a canary in its golden cage.
Perhaps for this reason, as soon as I had gone a short way out to sea in my boat, I was suddenly seized with a bitter
loneliness that made me turn back. It was she who was calling me back, like the sirens.
17
But there was another reason, actually, another even more powerful reason to make me turn the prow back towards
Procida when I got out into the open sea: the idea that my father might return while I was away.
I felt it unbearable not to be on the island when he was there, and for this reason, although I was free and loved adventure, I never left the Procidan sea for other countries.
I was often tempted to flee in my boat, to go and search for him, but then I realized how absurd it was to hope I’d
find him among so many islands and continents. If I left Procida I might lose him for ever, whereas only in Procida
was there the certainty that sooner or later he’d return.
One couldn’t guess when: sometimes he reappeared suddenly a few hours after he’d left; sometimes I didn’t see
him again for months. And every day, when the steamer arrived, and every evening when I went home to the House of
the Guaglioni, I hoped to see him. This eternal hope of mine was another of Procida’s enchantments.
One morning Immacolatella and I went out in The Torpedo-boat of the Antilles, and decided to go as far as Ischia. I rowed for nearly an hour, but when I turned and saw Procida receding, I felt such bitter longing that I
couldn’t bear it. I turned the prow and we went back.
My father never wrote letters, never gave me any news of himself, never sent any greetings. And to me it seemed
fabulous that all the same he existed for sure, that every moment I lived in Procida he was living in some unknown
country, in some unknown room, among strange companions I thought glorious and happy simply because they were
with him (I never doubted that my father’s companionship was the most aristocratic privilege that anyone living could
long for).
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As soon as I thought, “At this very moment he …”, I felt something rent inside me, as if a black screen had been
torn away in my mind; a romantic vision flashed across it.
My father was hardly ever alone in these apparitions; around him stood the nebulous figures of his followers, and
near him, always beside him like a shadow, the elect of the whole aristocracy—Algerian Knife.
My father, waving his pistol defiantly, leaping on the prow of an immense armed vessel, and Algerian Knife,
wounded, perhaps mortally, dragging along behind, holding out the last cartridge to him; my father advancing through
the dense jungle with Algerian Knife, who, armed with a cutlass, was helping him to hack open a way between the
lianas; my father in his tent on the battlefield, resting on a camp bed, and Algerian Knife squatting on the ground at his
feet, playing Spanish music on a guitar.
Wait until you’re grown up to come away with me.
Sometimes, those solitary days, my senses would deceive me, and make me believe he’d return. I’d be gazing out to
sea on a stormy day, and, in the thunder of the breakers, would seem to hear his voice calling me. I’d whirl round to
face the beach; it would be empty.
One afternoon I reached the quay after the steamer had arrived, and from a distance saw a blond man sitting at the
café in the square. I hurried up, certain I’d find he’d just disembarked, and was drinking a glass of Ischian wine; and
found myself facing a dark foreigner wearing a straw hat.
In the evening, when I was having supper in the kitchen, I'd see Immacolatella prick up her ears and bound across to
the window: I’d jump up, hoping to find him outside, turned up unexpectedly, and instead I’d be just in time to see,
leaping down from the bars and racing off, a cat that had peered in to spy on us at supper.
Each day Immacolatella and I would go to meet the steamer from Naples nearly every time it arrived. The passengers
who got off were almost always people we knew, mostly Procidans who’d left in the morning and came back in the
evening: the shipper, the tailor’s wife, the midwife, the owner of the Savoy Hotel.
And some days, when the ordinary passengers had disembarked, you’d see the prisoners destined for the Penitentiary.
Dressed in their own clothes, but handcuffed and guarded, they were quickly loaded into the Black Maria that took
them to the castle. As they walked past, I avoided looking at them, not out of scorn, of course, but out of respect.
Meantime, the sailors pulled away in their boat and the steamer left again for Ischia; and once more the blond man I
was waiting forbad failed to come.
But sooner or later he did come.
It might be just on the day when for some reason or other, I wasn’t there waiting. And then when I got home I
really did find what I’d always seen in my dreams: him sitting on his bed, smoking a cigarette, with his suit case
still shut at his feet. When he saw me he’d say:
“Hallo. You here?”
But at that moment, Immacolatella, who’d lagged behind in the street, would dash into the room like a whirlwind,
and my father’d start struggling with her as usual, and she as usual would overdo her welcome.
“Hey you pup—that’s enough!” I’d interrupt, yelling.
These idiotic antics seemed to show pretty poor judgment. Who did she think she was? My father must have met a
whole heap of better dogs than she was in all this time away! And besides, I had a feeling these tremendous welcomes
she gave my father were just an excuse to make a racket. She didn’t really care all that much about my father’s
homecoming. I was the master, as far as she was concerned.
At last she’d quiet down, and my father would say to me as he smoked:
“Well, what’s the news?”
But he didn’t take much notice of what I told him. He’d even interrupt me on some other subject, and ask, “Is the boat
all right?”, or else start listening to the hours striking in the church tower, and compare his own watch and protest:
“What’s that—a quarter to six? What nonsense—it’s nearly six o’clock. That clock’s getting madder and madder.”
Then, followed by the pair of us, taciturn, aggressive, he’d start walking up and down the House of the Guaglioni,
flinging open doors and windows to take up his ownership again. And the House of the Guaglioni already seemed a
great ship in full sail in mid-ocean, on a stupendous voyage.
In the end, my captain went back to his room and flung himself down on the bed, looking gloomy and absent. Was
he already thinking of leaving again? He looked at the sky outside the window.
“New moon,” he observed, with an air that seemed to be saying, “The same old moon. The same old Procidan
moon!”
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Meantime, as I watched him, I noticed a few wrinkles under his eyes, among his eyebrows, round his lips. I
thought enviously:
“They’re signs of age. When I’ve got wrinkles too it’ll show I’m grown up and then he and I can always be
together.”
While I waited for this mythological age, I’d been nursing another hope for some time, something I never dared
confess to my father because it seemed too ambitious. In the end I made up my mind one evening.
“Couldn’t you,” I said warmly, “couldn’t you bring some of your friends here to Procida sometime?” I said, “some
of your friends,” but I was thinking of one in particular—A.K.
My father didn’t answer at first, but scowled so fiercely at me that my very heart turned cold, and I felt so hurt that I
wanted to go to my room and console myself with Immacolatella’s friendship. But I saw my father’s eyes change color
and grow cheerful, as if he’d had a change of thought while he watched me. He smiled, and I recognized that faunal
smile that reminded me of a goat, and that once before had been the first sign that he was going to speak to me confidentially.
I smiled too, though I was still rather angry. And he frowned, and came out with this extraordinary declaration:
“Friends, indeed! Don’t you know I’ve only one friend here in Procida, and there must never be another? I
don’t want anyone else. And that means forever.”
When he said this I felt almost transfigured. Who was this single friend of his here in Procida? Could he possibly
mean me? Staring at me severely he went on:
“Look over there! D’you know who that is in the picture?” And he pointed to the photograph of the man from
Amalfi that was always in his room.
“It’s Romeo,” I murmured.
“That’s right, my lad,” he exclaimed, in a tone of biting superiority.
*\fn{Subdivision by the author}
“The first time I came here to Procida,” he continued, making a reminiscent face, “I realized at once—and
besides, I knew it before I got off the boat—that this was desert island as far as I was concerned. I’d agreed to call
myself Gerace because one name’s as good as another. It even says so in a poem, one of those that boys write in
autograph albums:
What’s in a name: that which we call a rose
By any other name would smell as sweet.

“To me Gerace meant I’d have land and money coming, so I didn’t give a damn about this Procidan surname. But in
this empty crater I had only one friend—him; and if Procida became my country, it wasn’t for the sake of the Geraces, but
because of him.
“I remember when I got off here, and everyone looked at me askance, like some exotic animal, only his dogs treated
me as I deserved. There were eight of them, all wicked beasts, and they usually set on anyone who went near them.
Instead, when I climbed up here to look at them close too (I’d caught glimpses of them from below, and I was
interested because they were of various breeds, and fine ones among them), all eight of them came round to wel come
me as if they knew me, as if I was already the owner of the house.
“It was then I met him too, and from then on not a day passed without my coming here. To tell you the truth, I went
on coming because I liked playing with the dogs, more than for his sake, because although he made an effort to be very
amusing, it wasn’t much fun to sit around listening to an old man’s chatter, and a blind man at that. But even though I
preferred his dog’s company to his, he was quite happy as long as I didn’t stay away. Sometimes he’d say to me:
“‘I’ve always been lucky, and now before dying I’ve had the best luck of all. The only reason I was sorry not
to have married was this: because I didn’t have a son I could love as myself. And now I’ve found him—my angel,
my little son; it’s you!’
“He said, too, that the night before he met me, he’d had one dream after another, and that they’d all been prophetic.
He’d dreamed, for instance, that he’d gone back to the time when he was a shipper, and he’d received, without
knowing where it came from, a box of fragrant wood with splendidly colored stones in it, and Oriental spices, scented
like flowers. Then he’d dreamed he was still healthy and active and had gone hunting on the island of Vivara, and that
his dogs had unearthed a family of hares, but without wounding them, among them a leveret as beautiful as an angel,
with gold flecks in its black fur. Then he’d dreamed that in his room there grew a bitter orange tree—enchanted, and
silvered with moonlight … and all sorts of other visions like that.
“I’d retort skeptically when I heard him tell these stories, because I knew perfectly well they were all nonsense.
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“He liked me to believe that since he’d been blind, he’d always had fantastic dreams, much more high colored than
reality, and that going to sleep was like going to a wonderful party for him, a romantic adventure—a second life, in fact.
But I could see through his stories, and could tell immediately when he was making it all up, to show off. I knew perfectly well they were all inventions of his, that he wanted to cut a fine figure in my eyes, and not seem too wretched in
his old age.
“The fact was, actually, that it was too late for him even to console himself in sleep. He suffered from insomnia, as
old men often do when they get near their end, and he was ill from stupid manias, frenzies, obsessions, that bothered
him day and night.
“Everyone in Procida knew all this, but he didn’t want to confess it to me, first of all out of vanity, and second
because he guessed that if he made a habit of weeping on my shoulder I’d pretty soon leave him. I’m made like that,
I’m no Sister of Charity. My mother used to yell at me the whole time:
“You’re one of those people they talk about in the Gospel—if a friend asks for a piece of bread, you give him a
stone.”
“Well, the fact was that for all his boasting, his only beautiful dream was my company. It wasn't hard to see that.
And as far as I was concerned, even if I wanted a change, I hadn’t much choice of occupation here in Procida. I had no
other friend, no other place to go to, and what’s more, not a penny in my pocket.
“Your grandfather never gave me a penny before he left me his money, and I never asked him for money. I preferred asking Amalfi for it, but he didn’t like giving it, and gave me only a bit at a time—just enough for cigarettes,
because he was afraid that if I had plenty of money I might escape from the island.
“So I wandered round and round and round, and every day ended up here. Sometimes he said to me,
“‘Just think, in the past I’ve seen so many places, so many people, I could people a nation with those I’ve seen. And
the dearest friend of my whole life—that’s you—I’ve met only when I’m blind. If I’d seen just one person—you—I
could say I’d known all the beauty of life. But it’s just you I can’t see.
“‘And now, as I think of death, of leaving this life and this beautiful little island of Procida, where I’ve known all the
freedom and joy in the world, I console myself with one hope: some people believe the dead are spirits and see
everything—suppose that’s true? And if it is, I’ll be able to see you here after death, and that consoles me for dying.
What do you think of it?’ I would answer:
“‘Hope away, hope away, Amalfi!’ (That’s what I usually called him.) ‘If the dead really see, then you can be happy
to die. Because it’s certainly worth it if you’re going to see me. It’s a pity you’ve got the facts wrong. Like to know
the difference between a blind man like you and a dead man?’
“‘What is it?’ he said. ‘Tell me.’
“‘A blind man like you still has eyes, but can’t see: a dead man can’t see and hasn’t even got eyes. You can be
perfectly sure of that, Amalfi. You’ve never seen me, and you never will see me, not if you wait hundreds of
years.’
“He kept asking me to describe what I was like—my face and coloring, my eyes; whether I had flecks in the irises or
a ring round the pupil, and so on. And so as not to satisfy his curiosity too much, I’d answer him first one way, and then
another, depending on how I felt.
“One time I’d tell him I had bloodshot eyes like a tiger, another time that I had one blue eye and one black eye. Or
else I said I had a scar on my cheek, and pulled in the muscles of my face in such a way that when he touched my cheek
to see if it was true, he’d find a deep gash, and almost be left wondering. Then he'd say to me:
“‘Well, in a way it’s best for me not to know what you’re doing, after I’ve died. I could expect nothing but bit ter
disappointment, because I’d have to see you making other friends, and being with them as you used always to be with
me. Just think of seeing you with other friends, even in this same island where our friendship is written on the stones, in
the air!’
“‘Well, you can be perfectly sure of that,’ I’d answer. ‘The dead may be all right for company over there, but I’m
ALIVE, and I’ll find my friends among the living. I’ll certainly have something better to do with my days than grow
chrysanthemums on a dead man’s grave!’
“He didn’t want me to see how much my answer hurt him, but he turned pale and in a moment looked worn out.
“He suffered more than other people because until these last years of his life he’d never felt any pain. Before that his
whole life had been a game, a party; he’d never known that you can suffer because of someone else.
“Well, that’s what happened: I taught him!
“What made him suffer most was fear that one fine day I’d get up and leave Procida out of impatience. If I was
just a bit longer in coming than he expected, he began thinking at once that I’d left without saying a word, and even
that I was already far away from Procida’s shores. But actually I never left the island during the two years he was
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still alive.
“And then one night when I was asleep as usual in your grandfather’s house, he died here, suddenly and alone,
without even saying good-by. It was very odd next day for me.
“At first I tried to persuade myself, to force myself to believe, that he’d only fainted: and I began beating the
doctor, telling him he was nothing but a country quack and a nincompoop, and that was why he said there was
nothing to be done! But that it was his duty to find a cure immediately! Some medicine, some injection! It was his
duty! I ordered him to!
“I was so much beyond myself, that I actually wanted him to bring him to life that very minute. And when the
doctor had left, and I was alone with the body, I had a terrible nervous collapse—I was still just a boy, remember —
and I began sobbing.
“My tears made me angry, made me insult the dead man; I called him coward, idiot, beast, for dying without even
saying good-by. This seemed to me the very worst thing he could have done, the one thing I just couldn’t accept. I
don’t know why I felt that good-by was something so unique, so fatal.
“I was furious when I remembered all the times I’d kept him waiting, whole days I’d kept him without a visit, not
because I had had anything special to do, but just because of some beastliness in my own character, or to show off—
nothing more.
“Actually, it was a very good thing: it’s best not to spoil people too much, and to tell them to go to the devil every
so often—otherwise it would be the end! Life would lumber on, like a boat loaded with ballast, and take us to the
bottom to drown.
“But just then I cared nothing for reason, and all the hours, all the days I’d spent wandering about, far from
Amalfi’s house, just to make him sigh, just to be difficult, now seemed like treasures I’d lost, with nothing in return
for them.”
(At this point in the story, my father looked up at the portrait of the man from Amalfi with a tender, friendly
expression, but immediately burst into an irreverent, theatrical laugh, as if to mock the dead man.)
“I felt then that nothing and no one seemed worth spending my time with, compared with Romeo; I was absolutely
certain I’d never meet anyone so marvelous, so fascinating, so entirely beautiful! Yes, there seemed to me not the
smallest doubt that he alone could boast of real beauty. If the Queen of Sheba, or the God Mars, or the Goddess Venus,
had turned up in person just then, I’d have thought them vulgar, postcardish creatures compared with him.
“Who else had his rather febrile, cunning, delicate smile? Or, with such an exaggerated height, those tiny hands that
gesticulated at every word, especially when he was telling tall tales? Or eyes with such terrible beauty, terrible because
they’d been hurt, because their expression was lost, soulless, mindless, inhuman!
“And then his manner! Defenseless, unsure of himself, ashamed (he was bitterly ashamed of his blindness), but
haughty, incurably haughty!
“The most beautiful dancers—even angels—were’t as graceful as he was; they were nothing compared with him—
on a different level altogether! Even his gray curls that hung in a mane behind his ears, and his provincial way of
dressing, with those rather ridiculous narrow trousers, now seemed to me supremely elegant!
“And his grace, his elegance, now increased my despair.
“Stupid, blind idiot! If hell existed, with all my heart I wished him already there! To think that his company, which
until yesterday was something certain, dependable, and mine to do what I liked with, had now become something
impossible.
“The thought of this made me so desperate, so furious, that I flung myself down on the floor, weeping and biting the
bars of his iron bedstead.
“‘Amalfi, Amalfi!’ I cried, remembering all the rude things I’d done when he was alive. I was sorry, but at the same
time I almost wanted to laugh when I remembered, say, the times when I’d creep silently away and hide in a corner, pretending to melt into thin air, like fog, when he was in the middle of telling me about his dreams, with eloquent gestures;
and after a bit he’d notice, disconcertedly, that I wasn’t there, and start calling and looking for me round the rooms,
crawling about on all fours and prodding at the walls with his stick.
“I’d make signs to the dogs and they’d get excited, and make a pointless racket around him, as if they enjoyed
making a fool of him as much as I did. Well, they must have felt remorse afterwards, like me, and maybe that explains
their suicide, if it’s true they really did kill themselves, and it seems they did.
“And now it was he who let me call without answering.
“If he’d only awakened again, even for an hour, he’d have heard me say wonderful things, all of them true, without
the shadow of a lie, and he’d have had reason to be proud!
“But for all eternity he’d see and hear no more, and I knew it.
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“But all the same, I had to give him a proof at all costs, a pledge that I was saving our friendship from death! So I
laid the palm of my hand on his stiff little hand, which was ringed like a sultan’s, and swore to him that, however many
friends I might have in the future, I’d always keep them away from Procida. On this island, which had been peopled for
me only by our friendship, his memory would remain my only friend.
“That’s what I swore. So here in Procida, where the names of Wilhelm and Romeo are linked and written even on
the stones, even in the air, no other friend shall come with me; if he did, I’d be branded a traitor, a perjurer, and would
condemn our friendship to death!”
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After this solemn declaration, my father eyed Amalfi’s portrait quizzically, as if to say,
“Well, are you pleased, you old corpse, with this homage to your caprice, to your foolishness?”
And then he sighed.
Well, that’s how my father’s faithful friend on the island was always Romeo, just as Algerian Knife was outside it.
The two of them divided his affection and his secrets, and I knew neither, and could reach neither.
Childhood, I thought with a sigh, was entirely to blame for my bitter lot. Romeo’s death, Algerian Knife’s grownupness, left me behind, out of my father’s enchanted kingdom.
I was silent a bit.
“So for two years you didn’t leave Procida," I observed. “Not even once!” (Oh, what a happy time, I thought.
Why wasn’t I yet born?)
“Not once,” my father agreed. “It was just chance, you see. Well, not just chance, really. It was Amalfi’s doing
absolutely. He was a magician, you know, and he knew how to keep me in Procida.
“And besides, I thought: he’s old, he’ll soon be gone, I can spare him a bit of my time. And what’s more, it was in
my own interest: apart from everything else, he left me this beautiful house!”
And my father laughed brutally in Amalfi’s face, as if he wanted to provoke him, but then, feeling sorry maybe,
looked at him again with a disarming, childish smile.
“When he made me heir to the house,” he went on, looking back again, “he made a fine speech, like someone in a
novel.
“‘This house,’ he told me, ‘is the dearest thing I possess on earth, and I'm leaving it to you. I’m also leaving you
some money I have in the bank at Naples, so that if you add it to your father’s property, you’ll almost become a
gentleman. The thought that you’ll be spared working is a great satisfaction to me, because work isn’t for men, it’s for
donkeys. Hard work may be a pleasure occasionally, because it’s not the same as ordinary work. Hard work, an idler’s
effort, may be useful and pleasant, but ordinary work is useless, it kills imagination. In any case, if by any chance the
money isn’t enough, and you have to get used to working, I advise you to choose a job that favors imagination as much
as possible. Be a shipping agent, for instance. But it’s best to live without a job at all. Be content with dry bread, so
long as it isn’t earned.
“‘This house I’m leaving you has been a fairytale kingdom, an earthly paradise, for me, and the day I have to leave
it I’ll be consoled by the thought that it will become yours. There’s another thing I’m resigned to as well, and that’s the
thought that you won’t live here alone, but with a wife.
“‘Strange though it may seem, you’re one of those who, if they haven’t a wife to wait for them somewhere, can’t
keep going. Well, all right; I’m not opposing your destiny, your imagination. Bring your wife here, to this house. I
shan’t be here when you do—luckily, as I’d sooner breathe my last with a hangman than with a woman. Blind as I
am, if I had a woman before my eyes, even death would be a failure; it wouldn’t be dying any more, it would be
dissolution.
“‘You can forgive your neighbor anything (at least on the point of death, you can) except ugliness. No, that you
can’t! And whatever ugliness I can think of seems to me attractive compared with the ugliness of women. My god,
how ugly they are! And where else can you find such bitter ugliness? Such very special ugliness? Even if you don’t
look at them, even if you don’t see them, just knowing they’re there puts you in a bad temper!
“‘It’s better not to think of it. That’s enough of that. You’ll marry, dear Wilhelm, and you’ll bring her here and have
a family. It’s your fate. I’ve told you I’ll not oppose it; it’s your own business and none of mine. Something else I’m
hoping will be enough for me: that as far as friendship is concerned you’ll reserve this house at least, and this little
island of Procida, entirely for me.
“‘That’s enough, then. This is your house and you’ll always come back to it, I’m sure, because one always comes
home, and because it’s an enchanted garden to you as well, this little island of mine. You’ll always come back, yes,
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but you’ll never stop here very long.
“‘I mustn’t delude myself about that, my dear young master of the house. People like you, who have mixed blood
in their veins, never find rest or contentment; when they’re in one place they want to be somewhere else, and as soon
as they get somewhere else, they want to run away from there too. You’ll wander from place to place, as if escaping
from prison, or running in search of someone, but in fact you’ll only be following the divided destinies mingled in
your blood, your hybrid blood—like a griffin or a mermaid.
“‘You’ll find friends everywhere, but very often you’ll be alone. A man of mixed blood is seldom happy with others.
Something overshadows him, but in fact it’s he who overshadows himself, like the robber and his treasure overshadowing
each other.
“‘That reminds me. I must tell you about something I dreamed last night. I dreamed I was a gay young spark—I must
have become a grand vizier, or something like that, because I was dressed in a gorgeous Turkish costume of silk the color
of (this is just to give you an idea), the color of sunflowers. Sunflowers, did I say? What nonsense, it was much more
beautiful! I can’t think of anything to compare it with at all! I wore a turban with a long feather, and dancing shoes on my
feet, and I was going along, humming away, in some beautiful place somewhere in Asia, where there was no one else,
through fields full of roses; happy and gay, sweet-mouthed, but around me I could hear sighing. It seemed to me quite
natural, though (dreams are so odd that way), and I saw the reason quite clearly in my mind. Even now, after waking, I can
remember it, and really there’s a logical explanation, a real philosophical concept (I wonder why I always dream such
extraordinary things?). Now listen, and see if it isn’t a very fine idea.
“‘Well, it seems that living souls have one of two fates allotted them: they can be born a bee, or they can be
born a rose. What do the bees of a swarm do, with their queen? They go and rob all the roses of a little honey, and
take it to the hive, into those cells of theirs. And the rose? The rose has its own honey in itself: rose honey, the
most adored and precious. The sweetest, most inamorating thing is what the rose contains within itself: it need not
search elsewhere. But sometimes they sigh in solitude, the roses, those divine beings. The roses are unaware; they
don’t understand their own mysteries.
“‘The chief of all the roses is God.
“‘Of the two, the rose and the bee, the luckier is the bee, I think. And the Queen Bee is the luckiest of them all.
“‘Look at me. I’m born a Queen Bee. And what about you, Wilhelm?
“‘I think, dear boy, you’re born with the sweetest destiny, and the bitterest.
“‘You are the bee and you are the rose.’”
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When I think back over this conversation with my father, and see that distant scene again, everything takes on
a new meaning. It reminds me of the hatter in the story, who always laughed and cried the wrong way round;
because he could see reality only through a magic mirror.
In those days I could see nothing in my father’s conversation (whether it was comic, tragic, or playful in tone)
that didn’t support my indisputable certainty: that he, that is, was human perfection and blessedness incarnate!
Maybe, to be quite honest, he rather liked these childish views of mine, and got into the way of showing off a
bit when he talked to me. But even supposing (though it isn’t very likely) he’d decided to run himself down, and
confess the blackest sins to me, and call himself a miserable dog, it would have been just the same to me.
What he said was completely divorced, as far as I was concerned, from reason, from earthly values. I heard
him as one hears sacred liturgy, in which what is actually spoken is only a symbol, and the final truth behind it is
beatitude.
This final, real meaning is a mystery that only the blessed understand; it’s pointless to look for an explanation
of it by human methods. I, like the mystics, wanted no explanation from him; all I wanted was to dedicate my
faith to him. What I expected from him was a reward for my faith, and this longed-for Paradise seemed so far off
still that—this isn’t speaking figuratively—I couldn't reach it, even in my dreams.
Often, especially when he was away, I dreamed of my father; but they were never the sort of dreams that seem
to be trying to compensate us for reality (or else just to cheat us) with spurious triumphs. They were always
somber dreams that flung back at me the bitterness of my own condition and, without leaving me any illusions,
retracted the promises I might have believed by day. And in those dreams I knew sharp, precise suffering,
something I was still too young and ignorant to feel in reality.
One of these dreams has stayed in my mind.
My father and I were walking along an empty street. He was immensely tall and covered completely in shining
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armor; I hardly reached his hip, and I was a recruit, wearing a grayish-green uni form too big for me, and my legs
were bound up in puttees.\fn{Bandages wrapped around the lower leg, reaching from knee to ankle:H} He strode
along, and for all my enthusiasm I found it hard to keep up. Then, without even looking at me, he ordered me
brusquely:
“Go and buy me some cigarettes.”
I was proud of being ordered by him and ran back to a tobacconist’s; then, keeping well hidden, I kissed the
package of cigarettes before giving it to him.
He hadn’t seen me kiss the package, but as soon as he touched it and looked at it, he felt something in it
deserved his scorn. And his voice whipped out at me:
“You affected little Moor!”
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Well, that was how Arturo’s childhood went by.
When I was nearly fourteen, Immacolatella, who was eight, found a lover, a curly black dog with passionate
eyes who lived quite far away, in a house near Vivara, which he left every evening, just like a regular boy-friend,
to come courting. He learned our ways and used to come at supper time, knowing we’d be in. If he saw that the
kitchen window was still dark, he waited patiently, and if it was alight, he let us know he was coming by barking
from a distance, and then he would scrape on the door so that we’d open it.
As soon as he came in, he greeted us in a high-pitched voice, a sort of squeal that sounded like a flourish of
royal trumpeters, and then galloped three or four times round the kitchen, like a champion at the beginning of a
tourney.
He was clever and polite; he watched us having supper, wagging his tail, but never begging, so that we’d know
that only sentiment prompted his visit. If I threw him a bone, he wouldn’t touch it—he’d wait for Immacolatella
to take it.
He must have been partly greyhound; he held his head high, had a bold way with him, and Immacolatella was
happy. I’d send her out under the stars to play with him, and keep away, but after a while she’d leave him and
come back to me to lick my hand, as if to say:
“My life is you.”
The time came when Immacolatella was pregnant for the first time in her life. But maybe she was now too old,
or had been born with some malformation that made it hard for her. Anyway, she died giving birth to her pups.
There were five of them, three white and two black. I hoped to save them at least, and sent Costante all round the
island in search of a bitch who could nurse them. After only a few hours he came back with a thin red creature
that looked like a fox; but maybe it was too late, because, anyway, the pups wouldn't suck. I then thought of
nursing them with goat's milk, the way Silvestro had nursed me, but there wasn't even time to try; they were weak
and born before their time, and were buried with their mother in the garden under the carob tree.
I decided I’d never have another dog.
It was better to stay alone and remember her, than to have another in her place. I hated meet ing the black dog,
who went about without caring, as if he’d never known Immacolatella. Every time he came near me, trying to
joke and play as he used to, I’d shoo him off.
When my father came to Procida some time afterwards and asked, “What’s been happening?” as usual, I
turned away without answering. I couldn’t say the words:
“Immacolatella’s dead.”
Costante told him, and my father was sorry to hear it, because he loved animals and was very fond of
Immacolatella.
This time he stayed at Procida only an afternoon and a night; he’d come just to get some documents from the
town hall. He stayed away about a month and then reappeared, then left again the following day, after he’d got
some money from his tenant.
But when he said good-by, he told me for the first time where he was going and when he would be back. He
said he’d been engaged to a Neapolitan girl for some months, and that he was going to Naples to marry her.
The wedding was fixed for that same week, and immediately afterwards he’d come back to Procida with his
wife.
And so, he said, I must come and meet the three o’clock steamer the following Thursday, on the dock. …
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18.89 A Mistress Of Twenty\fn{by Vasco Pratolini (1913-1991)} Florence, Tuscany, Italy (M) 12
Giovanni knew that Erina lived across the Arno, in the San Frediano quarter; but nothing more.
“First of all, I’m finicky about my freedom.” She had repeated this ever since the evening following their first
encounter; and, charming him with her manner, saucy and demure at the same time.
“Once I’m across the bridge,” she had told him, “I’m unlike any girl you could ever imagine. So don’t come
sneaking around, because that would just end it all, before it’s even started.”
She had taken his left hand, stroking it between her palms. He was wearing a wedding band on his ring finger.
She said:
“You’ve finally talked me into it, this screwy idea of becoming your mistress. You see, I’m not afraid to say it,
and I know the position it puts me in.”
They were seated together in a carriage, riding back from the Picciolo Restaurant where, out one of the
avenues, in a little reserved room, they had passed the entire afternoon. He said:
“I don’t pretend that you love me—not yet at least.”
Once they had crossed the bridge she asked to be let out, despite the rain; she reached for his hand again,
through the window, and he kissed hers.
Now they were meeting in Porta a Prato, in a café-pastry shop that recalled to Giovanni memories of his
adolescence and the years of his youth lived in those streets there on the outskirts of Florence; a café where he had
then but rarely been able to stop. Twenty years had passed—more—and now, just beyond the gate, the road had
been asphalted, and the roundhouse, near the Cascine Gardens, seemed to have been dislodged by the new
constructions between. Nor was the café the same, either, its furnishings nor clientele; gone at that hour in the
afternoon were the coachmen, the railway hands, and the sportsmen of the Libertas, replaced by couples, one,
two, but not always, sitting at gay, print-covered tables.
It was wintertime; it was the winter of twenty-five, and Giovanni had had a new overcoat made, with collar
and lapels of velvet plush; he lay the pack of Turkish cigarettes on the table and downed a cognac, then another.
She always arrived late—young, a flower, with her coat belted tight at the waist and falling a little below the
knees, her long blonde hair combed smooth, with the bright-eyed, expectant air of a girl on the threshold of her
first affair. Their trysts had been taking place for two weeks; it was mid-December, a bitterly cold evening, with
the sky gray and as if frozen to the river bounding the horizon; he had waited for more than an hour and felt he
had to say to her, but quite affectionately:
“We’re going out now. I want to get you a watch.” His rebuke apparently escaped her; she ordered her usual
tangerine punch and, taking a cigarette, lighting it while he held a match for her, said:
“I’d love to own a watch. In fact, I’ll see that you keep your word, but I tell you again: I insist upon my
freedom, and you aren’t to get jealous. When you don’t trust me any more, just drop me.” He interrupted:
“You become increasingly necessary to me every day; you realize that, don’t you?”
Suddenly he was alarmed and—as usual—rhetorical. Erina gazed deep into his eyes.
“It’ll end with me really falling for you,” she said.
She was a girl of San Frediano, with only her beauty in common with other girls of the quarter, fashioned as
she was by life, yet young enough still to take her own words seriously, to issue them with a fitting glance. She
said, and it was a victory for whatever remained in her that was still honest and pure:
“But don’t put any faith in anything I tell you. Putting on sincerity is just part of my strategy.” Then she added:
“You laugh, with that blissful look on your face, I know, because you’re thinking that in a little while we’ll be
in our little room in the Picciolo.”
“Don’t be vulgar,” he said, sounding ridiculous even to himself, and as if to dispel the offending remark with a
gesture, summoned the waiter. But a short while later they were indeed in their little private room in the Picciolo;
supper was set before them, and, seated opposite each other, Erina said:
“Do you still plan to give me a watch? Don’t. It wouldn’t be a surprise any more.”
Her voice was sulky, babylike; she rose and went to the door, locking it from the inside. Standing there, with
her hands behind her back, she said:
“If you don’t kiss me first, I won’t eat.”
This was her coquetry; Giovanni understood, entering into it with all the bluster and welled-up joy within him:
now she was his mistress throwing open frontiers of promise, whose freshness and vitality he took pride in being
able to hold in leash. Whenever she left the room for a moment, he would slip a hundred- or two-hundred- lira
note into her purse, a thousand on the eve of her feast day, as she had happened once to bemoan the scanty
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condition of her trousseau, now with winter at the door—and after the watch there had come a cotton imitation fur
piece for which she had expressed a desire.
By January, having given up the Picciolo, they went instead to a boarding house up on the hill, where, in a
room registered in his name, frequently they spent entire nights together.
*
One evening, in the first part of February, she told about herself all that, until then, he had shown a disinclinetion to hear. Her parents were still living and she had a younger brother and sister. And her father was a ragpicker.
“You know,” she said, “one of those men who pushes a cart through the streets yelling rags bottles junk give
me your rags bottles.”
She imitated the cry, and he had to close her mouth with his hand; she bit it, drawing blood, titillated and
thrilled by the cognac and their presence there. She spoke about herself, piecing truth and untruth into the selfportrait she considered appropriate:
“You don’t think for a minute my family knows I have a lover, do you? As far as they know, I’m at the tobacco
plant, and nights like this I’m working overtime. Are you touched, Giannino?” She laughed her saucy, suspicious
laugh and added:
“No, don’t worry, I won’t shout any more. My handsome capon! When I’ve finished plucking you, will you
hate me?” He drew her against his breast.
“That day will never come,” he said. “With each transaction, I become a richer man. What’s more, don’t get
the idea I’m so awfully generous.” Provoking him, she said:
“Wouldn’t you say, it really depends on how good I am at plucking?” But again, in her excitement, she was
only being ironic. Giovanni said:
“That’s quite enough now. I don’t care to continue this discussion. Take off your things, while I put some wood
in the stove.
*
It was the night of February twelfth, 1925: a night long and filled with love, ending as dawn whitewashed the
sill and the bell of San Domenico’s rang with muffled tones through the quiet. A fire still smouldered in the stove,
and the room was warm. Completely nude, Erina slid out of bed, her hands cupped beneath her breasts. Giovanni
looked at the planes of her back, smiling, supine: at last exhausted, sleepy. She crossed to the window:
“It snowed!” she cried.
She let out the shutters; closing them again, in her right hand she was holding a snowball scooped from the
window sill. Before Giovanni realized what she was up to and could jump, she had rubbed his genitals with snow.
A sadistic, childish prank. He chased her around the room, knocking aside the obstacles she threw before him: a
chair, another chair, the table, then the nightstand; and in the confusion following that night of love, unconsciously he relived, in a different and freer way, less inhibited, in a way vastly more befitting his character, twenty
years later, his honeymoon. The same twenty years that separated his age from Erina’s.
Erina surrendered, tumbling onto the bed, and he hugged her, he slapped her lovingly, he kissed her. He was
tired and happy. A half-hour later, drowsing with his cheek on her breast, he said:
“I want to make a lady of you. I want to give you carriages and horses …”
He awoke with the sun already high and Erina sitting beside him. With a sweater pulled on over her chemisette, a tray across her knees, she was dipping pieces of buttered bread into her coffee. Her hair was brushed back
behind her ears, and her face and lips lay beneath a soft veil of powder and rouge. He gazed at her, the length of
her torso, luxuriating in her beauty, brooding over the warmth of her body beneath the covers; and tenderly
stroking her thighs, conscious of himself and of his destiny.
“What beautiful eyes you have,” he said. She smiled down at him, still eating, sipping her coffee, and replied:
“Like the sky, wouldn’t you say?”
She was ironic and sharp, he mused, but like a child, and sweet—always so. His mouth felt pasty, and his
breast burned as if the excess of smoking and cognac had slashed—as it actually had—a rivulet of flame down
inside him.
“Didn’t it snow?” he said.
“Of course,” she replied, “just look! That’s why I put up the curtains and wiped the window, to let in more
sun.”
Through the panes a snow field stretched off beneath the sun. Along the slopes of the Camerata, in the
distance, shovelers were clearing the tram tracks; and the city far away, the campanili and the cupola of the
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Duomo rose like enormous stalagmites from the even, snow-blanketed plain of roof tops. Giovanni said—exactly
what he was thinking—he was now sitting up in bed himself:
“It’s like a fairy-tale landscape, something out of a dream.”
“Wake up!” she said. “It’s eleven o’clock, time we were gone.”
“Gone where?” he asked. “What do we have to do?” He had stretched out beneath the covers again, talking as
if to himself; actually, as if speaking his thoughts aloud:
“You and your everlasting freedom! Tell me, why shouldn’t I be jealous? We’re always together as if for the
first time. Why don’t you want me to set you up in an apartment? You’ve never given me a good reason—”
“I told you last night,” she interrupted. Placing the breakfast tray on the nightstand, she slid down beside him
again.
“I’m still living with my family, and I don’t plan to become a kept woman.”
“You don’t have to put it like that!” he exclaimed. “You’re more important to me than—”
“Than who? Tell me. Your family?”
This move—there was no doubt—had been planned ahead as part of her gambit, but planned or not, at that
moment it was entirely uncalled for. He took offense and left off fondling her. Though it was not a sense of guilt
that had provoked him: simply that such considerations, at that moment, were singularly out of place. He said to
her:
“You don’t need to make such comparisons. They are one thing—”
“And I’m another. Fine. Well, we’ll just continue as we have till now. Have I ever asked you for anything?”
Giovanni thought back to the thousand lire he had slipped into her purse just two days before: and now, for the
first time, it occurred to him that dear Erina was indeed dear; although by simply nuzzling against him, as she did,
kissing him on the mouth, snaking a leg between his, she was able to dispel his irritation; that, and every thought
in his head. Her body was warm and young, and she was freshly washed and scented with perfume he had given
to her himself.
*
They had lunch served to them two hours afterward, eating with the table moved close to the stove and the
curtains drawn over Florence in the distance. It was a winter’s afternoon, dazzling with lights, the sky blue and
radiant after a night of snowfall. She was tender and inexhaustible—the way he liked her. And that evening, still
abed, together in each other’s arms, they smoked and he told her of his most recent transaction, the third public
sale he had participated in, from which he would realize even more than from the first two—one hundred
thousand lire at one stroke; and he promised to take her on a trip.
“We’ll spend a week together, a whole week, just you and I, in Venice maybe; I’ve never been to Venice.” He
paused, savoring the sound of his voice, then went on:
“Or maybe Paris. What d’you say? I haven’t been to Paris in over ten years.”
He saw Paris before him, the Eiffel Tower, the first image that sprang to mind, and the Pam-Pam,\fn{ Probably a
reference to the Café de la Paix, part of the (when it was built in 1861) Second Empire Hotel de la Paix (now the Inter-Continental Paris le
Grand Hotel); the Pam-Pam, so-called, were founded in 1938 by the management of this café, but they are merely a chain of fast-food
restaurants built on the American model—successful, but in the ambiance of this story, probably not what the author has in mind, especially
in view of his having gone there in 1914 with Nella (below; our protagonist has become confused):H } where he had gone with Nella

—and thus did Nella come to mind too. But it was not, this time, an importunate thought; quite the contrary. Nella
returned to his side, along the Champs Elysees, on the hill of Montmartre, in a long dress reaching to her feet,
with a large hat and parasol—it came late, that summer of nineteen-fourteen—like a porcelain doll on his arm:
nothing now but a memory, for so different, so real was Nella today that he had had to awaken the memory.
“What d’you say?” he asked again. “There’s a church, if you could only see it, up on a hill in Paris—called, I
remember now, the Sacred Heart, the Sacre Coeur,” he said, “simply a San Miniato’s with lots of gold!” Erina
said:
“It’d be wonderful, but think what it would cost, money you could use for other deals. You know, if I just had
half of what you’ll make from your last deal, I’d be set for life.”
Certainly, this time her move had been well staged. She did not even need kisses and caresses to sustain it.
“What makes you think so?” he returned. “Fifty thousand lire would hardly set you up for life. I could do it—if
you’d let me.” She lifted her piece to the far side of the board:
“There’s a stock of remnants in the warehouse under where we live. First they were holding them for the
Fabbricone in Prato, but the Fabbricone went bankrupt—you must’ve heard about it, you being in business. And
the stuff is just sitting there, waiting for the first comer. Tomorrow, there’s no telling, Passigli may show up, or
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somebody else from the plants in Prato or Rifredi, and cart it all off for next to nothing. The owners of it are hard
up. They’ve got high-grade remnants and I, I mean,” she halted, “through my father, I—but I also happen to know
myself—they know me—I could have the lot for less than anybody, and I could sell it blind. I could make a sure
killing, just like you with your scrap iron.” He hugged her, slinging his arm around her neck:
“What’s my little dove doing, worrying her head about business, buying and selling?” Erina wriggled free,
bouncing up on her knees; she lay her hands on his chest, suddenly gay, as if brightened by an idea:
“Why don’t you take on this deal? Then give me a percentage. There are so many things I have to buy.”
“Of course, why not?” he said. “But first I’ll have to find out exactly what it involves.”
“Let’s go then!” she cried. “Come on, get up! We’ll go now! Get a move on!”
She ripped back the covers and sprang to the floor, pirouetting on tiptoe in her chemisette, small and plump
and blonde and happy. He yielded before her enthusiasm, surrendered to this lark, to his own state of mind, to a
day and a night of uninterrupted ecstasy so suddenly, so naturally consummated, and now to Erina who, as she put
her clothes on, danced around him, caressed and urged him to hurry, and sang:
“I’m entering business! My darling is financing me! My financier darling!”
*
It was already evening, with a moon, and the road eerily moonlit, snow-lit, as the taxi came down the Circonvallazione; and then, presently, the mid-town streets, shorn of snow, crossing the bridge, thick with traffic, the taxi
nosing its way through at walking pace. And then they had crossed the bridge, and he felt proud, sure of himself:
the cab ride, in the still of the moon and the avenues banked with snow, the lights and din of the city, after their
long, love-filled seclusion, had combined to make of him master of the world, had left a euphoria that overspread
to the reaches of his unconscious; he reacted as if transported aloft by his own gestures and the soothing, tender
presence of Erina to whom he, now having encouraged her in her childish plans, would cling forever, from whom
he would exact fidelity and his proper rights as a lover. Erina startled him from his reverie, shouting to the cab
driver to stop. The taxi pulled up on the comer of via Guicciardini, and she jumped out.
“Come along,” she said to Giovanni.
She proceeded straight into the Café Old Fiorenza while he paid the fare. When he entered, he found her
already seated, off at a secluded corner table. The place was small, furnished in imitation fourteenth century, with
painted walls above the high wainscoting; it had never occurred to him to enter this café, and he was surprised by
its elegance and by the fact that Erina had known it well enough to go to it so unerringly. He found her biting her
lips, her eyes glistening with tears. The waitress came, and Erina ordered a cognac.
“Double,” she added, and her voice was choked. Giovanni’s surprise mounted.
“What is it?” he pleaded. “I don’t understand you at all.”
“You don’t un-der-stand me,” she syllabized. “I was happy, and then, all of a sudden, I realized just how rotten
I really am. I wanted to swing a deal myself, I wanted to take you down under where I live so that everybody
would find out that I have a lover and that I get him business.”
He smiled, his surrender complete; now, for the first time perhaps, fully convinced of being a seducer, and of
Erina’s honesty, her fidelity, her candor: vastly more than she had ever hoped for. He placed his hand over hers.
“All right,” he said. “Give me the address, and tomorrow I’ll go there alone and buy the remnants—”
“Tomorrow, no. It’ll be too late tomorrow.”
“Then I’ll go now, by myself.”
“No, they won’t trust you. Besides, it’s stuff they’ve already promised to somebody else. Only somebody
living in the neighborhood, like my father—they’d make an exception only for someone like that.”
“That means, then, that we’ll have to wait for another opportunity,” he said, smiling affectionately, a little
fatherly—exactly the way he felt.
“But this is the opportunity!” she continued, obstinate, pouting. And suddenly gay again, childlike as shortly
before:
“Why not give the money to me? I’ll go there and come back; then we can spend a little time together, later on,
and I’ll tell you how it went. You have the money, I saw it. You do have the money!” He wagged his head
benignly, still loving.
“My sweet, little baby,” he said. “Yes, I do have the money; certainly I have it, but what I’m carrying on me
now I have to pay out shortly, a little later this very evening.”
“Ah! then you were giving me the runaround! How were you going to buy the remnants?”
“Silly, you never pay cash down for anything. At most you leave an advance,” he told her, decidedly paternal
now, with the very tone of voice one uses, deserted by imagination, having to explain to a child a story too big for
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its years. He went on:
“At very most I’d have given them a promissory note.”
“Make out a promissory note to me, then!” she said. “That way, tonight I can go and close the deal myself.”
“But why do you insist so, Erina? You don’t seem yourself.”
“Because it’s a wonderful opportunity,” she said. “And then, just because.”
He sought her eyes fixed in space before her: her wide blue eyes, the light in them, now as she returned his
gaze, a stubborn, frightening blaze. In a deep voice, no longer aggrieved, instead conscious of each word, determined, she said:
“I’ve made up my mind that I want to do this. Now take your choice: either give me the fifty thousand right
now or make me out a promissory note; otherwise, between you and me it’s all over.”
“But, Erina,” he answered. “Look, don’t you realize—”
“I realize this: you made me a promise and now you don’t want to keep it.”
She started to get up and he drew her back; the waitress brought their cognacs. She pushed her jigger away and
repeated:
“I’ve made up my mind, Giovanni; it’s up to you: the money or the promissory note—one or the other.”
“But this is perfectly silly,” he declared.
“To you maybe, but lots of others wouldn’t think so. There are plenty of men who’d find me worth fifty thousand. And, after all, I’m only asking for a loan.” He had a moment of lucidity, but only a moment of it, for then he
said:
“Darling, we’ve known each other for just over two months, and in a little while you’ll have cost me fifty
thousand lire.”
Erina got up. And this time Giovanni had to go after her; he stopped to pay for the two untouched cognacs. He
walked toward the door sensing that he had lost her, that he had lost her perhaps forever, and the prospect filled
him with dismay: he was prepared to yield, when he reached the sidewalk he was, prepared to give himself
entirely into Erina’s hands; he looked around to see which way she had gone. As it happened, she was only a few
paces away, in the middle of the street, walking off toward Piazza Pitti. He hurried to catch up with her and took
her by the arm.
“It’s all right,” he said. “It’s a loan, then; and you can pay me back when you’re able—never, if you wish. But
this evening, at this moment, I can’t give you the money. I’d miss out on too big a deal. And I’d be jeopardizing
future ones, understand?” They were on the corner of Via Dello Sprone, under the ancient arch; she sank into his
arms, laying her forehead against his breast, whispering through her tears:
“There’s a tobacco shop across the street.”
A little later—in the shop he had bought a promissory note and, asking for pen and inkwell, had made it out to
Erina for fifty thousand lire—they walked along Via Maggio; and it was only then that he noticed the biting air,
the wind from the Lungarno clawing at them, cutting off their breath. He said to her:
“I left the date in blank, but be sure to wait a week before negotiating it. My money’s all tied up and I’d have
trouble trying to make good on it.” And to overcome his uneasiness, which lingered on, his having won back
Erina notwithstanding—the promissory note was the first he had ever signed—he asked her:
“Are you happy now?”
She nodded yes, wrinkling up her nose; and she quickened her pace, though it may have been only the thrust of
the wind. They had come to the entrance to Borgo San Frediano: they were very near her house. She stopped,
leaning her back against the wall of Via Maffia, the dark, lonely street, the site of her first adolescent affairs: but
he was a man who had passed forty, a businessman and seducer experiencing his first successes—and his first
promissory note. She said to him:
“Are you going home tonight? If you’d like, we can meet later on, in two or three hours.”
“Wonderful,” he said. “You’re very sweet, Erina.” Then he said:
“Oh, no, I really can’t. Tomorrow, yes; but not this evening. My son’s expecting me. I promised I’d be back
this morning.”
Afterward, he watched her disappear up Borgo San Frediano, into the working-class bustle of the street, a
buxom, well-proportioned figurine on spiked heels, in her brown coat, moving through the swarms of people,
between tramcars and the carts and bicycles, following the sidewalk, then vanishing into the horizon where the
fog swallowed up the lights.
From the corner of Via Maffia, where he had remained standing, he hailed a taxi and asked to be driven across
town to the suburban quarter of Rifredi: to a café quite unlike the Old Fiorenza where he had been with Erina a
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little earlier. The café in Rifredi was virtually deserted now during the supper hour. But there, with his elbows
propped on a table, his hands closed one over the other in front of his mouth, Bugatti awaited him.
*
“Thought you weren’t ever coming,” he said. He was unusually cheerful, and, decidedly out of character, gave
Giovanni a resounding slap on the shoulder.
“What d’you know, I was saying to myself, Giovanni must’ve started believing the papers. But then I said,
that’s no reason for him to miss an appointment. There’s always a way out, no?”
Giovanni might have detected Bugatti’s allusions, which would have been, unassisted by the papers, quite
enough to alarm him, had he not remained with Erina, following her in imagination on into the back alleys of the
quarter, bobbling along on her high heels, blonde and happy, with her purse on her arm, her hands plunged in the
pockets of her brown overcoat, and his promissory note tight in her fist. He answered:
“I haven’t seen the papers. What’s up? Have the Exceptional Laws gone into force?”
“Of course not,” Bugatti said, and his tone suddenly changed; guarded, contained, he was once again the man
Giovanni had known for years past.
“There’s a general clamping-down to strengthen the position of the lira—that’s the story—but because of that,
I said to myself, it’s possible that you had misread it as some sort of calamity. Actually, this clamping-down is a
boon to people like you with ready cash.”
“Naturally,” Giovanni said.
“The Berta accountant, have you seen him yet?” Bugatti asked.
“Not him, either. I’ve been tied up all day long.”
“No matter. I phoned him this morning myself. You’ll be able to pick the material up from the roundhouse
within the week; meanwhile, in the next couple of days, I’ll arrange the usual bill of sale, thus completing your
third and biggest transaction to date.”
“Perfect!” Giovanni said. “All the more, as I’ve just taken on something totally different. You’ll never guess—
remnants, of all things! But high-grade stuff, at a price made special for me, and I don’t have to be bothered with
placing it, either.” Bugatti smiled his customary smile, a sparkle behind his glasses, and said: “Unfortunately, I
can be of no help to you in this matter.”
“You’ve helped me too much as it is. That’s been my only complaint.” Giovanni slid the pack of fifty thousand-lire notes, which he had prepared in his overcoat pocket in the taxi, across the table top:
“What do you say to a drink?” he said.
This time he took a strong Leghorn punch, and the lava flow inside his breast burned deeper.
*
A little later Bugatti walked with him to the tram. A Number 23, which would have let him off very near home;
but he had to drop by the warehouse first, to pick up his brief case and valise and Fernando’s erector set. He got
off in Piazza Unim (always it was here, in this maze of streets not far from the station and the market, that his life
was decided, and always in such a way that, much later, he had to turn over the situation in his mind) and bought a
copy of the late edition of the Nuovo Giornale at the newsstand in Via Faenza. With hardly a chance to unfold the
paper, the summary leaped from the page and clubbed him:

RAILWAY RECONSTRUCTION:
THE DUCE’S HISTORIC DECISIONS!
The Council of Ministers approves the appropriation of 300 millions for the electrification and construction of
new rolling stock. Private speculation in this sensitive area of the national economy also blocked: salvageable
material guaranteed entirely to the iron industry.
“The bastard! Double-crossed!” he cursed to himself.
A newcomer to business, yet a man of experience—however commonplace his experience may have been: that
of a bureaucrat, of an unsuccessful union man—now that he had been struck directly between the eyes, he
promptly acknowledged the fact with the fatalistic prescience of the foredoomed.
And of the dispossessed.
He recognized that the value of his scrap iron was automatically reduced and that that field of speculation was
now exhausted; he would have to go into something new, entirely different—something, however, for which he
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was utterly unprepared. His first thought, suggested by his particular circumstances, and which gave him strength
to stand up to the blow he had just received, was that, fortunately—fortunately!—he already had, without wishing
it, undertaken something new. Something he could turn to good account: after all, the cases of ragpickers, of
“remnant traders,” to put it more delicately, who had piled up immense fortunes were so numerous and such as to
have become proverbial.
“A ragpicker worth his weight in gold,” he said to himself along Via Faenza, across Piazza Madonna, on into
Piazza Degli Ortaggi, the square deserted, a lobby of wind. “Wheat thrives in dung.”
And had his self-educative faculties been brought into play, he would have seen Erina high upon the wheatcocks of his imagination, atop the mountain of golden rags just as he envisaged her, as his Egerian Nymph, Aphrodite of Cnidus, his Sibyl of Good Fortune.
*
Arrived at the warehouse, he collected his valise and brief case and Fernando’s erector set. Then he crossed
Piazza del Duomo. In a tobacco-shop window, he noticed, along with cigarette lighters and tins of imported
tobacco, some good-luck charms and bottles of perfume; he entered and purchased cigarettes; then—already on
the way out—a thought occurred to him: he stepped back in and asked for a bottle of cologne—Coty—for Nella.
He was, of course, and such did he feel as he prepared his role, a businessman returning to his family from Rome
where, with the Ministry of Communications, he had just succeeded in negotiating a deal, a splendid deal, that
would result in new bricks for the edifice of his wealth.
Upon reaching home, however, instead of the anticipated joyous welcome, the dining room illuminated, his
wife and son rushing into his arms, he found the rooms silent, Nella worn with care, and Fernando delirious with a
very high temperature. But the doctor, who was still there, was able to offer Giovanni a few words of comfort:
Fernando had a violent case of scarlet fever which, if for no other reason than the suddenness of the attack,
would run its course without complications; they might look forward to the youngster’s speedy recovery. The
child, although delirious, recognized his father at once; he took his hand and squeezed it, wanting Giovanni to
remain with him at the bedside.
They both remained, Nella and Giovanni, sitting on either side of the bed, watching over their son. They spoke
together softly. A faint shaded light burned on the night table. Giovanni’s return had restored to Nella all of her
courage; she mustered a wan smile for him. Fernando drifted off to sleep. It was midnight. Nella turned to
Giovanni:
“Are you pleased at least with your trip? How did it go? As well as you had hoped?”
“Yes,” he said. “All quite well, very well.”
Giovanni was strangely quiet, serene, astonished at his calm himself. In vain, he strove to impose a sense of
anguish on himself which he did not feel; and recalling the hours he had spent together with Erina while his son
lay at home “hovering between life and death,” he tried to pretend remorse: the solicitude he offered himself
found no response within his conscience.
*
Actually, all that both his education and life had instilled in him, all that was conventional and declamatory,
and to which his daily actions, his words and intentions themselves were subject, corresponded to nothing in his
nature, whenever he was asked to confront elemental forms of affection or the ties of blood. Yet he was curiously
moved by pangs of genuine distress and anxiety for the danger his son was in; and in a man without Faith, or even
superstition, now at the mercy of fate, his anxiety and distress, only because these sentiments were honestly and
sincerely felt, induced in him a calm: the stupor and quiescence of the deprived soul.
Well, anyway, he was sure that Nella had already done everything possible in a practical way to help their son,
to ease his suffering; and now, for Giovanni, nothing remained but to keep watch over him, to give him his
sympathy, to see him through the disease, second by second, to wish him once again to be healthy and happy.
And that he was doing, by letting his hand lie in the hand of his son, by refraining from smoking, by resisting
the recurring assaults of weariness and sleep.
And to recall the origin of his fatigue, his sleepiness, was not to offend his position as a father, nor his son’s
love for him; nor, for that matter, Nella’s affection, either: even for his wife his fondness was preserved intact, a
rationalized fidelity; and, within his heart, she was not demeaned if he saw her as she was—just as she was: in the
half-light of the room on the opposite side of the bed; not unlike himself, although less composed, haggard in the
relaxed tension, and weary after the anguish of a day and a night spent alone watching over their child, as
betrayed in her face and now by the way she sank into the armchair.
To see her as she was, was only to remember her thirty-eight years, the little miseries and the barrenness
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accumulated over the long years during which she had had to look after a family on his office clerk’s salary, at the
same time vigorously defending before the eyes of the world her petit bourgeois origins which, as she said, she
had “inherited.”
And the first strands of gray in her long chestnut-brown hair gathered into a large chignon at the back of her
neck; the decline, ultimately, of her figure, natural though it was (yet far from irremediable): grown bulky at the
hips, her breasts sagged, and wrinkles sprayed across her throat—to compare her with Erina did not mean to
offend her; rather, all the more to respect in her everything that she represented in his life: companion, wife, and
mother of his son.
Giovanni was led then to the observation that he had never seen his own wife completely nude; suddenly, this
reflection prompted by the memory of Erina who only a few hours before had lain nude in his arms, he was filled
with a burning, lascivious desire to see Nella stark naked. He craved for her, making up to her in a way that was
entirely new and unusual for him. He said:
“I’ve brought you a bottle of cologne.”
Her reply was even more unexpected, and disappointing: quite the contrary to what his state of mind besought:
“I’ll open it,” she said, “when Fernando is well.” Then she said:
“Why not go and eat a little something, Gianni. So the maid can go to bed. It’s too much to expect of her, to
stay up any longer. She was with me all last night.” He demurred, mastering his first impulse, his inclination to
obey:
“Have her make a little coffee for me. That’s enough.”
Fernando was sound asleep now. Giovanni went to his room and slipped into pajamas and a dressing gown.
Nella came to unpack and rearrange his clothes. The lights were on, and he could see her face, deadened by
exhaustion, pale; her lips were dry, her pretty, black eyes bloodshot.
“Go to bed,” she said, “if only for an hour. You’ve been traveling.” And distractedly, as if to give her voice
itself a cause for utterance:
“What kind of weather did you have in Rome?” she asked.
“Oh, fine,” he said, “fine weather,” adding, in an effort to be more precise: “Only, yesterday evening there was
a little sleet.”
“Here it snowed all night long. And I can’t remember when it’s been so cold.” She prepared his bed, and he
said:
“I’ll get into bed only for a moment, just long enough to go over an article here I’m interested in. Then I’ll join
you, and I want you to lie down, understand?”
She folded back the corner of the spread and, after Giovanni had got into bed, leaned over to tuck in the
covers. She said:
“When Fernando’s well enough, he’ll need a change of climate. The city is no place to convalesce.” She
straightened out Giovanni’s suit on the hanger, brushing the jacket and hanging it in the wardrobe.
“Don’t you agree?”
“There’ll be time to think about it,” he said.
“I’ve thought about it already. Since it’ll be near the end of March, I’ve been considering Vallombrosa. What
do you think?”
“Of course. A good idea,” he answered, returning to the Nuovo Giornale, page one. Nella was about to leave;
instinctively, she replaced the chair by the dressing table which Giovanni had moved. She said:
“It’s lucky we have money now. Gracious! think, if it had happened five or six months ago!”
Alone, it was to more immediate matters that his thoughts turned: to his purchase, reduced in value by at least
one half—at least that; and to the fact that he had sunk his entire fortune into this transaction. In his pocket he
counted a scant two thousand lire which, within a very few days, would be eaten up by household and medical
expenses. He thought of Bugatti’s betrayal—Bugatti, who had certainly known beforehand how the tide was
running, hence his impatience to close the bidding before the tenth! And of the fifty thousand he had delivered
after the announcement had come out in the press! And of the promissory note, with the date in blank, given to
Erina. A maze of circumstances confounding his reason, leaving him frenzied, benumbed.
*
An hour later, when Nella entered to tell him that Fernando seemed to be more comfortable and was asking for
him, she found him asleep, serene, snoring lightly, and she did not have the heart to awaken him. She removed the
paper tented on his breast, turned off the light, and returned to Fernando. She told him:
“Daddy’s sleeping now. But you’ll see him in the morning. He told me that as soon as you’re well, we’re going
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to go to Vallombrosa, you and I, so you can rest. And Daddy will come to visit us on Sundays. And maybe he’ll
buy a car and come out every evening.”
“A Mercedes, Mamma?”
“Perhaps.”
“But a Mercedes is very big, you know, like a—like a—”
“Hush, Fernando, you mustn’t excite yourself. If a Mercedes is really so big, then no. We certainly aren’t
millionaires yet.”
“But Daddy’s very good, isn’t he, Mamma. Daddy’s perfect.”
“He’s Daddy, Fernando,” she said.
*
There are days now, in March, of limpid skies and sunshine, and the air is warm; from the hilltop, away in the
distance, one may discern the Anconella dredge plying the placid green of the river. And suddenly, without the
horizon’s darkening—simply a curtain of sheerest tulle across the sun—rain shatters down, and hail; and then,
instantly, it is over: the sky is blue again, immaculate, and the sun shines. Yet, from this cloudburst, so abstract, so
utterly unexpected, too brief to be convincing, the countryside emerges devastated, the city pavements sheeted
with water, suburban lanes turned to wintry mire.
For Giovanni, this month of March was in every sense a memorable one: this the forty-third March of his life.
When events (largely of his own making: as a result of his incompetence, his fatalism, and the rashness created in
him by his first successes) marched one by one in succession to their logical conclusion, he was caught
unprepared, confronted by a wall of hostility and intrigue he could not—we shall not say pull down—but not even
dent.
Though a man who, on former occasions, in war for instance, had proved himself both courageous and proud,
and no less so, more recently, in dealing with insinuations however ironical, he now found himself to be cringing
and petty whenever the moment specially demanded dignity.
Thus, inept before responsibility, undertaking only whatever he felt would not further diminish his crumbling
prestige, he fell back upon the most puerile sort of blackmail. The only thing that he fought desperately to defend,
like a boxer his face, was the honor and harmony of his family, that they might stand aloof of his defeat until the
very last. Or rather, until he had gained the upper hand; for once flattened and punch-drunk, naturally he risked
losing his family as well, and in the most violent way.
For the scrap iron he had bid and paid two hundred thousand lire for—two hundred and fifty thousand,
including Bugatti’s commission—the manager of the Berta Works offered thirty thousand. With an expression of
indignation, a portrait of the offended businessman, Giovanni strode from the office in high dudgeon. This,
however unfruitful, had constituted his first energetic, dignified act; to be followed, moments later, by his second
and last.
*
With the little change he had left, he took a taxi; it was morning and the Credito Toscano was still open. He
had maintained a checking account there for the past six months; though now having withdrawn money to cover
his last purchase, his account had become purely symbolic, reduced to little more than a few hundred lire. He was
ushered into the office of one of the directors, where he produced a bill of sale listing the property in his
possession still lying in the roundhouse; on the strength of this, he asked for an immediate loan of fifty thousand
lire.
He was very politely refused.
“This policy cannot be broke,” he was told by one of the vice-presidents, a certain Dr. Corsini, who wore a
fasces and 1921 in his buttonhole:\fn{Indicating he year in which had joined the Fascist party of Mussolini, who marched upon
Rome and took over the government of Italy late in 1922 } a young, dark-haired man with mustaches and whiskers, the effeminacy and elegance of an actor. He added:
“Particularly at this time: above all in this period of readjustment and defense of the lira. In fact, it is precisely
because of the revision and general reorganization of credits and loans that a very slight exploitation, in depth, of
resources is allowed. Defense of the lira is contingent upon the greatest possible increase of national industry and
commerce, and also therefore—above all—upon the part played by trust companies, upon the greatest possible
extension of faith to medium and small industry, to the medium and small businessman.
“I notice, Signor Corsini.” he put in parenthetically, “that we have the same name. Do you also have your
doctorate?”
“No.” Giovanni said, “a certificate in accountancy. And, unfortunately, as you can see, I’m not a party mem209

ber.”
“My word, what nonsense!” the other returned. “A good Fascist is nothing but an upright citizen. And you certainly are that: a client of ours, a public accountant. But now, in conclusion, as regards your request, I’m obliged
to say—let us discuss it again, say, in two months.”
“In two months I won’t need it.” said Giovanni: unwittingly prophetic. “In two months I’ll be in quite a
different field. What I have just shown you represents the minimal part of the securities I now hold. But I am
pleased, anyway, to find out exactly how far the Credito Toscano backs up its depositors. It means, from now on I
shall take my deposits to a bank that gives something more than your measly five per cent.” He had walked to the
door; still smiling, polite, his namesake Dr. Corsini came forward:
“I should hardly say,” he said, “that such language reflects any credit upon you. I well understand your annoyance; but may I point out that if you really had other securities, the ones you mentioned, you were ill-advised not
to present them. Our talk would then have proceeded from a different basis. And lastly, if you actually are the bigtime speculator you claim to be, evidence of which we fail to find, I should say that by your very request you
injured your cause: you asked, wouldn’t you say, for too little?” He opened the door, making way for Giovanni to
pass:
“My respects,” he said.
The day after, his capitulation began. He had to return to the Berta Works, to see the manager, who kept him
cooling his heels for two hours before receiving him.
“Have you reconsidered?” he asked; and presently, mercilessly:
“Your speculation in this field is finished, make no mistake about that!”
Giovanni needed money, mostly to cover household expenses, plus a thousand to keep Nella from even
suspecting the disastrous state of his affairs.
“And I don’t think there’s any real likelihood of placing the material with another industry. But keep trying, if
you have leads.” Giovanni ventured:
“I can always dispose of it with a small firm, some private party.”
“Think so? In any case, that’s what you told me yesterday. The only reason I’m discussing it with you now is
because my impression is that you’re hard up for cash. That’s the only reason. Then, of course, we’ve done
business together before, and I didn’t wish to appear discourteous. The best I can offer you is thirty-five thousand,
but you’ll have to decide whether you’ll take it, immediately, here and now.”
“Make it fifty,” Giovanni said. The manager took out his checks and drew up one for forty thousand. He
passed it across to Giovanni and said:
“Good luck, Corsini. And give our friend Bugatti my regards, when you see him. I haven’t seen him myself in
a dog’s age.”
At that time, whenever Giovanni had telephoned his office, Bugatti was “out at the moment.” And Giovanni
did not dare to call at his office both for fear that he encounter old friends and associates, and because, as if
ostracized, Bugatti’s staircase was now out of bounds to him.
Fernando had taken a turn for the worse, his scarlet fever having become complicated by a slight pulmonary
inflammation: consultants were required, a nurse night and day, oxygen, taxis, and doctors’ fees; and during the
month, five or six thousand lire were consumed by household and medical expenses.
*
The remnant business was still hanging fire. He had met Erina twice, secretly, at their café in Porta a Prato,
during the first week. And as soon as Fernando was no longer in danger of coming down with pneumonia, having
cashed the check from the Berta Works, he spent another afternoon with Erina.
They met at the usual café. She arrived in a new tailleur, cut very short, above the knees, displaying her figure
to great and provocative advantage; a dove-colored cloche matching her suit framed her face and the blonde curls
lying against her cheeks: a kitten more than ever—the very way he liked her. He rose and kissed her hand;
immediately, even before returning his greeting, she asked:
“How’s your child?” And then, quickly:
“Now don’t ask me if I’ve sold the stuff yet; or rather, we’d better talk about it right now, so we won’t spoil the
whole afternoon. Nothing’s settled yet. I went to Prato yesterday with my father, but they didn’t offer us enough.
It’s best to hold out—you agree, don’t you?”
She sat with her legs crossed, futilely trying to pull down her skirt; each time she shifted position her thighs,
halfway up her dress, were visible, and Giovanni, as if a stranger to her body and she were now offering it to him
for the first time, grew gradually more excited. She sipped her cognac and remarked offhand:
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“The people we got the rags from have to negotiate the promissory note. That’s what you say, isn’t it
—‘negotiate?’ Anyway, they’ve got to have money. They asked me if I would pay up the note or else if they could
release it, in which case—I’m only telling you what they said—they want to know what date to write in and what
address—the warehouse?” This was what Giovanni had expected; he felt his blood curdle, venturing:
“Couldn’t they at least wait until your father has sold the rags? And you—couldn’t you, just this one time,
accept a small profit? It’s the sort of thing, you know, you have to be prepared for in business. You can’t expect
every hand to be a slam. At the moment, darling, I’m on my uppers—that’s the expression. But our trip—don’t
worry—is only postponed for a few weeks.”
She sat listening to him with perked-up ears, less like his kitten than a tigress. And God alone knows how
much of the commercial talk came through to her, for she promptly gave it her own, more vulgar interpretation;
she left Giovanni speechless when she said:
“What? Say that again! You want your fifty thousand back? You didn’t give it to me?”
Giovanni felt faint. He fingered his Turmac. The jigger of cognac stood before him. But his voice, this he
recognized: the voice of a man smiling in the teeth of pain. Yet hardly a voice: rather, a distant echo, a thousand
miles distant, as if his tonsils, suddenly ballooning in his throat, were about to choke him. He summoned up
strength, and a manner, in one swallow downing half the cognac left in his glass:
“Sort of disappointed, aren’t you?” he mocked. “Just as I had planned, to have a little fun with you!”
Erina, eying him mistrustfully, sat tight-lipped with her thighs now more than half visible; they were not alone
in the café, and the waiter was young and was looking at her too. With a glance to match his words, Giovanni
said:
“Pull down your skirt!” And, as she did not see fit to respond, continuing to stare at him, suspicious, her
eyebrows cast in a frown, the expression, he felt, really that of a tigress cub:
“Shall we go?” he asked her. At that, Erina exploded; as shrill and flushed with anger as he, in his simulated
emotions, had been husky-voiced and petty, she screamed:
“Come off that pull-down-your-skirt crap! Shall who go? I don’t take talk like that, brother! And I halfway feel
you’re still trying to pull something. But get this: there’s not much left to pull! That chicken feed—you can just
forget itl” Then, suddenly sensing that her outburst had been too violent, that she had shown her hand too hastily,
she shifted ground:
“You’ve really disappointed me. You had been so generous, giving me such a present, and I had made all kinds
of plans. I wanted to put up a laboratory.”
She didn’t say what sort of laboratory, and Giovanni didn’t ask. He puffed at his cigarette, unable to draw his
eyes away from her legs. She went on:
“Really, are you really having trouble? I’m sorry. Excuse me if I lost my temper. Sure, Giannino, I’ll sell the
stuff right away … and whatever they give me, they give me. And I’ll return the fifty thousand immediately,” she
smiled, very sweetly, “but as a loan, of course, with interest. How much interest will you give me?”
“Will a hundred per cent do?” Giovanni said.
For the first time—at last!—he had detected a note of imposture in his mistress’s voice. She was slipping from
his grasp. He dreaded the thought; but at least she was still there. Her presence excited him. And he turned to the
single task of regaining her confidence in him. Taking out his wallet to pay the waiter, he pretended to fumble,
and let the pack of thousand-lira notes bounce out onto the table, the twenty-five or thirty that remained of the
payment received from the Berta Works, which, once he had chosen a bank—not the Credito Toscano—were
destined for deposit.
It was a naïve strategem, a ruse much too obvious to deceive a San Frediana—now and for some time well
along the road we might euphemistically call “to perdition.” Actually, of the two, Giovanni was the one being
“taken,” and he ought to have recognized it, a moment later, when she said:
“You’ll have to excuse me, but I’ve got to hurry home.”
She did not even care to fabricate a pretext. His surprise, his insisting, pleading, and, when they had left, about
to raise his voice, as he took her by the arm, his telling her, “Be nicer, I have some say-so over what you do”—all
this notwithstanding, she wrenched free and half-shouted at him:
“Some what? You have a say-so? You have a say-so over what I do? You can stop kidding yourself now!”
They had come to the entrance of Ponte Sospeso. She opened her purse and handed a coin to the toll-keeper;
then, turning to Giovanni, added in a sharp, peremptory tone:
“I think you’d better stay on your side of the bridge. We’d best let a little river water run between us for a time
—until your screwed-up ideas straighten out a bit.”
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Unheeding, he followed after her; contrite, he had begun to plead with her again, imploring forgiveness. He
followed her on to the tram-car from Legnaja and followed her off only two stops later, under Porta San Frediano.
Evening had fallen; she stepped back close to the wall of the gate, into the half-shadows, standing away from the
traffic and pedestrians.
“If I were you, I’d steer clear of San Frediano,” she warned. Her voice was one of menace and naked
insinuation.
“And what do you mean by that?” he answered. “You have protectors?”
Threat for threat, he replied with whatever vulgarities he needed to counter Erina’s. The three-months-old
enchantment, begun in the private dining chambers of the Picciolo, proceeding to Room Number 8 of the
Belvedere, now lay shattered. His mistress had revealed to him her true self, and there remained, as far as he
could see, but a single way of winning her back: by bullying her.
He was still fond of her, as she was, as she showed herself actually to be; her ferocity and vulgarity took on an
unexpected charm, arousing in him an animal attraction, there being this sensual warp in all healthy, virile men.
This match, at least, he hadn’t lost; he was holding cards, he felt, that could turn the game in his favor.
But he was deluding himself; again, once again, deluding himself, and—as always—mainly about himself:
about his courage and his fund of self-reliance, clearly all spent ten years before in the mountains of the Trentino.
He said to her:
“Well, beautiful, now I suppose you’ll have me hauled in for corrupting a minor.” He had taken her by the arm
and again she had wrenched free.
“Let me meet your Alphonses. What are they—ragpickers like yourself?”
She was no longer Mary Pickford\fn{American actress (1893-1979)} or the young Maria Campi: simply a little
whore from San Frediano, her degradation laid bare, old for her twenty-three years, old for the life she had lived.
She said:
“Look, I warned you. You just have to take a few steps. I live in Via Camaldoli, and you know it.”
The “few” steps lengthened into twenty, thirty … there was a corner to turn, a little stretch of ancient wall,
halfway along which he asked her to stop, his animus, his voice, both completely reformed. He turned to her:
“Why must you be so mean with the one who loves you?” And as she had started on again, he said quickly, the
words tumbling from his tongue:
“You know I can’t do without you. Erina, I’ll buy you a ring, I’ll give you five thousand lire, I’ll let you
negotiate the note.”
“Ahhh,” she said, and she slackened her pace. “Now we can talk—not because of what you offer me, understand; but I see your tone has changed.”
A half-hour later, as it was already evening and he would have to be home before midnight, forgoing the
intimacy of Room Number 8 in the Belvedere, they found themselves toasting their reconciliation in champagne,
in one of the little reserved rooms of the Picciolo: a reconciliation sealed by a quick embrace, by Giovanni’s
having given her the promised five thousand lire, and by a rendezvous agreed upon for two days later.
*
The afternoon of the following day—Nella had insisted, and there had been no way Giovanni could see to
refuse—another medical consultation took place at Fernando’s bedside; the attending physician, supported by two
specialists, announced a marked improvement in the child’s condition, definite progress toward convalescence.
The visit cost a thousand lire, and Nella seemed a new person. Fernando’s fever had subsided to normal, and
he was allowed to play with his erector set, mounting the pieces on the pillows.
Participant in the family rejoicing, Giovanni left the house shortly after the doctors, he, like Nella, with a sense
of release from an incubus, which, in his case, had blunted his faculties and left him, during the past two weeks,
incapable of judging his own actions.
Walking the streets, he meditated. He started for the warehouse: the ideal place to concentrate on the turn taken
by his business: a business which, in truth, had ceased to be—but for that reason the ideal place! And on his
position which, for the first time, he seemed to see clearly, in all its drama and insolubility—exactly as it was.
And in its full frightening measure, he appraised his conduct: his innocence in giving Bugatti the fifty thousand
lire, his panic which had abated after dumping his stock of railway parts on the Berta Works, the pettiness he had
relapsed into in conversation with his banker namesake.
His reflections had begun directly he was out of doors, unraveling in his mind as his legs bore him along Via
de Pepi, Via Pietrapiana, Via dell Oriuolo. By the time he came into Piazza del Duomo, he had absolved himself
of blame:
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“I lost my head worrying about Fernando,” he decided.
He plotted muddleheaded revenge against Bugatti, the Berta Works, and the whole Corsini clan; daydreams all,
not one of which crystallized into a plan of action. He went into Bottegone’s and ordered a vermouth at the bar.
He had need of something to distract his mind. A physical need—of companionship, of love; he regretted not
having agreed to see Erina that evening. He headed for the warehouse of his friend Adamo Maestri, the paint
dealer, and found it closed. The thoughts which had driven him out of doors, toward his own warehouse, now,
once again, turned him in that direction. Down to his last few dozen thousand lire, he had definitely to decide
upon a new career for himself.
*
It was a late March evening, and he was wearing his gray topcoat, still new despite its two years; during the
winter of twenty-four, he remembered, cutting corners on his office clerk’s salary, it had served him in the coldest
weather. At his newsstand in Via Faenza he bought a paper; under streamer headlines he found “The Full Text of
the Duce’s Directives to the Ministry of Communications Regarding Railway Renovation.” He turned the page
and immediately, in the first column, saw an account of the investigation into the Matteotti crime. There—in Via
Chiara, a small street, at that hour deserted—with a single, abrupt fidget of annoyance, he folded the paper in two,
tore it in half, into quarters, and scattered it along the sidewalk; then, walking back, he kicked it down a gutter
drain with his foot. He came into Via Panicale, circling around the market, for months now a familiar neighborhood; and not until that moment, there in the deserted, silent square, walking beneath the eaves of the vegetable
stalls, emptied of carts and the people and traffic and shouts that glut it from dawn till noon, not until then did
Giovanni hear the trumpets of Destiny sound forth.
There was his street.
Providence itself had led him there, had willed that he rent a warehouse that was near the market: he would
become a wholesaler! Of fish or fruit, of greens or earthenware or rolls—whatever he chose! Or a wholesale paint
dealer, a competitor of Adamo Maestri’s: would they be any less friendly because of this? Of course not! But why
necessarily a competitor? They could go in together!
He dug the bunch of keys from his pocket, opened the lock and raised the shutter door: on the entry floor lay
two envelopes: one from the Credito Toscano and the other from Erina; optimistic—with none of the
apprehension recent experience ought to have implanted in him—he fancied that he could guess the contents of
both letters: the bank, of course, was apologizing for having refused him the loan which, now, after more closely
examining the matter, it felt quite differently about; and Erina—sweet, lovable, generous Erina—had been moved
to scribble a few kind words to him in final apology for her harsh words of the evening before, and perhaps—yes,
perhaps!—to tell him that her father had sold the remnants and that tomorrow he could count on having the fifty
thousand lire.
He switched on the light inside the glass cage and sat down, delighted, touched; and with unconscious, but
consequently mistaken, trepidation, took the paper knife and slit open the letter from Erina.
Actually, he had heard the resolute blare of the trumpets of Jericho!
Dearest Gianni
I’m writing to tell you something which you’ll be pleased and displeased to hear but because it
means something to my future you’ll agree I’ve done right since you love me even tho we must
separate. I’d made up my mind yesterday but then I didn’t have the courage to tell you. Well this
is what I’ve done—I’ve joined a niteclub troupe and today at noon I leave; therefore when you
receive this letter I’ll all ready be gone. I’m not telling you where because I must think only about
my art at least in the beginning. You know that I’ve all ways dreamed of this and now finally I
have the chance. Later on I’ll write you cards and tell you where you can reach me so you can
give me news which I’ll be glad to hear because you are all ways in my heart.
Lots of Belvedere and Picciolo kisses from your
Kitten
By the way do you know that the rag business didn’t work out. I didn’t even get back half and
I shall have costumes made because I am the one that must do that so that when I dance and sing I
think of you.
Giovanni had no sooner read past the signature, the charming little pseudonym Erina preferred to her actual
name, than his gaze came to rest on the letter from the Credito Toscano: only then did he notice in the upper left213

hand corner of the envelope, printed in fine type and underlined, the words: EXCHANGE OFFICE. To open it was
hardly necessary, like staring at the sun in midsummer to satisfy oneself of its existence. The promissory note
which he had released with the date in blank was due to mature the following day, on demand of a Brunetto
Pisselli.
That, at least for Giovanni, was really a pseudonym.
18.101 Aunt Bess, In Memoriam\fn{by Giuseppe Berto (1914-1978)} Mogliano-Veneto, Veneto, Italy (M) 7
The legend of my father, prospector in the Klondike, fell off rapidly after I reached my twelfth year.
It was a decline that was to bear significantly upon my life. Until then, meek-looking and puny as he was, my
father had been in my eyes a stupendous combination of Buffalo Bill\fn{ William Frederick Cody (1846-1917), American
guide, scout, and huckster} and Henry Ford.\fn{ American industrialist (1863-1947)} He was afterwards deflated to his
modest self as summoner, a title still used in our town to designate the man at city hall who, on starvation pay,
performs the duties both of doorman and house messenger.
In the latter capacity my father enjoyed the prerogative of a rickety bicycle which, though property of the
Commune, was actually his. But after my twelfth year even the occasional and abusive use of that wheel did not
suffice to restore to him his glory as a sourdough\fn{ Prospector} in the Klondike.
This disenchantment, coming as it did during the formative stage of my mental development, brought on
regrettable consequences. Such, I would say, was its effect upon my brothers as well.
In any case, following a normal physical development, we turned into listless, irresponsible youths, cynics at
heart, and fairly brimming with envious contempt for all those hardy, industrious folk, assured of their meals, in
whose midst fate had deposited us.
Alone in escaping this ruin was our sister Peggy; born somehow a number of years after us, she had been able
to draw profit from hearing accounts of my father’s prospecting adventures which we, by then completely broken
of the spell cast by this unlikely tale, punctuated with smart remarks and snickers.
There was a point, indeed, when the analytic spirit, so highly developed in us, succeeded even in trying to destroy the belief that our father had ever been in the Klondike at all. But counter to the destructive drive of our
intelligence, there were several irrefutable facts. Apart from our names—Tom, Mike (yours truly), Johnny, and
Peggy; apart from the existence of a photograph of a man, clumsy-looking as a bear, and perfectly capable of
being our father, posed in front of a snow-covered mountain; apart from the determination every Sunday morning
with which the man who had fathered us, foregoing mass, set out to pan for gold along the banks of our gentle
plains river; apart from all this—there was Aunt Bess: a remote and mysterious personage who once each year, at
Christmas, sent us a package of presents from an inconceivable place called Wichita Falls, Texas, U.S.A.
*
Time was needed before we got to the real essence of Aunt Bess. Whose sister, our father’s or our mother’s,
was she? And why was it that our grandparents—Tom, in fact, made two bicycle trips hoping to clarify the
situation—why was it that our grandparents chose to ignore her existence? And why did our mother turn pale and
glare at her spouse whenever she was mentioned?
Quite briefly: Aunt Bess was not an aunt at all. She was merely someone with whom our father had taken up
during his glorious American adventure.
Once this detail was clear to us it would seem that the scant consideration we accorded our father, the municipal summoner, would increase a jot or so. Something, at any rate, had happened in America. Aunt Bess, clearly,
must have been one of those marvelous western vamps—the kind that dances and shows her thighs through a slit
in her skirt, singing huskily as she slinks from table to table plucking men’s billfolds, one of those that finally,
when her lover-bandit arrives, blows out all the lights in the saloon with her six-shooter.
Our father, in his getup as lover-bandit, must have been enamored of her, and it must have been on her that he
had squandered his fabled sacks of Klondike gold.
But not even this was effective.
The true story emerged a little at a time, usually on Sunday evenings when Father came home drunk and would
proceed with unwitting candor to comment on his past exploits.
He had not acquired any gold in the Klondike. He had gone, certainly, urged by brashness and a childhood
companion of his. After the death there of his companion, he was left with nothing.
And so, on the heels of colossal failure, he had started for home, drifting from town to town across the vastness
that is America, literally dying of hunger. And it was this person whom Aunt Bess had chanced to meet. Moved by
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pity for him, she took him in, she fed and reclothed him, and, slowly falling in love with him, would even have
agreed to marry him if he, homesick for the Motherland, had not first touched her for the wherewithal for his
return trip and then left.
What a damned disgusting story!
Admittedly, we had no clear notion as to what America was like, or Wichita Falls, or Aunt Bess, but we
certainly knew the Motherland: the handful of houses surrounding the dilapidated one we lived in ourselves,
where our chickens enjoyed utter freedom to scatter their droppings at will, the post of town summoner with its
ridiculous stipend and, poor thing! our mother who, though scarcely to blame, was as far from being the heroine
of a Western as one might imagine.
If our father had preferred all this to America, then he was nothing, to our mind, but a plain fool. And in his
entire life, past and present, there has arisen nothing indeed to convince us to the contrary.
*
We even came to hate him. At mealtime, contemplating in turn the cabbage and pigskin soup before us, the
tablecloth that went for weeks before being changed, and lastly our father’s loutish face and the downcast look on
our mother’s, we could not but think how vastly different our lot would have been if that fool had not come down
with homesickness for his Motherland, and we, instead of our mother’s, had been Aunt Bess’s children.
We had gone so far as even to decide upon American professions for us. Tom would have been a pimp, Johnny
ringleader of a gang of crooks, and I, the lazy idealist, a lighthouse keeper to whom beautiful women would flee
in hiding from the police.
Our sister Peggy never played with such ideas, and, anyway, we ourselves rarely admitted her to our projects.
Aged seven, she seemed to care not a fig about her brothers or parents, let alone Aunt Bess. Years came and went,
Aunt Bess at Christmastime continuing to send us playthings which would have been ideally suited for infants in
diapers. And our mother—jealous or simply practical, there was no telling—sold them to the vestrymen who,
praised be, were rich and always had new children, grinding out as they did one a year. And despite its completely
subsidiary use, the Christmas package remained proof of a sentimental bind that would not break.
Why, then, didn’t our father just drop everything, wife and all, and take us to America to live with Aunt Bess,
who was still in love with him?
Or why, in recompense for her great unrequited love—why didn’t Aunt Bess send for us three brothers to
become her adoptive children?
Obviously, she must not have been aware of our miserable circumstances, our father having failed to advise
her. Whereupon we resolved to study English by ourselves, so as to be able to write her a letter of explanation.
Working at it for an entire week before giving up, it marked our only significant effort during adolescence.
And then, on the point of stepping into life itself, we found ourselves dismayed by the prospect, already defeated, and imbued with such moral principles as would have made even the natives of Guiana blush, and without
—excepting our passion for motion pictures—there developing in us any worth-while inclinations.
And looking back, we now marvel that the world went on, all the same.
*
It went right on. One evening our father came home completely transformed: he was attired in stiff jack boots,
riding breeches and a gray flannelette jacket buttoned to the neck, a cap with Bulgar visor, and sported a curious
emblem which it had recently been decided, he explained, was the ancient insignia of the commune.
It made us laugh. Not him, though; for within, a change had taken place. the uniform being but a pale exterior
expression of it. He spoke of the new concept of the state, of the new orders that were at last providing the nation
with an ethical dignity, of the respect owed the authorities, however significant or insignificant they were, under
which latter heading he was modest enough to place himself.
Although we regarded these doings with our usual cynicism, and our mother seemed genuinely disturbed, the
change was not without certain concrete advantages.
Cabbage and pigskin soup made fewer and fewer appearances at table, being replaced according to the season
by home-cooked hams and salami, by geese and turkey and fattened capons, while the strain that attended
digestion of these delicacies was effectively alleviated by the light wine, imbibed to extravagance, that was
produced by the neighboring countryside.
The poor niece of a second cousin of my mother’s was invited to live with us to help speed up various
household chores, and she promptly assumed the rank of ill-treated menial; but being an energetic baggage, she
bore up well, and Tom soon found in her, as presently did Johnny and I, a source of personal delight.
We began honestly to lose interest in our American and domestic destinies alike: to tell the truth, one had to
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appreciate that the old fool, once having surpassed his fiftieth year, had begun to conduct himself with a measure
of decency and cleverness in regard to the practicalities of life. The New Order, though—repeated censuses and a
need to own an identity card with prescribed photograph—left scarcely any impress upon our peaceful peasant
population in whom respect for constituted authority was no different from their desire to remain on amicable
terms with whomever was in command.
But progress was evident: our rural folk, previously known by the vulgar term “peasants,” who had been
considered mere citizens of some kind of spiritual realm and had therefore made donations exclusively to the
parish priest, now started to notice the existence of an administrative community, so that their gifts came with
increasing frequency to be directed also to the town hall, where, though it was the villagers’ intention that they
reach the secretary of the commune or the mayor himself, they were ably expropriated by our father and brought
home.
The flannelette uniform with the badge in front had some importance.
*
But all this was but a trifle compared with what was to come.
With the aid one Sunday of four or five of his associates, our father stopped worshippers as they were leaving
mass and herded them over to the front of the town hall. There the Tricolor\fn{ The Italian national flag} was unfurled
from the center balcony. Out from behind the flag stepped our father, no longer embarrassed by his puny
physique, dressed completely in black and wearing on his head a sort of kettle with a tassel dangling from it.
Little by little, his assistants managed to prod the countryfolk from their lethargy, and after some time the piazza
was rocking with shouts and applause.
Presently our father made several solemn gestures to calm them.
Then he spoke.
We had never suspected him of such—I shan’t say oratorical powers—but great vocal power. His voice,
slightly gravelly but powerful, ranged out over the rickety fences enclosing the tumbledown houses, over the
lodging house and the church, and into the open countryside where, as it was, there happened to be nobody to
listen to him.
Still, even the disparity between half-functionary that he was and the rank to which he aspired had some effect
upon his audience. Though not neglecting to mention the New Order, the citizens’ reborn conscience, and the obligations incumbent therefrom upon everyone, our father orated for the most part about himself.
It is cause for wonder still, how, by means of a few simple arguments, he was able to transform himself from a
plain fool into something of a national hero. He cited himself, in fact, as a man who, scorning the facile lures by
which the plutocratic powers had sought to enslave him, had abandoned a mercenary position to return to his
Motherland, even to suffer, yet to contribute his energy, his intelligence, his devotion to the greatness of the
nation.
At the conclusion, in part spontaneously and in part prompted by their neighbors’ examples, the audience applauded at length (though it was questionable whether the address had had any real effect upon them).
However, it did have effect elsewhere, and in considerably higher quarters.
A few days afterward an order came down from above naming our father as political head of the town.
*
It was a big thing, one which—why deny it?—gave rise to a little uneasiness.
The political authority, of course, was entirely separate from the administrative, and there was no objection to
the fact that the town’s political leader was a lowly summoner at town hall. All the same, it was embarrassing.
One need only think that our father, though attired in gray flannelette, was the lowest flunky, not of the mayor or
the secretary, but of the meanest functionary in the Commune.
Whoever wished, on the pretext of wanting a message carried to the farthermost limits of the municipal realm,
had the right to order him off on an eight-mile bicycle trip.
Yet it was enough for him simply to assemble four cats in the piazza, don his black costume, and appear on the
balcony, and suddenly he was equal if not superior to the mayor himself.
And it was common knowledge that, such visible honors aside, it was also enough for him simply to whisper
the right word in the right place and without further ado the mayor and secretary and entire municipal clique
would come tumbling from their jobs.
Not that our father wore the air of such a man, not that he would consider graft. Just that the possibility existed.
One evening he came home a little excited. Vainly he offered his summoner’s uniform with attached stipend to
Tom, me, and Johnny, in turn. We turned it down flatly.
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He, however—the following day he had an office in the town hall, all for himself, appointed with a large table
and a brand-new leatherette writing set, a gift from the mayor.
What he did there, no one ever learned. In all probability, nothing, because nobody ever gave him anything to
do. But under that arrangement the embarrassing aspects of hierarchical interdependence were successfully avoided; and ultimately reaching a point where he drew down a salary more than triple his former one, he also
sheltered himself from all risk of having to pedal off on those eight-mile bicycle trips.
In respect to our fears that along with his gray uniform the gratuities attached thereto would likewise pass, they
were shown to be utterly without foundation. In fact, the peasants were quick to realize that side by side with and
perhaps slightly higher than the religious and administrative authorities, there existed a new one—the political.
This, our father kept them aware of by means of patriotic ceremonies and Sunday morning discourses which,
by continually harping on the same strings, acquired increased formal perfection and successfully galvanized the
masses, both.
*
All this did not stand in the way of his being a good father. Indeed, his greatest efforts were put to providing us
with gainful employment, gainful but completely honorary in view of our unseemly attitude toward all work.
I, the most ingenuous of us three brothers, once actually found myself seated in the provincial grain depot. A
week later I tendered my resignation, because I got bored just sitting around and because, to put it in a nutshell, it
was not in the least necessary for me to get out of bed before everyone else to bring home the bacon.
We had plenty of money at that time. We had moved into a respectable house, one in keeping with our father’s
new position. We had even changed our names. Tom had become Tommaso, I Michele, and Johnny Giovanni. A
simple enough thing, on the face of it. But for Peggy, since no one could make out its derivation, recourse to a
drastic innovation was demanded, and with a decision that affected her not one whit nor jostled her a single foot
from her road, she was patriotically renamed Italia.
Peggy, or rather Italia, having attained her thirteenth year and by then considerable physical development, went
on vegetating in undisturbed silence.
Our nationalization was due as well to a steady fading from the memory of Aunt Bess.
Poor Aunt Bess, victim of political upheaval! We found ourselves thinking of her less and less. Her ever-thesame Christmas toys arrived punctually; but with never a word about them, they were passed out, as personal
contributions from the chief, with other gifts from the political Santa Claus, by our mother, who, dressed in black,
distributed them to the neediest and politically most worthy children during a gala patriotic ceremony.
Meanwhile, in our hearts, we no longer had many reasons to lament our aborted destiny. It may have been the
result of a more mature view of life (plus time), or in consequence of the propaganda treating the scant amount of
happiness being enjoyed in America; in any case, we had concluded that if we had been Aunt Bess’s children, we
should have been faced with work in one form or another, and for us, that, at least for the time being, was
unnecessary.
It is quite true that politics poisons the mind. Through no fault of hers, Aunt Bess came to be thought of with
indifference and even resentment, or simply not thought of at all, and yet she persisted in that really sweet habit of
hers, of sending us gifts at Christmas. Only the war was a bar to her generosity.
*
But our entry into war—oh, what an epic, what a great day that was!
It came at harvest time, but our father succeeded all the same in getting every peasant, every last reaper, into
the piazza. Except for a woman to tend the fires, no one remained at home.
Toward evening, as light, sultry gusts of wind carried the lowing of unmilked cows in from the countryside,
our father stepped out onto the flag-draped balcony, flanked by the mayor and the priest. What he did there will
long abide in the memory of those who lived at that moment in our history.
He sweated, he wept, he kissed the flag, and flung his arms into the air calling upon God as his witness, he
blessed those on the frontier who were beginning the sacrifice, and he cursed the enemy with such vehemence that
at the conclusion, fourteen strapping young peasants, called by heaven only knows what atavistic warrior spirit,
came forward and submitted their names to him as volunteers.
This was topped off by a terrific drinking spree, during which all the patriotic hymns, starting with those of the
Risorgimento,\fn{As the movement for the unification of Italy came to be known} were sung with tear-filled eyes.
*
That evening our father came home late. He may perhaps have drunk beyond his measure, success itself may
have gone to his head, or he may really have been sincere, since he was taking everything so damned seriously.
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He looked at us with such contempt as to freeze the grins on our lips.
“You,” he bellowed in his drill sergeant’s voice, “you—my own flesh and blood—why haven’t you signed
up?”
Tommaso, assuming the right of the first born, replied first.
He said that it had never even entered his mind, that he was getting along pretty well as it was and could see,
therefore, no reason to alter his estate. He remarked that a father’s duty is to safeguard the lives of his offspring—
not to send them off for slaughter. And, he added, if our father was such a wretch as to forget his paternal duties,
he for one was not going to forget his own as a son, to remain at home at the side of his aged mother to assist her
and provide succor in the event of such need.
Except for some slight variations on this theme, Giovanni and I expressed the same opinion as that of Tommaso.
Overtaken by an almost epileptic seizure, our father implored and cursed us; he threatened to cut off our meals
and to deprive us of all future assistance—but all to no avail. And in that atmosphere of impending tragedy, one
by one the fourteen volunteers came to announce that they had reconsidered, that the idea did not appeal to their
families, that their duty would be more effectively discharged at home, tilling the fields: in sum, that they would
not honor their original pledge.
Our father retired to his room. All night long we could hear him pacing back and forth. It was for us as well a
tragic night: we found it difficult to remain cynics with our father’s footfall clumping in our conscience. Then, at
daybreak, the front door slammed and silence descended upon the house. All that day and for some days thereafter
our mother moped about, now and then staring at us as if she thought we could tell her where he had gone.
Then, one Sunday afternoon, he returned. He was wearing a gray-green uniform that was too large for him, and
above it his lined face and white hair combined to present a pitiable sight.
They had taken him despite his advanced age. Though attached to the Regimental Warehouse in the next town,
his assignment was completely temporary inasmuch as he had already put in for front-line duty.
Our mother was moved to tears. Whether it was from patriotic pride was not clear, but she wept, anyway.
We, however, confined ourselves to giving our father—the soldier—looks of stertn disapproval. What had
possessed him? Did he doubt perhaps that without him the war would be won, all the same? Didn’t he realize that,
carried away by his lunatic ambition, he was risking destroying his family’s position of well-being?
Of course, these were things that escaped him. But we—we who had never aspired to any vainglory what-ever
—could already discern before us the abyss into which we were to be thrown.
*
The drop was swift.
One of the townsmen, whose main exertions had gone into our father’s political rise, delivered an undistinguished address in his praise—a speech from which one gathered that our father had already laid down his life in
battle. With a selection of the most flattering details, he retraced his life—so completely dedicated to the welfare
of the Motherland; he said that his life had received in its very nobility every conceivable reward, including the
highest and most coveted, that of wearing the uniform and of marching off in the worthiest of company to be
immolated in the defense of the Communes and sacrosanct ideals.
Finished with the praise, the speaker hastened to add that unqualified as he was, he felt that in the absence of
the town’s political chief he must shoulder that burden himself. And from that moment onward the political
presents were rerouted to contribute toward the prosperity of another family.
Quite frankly, at the town hall they comported themselves more decently. Pretenders to the seat and writing
table in the room where our father, luxuriating in serene prestige, had spent his later years were not few. The
wiliest and most favored was the priest’s brother, a man who, having received a free education in a seminary, had
forsaken religion and was now on the lookout for any job that turned up.
But the mayor refused all comers with a statement which, when relayed to us, filled us equally with pride and
hope. Said he:
“The post belongs to a warrior and shall be given to no one: it remains his for the day he returns as victor.”
The pride that this awakened in us was both honest and real. Unfortunately, any hope that to such highmindedness there would be attached payment of a monthly check was in vain. The Commune passed on to our mother no
more than the usual allotment which the government had decreed for the families of conscripts.
With which pittance we were able not even to buy cigarettes.
*
It is clear how things work in this world: one misfortune drags behind it another. Presently we were left even
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without a serving girl. The poor niece of our mother’s second cousin got herself quite inexplicably pregnant and
was sent forthwith back to her home town. Thus, while all about us the peasants were enriching themselves in the
black market, stuffing their mattresses with thousand-lire notes, the last exterior mark of our respectability fell.
And once again we had cause to lament our father’s lack of foresight: why did he not see to it that we were born
among peasants? In our misery, only the house was saved, thanks to a law that forbade the eviction of
servicemen’s families even if it so happened that they were in arrears in their rent payments. A providential law,
and one that rescued us from death by starvation. Our house, in fact, had become too large for us, and upon
receipt of a reasonable sum of money, we turned over use of two rooms to a wealthy businessman who had been
left a little addled by the first experiments in saturation bombing.
Meanwhile, our father, a trooper at the Regimental Warehouse, continued to make his Sunday appearances in
town. He got down out of the bus with his satchel under his arm and headed for home without a word to anyone.
The peasants milling about in the piazza noted his satchel and then winked at one another with distrustful irony:
there, they thought, goes a smooth operator, a man who has found a way to make money and cover his movements to boot. Once in the house, our father handed his satchel full of dirty laundry to his wife, and then, having
kicked off his shoes and unwound his puttees, lowered his feet into a basin of near-boiling water. And in that
domestic attitude, some of his military pride melted.
“My children,” he would say in a discursive tone, “things are not going badly at all.”
By “things,” naturally, he meant the war. Though it would have been interesting to examine the source of his
optimism.
The worse things became, the more he perfected his reasoning to show that victory was near. Unless he had
become, very unexpectedly, a wag,\fn{A satirical commedian} by victory he actually meant victory for our side.
*
But one Tuesday night he appeared at the house, several days before he was due: he had walked the fifteen
kilometers from the city. As he undressed, he had a large fire prepared. Then, exercising great care, taking them
one by one, he dropped the various articles of clothing that made up his uniform into the fire, saving out only his
shoes. And, pausing to study himself in the mirror:
“They’re not going to take me prisoner,” he said.
“I’m too old: the enemy will never suspect that I’m a soldier.”
As dawn approached, the walls of our house began to shake with the rumble of passing American tanks.
Watching from the window, every so often our mother scurried back to report to our father, who was locked in the
closet under the staircase, taking notes.
These, in his view, were valuable snippets of information which, come the propitious moment, would contribute toward victory. That pastime of his lasted three days, because then the war ended, and our father, though still
not budging from the closet, had to give up the comfortable thought of hoping for the enemy’s defeat.
Till then our rural folk had favored neither one side nor the other, but finally presented with such opportunity,
they took up positions, naturally, alongside the conquerors. They came streaming into the piazza to celebrate the
victory.
But they felt the absence of a leader, having become so accustomed to one. Compelled, of course, not even to
consider our father, they settled on a poor devil who, in times past, when properly soused, used to sing the Internationale\fn{The anthem of international Communism, and (until its demise in 1992) the national anthem of the Soviet Union } at the
top of his lungs and who, in consequence, whenever a big wheel in the government or the party or the royal
family rolled through town, was put in the lockup for a few days.
In a word, he was a subversive, and they hurried off to get him.
He was brought out onto the flag-draped balcony of the town hall. His appearance there was made in a black
shirt, because in the turnover of regimes, all who had possessed incriminating clothing had speedily got rid of it
by making donations to the poor. And he had found it almost incredible, the fact that finally he had a virtually new
shirt to wear. In any case, he was the only person in town with the right to dress as he wished, and the crowd
cheered him. Contrary to the belief of those who thought he would be incapable of getting out a single word, he
instinctively struck the new democratic mode of expression and bawled out:
“Friends!—a toast to victory!”
The binge that followed sufficed to drown the memory of the one, it too of historic proportions, that had
solemnized our entry into war.
When evening fell, the entire town was reeling. And in that epic atmosphere our father was risking martyrdom.
No one had anything against him—I should make that clear—but, after all, a political overthrow is a political
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overthrow, and this time it was a serious affair.
All the same, before setting out with the intention of hanging him, they dispatched an advance party to warn
him so that he might escape.
And, perhaps for the first time in his life, our father ran away. He hid himself in a barn in the country, and
though everyone knew where he was, no one dreamed for a moment of going after him.
*
But now what were we going to do? Already we were terribly underfed; it was no easy thing for us to assemble
sufficient calories each day to guarantee our being alive the next morning. Our tenant, the gentleman to whom we
had given asylum throughout the difficult years of war, learning that the fighting was really over, returned to his
own city in the wake of a heated argument in which he made the absurd demand for restitution of the two months’
rent he had given us in advance.
No sooner was cause for fear eliminated than he was showing himself to have not the merest trace of understanding.
And we were left utterly alone.
At one moment our salvation looked as if it might come from our sister. Having completed her silent development, she had become a very good-looking girl. And though basically one would not suspect her of any intelligence at all, with the end of hostilities she provided some evidence of reasoned adjustment to circumstances.
Having dropped her ridiculous name of Italia and resumed the old one of Peggy, she would leave the house
empty-handed and return late in the evening with stocks of chocolate, American cigarettes, and cans of something
labeled “Meat and Vegetables,” which proved edible. Later on, she occasionally appeared with a representative of
the American detachment that was stationed in town, various fellows whose names were either Joe or Jimmy or
Bob, and announced:
“This is my fiance.”
Relieving him of the cans he was carrying, we would cook a fine meal, to which he was also invited, since,
poor boy, so many thousands of miles from home, he could appreciate a meal in familia.
Shortly thereafter, unfortunately, the detachment was transferred to a near-by city, and Peggy, who at that time
was seriously in love with a sergeant named Harry, went after it. And we plunged headlong into misery blacker
than ever.
Weakened by hunger, broken by adversity, we found ourselves passing long hours in silence, looking and
sighing at one another from time to time, wondering how we should be capable of retrieving ourselves from our
predicament.
*
It was from one such siege of meditation that one day the name of a person all too long forgotten suddenly reemerged: Aunt Bess.
Aunt Bess could save us.
She had won the war. She represented the mightiest and wealthiest nation in the world. And she had an
obligation to us, since, if it had not been for the dim-wittedness of our father, she could easily have been our
mother. Which meant that our salvation was her responsibility.
We decided to write her a letter asking for help.
The letter was written one afternoon while Peggy was at home paying us a visit and letting us meet her fiance,
whose name was Bill. We explained to Peggy what we wanted written, Peggy re-explained it to Bill, and Bill then
put it in writing.
He did it, frankly, with a certain difficulty and some uncertainty, but we were confident that in one way or
another he would succeed in making Aunt Bess understand that our father, who had always secretly longed for
her, was dying of hunger and that we, his children, were in no less dire straits, and that if Aunt Bess had so much
as a grain of responsibility, once a week she would have to send us a big box full of cigarettes and food.
The letter was posted by air.
It may be said that from that moment onward we lived for the most part simply on the hope of what was on its
way. It was a fairly long wait and threw our bony structures into really fine relief. But at last, one day—a day we
had spent trying to recall the precise circumstances that had attended our having something solid between our
teeth—the first package arrived. It was not very large, to tell the truth, especially when placed alongside our
hopes, but, anyway, it was a package. And we three of us began feebly to unwrap it.
The first thing to appear was a letter, which was put aside, mainly because reading matter wasn’t exactly what
we needed, and then because, in any case, there was no one present who could read it. Under the letter, well
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packed in crumpled strips of cellophane, nestled a little red bag tied with a red, white, and blue ribbon, the colors
of the American flag, and then we seemed to realize that not only Aunt Bess, but an entire continent had come to
our rescue.
Except for the little bag, there was nothing else—no chocolate, no cigarettes, no canned pork. Only the bag,
which contained the powder of a substance of indefinable color. We licked our fingers and stuck them into the
powder to taste it. Its taste was even more indefinable than its color. To me, personally, it tasted like dehydrated
peas. Tommaso, however, rather thought it was soybean flour, and since no one of us, including him, had ever
seen or eaten soya, his judgment was perfectly reliable. But Giovanni asserted that it might well be a synthetic
food, that the powder could easily prove to have the nutritional value of a bull. And since he was the only one of
us who kept up with scientific advance, this final hypothesis was rather comforting. And we turned to the subject
of how to eat it.
Following a brief discussion, we settled on stew. All considered, it was the most sensible way to use the
powder, vegetable, animal, synthetic, or whatever it was. I set to work immediately, dissolving the powder in
water. Meanwhile Tommaso went out to steal some wood, and Giovanni went to appropriate some representative
samples of the vegetables growing in a neighboring garden, these items, of course, being indispensable in the
preparation of stew.
The idea of a meal in the making sharpened our hunger. Huddled around the fire, we watched for the first signs
of boiling, hoping almost that when boiled the substance would transform itself into something entirely different
—the hind quarter of a bull, or—how was I to know?—a turkey, say. Instead, it boiled for a few minutes and
nothing happened. And so, since the powder was obviously not going to change, we pronounced it cooked; and if
the vegetables were still a little raw, it was just as well, since, as is known, heat destroys vitamins.
The stew was then ladled out and we fell to. It did not have a bad flavor at all; rather—but this certainly was
due to our hunger—we found it downright tasty. Anyway, it was something to eat, and once inside it gave one a
sense of well-being. When the meal was over, we continued to sit about the table, letting ourselves bask in that
sense of well-being.
Then Peggy came in.
Curiously, without a fiance and without any canned goods.
She had had a misunderstanding with her Americans and was a little down in the dumps. Scarcely paying any
attention to us, she went over to the sideboard. There she sulked for a while and, casually fingering the letter that
had accompanied the package from America, she exclaimed:
“Good gracious, Aunt Bess is dead!”
We stared at her. incredulous.
“She’s really dead.” Peggy repeated, taking up the letter. And she read, translating it:
My dear Italian friends.
I, the one who is writing you, am Alice Smith. Your letter has been delivered to me. I regret to inform you that dear
Bess has passed on. It happened during the war. It may have been perhaps the thought that we were at war with you that
brought her life so prematurely to a close. You were the love of her life and she bequeathed herself to you. She left
instructions that her body be cremated and the ashes be sent to you. With this parcel I am carrying out her will.
Sincerely yours.
Alice Smith

His careful preparation for the unpleasant moments in life notwithstanding, Tommaso turned pale and staggered for the door.
“Where are you going. Tom?” Peggy called.
“To the graveyard,” he answered, without stopping.
Giovanni and I were right behind him.
55.116 Excerpt from Il Mare Non Bagna Napoli: “A Pair Of Glasses”\fn{by Anna Maria Ortese (1914-1998)} Rome,
Italy (F) 7
… Don Peppino Quaglia stood near the threshold of the basement apartment, singing
“‘Ce sta’ O sole; ‘O sole!’”
“Leave the sun to God,” his wife Rosa answered, her soft, vaguely cheerful voice rising from within where she
was laid up in bed with arthritic pain, complicated by heart disease; and addressing her sister-in-law, who was in
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the bathroom, she added:
“You know what I’m going to do, Nunziata? I’ll get up later and take the soaking clothes out of the wash.”
“Do as you please, but I think you’re crazy,” Nunziata answered from the little cubbyhole, in her dry, sad
voice. “With the pains that you have, one more day in bed wouldn’t hurt you!” A silence.
“We have to put down that other poison. I found a cockroach in my sleeve this morning.” And then Eugenia’s
calm, quiet voice called from the bed in the rear of the room, a veritable grotto with its low ceiling vault strung
with spider webs:
“Mama, today I get my glasses.” There was a kind of secret jubilation in the little girl’s subdued tone; she was
Don Peppino’s third-born (the first two, Carmela and Luisella, were with the nuns, and would soon don the veil,
convinced as they were that this life is a punishment; and the two small ones, Pasqualino and Teresella, still lay
feet first, snoring in their mother’s bed).
“And smash them too, I bet,” her aunt insisted, even more irritated now, from behind the door.
She made everybody pay for the displeasures of her life, most importantly the displeasure of being unmarried
and of being subjected, as she saw it, to her sister-in-law’s charity, although she never failed to mention that she
offered this humiliation to God. She had put a little of her own savings aside, however, and since she was not
really mean, she offered to buy glasses for Eugenia after the family had discovered that she couldn’t see a thing.
“And what they cost!” she added now. “Eight thousand lire in hard cash.”
Eugenia heard water running in the basin and pictured her washing her face, squinting, her eyes full of soap,
and she didn’t bother to answer. Anyway, she was much too happy to bother. A week ago she and her aunt had
gone to an optometrist on Via Roma. There, in that elegant store full of shining tables and a marvelous green
reflection that rained down from the curtains, the doctor had tested her eyes, making her read entire columns of
letters printed on a card, some as big as boxes and others as tiny as pins, while he changed lenses.
“This poor child is nearly blind,” he finally said to her aunt, as if in commiseration. “She must never take these
glasses off again.” And then, while Eugenia sat waiting anxiously on a stool, he quickly placed another pair of
lenses in a white wire frame on her face and said to her:
“Now look at the street.”
Eugenia stood, her legs trembling with excitement, and could not hold back a little shout of joy. Well-dressed
people, so many of them, passed before her on the sidewalk, and they were crystal clear even if smaller than
usual: ladies in silk suits and powdered faces, young men with long hair and colorful sweaters, an old man with a
white beard and reddened hands clasping a cane with a silver handle; and in the street, beautiful automobiles that
looked like toys, painted shiny red or light green; and green trolleys as big as houses.
Across the street, the elegant stores whose windows shone like mirrors (sales clerks in black smocks were
polishing them) were so full of fine things that Eugenia’s heart swelled. There was a café with red and yellow
tables outside, and young girls with golden hair sitting cross-legged laughed as they drank from tall, colored glasses. Above the café, balcony doors stood ajar, as it was already spring; the embroidered curtains blew, revealing
blue and gold paintings, heavy gold and crystal chandeliers that glittered.
Amazing!
Enthralled by all that splendor, she had not followed the conversation between her aunt and the doctor. Her
aunt, standing at some distance from the glass counter in her brown Sunday dress, now broached the subject of the
price with a timidity that was unnatural for her.
“Doctor, don’t forget to give us a good price, we’re poor people …” And when she had heard “eight thousand
lire,” she nearly fainted.
“For two pieces of glass? What are you saying? Jesus Christ!”
“You see, when people are ignorant, they never reason things out. But if you give this child two pieces of glass,
tell me, won’t she see better? She has nine diopters in one eye, and ten in the other. And if you want to know the
truth, she’s nearly blind.”
While the doctor wrote down the child’s first and last name, “Eugenia Quaglia, vicolo della Cupa, Santa
Maria in Portico,” Nunziata walked over to Eugenia, who still stood in the doorway of the store, adjusting the
glasses with her damp hands and looking about eagerly.
“Look, look, my lovely girl. You see what this luxury is costing us! Eight thousand lire, did you hear? Eight
thousand in hard cash!”
She could barely breathe. Eugenia had turned completely red, not so much at this reproach, but at the gaze of
the cashier who had been looking at them while her aunt announced the family’s poverty. She took off the glasses.
“But how can she be so young and so myopic already?” the cashier asked as Nunziata signed the receipt,
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adding “and wrinkled too?”
“My good lady, there’s not a pair of bad eyes in our house, this is just a stroke of bad luck that came … along
with all the others. God rubs salt in our wounds …”
“Come back in a week,” the doctor said. “The glasses will be ready.”
Eugenia tripped on the stairs as she was leaving.
“Thank you, Aunt Nunzia,” she said after a while. “I’m always so rude to you and you’re so nice to buy me
glasses.” Her voice was trembling.
“Listen, my dear, it’s better not to see the world than to see it,” Nunziata answered with sudden melancholy.
Eugenia did not even answer her this time. Aunt Nunzia was often strange; she cried and shouted over nothing
and said so many ugly words. On the other hand, she went to mass conscientiously; she was a good Christian, and
whenever some wretch needed help, she was always there, with a full heart.
Eugenia didn’t have to worry.
*
From that day on, Eugenia lived in a sort of rapture, waiting for those blessed glasses that would allow her to
see every single person, every little thing in its minutest detail.
Until now, she had been enveloped in a fog: the room where she lived, the courtyard that was always hung
with clothes, the vicolo, spilling over with colors and noises—all of that for her was covered by a thick veil: the
only faces she knew well were those of her intimates—her mother especially, and her brothers and sister because
they often slept together.
Sometimes when she woke in the night, she would look at them in the gas light. Her mother slept with her
mouth open, and Eugenia could see her broken, yellowed teeth; and Pasqualino and Teresella were always dirty
and covered with boils, their noses full of mucus: when they slept, they made a strange noise, as if they had beasts
inside them.
Once in a while, Eugenia caught herself staring without really knowing what she was thinking. She felt confusedly that beyond that room, forever filled with its dripping clothing, broken chairs and stinking toilet, there must
be beautiful light, sounds, things; and the moment she had put the glasses on, the revelation struck her: the world
outside was beautiful, quite beautiful.
“Respects, marchesa …”
It was her father speaking. She saw his tattered shirt, his back moving out of the doorframe.
“You must do me a favor, Don Peppino,” the marchesa said now in a placid, indifferent voice.
“Whatever you want, tell me …”
Eugenia wriggled out of bed without a sound, slipped into a dress and went barefoot to the door.
The sun, which entered the ugly courtyard early every morning through a fissure between the buildings, came
towards her in all its purity and splendor, illuminating her little old woman’s face, her strawlike, disheveled hair,
her small, coarse wooden hands with their long, dirty fingernails. Oh, if only she had glasses now! The marchesa
was standing there with that majestic and kindly air that so enchanted Eugenia, wearing a black silk suit, a little
lace scarf, her white hands covered with jewels; but her face was not clear, it was an oval, a whitish stain. Two
violet feathers quivered above it.
“Listen, you must do the child’s mattress again. Can you come up at around ten thirty?”
“Gladly, gladly, but I wouldn’t be ready until this afternoon, Signora marchesa—”
“No, Don Peppi no, it must be done in the morning. People are coming this afternoon. You can work out on the
terrace. Don’t make me beg you, do me this favor. They’re ringing the bells for mass now. Call me at ten thirty.”
And without waiting for an answer, she walked away, carefully avoiding a yellow stream of water that was
spilling down from one of the terraces into a puddle on the ground.
“Papa,” Eugenia said, coming up behind her father as he headed back inside the basement apartment. “The
marchesa is so good, isn’t she! She treats you like a gentleman. God will reward her for it.”
“A good Christian she certainly is,” Don Peppino answered, implying another meaning beyond Eugenia’s
understanding. Exploiting the fact that she was the landlord, the Marchesa D’Avanzo made the people in the
courtyard serve her continually; she would give Don Peppino a pittance for the mattress; and Rosa, who waited on
the marchesa even when her bones burned, was always at her beck and call to bring clean sheets. It’s true, the
marchesa had cloistered the girls, saving two souls from the world’s perils, which are numerous for the poor. But
she charged three thousand lire, and not one less, for that basement space where everyone had gotten sick. She
loved to repeat, with a certain cool tone:
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“I would do it with all my heart, I would, it’s just the money that’s missing. These days, Don Peppino, you’re a
gentleman, and you should be grateful that you have no worries, thankful that providence has given you such a
situation, has saved you …”
Donna Rosa felt a sort of adoration for the marchesa and her religious sentiments: whenever they saw one
another, they spoke continually of the other life. And though the marchesa didn’t put much credence in it, she
didn’t say so; she exhorted the mother of the family to be patient and hope.
“Did you speak to her?” Donna Rosa asked anxiously from the bed.
“She wants me to make a bed for her nephew,” said Don Peppino, annoyed. He had taken the tripod stove, a
gift from the nuns, outside to heat some coffee and now came back in for water.
“I won’t do it for less than five hundred,” he said.
“That’s a fair price.”
“And who’s going to pick up Eugenia’s glasses?” asked Aunt Nunzia, coming out of the bathroom. She was
wearing a shirt, a skirt whose hem was down, and slippers. Her pointed shoulders, gray as rocks, poked through
her shirt. She was drying her face with a napkin.
“I can’t go and Rosa is sick …”
Nobody noticed Eugenia’s large, nearly blind eyes filling with tears. See, maybe she wouldn’t have her glasses
for another day now. She sidled up to her mother’s bed and let her arms and forehead fall on the blanket with a
pathetic gesture. Donna Rosa reached a hand out to caress her.
“I’ll go, Nunzia, don’t get worked up. In fact, it’ll do me good to go out.”
“Mama!” Eugeaia kissed her hand.
*
At eight, there was a great commotion in the courtyard.
Rosa had just stepped out; in the stained, too-short black coat without shoulder pads, she was a tall, gaunt
figure whose legs stuck out like wooden sticks. She held a shopping bag on her arm for the bread she’d pick up on
her way back from the optician.
Don Peppino was sweeping the water out of the middle of the courtyard with a long broom, a useless effort
because the tub leaked constantly, like a spring. The courtyard was hung with the clothes of the two families upstairs: the Greborio sisters on the first floor, and the cavaliere Amodio’s wife, who’d had a baby two days early. In
fact, the Greborio’s maid, Lina Tarallo, was making a terrible racket as she shook out the carpets on the balcony.
The dust, mixed with real filth, drifted down and gradually settled like a cloud over those poor people. But
nobody paid it any attention.
Then suddenly shrill screams, cries broke out: Aunt Nunzia was calling upon all the saints to be her witness:
she was cursed, and all because Pasqualino was bawling and screeching like a devil to go with his mother.
“Look at him, look at this demon!” screamed Aunt Nunzia. “Madonna bella, have mercy on me, let me die, let
me die now if you can, because only thieves and bad women are fit for this life.”
Teresella, who was smaller than her brother because she was born the year the king fled, sat in the doorway
smiling; every now and then she would lick a crust of bread that she found under a chair. Eugenia was sitting on
the steps of the doorkeeper Mariuccia’s apartment, looking at a page from a children’s magazine which had fallen
from the third floor. She had her nose to it because that was the only way she could read the words under the colored figures: a little blue river in the middle of an endless meadow, and a boat going … going … who knows
where? It was not in dialect but in Italian, so she didn’t understand much. But now and then she would laugh for
no reason.
“So, today you’re going to get your glasses?” said Mariuccia, leaning over her shoulder. Everybody in the
courtyard knew because Eugenia could not resist telling, and also because Aunt Nunziata had found it necessary
to announce that she was the one in the family who would spend her own money.
“Your aunt is giving them to you, eh?” added Mariuccia, smiling good-naturedly.
She was a small woman, almost a dwarf with a man’s face, full of whiskers. Just then she was brushing the
long black hair which reached her knees: one of the few attributes that attested to the fact that she was a woman
too. She brushed slowly, her sly, kind, mousey eyes smiling.
“Mama went to Via Roma to get them,” said Eugenia with a look of gratitude. “We paid eight thousand lire for
them, you know, in hard cash. My aunt is,” she was adding, when Nunziata appeared in the doorway of the cubbyhole and screeched furiously:
“Eugenia!” Pasqualino stood behind her with a terrible grimace of disdain and surprise on his face, all red and
dazed.
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“Go to the tobacconist and buy me two three-lire caramels from Don Vicenzo. And come back right away!”
“Yes, Aunt.”
*
She took the money in her fist, without another thought of the magazine, and walked out of the courtyard
swiftly. As she entered the tobacconist’s, she grazed by Rosaria Buonincontri’s yellow basket. Rosaria, the
Amodio’s fat maid, was wearing black but her legs were white, and her face flushed, calm.
“Tell your mama to come up for a moment today, Signora Amodio has a message for her.” Eugenia recognized
the voice.
“She’s not home. She went to Via Roma to pick up my glasses.”
“I have to get a pair too, but my fiancée doesn’t want me to.”
Eugenia did not grasp the meaning of this prohibition. She answered ingenuously:
“They really cost a lot, you have to take care of them.”
They entered the hole that was Don Vincenzo’s store. People were waiting and Eugenia was pushed backwards.
“Move up … you really are blind,” Amodio’s maid commented, with a kindly smile.
“But now your Aunt Nunzia is giving you glasses,” Don Vincenzo cut in, winking with a playful, complicitous
air when he overheard. He wore glasses too.
“At your age,” he said, handing her the candies, “I could see like a cat, my grandmother wanted me around all
the time because I could thread needles at night … but now I’m old …” Eugenia nodded vaguely.
“None of my friends wear glasses,” she said. Then turning back to Buonincontri, but speaking for Don Vincenzo’s benefit as well:
“Only me … I have nine diopters in one eye and ten in the other … I’m practically blind!” she stressed gently.
“See how lucky you are,” Don Vincenzo to her, laughing; and to Rosaria:
“How much salt?”
“Poor thing!” said Amodio’s maid after Eugenia had gone, all contented. “It’s the damp that ruined her. It nails
us down in that house. Now Donna Rosa has pains in her bones. Give me a kilo of coarse salt and a package of
the fine type.”
“You’ve got it.”
“What a morning we have today, eh, Don Vincenzo? It seems like summer already.”
*
Walking back more slowly than she had come, Eugenia began to unwrap one of the candies without thinking
and stuck it in her mouth. It was lemon-flavored.
“I’ll tell Aunt Nunzia that I lost it on the street,” she decided. She was happy, she didn’t care if her nice aunt
(who was so good to her) got angry. What a great day! Maybe mama was returning now with the glasses all
wrapped in a package. Soon she would be wearing them, she would …
A fury of slaps pounded her head, a real avalanche. She felt as if she were crumbling; futilely, she raised her
hands to defend herself. It was Aunt Nunzia—who else?—furious that she was late, and right behind her
Pasqualino was throwing a tantrum because he didn’t believe the line about the candies anymore.
“I’m dying! Here, blind, ugly thing! And I give you everything I have for this kind of gratitude! You’ll end up
a good-for-nothing, that’s what you’ll be! Eight thousand lire it cost me! These demons … they’re killing me!”
She let her hands drop to her sides only to burst out into tears.
“Suffering Virgin, Jesus, for the wounds you suffered, let me die.” Now Eugenia was crying hard too.
“Oh, Aunt, forgive me … Aunt …”
“Oh … uh … uh,” Pasqualino grunted, his mouth gaping.
“Poor thing,” said Donna Mariuccia walking over to Eugenia, who was trying to hide her blotched, tear-stained
face from her aunt’s anger. “She didn’t do it on purpose, Nunzia, calm down.” And to Eugenia:
“What did you do with the candies?” Eugenia answered softly, hopelessly, holding out the remaining candy in
a dirty hand.
“I ate one. I was hungry.”
Before her aunt could attack the child again, the marchesa’s voice called down softly, calmly, from the third
floor, where the sun was shining.
“Nunziata!” Aunt Nunzia lifted her embittered face which resembled the one at the end of her bed, the Madonna of the seven afflictions.
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“Today is the first Friday of the month. Offer your prayers to God.”
“Marchesa, you are so kind! These children make me commit so many little sins, I am losing my soul, I …”
and her head collapsed into her pawlike hands, the skin brown and scaly as a laborer’s.
“Your brother isn’t home?”
“Your poor aunt, she buys you a pair of glasses and this is how you thank her,” Mariuccia said to Eugenia who
was still trembling.
“Yes, signora, here I am,” answered Don Peppino, emerging from behind the apartment door that had halfconcealed him; he’d been fanning the fire under his lunch with a piece of cardboard.
“Can you come up now?”
“My wife went to get Eugenia’s glasses … I’m watching the beans … would you mind waiting?”
“Then send up the little girl. I have a dress for Nunziata. I want to give it to her.”
“God will reward you. We’re ever so grateful,” answered Don Peppino with a sigh of relief, because this was
the one thing that would calm his sister. But looking over at Nunziata, he realized that she was not cheered at all.
She went on crying her heart out, and her lament had so stunned Pasqualino that the child had fallen into a silence
of fascination, a small sweet smile on his face; he was licking the mucus that dripped from his nose.
“Did you hear? Go up to the marchesa’s, she wants to give you a dress,” Don Peppino said to his daughter.
Eugenia’s eyes were fixed on something in the air, seeing nothing: opened wide, they focused and focused. She
started and got up quickly, obediently.
“Tell her, ‘God will reward you,’ and stay outside the door.”
“Yes, Papa.”
“Believe me, Mariuccia,” Aunt Nunziata said when Eugenia was out of earshot, “I adore that child, and afterwards I regret slapping her, God only knows. But believe me, when I have to struggle with kids the blood goes
right to my head. I’m not young anymore, as you can see,” and she touched her sunken cheeks. “Sometimes I feel
like a mad woman.”
“On the other hand, they also have to let off steam,” answered Donna Mariuccia, “they’re just innocent souls.
They’ll have plenty of time for tears. When I look at them and think they’ll become like us …” She went to fetch
a broom and pushed a cabbage leaf over the threshold.
“I really wonder what God is up to.”
*
“You’re giving it away brand new!” said Eugenia, pressing her nose to the green dress, spread across the
kitchen sofa while the marchesa went to look for an old newspaper to wrap it in. Signora D’Avanzo was thinking
that the child could not see at all if she didn’t realize the dress was ancient and darned all over (it was her dead
sister’s), but she said nothing. Only when she returned with the newspaper did she finally ask after several
seconds:
“And the glasses your aunt gave you? Are they new?”
“They have gold wires. And they cost eight thousand lire,” Eugenia answered in a breath, moved again at the
thought of the privilege that had touched her.
“Because I’m nearly blind,” she added bluntly.
“In my opinion,” said the marchesa, wrapping the dress in the newspaper gently and then opening the package
again because a sleeve was sticking out, “your aunt could’ve spent less. I’ve seen the best eyeglasses for only two
thousand lire at a store on Ascenzione.”
Eugenia blushed. She realized that the marchesa was displeased.
“Each in his own range, we must all limit ourselves.” She had heard her say so many times when Donna Rosa
brought up the clean wash and lingered to lament the family’s financial straits.
“Maybe they weren’t any good … I have nine diopters,” Eugenia answered timidly. The marchesa raised an
eyebrow, but fortunately Eugenia didn’t see.
“I’m telling you, they were good,” Signora D’Avanzo insisted, her voice hardening slightly. Then regretting it,
she said more gently,
“My dear child, I’m saying this because I know your family’s troubles. With that six thousand lire, you could
buy bread for ten days, you could buy … why, why should you need to see well? With what is around you!” There
was a silence.
“To read? Do you read?”
“No, Signora.”
“But I’ve seen you with your nose in a book sometimes. So, you’re a liar too, my child. That’s no good.”
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Eugenia did not answer this time. Feeling utterly hopeless, she fixed her nearly white eyes on the dress.
“Is it silk?” she asked stupidly. The marchesa looked at her pensively.
“You don’t deserve it, but I want to give you a little something,” she said suddenly, and she walked toward an
armoire of white wood.
Just at that moment, the telephone, which was in the hall, began to ring, and instead of opening the armoire
Signor D’Avanzo went to answer it. Eugenia was so discouraged by those words she had barely heard the old
woman’s consoling hint; and as soon as she was alone, she began looking—as best as she could—all around her.
There were so many beautiful, fine things, just like the store on Via Roma! And there, right before her eyes,
was an open balcony covered with vases of flowers.
She went out on the balcony. So much space, so much blue! The houses seemed to be covered by a blue veil,
and the vicolo below looked like a well with so many ants coming and going … like her family. What were they
doing, where were they going? They came out and went back inside little holes, carrying large crumbs of bread:
that’s what they were doing, they had done it yesterday, they would do it again tomorrow, and forever … forever.
So many holes, so many ants. And all around, nearly invisible in the great light, was the world as God had made
it, with wind and sun, and further away, the great, clear sea.
She stood there thoughtfully, resting her chin on the grating, with an expression of pain, of dismay that made
her ugly.
The marchesa’s voice called out, calm, pious. In her hand, her smooth ivory hand, she held a little book
covered with black pasteboard and gold letters.
“These are the saints’ reflections, dear girl. You people today don’t ready anything, and that’s why the world is
changing. Take it, it’s my gift. But you must promise me that you’ll read a little every night. Now that you’ve got
glasses.”
“Yes, Signora,” Eugenia replied quickly as she took the book, blushing once again because the marchesa had
found her on the balcony. The signora gazed at her, pleased.
“The Lord wanted to save you, my child!” she said, going to get the package with the dress and handing it to
her. “You’re not pretty, quite the contrary, you already look like an old woman. The Lord chose you above others,
precisely so that you wouldn’t get into trouble. He wants you to be saintly, like your sisters!”
Because Eugenia had been long prepared for a life lacking in joy, albeit unconsciously, she was not really
wounded by these words, but she was disturbed nevertheless. And it seemed to her, if only for a moment, that the
sun was less bright: even the thought of the glasses failed to cheer her. She stared vaguely, her eyes nearly dark, at
the faded green of Posillipo that stretched into the sea like a lizard.
“Tell your papa,” the marchesa went on, “that we won’t be doing anything about the child’s mattress today. My
cousin called, and I have to be down at Posillipo all day.”
“I was once there too,” Eugenia began, coming alive again at the sound of that name and gazing out toward it
with a look of enchantment.
“Oh, really?” Signora D’Avanzo was indifferent; to her the name meant nothing. Then, moving with all the
majesty of her person, she walked to the front door with the child, who lingered, turning back to stare at that
luminous point until the door closed gently behind her.
*
It was as she was stepping off the last step into the courtyard that the shadow which had momentarily darkened
her forehead lifted, and her mouth opened in a cry of joy as she caught sight of her mother returning. Her familiar
shabby figure was easily recognizable. She threw the dress down on a chair and ran toward her.
“Mama, my glasses!”
“Slow down, child. You’ll knock me down!”
Immediately a small crowd gathered around them. Donna Mariuccia, Don Peppino, one of the Geborios who
had stopped to rest on a chair before tackling the stairs, Amodio’s maid who had just come in, and of course,
Pasqualino and Teresella who were screeching to see too, their hands outstretched. Nunziata was observing the
unwrapped dress with a crestfallen expression.
“See Mariuccia, this looks like pretty old stuff to me. It’s all worn out under the arms,” she said approaching
the group.
But nobody paid her any attention. Donna Rosa was taking the wrapped case from the collar of her dress,
opening it with the utmost care. Like a sort of radiant insect with two big, big eyes and two curved antennae, it lay
shining in a blurred ray of sunlight, as Donna Rosa extended her long, red hand into the circle of those poor admiring people.
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“Eight thousand lire for a thing like this,” said Donna Rosa, gazing religiously but with a sort of remorse at the
glasses.
Then silently she placed them on Eugenia’s face; ecstatic, the child raised her hands to push the antennae
carefully behind her ears.
“Well, do you see us?” she asked, nearly moved to tears.
Arranging them with her hands, as if she were afraid someone would grab them away, her eyes half-closed and
her mouth half-open in an enraptured smile, Eugenia took two steps backward, stumbling into a chair.
“Congratulations,” said Greborio’s maid.
“Congratulations,” said Signora Greborio.
“She looks like a teacher, doesn’t she?” said Don Peppino, delighted.
“Not as much as a thank you,” said Aunt Nunziata, looking bitterly at the dress. “Even after all this: Congratulations.”
“She’s afraid, my dear,” murmured Donna Rosa, walking towards the door of the apartment to put down her
things. “This is the first time she’s ever worn glasses,” she said, looking up at the first floor balcony where the
other Greborio sister stood gazing down.
“Everybody looks so little,” Eugenia said in a strange voice that sounded as if it were coming from under a
chair. “And very, very black.”
“Of course, it’s a double lens. But do you see well?” asked Don Peppino. “That’s the important thing. She’s
wearing her glasses for the first time,” he repeated, turning to Sir Amodio who was passing by with an opened
newspaper in his hand.
“I warn you,” said Amodio, after having stared at Eugenia for a moment as if she were a cat, “the stairs have
not been swept … I found fish bones in front of the door!”
And he walked off, all but hidden behind the newspaper, bent over an article about the proposed law for
pensions that concerned him.
*
Eugenia walked to the front door to look out into the Vicolo della Cupa, her hands still on the glasses.
Her legs were shaking, her head spinning, all the joy had gone out of her. She wanted to smile, but her
whitened lips were turned down in an idiotic grimace.
Suddenly, there were so many balconies—two thousand, one-hundred thousand; the vegetable carts rushed
towards her, the voices filling the air, the cries, the sound of the whip, all filled her head at once as if she were
sick.
Staggering, she turned back towards the courtyard, and the terrible impression grew: the courtyard she saw
now, a slimy funnel pointing up towards the sky, had leprous walls and decrepit balconies.
There were black arches over the ground floor apartments and circles of bright bulbs around Our Lady of
Sorrows; the pavement was white with soapy water and cauliflower leaves, scraps of paper, garbage; and in the
middle of the courtyard, that group of tattered, deformed Christians, their faces pocked by poverty and
resignation, turned their eyes toward her now, full of love.
They began to twist, to blur, to grow. Through the two bewitched circles of her glasses, she saw them coming
at her all at once.
But it was Mariuccia who realized that the little girl was not well and pulled off her glasses.
Whimpering, Eugenia had doubled over and vomited.
“They made her sick to her stomach!” yelled Mariuccia, feeling her forehead. “Go get a coffee bean, Nunziata!”
“Eight thousand lire in hard cash!” Aunt Nunziata cried with fury in her eyes, as she ran to the basement
apartment to take a coffee bean from a bottle on the credenza; and she raised the new glasses into the air, as if to
receive some explanation from God.
“And now they’re not even right!”
“It’s always like this the first time,” Amodio’s maid said to Donna Rosa calmly. “You shouldn’t be alarmed;
she’ll adjust to them with time.”
“It’s nothing, child, nothing, don’t be afraid,” but Donna Rosa’s heart tightened at the thought of how unfortunate they were.
When Aunt Nunziata came back with the coffee, she was still screaming, “Eight thousand in hard cash!” while
Eugenia, who had turned white as a ghost, gagged uselessly, for there was nothing left inside her. Her bulging
eyes were nearly crossed from the strain, and her tear-stained, ancient face appeared stunned.
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She leaned against her mother and shook.
“Mama, where are we?”
“We’re in the courtyard, that’s where, child,” Donna Rosa said patiently, and the flickering smile of pity and
awe that shone in her eyes suddenly brightened the faces of all those wretched people.
“She’s half-blind!”
“She’s half-stupid is what she is!”
“Let her be, poor thing, she’s just shocked,” said Donna Mariuccia, her face grim with compassion as she
walked back into her own apartment which looked darker than ever. Only Aunt Nunziata was still wringing her
hands:
“Eight thousand lire!” …
46.190 The Mother\fn{by Natalia Ginzburg (1916-1991)} Palermo, Sicily, Italy (F) 4
Their mother was small and thin, and slightly round-shouldered; she always wore a blue skirt and a red
woollen blouse. She had short, curly black hair which she kept oiled to control its bushiness; every day she
plucked her eyebrows, making two black fish of them that swam towards her temples; and she used yellow
powder on her face.
She was very young; how old, they didn’t know, but she seemed much younger than the mothers of the boys at
school; they were always surprised to see their friends’ mothers, how old and fat they were.
She smoked a great deal and her fingers were stained with smoke; she even smoked in bed in the evening,
before going to sleep.
All three of them slept together, in the big double bed with the yellow quilt; their mother was on the side
nearest the door, and on the bedside table she had a lamp with its shade wrapped in a red cloth, because at night
she read and smoked; sometimes she came in very late, and the boys would wake up and ask her where she had
been: she nearly always answered, “At the cinema,” or else “With a girl friend of mine;” who this friend was they
didn’t know, because no woman friend had ever been to the house to see their mother.
She told them they must turn the other way while she undressed, they heard the quick rustle of her clothes, and
shadows danced on the walls; she slipped into bed beside them, her thin body in its cold silk night-dress, and they
moved away from her because she always complained that they came too close and kicked while they slept;
sometimes she put out the light so that they should go to sleep and smoked in silence in the darkness.
*
Their mother was not important. Granny, Grandpa, Aunt Clementina who lived in the country and turned up
now and then with chestnuts and maize flour were important; Diomira the maid was important, Giovanni the
tubercular porter who made cane chairs was important; all these were very important to the two boys because they
were strong people you could trust, strong people in allowing and forbidding, very good at everything they did
and always full of wisdom and strength; people who could defend you from storms and robbers.
But if they were at home with their mother the boys were frightened, just as if they had been alone; as for
allowing or forbidding, she never allowed or forbade anything, at the most she complained in a weary voice,
“Don’t make such a row because I’ve got a headache,” and if they asked permission to do something or other she
answered at once, “Ask Granny,” or she said no first and then yes and then no and it was all a muddle.
When they went out alone with their mother they felt uncertain and insecure because she always took wrong
turnings and had to ask a policeman the way, and then she had such a funny timid way of going into shops to ask
for things to buy, and in the shops she always forgot something, gloves or handbag or scarf, and had to go back to
look and the boys were ashamed.
*
Their mother’s drawers were untidy and she left all her things scattered about, and Diomira grumbled about
her when she did out the room in the morning. She even called Granny in to see and together they picked up
stockings and clothes and swept up the ash that was scattered all over the place. In the morning their mother went
to do the shopping: she came back and flung the string bag on the marble table in the kitchen and took her bicycle
and dashed off to the office where she worked.
Diomira looked at all the things in the string bag, touched the oranges one by one and the meat, and grumbled
and called Granny to see what poor meat it was. Their mother came home at two o’clock when they had all eaten
and ate quickly with the newspaper propped up against her glass and then rushed off again to the office on her
bicycle and they saw her for a minute at supper again, but after supper she nearly always dashed off.
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The boys did their homework in the bedroom. There was their father’s picture, large at the head of the bed,
with his square black beard and bald head and tortoiseshell-rimmed spectacles, and then another small portrait on
the table, with the younger of the boys in his arms.
Their father had died when they were very small, they remembered nothing about him: or rather in the older
boy’s memory there was the shadow of a very distant afternoon, in the country at Aunt Clementina’s: his father
was pushing him across the meadow in a green wheelbarrow; afterwards he had found some pieces of this
wheelbarrow, a handle and a wheel, in Aunt Clementina’s attic; when it was new it was a splendid wheelbarrow
and he was glad to have it; his father ran along pushing him and his long beard flapped.
They knew nothing about their father but they thought he must be the sort of person who is strong and wise in
allowing and forbidding; when Grandpa or Diomira got angry with their mother Granny said that they should be
sorry for her because she had been very unfortunate, and she said that if Eugenio, the boys’ father, had been there
she would have been an entirely different woman, whereas she had had the misfortune to lose her husband when
she was still young.
For a time there had been their father’s mother as well, they never saw her because she lived in France but she
used to write and send Christmas presents: then in the end she died because she was very old.
*
At tea-time they ate chestnuts, or bread with oil and vinegar, and then if they had finished their homework
they could go and play in the small piazza or among the ruins of the public baths, which had been blown up in an
air raid. In the small piazza there were a great many pigeons and they took them bread or got Diomira to give
them a paper bag of left-over rice.
There they met all the local boys, boys from school and others they met in the youth clubs on Sundays when
they had football matches with Don Vigliani, who hitched up his black cassock and kicked. Sometimes they
played football in the small piazza too or else cops and robbers.
Their grandmother appeared on the balcony occasionally and called to them not to get hurt: it was nice seeing
the lighted windows of their home, up there on the third floor, from the dark piazza, and knowing that they could
go back there, warm up at the stove and guard themselves from the night. Granny sat in the kitchen with Diomira
and mended the linen; Grandpa was in the dining room with his cap on, smoking his pipe.
Granny was very fat, and wore black, and on her breast a medal with a picture of Uncle Oreste who had died in
the war: she was very good at cooking pizzas and things. Sometimes she took them on her knee, even now when
they were quite big boys; she was fat, she had a large soft bosom; from under the neck of her black dress you
could see the thick white woollen vest with a scalloped edge which she had made herself.
She would take them on her knee and say tender and slightly pitiful-sounding words in dialect; then she would
take a long iron hair pin out of her bun and clean their ears, and they would shriek and try to get away and Grandpa would come to the door with his pipe.
*
Grandpa had taught Greek and Latin at the high school. Now he was pensioned off and was writing a Greek
grammar: many of his old pupils used to come and see him now and then.
Then Diomira would make coffee; in the lavatory there were exercise book pages with Latin and Greek
unseens on them, and his corrections in red and blue. Grandpa had a small white beard, a sort of goatee, and they
were not to make a racket because his nerves were tired after all those years at school; he was always rather
alarmed because prices kept going up and Granny always had a bit of a row with him in the morning because he
was always surprised at the money they needed; he would say that perhaps Diomira pinched the sugar and made
coffee in secret and Diomira would hear and rush at him and yell that the coffee was for the students who kept
coming; but these were small incidents that quieted down at once and the boys were not alarmed, whereas they
were alarmed when there was a quarrel between Grandpa and their mother.
This happened sometimes if their mother came home very late at night, he would come out of his room with
his overcoat over his pyjamas and bare feet, and he and their mother would shout: he said: “I know where you’ve
been, I know where you’ve been, I know what you are,” and their mother said: “What do I care?” and then:
“Look, now you’ve woken the children,” and he said:
“A fat lot you care what happens to your children. Don’t say anything because I know what you are. You’re a
bitch. You run around at night like the mad bitch you are.”
And then Granny and Diomira would come out in their nightdresses and push him into his room and say,
“Shush, shush,” and their mother would get into bed and sob under the bedclothes, her deep sobs echoing in the
dark room: the boys thought that Grandpa must be right, they thought their mother was wrong to go to the cinema
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and to her girl friends at night.
They felt very unhappy, frightened and unhappy, and lay huddled close together in the deep, warm, soft bed,
and the older boy who was in the middle pushed away so as not to touch his mother’s body: there seemed to him
something disgusting in his mother’s tears, in the wet pillow: he thought:
“It gives a chap the creeps when his mother cries.”
They never spoke between themselves of these rows their mother and Grandpa had, they carefully avoided
mentioning them: but they loved each other very much and clung close together at night when their mother cried:
in the morning they were faintly embarrassed, because they had hugged so tightly as if to protect themselves, and
because there was that thing they didn’t want to talk about; besides, they soon forgot that they had been unhappy,
the day began and they went to school, and met their friends in the street, and played for a moment at the school
door.
*
In the gray light of morning, their mother got up: with her petticoat wound round her waist she soaped her
neck and arms standing bent over the basin: she always tried not to let them see her but in the looking glass they
could make out her thin brown shoulders and small naked breasts: in the cold the nipples became dark and
protruding, she raised her arms and powdered her armpits: in her armpits she had thick curly hair.
When she was completely dressed she started plucking her eyebrows, staring at herself in the mirror from close
to and biting her lips hard: then she smothered her face with cream and shook the pink swansdown puff hard and
powdered herself: then her face became all yellow.
Sometimes she was quite gay in the mornings and wanted to talk to the boys, she asked them about school and
their friends and told them things about her time at school: she had a teacher called “Signorina Dirce” and she was
an old maid who tried to seem young.
Then she put on her coat and picked up her string shopping bag, leant down to kiss the boys and ran out with
her scarf wound round her head and her face all perfumed and powdered with yellow powder.
The boys thought it strange to have been born of her. It would have been much less strange to have been born
of Granny or Diomira, with their large warm bodies that protected you from fear, that defended you from storms
and robbers. It was very strange to think she was their mother, that she had held them for a while in her small
womb. Since they learnt that children are in their mother’s tummy before being born, they had felt very surprised
and also a little ashamed that that womb had once held them. And that she had given them milk from her breasts
as well: this was even more unlikely.
But now she no longer had small children to feed and cradle, and every day they saw her dash off on her
bicycle when the shopping was done, her body jerking away, free and happy. She certainly didn’t belong to them:
they couldn’t count on her. You couldn’t ask her anything: there were other mothers, the mothers of their school
friends, whom clearly you could ask about all sorts of things; their friends ran to their mothers when school was
over and asked them heaps of things, got their noses blown and their overcoats buttoned, showed their homework
and their comics: these mothers were pretty old, with hats or veils or fur collars and they came to talk to the
master practically every day: they were people like Granny or like Diomira, large soft imperious bodies of people
who didn’t make mistakes: people who didn’t lose things, who didn’t leave their drawers untidy, who didn’t come
home late at night.
But their mother ran off free after the shopping; besides, she was bad at shopping, she got cheated by the butcher and was often given wrong change: she went off and it was impossible to join her where she went, deep
down they marveled at her enormously when they saw her go off: who knows what that office of hers was like,
she didn’t talk about it much; she had to type and write letters in French and English: who knows, maybe she was
pretty good at that.
*
One day when they were out for a walk with Don Vigliani and with other boys from the youth club, on the way
back they saw their mother in a suburban café. She was sitting inside the café; they saw her through the window,
and a man was sitting with her. Their mother had laid her tartan scarf on the table and the old crocodile handbag
they knew well: the man had a loose light overcoat and a brown moustache and was talking to her and smiling:
their mother’s face was happy, relaxed and happy, as it never was at home.
She was looking at the man and they were holding hands and she didn’t see the boys: the boys went on
walking beside Don Vigliani who told them all to hurry because they must catch the streetcar: when they were on
the streetcar the younger boy moved over to his brother and said, “Did you see Mummy?” and his brother said,
“No, I didn’t.” The younger one laughed softly and said:
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“Oh yes you did, it was Mummy and there was a man with her.”
The older boy turned his head away: he was big, nearly thirteen: his younger brother irritated him because he
made him feel sorry for him, he couldn’t understand why he felt sorry for him but he was sorry for himself as well
and he didn’t want to think of what he had seen, he wanted to behave as if he had seen nothing.
They said nothing to Granny. In the morning while their mother was dressing the younger boy said:
“Yesterday when we were out for a walk with Don Vigliani we saw you and there was a man with you.”
Their mother jerked round, looking nasty: the black fish on her forehead quivered and met. She said:
“But it wasn’t me. What an idea. I’ve got to stay in the office till late in the evening, as you know. Obviously
you made a mistake.” The older boy then said, in a tired calm voice:
“No, it wasn’t you. It was someone who looked like you.”
And both boys realized that the memory must disappear: and they both breathed hard to blow it away.
*
But the man in the light overcoat once came to the house. He hadn’t got his overcoat because it was summer,
he wore blue spectacles and a light linen suit, he asked leave to take off his jacket while they had lunch. Granny
and Grandpa had gone to Milan to meet some relations and Diomira had gone to her village, so they were alone
with their mother.
It was then the man came. Lunch was pretty good: their mother had bought nearly everything at the cooked
meat shop: there was chicken with chips and this came from the shop: their mother had done the pasta, it was
good, only the sauce was a bit burnt. There was wine, too.
Their mother was nervous and gay, she wanted to say so much at once: she wanted to talk of the boys to the
man and of the man to the boys.
The man was called Max and he had been in Africa, he had lots of photographs of Africa and showed them:
there was a photograph of a monkey of his, the boys asked him about this monkey a lot; it was so intelligent and
so fond of him and had such a funny, pretty way with it when it wanted a sweet.
But he had left it in Africa because it was ill and he was afraid it would die on the steamer.
The boys became friendly with this Max. He promised to take them to the cinema one day. They showed him
their books, they hadn’t got many: he asked them if they had read Satumino Farandola and they said no and he
said he would give it to them, and Robinson delle praterie as well, as it was very fine.
After lunch their mother told them to go and play in the recreation ground. They wished they could stay on
with Max. They protested a bit but their mother, and Max too, said they must go; then in the evening when they
came home Max was no longer there.
Their mother hurriedly prepared the supper, coffee with milk and potato salad: they were happy, they wanted to
talk about Africa and the monkey, they were extraordinarily happy and couldn’t really understand why: and their
mother seemed happy too and told them things, about a monkey she had once seen dancing to a little street organ.
And then she told them to go to bed and said she was going out for a minute, they mustn’t be scared, there was no
reason to be; she bent down to kiss them and told them there was no point in telling Granny and Grandpa about
Max because they never liked one inviting people home.
So they stayed on their own with their mother for a few days: they ate unusual things because their mother
didn’t want to cook, ham and jam and coffee with milk and fried things from the cooked meat shop. Then they
washed up together.
But when Granny and Grandpa came back the boys felt relieved: the tablecloth was on the dining-room table
again, and the glasses and everything there should be: Granny was sitting in her rocking chair again, with her soft
body and her smell: Grandma couldn’t dash off, she was too old and too fat, it was nice having someone who
stayed at home and couldn’t ever dash away.
The boys said nothing to Granny about Max. They waited for the book Satumino Farandola and waited for
Max to take them to the cinema and show them more photographs of the monkey. Once or twice they asked their
mother when they’d be going to the cinema with Sigñor Max. But their mother answered harshly that Sigñor Max
had left now.
The younger boy asked if he’d gone to Africa. Their mother didn’t answer. But he thought he must have gone
to Africa to fetch the monkey. He imagined that someday or other he would come and fetch them at school, with a
black servant and a monkey in his arms.
*
School began again and Aunt Clementina came to stay with them for a while; she had brought a bag of pears
and apples which they put in the oven to cook with marsala and sugar.
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Their mother was in a very bad temper and quarreled continually with Grandpa. She came home late and
stayed awake smoking. She had got very much thinner and ate nothing. Her face became ever smaller and yellower, she now put black on her eyelashes too, she spat into a little box and picked up the black where she had
spat with a brush; she put on masses of powder, Granny tried to wipe it off her face with a handkerchief and she
turned her face away. She hardly ever spoke and when she did it seemed an effort, her voice was so weak.
One day she came home in the afternoon at about six o’clock: it was strange, usually she came home much
later; she locked herself in the bedroom.
The younger boy came and knocked because he needed an exercise book: their mother answered angrily from
inside that she wanted to sleep and that they were to leave her in peace: the boy explained timidly that he needed
the exercise book; then she came to open up and her face was all swollen and wet: the boy realized she was
crying, he went back to Granny and said, “Mummy’s crying,” and Granny and Aunt Clementina talked quietly
together for a long time, they spoke of their mother but you couldn’t make out what they were saying.
*
One night their mother didn’t come home.
Grandpa kept coming to see, barefoot, with his overcoat over his pajamas; Granny came too and the boys slept
badly, they could hear Granny and Grandpa walking about the house, opening and shutting the windows. The
boys were very frightened.
Then in the morning, they rang up from the police station: their mother had been found dead in a hotel, she had
taken poison, she had left a letter.
Grandpa and Aunt Clementina went along, Granny shrieked, the boys were sent to an old lady on the floor
below who said continually:
“Heartless, leaving two babes like this.”
Their mother was brought home. The boys went to see her when they had her laid out on the bed: Diomira had
dressed her in her patent leather shoes and the red silk dress from the time she was married: she was small, a small
dead doll. It was strange to see flowers and candles in the same old room. Diomira and Aunt Clementina and
Granny were kneeling and praying: they had said she took the poison by mistake, otherwise the priest wouldn’t
come and bless her, if he knew she had done it on purpose.
Diomira told the boys they must kiss her: they were terribly ashamed and kissed her cold cheek one after the
other. Then there was the funeral, it took ages, they crossed the entire town and felt very tired, Don Vigliani was
there too and a great many children from school and from the youth club. It was cold, and very windy in the
cemetery.
When they went home again, Granny started crying and bawling at the sight of the bicycle in the passage:
because it was really just like seeing her dashing away, with her free body and her scarf flapping in the wind. Don
Vigliani said she was now in heaven, perhaps because he didn’t know she had done it on purpose, or he knew and
pretended not to: but the boys didn’t really know if heaven existed, because Grandpa said no, and Granny said
yes, and their mother had once said there was no heaven, with little angels and beautiful music, but that the dead
went to a place where they were neither well nor ill, and that where you wish for nothing you rest and are wholly
at peace.
*
The boys went to the country for a time, to Aunt Clementina’s. Everyone was very kind to them, and kissed
and caressed them, and they were very ashamed.
They never spoke together of their mother nor of Sigñor Max either; in the attic at Aunt Clementina’s they
found the book of Saturnino Farandola and they read it over and over and found it very fine.
But the older boy often thought of his mother, as he had seen her that day in the café with Max holding her
hands and with such a relaxed, happy face; he thought then that maybe their mother had taken poison because
Max had gone back to Africa for good.
The boys played with Aunt Clementina’s dog, a fine dog called Bubi, and they learnt to climb trees, as they
couldn’t do before. They went bathing\fn{ Swimming} in the river, too, and it was nice going back to Aunt Clementina’s in the evening and doing crosswords all together. The boys were very happy at Aunt Clementina’s.
Then they went back to Granny’s and were very happy. Granny sat in the rocking chair, and wanted to clean
their ears with her hairpins.
On Sunday they went to the cemetery, Diomira came too, they bought flowers and on the way back stopped at
a bar to have hot punch. When they were in the cemetery, at the grave, Granny prayed and cried, but it was very
hard to think that the grave and the crosses and the cemetery had anything to do with their mother, who had been
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cheated by the butcher and dashed off on her bicycle, and smoked, and took wrong turnings, and sobbed at night.
The bed was very big for them now and they had a pillow each. They didn’t often think of their mother
because it hurt them a little and made them ashamed to think of her. Sometimes they tried to remember how she
was, each on his own in silence: and they found it harder and harder to reassemble her short curly hair and the fish
on her forehead and her lips: she put on a lot of yellow powder, this they remembered quite well; little by little
there was a yellow dot, it was impossible to get the shape of her cheeks and face.
Besides, they now realized that they had never loved her much, perhaps she too hadn’t loved them much, if she
had loved them she wouldn’t have taken poison, they had heard Diomira and the porter and the lady on the floor
below and so many other people say so.
The years went by and the boys grew and so many things happened and that face which they had never loved
very much disappeared forever.
151.44 1. The Kiss In The Sea 2. My Mother Wore Pink: Two Short Stories\fn{by Milena Milani (1917- )} Savona,
Liguria, Italy (F) 3
1
On Sunday we went to the Excelsior.
We went there late, it was past one o’clock, and it was extremely hot. I was nervous because my dress was
sticking to me. Tommaso couldn’t take his jacket off because in the back, high up, he had a burn in his pants. He’d
leaned up against a table and come in contact with a lighted cigarette set the wrong way round in an ashtray. Now
his pants had a small round hole in them and the light blue of his underwear showed through. I had teased him:
“You’re in blue like a suckling babe,” I had said to him, laughing.
But Tommaso’s face darkened, his eyes were impenetrable. He didn’t give me the satisfaction of an answer. On
the motorboat that was taking us to the sea and afterwards on the tram, he was silent. I had watched Venice
receding, vanishing in a light haze, and as always, the sight of her tugged at my heart.
I pretended to be cheerful. The passing days upset me. I continually masked my emotion with gestures and
words but inside me there was a strange uneasiness. I identified with the city, like her I was full of mystery while
appearing transparent.
When we reached the beach, the silence between us got heavy. Tommaso undressed hurriedly, before me, and
when I came out of the cabana, I didn’t see him. He had already gone toward the shore.
It was the first Sunday of summer, and the very first Sunday at the beach. We never know what we’ll be doing
because we don’t plan anything, not work, nor vacations. We live from day to day. Our companions are the
provisional, the unforeseen. It could be that this is the cause of my discomfort. But Tommaso isn’t even aware of
it, because I have never talked about it to him.
I didn’t say anything that Sunday, either. The sand was scorching hot, the water was tepid.
We took a platform boat to go off shore in search of some cool air. I was rowing and Tommaso was stretched
out in front of me with his arms spread-eagle. Being blond, his skin was very fair since we hadn’t been to the
beach at all yet this year. His hair wasn’t bleached out like other years. I wasn’t tanned either but was thinking
that outside on a day like today we would certainly turn dark.
So I said to Tommaso: “We’ll get tanned today,” but he curtly replied that it was no longer fashionable.
I rowed very slowly, following an imaginary line perpendicular to the beach, but more often I pulled harder
with my right and the boat went crooked. Farther out some people were trying to water-ski and taking great falls,
then a girl in a red bathing suit took off and triumphantly succeeded, going at a mad pace behind the motorboat.
I didn’t envy them at all and continued rowing slowly and rather distractedly. My eyes kept falling often upon
Tommaso, so relaxed, or upon the beach cabanas and the dike in the background.
*
It was wonderful that it was Sunday and that Tommaso had so many hours to spend with me, though he really
wasn’t with me because he said not one word, nor did he look at me, nor smile. He stayed stretched out without
making any movement. I got bored and told him I was fed up:
“You come row now,” I added. “I don’t feel like it anymore.”
But he didn’t get up and didn’t even answer, so I kept heading out to sea. As we went, his wife came to mind
and I thought about his children. In fury I said to myself that I would leave him. After all, the world is full of men.
Tommaso already had his life all organized, that’s why he was always so vague and imprecise with me. You could
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count the days we spent together on the fingers of one hand.
Finally I stopped, let the oars drop and quickly lay down, trying not to think anymore. At that point the boat
sank lower in the water and Tommaso sat up, enraged because his back had got wet.
“Well, la-di-dah!” I said. “We’re at the beach, aren’t we? How could I know that the boat was already full of
water?”
“You’re the heavy one,” he answered unkindly. “You must weigh a ton.”
“And you must weigh two,” I answered back. “You are truly obese.”
It wasn’t true at all. Tommaso is not fat, and I don’t weigh a ton. We were saying that just to hurt each other. In
fact, this time Tommaso was wounded and immediately became nicer.
“Do you really mean it?” he asked. Since I was smiling ironically, he kept on:
“Maybe I really am fat? I weighed myself a few days ago and I thought I’d lost.”
“Oh, no,” I replied. “You haven’t lost weight at all. Look.” I pointed to the folds on his stomach. Then,
wickedly, I kept on:
“You eat too much at home. Who knows what food they prepare for you.”
He didn’t get the insinuation. Instead he replied:
“You are in the same shape I’m in. Inevitably, since all we do is sit.”
So I took a deep breath and tightened my stomach muscles. My abdomen went flat. I held it for a few seconds
then relaxed.
Right afterwards I went for a dip, swimming slowly around the boat, enjoying the coolness of the water on my
skin. Off shore, the water wasn’t hot like it was near the beach and it really cooled you off. It was limpid and a
pale green color.
“Come in for a swim,” I exclaimed. “It’s wonderful.”
“I don’t feel like it,” said Tommaso, but he turned around to watch me swim.
*
I was now thinking about the mess we’d gotten ourselves into. He’s in a double bind, to his family and to me.
Any decisions were far off in the future so we both avoided broaching the subject. I looked at the sky for a
moment and hoped that help might come to me from those high regions.
Everything was still—the air, the heat, life itself and even time passing. So I took a mouthful of water and
moved up to the boat. I squirted the water on Tommaso and he was extremely annoyed, yelling at me to cut out
the pranks. I’d become rather light-hearted by now and had no intention of stopping. I squirted him again and he
was forced to dive in.
Wisely I’d taken my distance, fearing his reaction and that game he likes where he puts a hand on my head and
pushes me under to drink salt water. When I come up all dazed, he pushes me under again and again, until I can’t
take any more and I promise not to play any more tricks on him.
But this time Tommaso doesn’t come after me in the water nor does he try to punish me. Turning on his side,
he heads out with a kind of old-fashioned stroke.
His escape stirred my affection for him. I thought how he was a man and I still a girl. There were years of
difference between us. Could Tommaso leave everything in order to be with me? And did I have the right to ask
him to do that? Or was I to wait until he made the decision on his own? I abandoned those thoughts and hollered:
“Hey, Tommaso! Don’t go too far out. It’s dangerous.”
He didn’t reply, nor did he look back, so I tried to swim out to him. In that instant I felt like his slave. But
when I finally got close, I grabbed one of his feet and squeezed hard. Tommaso gave a scream of rage and I
laughed till water filled my mouth.
“Listen, Tommaso,” I said in a conciliatory tone. “Today is Sunday and we’re at the beach. Let’s not fight over
these dumb things.”
“Dumb things? You hurt my foot!”
“I hurt you on purpose because you were going away and didn’t answer when I called you.”
“I didn’t hear you.”
“There, you see, you’re the same old liar. How could you not hear if I was shouting?” And I was thinking of
the lies men tell, the daily falsehoods of us all, men and women, involved in love affairs.
“What were you shouting?” he asked, fully obedient to the pre-established ritual.
“I was shouting that it was dangerous, because I was afraid,” I answered in my role as victim and, so saying, I
moved closer to him. I put my arms around his neck, consigned myself to my sweet executioner.
“You’ll sink me,” objected Tommaso. “Do you want me to drown?”
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“Certainly not,” I said and put my salty mouth to his.
Tommaso didn’t move so I kissed him again.
2
My mother, dressed in pink, was sitting close to me in the water-taxi. Out of the corner of my eye, so as not to
upset her, I watched her. I observed her profile, her white-gloved hands resting on her knees. Her delicate skin,
typical of blondes, had acquired a uniform gold tone, a few freckles sprinkled here and there which added to her
prettiness.
Her face, under the brim of the rough straw hat, stayed turned to one side. Even without wanting to, I was
guessing the thoughts that passed through her mind.
People got on and off at the various stops, and the boat headed for the open sea, gradually speeding up. From
the open door came the wind and even the smell of the sea.
My mother was quiet and, turning her profile toward me slightly, she sometimes hinted at a smile, her lip
turning up in a wrinkle to the left. Then she quickly regained her outward appearance of impassivity.
I was taken up with my usual nervousness, which manifests itself first in something precise and perceptible,
right down in my throat or in my stomach. It’s a kind of secret gnawing, which I can do nothing about. I almost
cannot think since my brain goes fossilized on one position.
This time the position was my mother, her body next to mine.
She wasn’t aware of my distress, if distress in me is ever visible (many times I’ve been told that I hide my
thoughts very well). She was almost provoking me with her very impassivity. I’d even say she was irritating me.
She was completely in the dark about what I was feeling. She wasn’t trying at all to understand. Quite the
opposite, she was almost completely absorbed in obstinately watching the glass door nearby. I knew very well that
by now her eyes had so observed it that every last detail of it had been assimilated. That door didn’t interest me
one bit.
All the same, in solidarity, I began to look at it and I noticed that it was made of light wood, almost yellow,
recently polished. The glass panes were punctuated with black spots here and there.
“They haven’t washed them,” I was forced to say and I said these words clearly enough that my mother
answered:
“It’s the flies.”
“In this season?” I continued.
“I guess there are some around here,” replied my mother. In truth she wasn’t very convinced because we have
lived around here for a long time.
I didn’t say anything else nor did my mother. Our trip seemed to reabsorb the attention of us both, but I don’t
remember now exactly what we looked at. The water was violently thrust aside by the bow and a little of it fell on
us through the open window. Just a few drops and they wet my dress. Not even my nervous gesture disturbed my
mother. She only said, without getting upset:
“It was just a little water.” Right afterwards, though, her mouth contracted and her hands in their white gloves
moved about, cutting the air.
“May I ask why you are moving about so?” I asked.
But she didn’t give me any answer and this time her hands went back to her knees and stayed there forsakenly.
I began to stare at them and I deliberately said to myself:
“Move you hands, I order you to move your hands.” Issuing a command like that gave me a strange pleasure.
I worked this form of will in vain, however.
After looking at me with sadness in her eyes, almost as if she understood what I was saying, she remained
motionless, and I became sorrowful with her.
155.38 Yo Confieso\fn{by Romilda Mayer Benczur de Fraile (before 1920-after 1959)} Italy (F) 3
Sano de cuerpo y de espíritu, haber intentado matar a mi mujer. Por los designios divinos, no lo he conseguido
y, para aliviar mi conciencia, para aplacar la tortura de pensar como aucedieron las cosas, desde el primer
momento, voy a inflingirme el castigo de hacer pública mi indignidad legal y mi humana —sino justa— reacción
de hombre.
¡Hombre! … Ya véis cómo son las cosas. Mientras uno no demuestre serlo, de manera salvaje, perdiendo toda
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noción de los elementos que la han hecho, hasta entonces, animal domesticado por la razón, por las costumbres y
tradiciones, es nada más que un «pobres» hombre. Este adjetivo que se le antepone, comó para los muertos,
encierra, aplicado a los vivos, un sentido de compasión, de desprecio, de superioridad que ofende y humilla al
sujeto. Este suele aguantar el paso de su pobreza moral, física o espiritual, porque es débil, y no sabe, o no puede,
rebelarse contra una verdad que es indiscutible por ser verdad. Pero, ¡ay si lo hace! … Entonces resulta un
hipócrita, un loco, un taimado y un sin fin de cosas más: 0porque la sociedad que se ha acostumbrado al «pobre»,
no puede permitirle ser más que esto, un «pobre». Lo contrario sería ofenderla humillarla a su vez en su infaliable
jucio, en su preciso criterio. Las colectividades son siempre serias y acordes cuando se trata de enterrar a alguien.
Vuelgo a coger el hilo de mi «pobre» historia.
Ella era una mujer ya cansada de la vida, cuando la conocí: con esto quiero decir exactamente que había
experimentado todas las calamidades y ningún placer. Era de esas mujeres que sólo saben resignarse, doblar la
cabeza y dejarse llevar, como hojas muertas, por todos los remolinos. Había conocido a muchos hombres: y de
ellos conservaba sólo un triste y amargo recuerdo en el alma y en el cuerpo.
Yo, viudo hacía algunos años, me limitaba a recorrer de vez en cuando el barrio equívoco, invecto, de la
ciudad, empujado más que por necesidades fisiológicas, por el deseo de no estar solo. Y en un cafetín miserable,
la conocí, como había conocido a muchas otras. La invité a tomar lo que quisiera. Pidió, hambrienta, algo que no
recuerdo. Sólo la miraba devorar, silenciosa, dorada su cara por el reflejo de una luz amarillenta que llovía del
techo. Cuando terminó, levantó hacia mí los ojos, que eran su única belleza.
—Gracias —me dijo.
No tiene importancia … Tienes un hermoso apetito … —añadí, un poco turbado por aquella mirada que me
sondeaba.
—Y … ahora … ¿qué? … —interrogó.
—Nada, mujer, nada … No te preocupes …
—Me alegro. Otra vez será … ¿Quieres? …
—Sí, otra vez.
Pero, otra vez, al volver a encontrarla, se mostró huraña, esquiva. No quiso aceptar nada.
—Toma algo, mujer. Me gusta verte comer.
—No, he dicho que no. No quiero nada.
—Entonces, me voy.
Ella pareció sorprendida.
—¿Cómo? ¿No quieres? …
—No.
—Y … ¿si comiera algo, tampoco? …
—Mujer, no te invito por eso … Te diré: estoy muy sólo y necesito compañía. Quisiera charlar un rato contigo,
aquí mismo, después de cenar …
—¿De verdad, no vas a pedirme nada?
—e lo juro, si quieres —dije, riendo.
—Bueno, entonces llama al camarero … Eres muy buena persona. Te lo agradezco de veras.
Cenó, con la misma hambre, modificando un poco su actittud, hablándome, sonriéndome entre un mordisco y
otro. Yo la observaba y una piedad honda entraba en mi corazón. Su cara demacrada, lívida, adquiría un leve color
rosado y los ojos brillaban demasiado. Debía estar enferma.
—¿Te pasa algo, Catalina?
—Ahora estoy mejor, gracias.
—¿Estás enferma?
Ella se calló luego, lentamente, afirmó con la cabeza.
—¿Me das otro cigarrillo? —pidió—. Había en sus ojos una resolución grave. Le ofrecí el paquete. Encendió
uno y suspiró, echando la primera bocanada, mientras se acodaba sobre la mesa.
—Eres bueno comigo: sé que puedo confiarme a ti. Chico, me has quitado el hambre dos veces y esto es para
agradecértelo …
Me contó su «pobre» historia de mujer, procurando suavizar algunos términos escabrosos … Tenía una manera
extraña de hablar no exenta de encanto. Creo que era por su voz, algo ronca, velada, con improvisadas notas de
contralto.
Escuché largo rato, sin sentir repugnancia hacia ella. Mi alma de fracasado, al contrario, iba enardeciéndose en
su súbito rencor contra todos los elementos que a ella la habían convertido en un deshecho.
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¡Cuántas veces se ha hablado de las reacciones de un ser tímido, de un ser cobarde …! Toda una vida incolora,
nuestra, tragando insultos, mascando desprecios: y, en un instante, la explosión tremenda que destruye y crea algo
… qunque sea la muerte.
—Catalina —dije— has sufrido mucho. Tú no tienes la culpa de no haber tenido suerte … ¿quieres olvidarlo
todo y empezar una nueva vida?
—¿Cómo? … no, no es posible ya … Entiéndelo …
—¿Por qué no? Si alguien te ayudase … ¿no querrías tampoco? … Mira, yo soy un hombre que no tiene a
nadie en el mundo. No hago más que trabajar y me encuentro solo, deseperadamente solo. No es que necesite una
mujer como mujer, compréndelo … No, aspiro a tener alguien, tan sólo como yo, para que de nuestras soledades
nazca una compañía. Una persona en quien pensar y que piense en mí: no me importan los demás. Soy un pobre
hombre y tú una pobre mujer. Hagámonos compañia, ¿quieres?
Catalina abrió los ojos desmesuradamente: al brillo feliz se añadía oro de inefable aturdimiento que me hizo
sentirme héroe y paladín, un ser superior que se iba a enfrentar con todos los castillos y molinos de viento de los
prejuicios y … ¿por quéno? Estaba dispuesto a desafiarlos.
Hilvanamos un plan. Ella debía entrar enseguida en un hospital, donde la curarían. Luego, la recibiría en mi
casa, procuraría que no le faltase lo necesario y …
—¿Te gusa la casa? —le pregunté.
—Mucho. Enormemente. Sé guisar, sé tenerla limpia y coso, plancho, lavo y todo …
—Muy bien. Llámame a este número —se lo di— y nos citaremos.
Me despedí apresuradamente y corrí a encerrarme en mi casa … No dormí en toda la noche pensando en lo que
había dicho y en lo que iba a hacer. Al fin venció mi complejo de generosidad. ¿Qué más daba? Habia brotado de
mi alma, como flor inmaculada, el deseo de hacer el bien por el bien: y era tan sublime la obsesión que al fin la
paz me condujo a un tranquilo sueño. Por la mañana, antes de ir a mi trabajo, penetré en la iglesia cercana.
Busqué un confesor, porque soy católico sin ostentación, sencillo, puro. Expuse mi caso, crudamente, y mi
promesa a aquella mujer.
—No debías haberlo prometido, hijo mío, sin pensarlo bien y fin asegurarte antes de que pudes hacerlo, sin
arrepentirte. Luego sería demasiado malo para ella y para ti …
Hizo reflexiones sobre la fuerza moral, la pureza de la intenciones y, desde luego, aprobó mi primer paso:
ayudarla a curarse en el euerpo. Una buena obra. En cuanto a lo demás, la responsabilidades llegarían, que no lo
dudara.
Catalina entró en el hospital y la dejé en manos de médicos, practicantes y enfermeras. Tres meses duró su
tratamiento y después empezó a florecer su alma. Se hizo dulce, buena, miraba con ojos transparentes, sonreia y
hasta cantaba consu voz extraña … Empezaba a olvidar.
El día en que la llevé a mi casa, fué delicioso. Se emocionó, lloró de felicidad y me besó las manos.
—¡Oh, qué casa tan linda! Ya te la cuidaré como si fuese una joya. Verás.
En efecto, se puso a trabajar de firme, revolviéndolo todo, ordenándolo, transformándolo. Por la tarde,al
terminar mi trabajo, me sonrió feliz, sin hablar, esperando que yo lo hiciese primero. Expresé mi agrado, la felicité
y, con una sensación de alivio inmenso, vi que había dispuesto nuestras alcobas de manera que estariamos
independientes … Por la noche, oí que cerraba con llave la suya.
El tiempo empezó a correr. Casi un año, lleno de vida, de todas las pequeñas cosas que nos habían faltado y
con nuestras soledades que eran ya compañia grata, amable. Ella seguía siendo la misma y jamás pensó, estoy
seguro, en ser otra. Fuí yo quien, poco a poco, cambió: ante la mirada de sus ojos asustados me convertí en un ser
nuevo, inquieto, irascible, insatisfecho.
Volví a mi confesor y traté de explicarle mi situación. Sencillamente me contestó:
—Si es que la quieres y la necesitas, cásate con ella. No busques otras soluciones indignas.
Y me casé, seguro de ella y de mí mismo. Seguía siendo un héroe de leyenda, seguía siendo —para mí mismo
— el esforzado paladín de una causa noble … mas para ella. ¿Qué fuí, desde entonces? … No pude saberlo nunca,
pero el sudor regaba mi frente cada vez que encontraba sus ojos clavados en mi … Quería desentrañar el
significado de aquella quieta llama, que crecía, crecía calladamente, como una hogueraq blanda, sin reflecjos.
Llegaron los fríos desvelos a nuestra almohada: con ellos, una sorda hostilidad hecha de menudas
impaciencias, de mutuo descontento, sin motivos precisos. Catalina ya no era la misma, pensaba. ¿Qué te sucede,
Catalina? ¿Qué pensamientos tienes, Catalina? … ¿Por qué me miras, Catalina? Y ella estaba siempre en mí, con
sus silencios, sus palabras, sus roacciones: no tenía descanso. ¿Qué había cambiado? O ¿qué era lo que nos había
cambiado asi?
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Tenía que saberlo, era preciso, era necesario. ¡NECESARIO! Hice mi plan, calculando todas las probabilidades
para que no faltara ninguna pieza del conjunto. Y una tarde volví antes de la hora, como un ladrón, a mi casa,
escondiéndome de todas las miradas. La llava giró en silencio. Todo estaba oscuro y tenso como un pecado.
«Como un pecado oculto», pensé, extraviado. Crucé el pasillo que conducía a nuestra alcoba. Un hilo de luz
resbalaba debajo de la puerta.
Lo recuerdo todo exactamente. Puedo repetirlo, intentar reproducirlo como en un lienzo, y será siempre,
siempre, siempre idéntico al hecho real. Me veo, agazapado contra la puerta, mirando al hilo de luz, apoyado el
oído a los relieves de la madera para captar un sonido cualquiera. Pero nadie parecía vivir allí dentro, ni nada …
Esta es mi casa, ella es mi mujer, tengo derecho a saber lo que hace encerrada en esta alcoba tan silenciosa como
ella. No debo esconderme como un ladrón, como un malhechor, en mí propia casa. Yo soy el dueño, yo soy el
dueño …
Levanté el picaporte y entré. Ella estaba sentada de espaldas a mí, frente al espejo del viejo tocador; un
paquete de cartas sobre su brillante superficie. Catalina leía, inmóvil, y su cara expresaba un estupor grande,
infinito.
—¿Qué haces? —grité—. ¿De quién son estas cartas?
El espejo delató su pánico. Quiso coger el paquete y no pudo porque yo me lancé como un tigre y se lo
arranqué.
—No, no las leas, te lo suplico. Yo te explicaré … Dámelas, dámelas …
—¿Tienes miedo, eh? Eso es lo que te pasa: ¡miedo! ¡Confiesa! ¡Confiesa! … ¿Son de tu amante?
—Si me prometes no leerlas, te lo confesaré todo. Te lo juro.
La cabeza me daba vueltas. Un dolor agudo nacía en mi pecho, allí donde suele estar el corazón de un pobre
hombre que sufre. Quise saberlo todo por su boca antes de leer: sí, porque, además, leería por encima de todo, a
pesar de mi promesa. No podria ya creer en nada.
—Habla y no mientas. ¡No mientas …, porque te mato! —aullé, tirando al suelo el paquete de cartaws, que
ella se apresuró a recoger, escondiéndolas en el pecho. Recuerdo que le formaban un bulto extraño debajo del
escote, casi sobre el estómago.
Cruzando las manos sobre él y mirándome con los ojos llenos de lágrimas, me lo contó todo. Había sido un
episodio de su vida anterior a nuestro conocimiento. El amante, casado; ella, que había fingido ser otra, decente,
casada también. Los dos engañaban y se engañaban. Una historia vulgar, mísera. Ella nabía guardado siempre
esas cartas.
—… ¿Y ahora?
—¡Oh no! Ha muerto.
Yo me había sentado en el borde del lecho, y con dedos nerviosos iba arrancando uno a uno los hilos que
formaban el fleco de la colcha. Miraba a Catalina como a un ser extraño que se me revelase de pronto, tan
diferente de como la había creido, de como debía ser. Esto era: diferente, ni peor ni major.
—¿Así has jugado al papel de mujer … decente? ¿Engañando a un marido fantasma?
—Calla, por favor. No puedo soportar que me recuerdes mi pasado …
—Bien, me callaré, puesto que eres mi mujer. Lo único que me interesa saber es que no juegas conmigo ahora,
porque sería capaz …
—¿Cómo puedes pensar? No, no: me moriría antes …
Aquel bulto sobre su estómago, bajo la bata ligera, me mareaba. Procuré dominarme.
—Pero tú has estado pensándolo quizá todo este tiempo, desde que nos hemos casado. Tú no eres la misma.
Parece como si tuvieras vergüenza de algo, como si estuvieras arrepentida de haberme encadenado a ti. Sí, no
pongas esta cara de asombro Catalina —grité, fuera de mí—; sabes muy bien que me has obligado a ello con tus
remilgos y tus pudores.
—¡Dios mío … calla! No me atormentes. Yo no te he pedido nada,no quería nada más que tu bondad, tu
afecto. Nunca me había atrevido a pensar en otra cosa …
—¿Nuca, eh? No me lo has dicho; pero solapadamente, fingiendo gratitud, con tus artes me has inducido …
—No es verdad. Eres tú quien lo has querido, porque ya no te bastaba una amiga, una compañía, una esclava,
pues yo, voluntariamente y feliz, lo he sido. Tú querias a la mujer que se sustraía …
—¿Por qué te sustraías? ¿Por qué, sino para llevarme a donde querías?
—Te equivocas. Me dijiste: «Catalina, he decidido casarme contigo, te necesito totalmente.» Habías decidido,
me necesitabas. ¿Me has preguntado acaso si yo queria? ¿Me has dicho alguna vez que me amabas? ¿Y te has
preguntado tú mismo si yo te amaba? … No: «Yo quiero», «Yo necesito», «Yo decido» … Tú siempre Yo no
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contaba nada. Pero como era tu esclava, callé e hice lo que tú deseabas.
—¿Quieres decir ahora que te sacrificaste?
—No tanto. Pero me ha dolido ese desprecio tuyo, ese egoísmo, ese considerarme una cosa, un objecto sin
importanbcia.
—… Y yo que me sentía orgulloso de haberte … redimio, de haberte dado el puesto en esta casa de otra mujer
a la que amé, que no conoció mas hombres al más amor que el mío, que era una santa … Este, éste es mi castigo;
lo merezco, porque nunca debía haberia sustituído por una mujer como tú.
—¡Calla, calla, te lo reugo, te lo suplico! No sigas por amor de Dios …
Su humildad me enfuereció más.
—¡ No quiero callar! ¡De una vez para siempre, debo decirte todo lo que pienso! ¡He sido un maldito loco en
preocuparme de ti. De una cualquiera, de una …!
—¡Basta!
Catalina se puso pálida como una muerta y apretó los puños contra sus oídos. Corrió hacia la puerta, y el bulto
de las cartas cayó al suelo pesadamente, desparramándose los blancos rectángulos como pequeñas lápidas con
inscripciones negras.
Yo reía brutal, cinico, viendo su espanto. Y mecánicamente me agaché para recoger alguna carta. Catalina no
me dejaba, me las arrebataba con furia, con miedo, hasta que la ira me cegó y la tiré sobre el lecho. Como seguía
luchando para desasirse, la agarré por el cuello y apreté, apreté su delicada garganta. Vi ensancharse sus ojos y
amoratarse ligeramente su cara: sus breazos habían caído inertes. Entonces la dejé y recogí del suelo la carta más
cercana. Saqué el pliego del sobre y me puse a leer, a leer una carta después de otra … Todavía tengo la sensación
de que no acababa nunca de leer y que cada renglón se multiplicaba extrañamente, y cada palabra se repetía, y
cada frase encerraba para mí un significado terrible, y que un nombre latia y saltaba desde aquellas palabras hacia
mí con latidos de cosa viva, hecha de sangre y nervios.
Ese nombre …, ese nombre que sonaba en mis oídos con un eco perverso, amenazador. Era como un trueno
que sonase a lo lejos. Hasta que el primer relámpago no cruzase las tinieblas, le sentía acercarse inexorablemente.
Leí, leí con la boca seca, las manos sacudidas por el preanuncio de algo inevitable. Y ese nombre seguía
haciéndome daño: era algo doloroso que penetraba lentamente, a manera de clavo, en mi cerebro. Al final, la
firma, siempre igual: Augusto. Y ella se llamaba Enriqueta. Un binomio que quería asociar y que hula, se
destizaba y huía, hería y huía … Miré las fechas: cuatro años habían transcurrido desde que aquella mano escribió
en menudas letras todo su amor glorioso, satisfecho, toda su pasión viva a esta Enriqueta que tan astutamente
engañaba a su marido, llamándole —y Augusto lo repetía— «pobre hombre», «infeliz», «despreciables» …
El tgrueno descargó después del relámpago que cruzó la niebla de mi cerebro. ¿No recuerdas, pobre hombre,
que se llamaba Enriqueta y era tu mujer, la primera, la santa la respetada y decente? La misma, exactamente la
misma que acababas de poner como ejemplo a esta otra pobre mujer, medio asfixiada por tu violencia, que está
tendida sobre la cama …
—¡Oh, Catalina, Catalina, perdóname! … —supliqué, arrodillándome y cogiéndole las manos que palpitaban,
apenas tibias, muy blancas— ¡Perdona a este loco, ciego y estúpido ser que se ha atrevido a juzgar y a presumir
…! Catalina, ¿por qué has hecho esto? ¿Por qué?
Ella tenía bien abiertos sus hermosos ojos y me miraba, intentando hablar. Lentamente, con dulzura,
desvinculó una mano de las mías y me acarició la frente.
—Perdónala … —murmuró.
—¿Por qué has hecho esto? —repetí.
—Era una mujer. Fué débil …, como lo has sido tú casándote conmigo por necesidad, sin amor, por comodidad
al fin, reconócelo. Pero tú has sido para mí el hombre generoso, bueno, y te quiero de veredad, te quiero. Deseaba
tu amor para poder ser tu mujer … He pedido demasiado y he sido castigada.
—¡Catalina!
—Sí, me encontraba tan inferior a ti, tan poca cosa, tan despreciable, que tenía miedo, no a los míos, sino a tus
recuerdos de mí y a tu arrepentimiento.
—¡Oh, Catalina! …
—Dejame decírtelo. Mientras éramos libres, nada podía separarnos más que nuestgras voluntades. Ahora, en
cambio, todo nos podía separar: tu aburrimiento, tu pesar escondido, la falta de amor verdadero … Y, no obstante,
seguiria siendo tu mujer.
—No, Catalina. Ahora, no. Me has revelado en unos instantes la más grande de las vendades. Mi amor estaba
latente y está hecho de mejor materia que la carne … ¡Te quiero, te quiero! … Perdóname.
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Se levantó llorosa y feliz. Se acercó al espejo y miró las huellas encarnadas en su garganta.
—Gracias, cariño. He aquí un collar que desearía llevar toda la vida … —me besó timidamente—. Ahora, vete
a dar un paseo. En media hora estará lista la cena. Te gustará, ¿sabes? Anda … Media hora, ni más ni menos.
Y me empujó hacia la puerta. Como si nada hubiese ocurrido.
18.108 Piededifico\fn{by Domenico Rea (1921-1994} Naples, Campagnia, Italy (M) 4
The convent of the Sisters of –——, in a town not far from ours, was an abode of true Christian joy, lying
between a hill with a famous name and the blue sea, which reflected a heavenly light upon it. The convent itself,
four stories high, and the outbuildings around it had no bars across their windows or any other defenses against
the world outside.
The nuns wore a light-blue habit and a flapping starched cap. Their faces were round and red like those of the
nuns described in the Decameron.\fn{A collection of 100 stories written between 1348 and 1353, by Giovanni Boccaccio (13131375), Florentine writer and humanist} but these contemporary sisters were good women who had given up all their
worldly goods, and in many cases a princely title as well, in order to dedicate themselves to contemplation and the
care of old people and children, two groups which were more often than not ragged and infested with lice and had
mastered a large vocabulary of oaths before they learned to say father and mother.
Besides a free elementary school, with a boarding department for older pupils, the nuns tended and instructed.
with a view to preparing them for a holy death, a number of aged men called “Old Christians,” most of them quite
innocent sinners: retired porters and messengers, beggars who never let a good chance go by, and former teachers
without a pension, like those who had taught at the bankrupt Lotto School.
These gathered every evening in the chapel for Benediction. They sat on the benches occupied by the schoolchildren earlier in the day and were less inclined to open their ears to the preaching of the Sister Evangelist than to
open their eyes to the big basket of sandwiches, chocolate, and preserves, which was the prime motive for their
coming from so far and then jousting with their crutches for the seat nearest to it. Finally, the Sister Evangelist, a
nun with the face of a Saint Catherine of Siena, came along and said authoritatively,
“Peace be with you, brother beggars in Christ!”
On this particular evening she scrutinized her charges one by one and suddenly asked an owl-eyed individual:
“What’s your name?”
“Zoppiniello, Sister.”
“Do you know anything about the sausages?”
“I haven’t seen any sausages for the last ten years, Sister,” said the eighty-year-old fellow, mopping his eyes.
“And what about you?” she asked, turning upon a cripple. “Do you know anything about the provolone cheese
of Santa Maria?”
“How can you suspect me, Sister?” he protested, rising up from his bench. “Don’t I look like a gentleman?
Like the last leaf on a noble tree? Oh, what shame I’ve had to go through since I’ve been poor!!” And in his
agitation he came down on his crippled leg.
“Well, then, which one of you is Piededifico? Is there any Old Christian by that name?”
The old men looked critically at one another, trying to ferret out the secret. Finally, one of them, who was the
focus of all their eyes, started sobbing.
“Sister, they’ve got it in for me because I still have my teeth!” he shouted, waddling like a seal toward the altar
with a cane to propel him along on his flat feet, as if he were seeking a revelation from God, which, however, was
not forthcoming.
“Come, come, Old Christians, who could it have been? Which one of you has taken hams and sausages from
our cellar?”
The Sister Evangelist knew well enough. She had already done penance, and this was her first evening back on
the job. Only by proving that Piededifico had never been among her charges could she stand up to the Mother
Superior, who blindly insisted that he was one of them.
“You have only to look into the eyes of those dear old babies of mine to see their innocence,” said the Sister
Evangelist. “And Piededifico has a piercing, blue, evil stare in his.”
After all that she had taught them about respecting other people’s property and treading in the Lord’s way,
surely no one of those present could have fattened himself on the stores of the convent. Especially as this convent
was one that kept nothing for itself, not even the sea or the walnut trees, as Saint Alessandro Manzoni has it.
*
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Who, then, was Piededifico?
First of all, a man able to isolate and distinguish the odor of sausage among a thousand (Neapolitan) smells.
Doubtless a Neapolitan himself (although this does not imply that the thief was a Neapolitan) with a wife and
children to support, and lionhearted for the simple reason that he had nothing to lose. His name, it was found out
from the police, who failed to ascertain, however, whether or not he was an Old Christian, was Piededifico.
He was lean, unsteady on his pins, and always in the company of his wife, who in her turn inevitably appeared
with one infant in arms and, between her feet, two older children with bad complexions and an air of overgrown
babies about them. She wore a single, unbelted, sack-like garment, and her offspring performed acrobatics on her
body, hanging onto her hair, hands, and sagging breasts, as if she were some sort of trapeze.
The family lived off begging. But since in the world at large and this town in particular, beggary is off the gold
standard, Piededifico, who had once exercised the profession in a bustling business section of the town, which
was now as abandoned as if the plague had struck it, had moved himself and his family to the luxurious residential
quarter where the convent was located. There he sat on the ground, flanked by his miserable family, around a
circle traced in the dust, which was supposed to represent a receptacle for the generosity of passers-by. His eyelids
were half closed and the curly lashes served as a sort of curtain, behind whose shelter he could reflect upon the
vicissitudes of his life, which were too dire to be faced up to squarely.
*
And yet once upon a time Piededifico had been well enough off.
A beggar by both heredity and upbringing, he belonged to the class of specialists known as “rats.” These
specialists study the comings and goings of rodents, their ways of breaking into groceries and delicatessens, and
leaving the surface of stolen objects so intact as to defy perception. And when they cannot emulate the creatures
which they are spying on, they simply catch them and sell their meat under a different name to beggars of a lower
class than themselves, who are occasionally glad to have a sandwich of some indefinable kind with their glass of
wine. Ah, the good old days! …
Now Piededifico, veteran of the wars, beat the sidewalks of a high-class street, as if it were an ice bed, with his
former job swept away from under him by the pervading poverty of the town and no notion of anything to which
he could turn his hand.
“Have pity upon the children of a starving mother and father,” said his carefully trained sons to every wellheeled passer-by, and if the pity wasn’t forthcoming, they broke into invectives as diabolical as those which lizards throw at anyone that dares cut off their tails. If, on the contrary, the well-heeled individual did come across,
Piededifico sighed:
“Ah, poor me, the starving but devoted father!”
Meanwhile, bending his head and lowering the curtain of his eyelashes, he wondered what he was going to do
next. His wife sang and his children danced around him while he rewarded the next comer with a pious:
“Here’s a long life to you!” Or else, when he saw that the offering was no more than a single lira:
“Death to you and all the lice in your hair!” After which he half closed his eyes again and returned to his
meditations.
*
It must have been while he was meditating thus that Piededifico sniffed the presence of ham in the vicinity, and
it seemed to him like an oasis on his stomach’s horizon. The first time he paid no heed, thinking that it was a lastgasp olfactory hallucination. Then the genuineness of the odor concentrated itself in his nose and swept through
his brain like a resurrecting wind until it became pointed, positive, and compelling, as if it were a scruple calling
upon him for confirmation.
Actually, the ham smell was rounded out with several others: calves’ and goats’ milk cheeses, sausages put up
with peppers and sharp provolone, whose shape he guessed from its scent and found more provocative than a pair
of female buttocks, besides other alimentary essences as attractive as a spring meadow.
With a: “Quiet, there!” to his family, he proceeded step by step, for the next three hours, under the guidance of
his nose, to follow every whiff, until, finally, with a smile of a rat that has got into the larder, he came to the
source of all happiness.
Having let his wife in on the secret, he lost no time in drawing up a plan.
*
He noticed that every week a commissary truck arrived from the Vatican, and one day, under the pretext of
helping to unload, he made his way into the courtyard and thence into the cellar. Here, after the truck had gone
and the cellar door had been locked, he rolled out of a barrel and looked at the lay of the land. One part of the cel242

lar contained the supplies just brought in and the other the delicacies accumulated by the nuns and their chaplain:
huge rounds of cheese, piled up like automobile wheels in a corner; hams suspended from the ceiling like hanged
men, whose bodies had slipped down under the noose around their necks; rolls of lascivious red sausages,
dripping oil; and boxes upon boxes of chocolate, preserves, white flour, and all the other good things which adorn
a life of ease and prayer.
In order to keep his head and protect himself against so great a variety of attractions, Piededifico decided to try
them all, and his stomach, which had been hollow when he came in, became as large as that of a pregnant woman.
But even in this condition he started to plan future operations and to pick out a barrel where he could hide in an
emergency, deprived of everything but wine. When night came, he talked through a grating between the ceiling of
the cellar and the street, where his wife lay flat on her stomach to listen.
“My dear, it’s in the bag, and a piece of very good business, I can tell you. There’s a little bit of everything in
God’s creation.” He spoke in a low voice, and his wife answered plaintively:
“No doubt you’re quite right, my love, but give me a taste of something, so I can have an idea—”
“You shall taste everything, of course you shall, but lower your voice and be calm.”
“You’ve eaten,” she said with muted resentment. “You’re not trembling with hunger as we are, and to tell the
truth I feel as if I didn’t know you.”
“We want something to eat, too,” said the children, and when they got no answer, they repeated their demand
in a loud shout.
Piededifico was furious. Smoke poured out of his voice and flames from his eyes, and the children cried: “The
ogre! The ogre!” and ran away in a flood of tears. Their mother went after them, picked them up by the seats of
their pants, and knocked them against the ground, thereby causing them to cry and swear all the louder. She gathered them up and held them face to face, saying:
“Shut up there, or I’ll bash your heads in proper!”
But they only continued to cry and swear through their noses. In her agitation, she went back to the grating and
managed to slip her thumb and forefinger through it in such a way as to pinch one cheek of the waiting Piededifico.
“Either give us something to eat or I’ll report you to the police!” she told him. “Just look at the condition of
these children!” Unable to wrench his cheek from her grasp, Piededifico said imploringly:
“Let me go! Dear little woman and kids, you’ll have to forgive me if I can’t feed you right away. Come back
tomorrow with the pushcart, but for heaven’s sake be quiet about it, and you’ll be satisfied with the generosity of
Piededifico.”
With which he seized three sausages and passed them, slice by slice, to his wife, along with several dozen
American crackers. After, thus assuaged, she had gone away, Piededifico went back to work, humming to himself,
taking a bite here and there as he pleased and reflecting upon the glories of honest labor.
“It’s all my father’s fault that I ever became a beggar,” he said to himself. “Because he practiced the trade in a
golden age, he had to go and say:
“‘Come with me, my boy, and learn to beg! Why can’t a son ever follow the advice of his father? Don’t you
see I have your good at heart?’
“And to think that all this time I might have been in the arduous but satisfying business of a grocer! There’s a
real business for you! Wherever you go, you touch cheeses and pigs’ feet and butter! It’s just my bad luck!” And
he munched and munched, feeling renewed faith in life and giving thanks to the Madonna of Pompeii.
Beginning the next evening, his sons came with the pushcart and loaded it with the good things which their
father passed up to them, carefully sliced so that they would pass through the grating. In the course of a day he
was able to slice about two hundred pounds, and no one was the wiser.
The system was foolproof, except for the noise of the cart wheels, which the boys wrapped in rubber tubing.
Piededifico saw nothing criminal about his new occupation, since a man must make a living off whatever he
can find, and if he finds nothing, then he must take whatever comes along. And he took a long-range view of the
job, as is proved by the fact that he made himself a bed in the barrel and hung up a mirror with which to admire
the fat he was putting on every day.
*
Indeed, things might have gone on indefinitely, if one summer evening an old nun hadn’t been driven by the
heat to seek a breath of fresh air on the convent roof, which overlooked the surrounding houses and streets, including the stony alley leading to the main door. This alley habitually rang with the shouts and footsteps of the children pouring out of the convent school, and on this July night it echoed the clang of the iron wheels of the push243

cart, which the boys had had to strip of their rubber tubing because when the cart was heavily loaded the wheels
refused to roll and carry it along. Now, when the nun saw this monstrous apparition, she took it, in the manner of
her kind, for a manifestation of the devil and shouted at the top of her lungs:
“Chaplain! Watchman! Sisters!”
In a split second the Mother Superior, the chaplain, the watchman, and all the nuns poured out onto the roof,
armed with bottles, broomsticks, pillows, and other domestic weapons. The good nuns were capless, so that the
stars looked down on their bare, shaven heads. Before the cart could get out of the alley, a host of angry neighbors
raised such a racket that Piededifico’s sons left it there, overturned, with its shafts sticking up into the air and its
contents spread out all over the ground, and fled, half jumping, half flying, like chickens before a storm.
Piededifico trembled in his barrel, and it was this trembling that betrayed his whereabouts, shortly before
dawn, to the small army of policemen and nuns who were scouring the cellar. His trousers wouldn’t close around
his waist, and a big flap of shirt was sticking out of them. He had a two-weeks’ beard on his face and looked
altogether like an Old Christian of the younger generation.
For this reason, the Mother Superior, who had feverishly tormented herself with the question of “how a man
could have broken into the cellar,” threatened the Sister Evangelist with such drastic penance as stones on her
prayer stool in the chapel and on the pillow of her nanow bed, because she had neglected the most elementary precautions.
“You ought to escort those wretched old codgers that come to Benediction one by one to the door! I always
told you so!” And then she turned her attack upon the equally gentle nun who kept accounts:
“I saw her with my own eyes treating the men who came in on the truck with as much consideration as if they
were princes. Just look at the woe these two soft-hearted Sisters have brought upon us! Something has got to be
done!”
She compelled them to stand weeping on either side of her, like culprits beyond all hope of appeal. And when
the lamp fell upon Piededifico in his barrel, the Sister Evangelist cried out in terror:
“Jesus, give us light! Let Your truth shine upon our darkness!”
Under the first shower of questions, Piededifico said that he was an Old Christian, while the Sister Evangelist,
who was kneeling among the lanterns and barrels, prayed desperately:
“No, Jesus, no!”
He was born a Christian, he maintained, and such, even at the risk of being called old, he felt himself to be.
But a few minutes later he changed his story and said that he was one of the truckmen who had brought the
Vatican supplies, thus throwing the Sister Accountant into transports of panic.
“I called for help for two days in succession, Sister Lady,” he said to the Mother Superior, distinguishing her
from the rest by the disapproving curl of her pinched lips. “I have no connections at all with the pushcart people.
After I’ve lived all my life, come heat, come cold, in honorable poverty, would you make me out a thief?”
“How do you know there’s a pushcart mixed up in it?” asked the chief of police.
“How could I help hearing the racket above me? But I got locked up in here by mistake, I tell you. I came
down on the Vatican truck to help with the unloading. And you owe me money for the loss of so many working
days!”
“Jesus!” exclaimed the Sister Accountant. “If all truckmen are so young and strong, shed Your light upon our
human errors!”
“Don’t bring Jesus into it,” said the Mother Superior peremptorily. And, turning to the convent monitors, she
added:
“Place these two in custody. They will be questioned at a special meeting of the Disciplinary Council later in
the day.”
The two Sisters, the Evangelist and the Accountant, broke into a mystical chant as they were led away and
disappeared in the light of dawn which filled the patch of sky beyond the open cellar door. Meanwhile, Piededifico said to the chief of police:
“Just tell me this: doesn’t robbery mean taking other people’s belongings away? I haven’t anything to do with
that pushcart gang; if you face me with them, I can prove that. And all I have on me is lice. I didn’t rob, I tell you,
I simply ate. What else could I do? I thought about it for two days, and then I started eating.”
But the chief of police wanted to cut a handsome figure in front of the Mother Superior, who with her bald
head and scornfully curled lips looked like no less than a Roman emperor. So he tightened the handcuffs around
Piededifico’s wrists and said vaingloriously:
“We knew all along that something was going on. And we were just waiting for the opportune moment …”
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While Piededifico, not unmindful of his wife and children, philosophically concluded:
“I saved my life and gained weight in the bargain. Now I must lose it all and waste away in prison. Why, I ask
you, why? Jesus, shed light and give me an answer!”
151.47 The Benedictines\fn{by Maria Occhipinti (1921-1996)} Ragusa, Sicily, Italy (F) 5
The crossing from Ustica to Palermo took four hours, and there was a magnificent sunset over the sea. My
baby was in perfect health at the time, growing bigger every day.
Upon landing we were taken to our destination by horse-carriage. S—— and my fellow villager got off at the
Ucciardone prison near the port, whereas I was taken to the Benedictines, the women’s prison of Palermo. As
soon as I was inside, the head-guard took my fingerprints. A few of the Benedictine nuns and an elderly female
guard drew near, curiously examining me and the child, both quite sun-tanned. We were searched and assigned to
the maternity ward.
This was a large dormitory with cement-blocked windows, the type you can find in any other prison, and there
was a stifling stench as in a hencoop. The washing was hung indoors where the sun never reached. While awaiting
our turn at the wash tub, we would stand there hugging our dirty pile of baby togs. There were no cradles.
The mothers and the children slept together on miserable urine-soaked pallets made of lumpy, smelly horsehair. When there weren’t enough beds, the women had to sleep on the floor on old threadbare blankets. When pillows were too few to go around, even for the babies, the hard mattress was folded slightly to support the child’s
tender head.
Whenever a woman with a pillow was due to leave, the others tried to reserve it long beforehand. But only one
could be lucky. My baby and I spent more than five months without a pillow. Sleeping was also difficult because
most of the children cried at night, one after the other, as if taking turns.
*
The food cooked by the nuns was disgusting. They often served us hard unchewable peas, which we, just for
the fun of it, made into bracelets, necklaces and even rosaries.
We often found ants in the soup and there were never more than twenty bits of short pasta in those watery
slops. On Sundays, when they didn’t serve meat, they would give us a taste of canned salmon or an egg, usually
rotten. Evaporated milk was handed out in the morning, and we got a quarter of a glass more than the other prisoners. We were also given an extra ladleful of broth at lunch and an extra hundred grams of bread apiece. But if
you didn’t get bread in from the outside, you were bound to go hungry.
For the babies’ hygiene there was a cubicle adjoining the dormitory, the so-called delivery room, with washtubs and gas heating, but only on the occasion of a delivery would the nun deem it necessary to bathe the newborn
babe a few times. Her only concern was to baptize it. A former prisoner had left behind, as a memento, a lovely
hand-embroidered baby dress, and each newborn child wore that at the christening.
*
Besides the two women-guards, the staff consisted of two wardens and a head warden.
Then there were the nuns: one was the door-keeper, another, by the name of Santa Lucia, accompanied us
when we went “to take air.” The Institute belonged to the French nuns of the Sacred Heart Order and they were all
to be addressed as Saint or My Mother.
Saint Ignazia was assigned to the maternity ward and to the pharmacy.
Matters of daily discipline, such as the distribution of meals, punishments, etc., were the domain of My Mother
Antonietta who was short and dark with bright black eyes and who never hesitated to send us into solitary confinement for a trifle. She was called the Marshal and had been at her post for twenty years.
Each morning a guard came in with a bucket of warm water, dispensing two ladlefuls apiece to wash our babies with. We never took a bath.
*
Once I complained about this to the Mother Superior who granted us audiences on Thursdays. The Reverend
Mother had a soft gentle voice, tremulous and endearing, but deep inside she was just the opposite. Heavy-set, old
and decrepit, she was always escorted by two nuns. She would welcome us with feigned tenderness, make us promises galore, but we never obtained a single thing from her.
In a sort of store-room upstairs, there was a faucet with a basin underneath as large as a holy water font in
church. In order to wash, we had to kneel down on the rough cement floor.
I explained to the Mother Superior that we couldn’t go on like that because of the many diseases that circulate
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in a prison, syphilis among others. It wasn’t sanitary nor was it humane to make us wash our children’s clothing
where the prostitutes scrubbed their underwear. I requested a separate tub for the maternity ward.
Although there was a large laundry room on the ground floor, we were not allowed to enter it. The nuns and
the guards used it for their own convenience. Those prisoners who had to serve long sentences preferred to labor
there as laundresses rather than remain locked up inside their cells.
*
They would give us no semolina or soft bread to prepare our babies’ night-feedings—only stale bread that was
brought in on an open cart, exposed to dust and flies. This was counted out at the door and then thrown down on
the floor, in a corner. Later, a custodian distributed it to us out of her large apron. The nuns knew very well where
the bread was put and yet they never took the trouble to get a basket.
Since the warden’s permission was needed in order to have a little pastina for the children, we began to shift
for ourselves. By placing two tin cups on the floor of the lavatory we, in the maternity ward, had a lavatory. Together with some of the horsehair from a mattress (the least dilapidated, so that it wouldn’t smoke too much) we
would start a fire and manage to cook the baby food. The stall gradually smelled of smoke and the head warden,
noticing it, came and asked why and scolded us for it. I spoke up:
“Isn’t it enough for you to treat our children worse than animals? Must you even scold us on top of it?”
Naturally I was put in solitary confinement; the Marshal taking me there “all in the name of God.”
*
There were three cells situated to the right of the chapel. A partition of wood that reached almost to the ceiling
acted as a dividing wall. In the hallway, packed in between the partition and the cells, were piles of dirty bed linen
mixed up with extra mattresses and worn-out blankets.
In the farthest cell a nun had died in a bomb attack, and it was said you could see ghosts in there. So some of
the inmates were afraid to spend the night in that cell.
Once a fifteen-year old girl who had been locked in there started to wail and cry hysterically as nighttime
came. The nun’s bedroom was right across the hall on the left side of the chapel, but she heard nothing. Only
when we started to curse and beat our clogs against the iron gate did she finally arrive, barely awake, but she refused to let the girl out.
So it was not until a fellow prisoner and I were allowed to go into the cell to keep her company that the girl
calmed down and fell asleep. There was no mattress or sheets to be had in solitary confinement, only a plank for a
bed and a wooden board for a pillow.
My punishments always lasted three or four days. My child would be kept in the dormitory and brought in only
at breast-feeding time. At night, however, she would sleep with me, and so as not to make her suffer, I would hold
her over my stomach and prop her up among the blankets, remaining almost uncovered myself. The nun would
come on a nightly inspection carrying a flashlight. Near the top of the door was a window wide enough to sit in.
Thus, during the day, I would clamber up the steel door, sit there and read, holding onto the bars in order not to
fall.
You had to get permission from the Mother Superior in order to leave the cell. The head warden was not
vindictive, after all he was a father and a Neapolitan. Of the wardens, the older was wicked and rude, the younger
one, as good as gold; but even the nasty one was more humane than the nuns.
You weren’t allowed out of the cell without first begging the Mother Superior’s forgiveness and kissing her
hand. Since I was firmly convinced that I had done no wrong, I could not stoop to hand-kissing. I would not be a
hypocrite and so I had to remain five days longer in the cell. The warden himself came to try to convince me, but
realizing I would not yield, he let me out that same night. My reasoning was:
“Shouldn’t they be the ones to have some understanding for us?”
*
Sometimes we swore against God because of our great suffering, and we would be severely punished, “all in
defense of God.” But I never thought God needed them to defend himself. We were punished enough by God by
simply being in that place. Why aggravate our punishment? By increasing our pain, the nuns only made us poor
women more bitter, and instead of saving us they just speeded up their own damnation.
I recall that one morning I had left my child in bed while I went to wash the mess tin. On my return, I found
the child covered with excrement up to her face. Not knowing how to cope, I quickly called the guard who came
with a nun; the nuns always pretended not to hear our calls. Only when some of the inmates, out of anger, started
shouting, “BITCHES! BITCHES!” would they run in. That insult was enough to make them come.
So in they marched, telling me there was no hot water in the kitchen and that I would have to wait for the
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second shift, at 4 pm. In despair, I snatched a sheet from the bed, put the two tin cups in the middle of the room
with the bucket over them, tore up the sheet in a hundred shreds, and set a match to it, warming the water with
that fire. The nun and the guard watched the scene. That night, although in solitary confinement, I was satisfied,
even though the matter of forgiveness had to be gone through all over again.
Seeing that I wore a Communist badge and kept pictures of Stalin and Lenin near my bed, they gave political
significance to my every gesture, and so insisted that I bow to them; but it was entirely my conscience that
dictated my actions, not political or party principles. That time my punishment lasted eight days, but I remained
calm. My inmate-friends brought me food, and I didn’t suffer too much. Whenever I found a piece of coal I would
write on the wall: DOWN WITH THE HYPOCRISY OF THE NUNS! JUSTICE WILL TRIUMPH! and other such phrases.
When the warden passed through on inspection, at the sight of the graffiti, he would pull out a flashlight from
his pocket to read them better, but he never said anything. On one wall I wrote that nuns were unworthy of
carrying Christ over their breast. With time enough to meditate, I never grew desperate.
One Sunday morning during Mass I was perched up in my usual spot in the cell from where I could see everything. When the priest started preaching about how Christianity was the religion of pity and charity, I listened
patiently for a while, but all of a sudden my emotions got the best of me and I found myself shouting:
“There’s no charity here, there’s no goodness. Here a mother is punished for rebelling against having her child
suffer.”
A sort of panic stirred in the chapel. My inmate-pals were overjoyed and some begged the priest:
“Forgive her, let her out, she’s a mother.” I was out of the cell in the evening.
*
That week the head director of the Ucciardone prison, who was also our director, came on a visit. The nuns
received him with the usual smiles and bows. All dressed in white, they were like doves fluttering about the man.
The director received us in his office, but the Mother Superior was always present at these meetings, so we
could never really express ourselves freely. There was always a Guardian Angel following and watching us everywhere.
Nonetheless, I decided to try something, so I asked to be received by the director. In the room were Mother
Marshal and Mother Superior. As soon as the latter understood my intention when I broached the subject concerning the reforms necessary, she interrupted me, smiling:
“Pardon me, director, there are a few things I might say about Occhipinti—but I’ll let them pass.”
This was meant to prevent me from continuing, to keep me from voicing the rest of the truths I had started to
acquaint the director with. I wondered:
“Why is she hindering me like this? Why will she punish me when the director has left?”
Not letting her daunt me, I continued, confessing to having torn up the sheet in shreds to clean my child. I said
that, for my child’s sake, I was ready to undergo any type of punishment, but that I hadn’t committed any wrongdoing whatsoever.
I told him about the baby-feedings, showed him the mess tin and how seventy grams of pasta did not amount
to more than twenty tiny pasta rings, showed him the vegetables, hard cauliflower stalks only good for rabbits,
peas that could serve as necklace beads, and told him that was how it was every day.
Even the girls from Palermo could receive food from the outside on Thursdays and Sundays only. How long
could it be possible to hold out without becoming ill? In what kind of a state would we be when we left the place?
*
But why didn’t the Mother Superior intercede for me instead of flashing her eyes at me so ferociously?
The director would not believe me about the quantity of pasta. The Marshal said I had eaten it, but was later
proven wrong by the other protesting prisoners.
The director saw the ants, too. The nuns said they were insects that were in the olive oil, but then couldn’t they
have run it through a sieve with gauze cloth, and treated us more humanely? Why was the management of the
institution completely entrusted to them? Wouldn’t we, the mothers, have done better?
At the Ucciardone prison the inmates themselves controlled the house organization. I asked for inmate control
at the Benedictines’, too—for one of us to be present in the kitchen, but it wasn’t granted.
Just for a couple of days a guard was sent from the Ucciardone prison. He would accompany the nun who distributed the soup. With the ladle they would fish out of the kettle the same quantity of pasta as on all the previous
days.
“Don’t you see?” the Marshal exclaimed, “with the guard present: we weighed the pasta and put it all in the
pot. And it’s the very same quantity as yesterday. Are you convinced now that we always cook the same quantity
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of pasta?”
“Liar, you’re a hypocrite too,” I shouted to the guard. “These are not seventy grams of pasta per person!”
*
The fact of the matter was that our ration of food had to suffice for the feeding of the orphans, too, and this was
the explanation of the mystery.
I insisted on having one of us to check in the kitchen. The women wanted it to be me, but this was totally
unrealistic. The nuns’ excuse was that we might escape from the kitchen.
*
Behind our dormitory was the delivery room with two basins for the newborn babies, running water, and a bed
with a hard mattress for women in labor to lie on. The midwife was called at the onset of labor pains, one of us
acting as the assistant. The midwife, Miss R——, knew her job well. By telling spicy jokes she managed to
encourage the woman in labor while keeping the others merry.
One night around ten o’clock, from my gate I heard someone moaning. It was an inmate in labor. The guard
let her lie on the bed while a warden went to call the midwife. A new being was about to be born, but there was no
hot water. The kitchen was locked and the guard could not open it, nor could she waken the nuns.
As usual, we managed to adapt to the circumstances. We were not to produce any smoke and there was little
paper. In order to waste no time, I held the basin close over the flames with my hands, while another woman
placed the pieces of paper underneath. Towards the end, I could feel my fingers burning. At times like that we all
helped each other with love. We washed both mother and child, but she caught an infection and it was a miracle
that she survived. The sanitary napkins for the mother were just poorly rinsed dirty rags. No special diet. Rarely
were they kind enough to cook any baby food, but even then it would be brought in either cold, burnt or salty.
We all had our own ways of escaping from all that sadness. We might sing, sew by day and night, contrive to
handcraft slippers for the little ones: by using remnants of old blankets for the soles, shortening the sheets to serve
as the uppers, removing the thread from the sheets in order to embellish the slippers with quaint embroidery. We
even had a razor blade, a pair of scissors, files and knives made from tins, but heaven help us should we get
caught. As soon as a suspicious sound was heard (a nun or a guard drawing near) a magic word ran through the
dormitory, “Muff, muff,” and everything disappeared inside our bosoms.
*
As in all the other churches, a priest came to our chapel to preach during the Lenten season. The Mother
Superior never missed a sermon, always keeping her eyes fixed on the wan faces of the women prisoners. She
observed us every day, she could witness the state we were in, but the way we were treated never changed.
She probably thought we should feel fortunate if, in spite of all our sins, we succeeded in staying alive.
Perhaps to her eyes we all looked in pretty good health.
After the sermon, they made us sing a little song telling of Christ’s passion. It sounded like a lament springing
from so many bleeding hearts. Each stanza ended with the refrain:
Because of my sins, O Jesus,
Forgive me, have mercy on me.

At the end, the priest would make each one of us kiss the Crucifix, after which, in single file, the guard would
send us back to our dormitories. To me all that cross-kissing was unacceptable. I hated being obliged to do it, all
that pretentious humbug, but most of all the lack of hygiene, for all of our two hundred mouths touched the same
spot, and the place swarmed with syphilis.
Whenever the nuns called me an atheist or a non-believer, I always answered that I was far more religious than
they. They knew very well that each evening I shared with a friend the piece of bread I earned by preparing the
altar cloths or sewing the Mother Superior’s linen or the dresses for the orphans. Having chosen to suffer when I
was a young girl, I had stood before the altar in the Ecce Homo Church and implored God for his thorns, his cross,
his martyrdom. This was why I always went to extremes in everything, because I had modeled myself after Christ,
and Communism, for me, was none other than a way of sacrificing myself for the love of others.
At Easter time, I, too, went to Confession, but it was more like a conversation with the priest. I told him he had
better convert the nuns, because we were already suffering enough. We had too much suffering to be able to hate.
*
At the Mother Superior’s celebration party, for example, we were the first to extend our hands to those who
tormented us.
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On that occasion, the whole prison became involved. The dormitory cells were decorated to look like parlors.
We vied with each other in preparing the prettiest embroidery. The day before there was a general cleanup. On the
feast day, we spread all the blankets on the floor as a carpet for the Superior to walk over. Out of a little fur jacket
I improvised a soft cushion. I even wrote a poem to read at her arrival and we all waited anxiously. Then a nun
burst in saying:
“Quick, quick, Mother is coming!”
But the Mother didn’t appear. An hour went by, then two; the whole morning passed by. We waited for her all
afternoon.
At a certain point we were told that the prefect of the city had come and taken her to his house in a limousine.
Full of resentment, I asked for paper, pen and inkstand, and wrote a letter my way, telling her she had humiliated us by treating us as habitual criminals, whereas our wishes had been most sincere, and that Christ himself had
recognized that the last shall be first.
The Mother Superior sent her apologies by a nun, letting us know that she hadn’t done it on purpose.
*
As the remains of certain ruins retain a part of their former splendor that is worthy of contemplation and admiration, those “immoral” creatures, the prisoners, also have souls that are worth study and meditation, for all has
not been lost. Public condemnation is not so overwhelming for them. Although unconsciously, they somehow realize what a precious heritage they possess and this accounts for their survival, even though they are despised by
society at large. The prostitute, thief, and killer, so feared and detested, are at heart just as weak and frightened as
all other women.
Almost always illiterate, chronic offenders will trust their parents alone. This typically regional attitude may be
traced to the three main tenets of the Sicilian upbringing: first of all, hatred of the police; secondly, vendetta in the
case of betrayed love; and, thirdly, obedience to family authority. The family, however, is in no position to impart
education, and the government intervenes only to increase the police force. What people need, however, is employment, together with schools, housing and hospitals—not more police. Once people are given the possibility of
learning about other civilizations, of gaining a new concept of life, they will understand that vindication is
barbaric and useless. They need to be helped to see what is still savage inside their hearts and have their latent
sensitivity awakened in order to see the horror of their actions. They do indeed have consciences and do not feel
at all so powerful as one might think.
All the male delinquents I have met are weak creatures, more afraid than others, perhaps.
This is why the criminal adores his mother and clings to her desperately. Knowing what a dangerous life he
leads and conscious of the fact that his girlfriend or wife may turn him in or tire of the relationship, he is well
aware that he will be alone as he trudges through life, and so he feels the need for attachment to his mother. To
him Mother means more than God.
Many were the fellows I saw at prison visiting-time who burst into tears as soon as they saw “Mama” enter. In
the silence of their cells, they would call out for her with their whole soul, for that is where the criminal loses all
his inhibitions and self-esteem, and he will cry like a baby. He is no longer the brute who horrified the newspaper
readers. He needed a weapon in order to feel strong; and it was the weapon that made him strong.
The Sicilian does not combat the State or his boss by using his intelligence, for that is not part of his cultural
formation; his only means of expression is a knife or a gun, with which he gives vent merely to weakness and
ignorance. Just as Christ said: these poor wretches know not what they do. And when they implore God before a
crime so that everything will work out well, that simply proves how unsure and afraid they are.
*
After a year and a half of detention we were all anxiously awaiting the national referendum on June 2 nd
because a Republic would mean amnesty for us political prisoners. After the Republic had been voted in, the Minister of Justice, who was then Togliatti, sent a telegram in late June with orders to release us. It was a damp, hot
afternoon when I was summoned to the head office.
The warden read the telegram, but then added maliciously, that I was to remain in prison to expiate another
crime.
What a terrible blow! I rebelled, asking what the other crime was, thinking it was probably on account of that
sheet I had torn to shreds and set on fire. I even wrote a petition to the Judge of Appeals that I wished to be told
why I was being kept in prison. Several months passed by with neither answer nor interrogation. My family
expected me from day to day, not knowing whether I was being kept pending a trial for what happened on that
January 6th before I was arrested, or for other reasons. I wrote home saying that I had no idea why I, together with
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five others, was being kept.
Only after my father engaged a young lawyer did we discover that I had been implicated in a crime of extortion: two inmates had fought over two hundred lire! But I had taken no part in the argument and was able to prove
it when the investigating judge came and questioned me. Two days later I was set free.
I had no husband to go home to, since he, expecting I would serve a long sentence, had gone to live with
another woman. With that particular cycle in my life ended, I was truly free, liberated from all the burden of prejudice.
But I felt like a fragile empty shell in the middle of an immense ocean. Obliged to face the problems of daily
survival and of giving my daughter different cultural values, I wandered through various cities of Italy, enriching
my store of experiences, meeting new people with other ways of thinking and customs. I even went to Switzerland and after I saw, first-hand, what an adult civilization was like, and witnessed a more modern conception of
love, liberty and self-respect, the men of my homeland appeared to me extremely immature; barely at the crawling
stage.
What remains in my heart, after so much disappointment and bitterness, is the sweet indelible memory of the
Sicilian women who did not rebel as I did, who know how to serve their husband-owners with common sense, and
can even feel compassion toward their men—all the while, waiting hopefully for things to change for them, too.
17.97 Good Night Sophie\fn{by Lino Aldani (1926-2009)} San Cipriano Po, Lombardy, Italy (M) 12
There were seven of them and they were closing in from all sides. He swung violently, hitting one of them in
the jaw, which sent him tumbling down the green marble staircase. Another, tall and brawny, appeared below,
brandishing a bludgeon. He dodged the blow by hunching quickly, then grabbed the slave by the waist, hurling
him against a column of the temple. Then, while he was trying to corner a third one, a vise of iron seized his neck.
He tried to free himself, but another slave tackled his legs, and still another immobilized his left arm.
He was dragged away bodily. From the depths of the enormous cavern came the rhythmical notes of the sitars
and tablas, an enervating, obsessive music, full of long quavers.
They tied him naked in front of the altar. Then the slaves fled into the galleries that opened like eye-sockets of
skulls in the walls of the cavern. The air was filled with the smell of resin, a strong odor of musk and nard, an
aphrodisiac atmosphere emitted by the burning torches, tripods and braziers.
When the dancing virgins appeared, the music stopped for a moment, then took up again, more intensely,
accompanied by a distant choir of feminine voices.
*
It was an orgiastic, inebriating dance. The virgins passed by him one by one, they grazed his stomach, face and
chest with their light veils and the long, soft feathers of their headdresses. Diadems and necklaces flashed in the
half-light.
At the end the veils fell, slowly, one at a time. He saw the swelling of their breasts, almost felt the softness of
all those limbs that were moving in front of him in a tangle of unsated desire.
Then, the long, freezing sound of a gong interrupted the dance. The music ceased. The dancers, like guiltridden phantoms, disappeared in the depths of the cave, and in the profound silence the priestess appeared,
exceedingly beautiful, wrapped in a leopard cape. She had small bare pink feet, and between her hands clasped a
long bluish knife. Her eyes, black, deep, constantly shifting, seemed to search his soul.
How long did the intolerable wait last? The knife cut his bonds with devastating slowness, her great black
eyes, moist and desirous, continued to stare at him, while a jumble of words, whispering, murmuring, came to his
ears in a persuasive, enticing rhythm.
She dragged him to the foot of the altar. The leopard cape slid to earth, she stretched out languidly and drew
him to herself with a gesture at once sweet and imperious.
In the cavern, a conch shell of sounds and shadows, the world came and went in an ebb and flow of sighs.
Bradley turned off the machine and removed the plastic helmet. He came out of the booth, his hands and
forehead damp with sweat, his breathing heavy, his pulse accelerated.
Twenty technicians, the director and the principal actress rushed to the supervisor, impatiently surrounding
him. Bradley’s eyes moved around, looking for an armchair.
“I want a glass of water,” he said. He stretched out gingerly on an air cushion with a long, sloping back, drying
the beads of perspiration, and breathing deeply. A technician made his way through the group and handed Bradley
a glass, which he emptied in one gulp.
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“Well? What do you think of it?” the director asked anxiously.
Bradley waved impatiently, then shook his head.
“We’re not there yet, Gustafson.”
Sophie Barlow lowered her eyes.
Bradley touched her hand.
“It has nothing to do with you, Sophie. You were terrific. I … only a great actress could have created that last
embrace. But the Oneirofilm itself is artificial, unharmonious, unbalanced.”
“What’s wrong with it?” the director asked.
“Gustafson! I said the film is unharmonious. Don’t you understand?”
“I heard you. You say it's ‘unharmonious,’ unbalanced. Okay, the music is Indian, four hundred years old, and
the costumes are from central Africa. But the consumer isn’t going to notice such subtleties, what interests him is
—”
“Gustafson! The customer is always right, never forget that. Anyway, this has nothing to do with music or
costumes. The problem is something else: this Oneirofilm would rattle even a bull’s nerves!”
Gustafson frowned.
“Give me the script,” said Bradley, “and call the aesthetic technician.” He riffled back and forth through the
pages, muttering unintelligibly, as if to reconnect the ideas.
“All right,” he said at last, closing the bundle of pages suddenly.
“The film starts with a long canoe trip, the protagonist is alone in a hostile, strange world, there’s a struggle
with the river’s crocodiles, and the canoe capsizes. Then we have a trek through the jungle, rather tiring, a handto-hand fight with the natives. The protagonist is shut up in a hut, but during the night the chieftain’s daughter
Aloa comes in, and provides him with directions to the temple. Then there’s the embrace with Aloa in the
moonlight. Speaking of which, where’s Moa Mohagry?”
The technician and the director moved apart, and Moa Mohagry, a very tall Somali woman with sculpturesque,
curves, stepped forward.
“You were great, Moa, but we’re going to have to do the scene over again.”
“Again?” Moa exclaimed. “I could do the scene over a hundred times, but I doubt it would get any better. I
really gave it all I had, Bradley—”
“That’s exactly what Gustafson’s mistake was. In this Oneirofilm the major scene is the last one, when the
priestess seduces the protagonist. All the other scenes are going to have to be toned down—they should serve as
atmosphere and preparation. You can’t make an Oneirofilm composed of nothing but major scenes.” He turned to
the aesthetic technician.
“What’s the sensitivity index in the median sampling?”
“In Aloa’s scene?”
“Yes, in Aloa’s scene.”
“84.5.”
“And in the scene of the last embrace?”
“Just under 97.”
Bradley shook his head.
“Theoretically it would be okay, but in practice it’s all wrong. This morning I screened the scenes in the first
part, one at a time. They’re perfect. But the film doesn’t end on the riverbank when Aloa gives herself to the
protagonist. There are other, rather tiring episodes: the ones I just screened, then another trek through the jungle,
and the fight with the slaves in the temple. By the time the consumer gets to this point in the film, he’s exhausted,
his sensory receptivity is down to a minimum. The virgins’ erotic dance only partly solves the problem. I saw the
film in two takes, and so I was able to appreciate the last embrace with Sophie in all its stylistic perfection.
“But, please, let’s not mix up absolute index with relative index. The crucial thing is relative index. I’m
positive that if we distributed the film the way it’s put together now, the total receptivity index would fall by at
least forty points, in spite of Sophie’s performance.”
“Bradley!” the director implored. “Now you’re exaggerating.”
“I’m not exaggerating,” the supervisor insisted in a polemical tone. “I repeat: the last scene is a masterpiece,
but the consumer gets there tired and already satisfied, in such a condition that even the most luscious fruit would
taste insipid to him. Gustafson, you can’t expect Sophie to accomplish miracles. The human nervous system has
limits and laws.”
“Then what should we do?”
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“Listen to me, Gustafson. I was a director for twenty-five years, and for six years I’ve been a supervisor. I
think I’ve had enough experience to give you some advice. If you leave this Oneirofilm the way it is, I won’t pass
it. I can’t. Beyond not pleasing the public, I would risk undermining the career of an actress like Sophie Barlow.
Pay attention to me, dilute all the scenes except the last, cut the embrace with Aloa, reduce it to a mere scuffle.”
Moa Mohagry started angrily. Bradley took her wrist and forced her to sit on the arm of his chair.
“Listen to me, Moa. Don’t think that I want to take away the right moment for you to make a big hit. You have
talent, I know it. The riverbank episode shows true zeal and temperament, there’s an innocent primitive passion
there that would not fail to fascinate the consumer. You were fantastic, Moa.
“But I can’t ruin a film that’s cost millions, you understand, don’t you? I’m going to suggest to the production
committee a couple of films that will star you, Moa. There are millions and millions of consumers who go mad for
Oneirofilms in a primitive setting. You’ll make a big hit, too, I promise you. But not right now, it’s not the right
moment.”
Bradley got up. He felt faint, his legs weak and tired.
“Please, Gustafson. Also tone down the slaves’ fight episode. Too much movement, too much violence. The
waste of energy is enormous.” He went tottering off, surrounded by technicians.
“Where’s Sophie?” he asked as he got to the back of the room. Sohpie Barlow smiled at him.
“Come in my office,” he said. “I have to talk to you.”
“All right, I’m not saying anything new, they’re old words, stale, you must have heard them a hundred times at
school and during your training course. But it would benefit you to give them some thought.”
Bradley was walking back and forth in the room, slowly, his fingers laced together behind his back. Sophie
Barlow was slouched in an armchair. From time to time she stretched out a leg and stared at the toe of her shoe.
Bradley stopped for a moment in front of her.
“What’s the matter with you, Sophie? Are you having a crisis?” The woman made a nervous, awkward gesture.
“Having a crisis? Me?”
“Yes. That’s why I called you into the office. You know, I don’t want to read you the riot act. I simply want to
remind you of the fundamental precepts of our system. I’m not young any more, Sophie. There are things I can
spot right off, at the first sign. Sophie! You’re running after a chimera!” Sophie Barlow squinted and then opened
her eyes wide as a cat’s.
“A chimera? What’s a chimera, Bradley?”
“I told you, I can spot some things right off. You’re having a crisis, Sophie. I wouldn’t be surprised if it had
something to do with the propaganda that those pigs at the Anti-Dream League put out by the truckload to
undermine our social order.” Sophie seemed not to pick up the insinuation. She said:
“Was Moa’s performance really that good?” Bradley passed a hand behind his neck.
“Absolutely. Mohagry will make it big, I’m convinced of it …”
“Better than mine?” Bradley snorted.
“That’s a meaningless question.”
“I made myself clear. I want to know which of us you liked better, me or Moa.”
“And I repeat, your question is idiotic, lacks common sense, and just goes to confirm my suspicion—in fact,
my conviction—that you’re going through a crisis. You’ll get over it, Sophie. All actresses go through this phase
sooner or later. It seems to be a necessary stage—”
“I would like to know just one thing, Bradley. Something that’s never said in the schools, something nobody
ever talks about. Before. What was there before? Was everybody really unhappy?” Bradley took up pacing around
the armchair.
“Before, there was chaos.”
“Bradley! I want to know if they were really unhappy.” The man stretched out his arms disconsolately.
“I don’t know, Sophie. I didn’t exist at the time, I wasn’t born yet. One thing is sure: if the system has asserted
itself, it means that objective conditions have allowed it to do so. I would like you to be aware of one very simple
fact: technology has permitted the realization of all our desires, even the most secret ones. Technology, progress,
the perfection of instruments and the exact knowledge of our own minds, of our own egos … all of that is real,
tangible. Hence even our dreams are real. Sophie, don’t forget that only in very rare cases is the Oneirofilm an
instrument of comfort or compensation. Almost always it is an end in itself, and when just now I had you, I
enjoyed your body, your words, and your odors amid a play of exotic emotions.”
“Yes, but it’s always artificial.”
“Okay, but I wasn’t aware of it. And then, even the meaning of words evolves. You use the word artificial in
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the pejorative sense it had two centuries ago. But not today, today an artificial product is no longer a surrogate,
Sophie. A fluorescent lamp, correctly adjusted, gives better light than the sun. This is true of the Oneirofilm as
well.” Sophie Barlow looked at her fingernails.
*
“When did it begin, Bradley?”
“What?”
“The system.”
“Eighty-five years it’s been now, as you should know.”
“I do, but I mean the dreams. When did men begin to prefer them to reality?” Bradley squeezed his nose, as if
to collect his thoughts.
“Cinematography began to develop at the beginning of the twentieth century.\fn{ On May 9, 1893, Thomas Alva
Edison held the first public exhibition of motion pictures using his method of film projection. In France and Germany, this was done for the
general public in 1895; in Great Britain in 1896 .} At first it was a question of two-dimensional images moving on a white

screen. Then, sound, the panoramic screen, color photography were introduced. The consumers gathered by the
hundreds in special projection halls to watch and listen, but they never felt the film, at most they experienced a
latent participation through an effort of fantasy. Obviously the film was a surrogate, a real and proper artifice for
titillating the erotic and adventurous taste of the public.
“However, movie-making then represented a very powerful instrument of psycho-social transformation. Women of that period felt the need of imitating actresses in their gestures, vocal inflections, dress. This was no less
true of men.
“Life was lived according to the movies. First the economy was conditioned by it: the enormous demand for
consumer goods—clothes, cars, comfortable housing—was of course due to real exigencies of nature, but also
and above all to the ruthless, indefatigable advertising that harassed and seduced the consumer every minute of
the day. Even then, men longed, for the dream, were obsessed by it, day and night, but they were far from achieving it.”
“They were unhappy, right?”
“I repeat, I don’t know. I’m only trying to illustrate for you the stages of the process. Toward the middle of the
twentieth century the standard woman, the standard situation was already in existence. It’s true that there were
directors and producers in those days that tried to produce cultural films, ideological movies, to communicate
ideas and elevate the masses. But the phenomenon lasted only a short time.
“In 1956 scientists discovered the pleasure centers in the brain, and through experimentation revealed that
electric stimulation of a certain part of the cortex produces an intense, voluptuous reaction in the subject. It was
twenty years before the benefits of this discovery were made available to the public. The projection of the first
three-dimensional movie with partial spectator participation signalled the death of the intellectual film. Now the
public could experience odors and emotions; they could already partly identify with what was happening on the
screen.
“The entire economy underwent an unprecedented transformation. The human race was starved for pleasure,
luxury and power, and only asked to be satisfied at the cost of a few pennies.”
“And the Oneirofilm?”
“The Oneirofilm came out, fully perfected, only a few years later. There’s no reality that surpasses dreams, and
the public became convinced of this very quickly. When participation is total, any competition from nature is
ridiculous, any rebellion useless.
“If the product is perfect, the consumer is happy and the society is stable. That’s the system, Sophie. And
certainly your temporary crises are not likely to change it, not even the melodramatic chatter of the Naturists,
unscrupulous people who go around collecting funds for the triumph of an idea that is unbalanced to start with,
but for their own personal profit.
“If you want a good laugh—last week Herman Wolfried, one of the leaders of the Anti-Dream League,
appeared in the offices of the Norfolk Company. And do you want to know why? He wanted a private Oneirofilm,
five famous actresses in a mind-blowing orgy. Norfolk has accepted the commission and Wolfried is paying for it
through the nose, so much the worse for him.” Sophie Barlow jumped up.
“You’re lying, Bradley! You’re lying on purpose, shamelessly.”
“I have proof, Sophie. The Anti-Dream League is an organization out to dupe simpletons, incurable hypochondriacs and passeists. Perhaps there is some remnant of religious sentiment behind it, but at the center of it is only
greed.”
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Sophie was on the verge of tears. Bradley moved toward her solicitously and put his hands on her shoulders in
a tender, protective gesture.
“Don’t think about it any more, Sophie.” He guided her over to the desk, opened the safe, and got out a small,
flat, rectangular box.
“Here,” said Bradley.
“What is it?”
“A present.”
“For me?”
“Yes, actually it was to give you this that I called you into the office. You’ve made twenty Oneirofilms for our
production company, an inspiring goal, as it were. The firm is honoring you with a small recognition of your
worth.” Sophie started to unwrap the present.
“Leave it,” Bradley said. “You can open it at home. Run along now, I have a lot to do.”
*
There was a line of helitaxis just outside the building. Sophie got into the first one, took a magazine from the
side pocket of the vehicle, lit a cigarette and, flattered, contemplated her own face on the front cover. The helitaxi
rose softly, steering for the center of the city.
Her lips were half-open in an attitude of offering, the color, the contrast between light and shadow, the
expression ambiguous. Each detail seemed knowingly graded.
Sophie looked at herself as if in a mirror. At one time the job of acting had presented various negative aspects.
When she made a love scene, there was a flesh and blood “partner,” and she had to embrace him, tolerate the
physical contact, kisses, words breathed straight into her face. The camera photographed the scene which the
spectators then later saw on the screen.
Now it was different. There was “Adam,” the mannequin packed with electronic devices having two minute
cameras conveniently placed in his eyes. “Adam” was a wonder of receptivity: if the actress caressed him, the
receptivity valve registered the sensation of the caress and fixed it, together with the visual image, on the reel of
Oneirofilm. Thus the consumer who would later use that reel would perceive the caress in all its sensory fidelity.
The spectator was no longer passive but the protagonist.
Naturally, there were Oneirofilms for men and Oneirofilms for women. And they were not interchangeable: if a
male consumer, plagued by morbid curiosity, inserted in his reception helmet a reel meant for female consumption, he would get an atrocious headache, and also risk short-circuiting the delicate wiring of the apparatus.
Sophie told the pilot to stop. The helitaxi had gone barely a dozen blocks, but Sophie decided to proceed on
foot.
*
Gray and blue overalls were running along the street. Gray and blue, no other colors. There were no stores, no
agencies, there wasn’t a single soda-fountain, or a window full of toys, or even a perfume store. Once in a while,
on the fronts covered with soot, incrusted with rubbish and moss, the revolving door of a shop opened. Inside, on
the smooth glass counters, there was the dream, happiness for everybody, for all pocketbooks, and it was Sophie
herself, nude, for anybody who wanted to have her.
They marched on. And Sophie Barlow marched along with them, an army of hallucinated people, people who
worked three hours a day, prey to the spasms that the silence of their own shells yearned for: a room, an Amplex
and a helmet. And reel after reel of Oneirofilms, millions of dreams of love, power and fame.
In the middle of the square, on a large platform draped in green, the fat man was gesticulating emphatically.
“Citizens!” His voice raised itself as loud and clear as a dream speech, when the dreamer has the whole world
singing hosannas at his feet.
“Citizens! An ancient philosopher once said that virtue is a habit. I am not here to ask the impossible of you. I
would be a fool if I expected to renounce it immediately and completely. For years we have been slaves and succubuses, prisoners in the labyrinth of dreams, for years we have been groping in the dense darkness of uncommunicativeness and isolation. Citizens, I invite you to be free. Freedom is virtue, and virtue is a habit. We have
cheated nature too long, we must rush to make amends, before we arrive at a total and definite death of the soul
…”
How many times had she listened to speeches like that? The propaganda of the Anti-Dream League was
sickening, it had always produced in her a profound sense of irritation.
Lately, however, she had surprised and bewildered herself. Perhaps because she was an actress, when the orators in the squares spoke of sin, perdition, when they incited the crowds of consumers to abandon the “dream,”
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she took the accusation as if it had been personally aimed at her; she felt a responsibility for the whole system.
Perhaps behind the orators’ emphatic tone there actually was some truth. Perhaps they hadn’t told her everything
at school.
Maybe Bradley was wrong.
*
On the platform the fat man ranted and raved, pounding his fist on the wood of the lectern, red in the face,
congested. Not a soul was listening to him.
When the veiled girl came out of a small side door, there were some in the crowd who stopped for a second.
From the loud speakers issued the sound of ancient oriental music. The girl began to take off her veils, dancing.
She was pretty, very young, and made syncopated, light, eurhythmic gestures.
“An amateur,” Sophie said to herself. “A would-be actress …”
When she was standing naked in the center of the platform, even the few men who had stopped to wait moved
on. One or two of them laughed, and shook their heads, disappointed.
The Anti-Dream League girls stopped the passers-by, they approached the men, thrusting out their breasts in an
absurd, pathetic offer.
Sophie lengthened her stride. But someone stopped her, grabbing her arm. It was a tall, dark young man, who
stared at her with steady black eyes.
“What do you want?”
“To make you a proposition.”
“Speak up.”
“Come with me, tonight.” Sophie burst out laughing.
“With you! What for? What would I get out of it?”
The young man smiled faintly, patiently, a smile tinged with security and superiority. Clearly he was accustomed to this sort of refusal.
“Nothing,” he admitted unperturbed. “But our duty is to—”
“Cut it out. We’d spend the night insulting each other, in a pitiful attempt to achieve ‘natural harmony’. Dear
boy, your friend up there on the platform is spewing forth a pile of nonsense.”
“It’s not nonsense,” the young man retorted. “Virtue is a habit. I could—”
“No, you couldn’t. You couldn’t because you don’t want me, and you don’t want me because I’m real, true,
living, human, because I would be a surrogate, a substitute for a reel of Oneirofilm which you could buy for a few
pennies. And you? What could you offer me? Silly presumptuous young ass!”
“Wait! Listen to me, I beg of you—”
“Goodbye,” Sophie cut him short. And continued her walk.
The words she aimed at the young man had been too harsh. It had been a uselessly hostile reaction; she might
have rejected his proposition neither more nor less vehemently than the other passers-by did, with some grace, or
better, with a self-sufficient smile. In the last analysis, what right did she have to insult him, perhaps to hurt his
feelings? He was acting in good faith.
But what about the leaders? Bradley had assured her a number of times that the directors of the Anti-Dream
League were a band of swine.
What if Bradley had been lying to her all along?
*
The suspicion had now been plaguing her for several weeks. All those speeches in the squares, the manifestos
on the walks, the propagandistic pamphlets, the public proposition to experiment in natural relations with the
League’s activists: was it possible that the whole thing was a lie?
Perhaps there was some truth in what the orators and lecturers maintained, maybe the world was rotten to the
core, and only a few enlightened men had eyes to see the horror and to assess such decadence.
Man as an island: they had all been reduced to this. On one side the producing class, a class that kept power
and to which she herself belonged in her capacity of actress; on the other, the prostrate, blind army of consumers,
men and women avid for solitude and darkness, silkworms coiled up in the silken filaments of their own dreams,
pale bloodless larvae poisoned by inaction.
Sophie had been born in the glass. So had everybody else, for that matter. She did not know her mother.
Millions of women, once a month, went to the Bank of Life; millions of men achieved orgasm by means of the
Dream and donated semen to the Bank, which sorted it carefully and used it according to rigorous criteria.
Marriage was an archaic institution. Sophie had been the child of a dream, of an unknown, anonymous man who
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in a dream had possessed an actress. Every man over forty could be her father, every woman between the age of
forty and eighty her mother.
When she was younger, this thought had disturbed her greatly, then bit by bit she had got used to it. But lately
all the doubts and anxieties of her adolescence had reared up again, vultures that patiently circled above, waiting
for one of her moments of weakness. Who was that young man who had stopped her on the street? A champion of
superior humanity, or a fool? Certainly, if he had said to her,
“I recognize you, Sophie Barlow. I recognize you in spite of your standard suit and your dark glasses.” Or if he
had said,
“You’re my favorite star, you’re the obsession of all my days.” Or even if he’d said,
“I want to get to know you, whoever you are, just as you really are.”
Instead, that lout had talked about duty. He had asked her to spend the night with him, but only to pay
obeisance to the presumptuous new morality: Virtue is a habit. A habit, a routine of natural relations. Love one
another, ladies and gentlemen, come together in self-denial! Each of your acts of love will contribute to the defeat
and destruction of an unjust system. Unite yourselves, come together in reality, the sublime joy of the senses will
not delay in manifesting itself! An exultation of sounds and lights will fill your souls, will glorify your bodies!
And our children will once again be formed in the warmth of the womb, not in the cold glass of a test tube. Wasn’t
this what the fat man on the platform had been preaching?
She went into a crowded store and made her way over to the sales counter, where hundreds and hundreds of
Oneirofilms were neatly displayed, packed in elegant plastic boxes. She loved to read the descriptions printed on
the covers, to listen to the conversations that the shoppers sometimes had with each other, or the zealous advice
that the salesmen whispered in the ears of undecided customers. She read a few titles.
Singapore: Eurasian singer (Milena Chung Lin) flees with the Spectator. Adventure in the underworld of this
eastern port. Period, mid-twentieth century. Night of love on a sampan.
The Battle: In the role of a heroic officer, the Spectator infiltrates an enemy encampment and sabotages its
munitions dump. A last battle, bloody, victorious.
Ecstasy: The private jet of a Persian princess (masterful performance by Sophie Barlow) crashes in the Grand
Canyon. Princess and Pilot (the Spectator) spend the night in a cave.
Descriptions in greater detail were to be found inside the boxes. There was no danger that an exact knowledge
of the contents on the part of the consumer would lower its desirability index. Mental projection inside the
Amplex was accompanied by catatonic stupor in which the memory of each independent episode never connected
with the next to form a whole. One could not know, experiencing the first episode, what would happen in the
second and following episodes. Even if plot descriptions were learned by heart, even if one saw the same film
twenty times, the conscious ego, the everyday ego was sacrificed to the urges provoked by the reel: one ceased to
be oneself in order to assume the personality, the mannerisms, the voice, the impulses suggested by the film. A
salesman sidled up to her solicitously.
“May I help you to choose a gift?”
Sophie suddenly noticed that among the mob of buyers there were no other women. This was the men’s
department. She moved off toward the opposite counter, mingling with women of all ages, lingering before the
enormous photographs of the most popular actors.
Outer Space Belongs to Us: Commander of a spaceship (Alex Morrison) falls in love with the lady doctor on
board (the Spectator), the rocket changes course to discharge the crew on one of Jupiter’s moons, and the
Commander heads off with his lover. Trans-galactic crossing.
Tortuga: Period, mid-seventeenth century. Gallant pirate (Manuel Alvarez) abducts noblewoman (the
Spectator). Jealousy and duels. Love and sea voyages under a fiery sky.
“What’s it like?” asked a tall girl, her buxom body suffocating in a pair of overalls too small for her.
“Fascinating,” her companion asserted. “I bought four more copies of it right away.”
The other girl looked skeptical. She stretched her neck over the counter, stood on the tips of her toes to read the
descriptions on the farthestmost boxes. She said something in a low voice, and her companion answered in a
whisper.
Sophie moved off. She spent a few minutes in the “classics” section, giving a fleeting glance to the back of the
shop where men and women crowded together to buy the so-called “convenience” Oneirofilms.
*
When she had been younger, at school, they had told her that in former times men considered taboo anything
that had to do with sex. It was highly improper to write or talk about the many aspects of love life.
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No woman would ever have described her desires and her sexual fantasies to a stranger. There were
pornographic publications and photographs, many of which were illegal. People who bought them did it on the sly
and always with a feeling of guilt or embarrassment, even when they had been passed by the Censor.
But with the advent of the “system” the primitive custom of sexual modesty had become obsolete. Modesty
existed, if at all, in some kinds of dreams, in “convenience” films made for the over-fifty set, where the consumer
seduced or raped a teary, red-faced, trembling young girl. But in real life it had disappeared, or at least verbal
modesty had. Without a shadow of embarrassment or discomfort, anybody could ask for an erotic film, the same
as any other film about war or adventure.
But what about real and proper modesty? Among the many who crowded round the counters to buy the luxury
in a box, who would have had the courage to disrobe in the middle of the mob? Only those activists of the AntiDream League, who were completely unselfconscious when they propositioned people, but perhaps not quite so
unselfconscious when faced with performing what they themselves considered a weighty duty.
The truth was, for nearly a century men and women had lived in a state of almost complete chastity. Solitude,
the measured penumbra inside the narrow walls of their habitations, the armchairs with built-in Amplex: humanity
had no desire for anything else. Faced with the greater attractions of dreams, the ambition to own a comfortable
house, elegant clothes, a helicar, and other amenities had simply gone by the boards. Why beat one’s brains out
collecting real objects when, with an Oneirofilm that cost but a few pennies, one could live like a nabob for an
hour, near stupendous women, admired, respected, served hand and foot?
Eight billion human beings\fn{A shade over six billion at this editing (Monday, October 28, 2002); a bit over seven billion at this
editing (Thursday, March 11, 2010); 7,400,350,000 (as of this editing on Sunday, February 7, 2016) } vegetated inside squalid
beehives, isolated in mean little holes, nourished by vitamin concentrates and soybean meal. And they felt no desire to consume anything real.
After the bottom fell out of the market, the industries producing consumer goods had been abandoned all at
once by financiers, who transferred their funds to companies producing Oneirofilms, the only merchandise for
which there was any real demand.
She looked up toward the shining chart, and was disgusted at herself. The numbers spoke clearly. The sales
chart was most eloquent. Her own Oneirofilms were the ones most in demand, more than everybody else’s put
together.
Sophie left the store. She walked homeward, her head bent, her step slow and listless. She didn’t know how to
judge that crowd of men who moved all around her, without recognizing her. Were they her slaves, or was she
theirs?
*
The videophone rang: a streak of light in an abyss of black velvet, a peal from lofty cathedral spires in a
sleepy, gray dawn. Sophie stretched out a hand toward the pulsator-button. A red snake zig-zagged onto the
screen, lingered, seemed to explode; finally it resolved itself into Bradley’s image.
“What do you want?” Sophie whined, her voice slurred with sleep. “For God’s sake, what time is it?”
“It’s noon. Wake up, my girl: You have to go to San Francisco.”
“To San Francisco? What for? Are you out of your mind?”
“We have a co-production contract with Norfolk, Sophie. It was set for next Monday, but time presses. They
need you now.”
“But I’m still in bed, I’m deathly tired. I’ll leave tomorrow, Bradley.”
“Get dressed!” the supervisor barked. “A Norfolk jet will be waiting for you at the West airport. Don’t waste
time.”
Sophie was fuming. This extra work wasn’t scheduled. What she wanted to do was spend the rest of the day in
bed, resting.
She struggled out from under the covers, her eyes still shut, and sluggishly, halfheartedly undressed in the
bathroom. The metallic jet of the cold shower made her shiver. She dried herself, dressed hurriedly, and left the
house on the run.
She knew the methods of those types at Norfolk. They were worse than Bradley, real nitpickers. Always ready
to find fault even with the scenes that had come off well.
In eight minutes, the helitaxi deposited her at the entrance to the airport. She entered by the door that led to the
runway for private aircraft, and looked round for the Norfolk jet. The pilot emerged from an outbuliding and
walked over to meet her with a bouncy step.
“Sophie Barlow?” He was tall, with light blond hair and a bronze complexion, a face that looked as if it had
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been baked in an oven.
“I’m Mirko Glikorich, from the Norfolk Company.”
Sophie said nothing. The pilot did not think her worth a glance, and spoke staring at an indefinite point
somewhere out in the airfield, two cold, aggressive eyes of a fine gray color like anthracite. He took Sophie’s
suitcase and marched off toward the main runway, where the Norfolk jet was being prepared for takeoff. Sophie
had a hard time keeping up with him.
“Hey!” she exclaimed, balking like a thoroughbred. “I’m not a runner. Couldn’t you walk a little slower?” The
pilot kept moving, without so much as turning around.
“We’re late,” he said curtly. “We have to be in San Francisco in three hours.” She was breathless by the time
they reached the aircraft.
“Do you mind if I sit in front with you?” asked Sophie.
The pilot shrugged his shoulders. He helped her up, settled himself into the cockpit, and waited for the signal
from the control tower.
Sophie looked around, full of curiosity, a bit intimidated by all the dials and switches on the instrument panel.
The pilot whistled softly, impatient. Sophie groped around in the pocket of her seat and pulled out a dozen magazines. They were all at least several weeks old, some from the year before, dog-eared. Her face was on the cover
of each of them. There was also an Oneirofilm catalogue folded open to the page that listed the films starring
Sophie.
“Are these your things?”
The pilot didn’t answer, but looked stiffiy ahead. The takeoff had been gentle as a feather, and Sophie hadn’t
felt it at all., She glanced out the window and barely stifled an “Oh!” of surprise. A sea of houses extended itself
beneath them; like a downy eyelid, the gray shell of the countryside opened up before them.
“Are these yours?” Sophie insisted.
The pilot turned his head slightly, an imperceptible movement, a lightning glance. Then he stiffened again.
“Yes,” he said through his teeth. She tried to hide the intimate gratification that always pervaded her when she
met one of her ardent fans.
“What did you say your name was?”
“Glikorich,” the pilot growled. “Mirko Glikorich.”
“That’s a Russian name, isn’t it?”
“Yugoslav.”
She watched him for a while. His lips were narrow and taut, his profile straight and sharp. Mirko looked as if
he had been chiseled in rock, mute, motionless. Sophie grew impatient.
“Can I ask you a question?”
“Speak.”
“Before—at the airport. You came to meet me and asked me if I was Sophie Barlow. Why? You know me,
don’t you? These magazines and the catalogue. I’ll bet you’re a fan of mine. Why did you pretend not to recognize me?”
“I didn’t pretend. It’s different, seeing you in person. In the end I recognized you because I knew you were
supposed to turn up at that entrance at the airport. But in the middle of the crowd, no; you could have passed me
without my noticing.”
Sophie lit a cigarette. Maybe the pilot was right: in the crowd nobody would notice her, even without her dark
glasses. She felt a kind of dull anger toward the man beside her. But she kept making an effort to talk to him. Miko proved to be dense as a jungle, impenetrable, diffident.
“Why don’t you turn on the automatic pilot?” Sophie asked. “I’m bored, Mirko. Say something to me.”
The pilot remained impassive. He blinked once or twice, and stuck out his chin. Sophie caught his arm.
“Mirko! Pay attention to me! Turn on the automatic pilot and have a cigarette with me.”
“I prefer to leave it on manual.”
Sophie lit another cigarette, then another, using the butt of the second. She leafed through a magazine, worrying the pages in a fit of uncontrollable nervousness. She started to sing to herself, tapping her foot against the rubber lining of the cockpit. She snorted, fidgeting, and finally pretended to feel nauseated. Mirko felt around inside
the pocket of his flying suit and handed her a tablet. Sophie was furious.
“Idiot!” she cried. “I won’t stay here a moment longer. I’m going back in the cabin.”
The little living room behind the cockpit was attractive. There was a couch, a stowable berth, a little table and
a bar.
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She poured herself a drink, a tall glass of brandy, which she gulped down at once. She poured herself another
immediately, and the edges of objects began to vibrate in a bluish, inviting fog. She lowered herself to the couch,
thinking of Mirko, a consumer like all the rest, an imbecile. She couldn’t wait to get to San Francisco, make the
film, and fly back to New York.
Now she sipped the brandy with less gusto. As she set the glass on the table, she began to feel groggy.
Suddenly, the arm of the couch was shoved against her, and an abyss seemed to open beneath, as when an
elevator begins to move. She watched the glass start to slide along the tabletop, spill on the rug. Then, a pain in
her shoulder, her forehead knocked against something. Fog. Red and blue globes. Roaring of motors gone wild.
“Mirko!” she cried, raising herself.
The door to the cockpit seemed bolted shut. She squeezed the hostile handle and, lurching, tried to pull the
door open. An emptiness inside her chest, a moment of balance, then the absurb feeling of weightlessness. She
saw Mirko’s back, his hands tense on the throttle, the clouds racing towards them like dream vapors.
Now Mirko was talking. In fact, he was shouting, but she wasn’t aware of it. She pressed herself against the
back of her seat, clenched her teeth and braced herself for the crash.
The aircraft plummeted like a corkscrew. When she opened her eyes next, she saw a white cloud in the middle
of the sky. A vulture circled far up. She was lying stretched out on her back, and something moist and fresh was
pressed against her brow. She raised an arm, touched her face, temples, and removed the handkerchief soaked
with water. Then she rolled over on her side.
Mirko was on his feet, over by the wrecked fuselage. Behind him, a cyclopean wall of red rock rose over the
landscape.
“What happened?” she asked weakly. The pilot stretched out his arms.
“I don’t know,” he said, shaking his head. “I can’t understand it. All of a sudden the controls weren’t responding, the craft lost altitude, and then we were in a tailspin. I managed to regain control by a miracle, but it was too
late. Look at the skid we took before we banged up against this rock!” Sophie pulled herself up, rubbing her
bruised shoulder.
“Do you have any idea where we are?” Mirko lowered his eyes.
“This is the Grand Canyon,” he said. “We’re in one of the side chasms. This is one of the most inaccessible
areas, but the Bright Angel Trail shouldn’t be too far away.” Sophie’s eyes widened.
“The Grand Canyon?”
For a moment she was speechless. Then she burst out langhing.
“The Grand Canyon!” she repeated. “That’s very funny! In fact it’s unbelievable.”
“What’s unbelievable?”
“Don’t play dumb, Mirko. The engine failure, the forced landing, here, right in the middle of the Grand Canyon: just like the film I made last year, Ecstasy. You do remember it, don’t you?” Suddenly a suspicion crossed
her mind.
“Tell me something,” she said, frowning. “You didn’t by any chance do it on purpose, did you? I mean, there
are an awful lot of coincidences here. You’re a real pilot, and I may not be a Persian princess but on the other
hand I am Sophie Barlow. You wanted to get marooned out here with me, didn’t you? You planned it to happen
just like the film.”
Mirko puffed up indignantly. He turned his back on her and went over to the aircraft. Shifting aside the twisted
pieces of fuselage, he managed to crawl into the cabin. He tossed out a pile of equipment, two blankets, two backpacks, a plastic canteen, a tin of synthetic food, a flashlight. He emerged from the wreck with the bottle of brandy
in one hand and a heavy piece of equipment in the other.
“Let’s go,” he said. “Carry as much of this as you can.”
“Go where?”
“Surely you don’t want to rot out here among the rocks. We have to get to the main canyon. Phantom Ranch
must be more than fifty miles east of here, but there’s always some stupid sentimental tourist who will come west
to take a picture of the pretty view.”
“Did you try radioing?”
“The radio’s broken. Get a move on. Take what you need and let’s get out of here.”
He moved fast, his stride long and springy. He had tucked the brandy bottle into his hip pocket, and he
marched along stooping slightly under the burden of his pack, in which he had placed a battery and the heavy
electronic device.
Sophie stumbled along behind him, carrying the food and water containers.
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Half an hour later, they came to a halt. Sophie was out of breath, her eyes were pleading. Mirko stared straight
ahead. It was clear that the woman was a hindrance to him, the classical ball and chain which he could not get rid
of.
“Walk slower, Mirko.” The man looked at the sky, which was filling up with menacing clouds.
“Let’s go,” he said. “In a couple of hours it’s going to be pitch black.”
When they reached the main canyon, they could hardly see anything. Mirko pointed up at a place in the rocky
wall, red and brown as a piece of burning paper.
“The cave,” he said reverently.
“The cave,” Sophie repeated. “Just like in the film. Everything is just like in the film, Mirko.”
He helped her up the cliff, and lowered his pack to the floor of the black hole that opened into the rock. She
watched him as he clambered down the sandstone and granite crags, rooting out the dried-up shrubs, making big
bundles of them and dragging them up to the cave entrance.
“It’ll be cold in a while,” he said. “We’ll have to start a fire.”
He lit the flashlight and inspected the cave. It was about fifteen yards deep, and bent at right angles in the
middle. He set the bundle of kindling right in the elbow of the cave, and lit the fire with savage delight. They ate
in silence, in the dark and glowing cave, under an enormous fluttering bat’s wing.
“I opened your pack,” Sophie said. “While you were down gathering kindling. I saw what you have inside
there. An Amplex! What did you need to bring that along for?”
“It’s worth 120 coupons,” Mirko said. “For an actress like you, that’s a pittance. But it takes me three months
to earn that much, you see?” He picked up the metal box and the reel case.
“Well?” Sophie asked, curious. “What are you up to now?”
“I’m going to the rear of the cave. I have a right to my privacy, don’t I?”
“Yes, but what do you need the Amplex for? What are you up to, Mirko?”
The man snorted. When Sophie grabbed the reel case, he didn’t put up a fight. Passive, he let the woman go
through his reels at her leisure, let her read the descriptions printed on the plastic boxes.
“But these are all my films, Mirko! My heavens, you have every single one of them! Blue Skies. Seductio..
Adventure in Ceylon. There’s even a matrix, the matrix for Ecstasy. Is that your favorite Oneirofilm, Mirko?”
Mirko lowered his eyes without answering. Sophie closed the reel box. A matrix was a luxury relatively few
people could permit themselves. The ordinary Oneirofilm, once viewed, was useless, because the Amplex
demagnetized the tape as it ran through. But a matrix lasted forever, it was practically indestructible. For that
reason, it cost a small fortune.
“When did you buy it?” Sophie asked. The man shrugged, annoyed.
“Oh, quit it!” he snapped. “You’re too curious. What do you want me to say? Your films sell millions of copies
to millions and millions of consumers. I’m just one of them. I bought a matrix of Ecstasy. So what? What’s so
strange about that? There was something about it that I liked. I—”
“Go on,” Sophie urged, squeezing his arm.
“A day doesn’t pass that I don’t watch it,” the pilot said tartly. “So now why don’t you leave me alone, go to
sleep, because in a little while it will be daylight and we have to cover quite a few miles. I’m going to the back of
the cave.”
“With the Amplex?”
“Yes, for God’s sake. What’s it to you? I want to enjoy my film in peace.”
Sophie gulped. A sudden feeling of frustration passed through her, as if all desire to live had left her.
This is impossible, she thought. This can’t be happening to me. What do I want, anyway, from this man who
has a thousand reasons not to care a hoot about me?
She felt a desire to hurt him, to heap abuse on his head, to slap his face. But the image of Mirko embracing her
broke through her inhibitions and spread through her mind.
“I’m here,” she was surprised to hear herself say in a seductive tone. Mirko wheeled round.
“What did you say?”
“I said, I’m here, Mirko. Tonight you don’t need that reel.”
“I don’t need it?”
“No. You can have me, just like in the dream. Even better than in the dream …” Mirko started to snicker.
“It’s not the same thing,” he said. “And don’t be ridiculous with this Anti-Dream League propaganda of yours.
Who are you trying to kid, anyway?”
“I’ll say it again: Mirko, you can have me.”
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“And I still say it’s not the same thing.”
“Mirko!” the woman pleaded, beside herself. “You need me, every day you run through that matrix, and you
dream, dream, you keep on dreaming of this cave, the firelight, my kisses, this body of mine which I’ve just
offered you. This is exactly like the film, you stupid fool. What are you waiting for? I can do everything that’s in
that film, even more, and it will be for real.”
For a moment Mirko wavered, then he shook his head. He turned and moved off toward the back of the cave.
“Mirko!” she cried, exasperated. “I am Sophie Barlow! Sophie Barlow, don’t you understand?”
She pulled down the zipper of her overalls. Her shoulders shrugged out of the cloth shell, and she quickly
pulled off the suit and threw it on the ground.
“Look at me!” she shouted.
And as he turned around, she uncovered her breasts. The fire burned brightly, red and green tongues lapping
upward, emitting a penetrating odor of the primeval jungle. She watched the man’s hands clench into fists, his lips
trembling, as if in a long, wearisome struggle. Mirko hesitated a moment longer, then threw the matrix in the fire
and ran toward her.
*
First the blue light came and then the red. Then blue again. When the reel came to an end, the set turned off
automatically.
Sophie lifted off the Amplex helmet. Her temples were perspiring, her heart pounding in spasms. All her
extremities were trembling, particularly her hands. She couldn’t keep them still. Never in her life had she lived a
“dream” with such intensity, an Oneirofilm that forced her to be herself.
She must thank Bradley right way.
She rang him up on the videophone. But faced with the image of the supervisor, the words stuck in her throat;
she stammered, truly moved. Finally she started to cry.
Bradley waited patiently.
“A little present, Sophie. Just a trinket. When an actress reaches the peak of her career she deserves far greater
rewards. And you will have them, Sophie. You will have all the recognition that’s due you. Because the system is
perfect. There’s no going back.”
“Yes, Bradley. I—”
“It will go away, Sophie. It happens to all actresses sooner or later. The last obstacle to overcome is always
vanity. Even you felt that a man ought to prefer you to a dream. You fell into the most dangerous of all heresies,
but we caught it in time and rushed to correct it. With a little gift. That matrix will help you to get over this crisis.”
“Yes, Bradley. Please thank everybody for me, the machinist, the technicians, the director, everybody who was
involved in making this Oneirofilm. Above all, thank the actor who played the pilot.”
“He’s a new fellow. A real live wire, no?”
“Well, thank him for me. I had some beautiful moments. And thank you too, Bradley. I can imagine how much
time and money this film cost you. It’s perfect. I’ll keep it in the slot of honor in my Oneirofilm collection.”
“Nonsense, Sophie. You belong to the ruling class. You can allow yourself a personal Oneirofilm from time to
time. We have always helped each other out, haven’t we?—But there’s one thing I want you to bear in mind.”
“What’s that, Bradley?”
“That matrix. That’s more than a gift. It’s meant to be a warning.”
“Okay, Bradley. I get your point.”
“Don’t forget it. Nothing is better than dreaming. And only in dreams can you deceive yourself to the contrary.
I’m sure that after five or six viewings you will get the point and toss that matrix in the wastebasket.”
She nodded, in tears.
“I’ll see you tomorrow at nine in the screening room.”
“Yes, Bradley, tomorrow at nine in the screening room. Good night, Bradley.”
“Good night, Sophie.”
55.123 Excerpt from La Realtà é Un Dono: “Jolly And Poker”\fn{by Francesca Sanvitale (1928-2011)} Milan,
Lombardy, Italy (F) 4
… He opened his eyes to distract himself and stared at the sun shining on the waves; but once again his own
voice repeated, accusingly, insistently, that he would never ever get used to being alone.
He knew the man who inhabited his mind and used his voice to speak; a just, implacable type who pointed a
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finger, coldly condemning him for his vile weaknesses, and sometimes for some secret crime. This had happened
on other occasions, even when he was a schoolboy.
But today the voice derided him to prove that it was he himself who had yearned all his life for the very thing
he couldn’t bear: he had pursued and found his own ruin.
“Get out, get out!” he’d tell the persecuting ghost whenever he left friends, or work, or when closing the door
behind him, he found himself in the safety of his own house. Since he’d left his wife five years ago, he had gotten
into the habit of repeating these words for solace.
Now he stared out at the bay of Mazzaro and saw nothing special; one reef right in the middle, another farther
out. The wind rocked the motorboats at anchor, and the waves curled white on the middle reef. Behind his shoulders extended a perfumed, tropical garden.
He wasn’t stupid enough to really think that the promontory of Mazzaro, the Bay of Isola Bella and Taormina,
with its hibiscus and oleander, was nothing special, but the nothingness of his anxiety seemed to turn everything
white, dissolve it and enclose it in a transparent bag.
Mary, the English girl he’d met, was sitting within the circle of space in front of him. He moved to one side,
trying to indicate her lack of consideration. Unsuccessfully, because the woman’s very character prevented her
from acknowledging the negative feelings that she inspired. He found her casual manner offensive.
*
No sooner did he make these observations than a strange thing happened; he saw Jolly three-dimensional and
alive, superimposed on the water. He opened his eyes wide: it really was Jolly, his dog, his adored puppy, his
anxious love.
He turned his gaze back to the beach and another Jolly, belly to the ground and tongue hanging, in the distance,
in search of an invisible prey.
His attention was drawn back to the waves but a third Jolly, panting and gasping, sat directly between him and
the sea.
There is no logical explanation for the advent of memories; yet when it struck him that our lives are spent
treading above an unknown abyss, that we are forever looking over the edge of a volcano, he felt frightened.
Then realizing that two tears were running down his cheeks, he felt even more frightened. And to think that he
had once pursed his lips in disdain at his wife who knelt beside a dying dog that trembled even as its paws had
gone rigid; sobbing, she’d murmured “poor dog, poor dog” in a monotonous and desperate tone. Yes, he had felt
great scorn for that disproportionate pain of hers.
“What about me?” he had shouted silently, “What about me? Do I matter less than a dog?”
He hated these servile animals who lacked reason. He didn’t want one underfoot. He had never changed his
opinion. But then one day, thanks to a dog, his life changed.
*
On a work trip he’d visited his old friend Antonio and had begun watching a dog and her two puppies. Mechanically, without thinking, he had taken one onto his lap.
The puppy raised its brown and white spotted snout and stared at him: damp pupils, full of innocent questions,
had wrenched his heart and put him under a spell of sorts, and he had remained motionless in that position, eyes
fixed on those other trembling eyes. Then the eyes disappeared between folds of skin and burrowing into his lap,
the puppy fell asleep.
He wrapped his arms around the body that quivered as it breathed, and they sat still like that, now dog and
owner. He named him Jolly because he had come to him, through circumstances unexpected, fatal and revolutionary, beyond all calculation.
He returned to Rome from Bologna. The long trip was quiet and strange. Inside, something appeased his heart
and filled the time. He had driven slowly, but Jolly was frightened; he hid his snout between his paws and whined.
Then Jolly vomited and took care of his needs several times. Without losing patience, he had pulled in at every
road stop to clean the seat, attached the leash to the collar and slowly, slowly walked Jolly around, talked to him,
encouraged him, told him that soon he would have a comfortable basket and so on. Jolly, standing perfectly still
on his soft paws, turned his snout upwards, begging with his gaze and his whole miniature body to be defended
and loved.
*
At six months, Jolly could leap up and lick a visitor’s nose to express contentment and hospitality. He yelped
furiously and ran so enthusiastically that he seemed to be laughing. When his father, who was sick and tired and
on the brink of death came to visit him, he would sit down with a sigh with eyes only for Jolly, who leapt all
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around him in a chaotic saraband, or crouched on the floor, blinking and wagging his tail.
“Circus dog!” the old man cried, shaking his head, and he’d stare deep into the dog’s eyes, hypnotizing him.
And every time the dog made a move, he’d repeat this remark, ad infinitum, as if it were not only the definition of
a bastard race but of a destiny, of ruin.
Now he wondered what his father meant.
A stray dog?
An artistic dog?
The definition said it all, signified an irreparable evil, a destiny; but not what actually came to be.
*
His life had changed. He couldn’t say how, but for the worse. In compensation for the solitude that had lifted,
now a weight burdened his heart. His pain over the relationship gave him no freedom. He didn’t really think of
anything else. When he was in his office, Jolly, who he’d left alone in the house, pursued his thoughts, and when
he went to the movies with friends there was no break from the remorse he felt—nothing calmed him.
What is he doing now? he would wonder. Is he howling? Is he barking, disturbing the neighbors? Is he dirtying
the bed or the rug?
He couldn’t bring himself to shut Jolly in the garden; why, he didn’t know. But he knew that his fears had been
farsighted.
He sensed that Jolly wasn’t a dog like other dogs. He had hoped that the difficulties would be smoothed out by
training, but instead his efforts had not brought any relief. In fact, the urgency with which he had devoted himself
to the work of taming Jolly damaged their relationship.
He advanced forcefully like an owner should and Jolly withdrew. He forced him to be meek and servile as he
imagined all dogs were, and Jolly disobeyed openly; he would take all the beatings and then immediately take
possession of the forbidden divan. He would cower at the sound of hollering and then do the same thing in the
very same place several hours later.
But this dog loved his master, yearned for him, wanted to stay by his side, moaned at the foot of the bed,
clawed at the door whining when he left. And he did this not like a humble dog who loves his master but like a
jealous gypsy, with all the exuberance of the gypsy’s bastardly nature.
The days passed, and now Jolly was nearly a year old, yet he had not succeeded in changing him at all. In the
name of love, Jolly took noisy revenge for his absences, though he was quick to lose the battle, and panting, beaten, would retreat to a corner. For all his mysterious charm, he was a dog out of a nightmare.
*
“He must’ve been so cute,” exclaimed Mary after he began telling her the story.
They were sitting on the stones, near the transparent, frothy waves that lapped at their feet.
He observed her furtively: like all single women past fifty who are unattached, she was full of good will. But
he wouldn’t fall into the trap. He had realized straight away that she was odd: from her endless, meaningless little
gestures; and the disjointed discussions that flowed back to her like streams of water that vanish in the soil and
continue to flow there; in her obsessive attention to a body that no one looked at, convinced that one could unexpectedly stumble upon sex like the philosopher’s stone.
Now Mary listened to him as she would have listened to any other man, open to whatever might happen, open
to life in general: that was how he saw it. Anyway, now that his story was told, it was a good thing that the dog
had gone out of his thoughts and vanished once and for all, leaving him in peace.
But now he continued:
“My father died. Jolly and I were left alone. I’m not going to tell you everything that happened during that
time. But the worst part was the anger I felt—things kept taking turns that escaped me. You know what I mean,
right?
All right, we can’t control death, agreed, but we should at least be able to control life! And yet, we can’t even
control the most minuscule, insignificant shred of life! So we can’t control anything. Everyone assured me that
dogs are faithful, you can count on them, and yet that’s not always so.”
He stopped and drew close to Mary’s face. He lowered his voice.
“Do you know what I mean, dearest Mary? I mean a dog can also reject his master, and I assure you, it’s an
awful experience.” He paused because he was so upset now that he couldn’t breathe.
“They say no dog will urinate on his master’s bed. But he did, yes he did.”
He lay back on the stones and took a breath. Then more calmly, he concluded:
“The veterinarian, who had quite a struggle to give him an injection, burst out laughing and said, ‘He really is
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a bastard.’”
*
He closed his eyes and took in the sun. Mary sat motionlessly, looking out at the reef of Mazzaro, then,
standing, she adjusted her bathing suit on buttocks that drooped slightly and entered the water with graceful
movements: she had a good stroke and was pleasant company. The lines of her body seemed to trace, in a generous and uncertain line, the old line of the slender, and from what he could see, lovely girl she had been. He
preferred women who remained thin as they aged; they had deep wrinkles and more class.
But all that was even further from him than Jolly. He was better off when he didn’t try to love. Although he
might’ve made an exception for an adolescent, flat as a child or a boy.
He forgot Mary and pictured instead the garden of his house and the odious lawyer who had brought the other
bastard to the identical garden facing his from above. Together, he and Jolly had stood stone still for one long
moment, staring at the new dog, the same size as Jolly, who stared back at them between two bars of the railing.
He barked, wagged his tail, then froze, waiting.
Jolly broke the silence and stillness with a violent sidestep. Then a frenetic barking broke out between the two.
The two dogs, in a disordered, furious, parallel race, a crazy zig-zag, ran and heeled as if to invisible commands,
frozen eye-to-eye on paws trembling with excitement, snouts thrust forward.
Either they had been moved by an electrical current, struck by recognition, or by love. Jolly stood with his
snout turned up and would not listen to reason. Indeed, from that moment on, he understood that his influence had
come to an end. Meanwhile, he heard the owner of the other dog, calling:
“Poker, Poker!”
*
So it had all been a prank, an insulting joke at his expense. Was there some message intended for him in all of
this? He didn’t know and couldn’t figure it out. Plunged into a whirl of deductions, his once tranquil life was lost
for good. The experience had turned it upside down.
He raised himself onto his elbows. Mary was beside him, drying off in the sun, apparently with great pleasure.
Had he kept on talking while she was swimming, or had he continued the story in his head? It didn’t matter. He
could behave however he wished around Mary.
“No one can imagine what I’ve gone through. They’d run off together no matter what we did to keep them
apart. Poker risked suicide, leaping off the embankment. The lawyer and I agreed to put up a barbed-wire fence,
and they’d wound themselves on it. We penned them in, and they overcame all the obstacles and escaped,
bounding down the hill in a wild, precipitous run.
“They showed up only to eat. They managed to find their way into other people’s gardens, like real vagabonds.
It was always me, me, who went to claim the two bastards, and I had to apologize for Poker as well.
“Then the lawyer disappeared. He left the dog shut in the garden all day long. He had caught on that I, I was
always the one who would prepare something to eat for both dogs, run home from the office to look for them, to
check up on their pranks and troublemaking.
“At that point I called my friend Antonio for advice. He said,
“‘Don’t let the two dogs stay together, they’re still too young. They could become wild and then Jolly won’t
recognize you anymore.’
“But the damage was already done.”
*
He stopped. He breathed heavily as he relived that calamitous time that had been so full of anxiety for him.
Mary listened gravely without interrupting, as if she was trying to reconstruct, find the missing pieces of this
rushed and piecemeal story. Some thought made him wrinkle his forehead before he continued, commenting:
“They say homosexuality is practiced among dogs. I think that was the case here, even though I never caught
them mounting each other. Perhaps they were too young. It seemed more like love, a connection. What do I know
—some sort of inseparable belonging, a need.”
They sat in silence. Now he felt weary somehow, and he imagined that Mary shared this feeling. The waves
were calmer now, the wind had died down, and the sun was too hot. The wind at Taormina comes and goes
abruptly.
“Even at night, I’d have to go looking for them with a flashlight, at the risk of being taken for a burglar! Then
one fine day, the whole affair—which all the neighbors knew about—came to an end. Poker and Jolly never came
back.”
“Oh, I’m so sorry for you, I’m sorry!” exclaimed Mary.
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“Yes,” he nodded, “just like that: they vanished for good. And what happened? Nobody ever found out. Maybe
poachers got them in the valley or in the field. That’s what the doorwoman thought. Or they wandered so far from
home that they couldn’t find their way back. Maybe they escaped on purpose. Or maybe someone who didn’t
want to be bothered anymore killed them.”
“I’m so sorry,” Mary said again, “You must have felt so alone.” He looked up and stared at her with a peculiar
little smile on his face.
“Ah, no” he said. “I was actually relieved. That damned dog disappeared like a bad dream disappears. I started
to live again, I had peace again. I swore that I would never again have a dog, never again.”
“And you stuck to that?” Mary asked, completely bewildered.
“Of course,” he responded with certainty, “I stuck to that.”
They sat in silence again.
After a while Mary stood up and said she would see him tomorrow.
*
He was rather irritated that she didn’t wait to hear the end of the story: how he had cried over Jolly, how he felt
his absence more acutely as the days passed, and how he suffered ever since from an unnerving sense of remorse,
an uneasiness, as if he really were guilty of something; as if he had pushed Jolly towards Poker because he was
incapable of loving him; as if by provoking his escape, he had killed Jolly himself.
It had even occurred to him that perhaps Jolly preferred death to his company.
Even in the end, something about the whole affair somehow escaped him. …
300.142 1-21: 1. From Aphorisms 2. From Aphorisms and Spells 3. Five poetic fragments 4. I poeti lavorano
di notte 5. Ti aspetto e ogni giorno 6. Ho conosciuto in te le meraviglie 7. Untitled 8. From Tu eri la verità 9.
From La carne degli angeli 10. From Santo Padre Divina Poesa 11. From Cantico dei Vangeli 12. Francesco
13. Tu sei Pietro 14. From Corpo d’amore 15. From Paura di Dio 16. From La Presenza di Orfeo 17. From La
Presenza di Orfeo 18. From La carne degli angeli 19. From Corpo d’amore 20. Untitled 21. Untitled\fn{by Alda
Merini (1931-2009)} Milan, Lombardy, Italy (F) 6
1
Psychoanalysis
always looks for the egg
in a basket
that has been lost.
*
I sample sin as if it were
the beginning of well-being.
*
I don’t like Paradise
as they probably don’t have obsessions there.
*
If God absolves me
he always does so
for insufficient
evidence.
*
Everyone is a friend of his own pathology.
*
When I raise a toast to madness,
I toast myself as well.
*
There are nights that don’t
ever happen.
2
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As I am Catholic
I have never played.
*
I’ve had
thirty-six lovers
plus tax.
*
I am the most chaste woman
in Italian literature.
*
I am completely
asexual
not counting errors
and omissions.
*
Mount Sinai
is sometimes confused
with the Mons Veneris.
*
No one can know
what is
between me and God.
3
a
I tenderly loved some very sweet lovers
without them knowing anything about it.
And I wove spiderwebs from this
and I always fell prey to my own creation.
In me there was the soul of the prostitute
of the saint of the one who lusts for blood and of the hypocrite.
Many people gave a label to my way of life
and all that while I was only an hysteric.
b
And, up against me, the inanimate things
that I created earlier
come to die again within the breast
of my intelligence
eager for my shelter and my fruits,
begging again for riches from a beggar.
c
So, within your shaping arms
I pour myself, small and immense,
serene given, restless given,
unending developing motion.
d
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As for my crying over you, I bleached it away slowly
day by day as full light does
and in silence I sent it back to my eyes,
which, if I look at you, are alive with stars.
e
As for me, I used to be a bird
with a gentle white womb,
someone cut my throat
just for laughs,
I don’t know.
As for me, I used to be a great albatross
and whirled over the seas.
Someone put an end to my journey,
without any charity in the tone of it.
But even stretched out on the ground
I sing for you now
my songs of love.
4
Poets work at night
when time does not press on them
when the crowd’s noise is hushed
and the hour’s lynching is over.
Poets work in the dark
like night hawks or nightingales
whose song is so sweet
and fear they are offending God.
But poets, in their silence
make a higher noise
than a golden dome of stars
5
I wait for you and every day
I die down little by little
and I have forgotten your face.
They ask me if my despair
is the same as your absence
no, it is something more:
it’s an immovable death gesture
I can’t give you as a gift.
6
I met wonders in you
love wonders so new
they looked like shells
where I could smell the sea
and simple empty beaches
I got lost in that love as in a storm
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but I kept my heart very still
because I knew so well that it loved an illusion.
7
You can’t resist love
because the hands want to own the beauty
and not stun years of silence.
Because love is living two-thousand dreams
until the sublime kiss.
8
but I threw myself
against the tree of good and evil,
I too ate the apple
of your omnipresence
and I have emerged again
empty of all knowledge,
[…]
and the calyx of your life
brushed against all the roses.
Now you have become confused
with the obscure arguments of the lyre
[…]
[…] I will come to search you out
I will unearth your ferment,
Mother […].\fn{In an address to a mother}
9
I only need your womb
to know mine
and I only need my womb
to know yours\fn{In her own first person voice, addressing God}
10
Here with convex wings we angels
of the earth long saddened
by an unresolved maternity
no longer sing at the foot
of your cross, and we watch your flesh
flapping in your belly like a wound,
torn by a thousand demons\fn{In a recent poem for the Bishop of Rome, John Paul II}
11
only through sin
could you know
the man in me.
Only you could have pity
on my feet pierced by weariness.\fn{Jesus to Mary Magdalene}
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12
The flower
that opens like the breast of a woman
to the call of the divine
is nothing other than a block
of uncertainty and fear
that is touched by the grace of God.
13
“For a rose”
I would like to be you, so violent
so bitter with love,
so awakened in veins of beauty
and so chastened.
14
I never believed
that you were
the truly jealous lover,
you who refuse to leave to others
the flesh of your flesh,
the spirit of your spirit,
for, having given me form
you cultivated it in your garden,
[…]
so that this soul might be sharpened like a blade
and might finally strike you
so that you, newly struck
by a human love,
might bleed for us.
15
I was not originated
rather I leapt overbearing
from the plots of darkness
and fastened myself to every confusion.
16
The most superb thing is the night
when the last threats tumble
and the soul throws itself into adventure.
As for him, he is silent in your womb
as if reabsorbed by blood
that finally takes on the color of God
and you pray that he will always be silent
so you won’t hear him as a steady gurgling
even inside the walls.
17
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My first mother-theft
took place on a summer night
when a madman took me
and laid me on the grass
and forced me to conceive a son.
Oh never did the moon cry so much
against the violated stars
and never did my womb cry so much,
and the Lord never turned away his head
as he did in that precise instant
seeing my mother-virginity
violated, treated as his laughing-stock.
My first woman theft
took place in a dark corner
under the vehement heat of sex,
but a gentle baby girl was born
with the sweetened smile
and everything was forgiven.
Nevertheless I myself will never forgive
and that son was taken away from my womb
and entrusted to more “saintly hands,”
nevertheless I was the one who was offended,
I was the one who climbed above the heavens
for having conceived a genius.
18
Thus the angel who becomes demon,
the demon who becomes angel,
the dark evil,
the fear of evil,
becoming the mind’s living hell.
And then you feel the divine palpitation
of a rebirth that is no longer possible,
and on these shores of song
a new language is perhaps expansively born,
but no one knows it,
and no one will ever speak of it.
Whereas poetry is the distance
from body to body,
whereas poetry is love.
19
Then,
for all those who die in your name
you open wide the gates of Heaven
and you show them
that your hand
was fresh and soft
soft and fresh
like any flower,
and that they, too audacious perhaps,
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had not understood that the silence was God
and had felt oppressed
by this silence
which was only
a cloud of song.
20
You always ask me,
but I don’t live a continuous life;
I will nourish you with only small instances.
I am the apparition that disperses
and the time that exists between two moments
is a truce in death’s favor.
I live in the space of an exchange: you age me without realizing it
under the heat of your caresses.
21
We are hungry for tenderness,
in a world where everything abounds
we are poor of this feeling
which is like a caress
for our heart
we need these small gestures
that make us feel good
Tenderness
is a disinterested and generous love,
that does not ask anything else
to be understood and appreciated.
46.237 Hibernation\fn{by Dacia Maraini (1936-

)}

Fiesole, Tuscany, Italy (F) 2

Until a few months ago, I thought of myself as a garden slug.
It was true that I slid over things, wounding myself at every move, unable to lift myself above the obstacles. I
shared the slug’s slow, horizontal movements and its elongated, awkward, expressionless body.
But I was anything but smooth and slippery. It was as though I had been skinned. The body which snaked
along, bumping into objects and soiling itself on its way was skinless, its inner flesh laid painfully bare. Because
of this, I agonized and wandered blindly, dully, in search of the retreat I could never find.
For a while, I obsessively sought consolation in my parents, living with them and never separating myself from
them for a moment. But in truth, they were never really any help to me. When they died, almost simultaneously, I
was suddenly on my own.
You might say I learned to live at the very moment of their deaths. In fact, one morning as I sat next to my
dying mother’s bed, staring at her with eyes kept wide by my pity and disgust, I suddenly felt that I was being
hypnotized by the extreme tension and fear and horror of all that was happening to me. My pupils attached themselves to a border of the sheet and fell asleep. But my body was not sleeping, nor was my mind, which kept up its
slow, circular work as though digesting rich, heavy foods. My eyes had gone to sleep, taking my senses with
them.
I think I must have sat there motionless and absent for more than two hours. When I came back to my senses, I
felt rested and relieved, almost strong.
In the meantime, my mother had died.
Since that day, I have tried to practice the technique. In the beginning it was difficult. I had trouble reaching
the state of tension and nausea which made it possible for me to sleep while awake.
But after long and tiresome practice, I have now almost achieved total domination of my body.
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When my father died, I still was not in complete command of my sensitivity. I remember that interminable
night, spent alternatively between brief intervals of hypnotic sleep and painful expectation. Finally, towards dawn,
I began to cry. As the tears slipped down my face and neck, I discovered that all the strength I needed was there,
around the eyelids and under the damp eyeballs, between the arch of the eyebrow and the nasal septum. I had only
to gather that strength, concentrate it at the center of the iris and project it outward to free myself of all pain.
It was only a few days later that my new life began.
*
I straightened up the house, threw away some old cumbersome furniture, took down the dust-impregnated
drapes and washed them, burned all the newspapers and magazines my father had accumulated in the studio
where he practiced law, threw away all the old clothes, trinkets, and rubbish littering my mother’s drawers and
closets.
The money I had inherited was gone after a few weeks, so I set to finding myself a job. A newspaper ad caught
my attention and I applied. There were twenty other girls waiting with me but, as soon as I saw them, I knew that
I would be chosen.
They were all too busy flaunting their beauty, duelling with make-up and boots, while I had done nothing to
look like the girl I am: not too young nor too old, neither beautiful nor ugly; diligent, honest, careful, meticulous
and serious—all qualities which combine to make a perfect employee for a placement office. Just as I had expected, they examined everyone and then chose me. I was sent off immediately to work at a paper-littered desk.
My colleagues are less pleased with me than my superiors, and at first I disturbed them with my silence and
automatic movements, but they have grown accustomed to them and act as though I weren’t there. Now and then,
they make fun of my punctuality, my meticulous habits, and my absorbed, half-seeing eyes.
The truth is that I am training myself to sleep, even as I work. And I have almost succeeded. Sometimes my
awakening is sudden and painful, especially when a colleague touches my shoulder or mistakenly bumps against
me or laughs in my ear as a joke. When that happens, I jump up and am overcome by a high fever which fortunately only lasts a few seconds but leaves me exhausted and limp.
When I am not at work, I sit at home in the kitchen and sleep. My eyes stay open and I would even be able to
speak or move or perform simple manual tasks, while my pupils suck up all the vigor of my body and suspend it
as though in somnolent and immobile limbo.
Sometimes I even forget to eat. A few days ago, I fainted on the street. Fortunately, I didn’t hit my head. I had
felt it coming and leaned on the bumper of a Fiat 600. Then, a second later, I lost consciousness. When I came to,
I was stretched out on a bed at the Emergency Room with a doctor looming over me, measuring my blood
pressure.
I knew instantly that it was hunger. I hadn’t eaten anything for three days. The doctor gave me a lecture and
sent me off with a friendly pat on the cheek.
When I got home, I went straight to the refrigerator, where I found some dry and yellowed mozzarella, a plate
of frozen spinach and four chicken stock cubes. I put some water on the burner, dissolved the cubes and dropped
in the spinach. I ate two plates of it hot and would have eaten something else, but I didn’t feel like going downstairs. Tomorrow I’ll have a big meal, I told myself.
But the next day I was so busy with my self-hypnosis practice that I forgot the meal and when I got home in
the evening, the refrigerator was still empty. So I put a frying pan on the burner, poured a little oil into it and fried
the mozzarella, which tasted sour. I ate it with some biscuits I found at the back of the kitchen drawer. They must
have been very old because I broke a tooth biting into one of them.
*
Since then, my waking moments have become fewer and briefer. When I am not awake I sleep, in the weightless, deaf manner which has become natural to me. Sometimes at night, when the house is dark and silent, I wake
up. When that happens, it hurts so much getting my conscience working again that it takes my breath away.
So I get up and turn on all the lights and the radio. The noise, the lights, the music and, most of all, the human
voices have a power which drops me back into my lucid, somnolent torpor. I go back to bed with the lights on and
the radio next to my head on the pillow and I fall asleep.
At seven, the alarm clock starts to trill. Then the part of me that is docile and mechanically machine-like starts
up delicately and takes itself through all the necessary motions.
I get out of bed, go into the bathroom, wash, dress, go out, take the tram, get off the tram, go into the bar near
my office, drink a cappuccino, take the elevator, sit down at my desk, type letters, make phone calls, compile ads
for the newspapers, and so forth.
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When the holidays come, my sleep grows until it becomes mortal hibernation. Because I don’t have to go to
the office, I stay in bed all day with the window thrown open and my eyes glued to the house across the street.
Sometimes I see children playing with a cat, sometimes a woman in a slip argues with a man in an undershirt. But
I don’t know if I see the woman in the slip and the man in the undershirt from the kitchen and the children playing
with the cat from the bed, or vice versa.
So that I would remember to eat, I hung signs all over the house. On a white card, I wrote, “Eat!” But then I
realized that after seeing the sign three or four times, I no longer noticed it. So I decided to change the color of the
words and the format of the card every day. But I forgot to do that. Then I got a brilliant idea. I bought cans of
meat and distributed them here and there on the floor throughout the house, so that when I stumble over one of
them, I lean over and pick it up and this reminds me to eat.
*
I thought I had gained complete control of myself until the other day, when something happened which
shattered all the confidence I had acquired.
I was sitting at my desk in the office doing some accounts. Raising my head, for the first time I noticed the
face of the colleague who sits across the room from me.
I had never before realized that he was very young; his luminous, melancholy beauty communicated a sense of
joy to me that I hadn’t felt since childhood. I stared at him so long that finally my eyes tired and emptied out and I
returned to my natural state of wakeful sleep.
But when I got home that evening and sat down in front of the kitchen window, the memory of the boy’s clear,
fresh face came back to me and kept me awake. I tried to remember something else about him—the shape of his
shoulders, his teeth, the color of his eyes—but nothing came to me.
This search for details and the effort of remembering kept me awake and disturbed. I couldn’t sleep at all that
night. I turned on all the lights, danced to tire myself, ate two cans of meat and sucked three eggs, drank some
wine and, in a final attempt, lay down on the bed with the radio blasting away on my pillow, but the lights, the
food, the voices, and the movements couldn’t put me to sleep as they usually do.
So I found a notebook and tried to draw the boy’s face on the white paper, exactly as I remembered it. But
every face I drew was completely different from the others. I spent the whole night filling up the notebook.
The next morning, I dressed earlier than usual and arrived at the office when the door was still locked. I waited
on the landing, stamping my feet to ward off the cold.
Just before nine, a young man arrived. Short and bald, he was engulfed in a raincoat of a strange hue
somewhere between green and purple. He leaned up against the door, looked at me a moment, and smiled. I
responded by lowering my head.
And just as I was observing his calm, wide eyes, I realized that he was the boy I had lost my head for the day
before.
But now, here was this bald, monkey-like man, leering allusively at me as though we shared some secret.
I plastered my eyes to his big, greasy head and it took me only a few seconds to fall back into sleep. I became
indifferent to the sight of him; he was just one object among the many objects surrounding me.
After this painful episode, my life returned to its former mechanical state.
But I had gained one conviction.
The beautiful things I see are my dreams, so I must be very careful never to awaken.
117.175 Of Anguish And Illusions\fn{by Giancarla de Quiroga (1940-

)}

Rome, Italy (F) 3

“It’s just chance, pure coincidence,” Misericordia Gómez commented as she scrutinized the almanac, but her
determination betrayed a hidden fear.
“Just a damned coincidence!” Alamaquio Escóbar, the retired school-master replied angrily. “Just in time to
spoil the party!”
“I think it’s God’s punishment. Things were much better in the old days,” Doña Purisima Arenas declared with
a touch of nostalgia, and she began to recall distant deaths of family members:
“My mother died in childbirth, and so she went straight to heaven; my brother died in love, of a broken heart,
in the spring; my father of pneumonia, in August; my grandfather died of old age, one day in winter; my grandson
of a military coup. May God keep them in His glory!”
*
Everyone had reached the same conclusion: death no longer arrived as a surprise or as the logical end of a
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prolonged agony. People died on their birthdays, only on that day, for no apparent reason, with a gesture of
surprise that exposed their hearts, their heads, or their pocketbooks. Furthermore, people said the deaths coincided
with the exact hour of the person’s birth, unknown by some and which others attempted to erase from memory so
as not to remain prisoners of permanent anxiety.
But Death arrived inexorably and punctually, converting the birthday parties of skeptics into wakes, replacing
the candles on the cake with funeral candles, substituting condolences for best wishes and mixing funeral crowns
with birthday bouquets.
The poor did not fall victim to this coincidence, perhaps because they ignored their birthdays, because they
died a little every day anyway, because no one paid any attention to their disappearances, or for some other unexplainable reason that nobody bothered to investigate. Children also did not die on their birthdays, thanks, perhaps,
to their innocence.
People talked of nothing else in their homes, on the streets, or in their meetings; many suspected that such
happenings had something to do with those perverse nuclear experiments or with the imminent end of the world,
proclaimed in the town’s plazas by furious, long-haired men from distant places.
The opposition assured everyone that it was a question of some sinister government plot that hoped to do away
with all dissidents, yet the members of the party in power died in just the same manner. The authorities, who prepared the municipal elections, hoped to free themselves of such a fate thanks to their service to the party, but upon
reaching their birthdays, they had to resign themselves to sympathy telegrams from the president and military
honors at their burials.
In the café, people commented on this nightmare, hazarding diverse interpretations, but without referring
directly to death, instead alluding to “the coincidence.” One thing was certain: all those who died, died on their
birthdays, but not everyone who reached a birthday necessarily died on that day.
*
The measures carried out by the officials consisted of immobilizing the hands of the clock on the bell tower
with barbed wire, and there was an agreement on the part of the press to remain silent about the matter and to
replace the date on the masthead with the names of the saints of each day, but only the most unpopular ones, the
ones that no one would be named after, so as not to spread panic.
Private measures were reduced to naïve schemes such as destroying clocks and burning calendars. Some
people paid astronomical sums to notary publics to have the dates altered on their birth certificates, pretending
that in this way they could fool Death, which nevertheless ignored all their tricks and arrived, implacable and
punctual, on the precise day.
For this reason, people decided to suspend birthday parties, feigning forgetfulness, and everyone let out a sigh
of relief if they survived the ill-fated day; nevertheless, when they awoke the next morning to learn of various
deaths of friends and relatives which coincided with the anniversary of their birth, an obsessive fear began to
gnaw away at them that it would be their deadly turn next year.
In the midst of this collective anxiety, those survivors who were born in a leap year went about happily making
four-year plans, becoming a kind of privileged caste and forming their own syndicate.
*
The infamous coincidence provoked very disparate reactions: there were those who recovered their childhood
faith and began once more to frequent the church, which they had not entered since the day of their first communion. In apocalyptic tones, the parish priest, Friar Adolfo Benito, exhorted the stray flock that packed the church
during the novena, the triduum, and the mass, to prepare themselves to die a Christian death, interpreting the mortal coincidence as an unequivocal sign of infinite divine generosity that granted a set period for an opportune
repentance.
The well-to-do calmed their panic by building luxurious mausoleums, acquiring caskets with silver handles
and engravings alluding to their business activities, and attending rehearsals of the funeral choir formed by dozens
of angelic voices. Their morbid obsession reached such extremes as dictating their own obituary and assuring the
presence of carefully selected orators who would recite the eulogy of their extraordinary virtues during their
splendid funerals.
Some neglected their business affairs and urgently spent all of their fortunes, while others dedicated themselves to drink so that Death would surprise them as they were sleeping, or at least when they were sufficiently
drunk so as not to know what was going on. Still others, despite the fear of leaving orphaned and abandoned posthumous descendants, gave themselves over to frenetic reproductive practices in order to mock Death by prolonging themselves in their children.
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*
Having decided to live his forbidden dreams, Estalin Monsalvo took off on a trip to the Caribbean Islands in
the company of his mistress and returned just in time, one month before the anniversary of his birth, to be pardoned by his wife and die a Christian death in her legal arms.
Lola Caracol, employed in the oldest of professions, wanted to celebrate her forty years of life frolicking in her
bed so that posterity would remember that she had died as she had lived. She waited in vain for the fatal outcome
to arrive, drinking champagne with her regular and occasional clients alike, but at the precise moment, the tension
was so overwhelming that she became paralyzed and had to abandon her trade.
Doña Deidamia Luceros, known as the “virgin widow,” longed to die in order to be reunited with her husband,
whom fate had snatched away the day of their wedding some seventy years before. On her birthday she bathed in
scented herbs, donned her wedding dress, placed the wax crown of citrus blossoms on her white head, laid herself
down in her virginal coffin, and passed on to a better life with a placid expression on her face and infinite hopes.
The anguished wait for misfortune’s hazardous arrival produced in some a desire to live intensely, sunk others
in resigned apathy, and, in a few cases, awakened suicidal tendencies.
Efemerides Ramos, for example, sick with unrequited love, declared before the mirror one day two months
before his birthday, “I’m not pleasing death, I want to die when I choose!” and he shot himself with the rifle he
used for hunting alligators.
After his demise, everyone learned the truth: he hadn’t been born when he thought, but rather two months beforehand. He wasn’t born at seven months gestation as his mother had claimed, and the day he chose to end his
life coincided exactly with the true date of his birth.
*
Against all advice, Don Washington Mamani, the rich miner, resolved not to forgo the festivities that he
usually celebrated each year:
“I want to die happy!” he declared to his guests, who attended the party dressed in black, whether for the
formality of the occasion or to be conveniently dressed for the imminent mourning, no one could say for sure.
The host offered up a magnificent banquet. He sacrificed a Christmas turkey early, roasted a whole herd of
Dutch cows, turned young suckling pigs into fricassee, and topped it all off with rivers of foaming beer, aged
wines, and 275hichi corn liquor well-fermented from the corn being carefully chewed and spit by young Indian
mai-dens. Such extravagance had no precedent, and one guest, completely overcome, exclaimed,
“Don Washico, you’re throwing everything out the window!”
This comment did not fall on deaf ears, and the host took it literally when he made the wise discovery that he
couldn’t take it all with him when he died.
So, having no deserving heirs, and before the eyes of his greedy nephews who had been waiting impatiently to
enjoy their inheritance, he began to toss everything he had into the street: food, money, furniture, silverware, and
everything that could fit through the wide window in his living room. The guests suspected that the terror of death
had gone to his head, but after vain attempts to dissuade him from such intentions, they all joined in, flinging all
the household goods and wares out the window, hoping in this way to ward off bad luck.
Meanwhile, a crowd had begun to gather in the street. The neighbors and the city’s poor, having become aware
of the occurrences, began, amidst tremendous din and greedy struggles, to parcel out amongst themselves the
booty that had fallen from the sky.
In the process of tliese proprietary disputes, there were forty severe contusions and dozens of injuries, not
counting the old man who lost his dentures, which were never found again. Since they couldn’t get the bulky
furniture and the grand piano out, even through the balcony, some kind soul opened the doors of the mansion,
which was immediately invaded by hundreds of beggars who finished up the pillaging with the blessing of the
self-same owner of the house.
The twelve strokes of midnight from a surviving clock found him collapsed and exhausted in his empty house,
but triumphant, having won the battle against death.
*
No one knew if the feared demise did not occur because his hour hadn’t arrived yet, thanks to his ostentatious
lavishness of the evening, or if it were merely a happy coincidence. But many in the town followed his example,
celebrating their birthdays in a spirit of desperate festiveness that they finished off by literally throwing it all out
the window.
Upon celebrating his sixtieth birthday, Don Urkupiño Sánchez, the owner of hundreds of coca plantations, did
the proper thing, and he became so enthusiastic that he hurled the family jewels through the window, ignoring the
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pleas and threats of his wife. Faced with the fait accompli, she reacted with such aggression that she bit his hand,
upon which Sanchez, at the height of his worldly detachment, tossed her out the window.
Luckily it was only a single-story house and his consort was received in the arms of a hungry mob who tore off
her earrings and pearls and her velvet suit and left her in nothing but her slip in the middle of the street, sobbing
inconsolably and fervently wishing for her spouse’s immediate death, which, nevertheless, did not occur.
*
The townspeople divided themselves into two groups: some asserted that total detachment from material goods
was what saved people’s lives, since no one had died yet who had adopted the unusual ritual, now a daily occurrence. Others considered such behavior indecent wastefulness and a dangerous action that threatened the established order, and asserted that instead, anonymous charity and silent pious practices without exaggeration or
morbid exhibitions were equally as capable of holding off the lethal coincidence, which, at any rate, should be
awaited with dignity.
Among the former was Simón I. Morales, a loyal genealogy aficionado who had amassed a fortune endowing
people with more noble and decent ancestries. On the anniversary of his birth, he decided to evade the curse by
throwing out the window not only his riches, but also the family trees and portraits of colonial relatives; the
beggars received these with open arms, recognized them as legitimate ancestors, and began immediately to weave
imaginary family memories.
A pair of eternal lovers had postponed their wedding for twenty years due to economic reasons, but faced with
the threat of impending misfortune, they decided to marry before their birthdays, planning to finance the ceremony and their future life with what luck would send them thanks to the terrified generosity of rich landowners.
However, the mature and impatient lovers didn’t get so much as a cooking pot or their wedding rings, and
instead of the marital bed that would harbor their unbridled passions, all that fell from the window were a clawfoot bathtub and a heavy chamber pot made of silver from Potosí.
*
After a year of this nightmare, of wild, uncontrolled celebrations and delirious scenes in the houses, plazas,
and streets of the town, there was no longer any doubt about the best survival strategy: only those who threw
everything out the window were able to evade death’s ambush, while those who did not do so died for no apparent
reason.
Meanwhile, the poor, beneficiaries of all this forced generosity, saw their impossible dreams become reality,
and after having legitimately accumulated the fortunes of others, they became rich and greedy and began to die on
the day of their birthdays.
Thus, they too resolved to celebrate their birthdays with the anti-death ceremony. In their recently acquired
houses full of diverse styles of furniture, of colonial portraits and abstract art, of Persian rugs and silk sheets with
someone else’s monogram, they reproduced the scenes recently acted out by the former rich, who now lived in
misery.
The latter, overcoming their innate repulsion, found themselves obliged to stand beneath the windows of the
nouveau riche, and upon occasion, if lucky, they were able to recover something of their possessions: a piece of
silverware, a portrait of an uncle who was a bishop, their wedding bands, or a cot or two.
In the café, people stopped commenting on the fatal coincidence and, smiling ironically, spoke only of their
obligated altruism and the collective generosity, thanks to which everyone’s fortunes, upon changing hands and
surnames so many times, were distributed painlessly and equitably.
*
One evening Josefino Amor, a teacher by profession and a poet by vocation, realized between drinks that when
the day arrived in which the newly rich and the newly poor had their stomachs half-full and their houses halfempty, Death would stop visiting people on the anniversary of their birth and would return to its usual condition
of surprise, taking into account only those dates and times that were written in the book of destiny.
55.108 Saturday Afternoons\fn{by Antonio Tabucchi (1943-2012)} Pisa, Tuscany, Italy (M) 8
“He was riding a bike,” said Nena, “he had a knotted handkerchief on his head, I got a good look at him and he
saw me too. He wanted something from the house, I could see that, but he cycled past as if he couldn’t stop, it was
two o’clock on the dot.”
At the time Nena had a metal brace on her top teeth because they seemed determined to grow crooked, she had
a ginger cat which she called “my Belafonte,” and she spent the day humming Banana Boat\fn{A popular 1956 song
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) American singer } or, given the choice, whistling it, because thanks to her teeth, she found
whistling really easy, much easier than I did. Mother seemed very annoyed but she rarely scolded her, merely
saying, “Leave that poor creature in peace,” or, when you could see that she was feeling sad and she would
pretend to have a rest in the armchair, if Nena ran into the garden, where she’d set up her little play-house under
the oleanders, Mother would appear at the window, brushing aside a lock of hair which was sticking to her with
sweat and, wearily, not really telling Nena off but almost as if she were reciting a kind of private lament, or litany,
she would say,
“Stop whistling that stupid tune for Heaven’s sake, what do you think you’re doing, and anyway you know that
well-brought-up little girls don’t whistle.”
Nena had built her play-house by propping the blue deck-chair which had been Father’s favorite against the
two terracotta pots with the privet bushes in them to make a wall. On the flower-bed which formed the floor she
had laid out all her dolls (her “little friends”), poor old Belafonte tied to a lead, and a red tin telephone, a present
which Aunt Yvonne had given me for my birthday the year before and which I had passed on to Nena. Anyway I’d
never liked it, it was a stupid toy, hopelessly inappropriate for a boy of my age, but we had to put up with it and
be polite, Mother said, Aunt Yvonne didn’t have any children, not because she hadn’t wanted any, poor thing, and
she really had no idea what were the right toys to get for boys.
If truth be told, Aunt Yvonne really had no idea about anything, not even about what to say in certain
circumstances, she was so scatty,\fn{ Scatterbrained} she was always late for appointments and when she came to
visit us by train she had always left something behind, but even that wasn’t a bad thing, Mother used to say, it’s
lucky you’ve left something behind otherwise there wouldn’t be room for the rest of us; and Aunt Yvonne would
smile like a naughty child, looking with acute embarassment at all her luggage in the hall while outside in the
street the taxi driver was sounding his horn to remind her that she still hadn’t paid.
*
And so, because that was the way she was, she had committed an “unforgivable gaffe,” as she had called it,
making the situation even worse, while Mother sobbed on the sofa (but in fact Mother had forgiven her instantly),
when she arrived at our house after the accident. She had announced her arrival by phone and old Tommaso had
answered and when she had said good-bye with the words, “Give my respects to the young officer,” that fool
Tommaso had repeated the phrase, crying like a baby, but what could you do, he had hardening of the arteries and
I’d always heard people say that even as a young man he hadn’t exactly been top of the class; he had repeated the
phrase while Mother was talking to her solicitor in the drawing room, that hellish day when she had had to think
of everything, “everything except what I should like to have been thinking of, alone with my grief.”
But the fact was that Aunt Yvonne had been using that phrase for years, it was a joke which dated back to
1941, when Father and Mother were engaged, and he was an officer in La Spezia;\fn{ “Airlanding,” the 80th Infantry
Division of the Italian army, so-called because it was designed for a planned invasion of Malta } so that she and Aunt Yvonne could
go on holiday he had rented a small villa in Rapallo and the villa’s owner was a frightfully well-bred lady who
was forever mentioning her aristocratic background, which was actually pretty dubious, and who loved to engage
in conversation while she was watering the garden and Mother and Aunt Yvonne sat on the terrace in the cool of
the evening; she always took her leave with the words, “Give my respects to the young officer,” which made Aunt
Yvonne crack up—after beating a hasty retreat from the terrace she would burst out laughing like a lunatic.
So on those summer afternoons while she lay in the armchair with a hankerchief over her eyes, if Mother heard
Nena whistling Banana Boat, she used to sigh and let it pass.
“What do you expect, poor treasure?” I’d heard Aunt Yvonne say; “if she’s not happy at her age when will she
be happy, so leave her be.” And Mother, her eyes glistening, had nodded in agreement, wringing her hands.
*
Aunt Yvonne had come to say goodbye at the beginning of May, looking contrite as well as scatty. She’d said,
“My dear, you do understand, we can’t not, what do you expect, Rodolfo can’t stay here, you know they’ve all
thrown themselves at him like a pack of jackals, not a day goes by without him appearing in the financial pages,
we can’t live like this any more, not even if he were Governor of the Bank of Italy, and you know, the job in
Switzerland is a really prestigious one, we haven’t had children, which is a great sadness, so his only satisfaction
is his career, I can’t block the direction his life is taking, it would be inhuman, and anyway Lausanne isn’t on the
other side of the world, is it? We’ll see each other at least once a year, in fact we’ll definitely spend September
here, and when you want to come and see us, our house will always be open.”
It was a Sunday morning. Mother had just put on her black veil, ready for mass, and was sitting motionless on
a chair staring straight in front of her, past Aunt Yvonne, who was sitting opposite her; past the sideboard in the
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drawing room which was behind Aunt Yvonne, and she nodded slowly, calmly, with a resigned look of understanding and affection.
Sundays had become much sadder without Aunt Yvonne’s visits. At least when she came there was a bit of
activity, commotion even, because she would arrive out of the blue and the telephone would ring throughout her
visit and even afterwards; also, she would put on a kitchen apron which looked really funny on top of the posh
clothes she used to wear—long silk skirts, chiffon blouses, that elegant hat with its organza 278amellia—and,
dressed up like that, she would declare that she was going to prepare some French delicacy for us, mousse a fa
Versailles, for example, seeing that the food in our house was “depressingly ordinary.” Then at the last minute it
always ended up with Mother having to resort to something “depressingly ordinary,” like steak with lemon juice
and buttered peas, because what with one telephone call and another Aunt Yvonne wouldn’t get the mousse
finished until four in the afternoon and Nena and I would hang about impatiently in the kitchen, pinching breadsticks and pieces of cheese.
But even so, all that turmoil at least brought a little joy into things, even if Mother had to wash up six or seven
Pyrex dishes; and anyway we had the mousse the next day and it was always absolutely delicious.
*
Throughout May and during part of June the days passed fairly quickly. Mother was completely preoccupied
with her azaleas, which that spring had been well behind and seemed almost reluctant to come out, as if they had
suffered along with the rest of the family.
“Flowers are so delicate,” Mother would say as she dug the soil, “they are well aware of what happens, they
are sensitive.”
I was very taken up with the third declension, especially even and uneven syllables, I could never remember
which nouns ended in -urn and which in -iurn. My teacher had said,
“This young man got off to a bad start at the beginning of the year, he muddles up all the declensions, and
anyway what do you expect, my dear lady, Latin is a precise language, it’s like mathematics, if you are not cut out
for it you’re not cut out for it, he is much better at free composition, however he could catch up with some hard
work.” And so I had spent the whole of May trying to catch up but clearly I had not caught up enough.
June passed one way and another. The azaleas finally came out, although they weren’t as glorious as the year
before, Mother was very busy building a kind of shelter for them out of rush mats, because if you weren’t careful
the sun would make them fade before you could blink, and she transferred the pots to the bottom of the garden,
placing them under the garden wall where they were in the sun only after five o’clock in the evening.
Poor old Tommaso busied himself around the garden like a man in despair, despite his trembling hands and his
faltering steps; he tried to make himself as useful as he could, cutting the grass with the scythe, painting the pots
the lemon trees were planted in on the terrace, he even once tried to treat the vine on the trellis around the garage
door with sulphur, because it was infested with bugs. However, he did more harm than good and he knew it, and
so he always looked terrified—for no good reason, although it was difficult to make him understand as much, and
he spent the day asking Mother over and over again not to send him to the old people’s home, for the sake of the
young officer whom he’d loved like a son, because in the old people’s home, they would make him stay in bed
and they would make him pee in a bed pan—a cousin of his who he went to see on Sundays had told him and he
would rather die; he’d never got married, and the last time he’d been seen naked was when his mother saw him
when he was fourteen, and the idea of some young lady making him pee in a bed pan sent him into a panic.
And then Mother’s eyes went all shiny and she would say, “Don’t talk nonsense, Tommaso, you’ll die here,
this is your home,” and Tommaso would have kissed her hands but Mother took a step backwards and told him to
stop his whining because she had enough sadness in her life already and instead would he please think about
digging up all those weeds under the privet bushes which were smothering the plants.
*
The worst days came around the end of July when we were hit by a heatwave, people said there’d been nothing
like it for years.
The mornings were bearable, more or less. I would put on my roller skates and practice a bit on the brick drive
that ran from the front door to the garden wall; Mother was busy with lunch, at times she would even have the
radio on, which was a good sign, but only programmes with talking, like the news or Listeners Write In, and if
they put on songs she would immediately change station.
But the afternoons were heavy and monotonous, weighed down with sadness and silence, even the distant
rumble of the town died away and it was as if the house and garden were covered with a frosted-glass bell-jar
inside which the crickets were the only living survivors.
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Mother sat in the armchair in the drawing room with a damp handkerchief over her eyes and rested her head
against the back of the chair, I would be sitting at the little desk in the study outside my bedroom from where I
could see her if I craned my neck, trying to imprint nix-nivis, and strix-strigis on my memory to see if I could pass
the exams in September, and I could hear Nena pottering about in her play-house, humming Banana Boat or tramping up and down the path taking Belafonte, poor thing, for a walk as far as the garden gate and whispering to
him, “Let’s go and see some people, my dear,” as if there was goodness knows who outside our gate.
But at that time of day the street was completely deserted, and in any case it wasn’t very busy at other times.
Looking down the street, beyond the cleared site where the new houses were being built, you could see the town,
wrapped in a shimmering haze, and to the left the road disappeared off into the yellow countryside dotted with
trees and isolated cottages. At about five o’clock, but not every day, the ice-cream man’s cart would go past
shaped like a gondola with a view of St. Mark’s and the words “Venetian Specialities” painted on the side. It was
pedalled along with immense effort by a little man who would blow a brass trumpet to attract people’s attention
and shout, “Two cones, feefty francs!” at the top of his voice. And then, everything became silent and lonely
again.
*
After what had happened, Mother had taken to locking the gate so that no one could get in and we couldn’t get
out, and ever since then even seeing the ice-cream man was better than nothing.
My teacher had said that it would be a good idea for me to have some private lessons, but Mother had replied
that she thought that was a little difficult, we all lived a very secluded life, she hoped she would understand, and if
it hadn’t been for the deliveries she would have had the telephone taken out; she kept it for that reason alone or in
case someone should feel ill, and anyway she kept it off the hook all day because she couldn’t stand the ringing.
An excessive precaution perhaps, since who would ring up now that Aunt Yvonne had moved to Lausanne?
Nena had reacted worse than me to mother’s new habit of not going out any more, but she didn’t have the good
fortune that I had to fill the afternoons with plurals in -ium, so she had nothing to do, poor thing; at primary
school no one has to re-sit exams in September, and for a while she tried to kill time in her play-house or by
dragging Belafonte on the leash as far as the gate to see people; but then she got bored, she didn’t even feel like
singing Banana Boat any more, and she would tiptoe up to my window and say,
“I’m bored, come to my playhouse for a bit and play a game, I’ll be the lady and you can be the architect
who’s courting me.”
I sent her away with a whisper so as not to wake Mother, and if she persisted, I would chant strix, strigis, strix,
strigis like a curse, which she understood clearly enough and she would walk away furiously, sticking her tongue
out at me.
*
But Mother wasn’t asleep and I knew as much.
I had noticed that at times she would cry silently, with her head resting against the chair; I could see a tear
sliding down each cheek, below the handkerchief covering her eyes, and an almost imperceptible quiver ran
through her hands which lay still in her lap. Then I would close my Latin grammar, staring for a while at the
sepia\fn{Reddish-brown} Minerva on the cover, and slip out into the garden through the mesh door of the back kitchen on the side by the garage, so as not to get trapped by Nena into playing the architect in her stupid games.
On that side of the house the grass was pretty long, because Tommaso hadn’t been able to cut it, and I used to
like to walk through it, drenched in the sticky heat, feeling the blades of grass brushing against my bare legs, as
far as the wire fence along the little wall which separated the garden from the open countryside. I went looking for
lizards who made their nests near there and who used to lie absolutely still sunbathing on the stones, with their
heads held high and their little eyes looking into the void. I could actually have caught them with a reed lasso
which a school friend of mine had taught me how to make, but I preferred to watch those little bodies which the
slightest noise made so puzzled and suspicious, apparently absorbed in some indecipherable prayer.
*
Often I found myself crying and I didn’t know why.
The tears ran without my being able to stop them, but it certainly wasn’t because of my Latin; by now I knew
the even and uneven syllables by heart—basically Mother was right about these things, there was no need to have
private lessons and leave the house, all that was needed was a bit of study. I sometimes simply felt like crying and
so I would sit down on the little wall and look at the lizards and think of previous summers.
The memory which made me cry the most was a mental picture: Father and me on a tandem, him in front and
me behind, Mother and Nena following us on another tandem, shouting, “Wait for us;” in the background was the
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dark pine forest of Forte dei Marmi and in front of us the blue of the sea, Father was wearing white shorts and
whoever got to Balena beach first got a blueberry ice-cream.
And then I couldn’t hold back the sobs and I had to cover my mouth with my hand so that Mother wouldn’t
hear me, my muted voice made a soft mewing that sounded rather like Belafonte when he refused to be dragged
along on the leash; and my saliva mixed with tears soaked my handkerchief which I would desperately stuff into
my mouth and then I would start biting my hands, slowly, taking little bites, and at that point strangely everything
got mixed up and then, sharply, very distinctly, in my mouth I could taste the unmistakable flavour of blueberry
ice-cream.
It was that taste which managed to calm me down; I would suddenly feel exhausted, with no strength left to
cry, or move or think. All around me in the grass little flies buzzed and ants hurried past, I felt as if I were at the
bottom of a well, I could feel a great weight in my chest, I couldn’t even swallow and I stayed staring fixedly at
the blanket of heat which made the horizon all hazy. Then, slowly, I would get up again and go back into the
kitchen. Mother was still pretending to be asleep in the armchair and perhaps she really had nodded off. I could
hear Nena scolding Belafonte; she was saying,
“What a silly thing you are, fancy not appreciating a tassel like this, why do you insist on spoiling it, silly
thing, not every cat has got one of these, you know.” I would raise the metal blind at my window and call her
quietly,
“Pss, pss, Nena, come inside and we’ll have tea, do you fancy some bread and ricotta or would you rather have
jam, I’ll open a new pot.” And she would come running indoors full of excitement, leaving Belafonte in the lurch
as he tried in vain to slip the tassel over his head; she was thrilled that I’d finally remembered her, perhaps hoping
that she could still manage to persuade me to play ladies and architects.
*
Mother usually stirred around six o’clock, wandering through the house tidying up things which weren’t untidy—things like moving an ornament a few inches, smoothing out a lace mat which had got rumpled up under a
vase.
Then she would come into the kitchen, wash the dishes which she hadn’t felt like doing after lunch and get
ready to cook supper, but without any urgency, since there was nothing else to do all evening; Tommaso wouldn’t
be back before ten, he’d have been given a bite of supper at the old people’s home where he now spent the day,
since his cousin was quite ill and the sisters allowed him to stay with him the whole day.
“In fact if there’s someone else picking up the pieces, they’re doing those women a favor,” Mother had said
scornfully.
It was the nicest part of the whole day, at least we were together with Mother, at last the occasional word was
spoken, not real, proper conversations, but there was always some little satisfaction to be had.
For example, the radio could be turned on and although the volume was kept low, even if they were broadcasting popular songs Mother didn’t change stations, given that Nena used to beg, “Go on, Mummy, please, a
little bit of music”—and how could anyone resist her when she put on that voice which was half wheedling, half
heart-broken.
But I preferred the gentleman who used to talk about all the countries of the world; he would refer to the
capital cities which featured in my geography book, how I used to enjoy sitting listening to him, he would say,
“Today in Paris General de Gaulle began consulations over the Suez problem …” and I would close my eyes and
would see the Eiffel Tower illustrated in my book, all slender and pierced with holes, and the pyramids and the
sphinx with its face eaten away by time and the dust from the desert.
*
In bed I had difficulty getting to sleep.
I lay with my eyes open staring at the frame of light around the window, listening to Nena’s regular breathing
as she slept peacefully. Before going to bed, Mother used to come and do a quick inspection because Belafonte
would often slip under Nena’s bed and then during the night would sleep curled up at her feet, and Mother said
that wasn’t hygienic.
But these days Belafonte managed to get away with it because he’d understood how things worked and now
only crawled out from under the bed when everything in the house was completely silent. I said nothing because,
even though I didn’t like Belafonte, it was obvious that Nena needed some company. And so, in the darkness of
my room, while Nena was sleeping and Belafonte purred and clawed the sheet, I would lie listening to the noise
of the trains leaving town and whistling.
Often I would imagine leaving.
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I saw myself climbing stealthily on to one of those trains during the night when it slowed down for the repair
work underway on the sleepers. I had with me a tiny bag, my watch with fluorescent hands and my geography
book.
The carpet of the corridors was soft under your feet, the compartments were upholstered in red velvet and had
white linen headrests, there was a smell of tobacco and upholstery, the few travelers were asleep, the pale blue
lights were turned down low. I would settle down in an empty compartment, open my geography book and decide
to travel to one of those photographs, sometimes La ville lumière, seen from the top of Notre-Dame, sometimes
The Athens Parthenon seen at sunset; but the photograph which attracted me most was the port of Singapore
swarming with bicycles and people with pointed hats against a background of strange-looking houses. I would be
woken up by the heat haze of a misty dawn, the first sunlight coming through the slats of the venetian blind and
tracing on the floor a pale yellow ladder which slanted up the fringe of Nena’s bedspread.
I had no desire to get up. I knew that another day just like all the rest was about to begin: cod-liver oil, bread
and butter with jam, milky coffee, the morning wasted waiting for lunch, and finally the endless afternoon, my
Latin, Mother snoozing in the drawing room, Nena humming Banana Boat in her playhouse, dragging Belafonte
around behind her. All that until the afternoon when Nena ran across the garden, stood under the drawing-room
window, called, “Mummy, Mummy,” and said those words.
*
It was a Saturday afternoon.
I remember the day because on Saturday mornings the grocery-man came, parking his van outside the front
gate and unloading the things Mother had ordered by phone. That morning it so happened that he had also brought
the crème caramels which Nena adored; I would have liked them too but I tried not to eat them because the hole
in one of my back teeth would hurt afterwards and in any case I would have to wait until September to go to the
dentist, because in September Aunt Yvonne would be coming for a week and she would sort it out—there was no
way Mother would want to take me down to town, not at the moment. I was concentrating on studying IupiterIovis, which had a hideous declension, even though it had no plural form, thank goodness, and so to begin with I
paid no attention to what Nena said and in any case she was always coming and annoying me or disturbing
Mother, saying things like,
“Come quickly, Belafonte has hurt himself,” or,
“Mummy, when I’m older can I have blue hair like Aunt Yvonne?” And if you listened to her, that was it, she
would start pestering and you couldn’t stop her, the best thing was to discourage her right away by pretending not
to hear.
And so on that occasion I took almost a minute to realize what she had said.
I had my head between my hands and was desperately repeating the ablative; what Nena had said sounded just
like one of her usual pieces of nonsense. But suddenly I felt a rush of heat to my forehead, then I started shaking
and I realized that my hands were also trembling on top of the Minerva on the front of my Latin grammar, which
had closed all by itself.
I don’t know how long I stayed there without moving, incapable of getting up, with my hands lying inert on
the book. It seemed as if a glass bell-jar had been lowered over the house, immersing it in silence. From my desk I
could just see Mother, who had got up out of her chair and was standing, pale-faced, leaning on the window-sill;
her handkerchief had fallen on to the floor and she was holding on to thewindow-sill as if she were about to fall,
and I could see her mouth moving as she talked to Nena, but by some strange piece of magic I couldn’t hear anything; her lips moving slowly reminded me of the mouth of a dying fish.
Then I made a sudden movement, my knee knocked the desk which screeched on the tiled floor, and it was as
if I had flicked a switch: sound came back all around me, once again I could hear the concert of crickets in the
garden, the whistle of a train in the distance, the buzzing of a bee pushing up against the grille and mother’s expressionless voice, mechanical and distant, saying,
“Come inside the house now, my love, it’s too hot, you need a little sleep, you can’t stay outside in this heat, it
can be very dangerous for children.”
*
It was a strange afternoon.
Nena resigned herself without making a fuss to having a rest on the sofa, something which had never
happened, and when she woke up she sat quietly in the kitchen doing drawings. That day I had no success with
my Latin however hard I tried. I forced myself to concentrate on the adjectives with three endings and I repeated
them doggedly; but my mind was a long way away, madly chasing those words of Nena’s which perhaps I had
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misunderstood, which I had certainly misunderstood, which Mother would have told me I had misunderstood, if
only I had asked her.
But the fact was that I had no desire to ask her.
On the Monday a letter arrived from Aunt Yvonne and we all nearly cried. She wouldn’t be coming to see us in
September, as she had promised when she left last time. She and Rodolfo were going to Chamonix, not because
they liked Chamonix, “you know I can’t stand the mountains, they make me feel melancholy, but everyone goes
there in the summer, well, everyone in a manner of speaking—Rodolfo’s colleagues—and if you don’t do the
minimum of socializing here, I mean if you don’t cultivate the right people, they look at you as if you were an
ape; as it is they have a superiority complex about Italians, so if on top of that you let them know that you don’t
like the chic places, you’re done for, nobody takes any notice of you any more; I’d almost say that Rome was
better, apart from the hassle and the salary, at least the sun shone, rather than the appalling climate here …”
Perhaps Mother’s silences began as a result of that letter, or perhaps because of the twaddle that Nena had
come out with, who knows, but it was more likely because of the letter.
Not that Mother was gloomy, or even melancholy. It was more that she just wasn’t there; you could see that
something was occupying her thoughts, you would say to her, “Excuse me, Mummy, can I have the crème
caramel left over from lunch?” or something similar, and she wouldn’t answer you; after a minute or two she
would say, “Oh, did you ask me something?” and her eyes were staring into the distance, beyond the kitchen
window, at the road which disappeared into the countryside, as if she was expecting someone to arrive. And you
would repeat the same question as before, “I asked you for the left-over crème caramel, Mummy,” but there was
no reply this time either, just a vague gesture in the air which meant,
“That’s fine, do what you want, can’t you see I’m thinking about something else?”
And so you even stopped wanting the pudding; and anyway what sense did eating crème caramel have, wasn’t
it better to go and study Latin to keep your mind occupied a bit?
I learned the fourth declension perfectly. It’s true that it didn’t present the same difficulties as the third, far
from it, even the introduction in the first paragraph said so:
“The Fourth Declension does not present any specific peculiarities, except for rare exceptions which need to be
learned by heart, see paragraph four,” and I almost began to miss the third declension, at least that week if I’d had
something really difficult to learn, it would have taken my mind off things, but with only that stupid domusdomus to worry about, all I did was think about what Nena had said, about Aunt Yvonne who wouldn’t be coming,
and about Mother’s silences.
In my notebook I wrote little phrases like silentium domus triste est, which I would then cross out with a line
of criss-crosses joined together, like a barbed wire fence; it was a technique which the boy who sat next to me in
class had taught me—he called it barbed-wire crossing out—and I really liked it.
*
After that extraordinary day when she had had an afternoon sleep, Nena had gone back to her old habits and
would spend the afternoon in her playhouse, but she didn’t sing Banana Boat any more, she had realized it wasn’t
really the thing to do. And she no longer came to my window to pester me or invite me to play the part of the
architect courting her. She was resigned to being left on her own in the garden—goodness, she must have been
bored, poor Nena; every now and then, spying through the mesh fly-screen, I could see her busy combing
Belafonte with a big red comb which had arrived for her from Lausanne together with some curlers and a batterypowered hair-dryer which blew real hot air, in a box which had a picture of a curly haired doll and the words La
petite coijfeuse on the lid.
But she played wearily, as if her heart wasn’t really in it, and who knows how much she would have liked to
come and invite me to play the architect? And sometimes I too would have preferred to close my stupid book and
go and find her and say, “I’ve decided to be the architect courting you, come on, let’s play, stop being so quiet,
why don’t you sing a bit of Banana Boat, it makes me feel happy;” instead I sat with my chin resting on the palm
of my hand watching the distant countryside which quivered in the dense summer air.
But the following Saturday it happened again.
*
It was two o’clock in the afternoon, Mother was sitting in the armchair with the blinds closed, I was busy
doing an exercise entitled Domus Aurea crammed full of adjectives with three endings agreeing with fourth
declension nouns, a real torment. Nena must have been somewhere near the front gate, she may have been taking
Belafonte for a little walk, I had lost sight of her for a minute or two.
I saw her arrive out of breath from around the corner of the house, on the verandah side; then she stopped,
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perplexed, looked behind her, ran a few steps forward, stopped, turned round again. The noise of the gravel under
the soles of her sandals was the only sound in the afternoon silence.
Initially it seemed as if she couldn’t decide which window to choose, then she rejected Mother’s, perhaps
because the blinds were completely shut, came over to my window and called me, but she didn’t use my name,
she simply said, “Listen, listen, please listen;” and her voice seemed to beg, not like when she was whining for
something, now it sounded quite different; I’d never heard Nena sound like this, it was as if she were crying
without actually crying.
I don’t know why I didn’t go to the window. Or rather, I knew perfectly well because I could feel it.
I realized, with a great feeling of emptiness and bewilderment, what she would tell me, and I knew that what
she would tell me would be unbearable, I wouldn’t be able to listen to her, I might start shouting and hitting her
wildly, pulling those stupid little pigtails that she was so proud of, and then I would start crying uncontrollably, no
longer afraid of being heard, sobbing just like I felt like doing.
I sat in silence, holding my breath. We were very close to one another, a few centimeters apart, only separated
by the fly-screen at the window. But Nena wasn’t tall enough to see over the window-sill and look inside. I hoped
against hope that she thought I was asleep and I touched the metal of my ink-well with my calendar as I did every
time I wanted something to happen, like a kind of spell.
Nena fell silent, I could hear her heavy, excited breathing, then from the sound of footsteps on the gravel I
could tell that she was heading towards the verandah door. Barefoot and trying not to make the slightest noise, I
went over to the window and closed the blinds. I opened the door to the hall, barely a crack, and lay down on my
bed. From that position I would be able to hear everything, even if they spoke in whispers. If I had put my eye to
the crack in the door I could have seen Mother in the armchair, but I preferred not to risk being seen myself, all I
needed to do was to listen to them, even though I knew everything already.
*
This time Mother did cry. Perhaps she couldn’t stop herself, I don’t know, perhaps she was feeling particularly
low, and yet it wasn’t like the first time, when she had reacted almost with indifference.
She pulled Nena into her arms and said, “My little treasure,” and then pushed her away again, wiping away her
own tears and letting out little subdued sobs, like someone swallowing. And then she asked her if I knew and
Nena said,
“He’s asleep.”
“It’s better that way,” said Mother, “leave him in peace, he’s so busy with his Latin, poor thing, studying all
day long.” And then she sighed;
“But why do you tell me such things, Maddalena, can’t you see how sad Mummy is?”
I stuffed my face into my pillow so that they couldn’t hear me, Nena’s prattling was a bit muffled, but in any
case I already knew what she was saying, she was saying,
“Yes, Mummy, that’s what happened, Mummy, I swear, he was riding a bike, he had a knotted handkerchief on
his head, he wanted something from the house, I could see that, I got a good look at him and he saw me too, but
he cycled past as if he couldn’t stop, please believe me, Mummy.”
I don’t know how the next week passed.
Quickly, yes, it passed quickly. I should have been doing a revision exercise of all the exceptions, but I gave
up. On my piece of paper squiggles appeared, absurd doodles which kept my mind off things, barbed-wire crisscrosses with which I would cross out an idea which kept coming to me, obsessively: next Saturday, Nena will take
him a hat and a note from Mother. I’d even translated this phrase into Latin, and it seemed even stranger in that
language, as if the foreignness of the language emphasized the absurdity of the meaning, and it frightened me. But
I said nothing to the others, and I didn’t give them any hint that I had realized what was going on.
Outwardly my behaviour remained the same: in the morning I watered Mother’s azaleas—at that time of day
the garden was pleasant, it still smelt of the coolness of the night, sparrows hopped from one branch to another
among the oleanders, and the crickets hadn’t started singing yet, you could see the town clearly in the crisp air,
and all around there was a feeling of happiness and lightness. After lunch I helped Mother clear the table, as usual,
and when I had finished, I would say,
“I’m going to do my school-work.”
I would go into my bedroom, close the study door, pull the blinds half-shut, and stretch out on my bed, looking
at the ceiling where the slats of the blinds drew a rainbow in light and shade. I didn’t want to think, my eyes kept
closing but I couldn’t sleep, under my eyelids a whole range of images went past—me arriving in the port of
Singapore which, curiously, looked identical to the photograph in my book, the only difference being that I was
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there in the photograph.
And suddenly it was Saturday.
*
That morning I said nothing, I did nothing, I tried to be seen as little as possible. Mother was in the kitchen and
I was in the drawing room. She came into the drawing room and I went out into the garden, Nena came out into
the garden and I went off to my room. But they were behaving like that simply to show that they were acting
normally, which complicated things terribly, because they forced me to pretend that I hadn’t realized that anything
was going on. The worst moment of this game of hide-and-seek was when I burst into the kitchen thinking that
both of them were outside and I caught Mother passing a note to Nena.
The silly girl went bright red and hid the note behind her back, but the thing was so obvious that I couldn’t
pretend not to have noticed, otherwise they really would have become suspicious, so I had to resort to a shameful
piece of fiction and said quite casually,
“There’s no point you hiding those letters from Aunt Yvonne, I know she writes to you and not to me, you
always were her favorite.” And then Mother said,
“Come on, don’t argue like that, you two, you know jealousy between brothers and sisters is a mortal sin.” And
I had a real feeling of relief, but my shirt was sticking to me with sweat.
Immediately after lunch I said I was going to have a sleep because I felt really lazy, it must have been the
heavy heat, and my comment was met with general understanding. From my bed I could hear them nattering away
in the kitchen, but I made up what they said because in fact they were talking very very quietly and I could only
hear an indistinct muttering, in any case it didn’t matter to me, I had no interest in dechiphering what they were
saying.
Nena went out at exactly a quarter to two, just as the clock was chiming the single stroke for the hour and then
the three short ones for the forty-five minutes. I heard the fly-door\fn{ As the old-fashioned wooden-framed screen-doors
were once called} of the back kitchen creak and the gravel crunching lightly as footsteps receded, heading towards
the front gate. And this made me feel distressed and anxious because I realized that I was waiting too, and that
seemed rather awful and absurd, a bit like a sin. The clock struck two and I began to count, one, two, three, four,
five, six, seven, eight, nine, ten. I knew it was the stupidest thing I could do but I couldn’t stop myself and while I
was thinking how stupid it was, I continued to count to tick off the seconds, as if it were a kind of spell, to protect
myself: I didn’t know what I was protecting myself from, or rather I didn’t have the courage to admit it to myself.
When I reached a hundred and twenty, I heard Nena’s footsteps. I could make them out when she was still
quite a long way away, at the end of the drive; on the way back she avoided the gravel but I could hear her
anyway and I got up drenched in sweat and tiptoed to the window. Through the slats of the blind I saw her coming
slowly towards the house, eyes down, with an expression of sadness on her face which I had never seen before,
because she was always so happy; in one hand she was carrying a hat and in the other a piece of paper which she
was twisting between her finger and thumb. So then I went back to bed and fell asleep.
And it felt as if I didn’t wake up until the following Saturday.
Because the next week really flew past in its slowness, wrapped in silence interwoven with glances between
Mother and Nena, while I tried to keep out of their way as much as possible, with the excuse that the revision
exercises kept me busy all afternoon. But in fact they didn’t keep me busy at all, because my notebook was full of
barbed-wire crossings out.
*
The following Saturday morning Mother made ravioli stuffed with ricotta.
It was a long time since we’d had ravioli with ricotta, we’d almost forgotten what they were like, for months
we had eaten nothing but the most depressingly ordinary food.
Mother got up very early indeed. I woke up at six and heard her moving around quietly in the kitchen, working. It was a lovely morning. When Nena and I got up we found the table covered in strips of pasta, all ready to be
cut up with the shell-shaped cutter and then filled with ricotta. We had to sit at the little table with the radio to
drink our milky coffee, then we rushed to cut out the ravioli—well, Nena cut them out with the cutter, and I filled
each one with a spoon and handed it to Mother, who made sure it was sealed by folding the edges over and pressing gently with her fingers, with great care, because if you pressed too hard the filling shot out and the ravioli
were ruined.
“Today we’re having a bit of a celebration,” Mother said, “it’s a special day.”
At which, without knowing why, I again felt that same rush of heat to my chest that I had felt when Nena had
said what she did, and then I began to sweat and said, “Goodness, it’s hot already this morning;” and Mother said,
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“Well, of course, today is the third of August, remember this day, today is Saturday the third of August;” and I
said,
“If you don’t mind, Mummy, I’m going to my room for a bit, if you need any help give me a call.”
I don’t know why I didn’t go outside, perhaps it would have been better, the heavy heat hadn’t descended on
the garden yet, I could have checked the state of the pergola, at least done something. But I preferred the semidarkness of my bedroom.
Mother was happy during lunch, too happy. The ravioli were delicious and Nena wanted two helpings, but
Mother seemed keen that we should hurry up and finish and kept looking at the clock. At one fifteen we finished
lunch and Mother cleared the table in a hurry, saying,
“It’s better to leave the dishes until later, let’s all go and have a rest, it will do you two good as well, we all got
up too early this morning.”
Nena, unusually for her, didn’t make a fuss and went and lay down on the sofa in the breakfast room straight
away.
Mother settled herself in her usual armchair in the drawing room, with the blinds closed and a handkerchief
over her eyes. I lay on the bed, fully dressed, without pulling back the covers, waiting. In the silence of the room I
could hear my heart beating noisily, and it seemed to me as if that thudding could be heard in all the other rooms
in the house. Maybe I dozed off but it was probably only for a few minutes, then I came to with a start when the
clock chimed a quarter to two and I lay in silence, motionless, listening.
*
I got up when I heard the armchair in the drawing room creaking—it was the only noise, Mother was very
quiet indeed. I waited for a few seconds behind the blinds, I noticed that I was trembling, yet not because I was
cold; I had to clench my teeth to stop them from chattering.
Then the door of the back kitchen opened slowly and Mother went outside. At first, strangely, it didn’t even
look like her, it was my mother in the photograph on the sideboard, where she stands arm in arm with Father in
front of St. Mark’s basilica in Venice, and underneath someone had written
“Venice, 14 April 1942.”
She was wearing the same white dress with big black polka-dots, her shoes with the funny little strap done up
around her ankle and a little white veil covering her face. On the lapel of her jacket she had a blue silk camelia
and she had a crocodile-skin handbag on one arm.
In one hand, very carefully, as if she were carrying a precious object, she was holding a man’s hat which I
recognized.
She walked lightly between the lemon trees in their pots, to where the drive began, moving more gracefully
than I had ever seen her; looking at her from behind she seemed much younger and only now did I realize that
Nena walked exactly like her, swaying slightly and holding her shoulders in the same position. She disappeared
round the corner of the house and I heard her footsteps on the gravel.
My heart was beating faster than ever, I was all sticky with sweat, the thought occurred to me that I should get
my dressing-gown but at that moment the clock struck two and I couldn’t pull my hands away from the windowsill.
I gently moved two slats of the blind apart to see better. The wait seemed interminable, how long she’s taking,
I thought, why doesn’t she come back?
And at that moment Mother came round the corner, walking with her head held high, staring straight in front of
her with that distracted, distant look on her face which made her look like Aunt Yvonne, and a smile hovering on
her lips. She had put the bag over her shoulder, which made her look even younger.
At one point she stopped, opened her handbag, pulled out the round powder compact with the little mirror
inside the lid, flicked the catch and the compact opened all by itself.
She took the powder puff, rubbed it over the powder and looking at herself in the mirror, lightly dusted her
cheeks.
And at that moment I felt a huge desire to call out, to say to her, Mummy, I’m here, but I couldn’t utter a single
word.
All I sensed was an intense flavor of blueberries filling my mouth and my nostrils and invading the room, the
air, the whole world around me.
55.105 A Naughty Schoolboy\fn{by Stefano Benni (1947285

)}

Bologna, Emilia Romagna, Italy (M) 3

The flower of the nation’s youth was flocking to the De Bono Middle School. Smart little boys with closecropped hair and sticking-out ears, all wearing the regulation uniform—blue blazer, striped tie, jeans and loafers
—and pretty young girls in little blue suits and air-hostess silk scarves wearing a touch of make-up a la Lolita.
Their expression was one of utter seriousness as they walked through the school gates, and you would have
thought they were adult dwarfs were it not for the brightly colored rucksacks on their backs—all the same make,
as per a directive from the Ministry of Education, but distinguished by the slogans and stickers on them:
paraphernalia associated with idols of screen and stage, glittering stars, puppies, kittens and little monsters,
declarations of love for classmates, famous singers and voluptuous TV babes, badges of sports cars and
superbikes, and the occasional political insignia, skull and crossbones or mini-swastika inserted between a Sieg
Heil and an I love Chiara.
And a whole series of expressions of love and generosity such as There’s only one Nino, Rosanna’s fantastic,
Kim’s a star, Piero forever, each one written in pink or yellow fluorescent pen and framed with little birds and love
hearts, in surprising contrast to what graced the walls of the school—a selection of ruthless graffiti such as Nino’s
queer, Rosanna sucks Monaldo, Kim’s a dickhead, Piero’s a junkie, all embellished with sketches of male organs,
other anatomical details and more swastikas.
You could conclude that these children were developing split personalities: an angelic streak which they liked
to wear on their clothes, rucksacks and lambrettas, and a devilish streak which they got out of their system by
smearing it over the walls like shit.
The ringing of the bell was interrupted by an advert for a well-known brand of snack broadcast over all floors
of the building by the school tannoy.\fn{A (British) term for a type of public address system } The presidential portrait, six
metres by six, with its caring but somewhat obtuse smile, stood proud in the entrance hall, but by some trick of
the light, the normally benevolent eyes of the President lit up angrily on seeing young Zeffirini arriving late,
looking a bit of a mess.
Zeffirini was an unprepossessing twelve-year-old; his regulation short hair had a kind of unbrushable and
rebellious tuft on top, a cockscomb, a shark’s fin, which made him look like a cat with its hair standing on end. He
was covered in spots,\fn{Acne} even though a wide range of astringent and smoothing creams was now on sale,
even in the school’s own internal supermarket. His tie was crooked, his shirt was hanging out and his rucksack,
minus one strap, dangled awkwardly.
Taking a run up along the wide corridor, Zeffirini attempted a long slide to the foot of the stair, but his
trajectory was prematurely ended by the diaphragm of Signor Amedeo, the Principal, who, being a PE teacher as
well, manfully withstood the collision.
“Zeffirini, you again,” he said angrily. “Always late!”
“I missed the bus, sir.”
“And why haven’t you got a moped yet, Zeffirini? I’m going to have to speak to your parents about this.”
“They say I’m too young.”
“Young, young! You’re twelve years old, so you’re already a fully-fledged citizen.”
“Can I go now?” said Zeffirini. The second bell had already rung.
“Yes—er, no. Just a moment.”
The Principal examined his regulation rucksack with a concerned air.
“If it’s the strap you’re worried about, I’ll repair it right away.”
“It’s not the strap I’m worried about,” said the Principal. “Why haven’t you got any stickers or badges or
slogans on your rucksack? Can’t you find anything you like in this country?”
The bell rang for the third and last time, followed by an advert for a new video game. Zeffirini gestured to
show that he could not wait any longer, disengaged himself from the Principal and shot up the stairs three at a
time.
He just made it. His neighbour, Ricci, greeted him with regal indifference before returning to his reading of the
motorbike catechism. Behind him, young Milvio whispered in his ear:
“Zeffirini, you’re being tested today and you’re going to get stuffed, you spotty twat.”
“Maybe I am,” said Zeffirini, picking up his ruler. He span round and took a swipe at Milvio’s face. Milvio
then tried to strangle Zeffirini from behind, but they quickly left each other alone when their Italian teacher came
in.
She was a small, strict teacher with a regulation uniform so well ironed that it looked like eternit.\fn{ A type of
fibre cement} She sat down and solemnly placed the register on her desk.
“Someone close the window!” she said without looking up.
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The windows were already closed, but Piomboli, the head of the class, got up anyway, fiddled with a handle
and pretended to close it again. The introduction to the national anthem could be heard.
“Everyone stand up,” ordered the teacher.
The music got louder and the unbroken, squeaky voices began to sing the immortal words in the style of a
patriotic karaoke, some with their hand on their heart, others scratching their backsides, some hesitantly, others as
loud as possible:
My country is one and strong
The president is our father
I will work as hard as I can
As hard as I can
Beautiful country of my heart.

The music faded out. There followed twenty seconds of propaganda for the imminent local elections before the
children sat down in absolute silence. It was test day, and when the teacher opened the register, it was as if a
stench of plague rose from it, the smell of an opened tomb.
“Today I’m going to be testing …” she said. In the pause that followed the flower of the nation’s youth froze,
numb with fear; some huddled in foetal pose, others blocked their ears, some disappeared under their desks,
others looked at each other as if to beg for reciprocal help, for in that moment they were all in the same position, a
helpless flock of birds with a rifle aimed in their midst.
“Zeffirini!” The rifle went off
Limbs were unclenched, faces relaxed, many smiled, exchanging sweets. Everyone then looked at Zeffirini, the
little bird who had been hit, as he approached the teacher’s desk with his wings down, whilst a single, approving
voice seemed to accompany him on his journey:
Tough shit, mate.
The teacher, from behind her gold-rimmed glasses, examined the face of the pupil with some contempt. Zeffirini was not looking at her; he was trying to roll up a piece of recently extracted nasal waste with a view to
disposing of it in an ecologically sound manner. He looked out of the window and saw a blackbird on a branch.
He seemed to be entranced.
“Today I’m going to test you on your Italian,” said the teacher. “Have you been studying?”
“Yes, miss,” answered Zeffirini. The blackbird flew away.
“Then tell me about the evolution of the TV presenter in the history of Italian culture.”
“Er … yes, well, initially the TV presenter’s role was, basically, to present and that’s all—”
“Well, well!” said the teacher sarcastically. “A TV presenter who presents. Now isn’t that strange?”
The rest of the class laughed. Zeffirini attempted to go on.
“I meant that they weren’t required to educate their audience culturally as well, but then later they did educate
them, for example with questions in quiz shows, or by having interesting guests … and that was how the talk
show started …”
“The exact date?”
“I think it was 1975, wasn’t it? … or 1973?”
“You don’t know, do you? It was 16 January 1976 with the first episode of Say It on the Sofa. What was the
presenter's name? If you don’t know, go back to your place.”
“Costantini.”
“That’s right. Now tell me the names of some of Costantini’s other programmes. And then tell me what Costantini’s great cultural discovery was, the one for which we all remember him today.”
“Immediately afterwards Costantini did a programme called The Country Wants to Know. His great discovery
is … is … er …”
“The finger-on-the-buzzer round,” suggested a voice from the back of the class.
“The finger-on-the-buzzer round,” said Zeffirini.
“No, no, you idiot!” groaned the teacher, putting her head in her hands. “Who knows the answer?”
A mass of hands adorned with little bracelets went up.
“You answer, Fantuzzi.”
“Costantini’s great cultural discovery,” said Fantuzzi, a slight, blonde little girl, “was the action replay. It was
he who, for the first time in 1970, showed a goal twice. Although it wasn’t he who discovered the slow-motion
replay, but a brilliant commentator from the provinces, Bottura, who—”
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“Well done, Fantuzzi,” said the teacher. “Shall I put nine out of ten down in my mark book or would you rather
have a copy of Polly’s Diary for Clever Girls with all the pictures of your favorite film stars?”
“I’ll have the nine, please. I’ve already got three diaries,” she said politely.
“Good. But Zeffirini, this is very poor.”
Zeffirini nodded, sticking his nasal waste on the videoscreen.
“I’ll give you another chance. From which masterpiece of twentieth-century television does the following
extract come? I’ll read it to you:
I’m leaving because I have to. But you can be sure that wherever I am, you’ll be with me. Because I can’t forget
what it’s been like between you and me, and even if you’re my best friend’s wife and our companies are in competition
with each other, the days that I spent with you in that sailing school were the most wonderful days of my life, a breath
of fresh air in the barren desert of existence, and so I’m leaving because I have to. But you can be sure that wherever I
go you’ll be with me, because

Can you tell me the next line, Zeffirini?”
“Er … because I can’t forget …?”
“No.”
“Because you’re the only true love of my life?”
“No.”
“The woman of my dreams?”
“No.”
“Because I love you more than I love myself?”
“You’re clearly making wild guesses … now at least tell me who he is, who she is, and the name of the
masterpiece in question.”
“I don’t know,” said Zeffirini, looking at the floor.
“Who knows?”
Hands in the air again.
“Piomboli.”
“He’s Ronson Cormack, she’s Mary Ann Keeler, the name of the epic TV series is Money Loves Money and
these words are spoken in the final episode of the first series, episode 500.”
“And why are they famous, Piomboli?”
“Because they are the last words spoken by the actor Chris Wallace who was playing Ronson, and two days
later he was killed in a windsurfing accident and his place was taken by William Craig Lennox who has played
Ronson up until now.”
“Well done, Piomboli. I’ll give you nine—”
“I’ve already got lots of good marks. Could I have the Death on the Motorway videogame?”
“Of course,” said the teacher.
She had a soft spot for Piomboli because he was blond, very elegant, very hard-working and the nephew of the
mayor. She looked at him with a maternal air before resuming her expression of icy indifference as she turned to
Zeffirini, who was silently rocking backwards and forwards on one leg like an idiot.
“Zeffirini, I ought to send you away with two out of ten, but I’m going to make one last effort. Have you done
your homework? Have you learnt a section of the TV news by heart?”
“Er … a little bit …”
“Go on, then.”
“The President spoke today about a significant step forward in our economy … er … as … he said that
inflation … I mean, deflation—”
“Do you know it or don’t you?”
“No, miss. I couldn’t do any work yesterday.”
“And why not?”
“I didn’t watch television yesterday. I couldn’t, my eyes were hurting.”
“So that’s it,” said the teacher. “Our friend Zeffirini couldn’t watch television because his eyes were hurting.
Well, well! So what did our friend Zeffirini do instead of his homework?”
“He squeezed his spots,” suggested a voice from the back.
“Quiet! Well, Zeffirini, what did you do instead of studying?”
“I read a book.” The teacher gave a start.
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“You read a book … What about?”
“It was a book about animals, miss.”
“Why?”
“Because I like animals, miss. If you like I can list the different genera and species of fish for you, or I can tell
you about dolphins and about the great oceanographic expeditions—”
“It’s not on the syllabus, Zeffirini! When you have done your homework you can read all the books you like,
but not before! How long is it since you’ve watched the news, Zeffirini?”
“Six days.” A murmur of outrage ran through the classroom.
“So tell me how you knew the beginning of last night’s news, then.”
“Because it nearly always begins in the same way,” said Zeffirini.
He noticed that the blackbird had returned to its branch. The teacher began to look very serious, as if she found
it genuinely difficult to say what she was about to say.
“Look, Zeffirini, I’ve tried to help you in every possible way. I’ve already tested you three times. But now we
are going to have to make a decision. I’m going to have to ask the school authorities to transfer you to a special
school.”
“Of course,” said Zeffirini. The blackbird was jumping up and down as if it was trying to say something.
“It seems you don’t care at all,” she hissed angrily. “Do you know that there are people who stay at a special
school for ten, twelve years? Do you know that there you can’t say, ‘I don’t watch television,’ because there are
six hours of compulsory television per day, and do you know that—”
“Of course,” said Zeffirini, walking over to the window.
“What are you doing? Come back here, I haven’t finished! I want to give you one last chance. If within a week
you can learn the presidential speech shown on all channels last Christmas without making a single error, I can
still prevent these drastic measures from taking place. But you will have to make more of an effort to smarten
yourself up and do something about your clothes and those revolting spots, and you’ll have to come to Religious
Education lessons on Sundays. What have you got to say for yourself?”
“Of course,” said Zeffirini, opening the window and jumping out. He jumped from the first floor so he hardly
injured himself at all.
The blackbird was curious and started hopping around him. The little boy got up laughing, even though he was
hurting all over. The teacher set off the alarm to alert the armed guard at the top of the school tower that a pupil
had escaped. But Zeffirini was lucky. The guard was watching the football with the volume turned right up.
Otherwise, on the monitor behind him, he would have seen Zeffirini running away like the wind, with the
blackbird behind him.
55.102 Women By The Pool\fn{by Sandra Petrignani (1952-

)}

Piacenza, Emilia Romagna, Italy (F) 3

Over the past few days she’s started doing exercises again. She wears a tight-fitting black leotard, tobaccocolored leg-warmers. She ties up her hair on top of her head and goes through the exercises laid out in a magazine. She is supple and can stretch and bend without real effort, and as she does so she takes a good look at herself. From close up she scrutinizes her knees which she has drawn under her chin, her legs stretched over her
head. In some ways thirty-nine years are not so many, but for somebody doing exercises they are what they are,
inscribed in the softness of the flesh.
She says this to her friends by the pool. They are a few years younger than her but they are already familiar
with the dire dismay of having to live with tiny facial wrinkles, the occasional white hair and a stomach which,
when they are lying down sunbathing, no longer forms a hollow beneath the taut material of their bikini bottom,
but a soft, semi-circular mound around their belly-button.
“That’s just what men like,” says Gabriella, the expert, “these signs of mature femininity. I feel more attractive
now than I did when I was twenty.”
And she launches into her usual speech about how age is nothing to do with dates and years but how old you
feel, and the others giggle and murmur lazily, “Yes, all right,” they turn over on their towels, lift up their hair, waft
around them the perfume of suntan oil: Paola’s transistor radio gives out the light, easy music of summer.
“This is so good,” thinks Valeria and her heart tightens with the emotion. On the bus, just a while ago, she felt
similarly happy because of something equally trivial. A girl sitting opposite her was wearing a pair of faded jeans
decorated all over with the names of her friends and amongst all the names there was a phrase of disconcerting
optimism:
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“There’s no such word as end.”
There’s no such word as end, Valeria repeats to herself, and she feels like laughing, merging just for a moment
into the unconsciousness of being.
“I feel optimistic today, my God I feel optimistic,” she says aloud.
Laura smiles at her. Gabriella lights a cigarette, sits up cross-legged facing the sun; she tries to yank out a hair
which is sticking out of her bikini. She can’t do it and asks:
“I don’t suppose any of you has a pair of tweezers?” But it’s not really a question, more of a statement really,
and the next thing she says is already about something else.
“When I was twenty-three I went out with someone who was forty. His body drove me crazy, the body of a boy
to look at, lean and fit from the gym. It was only when you touched him that you realized his age. I never told him
this but that was what I liked so much, feeling his skin empty, just resting on top of the deeper layers of his body,
not compact like when you are young. Just like ours is now,” and her provocative laughter makes her friends
laugh too.
On this late July Sunday the condominium pool is deserted, silent. An elderly couple are sitting in the shade of
the trees. They’re dressed exactly the same, observes Valeria, in light short-sleeved shirts and gray trousers; no,
she’s wearing a skirt with flat lace-up shoes, English style. Perhaps they are English. They seem content. They
look straight ahead of them without saying anything.
“They’ve already said everything they have to say,” says Valeria, turning towards her friends and Laura replies
without looking up,
“They’ve had plenty of time.”
The only sounds are the birds twittering in the trees, lazy in the summer heat, and the splashing of a single
swimmer, a muscular youth who swims methodically, one length after another, free-style, with long, slow strokes.
Every now and then he holds on to the edge of the pool and rests, spitting out water and giving a thunderous snort
which shakes the still air.
Something moves in the grass. With little hops a toad makes its way to the edge of the grass and the paving
stones, its throat throbbing as if a large heart were concealed inside it. It seems to be spying on them, fascinated,
and indeed it comes closer, leaving behind the cool earth and squatting on the warm stones. It’s barely a meter
away from Paola’s feet and she hurriedly draws up her legs.
“How disgusting!” she cries, and they all turn to look at the toad. Gabriella claps her hands to chase it away.
“It’s so ugly,” says Laura. Valeria is curious. “I’ve never seen one before, you know.”
The toad sits stock-still looking back at them.
“It won’t jump on us?” asks Paola and they all answer her at the same time:
“Don’t be daft! It’s him who’s afraid of us!”
“Doesn’t look it to me,” she would like to reply, but she lets it go and stretches out again, keeping an eye on
the toad. If it weren’t for the throbbing of its stomach it would look stuffed. They try to forget it, but its presence
weighs on the sunny morning.
“I wouldn’t mind a swim,” says Gabriella sulkily, but she does not move. She is waiting for the others to
decide.
“It’s so nice just like this,” Valeria thinks aloud, and Laura says,
“Later.” Paola fiddles with the radio until she finds a song that she likes.
“A permanent sense of gravity is what I’m looking for, my ideas on things and people no longer a revolving
door” goes the song, and Valeria is vaguely unsettled by it. Sometimes she finds that songs hit the spot, revealing
to her something of herself.
When she was a child the tide of one of her favourite fairy stories was King Toad. In some books it was called
The Frog Prince, which seemed to her a hypocritical way of saying the same thing. It was a profoundly tragic
story because it told of a sensitive man trapped by a spell in the repellent body of a toad. A beautiful, foolish
princess, playing with a golden ball, comes across the enchanted creature and sees nothing of his mystery, only his
disgusting appearance. She loses her ball, symbol of nobility and privilege, and the toad offers to retrieve it from
the black depths of the well into which it has fallen. In exchange he asks for three favors: to sit at the princess’s
table, to eat once from her plate, and to sleep once in her bed. Goldenhair—for that was the name of the princess
—gives him her word. The toad jumps into the well, finds the ball, returns it to its owner. The princess takes it and
runs away. By the time she reaches the palace she has forgotten all about her encounter.
“A permanent sense of gravity is what I’m looking for, my ideas on things and people no longer a revolving
door. What I need is …” goes the song. And Valeria feels once more her hatred for Goldenhair, her total
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identification with the toad, who seeks a dignified and fair exchange, but is instead deceived and rejected.
“What I need is … what?” wonders Valeria.
“Nothing,” she answers herself, but it’s not true any more. The agreeable sense of lightness has slipped away.
She feels hot. The light is dazzling. The English couple are pathetic. She turns over on to her stomach so as not to
see them. Her friends are talking about men.
“Because very few men really like women,” Laura is saying.
“I’ve always suspected that, too,” agrees Paola.
“That’s right, they haven’t a clue where to begin,” says Gabriella.
“Begin what?” asks Valeria.
“The thing is that it’s not enough to desire a body, you have to understand it,” explains Gabriella, “you really
have to want to explore it. All men do is fiddle with the wrapping, they know nothing about the connection with
states of mind. They are lazy, they have no imagination.”
“They’re not all like that,” Laura says quietly; she is referring to something private but doesn’t go on. Nobody
says anything for a moment, then Gabriella remarks:
“I’ve slept with fifty men, from the age of fifteen onwards, and I’ve only had an orgasm with three of them.
Three out of fifty, think of that!” A chorus of amused voices exclaim,
“That’s impossible.”
“Honestly, three out of fifty know how to make love.”
“But you can’t have been with fifty different men. I can barely think of five.” Paola laughs and shakes her
head.
“And was it good with all five?”
“More or less.” Indignantly Gabriella asks:
“What does that mean, more or less?”
“That I think so, but maybe not. It’s not easy to be sure.”
They are sitting on their towels. Valeria, too is sitting cross-legged.
“Do you realize we have the same discussion every summer?”
The toad is looking at them, stock-still. The youth has climbed on to the diving-board and is making it bounce
up and down. Valeria looks at the toad. She is aware of a change in the air.
“Everything is fine,” she says to herself, and stops listening. The light makes circles in front of her dazzled,
tired eyes, the blue water of the pool, disturbed by the dive, begins to make waves inside her head.
“It’s sadness beginning to steal up on me.”
She tries to think this thought ironically and decides to resist it. But she remembers bursting into tears when
she read King Toad as a child, and the ugly animal beside her moves her deeply.
Suddenly she gets up and jumps into the water. The youth, sitting on the edge of the pool, watches her swim—
perfect, fast, like an athlete racing against the clock. She counts the lengths and stops after six. She has to get her
breath back and wait for her heart-rate to slow down before she goes back to her towel. For a moment she’s
disorientated, she looks round to see where her friends are and discovers a change in the scene. A man is standing
in front of them, he is saying something funny because all three of them are laughing.
“Who’s that?” wonders Valeria, half-curious and half-irritated.
The presence of this stranger makes her hesitant, she lingers in the pool, because it would bother her now to be
introduced still panting and dripping wet. But she’s feeling cold so she makes a move. She shakes the unknown
hand without really hearing his name, from beneath her wet hair she glimpses an attractive face, then she
withdraws to sort herself out after her swim, listening to their chat with just half an ear. She tries to dismiss her
slight agitation.
The toad is still there. They’re talking about a trip to the desert, he’s about to leave. She gathers that he’s a
friend of Gabriella and that his name is Fabrizio. Every now and then she catches his eye and she knows perfectly
well that it is not by chance.
“How is it that some people are fated to become an important part of other people’s lives the first time you
meet them?' she wonders, and she hunts for a cigarette in her bag even though she doesn’t really feel like
smoking.
“I like this man,” she thinks. The wall of indifference has been shattered as if by a spell, she is aware of the
precariousness of her position in empty space, thrown off balance by the vulnerability of feeling.
“Would you like a light?” he asks, establishing a special rapport in the midst of the confusion of voices, a line
of communication which hits the mark while other lines drift off and go nowhere. His large hand holding the
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lighter is already close to her face, waving the tiny flame under her nose.
Then it happens. He sees one of the seats vacated by the English couple. He has the lazy, almost effeminate
walk of some men who are very confident of their own virility. He comes back holding the chair like a shield, he
places it next to Valeria and sits down. Aware of the danger, she shouts,
“Watch out!”
But it’s no use. They hear a hiss, there is a splash of white matter. Paola jumps up and shouts too. Gabriella lets
out a long slow “No”, Laura huddles up covering her face.
A fragment of the toad, crushed by the chair, continues to pulsate.
Valerie can’t tear her eyes away, while her sight begins to blur with trembling tears. She thinks,
“It was a toad, it was only a toad.”
But she is distraught, she lets herself go and her crying touches the hidden emotions of the others, who sit
silent and thoughtful.
*
When Goldenhair runs away, the toad clambers up the steps of the royal palace and knocks imperiously on the
door to remind her of her promise. The King, her father, finds out what has happened and commands his daughter:
“A princess never goes back on her word. Let the toad in.”
And so the toad sits at the king’s table. He eats from the same plate as Goldenhair in the studied silence of all
present. Then he goes with the princess up to her rooms. He crawls under her blanket. Feeling the slimy contact,
Goldenhair yells and jumps out of bed. Utterly disgusted, she picks up the animal with two fingers and throws it
against the wall.
Then something extraordinary happens.
The crushed toad takes on its original appearance again and is transformed into a prince.
Valeria calms down. Gabriella’s friend is saying,
“Let’s move somewhere else.” He helps Valeria up and she whispers,
“I’d never seen a toad before, only in pictures in story books.”
“The story of The Frog Prince?” he asks and for a moment Valeria looks at him, bewildered.
“I’m going to sit in the shade,” she announces, relieved to be able to get away from the group. She stretches
out on the grass under a very high, languid pine tree, and relaxes. She hums to herself,
“What I need is …”
She thinks about Gabriella’s statistic, three out of fifty. She closes her eyes with a smile, then opens them again
in time to catch sight of Fabrizio diving into the pool. Just before she drifts off to sleep she thinks:
“Will he be one of the three or one of the forty-seven?”
151.52 Pink, Lavender, Silver, Green, White\fn{by Monica Sarsini (1954-

)}

Florence, Tuscany, Italy (F) 3

Pale, gentle, effeminate, sweet-smelling, blushing delicateness. The sunsets on the highway from Rome to
Florence with black mountains standing out against a limpid summer sky.
Women with their gray hair in a bun, crocheting as they linger in bed, while the house moves along to the pace
of the housekeeper’s steps, not over-concerned with time.
Sled-riding downhill over the snow, or going down the slides in the melancholy city-parks, muddled by an
aimless confusion of colored balloons.
Pigs, spring fruit blossoms, tongue and gums, tonalities of the ear.
Heat, warmth, sugar-coated almonds.
Apologetic attempts, an oasis, a limbo that falls apart as everything around it closes in.
Flamingos, abundance of bourgeois objects, gaudy, affected, wanting to appear lovely, but not even decently
passable.
Nausea, cotton fluff, fear of solitude, of growing up in silence without accomplices.
Unnatural nature, spectacular epiphanies.
To abstain from declaration, to fear judgment, to refrain from argument, to be tired of fighting; to wish to go
back and stay innocent.
Arms akimbo, listening to the confessions of someone half-reclining, elbow resting on the bed-table, legs all
hugged up tight.
Bits of Carnival-time, lotions, hair drawn at the back of the neck, making peace, having no one to wait for.
Family ideology, some fish, hard candy.
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Antique but not old laces, cobwebs, soap.
Pink with black, pink with orange.
Illusions, hopes, mirages, unkept promises, when one wishes to believe that the enthusiasm with which we
embrace a cause is genuine.
Dazzling angel faces in the clouds, Pontormo-pink, rose-pink.
Going on singing when the others in the choir have stopped.
A promising future.
Habit, unpretentious desire.
Black people’s palms.
Kindergarten girls’ collar bows, ribbons on doors and in shop windows when a baby girl’s birth is not to be
kept a secret.
Ostrich feathers, clouds, vapors, fumes, nebulous billows evaporating against the metallic gray of the city.
Cactus flowers, dog teats, tender skin in the midst of aged pachydermic roughness.
Color without substance, color that does not take wing, does not become a vegetable, does not reach maturity.
Rosolio rose liqueur.
*
With leftovers from dawn, lavender drew together in a faint light and, from the pavement, gazed on the
familiar indifference of places still uninhabited by the devourers of time. Lighting a cigarette, its long tender legs
nonchalantly strolled into a puddle and waited there, in that vague position, for the corner café to open. It kept
disappearing and reappearing, gently vanishing, like someone trying to come into the world although already
there—knowing it would not have a voice, but hoping for a sudden joy, like the surprise at a party, long put off
because of shyness.
It was up early; the city streets were deserted. At the newspaper stall, the bored vendor waited, looking out
from the wall of magazines, for the daily newspapers to arrive by bicycle.
Lavender saw the daylight, the swift dissipation of people addicted to rushing even though no one is chasing
them. Habitually lazy, it tried to feign an air of initiative which quickly faded away because it had no memory for
how things should be imitated.
It changed its mind again, still keeping that ambiguous peace which comes from knowing we’re not observed.
Stumbling among the motor-bikes that leave a wound in the asphalt as they brake, it slipped into the café, to take
shape again over the tablecloths covering the newly-dusted tables, and along the glass-divider that keeps the dust
off the spongy muffins and crisp cookies. It lingered there for a long while in a sort of doze, resigned to the wait,
indifferent to its haphazard mood, and then went on to idle, void of purpose, over faces that must be re-composed
after the secret battle of night, so that no trace of a powerful dream may remain on the vanquished cheeks and
burnt-out gaze.
It searches for itself in a shop window, surprised to meet itself. Silence intertwines with its fingers like a long
thread that is hard to unravel. The fear of death returns, and this feeling dissolves all consciousness of necessity.
Its understanding of death is a dispassionate awareness that cannot be shaken off.
The color hovered about and arrived later, within touching distance of the words that were yet to be said.
*
To seek each other, reflect each other everywhere, aglow in the darkness.
To get to know objects, to remember where we are, to shine out, catching light, playing with reflections.
To soothe, marvel, transmit an exquisite fairytale aura to an image, add movement to a glance, prolong a look,
become enchanted with superficiality.
To be surprised and stupefied, to recall magical associations, suggestive impressions, to slip away from time.
To stop and try to see more than what is there, to throw doubt on what we actually see.
To exalt luminosity and the essence of angles.
To decorate, celebrate, ornament, make things memorable.
To wait no longer for day-time to have something of night, for night to be space.
To be assured of an opening, a point of escape, a gap in material life that we may pass through, like music.
The feeling of cool relief, haste, even disloyalty.
Haziness, a mixing of fire and oceans.
To do away with surfaces in order to avoid depth.
A flight from the impulse to perpetuate.
*
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Never still.
It breathes, ripples, becomes part of the air, swelling, rocking, trembling.
It races, jumps or sneaks about.
Deaf, mute, unwary of adversaries, translucent, it has no beginning, no end.
Its profundity reaches every niche of the forest, swinging with the trees, shaping the wind.
Weaving in and out, it creates mazes in space and a soft musky odor over the cottony oceanic silence.
It is a sign of life among the plants and of seduction for reptiles; it is comforting, cordial, digestive.
In shades of various intensity, penetrated by sounds, a rush of freshness that is unripe, flexible, an exceptional
dancer not afraid of the world it owns, the energizer of metallic light, opposed to vainglory.
It mirrors nothing, neither the tree next to the house nor the lizard on the garden wall.
Meadows, pastures, prairies, plum trees, pine trees, parks, pistachios.
It moves forever ahead, but never escapes, letting others search for it, mobile and spectacular.
Verdi,\fn{Perhaps as in the color Verdi green:H} the national anthem, Maurizio Nannucci,\fn{ Florentine artist (1939- )
published A Green Journey (1994)} vegetables, Verdiglione.
Fertile, frankly sexual, it laughs gurgling, greets you with a wide grin, with open arms, with the firm stance of
a mountain climber or a gymnastics teacher.
A painstaking seamstress, an expert at embroidering hems and borders, sewing buttonholes.
Apparently unacquainted with nostalgia or bitterness, loved by everyone.
“Why is green suffocated by black whereas white isn’t?” Because it exists outside of itself, always the host.
Greenbacks, being in the hills. It has a task to perform, a mission to accomplish, never thinking over past choices,
destined for immortality. Long greenish distances are liberated at every passing.
Alert and aware, it is young, and although others may try hard not to die or go insane, not wanting to remain in
this world, but lacking the courage to leave it, green is contented, fulfilling its duty, aspiring to maturity.
Like a person without dreams who laughs and smiles, not too concerned with itself, eating what comes along,
out of curiosity for new tastes, uncomplaining, nonchalantly swallowing tranquillizers, closing its eyes when its
head aches, calmly dozing at the theater, unmoved by boredom.
*
Disintegrated voices, where all sounds fade away, calls reach their end, and space absorbs them; where words
go when they sink to the deep or get thrown ashore.
Can anyone express thought without the voice inevitably taking on those characteristics, imposing authority
through acceptance of prohibitions, seductions, gestures, and the mazes of propositions that sadden words, forcing
infinite repetition like someone who tries desperately to sit down, get up and go away.
These are people who talk to each other, seek each other and adopt a pose when they meet.
People who are forever late so that they may act as though they had never come, while others cannot remain
where their desires lead them because they are afraid to die.
Lines of shade, light, pointed angles, openings, ravines, short runs, dense steam and then periods of thin
silence.
Hands clasping the knees like cradles or hats, warm lips pressed tight that focus ahead.
Corners in which waiting is immersed, over the knotty tree branches.
A relaxed oval face that crosses hazily above, below and through another face, momentarily as in a port.
A glitter of pleasure while glancing about, finally at rest and out of the wind.
No need for experience in these seas.
At the wedding tomorrow, it will be catapulted among white lilies, rice and sheets.
White eyes and teeth stuck in a dark face, with luminously incandescent pearls at the ear-lobes.
The fingernails standing out against the tan skin are like shells on the cliffs, whereas the white curves of the
nails seem to be ephemeral shields protecting a desire to streak a furrow in the earth.
The nails are open shells that embrace in the warmth of the skin.
It is the dawn breaking from night’s embrace while, on the terrace rail, shreds of curdled spiderwebs swing
from the green columns, hanging by a slender thread.
The railing has blossomed ephemerous white growths that sway in the wind like sleepwalkers.
The baker has set the baskets of warm bread all in a row next to the door, while way beyond, the thoughts of
life spread ever wider on the horizon, arching softly, making the end imperceptible, slipping away, never stumbling, like a laugh that spreads, a voice reaching the bed, breath, a high floor, a white ceiling.
The distant white whale among the icebergs.
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The white cliffs of Dover, Siamese cats, polar bears and ghosts, choirboys, the uniforms of nurses, cooks and
sailors.
White telephones.
Aniseed, milk, fresh almond and walnut kernels, bananas.
Salt.
Sails over the waves and a white band holding back dark hair.
Pelican swans, a bone in a dog’s mouth, elephant tusks.
Lambs, marble quarries, the moon behind the clouds, dazzling blades, Snow White, snow, canvas for painting,
sleepless ‘white-mares.’
Space suits, zebra stripes on the asphalt, zebras in the savanna, white chessmen and checkers.
A starched tuxedo shirt, egg white, cigarette paper.
Thin crests of foam that break against the ship’s side.
55.97 The Island Of Komodo\fn{by Susanna Tamaro (1957-

)} Trieste,

Friuli-Venezia Giulia Region, Italy (F) 5

He hadn’t heen born like this.
He had been born like all other children: slimy, screaming and with wrinkled skin. And it wasn’t even as if it
ran in the family. His mother did in fact have big eyes, but they were soft and velvety like a fawn’s, while his
father’s, hidden by two thick lenses for short-sightedness, were gray and deep-set.
He hadn’t been born like this, but already by the end of his second month, when the milky shadow covering
the cornea had begun to dissolve, his eyes, instead of becoming mobile and lively, had dilated like two cloudy
pools in the middle of his face, taking on a strange fixedness.
At first Ada and Arturo had not worried about it, they had read in some manual that the features of newborn
babies are often out of proportion. Convinced that their only son was able to see them by now, they spent whole
hours beside his cradle, waving their hands and smiling.
It was only when he was about six months old that his mother began to suspect that all was not well.
*
It was a sultry August afternoon: she entered the baby’s room on tip-toes to watch him sleeping and was surprised to see that he was awake. He lay motionless with his arms and legs drawn up to his body right in the
middle of his mattress, his eyelids open and his pupils, like the tips of a stalactite, staring at the ceiling. Seeing
him in that unnatural position, Ada thought he might have colic or that he was suffering from the excessive heat.
So she gently grasped his soft little fingers and began to call him by his name.
He didn’t respond, so she changed the tone of her voice, calling him loudly as if he were far away, then sang
him a happy little song; she took his little wrists in her hands and to encourage him she played ‘peep-o’ several
times.
She continued doing these things for about half an hour, but it was no use.
Glauco remained motionless and rigid in the middle of his cot, with his eyes wide open and shiny like those of
fish on a market stall.
“I’m sweating,” she then thought, and collapsed on to the stool beside the cot. Fanning herself with a women’s
magazine, she tried to call him again. She called him in different tones of voice, alternating soft and loud, fearful
and reassuring, she said ‘din-dins’ a couple of times. A mobile hung above the baby’s head, made up of lots of
little birds in flight. Ada wound it up and immediately the birds began to move to the sound of a lullaby. Glauco’s
expression showed no sign of following their rhythmic dance.
“It’s not possible,” said Ada, putting her hands over her face, covering it completely.
“It’s not possible,” she said again.
In the road below a street seller’s van was passing: for a short while the cries of the driver could be heard
advertising his wares, then the sound of the old engine faded and the room became silent again.
*
Ada leant back against the wall, closed her eyes, dropped her arms by her sides and stayed in this position for
some time.
Her thoughts raced madly from one thing to another, they went forwards, backwards then backwards and forwards. She cast her memory back to the months of waiting, searching every nook and cranny in the hope of unearthing some accident or some moment of negligence that might have caused the problem.
Then she began to go over her ancestors one by one. She worked back to her great-grandparents, faded in the
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old photographs, she searched the remote branches of her own and her husband’s family trees without finding
even a trace, a hint of where it might. have come from.
Then she imagined herself gradually ageing. Every day, white-haired, she dragged that clumsy and almost inert
son from one side of the street to the other. She saw herself crossing the street with Glauco clinging to her arm
and she saw Arturo, now retired, sitting in his armchair, empty-handed, numb and stiff like an insect in the coils of
a frost.
In a succession of changing seasons and shades, that picture appeared in front of her an almost infinite number
of times—suffused with a color which changed from light gray to dark gray to black, their life, her own and
Arturo’s, would continue in this way until the end.
Ada opened her eyes, clenched her fists, and raised her arms to hit the wall. But instead of doing so, she let out
a deep sigh, summoned up all her strength and went to the telephone.
She knew from having read the romances in women’s magazines that fate was as fierce in striking as it was
deaf to protests and pleas. She could hardly hear her husband’s voice at the other end of the line above the clatter
of typewriters, and all she managed to say was:
“Arturo, I think we ought to buy a dog.”
Faced with this unexpected request, Arturo took his time and passed the receiver from one hand to the other.
He remembered having heard about irrational behaviour in new mothers and how one should in no circumstances
make the situation worse by laughing at them or contradicting them. In a slow, calm voice he asked:
“A hunting dog or a guard dog?”
At this his wife could no longer restrain herself and, breaking mto loud sobs, she said:
“Oh, Arturo, a guide dog!”
*
In the late afternoon, instead of going to the kennels, they went with their son wrapped up in a bundle of
blankets to the nearest hospital.
Almost all the doctors were on holiday. As it wasn’t an emergency, they had a long wait, sitting next to each
other in silence in a white-tiled room. When at last it was their turn, a doctor took Glauco, placed him on a steel
table and began to unwrap the blankets covering him.
A faint flush coloured their cheeks. Deep down they were hoping that the doctor would laugh it all off and that
everything would be sorted out in less than a minute.
And indeed as soon as the doctor saw the naked baby with his enormous eyes in the middle of his face, he
could not help crying out:
“My God, how funny. He looks like a little owl!” Ada and Arturo laughed nervously at the same time.
“So,” said Ada, still smiling, “do you think that he’s quite normal, I mean that he … that he’s not blind?” The
doctor opened a metal cabinet, and took out a few instruments.
“We’ll soon know,” he said, and, without paying further attention to them, he began to put objects of differing
shapes and colors in front of Glauco’s astonished eyes.
After each test, with a sort of mini-telescope between his own eye and the child’s, he checked to see if any
little dilatation had taken place in these seemingly dead corneas and, if so, what type of dilatation. Finally, wiping
the instrument with a cloth, he said:
“It’s strange, really strange. Not only does he look like an owl, but he also has the sight of an owl!”
Having wrapped the child up again, he invited the parents to sit down on the other side of his desk and with a
calm voice he reassured them. Glauco didn’t have a malignant growth, nor did he have an unexplained illness.
Because of an excessive reactivity of his retinal rods, he could see well, very well.
Indeed, too well.
He had the exceptional vision of a nocturnal bird of prey.
“A lusus naturae, that’s all,” he concluded, getting up, and having advised them on the use of astringent
eyedrops and lullabies as the only treatment, he accompanied them to the door and showed them out.
*
In the months which followed that visit, Ada and Arturo devoted all their thoughts and energy to caring for
their child.
As time passed, however, like stagnant water that slowly seeps between the beams and cavities of a house, a
slight anxiety began to temper their joy at how minimal the damage was. ln fact, despite having followed the
doctor’s instructions to the letter, Glauco’s eyes in no way seemed to want to return to a normal size.
As if this wasn’t enough, as soon as Glauco began to take his first steps, they noticed that he moved in a
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different way from other children. Instead of tottering around and tumbling unexpectedly, Glauco would cross the
length and breadth of the room moving like a reptile. Indifferent to his parents’ presence and his numerous toys,
he would spend all afternoon going backwards and forwards from one wall to the other, from the door to the
window.
Every so often, as if a voice was commanding him, he would suddenly freeze and tilt his head this way and
that, rolling his enormous eyes, searching for something that only he could see. His parents, convinced that the
cause of this strange behavior lay in the fact that he had never seen other children running about, decided to begin
to take him regularly to the park.
This did nothing to solve the problem, and did not last long. After a couple of days, in fact, the mothers of the
other children, who had immediately noticed that Glauco was different, began to come up to Ada and to question
her with feigned kindness about the cause of his almost robot-like movements. The young mother, taken unawares
by such curiosity, gave a couple of vague answers which merely served to feed their morbid interest; then, without knowing why she did so herself, she replied that it was related to the lingering effects of a virus that she and
her husband had picked up on their honeymoon on the island of Komodo. She had hardly finished saying this
when she heard one of the women whisper:
“Komodo? But isn’t that the island of the man-eating lizards?”
And she immediately regretted having said it. The rumour that Glauco was half-human and half-lizard spread
very quicky around the parks and the whole neighborhood. Only one week later, however, when Ada saw a
mother briskly move her daughter away from Glauco in the supermarket, she realized the seriousness of the situation. Tucking the edge of her coat around her son’s head, she made her way home hastily.
That evening Ada and Arturo had a long talk together. Eventually, in order to avoid further unpleasant episodes, they decided to take Glauco out for his walk in the middle of the night. And so for months, when the
evening’s television programmes had finished, they would take it in turns to go down into the street with Glauco
at the same time that people took their dogs out.
*
Between lullabies, eye-drops and night-time walks, Ada and Arturo, becoming more and more desperate
inside, held out for another whole year.
When relations and friends asked to see their heir, they refused, pleading unexpected engagements or tiresome
passing bugs.
One afternoon, at the hairdresser’s, Ada read in a women’s magazine that darkness and dim light promote the
smoothing out of wrinkles around the eyes.
When she got home she told her husband. Together they concluded that if darkness relaxes the skin around the
eyes, then it must also relax the eyes themselves; immediately they walled up the only window of Glauco’s
bedroom with bricks and mortar. At mealtimes and in the other rooms, they made him wear dark sunglasses held
in place with a thick piece of elastic behind his head.
During those months they didn’t admit even to each other that hope was crumbling inside them like the walls
of a derelict house. They pretended that everything was normal and indeed, given the artificially created circumstances, it was.
*
The situation remained unchanged until the child’s second birthday. On that day, with a long fringe covering
his eyes, Glauco was introduced to his relations for the first time. Everything went well until it was time to blow
out the candles. At this point an aunt, seeing him move his head jerkily as if he were following the flight of an
insect, exclaimed:
“Look how sweet he is! He’s so small but he can already imitate a chameleon!”
That same evening, no sooner had the guests left than Ada broke down. Sitting on the sofa, she embraced her
husband and burst into tears.
“Oh, Arturo,” she said, “what can we do?”
And she continued to weep inconsolably, while Arturo, feeling equally helpless, sighed and said:
“We can have another one …”
*
The baby came into the world exactly nine months later. At birth he showed no abnormality. To set their minds
at rest, after three months they took him for a check-up. On leaving the surgery, Ada and Arturo stopped off at a
wine shop to buy a bottle of champagne.
Preoccupied by the all-consuming demands of the new arrival, they very soon stopped taking Glauco for his
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night-time walks. They brought an old television into his room, and set it up in front of the bed.
The louder the silvery laughs and gurgles grew on the other side of the wall, the less Glauco took part in family
life. During his rare appearances his parents showed increasing signs of irritation.
One day Ada found him motionless in front of his little brother’s cot and she started to shout like a madwoman:
“Go away, don’t look at him! Go away!”
And, grabbing him by the arm, she led him back to his room. Gradually, as if there were a tacit understanding
between them, both she and her husband really began to believe in the existence of that evil virus.
*
Glauco didn’t think for a minute that his parents hated him, nor did he think of rebelling. He imagined that this
was the natural order of things and that in that order he had found a place. Although he couldn’t speak, and had
never succeeded in stringing together more than a couple of diphthongs, he understood perfectly all the conversations around him. In the darkness of his room he learnt to have imaginary conversations with the television
screen.
However, when he realized that the replies the television set gave never matched his questions, he stopped
asking them.
One day he was fascinated by a documentary which showed thousands of microscopic, phosphorescent life
forms floating at night on the surface of the water. He recognized himself in one of these when it was enlarged
under a microscope.
All of a sudden he realized he was a luminous ectoplasm whose destiny it was to flutter suspended on the edge
of deep waters.
*
Soon after his sixth birthday a social worker came to visit their house.
From behind his door he heard her ask his parents why they had never sent him to school. He heard his mother
say that they had never had a son with that name and his father cut in, adding that there must have been a mistake
at the birth registration office or that maybe there was someone else with the same name, and then he heard them
both laugh loudly.
The lady continued to ask questions, so they called their only son into the sitting room.
“He’s a prodigy,” said his mother, “he’s only four and he already plays the flute.”
As soon as the first warbling notes flooded the room, Ada and Arturo began to accompany the music with the
words of a song. After about half an hour the social worker, truly convinced that there had been a computer error
on the register, apologized for her unwarranted intrusion and took her leave.
*
Thus deprived of a name and of a date of birth, virtually ignored by the other members of the household,
Glauco lived shut up in his room until the age of ten, when in a short space of time, his body became that of a
man.
And then, no longer able to bear his immobility, in the dead of night he began to leave the house to take long
solitary walks, which lasted until dawn. Nobody allowed him to do this, but nobody ever told him not to. He left
the flat every evening as soon as the gentle breathing of the others told him that they were asleep. On a couple of
occasions his hand slipped on the handle and the door closed with a bang.
“What’s that, Arturo?” asked Ada without opening her eyes.
“Nothing to worry about,” he replied. “It’s probably some cat …”
In the street, with his hands clasped behind his back, Glauco walked for hours. He walked up and down the
narrow winding streets of the old part of the town before reaching the sea, and from the seafront he climbed back
up to the shabby roads of the suburbs.
After the winter the town held no more secrets from him. He knew every street, every alley; stray cats
followed in his wake as if he were the Pied Piper.
Then, irritated, he took to climbing one of the hills which looked on to the town. From there it was possible to
survey the whole town, the sea and the port with its cargo boats coming and going. Sitting on the patchy grass
littered with plastic bags and used tissues, Glauco never tired of staring at the irregular lines of roofs and
chimneys, the metal forests of television aerials, the lights going on and off in insomniacs’ windows.
In those hours of absolute stillness, he learnt to fix his terrifying gaze on the cold, silent walls and he learnt to
pierce them. Surrounded by darkness he saw hundreds of inanimate bodies frozen in the apparent calm of sleep.
He saw the sudden involuntary movements of their hands, moving as if to swat something; he saw them twisting
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their mouths in a grimace. He saw children waking suddenly, sitting up in the middle of their beds and shouting at
the top of their voices. He saw children, and also strong young men with white stomachs, shaken by low sobs; and
he also saw old people, old people with no more tears to cry, their dry bodies stiffening up as if they were clinging
to the edge of an abyss with bloody fingernails.
He only stood up when the stars faded away one by one and the morning star of Venus appeared in the
distance, a witness to the dissipating darkness. As he made his way home he felt lighter, not because he was
walking downhill, for even if the way back had been a climb, he would have felt lighter all the same.
*
Two years later something unfortunate happened.
One evening, as he left his room for his nocturnal walk, instead of finding the flat empty and dark as usual, he
found it full of people. There were men, women and quite a few children. Some had paper hats on their heads;
others had plastic cups in their hands. The dining-room table was covered with trays laden with food, stacks of
plates and piles of forks. In the middle there was a large cake with blue candles on it.
Uncertain as to what he should do, Glauco stood motionless for a moment outside his room. Only Ada noticed
him. Pushing her way through the assembled company, without saying anything, she gently placed her hand on
his stomach and pushed him back inside.
Stretched out on his bed, with his hands clasped behind his head, staring at the blank television screen in front
of him, Glauco decided that the time had come to go away for good.
*
He left the next night.
It was one of the first nights of spring, the air was warm, and in the darkness the petals of daisies and the first
crocuses were shining in the grass. Lacking an identity amongst men, as soon as he was outside the town, he made
his way towards the fields. Then, walking northwards for days on end, he reached the mountains. He had always
wondered as he looked at them from his hilltop whether they really existed or whether, like on television, they
were there just as a backdrop to make the sky seem smaller.
In the first wood he took off his shoes. As he walked over the soft moss he came across a toad. He picked it up
and looked closely at it. He had never seen such a funny creature.
On and on he went, climbing up to the mountain pastures, over stony passes and down into the woods beyond.
On a slope, half-hidden by conifers, he came across a cave. It seemed small and easily accessible. And taking a
careful look at it, he decided that from that moment on it would be his home.
He soon got to know the surrounding woods in the same way as he had got to know the television programmes. He got to know all the animals and learnt to communicate with them, and with those eyes of his which
could make out just about anything, more in fact than was necessary, he moved around as silently and confidently
as a night-owl.
Nobody noticed Glauco’s disappearance. For a long time now it was as if he had never existed anywhere. The
only thing about him which did not disappear was his name. Indeed for some time afterwards in the parks in his
neighborhood, mothers would point to the dark, foul-smelling paths between the bushes and say threateningly to
their children:
“Be careful, don’t go anywhere near there, because that’s where the Lizard Man lives, the monster who can
turn you to ashes just by looking at you.”
But soon the children grew up, the mothers went away and the story of the monster faded into nothingness.
*
The monster of Komodo made a sudden comeback a few years later. The reason for its re-emergence was the
body of a young boy found one morning by gardeners, a body lacerated by inexplicable wounds.
The victim was an outstanding music student from the Conservatory and the police never discovered the
murderer nor the motive. His parents, unable to speak on account of their grief, were not able to provide a single
clue.
That spring it snowed as it hadn’t snowed for ten years. The huge soft flakes fell for days on end on the streets,
the buses, the roofs, the cars and the parks. Then, through a freak change in the weather, the scirocco began to
blow after a matter of hours.
It was only a week later that the sun succeeded in drying out the slushy mire, and amidst the mock-orange
plants and the public urinals the lizards, beetles and rats began to swarm as before.
298.26 Excerpt from Jack Frusciante Has Left The Band: A Love Story—With Rock ‘n’ Roll\fn{by Enrico
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That pseudospringlike Sunday afternoon, while scrambling up the stairs, Alex had a premonition, or better yet,
a telephoto premonition. He could see his family barricaded in the living room, watching some American crap on
video. An instant later, before he even slipped off his parka, he realized that these chillingly realistic telephotos
showed him to what extent his faculties of clairvoyance had, with age, reached astoundingly necromantic proportions.
They were all in the living room, each one engrossed in or appalled by the rough-and-tumble scenes in Rocky
IV. Frère de lait\fn{Foster brother} was sucked into the action, already dreaming of becoming a pro boxer. The
Matron seesawed dangerously between the images on the screen and the Bologna metro section in La Repubblica.
The Chancellor, half swallowed up by the armchair and smiling for no reason, accompanied midget Stallone’s
uppercuts with depressing imitations of Ivan Drago’s robotic voice and one-liners spat out by a faltering nervous
system.
“Jesus,” Alex muttered to himself, suddenly feeling his strength wane. “Weren’t these poor souls a living
Italian family light-years ago?”
You could hardly believe it. But shit, even if his heart and mind were devoured by disbelief, it still didn’t keep
him from taking his turn seated in front of the idiot box.
Okay, the radioactive TV screen was beaming the muscle-bound dwarf’s brawny epic—there could be no
doubts, we’re not talking trailer here, they were showing the whole movie. Just then, as the dire and maybe final
menace from the Soviet robot Drago was hovering over little Stallone, the phone rang.
Now I won’t disrespect you all by omitting the fact that if Alex had only even distantly imagined how through
those rings sweet Adelaide was just about to burst into his life, he would’ve hardly answered it with such a footdragging who-gives-a-shit attitude, but would’ve donned a multicolored feather suit and a pair of solid gold shoes
instead.
“Hello?” he kept himself to saying, though with a magnificent baritone and phonogenic timbre granted him by
a devastating puberty.
“Is this the D. residence?”
“Yes, it is,” old Alex acknowledged.
“I’d like to speak with Alessandro, please. I’m one of his schoolmates.”
“Speaking,” said our old boy, poising himself in expectation.
“Oh, hi. Listen, I’m Adelaide,” answered the voice at the other end of the line. “Francesca’s friend. You know,
third year?”
Sure. He made the connection: Francesca was a cute babe from school; in fact they’d been seeing each other
for twenty days some time back, and Adelaide, who came from Sicily, was her best friend. What else did he
know? Oh yeah, that she’d been hanging out with Federico Laterza, a feral beast in Gore-Tex\fn{ A lightweight,
waterproof, breathable (able to repel liquid water while allowing water vapor to pass through) fabric membrane invented in 1969 } who
our old boy couldn't stomach and who had a surprisingly cute older sister. The older sister had finished high
school the year before. She was in Federico Laterza’s class, and by now they were both swirling through the
swiss-cheese world of university.
Francesca had always said good things about Adelaide. They were really close friends.
Old Alex even talked to her once.
About poetry among other things.
“Hi,” he said. It didn’t come out as enthusiastically as he would’ve liked, but he knew everyone behind the
barricade had their ears pricked up, and this didn’t make his live performance any easier.
“How’s it going?”
“Good, thanks. And you?”
“Average.” That’s what he always said.
“Out of it?” Communication breakdown.
“Average,” he repeated. “Nothing real bad, but nothing to get excited over.” He knew the Chancellor was now
smiling sardonically.
“Oh, average. Listen, Alex, you remember when we had that conversation about Cummings, that incredible
poet I was telling you about?”\fn{ Edward Estlin Cummings (1894-19620) American author; W says that “the abbreviated form of
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his name often written by others in lower case letters as e e cummings” as this author has done, but I am a traditionalist editor, and have
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“Cummings? You bet!” he told her. “Of course I remember.”
Cummings, it was the only thing they’d ever talked about. They talked about poets as life models, as myths, as
crowbars to pry open the mediocrity of everyday life and fly a kite in the meadow beyond. She was into
Cummings; and old Alex was into that massive skull of Baudelaire.\fn{ Charles Pierre Baudelaire (1821-1867) French
author} He didn’t know what Cummings did in life, but she talked about him like he was some genius and
promised she would lend him his complete works to read, or whatever.
“That book I was telling you about, the collection … I mean, I have it, I can bring it to you.”
“Incredible,” Alex said to himself, gripping the receiver with two hands. “Christ.” He felt several inches taller.
“Yeah, we could do that,” he told her. He decided to take his time so as not to seem too anxious.
“Good old Cummings.” He sighed.
“Why don’t we see each other later? Maybe in half an hour? Do you have time, in half an hour?”
“All right,” she answered.
“So I’ll meet you in half an hour then, downtown?”
“All right. I’ll bring the book.”
“Christ,” old Alex said to himself. He checked his watch with the most tiger-like expression he could muster
and said:
“It’s about quarter to four now. How about we meet at four fifteen, four twenty in front of Feltrinelli’s?”
“Four twenty sounds good.”
“In front of Feltrinelli’s,” he repeated, to be sure there was no doubt. “Under the two towers.”
“By the two towers,” said the voice at the other end of the line.
“Right.” Alex gave it a thought. “See you there in half an hour.”
He felt the palms of his hands go damp and senseless. He waited for her to hang up, then checked his watch
again.
“Christ,” he said to himself, his eyes shining a conspicuous light mixed with extraordinary hope. He crossed
the living room with his tiger-like expression and said:
“I’m gonna hop over to Feltrinelli’s.”
The pumped-up midget on the screen was running for his life across an expanse of snow in Wyoming or
someplace like that.
“Feltrinelli’s is closed,” the Chancellor commented from his armchair.
“I don’t have to go in the bookstore,” he said. “I’m meeting someone in front.”
“How’s that?” the Matron interjected without peeling her eyes off the metro section. “You just got in, and now
you’re leaving already?”
“I told you, I gotta meet someone.”
“Meet who?”
“A friend from school, just some girl.”
“Some girl? What does that mean?”
“You don’t know her. What difference does it make if I tell you her name? You don’t know her anyway.”
“What’s her name?” she insisted. “Did you study enough for tomorrow?”
Self-control. Test of will, test of will.
“Yes, I studied. I’ll go over it tonight if I have to. Her name is Adelaide, all right?”
“Adelaide. And what time are you coming back?”
Test of will, test of will.
“I’ll be back for dinner, okay?”
“Chancellor, did you hear? The little prince wants to be back for dinner. Listen, do you think you live in a
hotel, is that it?”
“You tell me what time then,” old Alex replied, slipping into his parka. “In any case, no, I don’t think I live in a
hotel. I just have to meet someone at Feltrinelli’s.”
“What would seem like a decent time to you?” the Chancellor asked, continuing to plunge imperceptibly into
the armchair.
Test of will, test of will.
“Is it all right if I come back at seven?”
“Is that all right, Fran?” The Matron’s name was Fran.
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“You think we're all little idiots, don’t you? You think you can lord over us,” she said.
All right.
“Anyway, just go.”
All right.
“But the point isn’t going out or not today, the point is that you stay here only as long as it suits you.”
Test of will. If you raise your voice they might wind up grounding you.
"Six thirty seems more than reasonable to me," Alex said, summoning all the diplomatic resources available to
him from the chthonic depths of his parka.
At that point, Frêre de lait, recovering for a split second from one of his preadolescent and rigorously asexual
torpors, though still visibly in the flux of Rocky IV, said:
“Where are you off to?”
“He’s going out, poor kid,” the barricade leader remarked ironically. “He’s going back out because it bores him
here.”
2
If old Alex pedaled with the desperate energy of a slightly shorter and grungier Girardengo,\fn{ Costante Girarthe great cycling champion, it wasn’t just because he had a rendezvous, but because he wanted
to get away from the ringside. In any case, he was about to meet Adelaide, and the madman pedaled furiously, like
no one else, and sang White Man in Hammersmith Palais with a deep, out of tune voice as he pedaled.
Old Alex.
If he’d known the kind of musical he was getting into, he would’ve never started things off with that stupid
cowboy shuffle and out of tune Sunday face of his when he got off the bike.
Adelaide’s little white scooter was already parked. She was in front of Feltrinelli’s, looking at the book covers
in the window, wearing a green sweater and a zen smile—impenetrable, but very understanding.
No, if Alex’d had the slightest inkling of the kind of musical he was getting himself into, he wouldn’t’ve
shown up with that usual mug of his. Instead he would’ve pulled one of those sinister grins a la Nicholson\fn{ Jack
Nicholson (1937- )} or De Niro\fn{Robert De Niro (1943- )} out of his top hat, or at least something ice cool, full of
urgency, like Swan\fn{Michael Beck (1949- )} in [The] Warriors.\fn{A 1979 film; all the people mentioned in this paragraph
are American actaors:H}
In the end he came out with “Uh, hi,” half-kneeling against his bike, busy with the bike chain. He breathed
with his mouth widen open and that damn chain in his hand.
“So, how’re we doin’?” he said in a somewhat strangled tone.
They walked downtown. Both their ages together didn’t add up to thirty-three and a half. They started talking
about what they’d like to do in Life, how everything up till then seemed a little unreal, easy and fake. Adelaide—
Aidi to her friends (I know, I know, it sounds like that girl\fn{ Heidi, the central character in a book of the same name published in 1881 by the Swiss author Johanna Spyri } in the cartoon\fn{The 1974 52-episode Japanese cartoon anime series } who lived
in a Swiss cottage)—wanted to live in India, but wasn’t sure if as a missionary or photographer or.
Alex wanted to be something like a journalist because it was a way of putting two really awesome things
together, traveling and writing.
“I want to be a reporter,” he told her, terribly serious. “Take off for Cuba or Mozambique with a press pass
dangling from my Ramones T-shirt.\fn{ The Ramones (1974-1996) American punk rock band } I swear if I become a reporter I’ll get a crew cut and some Clarks shoes.”
Not bad, eh?
Aidi talked about her ex-boyfriends, a couple of relationships that had left her more or less disappointed. But
she didn’t talk about it in a bitchy way, like I’ve been with Older Guys than you. And she didn’t come off with the
other attitude either, like I’ve never had any Serious Experiences even though I could have.
No. There was something blinding about her sincerity, every time she said something—anything—she managed to create a mist of charm and fascination around her.
And you could see for miles she wasn’t posing.
“My God,” Alex thought, walking next to her. He felt several inches taller beside her and thought,
“This is no girl, this is a whole Battisti album.”\fn{After Lucio Battisti (1943-1998) Italian pop/rock singer/songwriter}
Once in a while, when they stopped talking, she would smile at him like a winter dawn.
“Christ,” Alex thought. “My God,” he said to himself.
dengo (1893-1978)}
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Then it came out that she was supposed to go to America that summer. She’d do her fourth year there, and it
was clear that this fact was at the front of her mind. She talked about it like it was the first real test of her life. At
one point she called the moment of her departure “the great flight”—nothing wrong with that, right?—but everything she said had something distinctly poetic about it.
She liked Bologna, she liked the narrow streets of the old Jewish quarter, by the university, the conservatory
and the theater. The same streets old Alex loved.
At one point they took via Zamboni. The weather was already nice that Sunday afternoon, guys holding hands
with their girlfriends, riding in cars with their sleeves rolled up.
Along via Zamboni Adelaide asked him in a direct, almost brutal way why he always came off like the pissedoff prince at school. What did he do in the afternoons, did he feel lonely, was he bummed out, what the hell did he
do?
Okay. Francesca might not have spoken of him in totally enthusiastic terms. But still, the two of them went to
sit on the bench in front of the No to Racism graffiti on the side of the museum.
Could you tell from looking at the blue sky that spring was around the corner? No. I don’t think so.
Still, he could tell.
And I swear, whatever image you had of him from the outside, he felt open and spontaneous like never in his
life. Alex was the kind of guy who liked to pretend at times. He was into shocking. Maybe he was an asshole now
and then; but on that Sunday afternoon he and Aidi talked about things that had been stuffed inside for years so
naturally and with such a longing that it was magic: Aidi’s paranoia vis-à-vis her separated parents, Alex’s fear of
his folks considering him just an extension of themselves—you understand.
It was as if he’d already been there, sitting against the bench’s backrest. As if Aidi had already known him.
Between the folds of his memory, in the video archive of elementary school, there was something of her: Villa
Spada, where he went to play with the cub scouts, lunches at his uncle and aunt’s in Casalecchio every Sunday;
the blue Renault that the Chancellor had bought when Alex was six; the bathroom mirror with a halo of
condensation on which Frère de lait wrote “Inter-Milan #1”; and then certain distorted riffs from a Fender Jaguar
in his mind …
Anyway, there was something of her in all that, and old Alex managed to be more than nice and more than
natural, but without being self-conscious, and in the end he was almost sure: he felt he’d always known Aidi—
now that’s what you call a feeling, boys.
They said good-bye in an ultra-choreographed sunset, under the two towers. Finally, while he was fumbling to
free his bike from its chain, Aidi walked back to him, kissed him on the cheek and ran away without turning
around.
Well, it’s easy to understand: at that moment Alex experienced the sphincter-fibrillating sensation that something infinite had begun, something worth going to the corner bar alone to raise a toast for, knocked senseless by a
barrage of joyful bombardment balls, even though with all this endlessness our young rocker’s thoughts weren’t
particularly crazy or heavy or … at least not for the first week.
Okay. Not even two days from that sensation ours truly—he’d already read all of Cummings, obviously—was
talking on the phone about her with old Helios Nardini.
Alex put it out from the get-go that he was confused about the fact that in five months she’d be gone. If he got
too involved—and this already seemed to be the case—the separation would hurt. Well, you know how things are
between friends, especially since Alex never seemed like the type to get involved. In fact, he was al ways the first
to start razzing someone.
Anyhow, Nardini threw out the classic:
“You gotta see how the Rule works. Okay? Y’know what I’m sayin’? Three days for some tongue, three weeks
for a hand job, and three months for the cunt. Sorry, but that’s the Rule …”
But our old boy took it to heart right away:
“Listen,” he answered back to the cynic, “this is something I care about. I don’t appreciate the jokes.”
So this was the news.
Naturally, Nardini didn’t lose a nanosecond in blabbing it to Depression Tony and all the other catholic punk
amigos, dissing the poor jerk from Bologna to Switzerland. But such slimeball razzing doesn’t concern us here.
What counts is that old Alex really took a shot.
I won’t push things by saying he was—my God—in love, but he certainly was a bit overwhelmed, shit.
He wrote his first letter to her in those days. It was an afternoon thing, five or six pages packed with late-adolescent hopes and emotions. For the first time our rocker let himself go, discovered himself. Okay, he understood
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from the get-go that with Aidi it wasn’t like with all the other half-assed chicks from school with their “Alex I
wanted to tell you I feel something for you but I don’t really know what,” and him, zip! ready to drop his pants to
suggest an answer.
All in all, Alex didn’t give the slightest shit about what the girls thought or didn’t think. And beyond the social
convention of not yawning in someone’s face when they’re talking, he’d always kept the indifference index up
around the fourth exponential power when dealing with the kabbalistic projections, aspirations and paranoid fears
of his—my God—partners.
Whereas now …
I mean he used to be the coldest of them all, then from one day to the next we find him a poet and de serter
from the nihilistic afternoons chilling out barefoot on Nardini’s carpet and bitching about this that and the other
thing with Urban Dance Squad and Rollins Band cranking and cranking harder than a Friday night traffic circle?
You got it.
*
As for the rest, the days passed by even in the grim and suffocating Liceo Caimani, and the useless hours flew
between Hobbesian materialism and Mannerist critique.
The teachers threatened punishment, but the preannounced showdown between them and the class slackers
never came. In a state of disbelief, our old boy didn’t bother to open a single book. He sat in the last row reading a
collection of Frigidaire comics which old Hoge and that electric skull of his had lent him—comic strips and early
’80s rock—the same ones Alex used to take from his uncle Sandro’s shelves at his grandmother’s and flip through
them, oblivious of everything and immersed in the frozen age of five, lying on his back with his belly in the air
while Uncle Sandro talked out loud about his medical problems.
The smell of ’77, student riots, punk, the smell of tire irons under the coat.
Many things started from there, from Frigidaire, even if Alex didn’t manage to grasp all the impli cations.
Meanwhile, with Aidi, there were hellos, smiles, little notes hidden in books and daily letters. Those were days of
typing paper decorated with a sun, or a meadow, or the five-petal flower Aidi signed all her messages with. All
drawn with colored pencils. She got sheets from a computer with the words printed densely, a little lighthearted, a
little sad, in New York 10 point; and old Alex imagined her sitting at the table of a room he’d never seen while
reading:
“If you want a friend, tame me …”\fn{From The Little Prince, by Antoine de Saint Exupéry (1900-1944) French author}
*
“What do I need to do?” the little prince asked.
“You need to be very patient,” the fox replied. “In the beginning you’ll sit a little far from me, like this, in the
grass. I’ll look at you from the corner of my eye, and you won't say anything. Words are sources of misunderstanding. But day after day you’ll be able to come and sit a little closer …”
The next day, the little prince returned.
“It would have been better to come back at the same time,” the fox said. “If, for example, you arrive at four in
the afternoon, I’ll start being happy from three. The more time passes, the happier I’ll be. When by four, I get
restless and worried, I’ll discover the price of happiness.”
And she and Alex were totally happy, even through the thousand mindfucks of such a situation, even if the old
boy felt a little anxious when he thought that theirs was just the story of seventeen-year-olds with a time bomb set
for her departure to America.
Meanwhile, they heard from each other all the time, and when they saw each other they were happier and
stronger. Each time they wanted to see each other, they’d meet downtown, wander between the bar lights, the
stores, the movie theaters, talking about the little prince and how to free themselves from the conditioning of
everyday life.
*
(One time he got there before she did and barely saw her heading his way, helmet in her hands, wearing a
colored scarf. He barely recognized her from a distance, in the crowd, and he ran toward her singing without
opening his mouth: they hugged, laughed, kissed each other on cold cheeks.)
*
They were crazy and they lived their strange dream and told each other everything and talked and laughed and
walked and talked about all they’d ever seen, just like in a long dream. And then, and then
and then, one ugly day, the words between them became sources of misunderstanding. Indeed, the source of a
misunderstanding, just one, but the saddest thing Alex had ever experienced
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a frigid Saturday night in piazza Maggiore, Alex asked her to be his steady girl. It was the most obvious thing
at that point, no?
Only.
Only she squeezed his hand tight and said she had to think about it, but she had a sad shadow in her eyes.
He came back home and felt suffocated—a feeling he couldn’t quite focus in on, that he and Aidi would lose
touch.
And all the following Sunday, Alex tough, Alex pissed off, Alex who couldn’t give a shit, lay beat on his bed
rereading Jonathan, my God, Livingston Seagull,\fn{Originally a novella by Richard Bach, published in 1970 } which who
else but Aidi had lent him.
Alex useless and sad as non-alcoholic beer. …
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The Cathedral of St. Peter the Apostle, Metroplitan Rome, Lazio Region, Italy. Below: The Cathedral of
Siena, Tuscany Region, Italy
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The Cathedral of St. Mary of the Flowers, Florence, Tuscany Region, Italy

The Cathedral of St. Martin, Lucca, Tuscany Region, Italy
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The Basilica of the Collegiate, Catania, Sicily Region, Italy
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The Basilica of St. Mary of Health, Venice, Veneto Region, Italy
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The Cathedral of Mary of the Nativity, Milan, Lombardy Region, Italy: two views
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The Cathedral of Pavia, Lombardy Region, Italy: two views, followed by details of the façade
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The Church of St. Bartholomew, Bergamo, Lombardy Region, Italy: two views
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The Basilica of Our Lady Help of Christians, Turin, Piedmont Region, Italy: two views
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La Basílica de Santa María de Collemaggio, L'Aquila, Abruzzo Region, Italy
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The Cathedral of St. Mary of the Assumption and St. John the Baptist, Aosta Valley Region, Italy: two
views
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The Cathedral of St. Sabino, Bari, Apulia Region, Italy: two views
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The Cathedral at Catanzaro, Calabria Region, Italy. Below, the Cathedral at Reggio Calabria
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The Cathedral at Carpi, Emilia-Romagna Region, Italy

The Cathedral of St. Vigilio, Trento, Trentino-Alto Adige/Südtirol Region, Italy
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The Cathedral of the Holy Januarius, Naples, Campania Region, Italy
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The Church of the Holy Trinity and St. Spyridon, Trieste, Friuli-Venezia Giulia Region, Italy: Below:
details of mosaics on the façade.
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The Church of Jesus, St. Andrew and St. Ambrosius, Genoa, Liguria Region, Italy. Below: details of the
pediment, dome and belfry tower
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The Cathedral of St. Ciriaco, Ancona, Marche Region, Italy

The Church of St. Francis of Assisi, Matera, Basilicate Region, Italy
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The Cathedral at Orvieto, Umbria Region, Italy: two views
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The Cathedral of St. Nicolas, Sassasri, Sardinia Region, Italy: two views
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The Cathedral of the Apostle Peter, Isernia, Molise Region, Italy: two views
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